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SUSPENSION OF INVESTMENT CREDIT AND
ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION

MONDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1966

U.S. SENATE,

Coi ImTTm ON FINANCE,
Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room 2221,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senator Long (chairman), Gore, Talmadge, McCarthy,
Fulbright, Ribicoff, Williams, Carlson, and Morton.

The CHAnRMAN. This hearing relates to the temporary suspension of
the investment credit and of the use of accelerated depreciation.

(H.R. 17607 follows:)

[H.R. 17607, 89th Cong., 2d sess.]

AN ACT To suspend the investment credit and the allowance of accelerated depreciation
in the case of certain real property

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Cfongress assembled, That (a) section 48 of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954.(relating to definition; special rules) is amended by redesignating
subsection (h) as subsection (k), and by inserting before such subsection the
following new subsections:

"(h) SUSPENSION OF INVESTMENT CREDIT.-For purposes of this subpart-
"(1) GENERAL RULE.-Section 38 property which is suspension period prop-

erty shall not be treated as new or used section 38 property.
"(2) SUSPENSION PERIOD PROPERTY DEFINED.-Except as otherwise provided

in this subsection and subsection (i), the term 'suspension period property'
means section 38 property-

"(A) the physical construction, reconstruction, or erection of which
begins either during the suspension period or pursuant to an order
placed during such period, or

"(B) which is acquired by the taxpayer either during the suspension
period or pursuant to an order placed during such period.

"(3) BINDING CONTRATS.-To the extent that any property is constructed,
reconstructed, erected, or acquired pursuant to a contract which was, on
September 8, 1966, and at all times thereafter, binding on the taxpayer, such
property shall not be deemed to be suspension period property.

"(4) EQUIPPED BUILDING RULE.-If-
"(A) pursuant to a plan of the taxpayer in existence on September 8,

1966 (which plan was not substantially modified at any time after such
date and before the taxpayer placed the equipped building in service),
the taxpayer has constructed, reconstructed, erected, or acquired a build-
ing and the machinery and equipment necessary to the planned use of
the building by the taxpayer, and

"(B) more than 50 percent of the aggregate adjusted basis of all the
property of a character subject to the allowance for depreciation making
up such building as so equipped is attributable to either property the
construction, reconstruction, or erection of which was begun by the tax-
payer before September 9, 1966, or property the acquisition of which
by the taxpayer occurred before such date,
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then all section 38 property comprising such building as so equipped (and
any Incidental section 38 property adjacent to such building which is neces-
sary to the planned use of the building) shall be treated as section 38 prop-
erty which is not suspension period property. For purposes of subparagraph
(B) of the preceding sentence, the rules of paragraphs (3) and (5) (A) shall
be applied.

"(5) MACHINERY OR EQUIPMENT COMPLETION RULES.-
"(A) IN GENERAL.-In the case of any piece of machinery or equip-

ment more than 50 percent of the adjusted basis of which is attributable
to parts and components which were on hand on September 8, 1966, or
were acquired pursuant to a binding contract which was in effect on
such date, the parts and components necessary for the completion of
such piece of machinery or equipment as a functioning unit shall be
treated as property which Is not suspension period property.

"((B) CERTAIN TAXPAYERS VIIO ASSEMBLE OR PRODUCE THEIR OWN
MACHINERY OR EQUIPMENT.-In the case of a taxpayer who regularly
assembles or otherwise produces pieces of machinery or equipment for
his own use, any piece of machinery or equipment which he assembles
or otherwise produces for his own use out of parts and components more
than 50 percent of which (determined on the basis of cost) he had on
hand on September 8, 1966, or acquired pursuant to a binding contract
which was in effect on such date shall be treated as property which is
not suspension period property.

"(6) CERTAIN FINANCING TRANSAOTIONs.-Where, pursuant to a financing
transaction, a person who is a party to a binding contract described in para-
graph (3) transfers rights in such contract (or in the property to which
such contract relates) to another person but a party to such contract retains
the right to use the property under a long-term lease with such other person,
then to the extent of the transferred rights such other person shall, for pur-
poses of paragraph (3), succeed to the position of the transferor with respect
to such binding contract and such property.

"(7) CERTAIN LEASE OBLIGATIONs.-Where, pursuant to a binding lease or
contract to lease in effect on September 8, 1966, a lessor or lessee is obligated
to construct, reconstruct, erect, or acquire property specified in such lease or
contract, any property so constructed, reconstructed, erected or acquired
by the lessor or lessee which is section 38 property shall be treated as prop-
erty which is not suspension period property. In the case of any project
which includes property other than the property to be leased to such lessee,
the preceding sentence shall be applied, in the case of the lessor, to such
other property only if the binding leases and contracts with all lessees in
effect on September 8, 1966, cover real property constituting 25 percent or
more of the project (determined on the basis of rental value). For pur-
poses of this paragraph, in the case of any project where one or more vendor-
vendee relationships exist, such vendors and vendees shall be treated as
lessors and lessees.

"(8) CERTAIN TRANSFERS TO RE DISREGARDED.-
"(A) If property or rights under a contract are transferred in-

"(I) a transfer by reason of death, or
"(i) a transaction as a result of which the basis of the property

in the hands of the transferee is determined by reference to its
basis in the hands of the transferor by reason of the application
of section 832, 351, 361, 371(a), 374(a), 721, or 731,

and such property (or the property acquired under such contract)
would not be treated as suspension period property in the hands of
the decedent or the transferor, such property shall not be treated as
suspension period property In the hands of the transferee.

"(B) If-
"(1) property or rights under a contract are acquired in a trans-

action to which section 334(b) (2) applies,
"(i) the stock of the distributing corporation was acquired be-

fore September 9, 1966, or pursuant to a binding contract in effect
September 8, 1966, and

"(iii) such property (or the property acquired under such con-
tract) would not be treated as suspension period, property in the
hands of the distributing corporation,

such property shall not be treated as suspension period property In the
hands of the distributee.
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"(9) CERTAIN TANGIBLE PROPERTY CONSTRUCTED DURING SUSPENSION PERIOD
AND LEASED NEW THERA ER.-Tanglble personal property constructed or
reconstructed by a person shall not be suspension period property if-

"(A) such person leases such property after the close of the sus-
pension period and the original use of such property commences after
the close of such period,

"(B) such construction or reconstruction, and such lease transaction,
was not pursuant to an order placed during the suspension period, and

"(C0) an election is made under subsection (d) with respect to such
property which satisfies the requirements of such subsection.

"(10) WATER AND AIR POLLUTION CONTROL FACILITIES.-
"(A) IN GENERAL.-Any water pollution control facility or air pol-

lution control facility shall be treated as property which is not suspension
period property.

"(B) WATER POLLUTION CONTROL FACILITY.-For purposes of subpara-
graph (A), the term 'water pollution control facility' means any section
38 property which-

"(1) is used primarily to control water pollution by removing,
altering, or disposing of wastes, including the necessary intercept-
ing sewers, outfall sewers, pumping, power, and other equipment,
and their appurtenances; and

"(i) ip certified by the State water pollution control agency (as
defined in section 18(a) of the Federal Water Pollution. Control
Act) as being in conformity with the State program or requirements
for control of water pollution and in compliance with the applicable
regulations of Federal agencies and the general policies of the
United States for cooperation with the States In the prevention
and abatement of water pollution under the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act.

"(0) AIR POLLUTION CONTROL FACILTY.-For purposes of subpara-
graph (A), the term 'air pollution control facility' means any section
38 property which-

"(I) is used primarily to control atmospheric pollution or con-
tamination by removing, altering, or disposing of atmospheric
pollutants 0r contaminants; and

"(ii) is certified by the State air pollution control agency (as
.defined in section 302(b) of the Clean Air Act) as being in con-
formity with the State program or requirements for control of
air pollition and in compliance with the applicable regulatloiIs of
Federal agencies and the general policies of the United States
for cooperation with the States in the prevention and abatement
of air pollution under the Clean Air Act.

"(D) -STANDjiRDS FOR FACILITY.-Subparagraph (A) shall apply in the
case of any facility only if the taxpayer constructs, reconstructs, erects,
or acquires such facility in furtlerance of Federal, State, or local
standards for the control of water pollution or atmospheric pollution or
contaminants.

"(i) EXEMPTION FROM SUSPENSION OF $15,000 oF INVESTMENT.-
"(1) IN GENERAL.-In the case of property acquired by the taxPpyer by

purchase for use in his trade or business which would (but for this sub-
section) be suspension period property, the taxpayer may select items to
which this subsection applies, to the extent of an aggregate cost, for the
suspension period, of $15,000. Any item so selected shall be treated as
property which Is not suspension period property for purposes of this sub-
part (other than for purposes of paragraphs (4), (5), (6), (7), and (8) of
subsection (h)).

"(2) APPLICABLE RULEs.-Under regulations prescribed by the Secretary
or his delegate, rules similar to the rules provided by paragraphs (2) and
(3) of subsection (c) shall be applied for purposes of this subsection. Sub-
section (d) shall not apply with respect to any item to which this subsec-
tion applies.

"(J) SUSPENSION PEaIOD.-For purposes of this subpart, the term 'siispen.ion
period' means the period beginning on September 9, 19066, and ending on December
31, 1967.".

(b) Section 48(d) of such Code (relating to certain leased property). is
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "In the case
of suspension period property which is leased and is property of a kind which the
lessor ordinarily leasesto one lessee for a substantial portion of the useful life
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of the property, the lessor of the property shall be deemed to have elected to
treat the first such lessee as having acquired such property for purposes of apply-
Ing the last sentence of section 46 (a) (2)."

SEC. 2. Section 167 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to deprecia-
tion) is amended by redesignating subsection (i) as subsection (J) and by
Inserting after subsection (h) the followingnew subsection:

"(I) LIMITATION IN CASE OF PROPERTY CONSTRUCTED OR ACQUIRED DURING THE
SUSPENSION PERIOD.-

"(1) IN GENERAL.-Under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his
delegate, paragraphs (2), (3), and 1) of subsection (b) shall not apply In
the case of real property which Is not section 38 property (as defined In
section 48(a)) If-

"(A) the physical construction, reconstruction, or erection of such
property by any person begins during the suspension period, or

"(B) an order for such construction, reconstruction, or erection is
placed by any person during the suspension period.

Under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, rules similar
to the rules provided by paragraphs (3), (4), (6), (7), and (8) of section
48 (h) shall be applied for purposes of the preceding sentence.

"(2) 'SUSPENSION PEmIo.-For purposes of this subsection, the term
'suspension period' means the period beginning on September '9, 1966, and
ending on December 31, 1967."

SEC. 3. (a) Section 40(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to de-
termination of amount of credit) Is amended by striking out paragraph (2) and
inserting In lieu thereof the following:

"(2) LIMITATION BASED ON AMOUNT OF TAx.-Notwlthstanding paragraph
(1), the credit allowed by section 38 for the taxable year shall not exceed-

"(A) so much of the liability for tax for the taxable year as does not
exceed $25,000, plus

"(B) for taxable years ending on or before the last day of the sus-
pension period (as defined In section 48(J)), 25 percent of so much of
the liability for tax for the taxable year as exceeds $25,000, or

"(0) for taxable years ending after the last day of such suspension
period, 50 preent of so much of the liability for tax for the taxable year
as exceeds $25,000.

In applying subparagraph (0) to a taxable year beginning on or before
the last day of such suspension period and ending after the last day of such
suspension period, the percent referred to In such subparagraph shall be the
sum of 25 percent plus the percent which bears the same ratio to 25 percent
as the number ofdays In such year after the last day of the suspension period
bears to the total number of days in such year. The amount otherwise
determined under this paragraph shall be reduced (but not below zero) by
the credit which would have been allowable under paragraph (1) for such
taxable year with respect to suspension period property but for the applica-
tion of section 48(h) (1)."

(,b) Section 46(b) (1) of such Code (relating to allowance of carryback and
carryover of unused credits) Is amended-

(1) by striking out subparagraph (B) and inserting In lieu thereof the
following:

"(B) an Investment credit carryover to each of the 7 taxable years
following the unused credit year,"; and

(2) by striking out In the last sentence "8 taxable years" and "other
7 taxable years" and Inserting in lieu thereof "10 taxable years" and "other
9 taxable years", respectively.

SEO. 4. The amendments made by this Act shall apply to taxable years ending
after September 8, 1966, except that the amendments made by section 3 (b) shall
apply only If the fifth taxable year following the unused credit year ends after
December 31, 1966.

Passed the House of Representatives September 30, 1960.
Attest: RALPH ROBERTS,

Clerkc.
The CHARMAN. Suspension of these two tax incentives is the cor-

nerstone of the President's program to slow the torrid pace of today'seconomy. This suspension-is the only part of this ant-inflation pro-
gram that requires legislative approval. The other facets involve a
cutback in the rate of Federal spending, termination of open market
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sales of participation certificates, and reductions in sales of other Gov-
ernment securities.

Suspension of the tax incentives involved in the bill before us is
particularly appropriate. Much of today's inflationary pressures grow
out of excessive business spending, and too much of business expansion
is being financed with borrowed money. The net increase in bank
loans to business soared from barely $50 million in 1961 to nearly $10
billion in the current year. Increases in corporate bond financing have
also doubled in the same period.

These unusual demands on our money markets-together with the
cruel tight money policy o-i the Federal Reserve Board-have joined
together to make today's interest rates the highest in at least 40 years.
Because of tight money, the home construction industry is in a state
of near recession and consumers cannot get the credit they need to buy
the products they must have. Suspension of thesp tax incentives is cal-
culated to reduce business demands on the money markets and start
interest rates back down where ordinary borrowers can have a chance.

We are pleased to have the Secretary of the Treasury, the Honorable
Henry H. Fowler, as our first witness today. Mr. Fowler, the bill be-
fore us solves a lot of the problems which were raised against my own
amendment and the original administration recommendation. The
"equipped building" rule has given equity where perhaps there should
be equity. I hope you will have something to say in your prepared
statement about those instances where no building is involved-such as
a chemical complex like the Du Pont Co. might erect.

You may begin.

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY H. FOWLER, SECRETARY OF THE
TREASURY

Secretary FOWLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee.

I appreciate this opportunity to present the Treasury's views on
the bill before you, H.R. 17607. The promptness with which you have
initiated this hearing is testimony to the committee's awareness that
our situation today calls for action without delay.

I favor the prompt enactment of H.R. 17607. This bill suspends the
7-percent investment credit for a period of 16 months, and limits the
accelerated depreciation options applicable to new buildings or struc-
tures for the same period. The temporary removal of these special tax
incentives to investment will-

Contribute to a restraint of inflationary developments that are
proving disruptive of the financial markets and placing excessive
strain on the capital goods industries;

Promote a more sustainable rate of balanced economic growth
in the next 16 months and thereafter; and

Support a policy of monetary restraint while avoiding the
burdens and risks of excessively. tight money and high interest
rates with their particularly discriminatory impact on the housing
sector of the economy.

I. TIE BILL RELATED TO TIE PRESIDENTS FULL PROGRAM

This bill is an integral part of the President's program as set forth
in his message of September 8. Before commenting further specif-
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ically on H.R. 17607, lt me briefly relate the bill to the remainder of
the program as set forth in that message.

With regard to the credit market, the President's directive to me
.,o review all Federal agency security sales and present them to him for
approval will result in lessening the burden of Federal finance on the
markets. The President's memorandum to Federal departments and
agencies of September 9, calling for careful and thorough pruning
of Fedora lending and borrowing activities, should reduce aggregate
Federal credit demands on the private market.. It hvs already been decided to cancel the sale of FNMA partiipa-
tion certificates tentatively scheduled for September, and to have
no FNMA participation sales in the market f6r the rest of 1966 unless
,market conditions. improve, Nor will there be any Export-Import
Bank sales of additional participation certificates in the market in the
rest of this calendar year. Market sales of Federal agency securities,
meanwhile, will be limited in the aggregate to an amount required to
replace maturing issues, while new money, to the extent genuinely
--needed, will be raised through sales of agency securities to Government
investment accounts.

I am submitting for the record a copy of a press release issued Satur-
day, September 10, announcing these decisions pursuant to that portion
of the President's message.

(The press release referred to follows:)
[Treasury Department press release, Sept. 10, 1966]

FEDERAL AGENCY FINANCING AND PARTICIPATION SALES

Secretary of the Treasury F61mler announced today the completion of a pre-
liminary review Of all potential Federal security sales. He also announced
decisions already taken that will reduce substantially contemplated offerings
of participation sales and Federal agency securities to the private market and
hold those offerings to a minimum for the remainder of the calendar year.

He said that this review and the decisions announced were taken pursuant
to the President's message of Thursday, September 8, and should help reduce
current pressures on the money market and on interest rate.

The Treasury's announcedd plans will affect the flow into the private market of
various Federal agency securities and participation certificates in pools of Fed-
erally owned financial assets during the balance of this calendar year. A list of
the agencies covered by the new program and a list of the Federally owned
financial assets projected for disposition in the fiscal year 1967 in the President's
Budget Message last January are attached.

The sale of participation certificates through FNMA tentatively scheduled for
September has been canceled and will not be offered at another time in this
calendar year. In addition, further sales of participation certificates through
FNMA will be made into the private market during the remainder of 1966 only if
the market returns to more normal conditions.

Also, there will be no public offering of additional participation certificates
by the Export-Import Bank for the balance of this calendar year.

The Treasury also reported that it has had several meetings with advisers in
the financial community, and with officials of other Government agencies, in
order to improve the design and marketability of participation certificates, and
thus reduce their market impact and interest cost. A number of suggestions are
being scrutinized and some of thes6 will be adopted on the next occasion when
participation sales are offered to the market.

With respect to Federal agency security issues, it is planned that, in the
aggregate, the agencies will borrow no additional money in the private market
between now and year-end. Any offerings to the market will be confined to te
amount necessary to replace existing issues scheduled to mature. To accom)lish
thiq result, an intensive effort will be made to reduce the over-all .,niv money
needs of the Federal credit agencies to a minimum consistent with the nation's
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economic well-being. This effort is in line with a Presidential memorandum
sent on September 9 to all Government departments and Federal credit agencies.
A copy of the memorandum is attached to this statement.

Even after applying rigid standards, there is expected to be some need for
additional financing by Federal credit agencies beyond the replacement of ma-
turing issues. At least for- the balance of this calendar year, it is planned to
raise these additional funds, in the aggregate, through the sale of Federal agency
securities to various Government investment accounts.

The interest yields available on these high quality agency securities clearly
make these securities attractive investments for the trust accounts. Further-
more, such placement assists the objective of reducing strains on capital markets.
Around mid-1966 an increased volume of agency issues involving considerable
amounts of new money were sold, bringing rates of return in excess of their
normal relationship with direct Treasury issues. In the months ahead, by pro-
viding the agencies' new money needs through securities purchases by the Gov-
ernment investment accounts, the type of pressure experienced earlier this year
should be avoided.

In August and September, it may be noted, the Government investment
accounts have already arranged to purchase a portion of the securities offered
by the Federal Home Loan Banks, the Federal National Mortgage Association
(to support its operations in the secondary mortgage market), and the Federal
Land Banks. Purchases of these securities by the Government investment ac-
counts totaled $223 million.

The President directed the Secretary of the Treasury on September 8 to ask
each Federal credit agency to present to the Secretary, for final review by the
President, all proposals for sales of securities during the rest of this year.

In several cases, the Secretary of the Treasury already hals the authority to
approve the financing arrangements made by Federal Credit agencies. In those
cases where the Treasury does not have this authority, the President in the at-
tached memorandum is asking that the Treasury and the Bureau of the Budget
be consulted in regard to the credit agencies' lending programs and financing ar-
rangements, and that proposed agency financing operations in the market be
approved by the President.

A table attached summarizing "Federal Agency Security Issues and Participa-
tion Sales" at six-month intervals beginning with the fiscal year 1905 provides
some measure of the increasing market impact of the sales of these securities
which the-announced program is designed to alleviate.

This table shows that agency and participation certificate sales in the first
six months of this year raised more than $5 billion in additional money.

In the next four months there will be no additional money raised by agency
sales in the market, and no sales of participation certificates in the market unless
market conditions improve materially.

LIST or DEPARTMENTS AND FEDERAL AGENCIES WITH LENDING AND BORROWING
ACTIVITIES COVERED BY NEW PROGRAM[

Departments:
Agriculture.
Commerce.
Defense.
Health, Education, and Welfare.
Housing and Urban Development.
Interior.
Labor.
State.
Treasury.

Agencies:
Export-Import Bank of Washington.
Farm Credit Administration.
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.
Federal Home Loan Bank Board.
General Services Administration.
Interstate Commerce Commission.
National Capital Planning Commission.
Office of Economic Opportunity.
Small Business Administration.
Tennessee Valley Authority.
Veterans' Administration.
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Federally owned flnanfal a8set8 projected in the Predent.'e budget mnessage in
January for divposition by participation 8ales in the fiscal year 1967

[In millions of dollars]

Farmers Home Administration ----------------------------------- 600
HEW: Office of Education -------------------------------------- 100
Federal National Mortgage Association ---------------------------- 520
Federal Housing Administration ...........
Public housing program ......................................
College housing loans ------------------------------------------ 820
Public facility loans -------------------------------- ----------- 80
Veterans' Administration:

Direct loan revolving fund ---------------- 154
Loan guarantee revolving fund ------------------------------ 106

Export-Import Bank ------------------------- ------------------ 975
Small Business Administration ------------ ---------------------- 850

Total--- -------------------------------------------------- 4,205

Federal agency 8eourfty i88ues and partiopation sales

[In millions of dollars]

Total Maturities I Additional
offerings money '

Fiscal year 1965:
July to December 194:

Agency securities ------------------------------------ 4,629 4,539 261
Participation sales ----------------------------------- 750 86 664

Total ---------------------------------------------- 5,370 4,6259

January to June 1965:
Agency securities ------------------------------------ 5,461 4, 46 1,334
Participation sales --------------------------------------------.... 168 -168

Total ---------------------------------------------- 5,401 4,624 1,166

Fiscal year 1066:
July to December 1965:

Agency securities ------------------------------------ 5,623 4,856 724
Participation sales ----------------------------------- 900 325 575

Total ------------------------ -------------------- 6,523 5 1,299

January to Juno 1966:
Agency securities -------------------------------- 8643 5,901 3,476
Participation sales ---------------------------------- 1:700 103 1,598

Total ---------------------------------------------- 10,343 6,004 5,074

Fiscal year 1967:
July to August 1066:

Agency securities ------------------------------------ 2,928 2,000 $582
Participation sales.... . ..------------------------------------------- 89 -89

Total ---------------------------------------------- 2,928 2,089 3493

September to December 1966:
Agency securities ------------------------------- (4 4,19

Patcpation sales -------------------------------- ( 4) 333______

Total ------------------------------------------- (4) 4,529 (4)

1 Includes "puts" and redemptions prior to maturity.
2 Includes short-term flnancln', by FNIMIA and TVA not shown separately: on a net basis these amounted

to $172,000,000 July to Deembar 1964, $32),000,000 January to June 1955, -$44,000,000 July to December
1985 $734 000,000 January to June 1966, -$206,000.000 July to August 1960.

Sin addition $140,000,630 was taken by Federal trust funds.
'Not available.
NOTE.-Dettll may not ade' A,- total duo to rounding.

Source: Office of the Socretury of the Treasury, Office of Debt Analysis, Sept. 9, 1960.
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS AND FEDERAL LENDING AGENCIES,
SEPTEMBER 9, 1966

After over five years of uninterrupted growth in our economy, we face the
threat that inflation will take away some of our hard won gains. To the record
level of private and public demands. have been added the costs of fulfilling our
c(nmitments in Vietnam. We cannot allow these demands to thwart our objec-
tive of continued healthy growth, and we must not buy price stability at the
expense of a stagnant economy.

Restraint in private and public demands is essential at this time or we may
fall short in our objectives. Because we cannot fail to supply the needs in
Vietnam the burden of restraint must be carried by the remainder of the public
sector and by the private sector of our economy.

I have strongly urged upon labor and management the need for self-discipline.
At the Federal level expenditures are being eliminated, reduced, or postponed on
a case by case examination of all programs and activities, as outlined in my
Message to the Congress of September 8,1966.

Federal credit programs--programs created to serve legitimate and im-
portant credit needs of our economy which are not adequately served by the
private financial markets--must also share in the difficult process of restraint.
Monetary policy, as you know, is now restrictive. Pressures on the availability
of funds are reflected in the highest level of interest rates in the last 45 years.
A part .wf the enormous demand for funds, after being denied in the private
sector, is seeking accommodation from Federal credit sources. This is to be
expected, and to some extent the very purpose of the Federal credit programs is
to help distribute limited resources more equitably.

But Federal credit resources cam ot be allowed simply to substitute for private
resources. To do this would undermine the whole objective of reducing total
demand on the capital markets and pressures on interest rates.

I am therefore requesting the head of each Department and lending agency
to review his operations to assure that direct loans or loans insured or guaranteed
by the agency are for essential and nonpostponable needs. Each loan should be
examined in terms of whether it promotes present national objectives and not
just in terms of whether the loan is a sound loan. Heads of agencies that help
finance private credit institutions should examine policies and operations with a
view to reducing the need for the agency borrowings in the capital markets and
minimizing the need for borrowing from the Treasury. Essential credit needs
will have to he met, but the objective should be a sizable net reduction in demands
upon credit niarkets.

I am further requesting agency heads to present their reviews and reduced
schedule of needs to the Secretary of the Treasury and the Director of the Bureau
of the Budget to insure a coordination of the programs and a reduction in credit
demands.

LYNDON B. JOHNSON.

Secretary FOWER. Another important ingredient of the President's
program was the passage of legislation to give the bank regulatory
agencies and Federal Home Loan Bank Board flexible authority to
regulate interest rates on consumer saving. This important step has
now been taken, and the harmful process of excessive interest-rate
escalation in the field of consumer savings will be halted a.nd hope-
fully reversed.

The announced program fcr reducing Federal expenditures for fiscal
1967 is yet another related measure to minimize the drain of Federal
financing on the credit market in addition to reducing aggregate de-
mand. The President has made clear his firm determin"Ition to hold
down all lower priority expenditures by means of deferrals, stretch-
mo- out the pace of spending and otherwise reducirg contracts, new
orders, and commitments-a policy and program with which I have
been actively and affirmatively concerned from the initial preparation
of the January budget. The Budget Director will deal with this
subject in detail. Of course, beyond the recitals given in the Presi-

69-735---66----2
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dent's message and the Director's statement here today, any final pre-
cise description of the amount and nature of the expenditure cuts must
await action by Congress on the eight appropriation bills pending
before it.

Now, I am mindful of the fact that many Members of both Houses
of Congress, majority and minority, have expressed their disinclina-
tion to consider any tax measure for the purpose of increasing reve-
nues unless there have been firm efforts to hold down expenditures.

In my view, the President's program and the bill presented to you
today are consistent with that position. First, expenditure reducidns
are very specifically provided for in the -program. Second, H.R.
17607 is not offered as a revenue measure, or tax increase measure, or
tax reform measure. Its purpose is clearly and simply to suspend a
stimulant to forces that are proving inflationary in the current eco-
nomic situation.

The President's program represents, I believe, the most carefully
chosen and prudent means, consistent with preserving stable economic
growth within the framework of a free economy, to ease the strains
to which our economy is now subjected. It continues the policy pur-
sued by the administration since the unforeseeable escalation of Viet-
nam in mid-1965, to taking fiscal steps designed to meet conditions as
they unfold. This was exemplified in the Tax Adjustment Act of
1966 which applied the degree of restraint that conditions and pros-
pects at that time required. The effect of the accelerated payment of
taxes provided by the act was supplemented by an administrative
order accelerating the payment into-Federal depositaries by employers
of withheld income and social security taxes. We are now proposing
another appropriate step again responsive to prevailing conditions.
In view of the uncertainties with which we still are confronted, we
cannot yet offer blueprints for future programs. The only prudent
course is to maintain a flexible, step-by-step approach.

II. BACKGROUND FOR THE rROPOSAL

I turn now specifically to the action provided for in H.R. 17607.
Let me again emphasize that the purpose of this bill is not to raise
revenue; revenue aspects are incidental. So we do not come here
today with any new estimates of revenues and expenditures for fiscal
1967. The bill is basically an anti-inflationary measure designed to
relieve pressures clearly discernible in the money markets and capital
goods sectors.

Nor is the bill a tax reform proposal. It is temporary in design
and purpose.

As members of this committee are well aware, I have always been a
strong exponent of the investment credit. Our experience to date
has, I believe, justified the faith I had in 1962 in the efficacy of the
investment credit, and my view that it should become a permanent
part of our tax structure. Since then industrial production has in-
creased three times as fast as in the previous decade, real business
fixed investment has increased about 31/2 time3 as fast, and our
economic growth generally has far surpassed its previous rate.
This remarkable achievement is not due solely to the investment credit,

-but I firmly believe the investment credit has ContribUfed substan-
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tinlly' to it. Moreover, looking to the long-term future, I am con-
vinced that the encouragement provided to business by the credit to
modernize and expand its use of capital equipment is essential to
maintaining full employment with stable prices, and to keep our in-
dustry competitive with foreign goods. The President and his ad-
ministration fully sharethese views.

It is, therefore, as I am sure you understand, only with considerable
reluctance and after very careful study that we have reached the con-
clusion that suspension of the investment credit is "n appropriate
measure at this time. I stress suspension and not repeal since the
credit should be regarded, as President Johnson's message indicated,
as an essential and enduring part of our tax structure.

Not only do I regard the investment credit as a permanent structural
component of our tax system, but also one that should be suspended
only in times of active hostilities at least on a scale such as characterizes
the present situation. Even under such circumstances I would, as
past attitudes have made clear, be chary of suspending the investment
credit unless the combination of a rapidly expanding civilian economy
and increasing and special defense needs made this course compelling.
I would be opposed to treating the investment credit as one of many
countrcyclica devices'to be suspended and restored with the normal
ups and downs in our economy.

The present situation is unique and was quite unforeseeable when
the credit was adopted and stress was put-and properly so-on its
permanent character. We then contemplated a peacetime economy
and thoughts of a country engaged in hostilities on the present scale
were far from our minds. But hostilities can cut ruthlessly across
many plans and procedures designed to meet problems of a country
at peace. We are deeply committed to an extensive military operation
in southeast Asia which so far has shown no clear signs of early ter-
mination. Its effects on our economy are clearly evident. We are
also confronted with a monetary situation of almost unparalleled tight-
ness which is producing distortions in our economy and the highest
levels for many of our interest rates in more than 40 years.

Early in the year when the question of suspending the credit was
raised in the Senate, we hoped that this change in the law could be
avoided. In March the President invited to the White House more
than 100 chief executives of companies which, together, are respon-
sible for making a large portion of business plant and equipment out-
lays. At that dinner the President made a strong personal appeal to
those present to carefully review their investment plans with the ob-
jective Of screening out and setting aside for deferral whatever projects
and expenditures they possibly could. Many of the executives did just
that and wrote letters to the President confirming their plans to moder-
ate their investment outlays.

Total plant and equipment outlays, however, continued to surge
upward. The latest Commerce-SEC survey released to the public on
September 8, based on reports from business iii late July and August.
continued to forecast a 17-percent rise in plant and equipment outlays
for this calendar year just as it did last spring. It is true that the rate
of expansion forecsat for the second half of1966 is smaller than the
actual rate for the first half. But this had been forecast all along.
Moreover, actual increases for the 'last 12 quarters of this series have
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consistently turned out to be higher than the forecasts. The real point
is that the level of investment is simply too high under present circum-
stances and it is taking place despite developments in financial markets
and sharp increases in interest rates paid by corporate borrowers, fac-
tors which some thought would restrict capital expenditures. Un-
doubtedly the increase would have been larger without the influence of
the President's appeal for restraint.

II. CURRENT ECONOMIC NEED FOR THE MEASURE

Our economy is now operating close to the limits of its productive
powers. It is being called upon not only to meet emergency defense
requirements associated with military operations in southeast Asia, to
support civilian activities of Federal, State, and local government, and
to produce an enormous flow of capital goods for business. It is at
the same time providing the American consumer with the highest
standard of living the world has ever known.

The strain on our economic resources is most acute in the field of
credit referred to above and in business investment, where the high
level of activity has created a substantial excess of demand over sup-
ply, which will be augmented by future orders with consequent addi-
tional strain on money markets.

The high and rising levels of business investment spending have
been a main cause of credit tightening, mounting interest rates, and
diversion of financial-and hence real-resources away from other im-
portant areas of economic activity.

The resulting process of interest rate escalation-the bidding up for
a limited supply of funds--deserve special comments here, because the
muting of this process is a major part of the President's program to
restore and maintain stable financial markets.

For several years of business expansion, 1961 through 1965, credit
expanded with relatively little change in interest rates except in short-
term rates. Credit demands grew, but the expansion of savings and
bank credit were able to accommodate this expansion to the great bene-
fit of the economy, which enjoyed rapid growth. A major means by
which banks were able to participate in this process of credit expan-
sion was through amassing very large gains in time deposits, essen-
tially by simply bidding for those deposits and then making the funds
available for loans to business and other borrowers.

What had been from 1961 to 1965 an orderly process of credit ex-
pansion and real economic expansion acquired in 1966, however, some
aspects of an unhealthy scramble for liquidity and credit, in which
interest rates have shot up and credit has flowed in a lopsided fash-
ion. Businesses, particularly corporate business, have taken a very
large share, while the mortgage market has had to do with less. This
result has emerged because total credit demands increased while sup-
plies were being held back by a mor6 restrictive monetary policy.

To meet heavy business demands for loans, the banks this year have
bid up the interest rates on certificates of deposit, and due to more
restricted credit availability that bidding had to be more aggressive
than before. In addition, banks have made more room for business
loans by selling their holdings of Treasury issues or allowing those
holdings to mature without being replaced with other Treasury is-

12
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sues. In this entire process, interest rates on Treasury issues and
other securities rose.

Indicative of business demands on the banks, commercial bank loans
t i business rose at an annual rate of 19 percent in the first 8 months of
this year, while bank loans other than business loans rose at about 9
percent annual rate, and bank investments registered almost no net
change at all.

At the same time, business borrowing was exerting a substantial di-
rect impact in the capital markets. Net funds raised through cor-
porate bond issues in the first half of this year were at an annual rate
some 80 percent heavier than the rate for all of 1965. Clearly, busi-
nesses have had to rely very heavily on external financing for their
large investment outlays, despite the substantial growth in their in-
ternal cash flow. And just as clearly, this absorption of credit by
business has been reflected in a smaller supply of funds for the home
mortgage market, and has begun to threaten the supply of funds for
State and local governments and for small business.

This is not to say that business borrowing has been the only source
of pressure on the markets, but it has been a very prominent one.
Treasury borrowing has not been a major factor; holdings of Treas-
ury debt by the public-that is, apart from trust account and Federal
Reserve holdings-was $4.1 billion lower on June 30,1966, than a year
earlier. Increased Federal agency borrowings and participation sales
did exert some market pressure, which our new program is now de-
signed to minimize. I might mention too, that much of the increase
in agency debt during the first half oi this year reflected borrowings
to fill credit needs in the mortgage area that arose essentially because
of the dearth of funds for this purpose in the private market.

The strain on the credit market caused by our high rate of business
investment has been paralleled by strain on our productive resources
available for capital goods. Machinery and equipment producers
are simply unable to keep their production up to the pace of their
incoming orders. In every month during the year ending this Augist
order backlogs for machinery and equipment have grown larger. The
excess of orders over shipments have ranged between 4 and 11
percent in the first 8 months of this year pushing backlogs up
nearly $3 billion, so that they now stand about 27 percent above their
August 1965 level. In just the past 6 months the b.eklogs have in-
creased 14 percent. The backlog of metal cutting machine tool orders
alone now equals more than 101/ months shipments.

It is true that reports on new orders for durable goods in July and
August showed some decline. But this is a somewhat volatile series,
particularly in the transportation category which dominated the
August decline, and the series as a whole despite its general uptrend
has shown declines on at least three previous occasions over the year
preceding the July-August declines. Moreover, machinery and equip-
ment new orders which declined in August, had risen significantly in
July while orders for nonelectrical machinery which attracted atten-
tion by declining in July, actually rose sharply in August. Both these
changes incidentally largely reflect fluctuations in the highly volatile
series of shipbuilding orders.

Obviously, a decision, whether or not to take restraining action can-
not be based on the behavior of orders over a 1-, 2-, or 3-nhonth period,
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but rather must takb account of the persistent patterns of orders in
excess of shipments, and the consequent persistent growth in backlogs.

A crucial factor in limiting the production of machinery and equip-
ment is the acute shortage of skilled workers. In the second quarter
of this year the unemployment rate in nonelectrical machinery was
down to 1.4 percent, and the average workweek of 44 hours is now the
longest in any manufacturing industry. The BLS reports the machine
tool industry as having the tightest manpower situation in the coun-
try. Apparently a handful of occupations account for two-thirds of
all the hard-to-fill jobs. These are machinits, machine shop workers,
mechanics and repairmen, welders, toolmakers, and diesinkers. and
pattern and model makers.

As a result of this excess demand and very tight supply condition,.
prices of machinery have been spurting upward. Electrical machinery
prices have risen at a 4-percent annual rate so far this year, which
incidentally is the reverse of a long downward trend that persisted
through 1965. Prices of metalworking machinery have risen at a
7-percent annual rate in the first 7 months of this year. In the period
from January to July, price increases exceeded a 10-percent annual
rate for a number of important groups of machinery products: metal-
working presses (14 percent), precision measuring tools (12 percent),
transformers and power regulators (12 percent), and wiring devices
(10 percent).

It should be noted that these price rises are taking place in a sector
of the economy where productivity advances are very great and where
we might otherwise have expected, if not actual price declines, at least
a high degree of price stability such as we enjoyed prior to the Viet-
nam escalation in mid-1965.

Pressure on prices, the supply and wages of skilled labor, and on
the financial markets has also been generated by the strong pace of
construction other than single-family homebuilding. In the past 12
months ending in July commercial and industria construction has
averaged 27 percent above the preceding year. This high level of
activity has put upward pressure on wage and material costs in the
construction industry and contributed to scarcity of skilled labor.
Construction prices have recently accelerated, and" wage rates of con-
struction workers have accelerated even more so. Moreover, if meas-
ures were to be taken to relieve credit stringency without at the same
time reducing the stimulus to construction, continued upsurge in con-
struction could well be the outcome.

Looking toward the future, the administration does not have precise
quantitative estimates of investment expenditures for 1967. Nobody
does. Experience tells us that the most reliable information will be-
come available early in December when the Commerce-SEC survey
'will report on business investment plans for the first half of next year.
Private surveys have worked hard and ingeniously to produce earlier
forecasts of the year ahead, but their record in past years has been
admittedly disappointing.

We do know some important, facts about investment in 1967. We
know that the large backlogs of orders and unspent capital appropria-
tions underwrite a continued growth in investment outlays. We know
that businessmen are likely to end this year with high operating rates,
record sales, rapidly growing consumer markets, and expanding cash
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flow. They will have the incentives and they will have the means to
undertake a further growth in investment expenditures in 1967. Fur-
thermore, the inflationary pressure generated in the capital goods and
construction sectors do not merely remain there. They spread to the
rest of the economy as capital goods producers compete strongly for
men and materials which are needed in our defense, consumer goods,
and even our consumer service industries.

It would be dangerous to let the economy proceed on its present
course without a release from these pressures that suspension of the
investment credit and the companion measure, suspension of certain
forms of accelerated depreciation on newly constructed buildings, will
help accomplish along with the remainder of the program set forth
in the President's message.

IV. SPECIFIC PROVISIONS OF H.R. 17607

The bill would temporarily suspend the investment credit allowed
by section 38 of the Internal Revenue Code. The suspension would
apply to (i) property acquired during the suspension period, (ii)
property ordered during the suspension period, and (iii). property,
the physical construction of whichbegins during the suspension period.
The suspension period would begin on September 9, 1966, and end on
December 31, 1967.

Machinery and equipment acquired during the suspension period
under a contract binding upon the taxpayer prior to September 9
would not be affected by the suspension. Also, property would be
unaffected if its physical construction began before the beginning of
the suspension period. A general exemption would permit each tax-
payer to continue to utilize the credit to the extent of $15,000 of
investment or orders during the suspension period. Furthermore,
special rules would continue the availablity of the credit in certain
situations invloving the equipping of previously begun structures, the
completion or asenbly of items of machinery or equipment, and the
consummation of lease obligations or financing transactions.

An amendment added on the floor of the House would exempt air
and water pollution control facilities from the operation of the sus-
pension. This exception is only justifiable on the grounds that pollu-
tion activity frequently constitutes a violation of State or local law.
In those situations where one is required by law to abate activities
causing pollution, his claim to the investment credit rests on the same
principle as the claim of one bound by contract to acquire property,
that is, a legal obligation to proceed. Since this is the limit of the
justification, we would recommend that the amendment apply only to
those situations where the taxpayer is, in fact, required to install anti-
pollution facilities to avoid penalties under State or local law.

Investment credit carryovers* from periods prior to the suspension
period could be used during the suspension period only to the extent
that they would have been allowed had there been no suspension.
However, to permit taxpayers greater scope for the utilization of both
carryovers and current credits after the suspension period, the bill
would effect two significant liberalizaitons of present limits upon the
credit. It would, first, extend the carry-forward period from 5 to 7
years--enabling taxpayers to make future use of investment credit
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carryovers which might otherwise expire unused as a result of the
suspension period. Secondly, for years after the suspension period, the
bill would raise to 50 percent of taxable income the existing e5-percent
limitation upon annual utilization of the investment credit.

The bill's suspension of the right to elect certain methods of accel-
erated depreciation would, generally, parallel its suspension of the
investment credit. For real property (other than that eligible for the
investment credit) whose physical construction is begun or ordered
dring the period from September 9, 1966, through December 31, 1967
the bill would deny the accelerated forms of depreciation first granted
by the 1954 Internal Revenue Code-most significantly, the double
declining balance and sum of the years digits systems. This denial
would apply for the entire useful life of the property. Since the 1954
code methods have never been available for used property, the effect
of the suspension would be to restrict depreciation of real property
whose construction is begun or ordered in the suspension period to the
methods presently allowable for used property. As is now true in the
case of used real estate, the 150-percent declining balance system would
continue to be available.

Provisions similar to those governing suspension of the investment
credit would make the suspension of accelerated depreciation inappli-
cable where real property construction began before September 9, 1966,
or begins thereafter pursuant to a preexisting binding contract.
Special rules, comparable to the investment credit provisions, would
allow accelerated depreciation for certain previously planned,
equipped buildings and for structures erected in accordance with cer-
tain preexisting lease obligations.

I have mentioned that the bill applies to orders placed during the
suspension period. In that respect it differs from other bills, ad-
dressed to the same end, which have been introduced this year. The
reason for applying the suspension to orders is to enlarge its scope
and make more immediate its effect upon the economy. If the suspen-
sion were applied only to installations, it would have no impact in all
those situations in which orders are placed during the suspension
period, but ultimate delivery of the ordered equipment is deferred
until after the termination o! the suspension period. Yet such orders
make direct and immediate demands upon the resources of the econ-
omy; they cause current planning, current hiring, and current capital
expenditures by the suppliers to whom they are directed; and action
inapplicable to them would fail to relieve that pressure. Hence, the
bill's application to orders is essential to its effectiveness.

As passed by the House, H.R. 17607 accommodates the pressing eco-
nomic necessity for supension of the investment credit and accelerated
depreciation to the demands of administrative practicality and fair..
ness to taxpayers. The accommodation which the bill achieves is a
liberal one. The binding contract exception, for example, is sub-
stantially more broadly drawn than the similar provision in the bill
which Chairman Long introduced on this subject last month. The
$15,000 exemption will remove a multitude of small taxpayers from
the practical effect of the bill; and it will thereby diminish very con-
siderably problems of administration and taxpayer compliance. The
bill's special provisions for the completion of items of machinery and
the consummation of building equipment plans-extending the full
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investment credit or accelerated depreciation to situations in which
taxpayers have begun, acquired, or legally committed themselves for
the major portion of a given unit of equipment or structure-repre-
sent liberal hedges against possible harshness in the areas to which
they apply.

Further liberalization of the bill, however, must be strictly avoided.
Any such modifications-either by the provision of special exceptions
for particular industries, areas, or kinds of investments, or by any
other means--will run grave risk of impairing substantially the desired
economic effect of the measure. It has, for example, been suggested
that taxpayers be permitted to claim the investment credit and ac-
celerated depreciation for a broad variety of investment projects and
programs which they had planned or announced before September 9,
or to which they are, in one degree or another, economically committed.
Such treatment has been sought for multifacility plants and large
industrial complexes, involving billions of dollars of planned in-
vestment. If the Congress should accede to such requests, the restrain-
ing impact of the bill upon our economy could be very considerably
dissipated. Unless such taxpayers are asked to decide between actual
activity now and deferral of activity until after the suspension period,
we will be unable to achieve the moderation of investment that is re-
quired. Hence, I urge you strongly to approve the substance of the
bill before you, without the addition of special exceptions or debilitat-
ing modifications.

V. EFFECTS OF THE BILL

Just as the enactment of the investment credit provided a strong
incentive to investment, so its suspension would sharply reduce the
incentive to invest during the suspension period. Moreover, the fact
that the suspension would be temporary adds a reinforcing incentive
to defer a capital projects until the credit is restored. For example,
on typical investment in machinery and equipment the investment
credit raises the after-tax rate of return from 10 to 12 or 13 percent.
Thus when the credit is suspended, the investor is offered the diffev-
ence between earning 10 percent if he begins the project during the
suspension period, compared to earning 12 to. 13 percent if he defers
launching the project until after the suspension period.

As a consequence of this effect, on incentives, the current demand for
capital goods should be significantly moderated. In the first in-
stance, the impact should show up in a level of orders below what would
have otherwise been the case. For those items which can be ordered
and delivered in a short space of time-such as trucks, office equip-
ment, store fixtures, and air conditioners-the effect of a diminished
order flow on investment expenditures and on activity by the pro-
ducers of the equipment should be quite rapid.

When the order to delivery period is longer (1 year or more) the
moderation in the order flow should still have a prompt and favorable
effect in relieving pressures on our scarce resources. The production
plans and activity-of the capital goods producers respond promptly
to a change in their order inflow. Their incentives to scramble for
and hold on to skilled labor and scarce materials will be diminished
and their accumulation of inventories of goods in the various stages
of production will be slowed down. As a result the upward pressures
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to prices and wage rates should be held down. Even in those cases
where abnormally large order backlogs prevail, any reduction in the
inflow of new orders should have an influence on prices before there
is any effect on production.

By moderating the demand for investment goods, suspension of the
investment credit will make a marked contribution to relieving pres-
sure on money and financial markets. True, suspension of the credit
does mean some reduction in the cash flow of business firms putting
them under a need for funds to replace the loss of the investment credit
on those orders which are not deferred. But'this will be more than off-
set by the reduction in credit requirements resulting from the deferrals
of orders for machinery and equipment purchases induced by the
suspension.

In moderating investment demand at this time, suspension of the
credit will also help to improve our current or short-term balance-of-
payments position. The high levels of investment demand have con-
tributed to a rise in our imports relative to our exports. Imports of
capital equipment have shown a large increase in the first half of 1966
over a comparable period of 1965-44 percent-and there is evidence
that our exports of machinery have been held down because U.S. pro-
ducers have given priority to domestic orders. For example, while
foreign orders in the machine tool industry have run well above a year
earlier, shipments are lagging behind last-year totals.

In part, the moderation of demand for capital goods induced by
suspension will be reflected in a reduced output of capital goods. To
the extent that this is the case, it implies some temporary sacrifice of
growth of capacity, and some slowdown in the rate of plant moderiza-
tion and productivity increases. Indeed, it is these benefits from the
investment credit that I have stressed and value highly. But the
sacrifice will not in any event be of importance. In the first place, it
must be recognized that in most areas of the economy today, skilled
labor rather than capital is the limiting factor on increased production.
Furthermore, suspension of the credit would not curb top-priority
investments: a project that offers unusually large short-run returns in
cost. reduction or capacity increase will also show a very handsome
profit return even without the 7 percent investment credit. Most of
all, it must be remembered that while the production of a capital good
uses up resources now, its contribution to productivity and cost reduc-
tion after it is in operation comes gradually through time and not
instantaneously. For example, if real investment in all industries were
reduced by 5 percent during the year 1967, by the beginning of 1968
our industrial capacity would be only one-half percent less than
otherwise.

Therefore, I believe that any temporary sacrifice of capacity growth
caused by suspension of the investment credit is in the present case
more balanced by the immediate benefit of -tempering the unique,
short-run inflationary pressures that now confront us.

Moreover, there is evidence that at present investment is proceeding
at a rate that might not be sustained in the long run. Therefore, it
is desirable to slow it down now, so that it will proceed at a more even
pace in the long run. When the investment credit is reinstated there
should follow a certain catching-up -period of accelerated inyestm ent
by business. This will occur at a time when there is less strain on the
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,economy than at present, and the loss of capacity due to suspension of
the credit will thus only be temporary and not permanent.

Suspension of accelerated depreciation on newly constructed build-
ings will temporarily remove this special incentive to construction
and in a manner parallel to suspension of the investment credit will
offer a strong inducement to defer the launching of construction proj-
ects until after the suspension has terminated. thus it will contribute
to restraining inflationaiy forces by reducing the pressure from this
source of demand on money and credit markets, and on markets for
skilled labor and construction materials. This will be particularly
favorable to the single-family homebuilding industry-which has
borne the brunt of the tight money and high interest rates we have
been experiencing. Industrial, commercial and apartment construc-
tion are closely competitive with single-family home construction both
in financing requirements and use of labor and materials.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, I should like to emphasize that H.R. 1'607 is an
essential part of the President's program to mute inflationary pres-
sures. I believe it to be a fair, workable, and effective measure. Its
enactment in its present form is urgently needed and I strongly re-
quest this committee to approve the ill as promptly as possible.

The CHAMAINX. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Now, if ir. Schultze Would respond to some of these questions that

would be asked of you, it might be well to go ahead and let Mr.
Schultze make his statement.

Secretary FOWLERm. I would prefer that, Mr. Chairman.
The CJAIIIAN. So, both of you may be available to answer the

questions. It would be more appropriate.
Would you now proceed, Mr. Schultze?

STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES L. SCHULTZE, DIRECTOR OF THE
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET

Mr. SCHULTZE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee.

I welcome this opportunity to join with Secretary Fowler in sup-
port of the President's economic program.

That program addresses itself in a very precise manner to the three
major problems facing the American economy today:

First, the increasing tightness of credit and rapidly rising interest
rates-both of which tend to place a disproportionate burden on cer-
tain parts of our economy, particularly home buyers and builders.

Second, ,the very rapid rise in orders for business plant and equip-
ment--which has diverted funds away from other parts of the econ-
omy, raised backlogs of undelivered orders by almost one-third in the
past year, led to sharp rises in machinery prices, placed mounting
pressure on raw material and labor supplies, and threatened to raise
investment to unsustainable levels.

Third, the increase in Federv,1 expenditures, primarily due to the
costs of maintaining our commitments in Vietnam, but also threatened
by additions to the President's budget requests through the authoriza-
tion and appropriations process.

p '
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The President's economic program, as I said, is carefully tailored
V) meet these particular problems. It is also a program whose com-
ponents are highly interrelated. Although my remarks will be de-
-voted mainly to the, control of Federal expenditures, I would first
like to outline briefly how all the measures proposed by the President
are part of a consistent whole and how each of the three major pro-
posals supports the other.

The temporary suspension of the investment credit and accelerated
depreciation-

Reduces the demand for business financing and thereby eases
pressures in the money and credit markets;

Reduces the growth of now orders for plant and equipment,
and thereby ease inflationary demands in the market for goods
and services, particularly capital goods;

Postpones some investment orders to a later date when the
Vietnam conflict will place relatively less of a call on the Na-
tion's resources, and thereby contributes to sustained and steady
economic growth.

The second part of the President's program, the cutback in Federal
expenditures-

Also contributes to the easing of pressure in the credit mar-
ket, by reducing the Treasury's financing requirements;

Eases the Federal Government's call on resources and mate-
rials, and thereby directly helps to moderate inflationary pres-
sures; and, finally,

Is a direct response to those who have, quite appropriately,
called for any tax measures to be accompanied by Federal ex-
penditure control.

The third part of the President's program, the reduction in flota-
tion of Federal agency issues and certificates ,of participation-

Will directly improve conditions in the markets for money and
credit, and

Along with the other parts of the President's program aimed
at easing money market conditions, will help to ease the demands
on the Federal budget, for tight credit conditions tend to increase
the call upon the. Federal Government for direct loan assistance
under a. variety of credit programs.

The points of the President's program, therefore, reinforce one an-
other. Weakening any one part weakens the whole structure.

Let me now turn, if I may, to my central concern-the control of
Federal expenditures. The program of expenditure restraint an-
nounced on September 8 in another step-albeit a most difficult one--
in a steady effort on the part of the President to control Federal out-
lay.

I would like, first, to review, with you some of the recent trends iii
the Federal budget, including a series of actions already taken to
hold down expenditures, and, second, to spell out in some detail the
steps the executive agencies are taking to carry out, the President's
new program.

Turning to expenditure control to date:
An enumeration of the evidence of expenditure control to date, and

some of the specific actions which have already been taken to hold
down Federal outlays makes, I believe, an. impressive record.
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(1) In the fiscal years 1956, 1966, and as proposed by the President
in 1967, Federal budget expenditures-including in the latter years
large amounts for Vietnam-were respectively, 11.8, 15, and 14.7 per-
cent of our gross national product.

With the exception of 1948 and 1951, these are the lowst percent-
ages since 1941-a period spanning 25 years, five Presidents, and a
large growth in the responsibilities of the Federal Government. Dur-
ing the latter years of the 1950's (after the Korean war had ended)
and the first 4 years Of the 1960's, Federal expenditures averaged 16.2
percent of GNP-well above the 14.8-percent average of the past 3
years.

(2) When President Johnson took office the budget under which he
was operating, that for fiscal 1964, called for $98.8 billion of expendi-
tures. Three years later, exclusive of the costs of Vietnam, his budget
called for expenditures of $102.3 billion-an average increase of
slightly over $1 billion per year. And this increase in the cost of the
Federal Government is much smaller than the added costs over the
period of Federal pay raises and increases in interest on the public
debt alone.

(3) In each of the fiscal years 1965 and 1966, the Federal deficit was
lower than the, prior year. The deficit in fiscal 1965 was $4.8 billion
lower than the year before, and $8.5 billion below the 1964 esitmate
prevailing when President Johnson took office. In 1966, despite the
added expense of Vietnam, the deficit was cut another $1.1 billion
below that of 1965.

(4) In each of the fiscal years 1964, 1965, and 1966, the deficit was
lower than had originally been estimated. During the prior 10 years,
the actual balance of budget revenues and expenditures had averaged
$2.9 billion worse than originally estimated.

Senator FULBRIHT. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a clarifying ques-
tion? Whoge estimate is he talking about?

Mr. SCHULTZE. Excuse me?
Senator FULBRIGHT. I do not understand this. Whose estimate is

it below?
Mr. SCHULTZE. We make two prior estimates of budget expendi-

tures and receipts: one, when the President originally submits the
budget; secondly, 12 months later, and then, thirdly, you have the
actual result.

I am making two points, Senator: (1) in the past 2 years, the deficits
have been below the prior year; secondly, that in each of the past 3
years, the final result was much better than what we had originally
estimated.

Senator FULBMIGHT. That means the estimate was bad, does it not?
Mr. SCHULTZE. No-correct, sir. What I am pointing out is that

the estimate has been conservative.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I do not see why it is in your favor to say that

the estimate is bad.
Mr. SCHULTZE. Let me put it another way, Senator. We have come

in better than we originally estimated.
Senator WILLIAMrS. As I understand it you estimate you will in-

crease expenditures by $6 billion, but if you actually increase them
by only $4 billion, you figure you save $2 billion.

Mr. SCitJULTZE. Counting Vietnam, that is correct.
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Senator WiLIAmbS. That is a new' method 6f accounting, butthAis
th way I understandit.

Mr.- ScuTrzE. No new method at all, Senator. We have coind in
lower each year except for Vietnam; as a matter of fact we hpveicom e

in lower expenditures..
Senator WLtiAs. Did you ever consider the possibility of rising.

your estimates subtantially' so that yoU cra save a little more?'
Mr. ScnuLTzi.,,. Senator, if we Wanted to do that, we could hove

saved billions and billions. What I am pointing out- Senator,, is the
actual budget deficits in the past 2 years I iaV6 been below prior years,
and they also came in lower than our estimates. Thse are the two
points tliat I make.

In the last 3 years, actual results have averaged $27t billion better
than fist estimates. By June 30. of 'each fiscal yeur--964, 1965, and
196-actual budget expenditures; exclusive of Vietnam increases were
lower tha'festimated 6 months earlier andin 2 0.those 8 years 6teow
the original estimate 18 months earlier. By June 80 of each, of those
fiscal years, budget revenues were higher than forecast earlier.

(5) In 1961, Secretary McNamara introduced a cost-redudtion pro.
gram in the Pentagon. In 196;, at President Johnson's 'instrctictons,
a formal dost-'redUbtion program was instituted among civilian agen-
cies. By cost reduction, I 'meae speciflo' iiip 0emenits in Federal'operations designed to get the same job done at1lower costs.'

Through these' cost-reduction.' programs, in' both ciyllian and ;de-
fense agencies, savings amounting to $31/2 billion 'were realized in
1966. What this means, is that the level of Federal activities car-
ried out in 1966. ould have cost not the actual $106.9 billion, but
$110.4 billion lid Federal agencies been. operating at their 1964 level
of efficiency.

(6) We have not relaxed our efforts' at expenditure control with
the submission of the Janubry budgets. In the fall of last year,.
recognizing that 1966 budget expenditures would have 'to rise in
response to growing costs in Vietnam 'and'large increases in mili-
tary and civilian pay, President Johnson began putting increasing
pressure on Federal agencies to minimize expenditures. This effort
has continued unabated: , I

He met frequently with all of his Cabinet officials to drive this
point home. He issued a series of directives ained at reducing Federal
procurement ad travel.' This year ,we kept a particularly close
watch to avoid so-called June buying practice among Federal agen-
cies. Itis 'obviously impossible 6o 'indiate the dollar amount saved
by these procedures. But -they are indicative of continuing tresi-
dential attention to even 'the small aspects of' expenditure control.
And I am sure that! these measures contributed toward the fact that
by June 30, actual e.enditures in Fedoral c vilian agencies for fiscal'
1966 Were' $600 million below the level carried in last' January'sbudget. . ..

(T) 'In preparing the fiscal 19Q'T budget, the President pared over
$20 billion from agency requests. Exclusive of Vietnam, he proposed'
increases in total outlays amounting to only $600 million-six-tenths
of 1 percent. The President's budget did provide and quite appro-
priately so, for increases i a number of hiogh-pririy programs. u
it offset almost all of these increases by rludtibhs elsewhere
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Let me turn now to the additional reductions in Federal expendi-
tures as spelled out in the President's program announced on Sep-
tember 8.

On that date, the President announced that he had directed Federal
agencies to deer, .stretch out, and otherwise reduce contracts, new
orders, and commitments in fiscal 1967. The total amount of the
reductions which will ultimately be required obviously cannot be
known until Congress completes action on the remaining authoriza-
tion and appropriation bills. Eight appropriation bills and a number
of impQrtant authorization bills are still outstanding, many of them
at substantial variance with the President's budget requests. Given
our best estimates of likely possibilities, however-which can only be
an estimate at this moment:-we believe a total reduction of at least
$3 billion below the final figures

These reductions will be eyed in three ways. "
By submitting ropriations for programs atlevels below

that authorized su stantive legislation.
By withhol 1'ng, wherever possib 'e, appropriations vN'ch add

to the Presi tosbudget rqxf1h end iions.
By redung the ro fn lev 'Is pro osed in the January bi~get,

with Specl atentfo 0 postpohemen , delays, and stretchOut
While the resident's innottnci*-bt~lget redu(Eibns was mde

on September 8, pre aration for" cutbacks h a been goitg
on for some time. I think it wo e ufl it thecommittee if I ou -
lined in sonje detail toesteps weth e ta en an aoe now preparing t
achieve thiq reducto4 One o o r ~4 s, f 'course, js that it~ i)
impossible t develop precti' ab get 6iftsind to seledl
them in a balanced ma ner unt we kno e are cutting from-
in other wotds, until e havod 11 of pratin bills
from the Cogrm. ou will no * eiu, s fus our pro

d , ' problem -ps cropper ut, even WA the face ofdures, thatlthis Iroblei

uncertainty, w are going aheadas rapidly as *e can, in/'order to/getthe reductions nderway at tilel.earliest p ssiblepompiit./

First,'we beg in July a series of meetin s itlr'top offlciaVw from
those agencies wit 'the largest speiidin totafs. At these me Ings we
outlined our major *ectives, discussed each agency's bud the pri-
ority order of its pro is, the status of its budget b re the Con-
gress, and elitnted udgme s to the probable resut ono ssional
action. We asked agency he dela reduc-
tions in activities financed both from current appropriatio d, from
carryover balances. .

Second, at the President's own suggestion, we asked each agency to
consider particularly those items in the budget which could be, delayed
or postponed or stretched out--to consider, in other words what could
be done to reduce orders and contracts in fiscal 1967 by delaying
rather than by canceling projects. ,

Third, we then developed a preliminary list of cutback targets for
each agency. As I hIve. indicated, this cannot be the final list until
we have congressional action on all the appropriation bills.

Fourth, we asked each agency to break. its reduction target into two
bands. The flirt band represented both the lowest, priority 'tems and
those items on which we and the agencies thought we could make a
fairly good guess of the result of final congressinal atibn. The sec-
ond band of target cuts represented a combination of the next lowest
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priority items and also those which were more uncertain because the
range of possible congressional action was still fairly wide.

Tifth, we have given the first band of reductions a preliminary re-
view. While, as I stress again these cannot be considered 100-percent
final, we have already directed agencies to go ahead with these reduc-
tions during the next several months, ending final decisions on the
basis of enrolled appropriation bills. Thus, for example, an agency
will draw up an annual plan for a given program on the assumption
that the reduction will be in effect for the year, will make its contracts
and commitments during the next few months on the basis of that
annual plan, subject, however, to final review and modification when
all of the appropriation bills are in. These reductions, already under-
way, amount to $1.5 billion in total.

Sixth in addition to this $1.5 billion of reductions, we are now pre-
paring further budget cuts, trying at the same time to keep a running
check on the status of pending authorizations and appropriation bills.
We and the various Federal agencies have been and are continuing to
analyze additional reductions, both those which cut below the Presi-
dent s own budget program and those which reduce congressional in-
creases in his budget.

We do not know how much these additional reductions must be, for
in some areas the range of potential congressional action is still quite
wide. We are preparing for a number of contingencies. It is, as I said
earlier, at the moment our best estimate that total reductions of at least
$3 billion will be necessary.

Until we have the final results of congressional action on authoriza-
tion and appropriation bills, it is obviously impossible to determine
the exact magnitude or composition of the reductions. But it is pos-
sible to get some insight into the areas subject to reduction by distin-
guishing in the budget between those appropriations and expenditures
which are fixed by law or prior contract and those which are subject
to some measure of control.

Total Federal expenditures of $112.8 billion were proposed by the
President in fiscal 1967. Of that amount, $58.3 billion is for Deftense
and military assistance. Of the remaining $54.5 billion of civilian ex-
penditures $31.5 are not subject to immediate Presidential control-
being fixed in law or representing payments under prior contracts.
Among the items making up this uncontrollable total of civilian out-
lays are such items as veterans' compensation and pensions, interest on
the public debt, public assistance payments, agricultural price sup-
ports, payments out of general revenues to the trust funds under me(i-
care and the civilian pay increase. This leaves only $23 billion of ex-
penditures immediately controllable. The corresponding figure for
controllable new obligational authority (NOA) is $30.7 billion. And
this $30.7 billion of NOA and $23 billion in expenditures still includes
funds to carry on such functions as-

Collecting taxes through the Internal Revenue Service;
Carrying the mail;
Maintaining and operating the Nation's airway systems in safe

condition;
The FBI, Secret Service, Bureau of Narcotics, and other law

enforcement functions;
The space program; and
Operating and maintaining the national parks and forests.
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The Congress may well add to this total of controllable appropri-
ations, and these will have to be considered for reductions. In any
event, the President's $3 billion or more of budget reductions must
come out of a relatively small total of controllable items. But they
will, nevertheless, be made.

I can also give you an appreciation of what is involved in the process
of budget reduction by listing some of the kinds of items included in
the first band of budget cuts to which I referred a few moments ago.
On the basis of our tentatiVe evaluation of the $11/2 billion of reduce
tions contained in this first band-

About 70 percent-or $1.1 billion-represents delays and post-
ponements of construction or other capital investment Contract
awards. Direct Federal construction, grants-in-aid and loans
are all involved. This is about 10 percent of the Federal budget
for construction. The total, reduction in contracts will be larger
than the $1.1 billion, after State and local contributions to grant.
in-aid programs are taken into account.

About $50 million of the reductions represent reduced spend-
ing for personnel and general supply procurement. The total
reductions in these categories are probably larger than this, but
are buried in data on general program cuts, and have not yet been
segregated out.

The remaining $350 million or so of the first band of reductions
is spread among programs of all, kinds, and represents many differ.
ent types of actions.

In summary, we are already in the process of reducing Federal
programs in fiscal 1967 by some $1.5 billion below our best judgment
of appropriation results. We are in addition actively preparing fur.
ther reductions, whose magnitude and composition will depend upon
the final results of congressional action, but which, in our current best
judgment, will have to amount to at least about $1.5 billion. The two
together represent overall reductions of some $3 billion or more out of
a relatively modest total of controllable items.

In addition to these program reductions or deferrals, we have taken
several other steps, on an across-the-board basis, to limit expenditures.
During September we issued two directives, reducing the use of paid
overtime and setting ceilings on Federal civilian employment for the
remainder of the year.

Our analysis had revealed that in the first 6 months of this calendar
year, overtime pay rose sharply. In some cases-for example, the
civilian work involved in the Vietnam operation and getting medicare
under way-overtime increases were essential. But the increases else-
where were large enough to warrant special attention. The overtime
directive requires each agency to take the steps necessary to reduce
overtime to the 19067 budgeted level, or to 25 percent below 1966,
whichever is lower. It spells out explicit procedures for reaching
this target.

The employment ceiling directive limits full-time employment
during the remainder of fiscal 1967 to the level existing on July 31
1906. "Temporary and part-time positions are restricted to the levei
prevailing on June 30, f966--with provision for meeting normal sea-
sonal changes in agency workloads. Vietnam operations, mail de-
livry, and a few other activities, by their very nature, were exempted
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from the provisions of this order, although ceilings were, set for these.
activities as well

I have attempted to lay out in some detail the President's program
for reducing Fideral expenditures. But this is a joint effort. Quite.
obviously, these reductions will be made more difficult the larger are.
the increments added to the President's budget through authorization
and appropriation actions.

I began this testimony by pointing out that the economic program
proposed by the President forms a closely integrated structure. Each
part supports and makes more effective the other p arts. I sincerely
believe that the President's program to reduce -Federal spending.
represents a difficult, but warranted, step to meet the current economic
problems of the Nation. I urge the Congress to join him in that effort
and to enact as rapidly as possible the temporary suspension of the
investment credit and accelerated depreciation on buildings and'
structures. In this way, all parts of the program can be brought to,
bear on the economy, to hel achieve the balanced, noninflationary-
growth which both the President and the Congress seek to promote.

The CHAIRMANq. Thank you very much, Mr. Schultze.
Now, in order that all members may have an opportunity to ask

some questions during this morning's session, we wilt proceed under.
a 10-minute rule. Each member will have 10 minutes on the first
round, and then we will allow Senators to ask whatever additional
questions they want to.

Mr. Secretary, you and the Budget Director made a fine statement
of the ways that you hope to keep this economy in bounds and to.
try to control expenditures.

Now, would it not save a great deal of money on our F'ederal budget
if this program were accompanied by a determined effort to bring,
interest rates down?

Secretary Fowrn. That is one of the purposes of this program, Mr..
Chairman. As the President in his message to the Congress indicated,
it is one of the four objectives of the program. In submitting his.
program, the President said:

I urge the Federal Reserve Board, in executing its. policy of monetary re-.
strainti and our large commercial banks to cooperate with the President and
the Congress to lower interest rates and to ease the inequitable burden of tight-
money.

Then he cites the program that I referred to in my statement in
which he directed me to review all potential Federal securities sales
and reduce the pressures on the money market that have come from
the sale of Federal securities.

He also asked the Con press for a law dealing with interest rate esca-.
lation.-which Congress has subsequently enacted. The President fur-
ther stated in his message "As more of the burden of restraint is
assumed by fiscal measures"-which is what this is "1 * * we should'
take further action to reduce the burdens imposed on the American
people by tight money and high interest rates."

It would be hoped that this action, if placed into law, will diminish.
the demand for credit and result in an easing of interest rates.

We have already seen some psychological response to this program.
in minor reductions in interest rates over the last few weeks.

The CHAMRMAN. Mr. Fowler, you helped in a very important capac-
ity to stabilize this economy back when Harry, Tumnant was President,
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and wewere fighting the war in Korea. What was your capacity at
'that time?

Secretary FowLIxn. I was Director of the Office of Defense Mobiliza-
tion for the last 5 months of that period-from September 1952 to
January 1953. For the preceding year and a half I was Ad ministra-
tor of the National Production Authority and Director of the Defense
Production Administration.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you have any similar connection and respon-
sibilities during World War II?

Secretary FowFn. Yes. I was with the War Production Board,
an Assistant General Counsel.

The CHAIMAN. So, you helped to put together the fiscal, monetary,
and budgetary policies as well as the direct controls that were admin-
istered during World War II and the Korean war to both expand pro-
duction and keep the economy from getting out of bounds.

Now during that time, interest rates were kept at a level or about
half of what they are right now, as far as Federal borrowings are
concerned. If we had that level of interest rates today, it has been
estimated that the cost of carrying the national debt would be about
$6 billion a year less. Is that somewhat in line with your estimates?

Secretary FOWLER. I think that would be a proper estimate.
The CHAMR AN. Now, the Federal Reserve Hoard reports to us,

they do not report to the Secretary of the Treasury or the President
of the United States. If we wanted to try to do something to assure
that the Federal Reserve does their part, while we are doing our part
up here, could you make available some of your staff down there to
help us achieve that objective?

Secretary FOWLEmR. Certainly, Senator.
let me say one thing, in drawing a distinction between the World

War II-Korean war approach and the present, situation. I think there
are many distinctions, but one that is particularly pertinent to the
point you have made is that, in both of those efforts, economic controls
of a direct nature were placed on the allocation of materials and facil-
ities and the fixing of very definite priorities. We had direct price
controls, direct wage controls, and a whole battery of what would be
generally termed mobilization, or limited mobilization, restraints
placed on the economy.

In the present situation, dealing with Vietnam, we are proceeding
generally within the framework of what would be called a free market
economy in which there is an absence of direct controls such as those
thai were used in the other two experiences. In this case reliance for
dealing with the economic aberrations that are always the consequence
of a rapid increase in demand has been placed on generalized and
selected us of fiscal and monetary measures. There is quite a differ-
ence when you try to carry on a situation of this sort in the context of
a free market economy. The market does very unusual things, and,
of course, the tremendous rise in the demand for'credit has had P, great
deal to do with the unusual increase in interest rates. We bilve not
employed, and I think quite properly and quite wisely, the dirbet con.
trols that were used in the other two more major efforts.

The CHAIRMAN. It seems to me that we may be needing in short
order something to replace, some program to replace, the guidelines
that President Jrohnson tried to adhere to. They appear to be in a
very bad state of repair after what happened with the airline strike.
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Now, I would like to-perhaps not here, but in some other connec-
tion-indicate some thought s to you regarding perhaps, some voluntary
measures that business and others might be willing to cooperate with
to help keep this economy in proper perspective.

But, in addition to tiet, it occurs to this Senator that, perhaps, on
a standby basis, if no ot her, we ought to make available to you some.
thing like the power t liat the Federal Reserve Board had in the Korean
war to limit the availability of credit for consumer items and the
period of time they had to pay. What was the name of that regula.
tion I

Secretary FowiEn. Selective credit controls took the form of two
regulations-regiilat ion X and regulation W.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, what was the difference between regulation
X and regulation W?

Secretary Fowxu. Regulation X had to do with credit for real
estate, regulation W had to do with credit for various types of con-
sumIer goods, such as automobiles and other durable goods-items of
that sort.

Tih CAIRMAN. My time is up, but I was curious to know what your
reaction would be to some stalndby controls.

Secretary FowLFn. My reaction to your comments would be that I
think the availability of consumer'credit controls on a standby basis
would be acceptable and useful to have, but I would not see any need
for employing them in the present state of the demand for these items.

Obviously, the homebuilding market is way down. There would be
no case for using these credit controls in that area.

Insofar as consumer durable goods are concerned, I think it has been
fairly stable, and I would not advocate their use if those powers existed
today.

The CHAIRMAN. All right sir Senator Williams?
Senator WILLAMS. Mr. Schultze, in your statement you said that

you already achieved about a $1.1 billion reduction in prospective ex-
penditures. Would you furnish to this committee for our record an
itemized breakdown of that $1.1 billion showing the specific project,
and so forth?

Mr. SOcUiTzE. No, sir. At the present time, I could not because,
as I indicated earlier until we get the whole package together, these
are still tentative. Wfhat I tried to do was to give you some idea of
the general areas involved. But until we have the entire appropriation
bills in front of us, these can only be tentative, and, in my view, Sena-
tor, giving these out while they are still tenhtive, and while we may
have to make some changes in them, would jeopardize our chances of
carrying them out.

Senator WILLIAMs. Would you furnish them to our committee 'for
our examination in executive session, so that. we can see just what kind
and type these proposed cuts are going to be?

Mfr. Sciiuumnz . Well, sir, I think it is most difficult because what we
have is a situation where some agencies have their appropriations and
some others do not. So, at this stage the apparent distribution among
departments and agencies would give a misleading impression, which
is lpreisely why we are waiting until we have everything, and then we
can do it. It is a little like saving money on the architect's drawing
for a house before you have the plans comp)'te.
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All I can say, at this stage: These are our tentative conclusions,
they are not final, and they may very well have to be modified.

Senator WmWuiMS. I understand that. Do you suppose it would be
advisable for the committee to make just a tentative appearance on this
bill and wait until the final appropriations have been enacted so all of
us can sit down'and intelligently approach the problem?

Mr. SCuutLTZ. Except, sir, what we have indicated is that we will-
we will-I underline that word-make the $3 billion reductions in total,
or perhaps knore.

The only point that I cannot give you at the moment are the details
of it.

Senator WnLTmAMs. Will they be reductions below the budgetary
estimates-I mean recommendations-

Mr. SCHULTZE. Both.
Senator WILLIAMS (continuing). Or will they be reductions below

tl increases that areput on by Congress? ,
Mr. SC1IULTE.' Bo-th are involved. Again, I can give you a little

more information on that.
In the first group of reductions, most are below the President's own

budget. Some of the additional onds will be more heavily concen-
trated in terms of reducing increases.

Senator WrzLA3s. None of these reductions will be available for the
use of the committee prior to acting on this bill; is that correct?

AMr. ScduirzE. In detail, no.
Senator WILUS. Mr. Secretary, during the months of July and

August, you were quoted as taking a rather strong position against any
proposed elimination or suspension of the investment credit.

What happened in that 30-day period to cause you to reverse your
position?

Secretary FOWLrn. I do not think I was quoted very widely in July
and August. Most of the reports had to do with statements I made
last March, Senator Williams.

But to answer your question, the factor that in my judgment; be-
came most important in August was the very tight situation that de-
veloped in the money markets. This indicated to me that the demands
for credit, particularly in the business loan sector-and particularly
as they might relate to the stockpiling of funds, so to speak, for busi-
ness expansion and modernization plans-presented a situation in
which we were not justified in retaining the investment credit as an in-
centive to the firming up of additional investment plans and the crea-
tion of additional pressures on the credit markets.

As my statement indicates, last, winter we had used voluntary re-
quests to try to secure a deferral of much of this investment, yet the
SEC-Commerce surveys, which became available to us early Il Sop-
tember, indicated that expenditures for plant and equipment for the
year was still going to show a 17-percent increase in 1966 expenditures
over the 1965 figures. At that point, in light of tjie substantial increase
in plant and equipment expenditures in view of the tight condition in
the money markets, and in view of the acceleration and escalation of
interest-rate movements, it seemed to me that something hai! to be
done in this sector since it was the focus of much of the accelerating
demand upon the banks and the securities markets. Suspension of the
credit, along with the program of reduction in Government expendi-
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tures which Mr. Schultze has outlined, was the single most effective
measure we could take.

Senator WMAMS. We hear a rather persistent rumor that there is
a plan already being contemplated to increase taxes.

Now, will that recommendation for a tax increase come down to the
Congress before election or after election or after January I

Secretary FOWLER. Senator Williams, I do not wish to speculate on
what the President's decision will be. I think he covered this ques-
tion in his message. As the President said in his message:

Further longer-range actions may prove necessary to maintain balanced
growth and finance the defense of Vietnam. But we will not have the necessary
facts about fiscal 1967 expenditures until the Congress completes action on
the remaining eight appropriation bills, and until the Department of Defense
knows the size of the supplemental appropriations needed to support our men
in Vietnam.
As soon as I receive these bills and Defense estimates, I will again review

Federal expenditures for this fiscal year. We intend to reduce or eliminate
every possible Federal expenditure provided in those bills consistent with the
well-being of our citizens.

When the Congress votes for add-ons in the eight remaining appropriation
bills, it must bear in mind that each vote to increase the budget will likely
require a vote to increase the revenue later.

Senator WILLIAMS. I appreciate that.
Secretary FowLER. The President further stated;

This administration is prepared to recommend whatever action is necessary
to maintain the stable growth and prosperity of the past 5% years and to pay
for current expenditures out of current reVenues, as we are now doing."

I do not wish to speculate beyond that section of the President's
message on whether or not there will be a message concerning tax
increases.

Senator VILLIAMS. In your capacity as being in charge of our financ-
ing of the Government, do you think there is a need for a tax in-
crease, and can you foresee the need for a tax increase in the forseeable
futureI

Secretary FowiERa. In order to answer that question, I would have
to have available to me, which I do not have, the information men-
tioned in the President's message as being the information he would
have to have in order to arrive at a conclusion on that question.

Senator WILIJAM.S. If Congress can hold its appropriations down or
pass a measure which would- reduce them to the budgetary request,
would you say that would eliminate any need for a tax increase for
1967?

Secretary FowLEJ. No. I think the decisive element is probably
going to 'b what happens in terms of the estimates for defense expendi-
tures n this fiscal year.

Senator WHaAAms. And that decision will not be made until after
November 8; is that correct?

Secretary FowLFm. I do not know, when it will be made, Senator
Williams.

Secretary McNamara has testified before the Appropriations Coin-
mittees that the Defense Department's estimates in the budget were
based on financing Vietnam operations through June 30. The Presi-
dent pointed out-in his message that if the conflict extends beyond
the current fiscal year we will be forced to order additional material
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-and equipment. 'To be on the safe side, to support our men, we must
act on this contingency.

Now, in shortI think that if there is no major breakthrough on the
-diplomatic or political side and if the conflict does not de-escalate, we
wil need more funds for Vietnam this fiscal year, certainly beyond
tho estimates contained in the January budget.

We do not know just yet how much more funds we will need, nor do
we know the .ipe4 at which they would be spent in this fiscal year.

Secretary McNamara will make these recommendations to the Pres-
ident, and I am sure the President will want to make them available
to the Congress as soon as he has them in hand.

Senator WILLIAZTS. My time has expired.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Gore.
Senator GonE. Mr. Chairman, I support the request of the admin-

istration for this legislation, and I will forgo asking any questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Carlson.
Senator CARLSON. Mr. Schultze, I want to just follow along briefly

some of the questions asked by the Senator from Delaware, Mr. Wil-
liams, in regard to these cuts that are to take place.

In your statement you mention about 70 percent, or $1.1 billion
represents delays andpostponements of construction or other capital
investment awards. Direct Federal construction, grants-in-aid, and
loans are all involved. .... , I

Now, I take it from that statement you have already made studies
and have in mind particular items that you expect to delay construc-
tion on or cancel out.

Now, isn't it reasonable that we should expect as a committee to
have some information before we act on this bill?

Mr. SCHULTZE. Senator, as I indicated in response to Senator Wil-
liams' question: in part, we have done this evaluation. As I indi-
cated our problem really is twofold; that the total amount of reduc-
tions, including in the area of construction, will undoubtedly have to
be larger than this amount. I was just trying to give you the pre-
liminary results so far. That is point No. 1.

When we get the final bills in, see what the total bill is, we can get
-a picture on the total amount of reductions. We may have to do some
reshuffling-and that is point No. 2.

Let me give you an example.
There is one particular program in which the authorization bill now

^before the Congress would substantially change the allocation of that
program and add a lot of money to the President's budget for it.

N ow, if we stick with the President's budget and the new authoriz-
ing allocation, a number of particular areas in the country would be
substantially cut and others raised. This means we may have to
shift some moneys around from one title or the other.

At the present time, I do not know how this will work out. Hence,
my problem is that in giving out a detailed list of tentative cuts, which
are only tentative and partial, it will do a lot more harm than good,
because they are not complete. Some areas seem as, if they are hTit a
lot harder than others only because we do not havethe full story, and,
hence, to get at the $3 billion of cuts or more, which we are going to do,
we cannot do it by giving out tentative results.
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A similar thing happens when we make up the budget each year,
Senator. We send out very quietly to the various agencies some plan-
ning targets, but wo never publicize those. If we did, it would just
make putting the budget together about 10 times more difficult. When
we'get the full results in, wheii we see what the plans of the House
are, in a sense, as we get them back through the authorization and
appropriation processes, we can come forward with the specifics on it,
but not right in the middle of the process. That is my answer to you,
Senator.

Senator CALSON. Mr. Schu"ze, I have a very high regard for you
personally and for tie fine work you are doing, and I know something
about your job, but I wonder i? we just had not ought to be frank
about it and state we do not want to announce these until after Con-
gress adjourns so we can have plenty of votes on this bill up here?

Mr. Sc utm-z. No. The key poiit, Senator is, as I have said, you
cannot do it halfway. You know, I have looked at some of the targets,
and I know the ones that are fairly tight, because we know what the
Congress has given us, and I know the other areas, and as sure as I
am sitting here, if halfway through the process we gave out half re-
sults, which are still tentative, it would just make it impossible to
finish the job. The pressures would be: "Why are you cutting this
agency and not that agency?"

Well, the reason, of course, is that one agency has got its appropria-
tions, and the other one does not. So, it would just make the job so
difficult we could not do it.

Senator CAnLoN. I appreciate your problem and I understand it
fully. But you realize, of course, that cutting out some project in my
State might have some effect on how I vote during the rest of the
sess i on.

Mr. SciuL z. Senator, I am sure there would be no connection
whatsoever with that.

Senator CARLsoN. I could not resist is all.
Mr. ScnTt~zrr. I shall try to resist, Senator. [Laughter.]
Senator CARLSON. Mr. Secretary, as has been mentioned, I know

your interest in the 7-percent investment credit, and I am somewhat
familiar, and I know you are, with its enactment. I think you would
agre6 with me, would you not, that it was to be a permanent part of
our tax structure.

Secretary Fowuivm. No question about that. It is, and should be,
and I have not changed my views on its value.

I have tried to make clear in my statement the very limited situation
in which I think it is appropriate to suspend it.

Senator CAPLSON. think you have made a very good statement and
I fully appreciate the problem confronting you also.

But,2 if I remember correctly-and I have been a member of this
committee for some years, and I remember the enactment of this leg-
islation, going back to about 1903, if I remember correctly-I do not
have the quote-I believe Secretary Dillon appeared before this com-
mittee and before the I-ouse Ways and Means Committee and made
a very definite statement about what he hoped would be permanent'
tax legislation when we enacted this 7-percent investment credit.

The reason I bring it up at this time is: If we are going to have this
in our tax structure as a permanent tax, and then we suspend it, there
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is not any real definite proof when this date of the expiration of the
suspension-when its time is up, that you will not ask for a further
suspension of it.

ft seems to me that the business of this Nation, or industry of the
country as a whole, ought to be entitled to some concrete structure and
evidence that just stays permanent and they ought to know it is per-
manent.

Now, I realize that you are faced with a problem, but how can we
expect the Nation, the industrial sector of it, to really have much con-
fldence in building their programs for future years when we keep
tampering with the tax structure?

Secretary FOWLER. Well, I think business has gotten used to tamper-
ing with the tax structure. This is a way of life, whether it is good or
bad. W1rether we do too much with tie tax system is a matter of
debate, but we certainly cannot be inflexible-the tax system could
certainly stand a great deal of improvement.

Now, to come back to your particular question: If I were confronted
with the problem of making a judgment on it over a periq'c of years,
I would look at the circumstances under which the requested suspen-
sion arose. I would look at the clear statement in the President's
message that he considers it part of the permanent structure; I would
look at the action of the House Ways and Means Committee in con-
tinuing the investment credit up to $15,000 for each taxpayer that
would-have occasion to use it I would look to the other changes that
are reflected in the law, and i would come to the conclusion that it is
a permanent part of the tax system.

It seems to me it is more deeply embedded in our tax structure as a
permanent measure after the enactment of this law than it was before.

Senator CARnsoN. I appreciate you being here this morning and
expressing the views of the President and the administration, but, after
all, this Congress bs some responsibility, too. It jut seems to me
that a mistaken policy coming at a time when we have a monetary
policy that is severely restrictive, this decision or action taken might
actually halt the expansion of the economy and cause some real prob-
lems.

Secretary Fowm-m. Senator, as I said to Senator Long a moment
ago, one of the real purposes of using this particular fiscal insArument
now is to relieve the pressure on monetary policy in the hope that
somewhere along the line these high interest rates and tight money
could be relieved by the fiscal measure which, in a sense, diminishes
the high concentration of credit demands which has been present in the
business sector during the past year.

The figures that I notedin my statement-that business loans went
up 19 percent over the first, 8 months of this year compared to a general
rate of increase in bank credit of only 8 percent-indicate to me that
the high rate of investment planning for capital plant and equip-
ment wa-is a major factor in that disproportionate rate of increase
in credit.

What we are confronted with is a question of imbalance in the
economy. A very large increase in credit has gone to one sector;
that is, business, while at the same time the housing sector is being
deprived of its normal access to money. This has had a highly
discriminatory impact on this one sector.
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Senator CARLSON. Would it not be reasonable to assume that this
increased expansion in the use of credit, and the gross national product
is largely the result of $2 billion, and maybe over $2 billion, a month
for our war in Vietnam?
, Secretary FowLEi. The two factors that this particular program
is addressed to are the increase in Government expenditures which,
as Mr. Schultze has indicated, is primarily because of Vietnam; and,
second, the extraordinary rate of increase in plant. and equipment

expenditures for business expansion and modernization.
Senator CARLSON. Ts it not a fact that during the month of August

the new orders for industrial equipment, dropped, I believe, from the
figures that I saw recently, four-tenths of a billion dollars, $400
million?

Secretary FOWLER. But at, the same time, Senator Carlson, the back-
logs for orders continued to increase, so that. Auguist was simply an-
other month in which backlogs increased in this sector of the economy.
In the past we have seen monthly declines in various sectors of the
machinery and equipment index replaced the next month by increases.
This is not a prediction; but the figures in this area, despite the re-
quests for voluntary restraint, give us no real hope or assurance that
we were going to see anything but continued heavy pressure in this
sector of our economy.

Senator CnLSON. Mr. Secretary, you are a very excellent witness.
I regret my time is up.

Senator Gon, (presiding). Senator McCarthy.
Senator MCCAIRTIIY. Not at this time.
Senator GoiR. Senator Fulbright.
Senator FULBRInHT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Fowler, I am not quite clear as to why you feel this tax credit

should be eliminated without an increase in income taxes. You
stressed that this is anti-inflationary control. You do not intend
to increase the income of the Government. What objection do you
have to increasing the income of the Government at the same time you
control inflation?

Secretary FowLEn. The point I made was that this bill is not pri-
marily desiAned to increase revenue. However, I certainly welcome.
the increase in revenue.

Senator FLBRIIT. Would you object to itf
Secretary Fowr FE. Oh, I welcome an increase in revenue; a Secre-

tary of the Treasury always does.
Senator FULnRIGHT. Would you object to combining this with an

increase in income taxes?
Secretary FowL.R. At this time, Senator, I think the key domestic

problem we have is imbalance in the economy, rather than generalized
excess demand.

Now, the problems of the financial markets and the very unusual
performance in the capital goods area, on the one hand, and the sharp
decline in housing on the other, seems to us to call at this time for a
more pinpointed technique. We need to deal with the situation by
improving the balance among the various sectors of the economy and
relieving the pressures on credit markets and credit policies, rather
than creating a general across-the-board slowdown.
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Senator FULBRIGUT. Do you think this is going to take effect right
awayf

I mean, will this effect be immediate, next month ?
Secretary Fown. No. It will have various stages of effect. In

the case of items like trucks, office equipment, and other short leadtim9
items there will be a fairly prompt effect.

In the case of longer leadtime items, the principal effect will be that
there will be less buildiup in order backlogs than at previous times, al-
though I think there will still be a continued high level of operating
activity in plants producing long leadtime equipment.

Senator FULBWIGHT. As a practical matter, we probably will not
be back here until January, and if this does not have an immediate
effect, why would it not be more sensible to have this income tax in-
crease?

I thought if we passed this, that some people might think that we
had something significant and there will be no pressure, at least there
will be less interest in increasing taxes, and if Mr. Schultze's estimate
is correct, we inevitably must have an increase because the war is in-
creasing the costs every month, is it not, Mr. Schultze I

Mr. SCjiUL!Z. As Secretary Fowler indicated earlier, essentially,
taking.away monthly fluctuations, defense expenditures have been
increasing.

Senator FuLnuxo'r. What are they now? What are they running
at now?

Mr. SoxUrTZi. For the months of July and August, which are the
months we now have, they are running for the 2 months combined at-
and I will give you the exact figure in just a moment, Senator-at
$10.1 billion.

Senator FULBUIOHT. How much?
Mr. ScnuLTzE. $10.1 billion for the 2 months, July and August com-

bined. I
Senator FuLtnIonT. Per monthI
Air. SourmTmz. No, for the 2 months combined, $5 billion a month,

total defense.
Senator FULnUIGHT. Total defense.
Mr. SoHuImzr. That is correct, total defense.
Senator FULBiIIGHT. And you expect, that to increase?
Mr. Son-mrzi. This is at the present time too early for us to make

a pinpoint prediction.
Senator FULDRI0nT. Didn't the Secretary make an announcement

by increasing bombing by 80 percent that it increased the expenditures
by $700 million?

Mr. ScHurzmE. That is correct, sir. He also indicated, perhaps 2
weeks earlier, or a week earlier, that he had been able, on the other
hand, looking at the munitions, to decrease that. So what he is doing
is going through the different aspects of the costs of tis and reviewing
each one separately. The two that he has said anything about, at
least, air munitions, which had been decreased; and aircraft increased.

Senator FULBRIGnT. Were the air munitions decreased by anything
like the same amountI

Mr. SpUTZ. My recollection is that in terms of the decrease from
his original plans, the decrease in munitions was larger than the in-
crease in aircraft, but I do not think the differences were very large.
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Senator FuzmRior. I really do not want to get-bogged into the de-
tails of it. It seems to me quite clear, as a general, proposition, that
we are going to need moremoney because of this very substantial in-
crease in costs.

Mr. SCHULTZE. As the Secretary indicated, and I fully back up his
analysis of it,. that if the conflict in Viettnam continues, particularly
if we foresee it continuing for awhile longer, and if it does not de-
escalate, then additional funds will be needed. We do not know how
much.

Senator FUiJBRIOHT. Well, of course, the costs in Thailand are -very
large., and they are increasing as apart of this operation. I assume
you include Thailand in the overall costs?

Mr. SCHULTZE. In the cost of the general operations.
Senator FULBMGHT. That is what I mean.
Until you see some indication that there is going to be a deescalation,

we would assume it is going to continue, at least the general rise we
have had in the last year," and if that is true, then I do not see any
good reason why the income tax increase is not combined with this
measure.

I mean, to have us go through this operation, pass a bill here during
the last few days of Congress, wiflout doing more than just having
a long-term effect upon capital investment, it seems to me a rather
futile action; whereas, if we inchlde income taxes, you could increase
the income tax to take care of this threatened deficit and larger ex-
penditures, and also have an anti-inflationary effect. I do not quite
see why you do not approve that.

Mr. SCHULTZiE. Two points, if I might, Senator: I think one of the
precise reasons for getting the investment credit suspended now is to
have its effect, which does take some time to get into operation, begin
as soon as possible.

The second point is: In terms of any other fiscal action, it is impos-
sible to make a recommendation fnit1 we have some clear picture of
overalll Federa| expenditures. However, the appropriation bills are
not through; there are still eight to come, and there is a substantial
wide range of potential changes Of'those to comerand, secondly, we do
not have an estimate of the costs in Vietnam. Becaiise of those two
uncertainties, it seems impossible to do anything but what we have
done now.Senator FUYJBGHT. Well, perhaps you are quite right. I have to

think about it, a little.
When is the effective date?
I have forgotten. When does this take effect?
Secretary FowLNm . On'September 9.' '
Senator. FULBRIOHT. On existingeoontracts.at that time?
It goes not go back of that?
Secretary' FowyF.n. No, sir.
Senator Fummnur. Any contract made before that?. '
Secretary FOWR. Not in the case of acquisitins made pursuant to

binding contracts in effect prior to September 9.. There are also some
special rules.

Senator Fur.muoHm . Well, the date--I do not care about the de-
tails--is September 9 ?
. Secretary FowLm . Yes.
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Senator FULDRIGHT. One last question. My time is up.
What about the space program, Mr. Schultze, is that kept inviolate?
Mr. SCHULTZE. No, sir; we are looking at every program.
Senator FULUIGHT, But it has a very high priorityV
Mr. SCHtULTZE. Well Senator, on all of these, you cannot take a look

at a whole program anA say the program as a whole has either high or
low priority because what you are really looking at is the margin of
it, and what we are looking for in every program are low-priority
items, without any sacred cow.

Senator FuLBRnIoI,. But you are not willing to say whether or not
the space program is a sacred cow?

Mr. SCHuLTZE. No, sir. I am willing to say it is not a sacred cow.
What I am saying is: when we get final bills and take a look across

the board at where we can make these reductions, there are no sacred
cows.

What I did mean to say, you cannot take a whole program of any-
thing'and.say that the whole program is either high priority or low
priority. There are a lot of elements in all priorities, and they are
made up of higher and lower programs, and we look at every program
in that light.

Senator FuLBRioIT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GORE. Senator Morton.
Senator MORTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, Mr. Secretary, I assume that you read the editorial in Wash-

inton's leading morning newspaper?
secretary FowLFn. Yes, Senator Morton.

Senator MORTON. I ask, Air. Chairman that the editorial be made
a part of the record. I will not read it ail; I will quote from it.

Senator GoiE. Without objection, it'will be printed at this point.
(The editorial referred to follows:)

WHY TAIM IT ON FAITH?

The Senate Finance Committee, which opens hearings this morning on the
Administration's tax bill, ought to seize the opportunity to probe into issues
that were neglected by a hasty House Ways and Means Committee. Chairman
Mills and his fellow Democrats, for reasons which are not entirely clear, were
willing to accept on faith the Administration's contention that the economy will
continue to be confronted by excessive demands for goods and services through
1967. But why should this crucial assumption about the shape of the future be
taken on faith?

Several recent developments contradict the confident but unsupported "quali-
tative Judgments" that Government witnesses made before Ways and Means.
The decline in residential construction is assuming a slump-like dimension. And
despite 'the current pressures "of, demand in the capital goods industries, new
orders, especially for machine tools, have declined. Small wonder then that a
majority of economists surveyed by'the National Association of Business Econ-
omists are predicting a lower rate of econoine growth in 1967 and that roughly
a third expect a recession late in the year.

Also neglected is the question of whether Suspending the investment tax credit
and accelerated dipreciattlon on lniustrihl 'and cohimercial buildings will relieve
the cuirent preosureS in the capittal goods indugfries. The National Industrial
Conference Board, a business organization, ,asked, the 1000 largeAt corporations
how the legislation would affect their investment plaxis. The anmsr, based on
5W responses, is tliat the 4Nmyistratibn's measures Wlll hav ni &igniflcant
fiplct on the lmn'diteihte nhi'dfoii e ipita g"Ods.'S More than 90 per cent of
the respondents said that the proposed tax revisions will not induce them to
reduce their investment ,piograms>durlng, the rest of this year.* 'Tbe propor-
ti9n. falls to 82. ppr cent in the first !half of 1967: and 78 per cent in this second
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half. These lags In the response to the suspension of the tax incentive-and the
possibility that investment in 1968 may be postponed in anticipation of the
suspension's termination-suggests that the Administration's bill could work in
a mischievously perverse fashion.

Members of the Senate Finance Committee ought to demand hard answers to
questions that were not very artfully dodged in the Ways and Means hearings.
By how much does the Administration expect the Gross National Product to
rise in the next six quarters? Which components of the GNP will rise rapidly,
which slowly? What is the outlook for defense production-not defense spend-
ing which lags behind production-if it is assumed that the war effort in Viet-
nam will continue at the present level? How much of an extra burden would an
accelerated war effort impose on the economy?

A mistaken fiscal policy, coming at a time when monetary policy is severely
restrictive, might well halt the expansion of the economy. In view of the enor-
mous risks, the Senate Finance Committee should accept little on faith.

Senator MowroN (reading):
Several recent developments contradict the confident but unsupported "qual-

Itative Judgments" that Government witnesses made before Ways and Means.
'The decline in residential construction is assuming a slump-like dimension.

I might interject here that both you and the Director of the Budget
'have addressed yourselves to that point.

I continue to read-
And despite the current pressures of demand in the capital goods industries,

new orders, especially for machine tools, have declined. Small wonder then
that a majority of economists surveyed by the National Association of Business
Economists are predicting a lower rate of economic growth in 1967 and that
roughly a third expect a recession late in the year.

It goes to show that out of a thousand of the largest corporations,
which the National Industrial Conference Board questioned, they had
552 responses. Of these 90 percent said that the proposed tax revisions
would not intuce them to reduce their investment programs during
the rest of this year. The proportion falls to 82 percent in the first
half of 1967, and 78 percent in thissecond half.

I gather from your testimony, Mr. Secretary, that you feel and the
administration in general feels that this program, even though tem-
porary and short lived will, in "fact, have a greater impact on reduc-
ing capital expenditures, either in buildings or machinery, than is
indicated by the returns of 552 of the 1,000 largest corporations I

Secretary FoWLF. Yes, Senator Morton. I have no statistical sur-
vey to offer, but I would make two points about the National Indus-
trial Conference Board survey, which I discussed with the leaders of
the conference last week in New York. In the first place, I believe
the results of the survey should lay at rest the fears that some have
voiced that business firms are simply going to stop investing if this
legislation becomes law and wait until the credit is available again.

Clearly, business firms have strong reasons for investing on a regular
schedule, and if adjustments in their investment plans would be made,
they would be made, first of all, in the low-priority projects that are
at the margin. This survey certainly indicates to me that the change
in the investment credit will not result in any monumental cutback in
plans so as to bring on a recession.

The other point to be made is that one would expect the results of
a survey of this sort to understate somewhat the real change that will
come about.

The President's message went out on September 8. The Conference
Board's telegrams went out on Tuesday, the 13th. I feel, without
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reflecting at all on the survey, that many business firms just have not
had the opportunity to do the detailed reexamination of their invest-
inent plans that will permit anything like a final answer to this
question.

Investment decisions of this sort certainly are made most carefully
by managements today, and are based on a great deal of detailed
analysis of margins of profit and on what the pros and cons of defer-
ral are. My own judgment is that the 1/-percent reduction in busi-
ness investment expenditures forecast in the survey would be on the
low side.

Senator MORTON. Thank you. Now, is the figure of 19 percent or
17 percent that business loans have gone up?

Secretary FOWLER. Nineteen percent over the first 8 months of this
year.

Senator MORTON. The first 8 months.
Secretary FOWLER. During the first 8 months of this year business

loans have gone up 19 percent.
Senator MORTON. During the first 8 months of this year, haven't we

also felt the impact of the so-called speedup in the collection of corpo-
rate taxes which we passed here last year, I believe?

Secretary FOWLER. Yes, we have, Senator Morton.
Senator MORTON. Would you feel that these borrowings, the bor-

rowings to meet a more rapid tax collection, would be a significant
factor in this 19 percent?

Secretary FOWLER. Yes. I think they are bound to have been re-
flected in the credit requirements of business organizations. I think
the change we made in the regulations in June to speed up the pay-
over of withholding and social security taxes collected by employers,
the increase in inventories, the increase in accounts receivable as
smaller creditors depend more on the portfolios of the larger com-
panies witl whom they do business, are all factors.

But I think a very material factor in this sharply increasing level
of business loans, as compared to credit generally, has been the con-
tinued planning anticipation, and provision of cash and credit outside
of internal cash flow, either through corporate security issues or
through term loans at the banks, in order to have on hand the neces-sary financial means to carry through on investment plans.

Senator MORTOv. The fact remains, Mr. Secretary, that in our
eagerness to help the cash position of the Government itself the
Treasury if you will, we speeded up corporate tax collections, and this
has added to our present problem of forcing them t go to the banks
to get money to pay these taxes,, which has increaed interest rates and
which has caused some of the problems which now exist.

'Secretary Fowum. Senator Morton, if we had not collected the
money from the taxpayers, we Would have had to go to the market to
borrow the money, so I do not think the real impact on the financial
markets would have beeni different.

Senator MoRToN. One or two technical things.
This matter of depreciation, I do not quite understand it, and I am

asking purely for information.
If a company-let us take i large industrial complex-has a plant

here that is old and is depreciating under one system or maybe it is
fully depreciated, and here is one going under another system, and
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here is one going tnder another-I am not speaking of any new build-'ing now but justthe depreciation that they are now taking in figuring
their tax returns; is this, in any way, upset by this bill?

Secretary Fow'LF. No, sir; it is not affected by it.
Senator MonToN. I have had some correspondence on this subject.

I did not think it was, but there was some confusion in their minds that
they would have to change their present bookkeeping system on the
plants that are now in existence or under construction.

Secretary FWLER. I'think we can say, insofar as the law you have
in front of you today is concerned, the existing building or structure
is completely insulated from it.

Senator MORTON. What about the one that is under construction?
Secretary FOWLER. That will depend upon the state of construction.

There are several rules: the so-called binding contract, the equipped
building and machinery completion rules. But I think the funda-
mental thing is that if construction has been started in the sense that
the foundations are being dug, then that construction is not so-called
suspension period property and continues to have the benefit of the
depreciation 'provisions that previously existed.

Senator MORTON. But a big company that has got 50 plants in 20
States, they do not have to cliange their bookkeeping methods of de-
preciation on these plants under the terms of this bill.

Secretary FOWLER. No, sir.
Senator MonTON. One more situation. I have been reading the

House report with.interest, and your statementand that of the Di-
rector of the Budget in connection with these contractual obligations
that have been made prior to September 9.

Now I have a situation of this kind which exists in my State, where
we sell these revenue bonds, a local political entity, a city or a county,
may sell revenue-bondp for building a plant for a company'in order
to get an industry there. I am not going to get into a debate about
the merits or demerits of this system-because the more industrialized
States donot like it, and the more underdeveloped States, so-called, do
like it.

Now, cityA'has sold $38 million worth of industrial revenue bonds.
Company X is going to put a plant there with these funds and certain
additional 'funds; I$33 million of this $38 million is for 'equipment.
The company has not yet issued purchase orders specifically for that
equipment., The bondshave been sold, and there is a firm contract so
that the company* has to go ahead with, this regardless of whether they
get the 7 percent, or, whether theydo not get it:

lNow,'my :question is, under such,, a:.situation is that considered a
contract in the senselt thelease is considered a contract in th6 exam-
ple given in the l0up.e report of a mnah.,who is going tobuild a shop-
ping cepterjn4 bave thp st" s leased out, , ,

S ecretaryV Fpw u. ftze comny lms a. binding obligation to the
cit, 'to lease the plaht that the city. is going to provide, and 'to equip
and operate it, then it wouldbe covered.

Senator MORTON. Thank you very much. •
One more, question, Mr. Chairman, aixd I will be through. -Much

ha4rbeen, id here aboutthe fact that youwhave to wait the final b6it-
come of congressional actionon the appropriation bills ,and I can see
your problem, p" h';
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But, take a bill that we passed the other day, where we, in the Sen-
ate, increased an appropriation of some $390 million. We overwhelm-
ingly rejected a recommittal motion to cut it back to the President's
figure.
I Now, suppose it goes through at the Senate figure? I think the
House figure is even higher.

Mr. SCIITULTZE. A little higher.
Senator MORTON. Does the President have to spend this money
Mr. SCHULTZE. No, sir. Now, having said "no, sir" flatly, let me

obviously make a few qualifications. There are some cases where the
expenditures are fixed by statute, over which he has little control.
There are other cases where they are not.

What we are doing is trying to take a look at the whole situation
and reducing both, both the President's own program level in some
areas, and congressional increases in other areas, so that we are trying
to be somewhat evenhanded on this.

Obviously, the Congress has a right and a duty to make its own
judgments on a lot of this. So what we are not going to do is make
these cuts solely in the area of congressional additions. But both
congressional additions and the President's program, if you want to
put it that way, will be subject to these cuts. And the specific cuts
obviously vary from case to case depending upon the nature of the
particular bill.

Senator MORToN. These efforts to bring these bills, these appropria..
tion bills, back to a figure that ii more closely in line with the Presi-
dent's recommendations in many instances have had their generation,
at least their chief support, from the minority, and it is very distinct
minority at present, I must say, and I do not see the same eagerness
or tho same activity on the part of the administration in the H alls of
Congress or in the rooms off of the House and Senate Chambers that
I see in the passage of certain programs that lead to a good many costs.

I hope as these appropriations go down the line to get you boys up
here and help us twist a few arms because we are doing some twisting.

Mr. SOHULTZE. Mr.. Morton, in one sense we have done even more
than that, because on one occasion the President had the full appro-
priations committees down to the White House to stress its impor-
tance, and I suspect that should at least have even more influence
than sending some people up here through the corridors. On in-
numerable occasions he has had the leaders on both sides down at
the White House, and we have attempted to keep some tabulation, bill
by bill,_of how these things have gone. I must say in many, niany
cases, the great majority I am' afraid, that the increases over his
budget have been a distinctly bipartisan matter.

Secretary FOWLER, Senator Morton, I would like to add I have'
spent some shoe leather up here this summer in visiting the majority
party members of the Appropriations Committee.

Senator MORTON. I want to commend you for it.
Secretary FOWLER. And in bringing this' to their attention and their

concern.
Senator MORTON. You did, as did your predecessor, and I commend

you for it.
I am not trying to take the'Ccdngress off the hook. I think the Con-

gress has shown some irresponsibilityin. this field in view of the situa-
69-731-66-----4
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tion we face, and we have to stand on our own records as individuals
when we face our constituents on this. But I do want to close with
the point that I think in many instances the areas in which we, as a
unit of Congress, go through the guidelines of the President's requests,
that this does not mean tiat he has to sp nd that money; and I for
one, will support his efforts not to spend that money.

Mr. SCHULTZE. Senator, you are quite right, and I welcome that
su port.

Senator MORTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GoPx. Senator McCarthy.
Senator MCCARTHY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, the proposal made in this committee earlier this

year when we were considering the reinstatement of the excise tax
was to give the Treasury discretionary authority to suspend the
investment credit. The Treasury position was strongly opposed to
it at that time. Why was that the case then, and why do you now
come to ask for what we proposed to give you early this year ?

Secretary FOWLErm. Well, there are three answers to that
Senator McCarthy. First, as a result of our own analysis, and of
the concern voiced in the Senate about this we tried in March, as my
statement indicated, to reduce plant and equipment spending by
appealing to the larger companies to analyze this situation.

Secondly, my own change of view was most affected in August by
the pressure of continued increases in business loans-in some part a
derivative of plans for plant and equipment expenditures-on the
financial markets. That pressure was signalized by the most rapid
increase in interest rates that we have seen in a long time-and
evidences of a great uneasiness in the financial markets during the
month of August.

And third, I would have to say that I recall the story of the gentle-
man whio received some advice from a friend at 3 o'clock in the morning
that under no circumstances should he undertake a particular assign.
ment that was offered to him. The next morning at eight his friend
came down and said, "If you do not undertake that assignment I will
not have the same high regard for you." To this the gentleman in-
quired, "Why do you give me this advice at 8 in the morning when you
told me quite differently last night?" And the reply was, "I am a lot
smarter this morning than I was last flight."

So I guess that is the answer as far as the suspension of the invest-
ment credit is concerned at this particular time.

Senator MCCARTHY. Well, I am not sure that you are speaking for
yourself. I am beginning to believe the Treasury is caught between-
which is the upper and whiich is the lower millstone I don't know-but
between the Federal Reserve Board, on the one hand, and the Council
of Economic Advisers on the other, each of which--one, of course,
by statute, has kind oi an independent existence and power, and the
other has come to assume a kind of independent power. Do you feel
that way about the Council of Economic Advisers, Mr. Secretary?

Secretary FOWLER. No, sir. I think in this case I can say to you un-
qualifiedly that the Council of Economic Advisers, the Federal Re-
serve Board, and the Treasury Department, as a result of analysis and
exchanges of views in the last ' few weeks in August, and contemporary
events, are unanimously of the view that this was a necessary and de-
sirable step that should be undertaken.
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The House hearings include the press release of the Federal Reserve
Board statement ma e on September 8. I think I need not say more
about our own position and that-of the Council. We all felt it was
the appropriate step to be taken.

Senator MCCARnTHY. Do you think the impact of this increase not
coming really until 1968 has been properly assessed?

Secretary FOWLR. The impact is not so much an impact of a change
in revenue, Senator McCarthy, as it is the temporary withdrawal of
an incentive to make investment decisions. We have tried to assess this
in terms of the pinpoint pressures that the increasing tempo of
plant -and equipment expenditures has made. While we recognizethat there wll Fe some delay in connection with the longer leadtime
items, the fact that this particular measure has its impact on orders
that are placed after September 8, rather than suspending the credit
as was discussed last spring, makes it, I think, much more effective at
:a much earlier time than would have been the case in connection with
the proposals that were under discussion last March.

Senator MCCARTHY. You think the principal effect would be in 1967
-to 1968 rather than 1969?

Secretary FOWLER. I think the principal effect in terms of work
done will be in 1967. There will be some minor effect in the closing
months of this year but I think the major effect will be in 1967; an,
as the National Industrial Conference Board survey indicates prob-
:ably the maximum effect in the latter months of 1967. The eAfect on
-orders-and the consequent effects in turn-will start in 1966 and con-
tinue through 1967.

Senator MCCARTIJrX. Would you prefer to have the act firm until
1970 or would you accept discretionary authority to reinstate the in-
vestment credit at the discretion of the Treasury?

Secretary FOWLER. Let me make two comments on that.
Senator MCCARTHY. Is this contrary to the psychological impact

which you calculate?
Secretary FOWLER. No. I thifk that it would be quite desirable to

have the authority to lift the suspension prior to January 1, 1968, ac-
cording to some standard of judgment fixed by the economy, if eco-
nomic conditions prompted such a judgment.

This was discussed at some length in the House in both the public
:and private sessions. Let me quote from page 13 of the House report:

If military requirements in Southeast Asia should decrease before January 1,
1968, or if for some other reason it should become apparent that suspension of
tho investment credit and suspension of the use of the accelerated depreciation
methods with respect to buildings are no longer necessary to restrain Inflation,
•the Congress can promptly terminate the suspensions. The Administration has
also indicated that it would recommend terminating the suspension period before
-January 1, 1908, under such conditions.

So the administration would either welcome delegation of authority
under appropriate standards to make that decision or it would comply
with the import of the House statement and be alert to come to the
Congress and recommend elimination of the suspension prior to Jan-
uary 1, 1968, if the situation in southeast Asia should change markedly
,and the economy no longer requires this restraint.

Senator MCCARTHY. Mr. Secretary, what are your views as to the
possibility of exempting from at least the full impact of this sus-
-pension, 'Ietus say, an industry which, over the last 4 or 5 years, has
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had 75 or 80 or 90 percent of its investment eligible for the investment
credit?

Secretary FowL m. Senator McCarthy, we feel very strongly that
the singling out for special treatment of any particular industry, or
a particular segment of an industry, would be undesirable.

e t that the processes of doing equity-applying some stand-
ard of not applying the suspension to a particular industry because of
its relationship to a national or local interest-will just take us down
the road to riddling the act and ending up with something that would
not do the job.

Senator MCCARTHY. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you very much.

Senator GoRE. Senator Williams.
Senator WiLiuIAms. How long do you want to continue? We have

over in the Senate today an appropriation bill, and I am sure the
Budget Director is aware of that, in which an effort is being made
to add $750 million over the budgetary requests. Some of us on this
committee feel that it is just as important that we be over there to
try to hold the line on expenditures as it is to be in this committee
trying to raise the revenue to pay for this. So, for that reason, we
cannot be in both places. I am wondering, Mr. Chairman, when
could we have the Secretary and the Director back?

Secretary FowLER. I will be available this afternoon or tomorrow.
Senator WILLAms. Well, we. cannot do it this afternoon unless

we can adjourn the Senate because, as I stated, the Senate is consid-
ering the question of raising the administration's request on cer-
tain proposals by around $750 million, and I think that both of you
will agree that it is very important that we defeat that effort to
increase those appropriations; is that'not correct?

Secretary FowL=. By all means, Senator. I do not know what
the bill is, but whatever the motion is I am for it. [Laughter.]

Senator WILLIAMS. And for that reason it would be impossible
to proceed this afternoon while this bill is oh the floor here.

Secretary FOWLER. We will be available tomorrow.
Senator GORE. You may proceed.
Senator WILLIAUS. Mr. Secretary under this proposal I under-

stand that you have endorsed the bill as it was passed by the House;
is that correct-

Secretary FOWLEaR. Yes..
Senator WxluiAMs (continuing). That suspends the investment

credit for 16 months.
Now, do you not think that that will have the effect of causing

a backlog of orders in the last 3 to4 months being held up in order
that they could be placed in the early part of January, at which
time they would get--I mean is that not inevitable that you will
get that vacuum in the purchases of a'few months prior to the ex-
piration ?

Secretary FOWLER. I do not think you will get a vacuum, Sen-ator.
Senator WILTIAMS. A partial vacuum.
Secretary FOWLER. I think you will get, some cases in which, be-

cause of the -dvantge of' the credit, they would defer placing the
order. To some' extent that ill, I bxk,. be counteracted lby the
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fact thatpeople will want to have their place in line if they have
programs that are pressing for completion. It is difficult to predict
how these two interacting forces will work.

Senator WIL.UAms. But it will have the effect of some slowdown
prior to the effective date of the reinstatement.

Secretary FOWLER. Yes, sir; I think that is right.
Senator Wxums. And it will have the other effect of having an

acceleration of the spending during the 12 months succeeding the
reinstatement would it not ? (

Secretary FOWLR. I would expect that effect. .
Senator WILLIAMS. In view of that -almost inevitable result, was the

fact that 1968 is a presidential year taken into consideration that this
acceleration may be timely and appropriate on the eve of the election ?

Secretary FOWLER. No. I think the governing consideration in all
of the discussion that I have had is that the terminal date of the sus-
pension is more likely, realistically, to be related to the deescalation in
southeast Asia than to any particular date. That, of course, could
work both ways.'. We mighthave to ask that the credit be reinstated
before January 1,1968, or, conversely, that the suspension be continued
after January 1,1968.

Senator WILLIAmS. The answer to that question will, to a large ex-
tent, be dependent upon the'status of the war in Vietnam as of the end
of next year, is that correct ?

Secretary FOWLER. That is right; and the related state of the econ-
omy. Undoubtedly the two will be interacting.

Senator WILIAMS. Some have suggested that instead of a termina-
don date, in light of those unknown factors, it would be better to just
suspend it with the understanding that -it would be reinstated after
the end of the war or the termination of the expenditures in that area.
What would be your comment in connection with that?

Secretary FOWLER. I would be opposed to that for the reasons indi-
cated in my colloquy with Senator Carlson.

I would think that the fact that Congress has suspended it to a
particular date is in itself the assurance that the provision has a !)er-
manent place in our tax structure. That assurance would not exist
if the' suspension were for an indefinite period, and there would not' be
the degree of deferral of activity that will result if taxpayers can look
forward to a period when-the credit would be available.

Senator WILLIAMS. You do not think that assurance will deteriorate
into the same type of assurance that they had on the temporary sus-
pension of the excise taxes where for year after year it just got to'be a
cracked record with both your action and our action-extending 'it
year by year, which we are still doing on some of them now?

Secretary Fowan. There is always that risk, but I do not believe it
is going to attach to this particular case.

Senator WiLLIAMS. N-ow th6Housebill as it is proposed, changes the
formula for computing the investment credit after its reinstatement
beginning January of 1968 from the present limitation of 25 percent
to 50 percent does it not?

Secretary FowrziR. Yes, sir. if
Senator WILLIAmS. Does that not have the mathematical effect, if

enacted in that manner, that certain industries, after its reinstatement
assuming there is no other change made in'our tax structure now, would
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have a tax reduction beginning January 1968 as compared to existing
law if no action were taken I ? !

Secretary FOWLER. I think that would be a fair statement.
Senator WILLIAMS. In light of the existing situation do you think

we can afford to project a tax reduction in 1968 for certain industries
at this time when there is also much talkbeing given to a potential tax
increase after the election ?,

Secretary FowLma. Well, I think the two things are consistent in
the light of what has been said. I should explain that the bill pro-
vides these changes in the limitation will occur after the suspension
period., If the Congress should extend the suspension beyond Janu.
ary 1, 1968 the change in the limitation will also be postponed. The,
exact termination of this suspension is much more likely to coincide,
with the change in the economic environment that will come after the
deescalation of hostilities in southeast Asia. he resumption of the,
investment credit under the new provisions then should be as effective.
as we can make it, and these provisions, according to the House report,
and I concur in them, would make the credit more effective.

So I think it is a question of getting the provision- resumed at an
appropriate time when it is needed in the most effective way.

Senator WILLIAmS. This 25-percent limitation has been restricted
primarily to those companies whose earnings or the tax liability was
reduced substantially by depletion allowances, for example, was it
not as one industry and a few other industries-

Secretary FOWLER. No. The 50-percent provision, if I understand
it, was a matter of concern to many types of industries, but'particularly
the groups that are the heavy capital using but low return industries
and the newer and very successful younger companies, you might
say, that have a very low rate of profit in their early years and cannot
take full advantage of the credit with the 25-percent limitation.

Senator WILLIAMS. That is correct. There are several industries,
but it would also be applicable to those companies which are enjoying
the high depletion rates. It would also affect their tax liability,
would it not I

Secretary FoWLRm. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. And it would have an effect of lowering the tax

liability of those companies beginning January 1968, assuming this
were enacted, and no other tax measures in the meantime, would it
not?

Secretary FOWLER. Yes, sir.
Senator WLIAMS. Would you furnish to this committee an example

of how it would affect some of these companies without identifying
them by name ? Also let us have a statement as to why you feel that
at this particular time the administration wants to enact a proposal
which would reduce their taxes for 1968.

Secretary FOWLER. Yes, Senator Williams, we will give you a full
history of this.

We recommended a 50-percent limitation in 1962, and this was cut
down to 25 percent. We will give you a full statement on that.

The increase in the limitation came up in the House discussion of
this bill. It was not a part of the President's message. It was sug-
gested by various members of the House Ways and Means Committee.
. There is one other area that it affects, too. Because of the pres-
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sure of the existing limitation in leasin situations this change makes
for, we think, a bettei- application of tfe credit in cases today where
leasing arrangements are used..

Senator W'ILLAXS. And with that statement you will give us a
series of actual cases, and without the identification as to the respective
companies.

Secretary FowL'n. Case illustrations and industries where it is a
problem.

Senator WILLIAMS. Will you give us a few examples of companies
that are affected both by depletion and companies that are affected by
large procurement programs?

Secretary FowLFm. I think we can give it to you in terms of indus-
tries and companies. We will do what we can.

Senator WILLIAMS. You do it both ways. I happen to be one of
those people who can understand things best when they are in a specific
example.

Secretary FowLER. There are limitations as to information that
can be published on particular companies. I have seen some sum-
maries of its application on an industry basis. I think we have that.
I do not know that We have it in terms of companies.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, it could be obtained as to how it would
affect a company, could it notV

Secretary FovLFM. In general.
Senator WIiLIAMS. I am not singling out any particular company.

I just wanted to see and examine how it would work and the mathe-
matical consequences of companies A, B, C, and D. Surely such in-
formation is available and, if not I do not know how you ever arrived
at the decision they would be worthy.

Secretary FOWLEmR. It is readily available in terms of impact by
industry.

Senator WIiAIAmms. Surely. But you could not get the overall rec-
ommendations unless you had examined-

Secretary FowLER. I have not studied it company by company and
I do not think anybody on the staff has.

Senator WILLIAMS. Sure. But perhaps, it would be enlightening
to all of us if you did. So I wouid appreciate your getting that.

(The information referred to follows:)

STATEMENT SUBMITrED BY THm TREAsuRY DEPARTMENT

HISTORY OF LIMITATION ON INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

In -the detailed recommendations made by the Treasury In 1961, the invest-
ment tax credit under the original plan would be limited to 80 percent of the
current year income tax liability, as otherwise determined. The limitation, it
was indicated, was designed to leave substantial leeway for utilizing the credit
but to prevent it, in combination with other possible tax allowances and deduc-
tions, from wiping out tax liability and relieving the taxpayer from making
some substantial contribution to the revenue commensurate with his income.'

The House Ways and Means Committee altered the original plan by converting
it from a graduated rate (depending on current year investments relative to
depreciation allowances) to a flat rate credit across the board on all eligible
investments in machinery and equipment. In the process, the limitation was
changed.

1See Preaident' 1961 Ta. Reoommemdatot, Hearings before the Committee on Ways
and Means, House of Representatives, 87th Cong., 1st Session, Vol. 1, page 258.
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Under the bill as reported by the Ways and Means Committee, the tax credit
could not exceed the tax liability, or if the tax liability was In excess of $100,000,
could not exceed $100,000 plus 50 percent of the tax liability over this amount.
As stated by the Committee report: "This limitation, while leaving substantial
leeway for utilizing the credit, Is designed to prevent it (in combination with
other tax credits) from relieving the taxpayer from any substantial tax con.
tribution. However, in recognition of the problems of small business, the bill
does not impose this limitation with respect to the first $100,000 of any tax
liability."'s

In the final stages of House consideration of the 1902 legislation, the general
rate of the investment credit was reduced from 8 to 7 percent in order to
achieve an over-all revenue balance In the bill. At the same time the House
reduced the limit on the credit from the first $100,000 of tax plus 50 percent of
the tax in excess of $100,000 to the first $25,000 of tax plus 25 percent of the
tax in excess of $25,000.

The Treasury urged the Senate Finance Committee to restore the rate of credit
to the level as reported by the Ways and Means. Committee and to restore the
limitation over $25,000 to the 50 percent originally adopted by the Ways and
Means Committee. In order to reduce the revenue cost for the fiscal year 1963
it was recommended that the 25 percent be retained for the current year.

The House provision with respect to the limitation was accepted by the Senate
Finance Committee and in the final legislation, subject only to amendments
liberalizing the carryover of unused credit by adding a 8-year carryback (but
only to a taxable year ending after 1961) to the 5-year carryforward provided
by the House.'

REASONS FOR THE INCREASE IN THE PERCENTAGE LIMITATION EFFECTIVE BEGINNING
IN 1968, ADOPTED IN H.1. 17607

As indicated In the House report on the present suspension legislation, the
existing limitation was designed to prevent the credit, in combination with other
tax benefits from relieving the taxpayer from any substantial tax con-
tributlon, However, the House action was based on experience that has Indi-
cated that the current 25 percent limit is unduly restrictive in many cases.
Companies with low net Income relative to their Investments in eligible property
are more severely limited than companies with large net Incomes relative to
their investment In credit-eligible property. Raising the limit to 50 percent
would, it was felt, relieve undue hardships on firms with depressed earnings or
with high capital'intensive operations relative to earnings.

The increase in the percentage limitation had twofold purposes:
(1) Remove unfair restrictiveness on those whose Investment in machinery

and equipment is large relative to their earnings.
(2) Lessen the tendency for taxpayers affected by the limit to enter into

leasing agreements to obtain indirectly at least some part of the credit benefits
and thus avoid the impact of the restrictive provision. Unless such a taxpayer
resorts to leasing arrangements in which the lessor's credit 'is reflected in lower
rentals, the credit provides only diminished marginal investment Incentive, the
value of which would depend on the value, If any, of carrybacks or carryovers
of unused credit.

These structural Improvements in the functioning of the Investment credit,
which would be carried out by the Increase In the limitation, were discussed
last year with the Senate Finance Committee' and at that time the Treasury
favored this action.

In view of the structural desirability of the change in the6 limitation, the
House Committee on Ways and Merans determined that it would be helpful to
make this change as part of the current bill. . This step, in its opinion, in which
the Treasury Department concitrred, would serve -the purpose of the bill to
provide a temporary restraint on capital sending by increasing the incentive
of investors otherwisee discouraged by the limit) to defer acquisitions of ma-
chinery and equipment until the suspension period Is surmounted.

$Revenue Act of 196*, Report of the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Repre-
sentatives, to accompany H.R. 10650, 87th Cong., 2nd Session, House Report No. 1447,
March 16, 1962, page 18.

I See Revenue Act of 1963 Hearings before the Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, 87th
Cong., 2nd Session, on H.R. 10650, April 2, 1962, Part 1, page 86

' See Revenue Act of 1968, Report of the Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, to accom-
pany H.R. 10650, 87th Cong., 2nd Session, Senate Report No. 1881, page 17.
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The increase in the limitation would be important to industries in which de-
pressed earnings and highly capital-intensive operations and modernization
programs have resulted in the chronic accumulation of unused investment
credits. It would also help new or growing companies which make heavy initial
investments and then must await earnings to generate the tax liability to absorb
the investment credit. A hgher limit applicable when the credit is restored
would give such new and expanding businesses more prompt and more assured
benefits from the investment incentive. The effects of the increased percentage
limitation cited by Senator Williams on natural resource industries, which
receive depletion or related allowances for mineral development or in some cases
receive foreign tax credits arising from operations abroad, reflects the fact that
the U.S. income tax liabilities of such companies is low relative to the magnitude
of their investments by virtue of specific statutory provisions. The level of their
tax liability proportionately curtails their investment credit and would similarly
restrict their benefits from the general increase in the percentage limitation
from 25 to 50 percent.

Unused investment credit of corporations, end of 1963, by selected industry
groups

[In millions of dollars]

Agriculture, forestry, and fisheries ----------------------------------
Mining ---------------------------------------------------------- 84
Contract construction ------------------------------------------ 13
Manufacturing, petroleum refining and related industries --------------- 89
Manufacturing, all other -------------------------------------- 163
Transportation, communication, electric, gas, and sanitary services ------- 194
Wholesale and retail trade -------------------------------------- 64
Finance, insurance, and real estate ------------------------------------- 21
Services ---------------------------------------------------- 42

Total ------------------------------------------------ 626
NOTM-Detalls may not add due to rounding.

Hypothetical examples of benefit to individual companies of raising the
investment credit ceiling from 25 to 50 percent of tax

A B C D E F

Qualified Investment ..................... 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000' 100,000
Tentative credit ----------------- -7,000 7,000 7,0 7,000 7, 7,000
Carryover from prior years.-_-------- 10,000 0 20, 00 0 80000 30,000
Available credit -------------------------- 17 000 7,000 27,000 7,000 87,000 37,000
Income tax less foreign tax credit --------- 20,000 20,000 20,000 40,000 0 15:000
Limit on credit at 25 percent ------------- 5,000 5,000 5,000 10,000 0 1,250
Credit taken under 25 percent limit ------- 5,000 5,000 5,000 7,000 0 1, 250
Additional credit i1 50 percent limit -------- 5,0 2, 000 5,000 0 0 1,250

NOTE.-The $25,000 exemption is ignored in those examples.

Senator WILLiAmS. I do have some other questions, but we will have
to resume those when we reconvene. I suppose the chairman will set
the date when you can return.

Senator GORE. I am asked by the chairman of the committee to state
that the committee will meet in executive session tomorrow and the
hearings will be resumed on the pending bill on Wednesday. Notice
will be given to members of the committee as to who the witnesses
will be.

Secretary FOWLER. Thank you, Mr. Chmirman.
(Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene

at 10 a.m., Wednesday, October 5,1966.)





:SUSPENSIONS OF INVESTMENT CREDIT AND
ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION

WEDNE8DAY, OCTOBER 5, 1966

U.S. SENATE,
Coxm~rnm ox FNA1XCE,

Wa8hingtm, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess at 10:05 a.m., in room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman)
.- presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Gore, Talmadge, McCarthy, Hartke, Wil-
liams, Carlson, Bennett, and Morton.

The 0HAIMMAN. This morning we are continuing the hearing on
the President's antiinflatfinary suggestions which involve the tem-
porary suspension of the investment tax credit.

Also, it involves the temporary denial of the use of accelerated
(depreciation.

Our witnesses this morning represent a cross-section of thinking on
this important issue. They come from public life, from the business
,community, and from labor.

Our first witness this morning is the Junior Senator from Dela-
ware, the Honorable J. Caleb Boggs.

Senator B.oggs, we are very happy to have you here, and we would
be pleased to hear your suggestions.

Senator CAPuLsow. Mr. Chairman, would you permit mo to read a
tleiram into the record before he proceeds?

This comes from Dodge City, Kans.
rhe CHAMMAN. Yes.
;Senator CARLSON (reading):

DoDGE CITY, KANs.,
September 28, 1966.

'SM. FtANK CARSON,
;enate Offlce Building,
Wasfgtontv, D.O.:

The Kansas Association of Wheat Growers recommends continuation of invest-
iment tax credit for all agricultural producers during this period when farm
Income is below parity, and when farmers are requested to produce for national
Interest and humantarlan purposes abroad. Continuation would not be Infla-
tionary, considering the present level of farm income. Suspension would be a
.severe blow to producers needing to purchase equipment at prevailing prices
to meet this Nation's requirements for domestic consumption and export.

KANSAS AssOcALTION OF WHEAT GROWERS,
Gsonon W. MERKEr, President.
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STATEMENT OF HON. 3. CALEB BOGGS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF DELAWARE

Senator Bowos. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee, ,, , k - ,,', . .

Mr. VWILiAMS. Nitturally, I am,dlightea to' welcome my colleague
this morning. , .;

Senator Booas. Thank you, Senator Williams.
My comments will be pretty brief,- Mr. Chairman, and they are

directed toward a s feciic provision of H.R. 17607, section (10) under
subsection (h), which deals * A'hwit  t idi air pollution control
facilities.

This provision is an,amendment added to the bill by the House.
It would exempt expenditures for construction of air and water pol.
lution control facilities frqm the p 9 vj 9  of tle bill,;,

announced' to th;' Senatelas qr~day .Iat I intended to introduce
an amendment'to the bill WAhih would accomphsh the saime n ts as
thipp9upe-passed amendment..<fr,, i tion

Since 'the House has now takes ;acti ns, however, my purpose
in. appearing here this moe rn g i, toxirgo, ptngly.to give my .oral
s pport, thaf this amendment may be kept" n the .bill.

As a member 'of the subcommitteee op AXir and Water Pollution of
the Public Works Committee, Ihvf; een, vitally interested in the
urgent need to combat the growing blight of air and water pollution
in our Nation.

Every Am erican has ., onceriRin sefnm that pollution In all" its
forms is beaten back. Our health is at stake.. SO" is the full enjoy-
ment of our cities and countryside. .In researching the suspension of the 7 percent investment credit as
it' affects water and air pollution 'cntrol" facilities, I was informedby'the Joint Commiftee on Internal' -evenue Txation that suspen-
sion of the investment credit would .meanal n addiional * 4 billionapproximately in tax revenues to t4oe treasury.

Also, it is estimated that planned ipyestment in air and water
pollution control facilities over the' 16-imonth period covered by the
bill would be approximately $600 million.:

If expenditures for pollution control facilities Were exempted front
the provisions of the bill, this would mean approximately $50 million
less to the Treasury, or some 21/2 percent of the total the Treasury
expects to realize if this bill is enacted.

While this amount is sizable, Mr. Chairman, it would affect only
slightly the impact on the legislation.;

My :concern is that if..the suspensiOn 6f the investment credit is
applied to air and water pollution control facilities private business
maj 1wM1l"decide to defet action. Unlike bthr 'camial outlays which
ul~tmatly produce, new j'rof's, expenitu§es for air and Water pollu-
tionpcontrol facilities basically serve the'health and welfare of the

ubi 0 'and 'do not directly contribute profits to the operation of the
business.

The idea of providing for economic incentives for action in the
public interest, is not a new one to our tax laws, as you well know.
Our laws now permit deductions for research and experimental ex-
penditures. Another section permits deductions for soil and water
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conservation expenditures for the prevention of erosion of land used
in, farming. , . , . .... 1

Air and water pollutioniS slo0 pressing a problemin our Nation to
allow any slowing down of the effort to curb it.

I want to thank you again and say that I urge strongly that this
provision be retained in the bill.

Thank you, sir.
The C HAMAZAN. Thank'you very much, Senator Boggs.
Senator WILIMS. No questions.,
The CHAIRMAN. ,Next, we will hear from Senator William Prox-

mire, of Wisconsin.
Senator Proxmire, we are happy to welcome you here today, and

particularly .view of your very fine experience and study in the
background of economics and as a member of the Joint Economic
Committee. I appreciate your. Appearance.

STATEMENT OY HON. WILLIAM PROXMIRE, A U.S. SENATOR PROM
THE STATE OF WISCONSIN

.Senator PROXMim. Thank you, Mr, Chairman. Mr. Chairman, I
am present today to speak in poitin to suspending the 7 percent
investment tax credit and accelerated depreciation provision. Inci-
defntally, I voted against the investment tax credit'in 1962 when it was
adopted and against its liberalization, as you will recall in 1964.

My objections are these: Now that it is in, I do not think we ought
to put it in and take it off, and so forth. The administration proposal
is the wrong solution to the problem of today's inflation and the uncer-tainties of next year are too great to attempt this course of action

What makes the investment credit peculiarly bad medicine for the
present economy is the serious uncertainty of the present outlook.

We know we are now suffering from inflation. We fear this infla-
tion may become worse. Why ? • '

Because plant capacity is too limited, and because skilled labor is
short in certain crucial areas of industry.,

But we do not know whether this will be true next year, and no one
can tell us. The crystal ball is always clouded but is fogged in almost
to ground zero for next year because neither the President of the
United States nor anyone else can tell us what is going to happen in
Vietnam.

Until we know that, we can't even guess intelligently at what infla-
tionary problems we may or may not face in this country 6 or 12
months from now.

And yet the Congress is considering a proposal that will have little
or no effect on the present inflation-which we know we have,

It can only affect a future economy and there is no way of our deter-
mining whether that future will be inflationary or deflationary.

If the problem a year from now is deflationary, the investment credit
suspension will have a mischievous, recession-provoking action.
, But eveg if the problem is inflationary a year from now, the suspen-

sion will have slowed the very exparsio in dustrial capacity which
itself is the best antidote against inflation.

In either event, the suspension will be wrong.
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Every day brings 'increased evidence' ,that 19604could "be! the end
of the great economic boom that has brought America its longest pe-
riod of sustained growtl in its history.

According to testimony by Secretary of the Treasury Fowler before.
the congressional Joint 'Eonomio Committee last February, Suspen-
sion of the investment credit will not have its prime effect in slowing.
down the economy or retarding price increases for more than a year.

I might say that he documented that position, and I thought he did
it brilliantly. He showed the kind of equipment that is purchased,.
how long it takes from the time it is ordered until it is delivered, and
he showed in some cases it goes up to 2 or 3 years, and in the average.
case it takes a year or more.

Proponents of this suspension argue that if the slowdown does seem
to be precipitating a recession, it can be swiftly restored.

I disagree, unless this bill is amended to give the President this-
kind of disretion.

And even if we give the President discretion, I disagree that the
restoration of the credit can even begin to reverse the damage suspen-
sion may do.

This is because no businessman in his right mind is going to order-
new equipment in 1968, or whenever resumption of the credit is made,,
in the face of a depressed economy and. an excess of 'his current pro-
ductive capacity over likely demand.

I would like to touch just briefly on some of the indicators which
lead me to believe we have already passed or ate currently riding the,
crest of the boom.

The Government's daily index of 13 industrial raw materials fell
to 109 in August. In March it stood at 125.

New orders for machinery and equipment dropped by $346 million
or 6 percent on a seasonally adjusted rtnual basis in August. The,
congressional Joint Economic Committee's economic indicators also,
showed that new factory orders for durable factory goods fell to a
seasonally adjusted $231 billion hi August,down 4.5 percent from!
July, and the smallest since last Novembe., o 4

1ew factory orders for all goods fell 2 percent in August and fac--
tory shipments declined over those for J roe i

'the backlog of orders for durable goods rose agaln-by 0.8 per-
cent-in August. But this was less than one-half the 1.9 percent ad-.
vance registered in July.

The National Association of Purchasing Agents reported its mem-
bers formally expressing "concern" over ti growth rate of new order-
and production rates in September..

The association said only, 33 percent, of its members responding to
its survey, reported a higher level of orders compared with 43 percent
reporting gains in September 1965..

The asgocationl also said this was th first time since 1962 that so.
many members, had expressed concern about the outlook for next year..
Forty-five percent of those responding to the survey used that term.

I might add that just this past week at a meeting of the Business-
Economists Association here in Washington, 75 percent said they ex--
pected a recession by 1970, and about half of those who expected a
recession expected it to start by the'end of next year.
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Also, lhe 'MichikAn Sur ey 6 Consumers, which I think is the best
survey of consumers in the country, says that the expectation of reces-
sion has increased greatly in the past year.

Perhaps, one of the most important projections made recently was.
one by Pierre A. Rinfret, an economist praised by President Johnson.
whenhe signed the tax-cut bill 6f 1964.

Mr. Rinfret, chairman of Lionel D. Edie & Co., an economic re-
search and investment counseling firm, has conducted surveys on capi-
tal spending plans for the last 14 years.

His latest survey, according to yesterday's New York Times, shows
that capital spending in 1967 will rise only 3 percent. This contrasts
dramatically with the 17 percent rise expected for this year and an
average of 12/ percent annually'for the last 5 years.

Mr. Rinfret in January called for suspension of the tax credit and
increases in corporate and personal income taxes. He said it would be,
wise to suspend the tax credit. Apparently, le would have supported
the position taken by Sentor Gore when he introduced his measure
at that time to sus)end it.

Administration failure to do so then was a blunder iu his opinion,
but suchF steps now, h'sid, would compound the error.

Corporate or Iersonal tax increases "would be an economic blunder,
of the first magnitude ," he said.

Mr. Chairman, these are only a few of the reasons why I feel the
investment tax credit is needed and will be needed in the coming
months.

Another reason I oppose its suspension is that such action would be
highly discriminatory.' It would impose a particular hardship on
certain segments of the economy yhile hardly affeetiig others.

When the administration appealed to business generally to postpone
capital'expansion as much as possible, the railroad and rail equipment
indut.ry was sPecific'ally exempted.

The'coal .industry, for years the sick man of American business, has
in recent years become a profitable and efficient operation. It con-
tributed handsomely to our exports and thus to our balance of
payments.

Coal mining became profitable in part because the investment tax
credit permitted modernization and thus efficiency. Suspension of the
investment credit Would deal a particularly cruel blow to the mines
and the men who work them.

The aircraft industry is another that would suffer. Jetliners are
not shelf items to be carried in inventory Each is ordered individ-
Itally by. the airline thatplans to use it.

If the investment credit is suspended, airlines might simply wait
until the suspension is lifted before placing new orders. Foreign air-
lines would not be affected and they would increase their competitive
standing during this period.

The machine tools industry would be the biggest victim of the pro-
posed tax suspension, and the machine tools industry is a very im-.
portant element, I might say, in our State of Wiseonsin.

After several years of slackness, reflecting the spasmodic economic
growth of the 1950's, machine tool production jumped dramatically
by 55 percent from 1963 to 1965. This year's increase is expected to
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be about 13 percent under Vietnam pressures and the civilian con-
sumer demands..

Removing the tax credit would simply 'mean that machine tool pro-
duction would fall further behind in its capacity to meet both military
and civilian demand. Recent stuclies showed that most machine tools
now being used are obsolete and that it would help greatly if we
could increase, not decrease, the purchase of machine tools. OffMcials
of that industry already have said. that if the investment incentive is
removed, they might as well take a vacation during the latter part of
1967-and that raises the very crucial point that if a definite date is set
for' it8 ending, few persons with any sense are likely, to invest in any
kind-of equipment in September,. October, November, or December.
If' they defer it 3 or 4 months, they get this credit, and it would 'make
a great difference in their profts-cause no one will place orders
then when they can wait a few months for the credit to be restored.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to summarize by saying that the uncer-
ti4nties of the coming months should be resolved in fav(r of retain-
i ,ng the investment tax credit. We do not know what the economic
situation will be, we do not know what will happen in Vietnam and
we 'should not penalize one industry at the expense of others. But
whatever happens, we will be in better shape to meet it if we have
the incentive to expand ' and continue our unprecedented economic
growth.

Once again, Mr. Chairman, I reiterate that the investment credit
is the wrong medicine because it will have virtually no effect on the
inflation we-know we arenow suffering.

'When it does slow down the ecohomy a year or so from now, it is
sure to have an adverse and pernicious effect.

If we are suffering a recession and rising unemployment at that
time, the suspension this year will aggravate that recession next year.

If we are suffering an inflation' at that time, the, failure t invest
in additional plant and equipment,' because of tis year's suspension
of the investment credit, will aggravate that inflation. The capacity
that could have met increasing demand won't be there to meet it,
because the suspension of the investment credit will have stunted it.

This suspension is strictly a heads we lose, tails wp lose proposition.
It should be rejected.

The best solution to the problem immediately at hand is a drasticcut in Government spending, as I have indicatedin the spacprogram
and the supersonic transport, and especially by the prompt postpone-
ment of Federal construction projects of the kind we did in the Korean
War and in World War II.

The Federal Government proposes to spend more than $7.5 billion
on nonmilitary, public works during fiscal 1967. A great deal of this
could be deferred until the economy eases. A good bit more could be
eliminated altogether.

I might say, yesterday the newspaper repoited that consumer credit
had risen very sharply last montl, breaking all records. - It has been
among the most inflationary aspect of our economy.

It seems to me controls, credit controls, could seriously be Considered
aid Would be very helpful in retarding the inflationary pressure.
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So, I think suspension of th investment tax credit is by far the least

timely, and least efOpcive of allthe anti inflationary gctions the'Federal
Government could take. .

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Proxmire..
Senator Williams ?
-Senator W IiAS. Senttr Proxm re, in te Korean war, President

Truman issued an Executlve order suspending or curtailing the ex4pansion of 'or the beginning of, all public woKs projects unless they
were certifed as. being essential to the national defense or the public
health of this country

Do you not think it would be wise for the President to issue a similar
order at this time I .
,Senator P'Roxitmm,' Yes, indeed. I think that would be wise for
two reasons, not only because it would be immediately effective in
helping to stem inflation not a year from now or 6 months from now
but now.Thein, No. 2, because it is something that you could, reverse ver'y
quickly by Executive action. You do not have to wait and you do
not hfve to have a very painful period of adjustment ' while you are
waiting, Xou can put it back in when the situation'changes. . ;

Senator WarnTi s. Since such action has not been taken, however,
doyou ;n6t think that it would be _wise that Congress write such an
order into a bill of this kind, if they are going to consider it?

Senator PitOXmIRE. WellI am not sure what the nature of the order
would be, what the nature of the order would take.

Senator WILLIAMS. For the duration of the emergency.' .
.;Senator Pioxmuu. I do think; the President should be given discre-'

tion here, and I wouldagree with you; ' would agree to urig the Presi-
dqt;to take thisklind ofalan action. I just do not know how Congress
can require him to take It.

Senator WHUAMFS. Now, one other point. You mentioned that
with a definite termination date on this proposal, assuming it is to be
enaIted, you would create a vacuum in buying along toward the'latter
part of the period. Would it not be better, if it is going to be sus-
poided, that it be suspended without, a termination date on it, but
with tie understanding that it would be restored at the end of the
Vietnam war or this emergency ?

senator PRox .nR,. I think that is essential. Take the example.of
a firmthat, is doing what TWA, Transcontinental, Western Airlines
did on Sepfember 2. Suppose .nther firm was interested in buying
$400 million worth of aircraft' and would have made. the 'decision in
septei 107967. Knowng- that the investment credit'is oing to be
restored i months from then, it certainly would wait 4 months in 'orderto pick up theii'$28 million ofnet which thby would have. Sd that it
would seem ,to me that it would be a disastrous situation in the fall of

67,!f'youSay that you ate going to 'esume the investmeiit -redit on

It isp g'g me" in that-the inhdhirie tool'industry, anld eqipmefit
industries generally are 6oing to be very, very seriously 'pnalidd.

Futlet'nror , th re is ' g04tAliance that many of th 6 orders that
othe1Wik", wOuld Iiav6 been Picd would not be pladbd because their
situation may well change in 1968.,
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-As Isaid: h my presentaton, no businessman is goin to 'buy equip-
ment if he'finds'his present eapadity 's d 6quate and he' d6h oannot
use new equipment.

Senator WmuiLAMs. Thank you.'
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Carlson.
Senator CATiSO. -YOU are a member, are you not,, of the Joint

Eeoromie Cohlrlitee I
Senator P oxmnb. Yes, sir.i
Sehatoi' CARLSON.' And your committe, , as I understand it,.has been

studying all of our fiscal policies and economic problems for some
time, probably years?

Senator PRoxmIrE. We have, and we had a very interesting series
of 'hearings thig'year on fiscal pohcies, charged byCongressw~man
Martha GrlflthS. , fca pie chare by Congresswoman

'Sen'tor CARLSON. I want to Say I think that is- one reason why I
think your testimony here this morning is of special value,' because
you have' been involved in these studies and have' followed it! ,rather
closely, and'I apprecite your testimony.

I Wonder if you could agree' with me that one way to' fight inflation
is to produce 'goods at the lowest possible cost, and that requiress the
most modern equipment and machinery that we' can, mtalufacture in
order to compete, not only in our domestic economy but interna-
tionally 1 ,.

Seionaor' Poxrnmn. Exactly, and I think that the point" that you

made, Senator Carlson, earlier, when you referred to our farm econ-
omy, was exactly, on that.'

After all, 'if we are going to do our best to prevent inflation and give
the farmer an opportunity to earn income withoutt having food prices
ride, thb te'st way we can do that i to ,dntribUteto his productivity
and efficiency, and he cannot increase it unless he can buy equipnfent.

It is true the House did amend the bill to 'provide exemption foir the
first, as I understand it, $15,000 of equipment to be purchased' But
this is discriminatory, as you well know, within agriculture, for some
farmers, it Will take care of them--and I do not mean just the small
farmers, but I mean depending'on the kind of crop' thy,produce. '

In other areas,'$15,000 may not do the Job even for a modest, rela-
tively modest, farmer.

Senator CARLSON. I was cerainly glad you mentioned the effect of
the repeal of the 7 percent investment credit, the effed it would have,
on agriculture, because I think it is 'ihportant that we give'considera-
tionto ii. 4 Whil 6 $,000' sounds like i substantial figure, a gd od-'
ern combihie comnes to $14,000, $15,000, and yqu have got, to have more
equipment thian one combine if you are operating a farm.I

Senafto'iomiRE. All.by itself.''
*S senator 0CALSON. S0, it is not djflofilt to get $50,00 'worth of

equipment oh a farm at the presenttime, and,-1herefore, I sincerely
hope that we can keep that in mind when we consider this legislation.

Aer al, 'the farmer has only been getting about . well, parity is
about 80' percent now, as. I rememb r it, but pit has been,avertging

about 78., ,"And 'certainly they are entitled to this considerii on.
Tha k you very much., ,.,

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Talmadge.
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Senator TALMADGE. Senator Proxmire, I congratulate you on your
statement.

As I unnderstand the purport of your testimony, it is that you are
opposed to suspension of the investment credit.

Senator PROXxMF. That is correct, Senator Talmadge.
Senator TALMADGE. However, you do favor a drastically reduced

Federal expenditure.
Senator PRoxME. That is right; and I favor absolute deferral

of public works expenditures except as they contribute to the defense
effort.

Senator TALMADOE. In sum total those expenditures should be
reduced to about $7.5 billion annually.

Senator PoxMxRE. Yes, although that would have to be shaved
some, because some of those strictly civilian expenditures could be
shown to contribute in one way indirectly but importantly to the
defense effort. But I think it will be close to that.

Senator TALMADOGE. I share your view that while we are fighting
a war in Vietnam that is costingapproximately $2 billion a month
we should drastically reduce our Federal expenditures in nonessential
areas, and this would affect our economy immediately.

How much do you figure, or do you think, suspension of the invest-
ment credit would reduce machine equipment, building equipment,
and private expenditures during next year ?

Senator Pnox m n. Well, I do not have an opinion on the total
amount of reduction. I do have an opinion, however, on the timing.

A survey by the National Industrial Conference Board recently
showed that the suspension of the tax incentives will have very
little effect in the first few months. The survey shows that as
time goes on, the effect can be devastating. I think that by next Sep-
tember the machine tool industry could very well grind to a halt,
because it would be illogical for a firm to place orders for machine
tools or to buy equipment or to begin building a plant if they are
going to lose a credit which they can get by postponing for another
3 or 4 months. So that I think that there you might have a very
serious and sharp loss in the latter half, and particularly in the last
quarter, of 1967.

Senator TALMADGE. Don't you think, in the final analysis it will
depend on the profitability of the firm that is doing the purchasing
and if they expect to make a profit by buying that machinery, equip-,
ment, or building the building, they are going to go on with it regard-
less of the suspension I

Senator PItoxMivi. I think that is correct, and I think that is par-
ticularly true now, or in the next quarter.

Imagine, if you are in the Position of an airline buying $400 mil-
lion 'of equipment in November of 1967: $28 million o not profit
you kick away if you order it within the next 60 days, and you can
pick that up if you wait until January 1.

This is why I say it is goingtoh ave a much more decisive effect
next year, and come all at once and coming at. a time when we do
not know what th0 economic situation is going to be.

SenatorTALMAxr. Thank you, Senator Proxmire.
The CnHAIRMAX. Senator Bennett.
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Senator BENNF r. Mr. Chairman, I did not get a chance to hear
the Senator's statements, so I have no basis for questioning.

The CJiAmMAN. Senator Hartke?
Senator HARTKE. I want, to congratulate you, Senator Proxmire,

on a statement well done. I also congratulate you for the statements
you have been placing in the Congressional Record, constantly bring-
Ing to the attention of the American people that this business of try.
.ing to fool around with the investment credit is in some aspects play-
ing with dynamite; it may for example be the wrong time to suspend
the credit.
. I might call your attention to a report of the Committee on the
Economic Impact of Defense under Disarmament, which was issued
last July 1965. This report indicated that if the tax structure should
remain unchanged-this was just a year ago--Federal tax collection
would siphon off an appreciable part of every increase in private in-
come, and, as a result, demand from private sources, from State and
local governments, would not be likely to keep pace permanently with
the potential overall gain in output and income; and, if in addition,
Federal expenditures should remain unchanged, the total demand for
goods and services, private and Federal would almost of necessity
rise by less than the growth in output which a fully employed econ-
omy could produce. Output in employment would fall short of the
desirable levels; unemployment and excess plant capacity would in-
crease, a potential rise in Federal revenues would not occur, and then
"under the circumstances, tax rates could be reduced." This remark-
able statement came from a group headed by the Chairman of the
Council of Economic Advisers.

If these predictions of a year a o are did come true, then I am
skeptical that similar predictions for the investment credit will not
come true.
ILet me ask you something else. Did you call attention to the overall

construction problem, as well as the house problem?
Senator Pnox~rmE. No, I did not. I did not mention the construc-

tion dron. That is true, and that is a sector of the economy that has
been sick for some time, especially the home-building sector. But, as
you say, the overall construction in the country has dropped and
dropped substantially in the last month or so. This includes not only
homebuilding and commercial building, both of which sectors did
drop--commercial building dropping by 4 percent.--but it also in-
eludes in aggregate at least the manufacturing plants which increased
greatly but as part of the whole picture, the whole picture did
diminish.

Senator HARTKE. In fact and in reality.
Senator PROXMIR. Was reduced.
Senator HuAkKr. Senator Proxmire, is it not true that the one sec-

tor of the economy which is doing very well today is that portion which
Is dealing directly with defense I

Senator PRoxrnmu. That is correct.
Senator HA r'M. They are doing very well. And regardless of

what happens to the investment credit there is no one in his right mind
believes that we are going to cut down the production of bombs and
helicopters and otheiltens for defense. Whether you take the invest-
ment credit away or keep it, we are going to produce these thing
are we not g
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Senator PRoxxmuI. Well, no, no, no. I think the difficulty here, if
I could just differ somewhat on this, Senator Hartke, is that we do not
know, nobody knows. I think it is possible that we may have a nego-
tiated settlement in Vietnam within the next 6 months--we all hope
and pra It is certainly a distinct possibility, and we are all working
in that direction.

Then, if that happens, there will be a sharp drop in the economy,
and this suspension this year will have proven a very serious mistake,
because there is a lag effect which cannot be corrected.

Senator HARTKE. You and I agree certainly on that. But I am not
anticipating a settlement. Like you, I hope we find it, but I am antic-
ipating the worst; and the worst is what we are preparing for here.
We are being asked to adopt a temporary measure to meet the war con-
ditions-at least we are told it will be temporary.

But I would think that we are going to continue to produce heli-
copters, we are going to continue to produce bombs. The people who
have defense contracts are going to do what is necessary to fulfill
those contracts. If that means new investment, they are going to
invest, whether they receive the 7 percent tax credit, or whether they
do not. Isn't that true?

Senator PROXMIRE. That is correct.
I might also point out that the projection by Mr. Rinfret, of Edie

& Co., assumes we will have 500,000 men in Vietnam a year from now,
assumes that we will continue to escalate after that period, assumes
we will be spending an additional $10 billion a year on Vietnam, and
yet estimates that we are going to have this very sharp drop in the
growth of demand for equipment.

So that, even under those circumstances, the conclusion is it would
be a serious mistake to suspend the investment credit.

Senator gARTKE. I would like, Mr. Chairman, at this time, with
the permission of the chairman, to insert a New York Times article
by M. J. Rossant called "Economic Pessimism" which refers to the
statement by Pierre Rinfret.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection,,it will be received.
i(The article referred to follows:)

(From the New York Times, Oct. 5, 19661

ECONOMIC PESSIMISM-FORECASTERS OF SLIE IN BUsINEss AoTIxTy TAKE Issuz
WITH ADMINISTRATION POLICY

(By M. J. ROSSANT)

Is the longest economic expansion in American history finally running out of
steam? Some of the nation's most perceptive economists believe that business
activity is not only stalling now, but that it may be going downhill next year.

These forecasters--who include Pierre Rinfret, chairman of the consulting
concern of Lionel D. Edie & Co.; Sanford S. Parker, chief economist of Fortune
magazine, and A. Hamilton Bolton, head of Bolton, Tremblay & Co., investment
advisers-suggest that a period of slow growth or an actual downturn may be
in the making even if military spending continues to Accelerate.

At best, according to economists at the First National City Bank, New York,
the economy may face a continued boom in the defense sector and a further
slackening in the civilian sector. At worst, the pessimists suggest that the slide
could be fairly sharp and severe.

This is not the first time in the course of the expansion that its demise has
been predicted. There have been other occasions, particularly at times when
the stock market was dropping as it is now, that pessimism took hold.
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The pessimists, moreover, are a decided minority. 'Most economists including
the Administration's polleymakers, remain optimistic. They are convinced
that the economy will continue to climb and that it will be necessary to impose
fresh tax increases to keep activity from climbing too fast.

Yet the latest crop of bearish predictions deserve attention. They are based
on much more than the vicissitudes of the market. And they provide a direct
challenge to the present and future policies being considered by the
Administration.

Clearly the dissidents have a very different View of things than most econo.
mists. They think that the majority has failed to appreciate the nature of the
boom and the changes that have taken place within it.

According to Dr. Rinfret, the Administration has not yet caught up with what
is happening in the economy. He thinks that it was too slow to combat infla.
tion and that it is now too late to escalate a policy of restraint.

Dr. Rinfret points to the decline in the leading economic indicators and a sur-
vey of business spending made by his concern as signs that the boom is nearing its
end.

The capital spending survey shows that corporations plan to increase their
spending by only 3 percent next year. As capital spending has been soaring at
betterkthan 15 percent a year, this nominal Increase would amount to a substan-
tial letdown.

There are other significant weak spots-present and potential. First National
City's latest monthly economic letter emphasizes that over-all construction, and
not only housing, is declining. It goes on to intimate that the increase in in-
ventories stemming from slackening demand will lead to a slowdown in produc-
tion.

The bank fears that the Administration's proposed elimination of the invest-
ment tax credit will make for both rising unemployment and rising prices. And
Dr. Rinfret fears that raising taxes will make recessions a certainty.

The economic bears say that the Federal Reserve's tight credit policy has had
a marked influence that is not yet fully recognized. And they argue that a slack-
ening in volume, combined with higher costs, will result in a squeeze on profit
margins.

ROLE OF RESERVE

In taking this line, they suggest that the decline in price-earning ratios now
taking place in the stock market will be confirmed by events. Indeed, if taxes
are raised, profits will be cut by the stroke of a pen.

They are hoping that the Administration will be persuaded to shift its position
before it is too late. Even if there is a shift, many think that a slackening is
inevitable. But some hold that a recession can still be avoided.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Proxmire.
Senator PROX-IME. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is the Honorable Leon Keyser-

ling, president of the Conference on Economic Progress.
Mr. Keyserling, I am anxious to have you give us your views today

because you have given a lot of thought to this subject and you had
a parallel responsibility that the present administration has, during
the Korean war, in advising what the policies ought to be. In hind-
sight, I think your advice to President Truman was very good. Some-
times we hope the President would receive more of that type of advice
today.11 do not know what you have in mind with regard to your views, but

Iam very interested in knowing them.-

STATEMENT OF LEON H. KEYSERLING, CONSULTING ECONOMIST
AND ATTORNEY; PRESIDENT, CONFERENCE ON ECONOMIC
PROGRESS

Mr. KEYsEarING. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your very kind -marks.

I have a prepared statement which I would like permission to have
inserted in the record, with the exhibits, and then I would like to sum-
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marize, hopefully within 10 minutes or less, what is contained in that
statement.

The CHAnMAN. Yes, sir. - Ve will print the statement with the ex-
hibits. You may summarize.

(The prepared statement and attachments submitted by Mr. Key-
serling follow:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LEON H. KEYSERLING1

(Charts referred to appear at. end of Mr. Keyserling's prepared, statement.)

Mr. Chairman 'and members of the committee, I appreciate this opportunity to
appear before you once again, and the opportunities to do so in the past. As this
is my first appearance here since Senator Harry F. Byrd was Chairman of this
Committee, I cannot refrain from recalling the open-mindedness and courts
with which he always received my views, and his commendatory remarks about
my presentations, not ofily when he agreed with my views, but also when he
did not, The kind treatment always extended to me by the current Chairman,
Senator Long, has always been deeply appreciated by me.

THE PROPOSED LEGISLATION Is DESIRABLE, BUT N6T ENOUGH

I desire to commend most heartily President Johnson's courageous and wise
decision to request through legislation the suspension of the so-called investment
tax credit enacted in 1962, and all that I shall say with respect to it applies also
in general to the President's proposal to suspend by legislatibn certain liberalized
tax treatment of amortization, undertaken originally by Executive action. More-
over,' I posed the enactment of this tax credit before this Committee on April
20, 1962, when I said:

"It seems to me a provision which business does not seek, labor does not want,
the'condition of the Federal Budget does not Justify, the state of the national
economy does not call for, the full consequences of Which the public does not
appreciate ; and which even those economists who favor it have not been able to

support with careful or specific empirical, analysis. The proposal cannot with-
stand the test of logic; it should not survive the lessons of experience."

I do not call attention to my views of more than four years ago for any prideful
reasons. I cal attention to them only because, in my view, the original enact-
ment of this tax credit was a serious error which was 'part and parcel of other
fiscal and monetary policies 1962 to date based upon a fundamentally erroneous
diagnosis of our economic difficulties, international situation, and domestic social
problems. Consequently, the suspension of the investment tax credit, if ap-
proved by this Committee and the Congress, will be of relatively slight signifi-
cance if the view is taken that the original enactment of this tax credit was
Justified by the conditions then pertaining and that its suspension now is merely
the application of the same brand of economic thinking to the changed economic
and international conditions of today. The suspension of', the tax credit, and
indeed preferably its outright repeal for reasons which I shall, state, will con.
tribute substantially to, alleviation of our current difficulties only if it reflects
a drastic revision of economic thinking in the light of additional experience and
is made part of very much broader changes in fiscal and monetary policies.

REASONS WHY THE TAX CREDIT HAS BEEN WRONG ALL ALONG

My original opposition to the grant of the t'ax credit in 1962 ran in essence as
follows: The low rate of economic growth, the high level of idle manpower and
plant, and the recurrent recessions 1953-1960, against which the investment tax
credit was directed, were, not due to any general shortage of funds available for
business investment without benefit of this tax credit. 'Entirely to the contrary,
I pointed out 'before this' Committee and other Committees that, throughout this
period, business prices were high enough or too high, that after-tax profits per
unit of sales were very. high or too high, and that. if there was any deficiency in
aggregate after-tax profits it was because of inadequate sales volume rather than
because of too heavy a tax burden upon business. I demonstrated, upon the basis

1 Former Chairman, Council of Economic Advisers. Consulting economist and attor-ney;
President, Conference on Economic Progress.
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of uncontested: facts, that "the recessiotis Which contributed to .the low long-term
economic growth and excessive unemployment were caused primarily by Inordi-
nate investment booms, supported by excessive prices and profits,,which led ulti-
mately to sharp investment cutbacks when expansion of our ability to produce
ran dangerously ahead of distribution and ultimate consumption as supported
by private consumer outlays and public outlays (see Charts 1, 2, and 3). I
therefore recommended that, instead of using tax reduction to increase the after-
tax income of those who already had more available funds than they could use
beneficially, we should use tax reduction to help consumers, especially low-income
consumers. I also urged that we divide the net stimulation undertaken by
changes in fiscal policy 1962-1965 between tax reduction and increased public
outlays, the latter being essential to serve the most vital of our domestic public
needs even while meeting our mounting international obligations.I' warned from 1962 forward that the tihvestnent tax credit, plus the large
redrctIons in other corporate taxes and in personal taxes in the high income
brackets, W6uld have the following uidesirable consequences :

(1) Being excessive and miplaced, they would in part be used for enlarged
prvnte investment overseas, thus complicating our balance of payments problem.

(2) Being excessive and misplaced, and creating more saving than would
flow into fundamental and useful investment, they would be used 'to bid up the
stock market dangerously, leading in due course to a sharp and persistent decline
in the stock market, which is generally undesirable, both economically andpsychologically, .. .. ,•(3oeng exesslv e and misplaced, they would in part lead to repet#iQin with

a vengeance of an, unrestrained and inordinate investment boom in plant and
equipment relative to other portions of the economy, with the further Imbalances
thus created leading in time to a softening of the whole economy, a slowdown in
the rate of economic growth, and the diiger of another recession if not' corrected.

(4) The excessive and ill-designed tax reduction Would result in t further mal-
distribution of national income, which is both economically unsound and socially
unjust, and which is further aggravated by the gross maldistribtition of national
income in consequence of the policy of tight money and rising interest rates.

(5) The squandering of a huge part of the excessive total tax reductions for
these unnecessary and undesirable purposes would leave us far less able, both
economically and financially, to meet those vital domestic and international needs
which dependupon increased Federal outlays.

DEVELOPMENTS SUPPORTING MY ORIGINAL'POSITION: THE CURRENT EXCESSIVE
INVESTMENT BOOM

I shall not here detail the vindication in fact of all of my objections to the
investment tax credit and other aspects of recent fiscal policies. We all know
that we have not made satisfactory progress toward dealing with our balance of
payments problem. We all know that the stock market soared into the wild blue
yonder, and has since declined greatly and fairly persistently. But I deem it
desirable to dearwith the other three points in some detail.

None can now deny that, during the most recent years and increasingly today,
the inordinate investment boom in plant and equipment has gotten dangerously
out of hand. During the period 1961-1965, measured In uniform dollars, private
inVestment In plant and equipment advanced 45 percent, and gross private in-
vestment including net foreign 37.8 percent, while total national production ad-
vanced only 22.5 percent, private consumer spending only 22.2 percent, and Gov-
ernment outlays for goods and services only 12.2 percent. From fourth quarter
1964 to fourth quarter 1965, private investment in plant and equipment advanced
13.6 percent, while total national production advanced only 6.3 percent, private
consumer spending only 6.9 percent, and Government outlays for goods and serv-
ices only 5.0 percent.

In support of these dangerously disparate trends during 1961-1965, corporate
profits after taxes advanced 39.4 percent (and personal interest income 42.2
percent), while the wages and salaries which. comprise about two-thirds of total
consumer income advanced only 21.8 percent. From fourth quarter 1964 to
fourth quarter 1965, corporate profits after taxes advanced 14.6 percent (and
personal interest income 7.1 :percent), while wages and salaries advanced only
5.9 percent (see Chart 4). These imbalances have become even worse in 1966,
although I have not yet been able to put together the detailed data. And the
picture would be still worse, iffone looked only at those huge investors who are
the prime conditioners of the economy and who have benefited more by the tax
reductions and concessions than other .investors.
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I Even if one were not so disturbed by the dangerously 'excessive rate of advance

in private Investment in plant and equipment, it is highly significant that profits
after taxes in the case of key industrial sectors during 1960-1965 advanced con-
siderably faster in a majority of these sectors than investment in plant and equip.
ment. This demonstrates, just as I demonstrated during the earlier comparable
boom periods, that the tax concessions were not needed to support even the level
of investment which actually occurred, excessive though it was. To take but a
few examples, for the period 1960-1965, the average awnual rate of advance in
profits after taxes and in investment in plant and equipment, respectively, were
8.2 percent and 3.2 percent for iron and steel; 7.7 percent and 4.1 percent for
public utilities; 13.4 percent and 4.6 percent for electrical machinery; 12.6 per-
cent and 9.2 perant for total manufacturing; and 10.8 percent and 7.8 percent
for all U.S. indJistries (see Chart 5).

IT IS NOT "TOO LATE" TO WITHDRAW THE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

There is no merit in the opposition argument that it is "too late" to suspend
or repeal the investment tax credit on the ground that it would be locking the
barn after the horse Is stolen, or that the consequences would be felt only at some
later time when we might be confronting recessionary rather than inflationary
forces. In the first place, the investment-profit boom has continued in 1966.
In the second place, the opposition argument proves too much, because it would
lead to the conclusion that we could never deal with serious manifestations of
selective inflation, in that the situation might be different later on. In the third
place, the argument seems to be somewhat spurious, because no proponent of the
investment tax credit, when it was first initiated, allowed that it might become
unnecessary'by the time that its practical consequences commenced to be felt. In-
deed, the practical consequences of any change in tax legislation, both economi-
cally and psychologically, are felt at once.

In the fourth place, and most important of all, the argument that suspension
or repeal of the investment tax credit is undesirable, on the ground that we may
be free from inflationary pressures later on, and may even need again a stimulative
fiscal policy, might have some merit if the periods of recession or very low eco-
nomic growth 1953-1961 (before enactment of the investment tax credit) were
characterized by inadequate per unit after-tax returns. But just the opposite
was the case, as I have shown. The only justification for using tax legislation
to confer special and ad hoo benefits upon business is when pricing policies are
yielding inadequate per itut after-tax profit. If in the foreseeable future aggre-
gate after-tax'profits and investment become too low, it will not be because of in-
adequate per unit returns but because of inadequate sales volume. If and when
such a situation occurs, the proper remedy will be fiscal measures to stimulate
consumption and public demand so as to increase business volume, just as in
my view that would have been the appropriate remedy in 1962. To refuse to
suspend or repeal the investment tax credit now would leave us in a less favorable
fiscal position later on to adopt more desirable stimulative fiscal measures when
necessary-just as we are even now in a difficult position to increase public out-
lays for the war in Vietnam and for great domestic priorities in view of the ex-
cessive tax concessions already granted.

UNDESIRABLE RECENT TRENDS IN THE ENTIRE TAX STRUCTURE

In further support of the foregoing phases of my position, I must call once
again to the attention of the Committee my earlier analysis of the 1962-1965
tax reduction program in its entirety. I estimate that these tax cuts, including
the tax concessions to investors in 1962 and by Executive action in 1965, the
corporate and personal tax cuts of 1964, and the excise tax cuts of 1965, have
when fully effective an average annual value of more than 19 billion dollars.
I estimate that more than 82 billion of this amount was allocated to the stimu-
lation of investment, including the tax benefits to corporations and that part of
the personal tax cuts to those in the high income brackets which they might
be expected to save for investment rather than use for immediate consumption
(see Chart 6). This was, as I see it, an extravagant and indefensible allocation
of the tax cuts to the investment function, and I have seen nowhere any empirical
analysis to the contrary.

INEQUITABLE ASPECTS OF RECENT TAX POLICIES

What I have thus far said makes it clear that the fiscal policy 1962-1965, of
which the investment tax credit was an essential part, reallocated the flow of
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income along lines highly undesirable from the viewpoint of the balanced and
optinpm performance of the U.S. economy, sustained and healthy economic
growth,, ands reduction of unemployment to minimum levels. An equally impor-
tant indictment of this fiscal policy relates to income distribution, in what
might be called its social or human aspects. These aspects are not outside the
scope of national economic policies nor of the Congress; they are wholly in
accord with our time-honored concept of taxes in accord with ability to pay.
, As I have pointed out on earlier occasions to this Committee and to other

Committees, -the, 1964 personal -tax cuts impaired substantially the progressive
nature of the whole Federal income tax structure. According to my estimates,
these tax cuts increased the after-tax or disposable income of a married couple
with two children by only 2 percent in the case of a $3,000 income; only 1.6 per-
cent in the case of a $5,000 income; and from 2.1 percent to 2.7 percent in the
case of incomes ranging from $7,500 to $15,000. In contrast, the personal tax
cuts increased disposable income by 3.8 percent in the case of a $25,000 income;
6.2 percent in the case of a ,$50,000 income; 8.3 percent in the case of a $100,000
income; and 16 percent in the' case of a $200,000 income (see Chart 7), This
Was, :in my view, indefensible on both economic and social grounds, especially
in a nation with 34 million poor, and dedicated to a war against poverty and
also to social Justice.

This impairment of the progressive nature of the Federal income tax is seen
to be much more serious, when one looks at the total tax burden throughout
the nation. As of 1960 (I have not been able to prepare more recent data),
income units under $2,000 .paid 38.2 percent of their total income in Federal,
State, and local taxes of all types. Those with incomes from $2,000 to $5,000 paid
from 38,4 percent to 41.4 percent. But those with incomes $5,000-$7,500 paid
only 82 percent; those with incomes $7,500-$10,000 paid only 22.3 percent; and
those with incomes $10,000 and up, only 31.6 percent ('see Chart 8). My very
recent studies of the situation in New York State, and common knowledge of the
situation 'throughout -the nation, make it unchanlengeable that our total nation-
wide tax structure is immensely more regressive now than it was in 1960. This
is due not only to the undesirable changes in the Federal income tax structure
during the most recent years, but also to the spiraling imposition of regressive
forms of taxation at State and local levels.
. This is why I insist that suspension or repeal of the investment tax credit

would be in itself only a small part of needed efforts to bring our tax structure
more nearly into line with the requirements of sound economics, prudent fiscal
management, and equitable social policies. I shall toward the end of my state-
ment make some specific tax recommendations.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FISCAL AND MONETARY POLICIES:
THE INJURIOUS MONETARY POLICY

The usual viewpoint today is that the excessively loose tax policy is placing
an undue strain upon the use of monetary policy as a means of containing
inflation. Insofar as this viewpoint imports that tax policy is now too loose and
should be tightened, I agree with it entirely. ,But insofar as it implies Justifica-
tion of the prevalent monetary policy from early 1952 until now, I disagree
with it completely. The prevalent monetary policy in the main, as I see it, has
been based upon the same errors in economic analysis and the same neglect of
equitable social 'considerations which have marked tax policy.

The policy of tight money and rising interest rates during 1961-1965, actually
repressive and therefore in conflict with the need to stimulate the economy,
placed an excessive strain upon tax policy as a stimulative device, and helped to
bring about the excessive and misplaced tax reductions. As an alleged weapon
for containing the type of selective inflation which we have had in recent,years
and have now, the monetary policy has bV9n aj-rudl face throughout. In its
impact upon income redistribution in the wrong direction, the monetary policy
has been and still is pernicious, and has compounded the regressive trend in
nationwide tax policy already discussed.

In 1963 I prepared, at the request of the House Committee on Banking and
Currency, a comprehensive study of the prevalent monetary policy, containing
some materials which I had presented in earlier years and have presented sub-
sequently to this Committee and several other Committees (see also my study,
The Toll of Rising Interest Rates, published in 1964 by the Conference on
Economic Progress). Comparing 1903 with 1952, the average interest rate on
total public* and private debts increased 39.7 percent. This resulted during
1953-1963 as a whole in interest costs about fifty billion dollars in ea'cess of
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what they would have been If interest rates had been 'held at the 1952 level
(see Chart 9). As, in general, those who borrow are manifestly more in need
of income supplementation and' less able to afford income reduction than those
who lend, the rising interest rates (i.e. excess interest costs) have redistributed
national income in a horribly regressive direction from the viewpoint of economic
equilibrium and social equity. They have borne down wth especial severity
upon home owners, farmers, small businessmen, and all consumers in the lower
half of the income structure who borrow heavily for consumer durables and
indeed to make ends meet (see Chart 10).

During 1953-1963, these excess interest costs have been equivalent to about
$1,150 -for a family of four. The $50 billion dollars involved in these excess
interest costs, if used in different ways, would have been sufficient in each of
these years to have lifted by more than $500 the incomes of all poor families in
the United States, i.e., those with incomes under $3,000 (see Chart 11). The
excess interest costs in the Federal Budget alone during 1953-1903 (coming to
almost 16 billion dollars for the period as a whole) would, if used in other ways,
have been sufficient to cover tremendously increased outlays for education, health
services, housing, welfare, and-all of the other aspects of a war against poverty
(see Chart 12).

In 1963, I also estimated the consequences of the prevalent monetary policy
through 1970, if that policy were not drastically changed. My estimates were
that, for the period 1964-1970 as a whole, the excess interest costs would total
almost 89 billion dollars,. or almost $1,750 for a family of four. The amounts
involved, if used in different ways, would be sufficient to lift by about $1,425
in each year the incomes of all poor families (i.e., below $3,000). I estimated
that the excess interest costs in the Federal Budget alone, averaging almost
4 billion dollars 1964-1970, could instead be used for domestic and international
purposes infinitely more desirable than the costs of rising interest rates (see
Charts 13 and 14). As of today, my projections from 1963 forward have been
justified completely. 'I estimate that, from 1952 through 1966, we will have'
redistributed about 75 'billion dollars, mostly In the wrong direction, by means
of the rising Interest rates.I The rising interest rates have done almost nothing to curb inflation. Inflation
cannot be curbed, but is instead augmented, by increasing the cost of money,
which is the most common of all commodities, and used by all people. Insofar
as the powerful engaged in giant businesses pay higher interest rates, they can
and do pass the increased costs to others in the form of inflating prices, if the
increased costs to them are a substantial part of their business costs (which
they generally are not). Insofar as the higher interest costs are imposed upon
the relatively weak and powerless, which is generally the case, these people or
small enterprises cannot pass them along to anybody, and their standards of
living or business prospects are accordingly impaired. The rising interest rates
have done almost nothing to curb the Inordinate investment boom upon which
the attention of this Committee is now concentrated, because rising interest
costs do not form a large enough part of the total costs of huge corporate
investors to affect their Investment decisions appreciably. But the rising interest
costs have a tremendously adverse effect upon these areas of activity which
should be speeded up instead of slowed down on both economic and social
grounds, housing and small business struggling to survive being the most con-
spicous examples, along with State and local governments striving desperately
to fulfill their responsibilities. As I 'have frequently said, the policy of tight
money and rising interest rates inflates the fat and starves the lean.

The use of both aggregate fiscal policy and aggregate monetary policy to
speed up or slow down the economy has been and still is a blunderbuss method,
which takes inadequate account of the need to improve adjustments through
speeding up some things and slowing down others. It follows that the wide
range of changes now needed in tax policies cannot be fully effective unless
accompanied by drastic changes in monetary policies', so that the one will not
continue to counteract what the other should attempt to accomplish.

FISCAL POLICY HAS NEGLECTED OUR GREAT NATIONAL PROPERTIES, BOTH
INTERNATIONAL AND DOMESTIC

The excessive and misplaced use of fiscal policy during 1962-1965 to stimulate
the economy neglected that the primary purpose of the Federal Budget is not
to speed up or slow down the economy, as the-need may be, although that is a
very important subsidiary purpose. Rather, the primary purpose of the Federal
Budget is to allocate through Federal spending a sufficient portion of our total
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production of goods and services to what the Nation and people need and cannot
elsewhere obtain.

The acceleration of the war in Vietnam could not have been foreseen when
these excessive and misplaced tax reductions were undertaken. But it should
have been recognized that we were even then living In a very uncertain world
situation; the possibility in future of need for greatly increased defense outlays
was not even then a figment of the imagination. Be that as it may, everybody
knew in 1962, and much earlier, that we could not translate into actuality what
have now become the goals of the Great. Society without much larger increases
in public outlays than would be consistent with the excessive and misplaced tax
reductions. This is not hindsight on my part; I said this in 1962 and In every
year since.

Measured in ratio to total national production, the conventional Federal
Budget averaged 16.16 percent of GNP during the fiscal years 19rA-4967, but the
ratio was only 15.05 percent in the original fiscal 1967 budget (GNP estimated).
Without a reversal of these trends, we cannot carry our international burdens
and meet our domestic public responsibilities. Toward a prompt reversal of
these trends, we need comprehensive changes in tax policy, and also in the
monetary policies which today are costing the Federal Budget close to 5 billion
dollars more titan they should on an annual basis.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS IN BE THE PROBLEM OF INFLATION

While the needed changes in fiscal and monetary policies will contribute power-
fully toward curbing inflationary pressures, we should not permit the tendency
toward exaggerating inflationary dangers to drive us headlong into policies which
would not only be ineffectual anti-inflationary weapons, but which would also
sacrifice other vital national objectives.

On many occasions, I have brought my studies of the inflationary problem in
the United States to the attention of this Committee and other Committees. For
the whole period 1929-1065, the average annual rate of price increase was only
1.8 percent for consumer prices, 2.2 percent for wholesale prices, and 2.1 percent
for industrial prices. This was a very good record, compared with earlier
experience in our own country or with experience overseas. And if we exclude
the World War II and reconversion era 1939-1948 and the peak year of Inflation
during the Korean war 1950-1951 (both periods entirely different in an economic
sense from the present or the foreseeable future), we averaged virtual price
stability during 1929-1965 (see Chart 15).

Moreover, and contrary to general opinion even among the experts, there has
been no direct and positive correlation between the rate of price inflation and
the rate of economic growth or the size of the gap between actual production
and employment and maximum production and employment. During 1955-
195. we averaged an unusually high average annual rate of price inflation,
despite phenomenally low economic growth and one substantial recession.
In vivid contrast during 1960-1965 when the rate of economic growth im-
proved greatly. and when we came much closer--although not nearly close
enough-to maximum employment and production, the average annual rate of
increase was only 1.3 percent for consumer prices, 0.4 percent for wholesale
prices, and 0.2 percent for industrial prices (see Chart 16).

To be sure, we have had far too much price inflation since 1965. But this
has been a highly selective inflation, concentrated in part in the inordinate invest-
ment boom, and concentrated in part for a time in the food area. The rising
prices in the food area can in part be explained by the misguided national policy
over the years of forcing downward our farm population and farm acreage.
a scarcity-economics policy against which I repeatedly warned, and In part by
the economic wisdom and social Justice of continuing to try to bring the farm
population Romewhat closer to income parity' with others. The rising prices In
the sector of the Inordinate investment boom. and in other administered price
areas, represent a deliberate overreaching. azainst which measures other than
the ineffectnal measures thus far attempted should be applied. Tax and mone-
tary policies, short of those engineering an economic collapse. have little restrain-
Ing influence upon administered price increases, as my studies have shown (see
I nlatfop-Catwsc and Cufre, published by the Conference on Economic Progress
In 1959).

Indeed. I submit that the recent and current selective inflation is very similar
to that which occurred 1955-195 and reflects reco.gmition by the administered-
price makers that the rate of economic growth Is diminishing and that some ina-
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portant parts of the-economy are softening, and so they are trying to get while
the getting is good. Certainly, the remedy for this kind of administered inflation
is not to adopt nor continue either fiscal or monetary measures which serve to
prevent optimum economic growth, hold unemployment as high as it Is now or
drive it even higher, and neglect the great priorities of our national needs.

I do believe that we now need increased taxes, properly Imposed, in addition to
the suspension or repeal of the investment tax credit. We need this, not only
as an anti-inflationary weapon, but also frjr the even more Important purpose of
sufficient public revenues to meet public needs while avoiding a Federal deficit
of a size which in itself would be inflationary under current and foreseeable cir-
cumstances. But we should not rush pell-mell into a tax-increase program, with-
out bearing always in mind that a tax program which contributes most to
economic growth is best not only for the national economy but also for the Fed-
eral Budget. I have estimated that, if different fiscal and monetary policies
from those in effect during 1953-1965 had maintained maximum employm ant and
production, tax revenues at all levels of Government would have been allout 200
billion dollars higher than they actually were at existing tax rates (see Chart 17).

THE CURRENT ECONOMIC SITUATION LEAVES NO ROOM FOR INSUFFICIENT OR TARDY
MEASURES

I am not at all impressed by the argument that my criticisms of recent aind
current fiscal and monetary policies are of limited or no value, and should go
unheeded, because the policies which I question have been accompanied by very
substantial improvement in economic performance, when compared with that
in the immediately preceding years. Doing better than very bad is not nearly
good enough. Nor can a sensible nation and people afford to accept without
question policies which have resulted in some gains, without examining whether
the gains have been worth the costs involved, or whether the same or even lower
costs might not have resulted in gains more commensurate to our throbbing needs
and production potentials.

Assuredly, tax reduction having an annual value of more than 19 billion dollars
did stimulate the economy for a. while. That could have been accomplished
by throwing 19 billion dollars a year into the streets, and having the people
scramble for it. The real issue is whether the policies have been adequate and
the gains sufficient. As I have indicated, a large part of the excessive and mis.
placed tax reduction was wasted, or exacerbated the excessive investment boom.
Even insofar as these excessive and misplaced tax reductions provided genuine
and permanent stimulus to the economy-the permanence is not yet confirmed-
they did so by increasing the production and distribution of billions of dollars-
worth of goods and st rvlces which were relatively nonessential, at the sacrifice
of the vital national priorities on the domestic front which would have been
served much better by (a) a differently formed and smaller tax reduction, and
(b) needed increases in public outlays. Even if all this was notas apparent as
I thought it was from 1962 forward, it is abundantly apparent now. The time
for a change has come, not only because the economic situation now is different,
but also because experience has revealed that mistakes were made.

Many of my economist friends in high Government positions and elsewhere
tell me that I am wrong because we have taken the only course that was
"politically feasible." I will refrain from comparing my political experience
with theirs. But I respectfully submit that it is the responsibility always of
the Congress and the Executive Departments to do all that they can to make
sure that the level of "political feasibilty" does not remain too far below the
level of what we need to do to insure our world safety, protect and advance
our domestic prosperity, and acknowledge the imperatives of social justice.

In moving toward the needed changes in fiscal and monetary policies, we
should not be deterred from sufficient vigor and promptitude by the euphoria
promoted in some quarters to the effect that the so-called "new economics"
has worked wonders, and that we really live in something approximating the
best of all possible worlds. The average annual growth rate 1960 to date has
represented a very significant improvement over the preceding years 1953-1960.
Nonetheless. the average annual growth rate since 1960 has not been as high
as during some earlier relevant periods when our resources were in reasonably
full use, and when the advances in technology and productivity and the civilian
labor force were not as rapid as during the most recent years or in prospect
during the years immediately ahead.

We have not achieved nearly enough economic growth to reduce unemployment
to tolerable levels. Full-time unemployment in the neighborhood of 4 percent of
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the civilian labor force Is not tolerable; especially In view of an unemployment
rate two to four times this high among vulnerable groups, which results in
critical social tension and unrest. Moreover, a full-time unemployment rate of
4 percent means a true level of unemployment' of about 7 percent, when account
is taken of (a) the full-time equivalent of part-time unemployment and (b)
the concealed unemployment resulting from those who are not participating In
the civilian labor force (and therefore are not officially counted as unemployed)
because of scarcity of Job opportunity (see Chart 18).

In view of the prospect of substantially mounting defense outlays and unmet
drastic needs which are critical, we must place first accent In all of our national
policies upon restoring and maintaining maximum employment and production
through a considerably higher rate of real economic growth than we are not
enjoying. We need this also to do justice to the 34 million poor, whose rising
expectations will lead to more explosions if concrete evidence of fulfillment
lags as much as It is lagging now. Accordingly, we must adopt every needed
measure to remedy the Imbalances and weak spots in the economy which are
now apparent, lest the real rate of economic growth decline further and lead
ultimately to another recession. An anti-inflationary program needs to be in-
tegrated with these overwhelmingly important objectives.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

I respectfully submit the following policy recommendations (although I recog-
nize that some of them may not be considered until the next session of the
Congress) because the hour is late even now to begin discussion of and prepa-
ration for what should be done as soon as feasible:

(1) We should repeal the investment tax credit, and also approve the other
proposals In the legislation now pending before this Committee. Repeal would
be even better than suspension.

(2) We should enact tax legislation to Increase annual Federal revenues by
5-10 billion dollars, and possibly more. Such taxes, if properly imposed, would
strengthen the forces against inflation and, even more importantly, would pro-
vide the revenues vitally needed for essential domestic purposes on top of our
rising international obligations. I would attach first priority to repeal of
some or all of the corporate tax reductions of 1964, plus repeal of part of the
personal tax reduction granted in 1964 to those in the higher income brackets.
These tax cuts, In my view, were not needed nor even desirable when enacted;
continuation of the benefits which they confer upon their recipients is certainly
undesirable now. We should not Increase the tax burden on low income people,
and Indeed should try to find ways as soon as we can to lighten this burden by
Ufting the exemptions. There is much current talk about a fixed-percentage
Increase in the Federal personal income tax at all levels of Income to which
taxes now apply. This would aggravate further the recent regressive trends in
Federal income taxation, would cumulate the effects of the regressive trends
at' State and local levels, and should be resisted without equivocation.

(3) The prevalent monetary policy of tight money and rising itereit rates
should be 'reversed. A much more selective monetary policy should be pursued.
To the extent that these changes require legislative and Executive action, such
action is highly desirable. The virtual "Independence" of the Federal Reserve
Board and system is an anachronism.(4) I do not believe that the time has come for imposition of price and wage
controls. I feel that, with appropriate fiscal and monetary policies, we can and
should get by without such controls, In view of productive resources still idle
and our very large capabilities to expand production from year to year, unless
the international situation changes even more than is now forecast by those
better informed than I am on this subject. I favor the use of Price-Wage Guide-
posts for educational purposes, but those thus far in effect require drastic
revision (for my views on this subject, see my study, The Role of Wages in a
Great Society, published by the Conference on Economic Progress in 1966).
But we should not shrink from price and wage controls, equitably and generally
imposed, if and when the need for them becomes apparent.

Some may ask why: I have ranged over all these matters, in a hearing devoted
to the limited proposals now before this Committee. My answer is plain: We
cannot forge nor execute a sufficiently mature and effective national economic
policy in these parlous times, until we achieve much more integration of policy
than we now have. We must look at the whole as it now is, and project the
whole as we want it to be, before we can deal successfully with the parts. This
was the core, purpose of the Employment Act of 1946. It is our core problem'
for today and tomorrow.
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SUltimate Demand: Total Private Consumption Expenditures Plus Total Public Outlays'jFor Goods and Services

Ist 3Qtrs.55- 3rdQtr.'57- IstHalf'59- IstHolf'60- I lt 0r.'61- 4th tr.'64-
Ist 3 Qtr$. 57 3rdQtr.'58 Ist Half'60 lst Half '61 41h Qlt65 4th Otr.%
IBoom Recession" " Boom" "Recession" "Boom" "Boom"

Up Up
Up 12-4% up 13.6%
U 1.100% Up

Up Up Up 5.1%
2.7 2.20/ Up%.7

22.9%

Down
5.7%

AVERAGE ANNUAL RATES OF CHANGE
In Uniform Dollars

I/Foderal,State and local.

... ." w

AVERAGE ANNUAL
DEFICIENCY

1953-1965
Billions of 1964 Dollars



INVESTMENT CREDIT AND ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION

CHAT 2

PRICES. PROFITS, INVESTMENTAND WAGES
BEFORE THE 1957-1958 RECESSION

let 3 Quarters 1955 - it 3 Quarters 195?

IPc)i/ M PiIts ofter Tom &= Investment In Plant and EquIpmnt i Wage Ratat 4,/

Up Up Up Up
2B% &9% 18.2% 12.2%

PROCESSED FOODS
and KINDRED PRODUCTS

Lip up SL U

IRON and STEEL

Up Up Up Up
14.4% 21.7% 282% 11.9%

PETROLEUM
and COAL PRODUCTS

..--. ... .,. ... . .. . ..!.*.-.......

Up
Up Up 75.4% Up

2.5% 13.4% 0n 11.7%

CHEMICALS
and ALLIED PRODUCTS

Up up up Up
16.9% 31.1% 41.5 10.9%

ELECTRICAL
MACHINERY

Up Up Up
18.7% 45.6% 62.1% Up

NON-ELECTRICAL
MACHINERY

,/U.S. Dept. of Labor, Bureau of Labor Stotlitics,commodty whosale'price Indexes
/Federal Trade Commission-Securities and Exchange Commission

US. Dept of Commere and Securities and Exchange Commission
U.S. Dept. of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statlfs Average hourly earnings of production workers.
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CHART 3

PRICES, PROFITS. INVESTMENT AND WAGES
BEFORE THE 1960-1961 RECESSION

First Half 1959-First Half 1960

I Pries/ a l PrOfits afer us' Investment In Plant and Equipment 3/ Wg. Rotes 4-

Up Up
12.2% 4.5%

D- nDown
0.9% 1.6%

PROCESSED FOODS AND
KINDRED PRODUCTS

Up
4.7%

Up Up

0.1% 30.4%

Down
3.2%

CHEMICALS AND
ALLIED PRODUCTS

Up
56.3% Up

02%

Down Down
0.3% 28.4%

IRON AND STEEL

Up
1.2%

Up
33.3%

Up
34%

09%

ELECTRICAL
MACHINERY

Up Up
2J% 7.0

Down
3.0%

PETROLEUM AND
COAL PRODUCTS

Up
481%

1111=11
Down Down

1.1% 4.5%

MOTOR VEHICLES
AND EQUIPMENT

1/ U.S.Ospt of Labor,Bureau of Labor Stotistlics,commodity wholesale price Indexes
&/Federol Trode Commil6on-Securitles and Exchange Commission
3/U.S Dept. t Commerce and Securities and Exchonge Commission
!V US. Dept of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statislics.AverOg hourly earnings of production w odris

69-735---66-6
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CHART 4

COMPARATIVE GROWTH IN VARIOUS ASPECTS OF
U.S ECONOMY 1961-1965

(Uniform Dollars)

TOTAL NATIONAL
PRODUCTION (G.NJR)

22.5

~6.3%

1961-1965 4th Ott I064-
4th Ott 1965

PRIVATE CONSUMER
SPENDING

_ Up
6.9%

196!-1965 4th Ot 1964-
4th Otr 1965

GROSS PRIVATE
INVESTMENT

(INC. NET FOREIGN)

~Up S 5.5%

1961-1965 4th Ott 1964-
41h Ott 1965

GOV. OUTLAYS FOR PRIVATE INVESTMENT CORPORATE PROFITS
GOODS AND SERVICES IN PLANT AND EQUIPMENT (a IVA)

up
45.0% Up

39.4%

ht 2, 13.6% 14.6%woff .0% , , ::

1961-1965 4th Otr 1964- 1961-1965 4thOtt 1964- 1961-1965 4th Ot 1964'
4th ft 1965 4th tr 1965 4thOtr 1965

PERSONALINTEREST PERSONAL DIVIDEND TRANSFER
INCOME INCOME PAYMENTS

42.2%

Up
Up 14.9%

Up 11.4% _. N2M up

7.1% 6.6%

1961-1965 4th Qt 1964- 1961-1965 4thOt1964- 1961-1965 4thOtr 1964-
4th Ott 1965 4th Ot 1965 4thOtr 1965

WAGESAND SALARIESi LABOR INCOME FARM PROPRIETORS'
NET INCOME

SuppU

21.8% 22.2% -i2.6%

Up Up Up .. '
5.9% 6.0% 4b5% -''

1961-1965 41h Olt 1964- -1961-1965 4th Ott 1964- 1961-1965 4th Ot' 1964-
4th Ott 1965 4th 0tr965 4th Ott 1965

Source: Dept of Commerce,Office of Business Economlcs ond CEP.
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CHART '5

PRICE, PROFIT, AND INVESTMENT TRENDS
Average Annual Rates of Change, 1960-1965

Prices - / Profits after taxes ,/ = Investment In plant 8 equipment/

AMERICAN AIRLINES
Up

S 25.1%

PUBLIC UTILITIES IRON AND STEEL PETROLEUM AND
COAL PRODUCTS

UP Up Up up
7.7% 8.2% .7% U

Up Up

4.1% 3.8%Up UP
0.2% • 0. 2% 8%_

Down
0.4%

CHEMICALS AND
ALLIED PRODUCTS

up Up

1.1%

ELECTRICAL
MACHINERY

he up
13.4%

Down0.9%

COMMUNICATIONS

NONFERROUS

TOTAL
MANUFACTURING

Up12.6%
UP

9.2%

Up
0.3%

NON-ELEC. MACHINERY

Up
15.0%

Up
0.3%,

-!/A.A. data: A.A. Annual Reports (revenue per revenue ton nile); all other, U.S. Dept of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Statistics.

I-A.data:A.A.Annual Reports; all other, Federal Trade Commission-Securities and Exchange Commission;
and Office of Business Economics.

./A.A. data: Securities and Exchange Commission(additions to property and equipment account); all other,
Office of Business Economics.
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OH.&BT 8

ALLOCATION OF TAX CUTS 1962-1965:
INVESTMENT AND CONSUMPTION PURPOSES

(Billions of Dollars)

T A

19.2

EXCISE TAX CUTS,1965

PERSONAL TAX
CUTS,I964

TAX CONCESSIONS
TO INVESTORS,

CORPORATE TAX
CUT, J964

-- TAX CONCESSIONS
TO INVESTORS,
19621/

ESIAE ALLW16
TO INETMN PUPSE

eS IM E ALOION
TO. COSU TO 'Pu SES

I/Through Congressional & Executive Action
I/ Tb".h Executive Action

3/Estimated portion of personal tax cutfor those with Incomes of $10,000 and over,
which they would save for Inwetment purposes.

Based on estimates of excise tax cuts passed on to consumers through price cuts.

/Psonal tax cuts for those with Incomes undw $10,000.

•/Estimated portion of personal tox cuts for those with Incomes of $10.000 and over, which they would
s-end for consumption.

Note:Estimates of excise tax reduction location by .E.R.(amount might be passed onto
consumers by price reductlans~loweve, • large pirton of this did not go to low incme consumers.
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CHART 7

1964 TAX ACT,PERSONAL TAX CUTS
Percent Tax Cut And Percent Gain In After-Tax Income

Married Couple With Two Children At Various Income Levels '

$3.000 Income
I00.o%

= *o 1 2.0%Percent Percent Gain In

Tax Cut After-Tax Income

$10o000 Income

16.9%

2.3%

Percent Percent Gain In
Tax Cut After-Tax Income

$50000 Income

15.1%

6.2%

Percent Percent Gain In
Tax Cut After-Tax Income

$5.000 Income

25.7%

1.6%

Percent Percent Gain In
Tax Cut After-Tax Income

$15,000 Income

15.7%

2.7%

Percent
Tax Cut

Percent Gain In
After-Tax Income

$100.000 Income

14.4%

Percent
Tax Cut

$7,500 Income

20.0%

2.1%

Percent Percent Gain In
Tax Cut After-Tax Income

$25,000 Income

15.t%

Tax Cut After-Tax Income

$ 200.000 Income /

160% 1660%

8.3%

Percent Gain In Percent Percent Gain In
After-Tax Income Tax Cut After-Tax Income

I/Adjusted gras Income levels. ?/Estimated

Note: Standard deductions for $ 3,000 Income level. Typical itemized deductions
for other Income levels.
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CHART 8

TAXES-PAID AS .% OF INCOME, U.S.,1960

UNDER $2,000

38.2%

14.8%
7.6% 6.7% 8.7%

Total
FederalTedlesTom

(echldie
Social

Security)

State and Satle ad Totl, Total
Local Local Soles Social Federol.

Pflrpety sad Excise Sr_;Wily Soe, nd
Tons ToMs s Locol Tonas

N

$ 3.000-$ 4,000

39.8%

16,6%

5.4% 6.6%

Total

Socal
Security)

State and Stole and Total Total
Local Local Soles Social Federal,

Pro ty and xcise uiy S*te1,Td
Tos Tom Tows Local Tones

$ 5.000-$ 7.500

32.0%

14.5%

Total Stole aod Stolesed Total Totl
FNero Local Local Sole Sociol Fededal.
TeaTs PTopey ad C£ ae Sei Ste.oad

(t dAg Tan Tos Toe Local Tons
Sow

Security)

$2,000- $ 3.000

38.4%

15.9%
6.2% 6.7% 9.2%

Total Stoleand Stole end Total Total
Federal Locol Lacal Soles Social Federal,

o i Property end Excise Security Stole e@
( A9 0tes Tom Tons Loolrns

socitl
Security)

$ 4.000-$ 5,000

41.4%

17.3%

Total Stole and State oW TolI Total
Fodtrol Local Local Soles Sociol FeeWrol.
Tones4  Propnly and Exaise Security Sktle.ar

(cd Tonts ToMs Toms Local Tons
Social

Security)

$ 7 .5 0 0 -$ 10.000 /

22.3%
12.0%

3.0% 2.4% 4.2%

To tal State a1d State old Too Total
eral Local Local Sols co Federal,

CTr ft l oud Excase S;cly StottoW
(cadi os Tern Tm Local
STeOMxy)

I/ Total Federal, Stateand Local Tom for those with Incomes $ 10.000 and over, 31.6%.

Source- Brookings Institution, Income equals the Brookings study's "broad Income concept"
plus personal transfer payments.
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CHART 9

AVERAGE INTEREST RATES ON TOTAL
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE DEBT, 1952 -1963

Calendar Years

TOTAL PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
OF.RISING INTEREST

PERCENTAGE
INCREASE

UP
39.7%

Am Annual Total
Increase Increase

1952-1963

: COST
RATES,1953-1963

Calendar Years

1952 : 53 U 54 '5 '56 '57 '58 '59 '60
'I '161 16. 163

DOL LAR COST
OF RISING INTEREST RATES

Billions of Dollars

Excess interest cost:
40 $50.1 Billion

Actual Interest charge
on total public and
private debt

30-

Interest charge computed

ot1952 rates
20

1952 '53 '54 '55 '56 '57 '58 '159 '60 '61 '62

Data: U&S Treasury and OffiMe of Business Economlcs.Oeparitent of Commerce.
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COMPETED AVERA E INTEREST RATE

TOTAL INTEREST-EARINS
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE 0ET

Billions of Dollars A
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0HAWR 10

COST OF RISING INTEREST RATES TO HOME-
OWNERS. FARMERS, SMALL BUSINESSES. AND
USERS OF CONSUMER CREDIT, 1953-1963

Nuftm-i

eA 11
10,4%

All $il
Wu~tiob Fin

1&0%

T.hw~swbgm

p

**Won)~
AllU1IU FseSVAN~' k

OAV4to1I1wlv

$?~S67ri

00 *bftvi met W.
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CHAWr 11

THE BURDEN OF $50.1 BILLION IN
EXCESS INTEREST COSTS, 1953-1963

UPON THE AMERICAN PEOPLE
cdoo ws

Exces inteest Cost Per Family of Four

51,1490

S8124 A

195 958 95 1953-~
T"e

HOW $4.6 BILLION A YEAR, 1953-1963
-EQUAL TO ANNUAL EXCESS INTEREST-

MIGHT HAVE RELIEVED POVERTY

vdbh icoofs Us&e
$2,000"

$1,220ow 8463 la

9wa I Vsr
Paen"
Of Thes foamilies
lbud Mw sse wi

592Mwe

Families
With Inomes Under

S1,000L'

Val 9 Veer

By These Families

$630 S 256ULre

o Ttaefsniles d Ttm families of Tim Familis

Wfs: fomlw oi4 hewne det ~Wtn sureu v the O.sui
-utcome thbigm ousi s suWm162hlsbcumIs gf 'ewiion Of ft' w

Tod %I,% Iuwtles zbwe fts Pwrty be1 was tos ifflto.s ci #62 olor

Fop
filbi

SUIS

ineouff I

tkBll min

ft1 Msmile

-j

4
t
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CHART 12

EXCESS INTEREST COSTS IN THE FEDERAL
BUDGET 1955-1963 CONTRASTED WITH OTHER

COSTS RELEVANT TO THE
WAR AGAINST POVERTY"I

ELWESS INTEREST
COSTS N THE

FEDERAL BUDCET

AI142e

Annual Avrge
1953-1963

1963

BUDWET OUTLAYS
FOR HOUSNU AND

COMMUN/TYEVELOPENT

$50

Millions of Current Dollors

SUOSET OUTLAYS
FOR EDUCATION

Annual Aver 1965?/
1954-1965

51DUOET OUTLAYSFOR
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

$2,869

Annual Averoge 19 65 1/
1954-1965

,8UDET OUTLAYS
FOR HEALTH SERVICES

AND RESEARCH

$1,733

$051

Annual Average
1954-1965

196512

1/UET OUTLAYS
FOR LAOKMANPOWER,
AND OTHER WELFARE

SERVICES

$813 $1,230a I
Annual Average

1954-1965
1965V-

I interest cats,calendir yWwme budge outlays, fiscal years.
•/Prooeed In fisca11965 Mdost

82

Annual Average
1954-1965

. ......... .

19651f

-$317
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CHA T 13

HOW 88.7 BILLION DOLLARS IN
EXCESS INTEREST COSTS. 1964-1970

WOULD BURDEN THE AMERICAN PEOPLE
Calendar Years

HOW $12.7 BILLION A YEAR. 1964-1970
-THE ANNUAL EXCESS INTEREST COST-

COULD BE USED TO RELIEVE POVERTY
Families

With Incomes Under
$1,000.

(L6 Vilio In 1963)

$12.7 Billion
More a Year

$630 Received

By These FamiliesWould Mean

][or Each Family

Average Income
of These Families

In 1963 ..1

Note* Family and Income Data from Bureau of the Census.
-/Inconm distribution analysis Istatad in 1962 dollars because the original determination of the income

needed to lift families above the poverty level was made In terms of 1962 dollars.
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Excess Interest Cost Per Family of Four

lip 1744.32

$21.2 247.68

1964 .1967 1970 1964-1970
Total

Excess Interest Cost Per Copito

1964 1967 1970 1964-1970
Total

Families
With Incomes Under"3.0001.

$12.7 Billie
More a Yeor
Received

By These Families
wouldM IN

1$1,427 Momo
FrEach Faily

of These Families
in'1963 1

Families
With Incomes Under

$400O1/
(5s.1 ilo I 1963)

$1,220

$12.7 Billion
Mar a Year
Received
By These Families
Would Mean
42,490 Moreor Eac Faily

ka" Incom
of These Familieu

in 1963.1/
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OHzw -14

ESTIMATED EXCESS INTEREST COSTS IN THE
FEDERAL BUDGET 1964-1970 CONTRASTED
WITH OTHER COSTS RELEVANT TO THE

WAR AGAINST POVERTY*
lmwft of Iww

EXCESS INTEREST FID6ET OUW wETOUTL,4

cSTN /IE F W ORH EALTY PRICES
FEDERAL BUDGET AND "ARM

MWM fM FMA54WWE7M
4W~lWfMW" W AW3SrT4* A MWf O7iffEZW
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OHAWN 15

DURING PERIOD 192901965.t
MOST INFLATIONDLIE-TO-WAR

AVEAGE ANNA CHNG . NF

- Csaw rie Mwwalsat Prices - nitilpw

1929-1965

&7%

1939-1948
wrw wor1[

an RrCMUin

IIA%

1950-1951
Peak Korean War

Inflation

1929-1965
Excimlin 109-48

and I95-'51

-yTI. - Ngs we booed uo s oica of on oiitosgtie Wuino to e Pon qp- from yew to year,
.af a up o osP AImA of ad Years .1g dtoace for ooinoun*imin order to focitos lb.
excuson of ,w -Im as ofIe, s the Chort.
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CHART 16

HIGHER ECONOMIC GROWTH HAS YIELDED LESS,
NOT MORE. INFLATION. 1952- 1965

URI

F m *RDCTO AN 3-OMET

Total National Production in 1964 Dollirs, Average Annual Rotes of Change
Industrial Production, Average Annuol Rates of Change
Unemployment as Percent of Civilian Labor Fbrce. Annual Averages*

-1.0%

1952-1955 1955-1958 1956-1958 1958-1960 1960-1965

*11m amual averages (as differentiated from tht annual rates of change) ore bosed on ful-time officially
reared unmoloment meaued against the officially reported Civilian Labor Force.
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Consumer Prices Wholesale Prices Industrial Prices

2.6% 2.5% 25% 2.2%

0.1%

-0.21%I2

1952-1955 1955-1958 1956-1958 1958-1960 1960-1965

Average Annual Rates of Change
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CAART 17

WITH FULL PROSPERITY, 1953-1965,
TAX REVENUES'AT ALL LEVELS*

WOULD HAVE BEEN $200 BILLION HIGHER
AT EXISTING TAX RATES

WITH 12% OF IT
($24 Billion)

We could hove built
175,000echool closs-
rooms ond poid school
leochers $1W000 more
each yeor

WITH 10% OF IT

. if needed
ended our notional
:Irts considerably.

WITH 5%'OF IT
($10 Billion)

We could have provided
more than 500,000
additional hospital
beds and related
facilities

WITH 12% OF IT
($24 Billion)

We could have increased
economic osistonce over-
seas by about 50%

WITH 3% OF IT
($6 Billion)

,2..-..?"

d We could hovep pid
the subsidy cost of
replacing 4 million
slum homes with
good homes

WITH 51.5% OF IT
($103 Billion)

We could hove lifted incomes
of all poor families by $822
per year.
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Cr1AST 18

DEFICIENT U.S. PERFORMANCE.1953-1965-'

A Verg IAnnul Growth Rates In ;NT "19 Dlars I

Period of
Pod Wold Peoceand

WtLimited War1 Post Ored
Depression andI
WO War 1E

Eras

4.5% 4.6% .5.0%

Post Korean War

4,% 4.8%
1 2 A%

fi - I .-. . . .

1922"'9 1947-W0 1947-'53 l95345 1953460 NI965 I96-165 I946
I a

Needed In
View of New
Technology
and Labor

Force Growth
For Full

Recovery

6.5% Thereafter

1965-1968 1968-1975

47.1) 9.9% (67) True

(4.6) (4.7) 5% .- -, e% (59) ,.. Unemploymnt
68 r.1 7

(3.2) 6.9% .8% 2 * 7 Concealed 3/

6 Full-time Unemplyment

SsordlI ~ & .2b
4

Ou i

Production"Gap"As Pe
In Billions of 1964

(59.8)
10.3%

(394)
7.4%

9 95 9 5

19 195" 1957 1959

rcent of Maximum Production
Dollars In Parentheses

(87.4)
13.9% (86.8) (88.2)

12.7% ,O 4L

-/965 estimated
Win Deriving these percetogeS. the Civilian Lqbor Fotce Is estimated as the officially reported
Civilian Labor Force plus concealed unemployment Full-time unemployment of 2.9% and true
unempl e of 4.5% wod be consIst with maximum employment.

.Estlmat as the difference between the officially reported Civilian Labor Force and Its likely
size under conditions of maximum employment

88

i_, YUMUM, l/, r LI R, T 1,4S NOT 8 # R E,

Unemployment as Percent of Civilian Labor Forcet/
Millions of Unemployed In ParenthesesON

(87.3)
li.6%.
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Mr. KEYSERLINO. I am in what may be the unusual position of
supporting the repeal, the suspension-or preferably in my view the
repeal-of the investment tax credit, and the liberalized depreciation
allowance, not only because the situation has changed since these were
granted, but equally importantly because I thought they were un-
desirable at the time.

Now, I certainly do not want to take the time of this committee in
crying over spilt milk, but I do not think we can correctly understand
fully the reasons why it would be desirable to suspend the tax credit
now without examining the conditions pertaining at the time that it
was granted, and this becomes doubly pertinent in view of some of
the remarks made by preceding witnesses today to the effect that we
might again later on be faced with a situation similar to the eco-
nomic slack situation that we were faced with when the credit was
suspended.

Now, on April 21, 1962, in appearing before this committee in oppo-
sition to the investment tax credit, I said this:

It seems to me a provision which business does not seek, labor does not want,
the condition of the Federal Budget does not justify, the state of the national
economy does not call for, the full consequences of which the public does not
appreciate, and which even those economists who favor it have not been able
to support with careful or specific imperial analysis. The proposal cannot
withstand the test of logic; it should not survive the lessons of experience.

What was the basis of this position?
I granted that the economy was slack, there was too much unem-

ployment and it needed stimulation.
But upon careful examination of investment in plant and equip-

ment, I found that for the whole period from 1953 forward, industry
in general, had never suffered, at existing price levels and then existing
tax rates, from insufficient investment funds to carry forward a level
of investment which would be compatible with the needs of the
economy.

Indeed, I found that the very reason why we had the three reces-
sions was that this investment, stimulated by more than adequate
funds, even without the investment tax credit, ran very severely ahead
of the rest of the economy, producing in due course a sharp cutback
in business investment which, along with the other more enduring
shortcomings in the economy, produced the recessions.

Therefore, I felt that the investment f nx credit, if enacted, would
have these consequences:

First, that being unneeded, it would provide more investment funds
than would be absorbable at home, and be used in part to intensify our
balance-of-payments problem. That has happened.

Second, I felt that because the funds could not be usable in whole
for fundamental investment, they would be used to bid up the stock
market sky high, with the inevitable reaction which is bad, both eco-
nomically and psychologically.. That has happened.

Third, I felt that this relinquishment of Fedefal revenues, together
with all the other excessive relinquishments through too much tax
cutting would put us in a position unable to finance a foreseeable inter-
national situation plus our basic domestic needs without a Federal
deficit of a size that would be inflationary, and, therefore, that this
kind of tax concession was pouring out bounties to the wrong parts
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of the economy at the expense of things we needed much more t6 do.
That, too,. has now become obvious.

Fourth, I felt that the investment tax credit, for the reasons given,
along with the money policy-and other phases of the tax policy, re-
distributed income in the wrong direction, and this is also bad on
basic moral and social grounds.

This, too, has come to pass, even in the eyes of economists who were
late in recognizing it.And, most important of all, coming back to my basic argument, I
said that the suspension of the investment tax credit Would feed and
exacerbate an excessive business boom getting more and more out of
line with the rest of the economy; that this would lead, in due course
to a so tening of the economy, and would engender the very type of
recessibnait y dangers which are now increasingly feared and which
now are being used by some as a reason for not repealing a form of
stiiniius to business investment which, in itself, is engendering these
inflationary dangers by the maladjustments which it causes. '

Now. let me get to a few of the exact facts which bear on this.
As: I' show in a chart attached to my, testimony, 'and that chart is

Chart No. 4, during the period 1961-65, measured in uniform dollars
private investment in plant and, equipment advanced 45 percent, and
gross private investment including net foreign 37.8 percent, while
total national production advanced only 22.5 percent, private con-
sumer spending only 22.2 percent, and Government outlays for goods
and services only 12.2 percent.

From fourth quarter 1961 to fourth quarter 1965, private invest-
ment in plant and equipment advanced 13.6 percent, while total na-
tional prodilction advanced only. 6.3 percent, private consumer spend-
hig only 6.9 percent, and Government outlays for goods and services
only 5 percent.

In support of these dangerously disparate trends during 1961-65,
corporate. profits, after taxes advanced 39.4 percent-and personal in-
terest income 42.2 percent-while the wages and salaries which com-
prise about two-thirds of total consumer income advanced only 21.8
percent.
. From fourth quater 1964 to fourth quarter 1965, corporate'profits
after taxes advanced 14.6 percent-and personal interest income 7.1
percent-while wages and salaries advanced only 5.9 percent.

Now, 1tis shows that we have in exaggerated form exactly the same
kind of tendencies which appeared and, in my view, created and pro-
jected the recessions which we had and which we are now seeking to
avoid.

But, even if I were wrong on that, it is extremely interesting that
the current level of after-tax profits has-been advancing at very much
higher rates than the absorption of these profits in plants and equip-
ment investment. So, even if I were wrong on the point that invest-
ment is proceeding too rapidly-and it is moving ahead estimatedly
at a 17 percent rate of advance for 1966; while my figures only go
through 1965 because I have not been able to collect them for a later
time-even if I were wrong that this is too high relative to the rest of
the economy, even if we wanted to maintain this level of investment,
after-tax profits are more than enough without the investment-tax
credit to maintain it.
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Now, specifically on that score is my chart, chart No. 5, which com-
pares the after-tax profits in key sectors of the economy with actual
investment in plant and equipment by the very firms receiving these
profits, and if you will look at that chart-and I call attention to
American Airlines because of the wailing and screaming that the re-
cent wage increases in that industry have pressed excessively against
their profits and that if the depreciation allowances and the invest-
inent-tax credit are repealed, the poor airlines will not be able to buy
jets-advances in after-tax profits have far outpaced investment in-
creases in almost all of the 16 cases shown on the chart. What can be
a better example that they do not need this form of stimulation at this
time?

Now, coming directly to the arguments advanced in favor of the
retention of the investment-tax credit, some of which were made here
this morning, the first argument is that it is too late to do anything,
because conditions may be different next year.

Well, if it, is too late to do anything about an inflationary trend so
definitely concentrated in' this sector of the economy because condi-
tions may be different next year, then we will always be estopped as a
matter of national economic policy from doing anything to deal with
the current danger that we know because of noncurrent dangers that
we are not sure of and which, in fact, the action proposed, would help
to avert.

Second, it is said that the suspension would take effect too late. I
never heard that argument on the part of the advocates of the invest-
ment-tax credit, that the stimulation which -it was designed to encour-
age might not occur until too late. In fact, we know, every member of
this committee knows, and every economist, and every businessman
knows, that some of the economic and psychological effects of any tax
change take place immediately.

And, fourth, and most important of all, we have to draw a distinc-
tion between profit per unit of sale, or profit margins, and aggregate
profits.

The only proper time-and this would have a plied in 1962 as well
as now-the only proper time for a special ad ho tax concession to
business, especially when the Government is so strained in its need for
resources, and especially when there is an inflationary situation, is if
the per-unit returns after taxes are too low. In other words, if busi-
ness is priced at a level which does not yield it enough profits on a per-
unit basis, it might therefore be entitled to a tax concession, but this
was not the situation in 1962, it is not the situation now. It was not
the situation even during the recessionary periods.

No economist in the United States-not one--has challenged my as-
sertion that the per-unit returns at the existing price level are and
were all along abundantly ample. Therefore, if the time should come
in the future when the aggregate levels of business profits are too low,
it would be not because of inadequate per-unit returns but because of
inadequate sales volume in the face of a deflationary situation.

The proper thing to do then, as I insisted it was the pro er thing
to do in 1962, would be not to increase the per-unit returns by smear-
ing the industries with unneeded tax bounties, but by taking measures
to increase the level of demand for their products in the form of pri-
vate consumer outlays and public outlays. That would bo the way to
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meet that kind, of slack, and if we retained the investment tax credit
now, we will be less able later on, when and if the situation arises, to
take the kind of tax action, being less able to afford the kind of tax
action, which will be more needed than even, as it was more needed in
1962.

In other words, I share the concern of Senator Proxmire, whom I
so much adinre6 and respect, and all of the others, in view of the pos-
sibility of the softening of the economy, that we may be in trouble
later on.

Let us get ourselves in a position and keep ourselves in a position to
meet that trouble when we know better what it is, and we will as-
suredly be better able to do so if we repeal, or at least suspend, the
investment tax credit, because then we will have more room to take
a type of action which will be more needed at that time. This is the
essence of my argument.

I would like to call attention also to the fact that I do not believe
that the investment tax credit in itself is going to slow up the invest-
ment boom very much. This is really consistent:with my original po.
sition that the recipients did not need the money anyway. But this
is not an argument against suspension, although that argument was
suggested, because if suspension does not slow up the investment boom
ve much, it will be because they have plenty of money without the
credit, and if they have plenty of money without it to continue their
level of investment, then the credit is a surplusage in view of the
fatt that the Government needs money on other grounds, and that
there are 6the national purposes to which 'these revenues might be
much moreoproperl. applied.

So, therefori, I think-although I know the Committee has not got
time for it right now-we cannot move correctly on this front unless
we see the perspective of the whole, and I feel that there is much need
for a much Wider range of actions.

F favdrtitiire tses in general taxes at the right points. I favor a
sharp reduction in interest rates, and so forth and so on, but the reason
I have burdened the committee with somewhat wider rwige of dis-
course than the investment tax credit ig, we have to look :at that pro-
"posal within the context of the whole'to *6gh it correctly and to
judge properly what might best be done about it.

Thank You velry much.
The'CnA:*iiN. Thank you, Mr. Keyserling._
My impression about this investment tax credit is that it was re-

gardod as a s9timulant at the time we enacted it-a '-timutlant. Stimu-
lating an overheated economy is just 'like givin, pep-up pills to some-
one Who is 'overexcited--you are giving him the wrong medicine. If
you are going to give him any medicine at that point, you would want
to givehim atranquilizer.

As I indicated in a speech I made on this subject suggesting that we
do sometlinig about this matter, one of the big difficulties is these high
interest rates..

I estimate that the level of interest rates' today, compared with what
they were when you were Chairman of the Council of Economic Ad-
visers, is such that we are paying about $6 billion a year more in in-
torest on the national debt alono than we would be paying if we paid
'the level ofq interest rates that existed whei you were the President's
adviser still applied. Isn't that about the size of it?
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Mr. KEYSFRLING. Senator, I agree in principle with what you say.

This is about the size of it, if we look only at the Federal budget. The
interest payments on the Federal budget alone are 'amost $5 billion
higher on an annual basis than they would be at the 1952 rate of in-
terest, assuming the national debt as it is now.

If we take the whole economy, my studies would indicate that, from
1952 through 1965, we paid out $75 billion in excess interest rates at
all levels, private and public, which is an average annual rate of al-
most $6 billion a year, and certainly in the neighborhood of $10 billion
a year now. So, we are transferring $10 billion a year now, in excess
interest payments (interest rates above the 1952 level) from those who
lend to those who borrow.

As a means of combating inflation, this is manifestly terrible, be-
cause it is deflating those who can least afford to bear these excess
costs, and supplementing the incomes of those who do not need in-
come supplementation, and this ties in very directly with the tax
policy, because the very point I am making is that in both fiscal and
monetary we have not; taken sufficient care to blow the pepper into
the right eyes at the right time, and to take the pepper out of the right
eyes at the right time. We have sent too many ships in the Opposite
direction from where the boats were sinking.

The CIIAXRXAN. Well, now, the total public and private debt is
about a trillion, four hndred million dollars. About how many
points would you estimate the average interest charge to be above what
you regard as a fair or desirable level?

Mr. K4TSERLING. Well, let us say $1 trillion, if we take my $10 bil-
lion figure, that would be about 1 percent of that, would it not-1 per-
cent?

The CRA,,I~AN. It would see to me as though it is considerably
higher than that.

Mr. KEY5J1RLING. My $10 billion estimate may be a bit low. How-
ever, the increased interest rate is only on new obligations as they
occur, and does not apply to the body of existing obligations that were
incurred before the rise was made. So that $1Obillion might be about
right, and the 1 percent increase might be about right or a little lowas to the average interest rate on all outstanding debts; but certainly,
as to obligations incurred since the rising interest rates, we all know
that the interest rates have risen 3 or 4 or 5 percent, depending on
what you are looking at. The interest rate on housing, on FHA in-
sured housing, which was at an effective rate, with premiums, of about
41/2 percent after the many years that I labored with others to help
create a sound bit of housing legislation, the interest rates on housing,
the effective rates on that kind of housing, instead of being 41/2 per-
cent, when you count everything in, are nearer 8 percent, so they have
almost doubled.

The chairman has pointed out that it costs the average family
about $8,000 more during the life of the house, due to these rising
interest rates.

The CHAIRMAN. The one difficulty is that people who need to buy
a home or sell a home cannot get the financing. That is one of the
big problems we face right now. People are standing in line at the
banks trying to borrow money, but the concerns that'want to build
new plants and tear down old ones are in a better position to get the
money-many of them have directors on the bank boards.
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Mr. KETSFR.LINO. Let me attempt to tie that in, Senator, with the
problem immediately before this committee.

Whether our economy i overstrained now or whether it is not
overstrained, in general, is a -matter of dispute. Whether it will be
overstrained or understrained a year from now is a matter of uncer-
tainty, but for sure whether it is overstrained or understrained, we
will never be able to do everything at the same time or even do every-
thing that is necessary or nice at the same time.

Since we cannot do everything that is nice or necessary at the
saane time, we have to have a sense of priorities, and to do what is
needed most.

Lower taxes are always good, everything else being equal. But
everything else is not equal. And because of the fact we need more
room in the economy to help housing, we need more room in the
economy to help agriculture, we need more room in the economy
maybe to help air and water pollution, we cannot help those things
as we should either in an economic sense or in a fiscal sense or in a
money sense if we continue to provide very much more than is needed
where it is not needed.

So, insofar as it goes, although it is not a tremendously large
amount in itself, the suspension or repeal is entirely necessary; it
will leave more room economically, fiscally, and Otherwise for the
things that are now needed.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator Williams?
Senator WILLIA s. Mr. Keyserling, there are some who argue that

money is commodity and interest is the price of that commodity and
as the demand exceeds the supply it automatically rises.

Now, what steps would you take if you were in a position of
authority to reduce interest rates today?

Mr. KEYSEILING. Well, first, I admit that money is a commodity.
Second, I admit the tightening up of the money supply relative to the
demand is a factor causing the price to rise. I agree with you on that.

I make twoadditional points: First, that if we are faced with a
situation where it is desirable to tighten up on any precious com-
modity, whether it be bread or money, if it be necessary to do so, then
we do not let the price rises do the rationing.

In other words, if we had to tighten up on the distribution of meat,
we would not. let price increases do the rationing, which would mean
that people of lower income could not get it, and the people of higher
income could.

In the same way, if it were true that money should now be tightened
up for various reasons, then we should not let these unconscionably
high prices of money ration the supply. This is inflation itself, be-
cause lifting the cost of what enters into the cost of living for every-
body, especially the borrowers, lifts the cost of living and even leads
to higher wage demands because the wage earner is borrowing all
the time.

But I do not think that situation exists, because I think that the
money supply. has not been allowed to grow rapidly enough to keep
up with our real production needs.

Therefore, coming directly to your question, my proposal has been-
and T think this would require legislation-is that the Federal Reserve
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Board be directly instructed to get into line with the Nation and the
people and the Government as enunciated by the Congress of the
United States and the President of the United States.

We hear from some that, during the last year or 2, the Federal
Reserve Board has been loosening up on the money supply. As T
recall the figures, they have only been, even in the last year or 2,
allowing it to expand at a rate of about half the rate at which the
economy is expanding and needs to expand; so, this would be my basic
approach.

Second, I would impose a much more selective money policy for the
very reasons I have given. We need, in a period of limited war, a
selective type of credit controls which hold back the things that are
moving too fast and permit growth of the things that are moving
too slow.

The aggregate approach, through the tightening of the total money
supply, not only drives up the interest rate unconscionably, not only
imposes burdens on the wrong parts of the economy, but also slows up
the very things that are going too slow and has no effect on the things
that are going too fast.

Coming to the matter before the committee, the rise in interest cost
has almost no effect on the exorbitant investment boom, the cost of the
money to big industry is a tiny part of its total business costs. They
do not need to borrow. They are financing out of retained earnings
and depreciation. They are financing out of the very price structure
we are worried about.

But housing, and other things are severely, hurt, and the interest
rates of local governments-getting back to the almost $5 billion in
the Federal budget which represents rising interest rates, the States
and localities are also paying out billions in rising interest rates.

Therefore, I would have a selective money policy and a selected type
of control of things that ought to be restrained.

Senator WILLIAmS. Assuming by these series of actions that inter-
est rates were reduced substantially, what effect do you think that
would have on our balance of payments, considering that the interest
rates internationally are at their current high rates?

Mr. IKYSERLINo. Well, Senator, this gets into the whole balance-
of-payments problem, on which I could talk profitably for an hour.
But briefly, in the first place, the whole idea-and may I say not pride-
fully that what I have said before this and other committees on the
subject of the balance of payments have been vindicated by ensuing
developments in exactly the same manner as what I said about "the
investment-tax credit-in the first place, the variable interest rates at
home and overseas are a very tiny factor, if at all, in our unfavorable
balance of payments, because when the big American companies in-
vest in factories and productive resources in Western Europe-and
mind you, I am not saying they should not, I do not want to get into
the question of whether I think we should try to restrain them at all
or whether we should be so concerned about the balance of payments,
but be this as it may-they are not investing overseas for higher in-
terest rates, they are investing for profitable business enterprises.

The way to stop this excess flow of private capital overseas, if it is
excessive, is to prevent them from having too much profit after taxes,
more than they can use at home, by virtue of tax bounties which
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should not be granted. The interest rates have very little to do withit.

Second, even if the interest rates had something to do with it we
have been in a preposterous position all along to do damage to a $700
billion national economy in order to wag the tail of a variation in
balance of payments amounting at most to $1 or $2 billion a year. In
other words, we have thrown out $10, or $20, or $50 billion of national
product annually in the pursuit of policies that we thought might in-
prove our balance of payments by $1 or $2 billion, and it did not even
do that, because it was the wrong policy.

Now, the way to meet the balance-of-payments problem is to have a
more venturesome, not imprudent but venturesome, and realistic ad-
justment of our international mechanisms of exchange to the realities
of world trade today, and we have dragged our feet on that, as have
some other nations.

We have attempted recently at international bankers meetings to
put other countries entirely in the wrong, but we have dragged our feet
for years in making these adjustments. This would be a much more
constructive solution. How high are we going to raise interest rates
to deal with the balance-of-payments problem, to 10 percent, or to
20 percent?

When are we going to stop?
Senator WLLIAMS. One final question.
Do you think our current rate of Government expenditures and

prospective rates or projected rates are too high or too low?
That is, would you recommend that they be continued at the high

levels or cut back or increased?
Mr. KEYSERINO. Well, first of all, out of the $111 billion or more

in the fiscal 1967 Federal budget, give or take, $60 or $70 billion of it,
and it is going to be more, is for national defense alone. I am not
competent to pass judgment on that.

Second, on top of that $60 to $70 billion, there is another large
amount, as I have already said, in the interest payments, which cannot
be abrogated; $5 billion is the excess interest payment. The total is
very much more than that. So, that brings you to somewhere between
$75 billion and $80 billion. A large part of the budget is for the costs
of previous wars, such as payments to veterans, and so forth. So,
when you get down to it, only a small part of it is for basic domestic
purposes.

Now, as to those basic domestic purposes, my view is that we are
carrying them forward at too low a rate relative to our basic national
needs, and that is the very reason why I say that we should recoup in
tax revenues not the relatively paltry amounts that would be achieved
through the suspension of the investment tax credit, but very much
larger amounts.

The corporate tax rate is lower than it should be, the tax rates on
the high income brackets are lower than they should be. We should
recoup $5 to $10 billion a year through these channels, and use about
$5 billion of it to fight inflation through a net increase in Government
receipts relative to expenditures, and use about half of it to meet these
essential domestic purposes. This is my view on it. I know there
are many views on tis subject.

Senator WILLIAMS. No further questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Carlson.
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Senator CARLSON. Dr. Keyserling, you were opposed to the enact-
ment of the 7 percent investment credit, and you are opposed to it; is
that right?

Mr. KEYSERiLNO. Yes, sir.
Senator CARLSON. Would you agree or do you believe that the plant

and equipment expenditures that have been made during the period we
have the benefit of this 7 percent investment credit have been the cause
of inflationary price rises-

Mr. KEYSEuLING. They have not in themselves been the sole cause.
They have been one cause, because supply and demand is one factor,
although I think not nearly as important a factor as are others in
rising prices.

Obviously, the excess of investments relative to the size of the
economy, when the investment boom is going two and a half times as
fast as the economy as a whole, the last year or two, manifestly that
is not a sustainable rate. You cannot keep on that, especially when
you have such things as automation. There has got to be a reaction,
and I do not think it matters too much whether we guess it will be at
the beginning of 1967, the ending of 1967, or the beginning of 1968.
The sooner we cure the maladjustment, the better.

Now, this excessive investment boom is creating a demand for ma-
terial. They are buying steel; they are buying concrete; they are
buying everything that goes into the building of p an

This of course exerts inflationary pressures. But it is not the only
cause. A lot of the inflationary pressures today are in what is called
the administered price area of the economy where prices are made by
deliberate decision. In- other words, they raise their prices, because
they want to raise their prices. They do not need to raise their prices,
even if they are being pressed on the demand side.

This old saw about how if I have 10 apples and there are 10 buyers,
I will charge' 1 price, and if there are 11 buyers, I will double theprice.
Only if I am an extortionist would I double the price. I would still
sell at a fair price, and so should the automobile and steel and other
industries.

Sometime, members of the committee, we are going to have to come
to that, and not go back to this old supply and demand thing, if we
are going to have a sensible and decent economy.

So, this is the reason for a lot of the price inflation.
And, furthermore, the remedy for this kind of price inflation is not

to increase unemployment or restrain our whole rate of economic
growth, because, as I showed in some of my studies, they were raising
their prices faster before the slow-growth periods than in the high-
growth periods for the reason I give, to try to compensate for an in-
adequate level of overall sales by an excessive per-unit return.

May I suggest this, the reason they are raising their prices now is
because they fear and worry about the prospect of an economic soften-
ing, and an economic recession, and, therefore, .they are trying to get
it while the getting is good, and, therefore, it would not be an undesir-
able thing to tap their wrists metaphorically speaking at least by tak-
ing away from them some of the excessive returns that are resulting
from the investment tax credit.

Senator CARLSON. Well, getting back to inflation now and this Na-
tion at the present time :I know of your many years of study and very
personal interest in the production of food and the distribution of it.
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Now, is it not a fact that food prices have increased during the past 18
or 24 months? I believe you made some suggestion we ought to hold
them back. How are you going to hold them back?

Mr. KEYSELINO. Well, I am a. little bit embarrassed, because these
questions force me to go into a little history.

I have spent years trying to convince this Government that they--
Senator GORE. I would like to know, Mr. Chairman, how reluctant

Mr. Keyserling is. [Laughter.]
Mr. KnYSERLING. I have spent years trying to convince the Con-

gress, and more especially the administration, that they were driving
millions of farmers off the land into unemployment in the cities, an
cutting back drastically on food supply in an exaggerated worry about
surpluses that were really very small relative to the surpluses in
other parts of the economy, and that this would result inevitably in
our inability to meet without strain our food needs, and such part of
the food needs of the rest of the world that we decide to meet on
grounds of national policy, which I will not comment on here, al-
flough I am in favor of feeding starving people.

Yet, we went on and did it. And, as late as a year and half ago,
the then Director of the Budget who had previously been a member
of the Council of Economic Advisers, and who now has passed on to
the" vice presidency of a great private economic research institution,
and sometimes I think we should not pay to5 much attention to their
studies-a year and a half ago, he was saying publicly that the solu-
tion for the farm problem was to get a lot of farmers into Watts and
into Harlem and into the distressed areas of our cities. Nonsense.
We have not budgeted our farm resources to our national needs.
Therefore, we should encourage agriculture to expand.

Agriculture is not one of the sectors of the economy that is over
stimulated, eithe' productionwise or pricewise, and, therefore, gen-
erally speaking, I would incline to be in favor of not applying a re-
moval of incentives or income benefits from the farm sector of the
economy.

I heard someone say that farmers are now only at about 70 per-
cent of parity. I think he is talking about price parity, which is not
income parity. Incomewise, they are only at about 55 percent ofparity. . . .. .

Senator CARrSON. I just want to say, Mr. Chairman, that I have
very gladly raised this subject, because I know of the many years
Dr, Keyserling has worked in this field. In fact, I have been associ-
ated with him in some of them, and I know of no one who is more
qualified to speak on the differential in cost of production and the
income and profits of agriculture than our distinguished witness.

I appreciate your being here.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to say this about Dr. Keyserling. It may be

that he might be in error on occasion,, but he is never at loss for an
answer. [Laughter.]

Senator Gore?
Senator GORE. Dr. Keyserling, what would you suggest, in addition

to suspension of the investment credit and accelerated depreciation,
by way of a fiscal policy in the current situation?

Mr. KEYSERrIN(. Well, Senator Gore, I do not think that that ques-
tion is irrelevant even to the immediacies of the current legislation.

Senator GORE. Did you say "relevant" or "irrelevant"?
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Mr. KEYSERLING. I do not think it is irrelevant. I think it is highly
relevant even to the immediate purposes of the current legislation,
because ever since the Employment Act of 1946 we have been trying
to get an integrated, coordinated, rational economic policy that looks
at the whole before it deals with the parts. Otherwise, we really are
flying blind.Unfortunately, we are still flying blind. The Employment Act has
never been fully implemented.

The Council of E,1conomic Advisers still refuses to make a systematic
quantitative budget of our needs and resources and project it years
ahead, and adjust policies to it, and this the act expressly calls for.

I am glade to note that the Washington Post in recent editorials has
been calling attention to this.

Now, as to what should be done, which seems to me highly relevant
even in evaluating the investment tax, suspension or repeal, I detail
that ill the last pages of my prepared testimony. But, in summary,
first, I think we should take immediate steps to increase the Federal
tax take about $5 to $10 billion at existing levels of national output;
in other words, lift taxes enough to do that.

I think that these tax increases should be directed in whole or in
part to an increase in the corporate tax rates, because what I say about
the investment tax credit applies equally to them, in part to removing
some but not all of the income tax reductions we granted to those in
the higher income brackets on the mistaken ground that they needed
more saying for investment purposes.

This alone, if done sufficiently :and carried far enough down in the
income structure, I would say down through the first half, could raise
$5 to $10 billion. With that $5 to $10 billion, as I have said, I think
we could apportion about half of it to a net decrease in the current or
prospective .Federal deficit, in other words, to a classical anti-infla-
tionary policy, and apply the other half toward fulfilling our essential
domestic obligations superimposed on'top of the burden of the war in
Vietnam.

I do not favor increasing the tax burden on the low income people
for basic reasons of humanity and social justice that go even beyond the
economic situation, particularly because, as I repeat in this testimony
and have shown elsewhere before this committee, the massive tax
reductions of 1962-65,plus the trends in State and local taxation, have
made the total tax burden so regressive that the fellow with an income
of $2,000 or $3,000 or $5,000 or $10,000 a year is paying, as I recall my
figures--and I have them here-30 to 35 to 42 percent of his total in-
come in taxes of all kinds, and this gets progressively lower as you
get up on the income scale.

This defies our whole American policy of taxation according to abil-
ity to pay.

Therefore, I would be against what I understand is being cogitated
in high places, the application of an across-the-board uniform tax
increase at all levels on the ground that this is necessary to support
the war.

This would obviously immensely increase the regressive nature of
the existing tax policy.

Senator Goerm. Well, Dr. Keyserling, I recall when you and Mr.
Henry Fowler were coworkers, and I regarded both of you at that
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time as having progressive, democratic attitudes toward tax policy. I
wonder if you tind-it a bit mystifying that Secretary Fowler seems
now inclined to cogitate up on an across-the-board tax increase?

Mr. KEYSnnLINO. Well, I think, in that respect, he is wrong. I
will not undertake psychological analysis of the reasons for the change,
but I think he is wrong.

I do not think we should compound the regressive nature of the
current tax structure.

It is very interesting that, among all the economists who have tes-
tified before the Finance Committee and other committees during the
years since 1962, when we have been considering tax changes, you will
find hardly a single example of any of them who has even bothered
to look at the whole tax structure and to look at who was paying the
taxes and why and where.

It is not only on social grounds that I take the position I do; it is
also on economic grounds. Our economy would be much more healthy
and much more strong if we had a somewhat more progressive tax
system.

Senator GoRE. If we had this across-the-board personal income
tax increase, which you say is the subject of cogitation, of three per-
centage points, for example, would this not virtually wipe out the tax
benefits realized by the low bracket taxpayers in the 1964 tax reduc-
tion act, but leave largely intact the much greater benefits received
by those in the higher brackets?

Mr. KYSERLINO. This is certainly true, and we have articulated
the sound idea that if the war is big enough everybody should pay
for it on an equitable basis. We have articulated that, and I thin
that during World War II we did that, and I think during the Korean
War we did that.

Today, confronted with a war which is serious, but relative to the
size of our national economy is in much smaller ratio than during the
Korean war and infinitely smaller ratio than during World War II,
we continue to articulate that the main costs of the war should not be
placed on the poor and powerless, and we have continued thus far to
continue to adopt policies which place the burdens just. there.

You are absolutely right, this is what that kind of tax program
would do, and this is what the money policy does, and this, in my view,
is what a large part of the tax reduction since 1962 did.

Senator GOm. As between this across-the-board increase, with which
some people are apparently enamored, and the reimposition of taxes
in proportion to their 196i reduction, wouldn't the latter be far more
democratic and equitable?

Mr. KEYSERLITNO. It certainly would, and I am using, and I know
you are using, democratic with a small Id," because I think it has
become apparent by now that I have not been partisan, and neither
have you, Senator, in dealing with these matters.

Yes, it would be more democratic.
Senator Goim. I am trying to improve my partisan image right now.

[Laughter.]
Mr. KEYsRI.Jmw. It would be more democratic and more equitable.
Senator GonE. f think, in this regard, that it is the senior Senator

from Tennessee who is being the true and traditional and orthodox
Democrat.
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Mr, KEYSERLING. I agree with you on that.
Senator GORE. Big or little "d.'
Mr. KFYSBERLING. I agree with you on that.
I think that a great contribution to our party, and it is well known

that I am a Democrat, although we have had help from some Repub-
licans, too, and opposition from some Democrats, the great contribu-
tion of our party historically over the years has been watering the
economic tree at the bottom, which I never regarded as a demagogic
or campaign phrase, but as a basically sound proposition for our kind
of economy, and to the extent that this trend has been reversed in
recent years, I have protested against it, and I think it is unfortunate.

Senator GonE. You referred a few moments ago to the redistributive
effects of higher interest, rates. I believe you referred to the transfer
of $10 billion annually at current rates unnecessarily from those Who
borrow to those who lend.

In relationship to the entire society, and in, the lngrun context,
would this, in your view, have serious social and economic conse-
quences? I

Mr. KYSERLiNG. Well, the serious social consequences it is having
already with a vengeance. It is certainly a serious social consequence
when the average family in the lower income structure has to pay
$8,000 more, over the life of a house, which may be 50 percent above
their total annual income, or more than 50 percent above it.

Senator GoRE. And may amount to a large portion of their life'ssavings. '.
Mr. KEYSERLING. It is much larger than their average life savings.

The average life savings of people in these income groups do not even
aproximate ,8,000, and it becomes progressively worse as you come
down.

I was involved, in New York City early this year, in opposition-
successful for once-to the imposition of an increased property tax
in New York City, and I found that the people with incomes below
$3,000 a year, that is, below the poverty level, were paying a great
deal more than half of their incomes in taxes, and that the increase in
the property tax alone would have increased the annual charge against
them by about $250, and I was asked "Well, how can they pay it?" I
said, "Well, they pay it to the extent they can, and to the extent they
cannot they have to be carried on relief, so that the city is paying out
to them in one form what it takes away from them in the form of the
wrong kind of taxation."

This has terrible social consequences.
A fellow who is buying an automobile on time to get to work, or a

family where the wife goes to the hospital or when the child goes to
college, the small businessman and, ii fact, everybody in the lower
half of the income structure, is paying a terrible cost.. This is on the
social side.

Now, on the economic side it is really bad, and I really cannot dis-
entangle the two because our ultimate economic purpose is social. We
believe our economy exists to do justice to people without great wealth.

On the economic side, it is very bad because it results in changes in
income distribution toward those who invest and away from those
who spend for consumption, which is tragic because of the recurrent
economic downturns that we have had in the past and that we fear
even now.

~L~Q '~
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What, after all, is the central reason why the economy is now soften-
ing V What is the very reason why people are so worried about a reces-
sion next year or the year after that Because we are out of balance.
How are we out of balance? We are out of balance in that our ability
to produce is growing so much faster than our ability to consume, and
nothing is more conspiritorial toward this end than a policy of rising
interest rates.

Senator Gom. When you used the estimate of $8,000 as being the
excess cost of a home to the average American family, to what price
home are you generally referring?

Mr. KEYSERLiNG. Well, this would be true even of a home at a cost
of, sayj $15,000 or $16,000, with land, a lower cost than that is hardly
realistic in the main in our urban areas.

Senator GonE. So you are speaking here of the lower economic
echelon of homeownership.

Mr. KEYSEnLING. Very definitely. If they are too poor to buy a
house but are renting it, they are paying the interest anyway because
the rent has to include the financing costs.

Senator GorE. Now, in this price range home what would be the
cost of an additional bedroom, generally?

Mr. KEY610RLING. Well, I am not as close to that as I used to be,
and it would vary greatly. It might be, with the current construc-
tion costs, it might be another $2,000, or $3,000.

Senator GORE. So the difference in the overall cost of $8,000 cer-
tainly would be quite a handicap to a family that needed an extra
bedroom for somehnew children coming along.

Mr. KEYsERLING.: It would, and if the bedroom cost $4,000, just to
make it easy, which is not fantastic either under current building
costs, that would be one-fourth of the $16,000 and, therefore, the
addition of the bedroom would cost over the life of a house one-
fourth of the $8,000, so it would cost an additional $2,000 to build
the additional $4,000 cost bedroom over the life of a house, because of
the excessive interest rates.

Senator GoRE. Well now, in order to obtain a loan, even in normal
times, an applicant must be able to show that he has an income ap-
proximately five times the monthly payment on the house. Now, if
the cost of the house, I believe five times-

Mr. KEYSEiRING. One-fifth of the cost of the house.
Senator GORE. One-fifth the cost of the house. He must be able

to make monthly payments according to his income. I was about
to get my statistics reversed here.

If the cost is beyond his power to pay because of the interest rates,
that just simply, means that, whatever the costs, he cannot buy a
home with An additional bedroom.

Mr. KEYSERLNG. That is perfectly true and that is why one-fifth
of the population still live in substandard housing, and that is also
the reason why the rising iiiterest rates operate as a two-edged sword.
It not only makes those who cannot afford pay too much when they
do get what they cannot afford-we talk about the excessive increase
in credit. The people who are borrowing are not people who are
living like kings. They are borrowing because they cannot make
ends meet., Further, the second edge of the sword is what you say,
that while there are some who are paying more than they can afford,
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there are others who do not get it at all. They cannot put the bed-
room on, and they cannot buy a decent house.

Senator GORE. You know, I have made a number of speeches at
Democratic rallies at which I have made the doleful prediction that
such conditions as you have here described would prevail if, unfor-
tunately, the country had a Republican administration.

Mr. KYSERLING. We all in the past got caught in that dilemma.
Senator WILLIAMS. We accept the conversion of both of you.

[Laughter.]
Senator GORE (presiding). Senator Bennett.
Senator BENN.rr. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As I listened to your testimony, Mr. Keyserling, it seems to me that

you would like to see the investment credit repealed rather than sus-
pended.

Mr. KEYSERLING. That would be preferable, but suspension would
help.

Senator BENNE 'r. Do you not think, in view of your point of view,
that outright repeal, which would remove the uncertainties that were
created as you approached the time its suspension ends, would be pref-
erable ?

Mr. KsYSpRLING. Yes Senator. I say in my prepared statement
that outright repeal wouid be even better.

Senator BENNErr. Looking at the accelerated depreciation, do you
feel that the law should be changed to deny any type of accelerated
depreciation?

Mr. KEYSERLING. Well, first of all, while I have concentrated mostly
upon the 7-percent credit, I say at the beginning of my prepared state-
ment that almost everthing I say on that, both by way of analysis and
by way of history and by way of policy should apply to the other pro-
visions of the pending legislation which refer to the so-called liberal-
ized amortization.

Now, on the question of whether it should apply to everything, of
course, I realize the difficulty of starting to carve out exceptions, be-
cause soon the exceptions outweight the purpose.

Nonetheless, the logic of my own position is that we should carve
out those exceptions which relate to those sectors of the economy
which, on production grounds and income grounds and other grounds,
are being mistreated on the low side rather than on the high side.

Senator BEq1rr. When you talk about carving out exceptions are
you talking about the 7-percent credit as well as accelerated deprecia-
tion or do you think there should never be any exceptions?

Mr. KEYSERLING. Well, I am not too technically familiar, but let me
say this, using some examples that were used this morning. I agree
in principle with the position taken by the first Senator who testified
that we should not oppose benefits now encouraging the removal of
air and water pollution.

As I have said, I agree in principle with the idea that we should not
remove any benefits Which tend in a fragmentary way to make farm
income a little bit less disparate than it is now, both on economic and
social grounds, because my whole analysis goes to the relationships in
the economy and not just to the aggregates.

I am in favor of thus improving those sectors of the economy which
are behind and restraining those which are ahead, not because I have
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any animus against them or for any reason of, discrimination, but be-
cause this is sound economic policy.

Senato. BENNEII. Then you are saying that we probably would
be better off if this program were repealed, but you think, on second
thought, that we probably should hold it and make it available to par-
ticular groups who, at particulai tines, may seem to be not as well
advantfaged as other groups.

Mr. KEYSERUI TO. No; That is not exactly my position, although I
can understand how it might have seemed that it was.

My position is that if it is suspended rather than repealed, these
exceptions should be carved out. But I .would still prefer repeal in
entirety on net balance, because it would'get rid of an approach to

tax policy which, in my sincere judgment, is fundamentally wrong up
and dowr4 and sideways, and in almost any kind of economic situation.

It wOuld clear the slates. It would not niike it necessary to: go
through this battle again in another year or so. It would dispose of
the argument that we are trying to guess where we are going to be a
year or two from now, which we do not know, and I would favor the
repeal.
* In that event, I would favor giving these particular benefits to'these
particular needy groups through a wide range of other policies. After
all, the main policy affecting farm income is not this particular featureof amortization; it is the errors in our whole basic national farm

policy, which are infinitely more important. So I would favor repeal.
But if it is suspended rather than repealed, I would favor carving

out very carefully these very limited exceptions. I do not think $50
.million a year, as the first Senator who testified pointed out, is too
much to pay for continuing the encouragement of air and water
pollution eradication if we are going to have suspension rather than
repeal.

Senator BENNErr. No. other questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GORE. Senator McCarthy.'
Senator MCCARTHY. Mr. Keyserling, I am sorry I was not here

to hear all of your testimony. I have just one question with refer-
ence to the determination of interest rates in this country and the
power of the Federal Reserve Board, its independent power.

What is your judgment of that independent power? Do you feel
that it ought to be restrained, it .ought to be subject to the general
controls which we do have over other means of controlling monetary
and fiscal affairs in this country or should we leave it independent
really of Treasury and the governmental determination as it now is,
for all practical purposes?

Mr. KEYsE-.ING. HistoricallY, the enactment of the Federal Re-
serve System, its establishment, early in the administration of Presi-
dent Woodrow Wilson, was never intended to create, and did not
create. the kind of independence which now exists.

Neither President Wilson or even the Harding administration nor
the Hoover administration nor the Roosevelt administration nor the
Truman administration ever countenanced the absurdity in our modern
economy of having an independent and yet nonetheless public mone-
tary policy entirely disassociated from all of the other policies of the
people of the United States through their Government.
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It was only toward the very end of the Truman administration,
for a variety of reasons that I will not go into, and despite the very
valiant , and courageous objections of President Trufnian, but with the
help of some Senators who should have known better, and I will not
mention their names, that we got the accord 'between the Treasury
and the Federal Reserve System, and that was the beginning of the
road to hell, which is paved with good intentions. That is the history
of it.

The policy of it is that during wartime, when we are imposing price
and wage controls which take income out of the pocket of every wage
earner and out of the profits of every businessman, nobody says that,
because the Government is doing something which should be non-
political in a limited sense, that they are the determination of what
the price and wage control policy should be, should be in the hands
of a group of academecians and bankers and businessmen or even labor
leaders organized in Washington and New York independently of the
Government.

Tax policy is even more important than money policy. We go
into the pockets of everybody and take their earnings away. Nobody
would say that, because this should be nonpolitical, that we should
have a central tax committee composed of bankers and businessmen
and labor leaders and others operating independently of our Federal
Government.

Yet we say that the money policy administered by a body appointed
by the President, financed in its administrative expenses by the Con-
gress under basic Federal legislation, shall be independent in this
sense. It is a complete anachronism, it is completely wrong, and it
does not even guard against political action in the more limited sense,
because everybody in Washington knows that the Federal Reserve
System turns somersaults and is political, at least in the degree that
others are.

I do not think there is any justification for it.
Senator McCARTHY. You suggest that may be as a part of this legis-

lation we ought to do something about the independence of the Fed-
eral Reserve Board?

Mr. KEYSEnING. Well, that is a matter of strategy and tactics.
Senator MCCARTHY. It is as good a time as any.
Mr. KYSERLING. It is a matter of strategy and tactics and prac-

ticality which is up to the Congress.
Senator BENNETT. Might I point out to my colleague that this

committee does not have any jurisdiction over it. Any matters of
jurisdiction go to the Banking and Currency Committee.

Senator MCCARTHY. We can take care of jurisdiction.
The CHAIRMAN (presiding). With regard to the question of the gen-

eral level of interest rates, that they may have gone up by three points.
or if you would leave them at the high point they are, they are just
three points higher than need be. If that is the case, in many re-
spects interest can be regarded as a tax on the consuming public for
the benefit of those who lend money.

Mr. KEYS RLING. It certainly is.
The CHAIRMAN. If it were up by three points it would mean that the

Board is in a position to levy a $50 billion tax on the consuming public
if it wants to do so.

69-735--66-8
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Now, the Board is responsive, it is an arm of the Congress, we
created that Board as I understand it. I do not say that we did it,
I was not here at the time, but the Congress created the Board. There
is not a word in the Constitution about that Board, and the same
act that created it could be repealed. But the Board does not report
to the President, as I understand it. They report to us, and we are
responsible for their conduct.

If we do not like the $52 billion tax levied on the consuming public
of this country, we certainly have the power and I think, indeed the
duty, to either make our position clear to change the policy, instruct
the Board to change the policy, or at least make our position clear of
where we stand on it, and I would just be curious to know what your
reaction is to that.

Mr. KEYSERLINO. Well, I agree with you in all principles, though I
have not used the $50 billion figure as of now. I have said that the
toll of rising interest rates, 1952-65, has been about $75 billion.

The CHAIRMAN. One thing I have learned, Mr. Keyserling, about
the jurisdiction of this committee, I have seen people come up with
amendments on all sorts of bills, and now that I am chairman of this
committee, I many times wish we had the closed rule they have over
in the House of Representatives. But it is within the power of any-
body to just come up with any kind of an amendment. It does not
need to make sense, and it does not need to be relevant, and it can just
be offered on anything. I have seen it happen many times.

Senator MCCARTHY. After what we did yesterday or the day before,
we are not going to talk about jurisdiction.

Senator BE.N, vr. The difference between me and my friend from
Minnesota is that I am on the other committee. [Laughter.]

The CHAIRMIAN. Well, it is a very fine committee. I once served
on it. It certainly is a fine committee.

Thank you very much, Mr. Keyserling.
The next witness will be Mr. Joel Barlow of the Chamber of Com-

merce of the United States.
W, re are glad to have you here today, Mr. Barlow.

STATEMENT OF JOEL BARLOW, MEMBER, BOARD OF DIRECTORS,
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES; ACCOM-
PANIED BY CARL H. MADDEN, CHIEF ECONOMIST, CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES

Mr. BARTAW. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am a member of the board of directors and chairman of the

taxation committee of the chamber of commerce appearing here on
behalf of the chamber. I am also a member of the Washington law
firm of Covington & Burling.

The CHTAIRMAN. We will print your statement here in the record in
its entirety because. I know your group has given very thorough study
to this matter, and you ma*y proceed to summarize your views and
answer to whatever questions occur to us.

fr. BARLOW. That is what I will do, Mr. Chairman, to try to hold
my time within 10 minutes. I think I can.

I have with me today Dr. Carl H. Madden, who is the chief econo-
mist of the chamber, and lie is here to answer questions. This legisla-
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tion'seems to be getting to be a very important economic as well as a
tax problem. Dr. Madden has prepared a statement attached to my
prepared statement, and with your leave, I would like to have it incor-
porated in the record.

Also we have an appendix A attached to our prepared statement of
specific changes in structural and technical provision in the bill that
we would like to have incorporated in the record. I will summarize
the principal points in my statement as briefly as I can.

The national chamber has been greatly concerned about the inten-
sification of inflationary pressures. The chamber has also been equally
concerned, as Dr. Madden points out in detail in his statement, about
the administration's reluctance and failure over the past year to reduce
nondefense expenditures, and to take other timely measures to curb
inflation.

Just a few months ago administration officials were saying that there
were no perceptible inflationary dangers, that there was no reason to
curtail nondefense spending programs, and that there was no need to
increase income taxes either to dampen the inflation or to meet the
burgeoning costs of Vietnam.

Then, very suddenly, on September 8, the President announced that
something had to be done immediately about the mounting inflation.
We were glad to hear his commitment to reduce nondefense spending
and to ease Government pressures on the money market. -But we
strenuously opposed, just as we did in 1961 and 1962, the proposal that
the tax depreciation structure be selectively used once again as a
countercyclical device to control the economy.

Right up until the time of this announcement on September 8, ad-
ministration spokesmen had taken just the opposite track on the ad-
visability of suspending the investment credit. They had been almost
unanimous in contending that the suspension of the credit would be
wholly ineffctive as an immediate short-range anti-inflationary meas-
ure. They correctly pointed out that its impact would not be felt for
6 months or even a year. They very property warned that such a de-
layed impact to 1967 or 1968 could be dangerous, that it might come
just when capital spending should be encouraged instead of re-
strained.

This is precisely the position of the national chamber today. We
believe that these officials-the Secretary of the Treasury, the distin-
guished chairman of this committee, and others-were right in the first
place, and for all the very many cogent reasons they gave us.

I think it is fair to say that since September 8, almost everybody con-
cerned with the drafting and redrafting of this bill would agree, if he
could speak frankly, that we have simply been confusing activity with
accomplishment so far as writing any sensible tax legislation is con-
cerned, or combating inflation is concerned.
. This bill is so complicated and ambiguous that tax lawyers and tax

accountants do not yet understand what it means. This hurried legis-
lation requires so many amendments and exceItions to make it at all
workable, and to minimize just a few of its many inequities and hard-
ships that ridiculous and artificial concepts and language have had to
,be introduced into an already complex and prolix tax structure.

This suspension will work precisely at cross .purposes with the de-
preciation guidelines with which you are familiar. It will make it
Just that much more difficult or even impossible for taxpayers to meet
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the somewhat incomprehensible reserve ratio test when the guidelines'
day of reckoning comes. Enactment of this bill will require the im-
mediate modification of the reserve ratio'test or its elimination if tax-
payers are to have any confidence in the good faith of the Treasury
in tax depreciation policy.

This bill is replete with arbitrary discriminations and disparities
in treatment. For example, those who heeded the President's en-
treaties in 1966, and cooperatively held back on ordering and spending
before the President's September announcement, received the harshest
possible treatment in the bill.

This is, of course, the so-called "great experiment" in the tax struc-
ture for which a certain school of economists has been waiting for
years. The outstanding economist who just testified seems to be one
of them. He was not one of those who was waiting to turn on this
particular device, but it is evident that he has been waiting to turn
it off, and it is also clear that he favors using the tax structure selec-
tively for short-range manipulation of the economy.

He and others in this school of economists seem t6 have a persistent
notion that the tax depreciation structure can be readily utilized on a
selective basis to manipulate the economy. They seem to forget that
this same political expedient of slashing depreciation was tried in the
election year of 1934 with tragic consequences to the national economy
for the next 30 years. Depreciation allowances were turned off, and
they have never been fully turned back on right up to the resent time.

These economists have very glibly announced that the Treasury
and the Congress and the tax experts can worry about whatever
pedestrian problems are involved in drafting and'amending the tax
law to minimize the unavoidabkI inequities and casualties. They will
get on with the more important business of manipulating and con-
trolling the economy.

Of course, what they would really like to do, as you can glean from
their published statements, is to bypass this committee and'bypass the
Ways of Means Committee, and the Congress, and simply male all of
the selective tax moves themselves, perhaps with the help of the Presi-
dent.

As for the lurking dangers that may become real dangers if there
is a downturn in 1967 or 1968, they have a ready answer: Just pass an-
other complicated tax statute with all the necessary exceptions and
exclusions to suspend the suspension or, in the alternative, give the
President the power to do it.

These economists, and the economists who testified this morning,
are not talking about the problems of the tax bill. They are talking
about problems of economics, but they seem to be oblivious, first,
to the necessity for some reasonable certainty, stability, neutrality,
and simplicity in the tax structure; second to the hardships and in-
equities that abound in this kind of on-again off-again tax legis-
lation; and third, to the mounting taxpayer frustration and im-
patience that prevents long-range planning, and breeds the distrust
and contempt so prejudicial to our self-assessment system.

This particular school of economists has great impatience with the
politics of tax legislation, and the necessary delays in the democratic
legislative process. The delay in 1961 to 1962 in the tax credit
legislation makes it very plain that it is most difficult to use counter-
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cyclical devices like the investment credit to reduce taxes. And, ofcourse, as we now know it is practically impossible to use them in
any timely way to increase taxes.

Despite assertions to the contrary, it seems to us that we simply
are not yet sufficiently sophisticated or gullible, depending on one's
point of view, to let these economists utilize the tax structure on a
selective basis, and I emphasize, on a selective basis, to manipulate
and control the economy.

In opposing the suspension today, the national chamber is taking
the same position that it did in 1961. At that time we opposed
the credit as a short-term counter-cyclical device tacked on to
the tax structure, principally because it would be vulnerable,
just as it is today, to suspension or repeal at this first change in the
economic or political climate, and we would be left with an even
more inadequate tax depreciation structure than we already had.

We were simply requesting instead, as we had for many years before
that in appearances before this committee and the Ways and Means
Committee, permanent improvements in our inadequate depreciation
structure that would make it comparable to the systems of other in-
dustrial nations with which we have to compete.

However, most of the business community, desperate for tax de-
preciation reform, hurriedly endorsed the credit device. But the
chamber questioned it and opposed it. We were opposed to short-term
subsidies, and to counter-cyclical devices and to more complexity,
just as we are opposed to these aspects of the investment credit
today.

There is not time for me this morning to read to you my testimony
before Congress in 1961, but I want to emphasize that this testi-
mony is set out in the chamber's prepared statement submitted to
you today. It seems to me it is a clear analysis, just as the distin-
guished economist this morning made a clear analysis of his position
in 1962, of what has happened since, and it clearly supports the posi-
tion that we are taking today.

In 1962, in response to this criticism, the criticism that we had made,
the Treasury agreed to modifications in the initial investment credit
proposal. they said there had been a misunderstanding of their first
proposal in 1961. They went on to assure us that the investment
credit, as revised by the treasury and the Ways and Means Committee
and, finally, by the Senate Finance Committee, was not to be a short-
ranged counter-cyclical device, but a permanent and continuing part of
our tax depreciation structure.

We were glad to have these assurances, particularly because there
was no prospect at that time for the enactment of any of the more
permanent depreciation provisions which we had proposed.

Now, only 4 years have gone by, and we are faced with the suspension
of the credit just as we feared in 1961 and 1962. Contrary to these
earlier assurances and not withstanding Secretary Fowler's protesta-
tions yesterday the administration now seems to be preoccupied only
with the short-range use of the credit, and quite oblivious to the evident
longer term dangers and problems they recently argued it would create.

The problems of competing in world markets, of discouraging the
flight of industrial capital abroad, of improving our balance of pay-
ments, all seem to the forgotten for the moment.
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Contrary to the recommendations of the Kennedy administration in
1962, we are to have a moritorium on modernization and replacement
despite the continuing high percentage of obsolete facilities in the U.S.
industrial plant.We are even asked to forget that the best answer to inflation is the
establishment of productive facilities adequate to meet any and all
increasing wartime and civilian demands.

H.R. 11607 now turns out to be much more than just a credit sus-
pension bill. It seems to be a basic change in national tax policy and
national economic policy.

Today, and this is to our mind the most important consideration,
instead of permanent depreciation rates and allowances firmly written
into law, as is the case in other countries, we have only socalled guide-
lines written into a revenue procedure not even dignified as a regula-
tion, that the administration, in its present frame of mind, might de-
cide to change at any time as one more selective device of fiscal policy.

Many taxpayers are now convinced, after the events of the past
month, that the continuing existence of these guidelines is uncertain
at best. They also believe that the intended and promised benefits of
shorter guideline lives may now be wholly illusory because the suspen-
sion will make it just that much more difficult, or even impossible, to
meet the complicated reserve ratio test.

Finally, faced with this new proposal for the elimination on a se-
lective basis of the accelerated depreciation methods that have been
considered a permanent part of the Code since 1954, an earlier Treas-
ury assurance of reasonable certainty seems to be gone.

The United States finds itself once again right back where it was
in 1961, with a tax depreciation structure hopelessly inadequate as
compared with those of other industrial nations with whom we must
continue to compete for world markets.

Passage of this proposal, as ridiculous and as dangerous as it is,
seems a foregone conclusion. Our one hope is that this committee will
make it somewhat less ridiculous and less dangerous by adopting the
amendments we have proposed.Our other hope is that out of this unfortunate legislative experi-
ence will come at long last a realization that the Nation's industrial
and economic health requires a sound and a certain, and a reliable,
capital recovery tax structure-one that will not be a political foot-
ball or a fiscal whipping boy every time there is a change in the eco-
nomic or political climate.

I am sorry my time is up, Mr. Chairman, and there is not time to
give you our specific recommendations for accomplishing this statu-
tory capital recovery tax structure. I have set out our suggestions in
the last two pages of our prepared statement.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Barlow together with the attach-
ments follow:)

STATEMENT BY JOEL BARLOW FOR THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE
UNITED STATES

My name is Joel Barlow. I am a member of the Board of Directors of the
Chamber of Commerce of the United States and Chairman of its Taxation Com-
mittee. I am also a member of the Washington law firm of Covington & Burling.

I appreciate this opportunity to appear before the Senate Finance Committee
to present the National Chamber's views on H.R. 17607 which provides for the
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suspension of both the investment credit and the accelerated depreciation meth-
ods as applied to buildings.

Because of the problems of economics, as well as taxation, confronting us in
this legislation, Dr. Carl H. Madden, Chief Economist of the Chamber, is with
me today. Attached to my prepared statement is a statement he has prepared,
and I request that they both be included in the record. The National Chamber's
detailed recommendations for structural and technical changes in H.R. 17607
are set out at the end of my prepared statement as Appendix A.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to emphasize to begin with that the National Cham-
ber is greatly concerned about the intensification of inflationary pressures. The
Chamber has also been equally concerned, as Dr. Madden points out in his state-
ment, about the Administration's reluctance and failure over the past year to
reduce non-defense expenditures and to take other timely measures to curb infla-
tion. Senator Javits has carefully documented this failure in the Congressional
Record for September 27, 1966, beginning at page 22911.

Just a few months ago Administration officials were saying that there were
no perceptible inflationary dangers, that there was no reason to curtail non-
defense spending programs, and that there was no need to increase income taxes
either to dampen the inflation or to meet the burgeoning costs of the Viet Nam
War.

Then very suddenly on September 8 the President announced that something
had to be done immediately about the mounting inflation. We were glad to hear
his commitment to reduce non-defense spending and to ease Government pres-
sures on the money market. But we strenuously opposed, as we did in 1961 and
1962, the proposal that the tax depreciation structure be selectively ued once
again as a counter-cyclical device to control the economy.

Right up until the time of this announcement on September 8, Administration
spokesmen had taken Just.the opposite tack on the advisability of suspending the
investment credit. They had been almost unanimous in contending that the sus-
pension of the credit would be wholly ineffective as an immediate, short-range
anti-inflationary measure. They correctly pointed out that its impact would not
be felt for six months or even a year. They very properly warned that such a
delayed impact to 1967 or 1968 could be dangerous, that it might come just when
capital spending should be encouraged instead of restrained.

This is precisely the National Chamber's position. We believe that these offi-
clals-the Secretary of the Treasury, the distinguished Chairman of this Coin-
mittee, and others- were right in the first place, and for all the many reasons
they have repeatedly given us. To our mind the Administration's great mistake
was the abandonment of this position on September 8, and the hurried adoption
before the elections of this inadequate and obvious Pjolitical expedient.

I think it is fair to say that since September 8 almost everybody concerned
with the drafting and redrafting of H.R. 17607 would agree, if he could speak
frankly, that we have been confusing activity with accomplishment so far as
writing sensible tax legislation is concerned, or combating inflation is concerned.
I hasten to add, however, that the task of drafting amendments to remove some
of the quite unbelievable hardships and inequities in the bill has been a very
necessary and important activity, and there is still much amending to do.

There is a growing realization as this complex bill is written and rewritten,
and as time goes by, and as the classic signs appear that the boom is topping off,
that this too-little-and-too-late legislation Is not only an exercise in futility, but
as the Secretary of the Treasury earlier warned, an invitation to serious eco-
nomic trouble in 1967 and 1968. Leading economists agree that it will accentuate
the cyclical difficulties of the capital goods industry, and particularly the tradi-
tional peaks and valleys of the machine tool industry.

H.R. 17607 is so complicated and ambiguous that tax lawyers and tax ac-
countants do not yet understand what it means. This hurried legislation re-
quires so many amendments and exceptions to make it at all workable, and to
minimize just a few of its many inequities and hardships, that ridiculous and
artificial concepts and language have had to be introduced into an already coi-
plex and prolix tax structure. We now have "phantom credits," and a new
"suspension period property," and problems of interpretation under the laws
of fifty states as to when a binding contract is a "binding contract at all times."
If the bill becomes law, tax avoidance will run rampant and effective audit by
revenue agents will be impossible.

This suspension will work precisely at cross purposes with the depreciation
guidelines. It will make it Just that much mor' difficult, or even impossible, for
taxpayers to meet the somewhat incomprehensible reserve ratio test when the
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guidelines' day of reckoning comes. Enactment of H.R. 17607 will require the
immediate modification of the reserve ratio test or Its elimination If taxpayers
are to have any confidence in the good faith of the Treasury in tax depreciation
policy.

The bill will also work at cross purpoes with the many facility expansion pro.
grains the Government requires for defense. It means more Government invest-
ment and less private investment in faculties. Fortunately the House has pre-
cluded the suspension from working at cross purposes with the water and air
pollution control programs.

The bill Is replete with arbitrary discrimination and disparities in treatment.
For example, those who heeded the President's entreaties in 1966 and coopera-
tively held back on ordering and spending before the President's September an-
nouncement, receive lhe harshest possible treatment in the bill.

Tii is, of course, the so-called "great experiment" with the tax structure for
which a certain school of economists has been waiting for years. They have had
a persistent notion that the tax depreciation structure can be readily utilized on
a selective basis to manipulate the economy. They seem to forget that this same
political expedient of slashing depreciation was tried in the election year of 1934
with tragic consequences to the national economy for the next thirty years.
Depreclation allowances were turned off and have never been fully turned back
on right up to the present time.

These economists have very glibly announced that the Treasury and the Con-
gress and the tax experts can worry about whatever pedestrian problems are
involved in drafting and amending the tax law to minimize the unavoidable in-
equities and casualties. They will get on with the more important business of
manipulating and controlling the economy.

Of course, what they would really like is to bypass this Committee, the Ways
and Means Committee and the Congress, and simply make all of these selective
tax moves themselves with the help of the President.

As for the lurking dangers that may become real dangers if there is a down-
turn in 1967 or 1968, they have a ready answer: Just pass another complicated
tax statute with all the necessary exceptions and exclusions to suspend the
suspension, or in the alternative, give the President the power to do it.

These economists seem to be oblivious (1) to the necessity for some reasonable
certainty, stability, neutrality and simplicity in the tax structure, (2) to the
hardships and inequities that abound in this kind of on-again off-again tax
legislation, and (3) to the mounting taxpayer impatience and frustration that
prevents long-range planning, and breeds the distrust and contempt so prejudicial
to our self-assessment system.

They also seem to be oblivious to some of the important Constitutional safe-
guards on the taxing power.

This school of economists has great impatience with the politics of tax legis-
lation, and the necessary delays In the democratic legislative process. The delay
in 1961 to 1962 in the tax credit legislation makes it plain that it is most difficult
to use counter-cyclical devices like the investment credit to reduce taxes. And
of course, as we now know, it is practically impossible to use them in any timely
way to increase taxes. Inequities, complaints, amendments and delays are rela-
tively few and far between when tax liability is reduced. But they become
incredibly numerous and formidable when tax liability is to be increased. The
timing desired and required by the economists becomes quite impossible as we
are learning in 1966.

If there are any remaining doubts about all this, we need only look at the
contradictory anl inconsistent arguments, the delaying tactics and the backing
and filling that has taken place in this election year to get this tax increase
proposal to the Congress.

If H.R. 17607 had been passed a year ago, or even six months ago, it probably
would have had some impact, good or bad, about this time. But everyone
knows, and the Administration better thai anyone else, that this kind of legis-
lation could not have been passed a year ago. That kind of anticipatory timing
is just not possible. We also know that if this were not an election year, the
bill would never have been introduced, even a this late date. This Is the under-
standable, and sometimes commendable, politics of tax legislation that these
economists simply do not understand. They invariably overlook it in their zeal
to tinker and tamper experimentally with selected provisions of the tax structure.

Despite assertions to the contrary, we simply are not yet sufficiently sophis..
ticated or gullible, depending on one's point of view, to let these economists utilize
the tax structure on a selective basis to manipulate and control the economy.
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Except for general tax rate increases or decreases (and these will usually be
based on immediate revenue needs), the economists' prospects for effective
counter-cyclical utilization of the tax structure are bleak indeed. Fortunately,
our form of government and our legislative processes simply do not lend them-
selves to this kind of short-term manipulation.

In opposing the suspension today, the National Chamber is taking the same
position it did in 1961. At that time we opposed the credit as a short-term
counter-cyclical device tacked on to the tax structure, principally because it
would be vulnerable to suspension or repeal at the first change in the economic
or political climate and we would be left with an even more inadequate struc-
ture than it was then.

We were requesting, instead, as we had for many years, permanent improve-
ments in our inadequate depreciation structure that would make it comparable
to the systems of other industrial nations.

We were asking that a provision be written into the tax law that would be
an integral part of the depreciation structure; a provision that would represent
sonie measurement of the unrecognized obsolescence in capital consumption;
one that would not be considered a subsidy or handout, but instead an allowance
to which the taxpayer would be entitled under established concepts of computing
net income. This kind of provision would not have been so vulnerable to sus-
pension or repeal.

We wanted only a simple provision like the initial allowance in Section 179
of the Code without dollar limitation, or the adoption of the Canadian-type
system that had proved so effective.

However, most of the business community, desperate for tax depreciation
reform, hurriedly endorsed this credit device.

But the Chamber questioned it. We were opposed to short-term subsidies,
and to countercyclical devices and to more complexity just as we are opposed
today.

Permit me to read briefly from my testimony in 1961 when the investment
credit was first proposed. Our analysis then and what has happened since so
clearly support the position we are taking today that I ask your indulgence. At
that time I said (and I quot) :

"There are many questions in our minds about the incentive tax credit method
the Treasury has evolved to impoment the President's program. But we have
no question at all about the Presidrtt's sincerity, his anxiety, and even his
eagerness , as he emphasized in his messj'.. 'to increase the modernization, pro.
ductivity and.competitive status of American industry. '

"The President knows, as we do, that our National security, and our eco-
nomic well-being, even our survival, cry out for the elimination of deterrents in
our National policies and laws-and specifically in our tax laws."

"And so we have approached these tax incentive proposals with an earnest
desire to approve and concur if we possibly can. Enlightened self-interest
would seem at first glance to prompt the business community to endorse en-
thusiastically the proposed investment tax credit."

"Philosophically, we have difficulty with the idea of subsidies, direct or indi-
rect. Only in CtrCmis are they warranted. Unfortunately, a tax subsidy to one
group inevitably and understandably leads to demands for comparable sub-
sidies for other groups. Dependence on Government becomes the order of the
day. What sector of the economy will receive the next tax credit subsidy?

"We see a problem in the trend, and now the shift, toward the use of the tax
structure for the accomplishment of economic ends and purposes quite unrelated
to the main purpose of revenue collection."

"The question presented niow by this new tax credit proposal is whether we
are going to continue to seek neutrality in the tax statutes, or whether the time
has finally come when the tax structure is to be actively and studiously used as
a mechanism for counter-cyclical planning. In other words, from now on will
the planning tail wag the tax-collecting dog?"

"The tax credit is uncertain in its terms and in its rate and tenure. The
President has announced it is subject to continual 'review' and modification 'to
adapt it to the needs of a changing economy.' This would have an unsettling
influence when certainty and rate stability are essential."

*i- e e -- * -
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"Adoption of the proposed incentive credit, bypassing as it does any depreela-
tion change, may not, as the President said, 'foreclose later action on these
(various) aspects of deprecation' but it seems clear that it will prejudice and
delay basic and meaningful deprecation reform.

"The tax credit proposal may very well have unintended and adverse economic
consequences. It is admittedly conceived as a counter-cyclical measure 'to main-
tai a high level of employment and capacity utilization.' Recurrent changes In
credit allowances may have such as unsettling effect as to accentuate the plight
of cyclical industries."

President Kennedy and the Treasury shared some of our concern. The Pres-
ident said that the credit was proposed on a trial basis. He and the Treasury
frankly acknowledged the inade quacy of the tax depreciation structure, the
mistake in slashing depreciation in the election year 1934, the deadly effect of the
Bulletin F .-traltjacket, and tile need for a permanent change in tax policy
and tax law to sustain long-range capital investment and national growth.

Thus, In 1962, in response to our criticism, the Treasury agreed to modifica-
tions in the initial investment credit proposal. They said there had been a mis-
understanding of their first proposal. They then went on to assure us that the
investment credit as revised by the Treasury and the Ways and Means Com-
mlttee was not to be a short-range counter-cyclical device, but a permanent
and continuing part of our tax deprication structure.

We were glad to have these assurances, particularly because there was no
prospect for the enactment of any of the more permanent depreciation provisions
we had proposed. These assurances gave us some reason to believe, despite our
reservations about the inherent deficiencies in the credit device, that the Govern-
went intended this to be a long-range capital recovery reform, and a permanent
reversal of our shortsighted national policy on tax depreciation.

Now only four years have gone by and we are faced with the suspension of
the credit just as we feared. Contrary to these earlier assurances, the Administra-
tion now seems to be preoccupied only with the short-range use of the credit, and
quite oblivious to the evident longer-term dangers and problems they recently
argued It would create.

The problems of competing in world markets, of discouraging the flight of
industrial capital abroad, of improving our balance of payments, all seem to
be forgotten. Contrary to the recommendations of the Kennedy Administration,
we are to have a moratorium on modernization and replacement despite the
continuing high percentage of obsolete facilities In the United States industrial
plant.

We are even asked to forget that the best answer to inflation is the establish-
ment of productive facilities adequate to meet any and all Increasing wartime
and civilian demands. We are told that this is a valid answer to inflation only
when production capacity does not move ahead of national growth. But what
of world growth and world markets, and the absolute necessity in terms of our
balance of payments problem of expanding and modernizing our capacity to com-
pete in and supply these growing world markets?

H.R. 17607 now turns out to be much more than just a credit suspension
bill; it is a basie change in national tax policy and national economic policy.
In our view l is a tragic change, coming as it does at this particular moment
in history when the boom may be topping out, and when we need expanded pro-
duction, and more modernization and replacement, to meet the burgeoning de-
mands of an escalated war, a heated civilian economy, and a new and compelling
world market.

Even if we were to accept the Treasury's explanation that the quick reversal
of position on the 7% credit can be attributed entirely to the escalation of the
Viet Namn War. the logic of this as a justification escapes us. In World War II
and again In the Korean War the Government wisely encouraged production and
investment in production facilities as the best hope of meeting wartime needs
and dampening inflation. It was basic poliy and it was effective. It was Im-
plemented by the enactment of 60-month tax amortization providing incentives,
not deterrents, for the expansion, not the curtailment, of productive facilities.

H.R. 17607 moves in the very opposite direction. It ignores the policy decision
taken in 1961 that a permanent tax depreciation structure is essential to de-
fense, to continued industrial health, to sustained national growth, and to the
expansion of our world markets. It is defeatist. It takes the shortsighted,
short-term view preoccupied solely with the parameters of our domestic economy.
It ignores our place in the world economy. It creates a devastating uncertainty,
and leaves us with no depreciation tax structure worthy of the name.
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Today, instead of permanent depreciation rates and allowances firmly written
in the law, we have only so-called "Guidelines" written into a Revenue Procedure
(not even dignified as a regulation) that the Administration, in its present frame
of mind, might decide to change at any time as one more selective device of
fiscal policy. Many taxpayers are now convinced, after the events of the past
month, that the continuing existence of these guidelines is uncertain at best.
They also believe that the intended and promised benefits of the shorter guide-
lines lives may now be wholly illusory because the suspension will make it that
much more difficult, or even impossible, to meet the complicated and rigorous
reserve ratio test. As I have said, enactment of H.R. 17607 will require further
modification or elimination of the reserve ratio test.And finally, faced with this new proposal for the elimination on a selective
basis of the accelerated depreciation methods that have been considered a per-
inanent part of the Code since 1954, any earlier Treasury assurance of reason-
able certainty seems to be gone. The United States finds itself once again right
back where it was in 1961, with a tax depreciation structure hopelessly inade-
quate as compared with those of other industrial nations with whom we must
compete.

Passage of this proposal, as ridiculous and as dangerous as it is, seems a for-
gone conclusion. Our one hope is that this Committee will make it somewhat
less ridiculous and less dangerous by adopting the amendments we have proposed.

Our other hope is that out of this unfortunate legislative experience will come
at long last a realization that the nation's industrial and economic health re-
quires a sound, and a certain, and a reliable, capital recovery tax structure--one
that will not be a political football or a fiscal whipping boy every time there is a
change in the economic or political climate.

To accomplish this, the Congress, at the earliest possible moment, should amend
Section 167 of the Revenue Code to write the depreciation guidelines into law
without any requirement of the reserve ratio test, or any test of individual tax-
payer experience. It Is this test that has plagued the smaller businesses par-
ticularly and has given rise to such interminable, expensive and meaningless
controversy over the years.

Section 167 should be further amended to include the initial allowance pro-
vided in Section 179, witbout dollar limitation, and at a rate that would measure
the obsolescence of productive equipment resulting from technological change
and other factors. This provision should be written' so that it would provide a
capital recovery equivalent to the 7% credit.

The accelerated depreciation methods should be made available to all tax-
payers as a recognition of the economic fact, now so well established, that the
rate of capital consumption is much greater in the early years.

Under this tax system United States industry would no longer be under its
present tax handicap in competing in world markets. This tax structure would
sustain long-term modernization and replacement and national growth, it would
minimize the inflationary pressures that arise, as in 1966, from reliance on short-
range counter-cyclical tax devices, and It would make these uncertain selective
devices unnecessary as instruments of fiscal policy.

APPENDIX A

PROPOSALS FOR CORRECTING STRUCTURAL AND TEOIiNICAL Di'uFcTs IN H.R. 17607
AS REPORTED ON SEPTEMBER 26, 196, BY TIE HOUSE WAYS AND MEANS
CoM.1ITTgF.

DEFINITION OF SUSPENSION PERIOD PROPERTY

(a.) Problemn.-Section 1 of H.R. 17607 as reported by the House Ways and
Means Committee defines suspension period property as property (1) the physi-
cal construction, reconstruction, or erection of which begins either during the
suspension period or pursuant to an order placed during the suspension period, or
(2) which is acquired by the taxpayer either during'the suspension period or
pursuant to an order placed during such period. A number of questions are
raised by this definition insofar as the critical starting date for machinery and
equipment is concerned. These questions are not answered adequately either in
the statute itself or in the Ways and Means Committee Report. These include
the following:

(i) What is the critical starting date in the case of machinery and equipment
which is partly acquired and partly constructed by the taxpayer? The statute
seems to assume that "property" is either bought or built, but, if each "property"
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Is a unit which contains all the parts -and components which would normally
comprise a single item account for depreciation purposes (and this seems to be
the only reasonable view under both the present law and under the Committee
Report), it is obvious that a single "property" can be both acquired and con-
structed. The Ways and Means Committee Report, however, indicates (p. 20)
that "construction does not begin when parts or components of the machine or
equipment are purchased." The illogic of this result is apparent If one considers
that in some cases the purchased components might constitute as much as 90%
or more of the finished product.

(i) What is the critical starting date in the case of machinery and equip-
ment constructed from parts and components? Aside from the acquisition/con.
struction problem discussed in (i)'above, the Ways and Means Committee Report
language (p. 20) dealing with the construction starting date for machinery and
equipment is wholly inadequate. The Report simply states that construction
does not start when parts or components are purchased or when processing or
assembly of a part or component begins. Since virtually all -machinery and
equipment are composed 100% of parts and components, the effect of this lan-
guage is to make It impossible to begin construction under the statute. The
whole is the sum of its parts. There is no reliable or logical way to distinguish
in most cases between the machine itself and its components. 'The distinction
which might be drawn Is between processing or purchasing parts or components
designated for a particular machine or piece of equipment, on the one hand, and
parts or components designated for general inventory on the other.

(iii) What is the critical starting date in the case of machinery and equip-
ment constructed for inventory and resale by the taxpayer? The statute appears
to state that commencement of construction alone is sufficient, regardless of
the existence of any order from a customer. However, the Ways and Means
Committee Report, in a discussion (p. 19) of the construction starting date prob-
lem, contains the following sentence: "This, of course. in the case of machinery
and equipment, is not intended to apply in cases where the items inventoried
for resale are not subject to orders." Remarks by Ways and Means Committee
Chairman Mills to the House of Representatives at the time H.R. '17607 was
brought to the floor support this view. The general structure of the suspension
provisions also suggests that construction for inventory and resale should not
be regarded as significant. The statutory language, however, appears to'be In-
consistent with this view and should be corrected.

(iv) What is the critical starting date in the case of special purpose struc-
tures, equipment or machinery for which a substantial foundation is required?
The Committee Report (p. 20) specifically points out that in the case of a
building construction commences with the digging of the footings or the driving
of foundation piles, but nothing comparable is said about section 38 special pur-
pose structures, machinery or equipment, which, in many cases, may require
the extensive foundation work. There is no basis for an arbitrary distinction
between these two categories of property.

(v) How is the critical starting date to be determined on the records of the
taxpayer and established on examination of tax returns? The determination
of a critical starting date, except in those cases where the date of placing of
the order is determinative, is much more difficult, as a practical matter, than
the determination of the date on which property is put into service, the critical
date under present law. Most firms do not keep the kind of records from which
construction starting dates for machinery and equipment can be readily deter-
mined. The problem is aggravated here by the fact that one critical date-the
commencement of the suspension period-has already passed and taxpayers
had no opportunity to set up records in advance so that the necessary informa-
tion could be recorded. This is certain to lead to administrative difficulties. In
fairness to taxpayers caught. by surprise, the Committee Report should make it
clear that taxpayers can establish starting dhtes by any reasonable evidence.

(b) Solution.-The construction for inventory problem described in (ill) above
calls for a change in the language of proposed new Section 48(h) (2) of the Code.
It would appear desirable, at the same time, to add a sentence to this provision
making it clear that a uniform test of construction beginning is to be applied to
buildings and other property. This can be amplified by explanation in the Com-
mnittee Report. The Committee Report should make it clear that in cases where
the construction date Is significant, the critical time (to be determined by any
reasonable evidence) is the earliest to occur of any of the following: when
foundation work begins; when parts or components are placed under binding
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contract or acquired, if they are not inventory items; or when assembly or proc-
essing of parts or components for incorporation into the final product begins.
This distinction between inventory and non-inventory items is a meaningful one
in terms of the practical commitment of the machinery builder. Once a part or
component has passed beyond the general inventory category it is not realistic to
turn back. The allowance or disallowance of the credit will not be a material
factor influencing the decision to complete the machine for the time within
which that decision could be made has passed.

It should be pointed out that this proposed revised test for the machinery and
equipment starting date does not eliminate the need for the machinery and equip-
ment completion rule (proposed Section 48(h) (5) of the Code). There will be
many instances in which machinery and equipment is assembled or constructed
out of inventory items but where no designation or processing of these inventory
parts and components has taken place prior to the September 9, 1966, cut-off
date. The completion rule is necessary to provide for these situations where
the bulk of the parts or components were on hand or under order prior to the
cut-off date.

"(2) SUSPENSION PERIOD PROPERTY DEFINED.-Except as otherwise provided in
this subsection and subsection (I), the term 'suspension period property' means
section 38 property-

"(A) the physical construction, reconstruction, or erection of which by
the taxpayer begins during such period,

"(B) the physical construction, reconstruction, or erection of which by
a person other than the taxpayer takes place pursuant to an order placed by
the taxpayer during such period, or

"(C) the acquisition of which by the taxpayer takes place during such
period or pursuant to an order placed during such period.

Physical construction, reconstruction or erection is considered to begin on the
date when actual physical work is started on the property (including any part
or component thereof), or on any earlier date when any part or component desig-
nated for incorporation into the property is acquired or ordered under a binding
contract."

THE BINDING CONTRACT EXEMPTION

(a) Proble.-Proposed Section 1 of H.R. 17607 as reported by the House
Ways and Means Committee excepts from the definition of "suspension period
property" (property not qualified for the investment credit) property "con-
structed, reconstructed, erected, or acquired pursuant to a contract which was,
on September 8, 1966, and at all times thereafter, binding on the taxpayer."
The term "binding contract" is not defined in the statute, but the meaning of
this phrase is discussed to some extent in the Committee Report. The Report
indicates that state law tests are to be applied but indicates that the presence
of certain conditions will not be inconsistent with binding contract status.

The "binding contract" test falls short by a substantial margin of doing
equity to taxpayers who, in good faith reliance upon the availability of the in-
vestment credit, had economically committed themselves, prior to September 9,
1966, to expenditures which would have qualified for the credit but for the sus-
pension. The legal concept of "binding contract" is a far cry from the practical
businessconcept of a.firm commitment. Various other exceptions to the suspen-
sion contained in the Ways and Means Committee version of H.R. 17607 are a
recognition of the inadequacy of the narrow "binding contract" test.

In addition to this basic objection, the Ways and Means Report appears to reach
unsatisfactory resolutions or is not clear with respect to the application of the
"binding contract" rule in many important situations including: price escalation
clauses which give the purchaser the right to cancel in the event of escalation;
conditions which permit cancellation by the seller but not by the purchaser; or-
ders placed with distributors rather than with suppliers; and cancellation rights
which arise subsequent to the start of the suspension period but which are not
exercised.

The bill will not achieve a real measure of fairness and equity among tax-
payers unless an economic commitment or firm order test is substituted for the
binding contract language of H.R. 17607. There is a precedent for such a stand-
ard in the Excess Profits Tax law. Failing this, the binding contract provision
in the statute should be amplified or explained more effectively in the Senate
Finance Committee Report to clear up the troublesome problems which are
raised about the binding contract language by the Ways and Means Committee
Report.
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(b) Solution.-Attached is a proposed summary explanation' of the binding
contract provision contained in proposed new Section 48(h),(3)' of the Code.
This explanation could be placed in-the Committee Report but inclusion in the
statute itself would appear preferable to preclude misunderstandings arising
from two different Committee Report interpretations of the same statutory
language.

The attached revision makes it clear that a binding contract is one which is
binding on the taxpayer regardless of the obligation upon the other, party or
parties to the contract. To qualify under the binding contract exemption the
contract must be one of which the subject matter is the sale or lease of the
property to the taxpayer. This would exclude from the binding contract defini-
tion contracts with financial institutions, labor unions and the like to which
reference is made in the Ways and Means Committee Report. The contract
may be o:ne between the taxpayer and a supplier, an agent of the supplier or an
independent wholesaler or distributor.

The presence in the contract of any condition subsequent would not be regarded
as inconsistent wtih the existence of a binding contract so long as, prior to
September 9, 1966, the occurrence of non-occurrence of this condition has not
actually taken place, become certain to take place; or become subject to the
exclusive control of the taxpayer. This is intended to incorporate in the statute
the view expressed in the Report of the House Ways and Means Committee that
a condition would not be regarded as withIn the exclusive control of the tax-
payer if he is under an express or implied legal obligation to use his best efforts
to bring about or prevent the occurrence of the condition so as to preserve the
effectiveness of the contract.

By examining the binding nature of all contracts on one date, September 9,
1966, the proposed new binding contract test eliminates disparities and'inequities
which might otherwise arise and simplifies tax administration and compliance.
For example, a post-September 9 price adjustment giving-the taxpayer a right
to cancel would not deprive the contract of its binding nature so long as there
is in fact no cancellation. This is a recognition of the fact that price escalations
seldom In fact cause cancellations, and that the interests of the Government do
not lie in the direction of penalizing those who fail to abrogate contracts entered
into in good faith with every expectation of fulfillment.

At the same time the new language would not creAte a binding contract in the
instance where, on September 9, 1966, the taxpayer has an unrestricted right
to cancel the order without damages within a specified period of time extending
beyond September 9. In such a case the condition subsequent would be within
the taxpayer's exclusive control on the critical date. The same situation would
exist in the case of a price escalation cancellation right which arose prior to
September 9 as a consequence of an earlier price increase.

"(3) BINDING CONmAoTS.-To the extent that any property is constructed,
reconstructed, erected, or acquired pursuant to a contract for the sale or lease
of such property to the taxpayer which was, on September 8, 1966, binding on
the taxpayer, and which was in effect at all times subsequent to such date, such
property shall not be deemed to be suspension period property. The presence
in any contract of any condition subsequent shall be disregarded in determining
whether the contract is binding upon the taxpayer unless such condition had
occurred, become certain to occur, or become subject to the taxpayer's uncon-
trolled discretion prior to September 9, 1966."

THE EQUIPPED BUILDING RULE

(a) Problem.-Section 1 of H.R. 17607 as reported by the House Ways and
Means Committee contains an exception from the definition of "suspension period
property" for section 38 property comprising an equipped building (and neces-
sary incidental adjacent section 38 property) if more than 50% of the cost of
the equipped building is under construction, acquired or subject to binding con-
tract before September 9, 1966.

The Report of the House Ways and Means Committee recognizes the necessity
for this provision in fairness to taxpayers who, prior to the introduction of the
credit suspension legislation, were too far along on major projects to be able to
cancel their plans. Loss of the investment credit in such circumstances would
not defer investment spending, the objective of the suspension bill; but would
.1nmplv impose a financial hardship on the taxpayer and perhaps necessitate a
s oreh for new outside financing, a result contrary to the suspension bill's
Milrctive.
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The problem with the equipped building exemption is that it falls short of
meeting the problem it was designed to overcome.

Many major projects planned prior to the investment credit suspension and
on which there were heavy commitments prior to September 9, 1966, will not be
covered by the exception because of the fortuitous circumstance that they are
not housed under a single roof. Steel industry facilities are a good example.
A cold reduction sheet mill, for example, may InAude the following major units
of equipment, all of which must be placed in service before any unit can operate
as intended under the plan for the mill.

1. Continuous coil pickling line.
2. Coil conveyor.
3. Cold reduction tandem mill.
4. Continuous annealing line.
5. Skin pass or tempering mills.
6. Batch annealing furnaces.
7. E.O.T. cranes.
8. Electric power station.
9. Pneumatic power station.

Projects of this type could be installed (i) in a new building constructed
for that purpose, (ii) in an existing building, (iii) partially in an existing
building and partially in an addition to that building, (iv) partially in a build-
Ing and partially outside a building or (v) out In the open. The equipped bnild-
ing rule, as presently contained in H.R. 17607, would not apply in all of these
situations.

Another serious defect in the present equipped building provision is its limita-
tion to situations in which there is a 50% commitment by the taxpayer. In
the case of projects within a single structure or consisting of only a few units,
or units to be constructed simultaneously, the 50% commitment test may be
satisfactory. But, in the case of projects consisting of a number of units
which may be built consecutively over a period of time, it may be impossible
to satisfy this test even. though the taxpayer has already paid or incurred sub-
stantial amounts in respect of what is all one project.

Another defect in the equipped building rule is that, in computing the 50%
commitment, binding contracts and committed purchased machinery are in-
cluded (by reference to proposed Section 48(h) (3) and 48(h) (5) (A)) but
committed machinery assembled or 'produced by the taxpayer (proposed Section
48(h) (5) (B)) is not counted. The basis for this distinction is not set forth
in the Ways lind Means Committee Report, and the reason for the failure to
include Section 48(h) (5) (B) machinery and equipment is not apparent.

(b) golution.-In order to overcome its defects, proposed Section 48(h) (4)
should be revised. Attached is a proposed revision which covers production
facility projects as well as equipped buildings, makes it clear that the latter
can consist of section 38 structures, provides for a 25% paid or incurred test as
an alternative to the 50% commitment test, and permits Section 48(h) (5) (B)
property to count in satisfying the commitment test. The revised provision
would permit the taxpayer, at his election, to qualify under either the equipped
building project or the production facility project rule.

"(4) PROJECT COMPLETION. TuLE.-'-If, pursuant to a plan of the taxpayer in
existence on September 8, 1960 (which plan was not substantially modified at
any time after such date and before the taxpayer placed the Project in service),
the taxpayer has constructed,. reconstructed, erected, or acquired facilities com-
prising an Equipped Building Project or a Production Facility Project, then all
section 38 property comprising such Project (and any incidental section 38 prop-
erty adjacent to the building comprising such Project in the case of an Equipped
Building Project) shall be treated as section 38 property which is not suspension
period property.

"(A) EQUIPPED BUILDING PROJET.-An Equipped Building Project consists
of property (whether or not section 38 property), including a building con-
structed, reconstructed, erected, or acquired by the taxpayer and the machin-
ery and equipment necessary to the planned use of the building by the
taxpayer, provided that the taxpayer has satisfied the Commitment Test
with respect to such Project.

"(B) PRODUCTION FACILITY PROJECT.-A Production Facility Project con-
sists of two or more untis of section 38 property constructed, reconstructed,
erected, or acquired by. the taxpayer and situated at one location whethere
or not placed in a building or buildings), which, taken together, comprise or

CJ * -- 't; .pv vS~w
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are a part of a single production process, provided that the taxpayer has
satisfied the Commitment Test with respect to such Project;

"(C() COMMITMENT 'EST.-The Commitment Test is satisfied with respect
to an Equipped Building Project or a Production Facility Project if, prior to
September 9, 1966, the taxpayer has either-

"(1) begun physical construction, reconstruction, or erection, or
acquired property, comprising more than 50 percent of the aggregate
adjusted basis of all -the property of a character subject to the allowance
for depreciation making up the Project, or

"(11) paid or Incurred in respect of the physical, construction, recon.
struction, erection, or acquisition, of property included 'in the Project,
an amount equal to 25 percent of the aggregate adjustedbasis of all the
property of a character subject to the allowance for depreciation making
up the Project.

For the purpose of subparagraph (i), construction, reconstruction, erection,
or acquisition shall be deemed to have begun or taken place with respect to
any property not deemed to be suspension period property by reason of
paragraph (3) or (5)."

THE MACHINERY OU EQUIPMENT COMPLETION RULE

(a) Problem.-Section 1 of H.R. 17W07 as-reported by the House Ways and
Means Committee contains an exception from the definition of "suspension
period property" for "machinery or equipment" more than 50 percent of the
adjusted basis of which is attributable to parts and components on hand or sub-
ject to a binding contract on September 8, 1966; or, in the case of a taxpayer
who regularly assembles or otherwise produces such machinery or equipment
out of parts and components, If 50 percent (determined on the basis Of cost) of
such parts and components were on hand or subject to a binding contract on
September 8,1966.

The provision, in contrast to the "equipped building rule," appears to be de-
signed to take care of individual units of investment credit property which are
substantially committed prior to the suspension date. The principal difficulty
with the provision, in its present form, is that it uses terms which are foreign
to the investment credit provisions now in the law and which may lead to con-
fusion ,or misunderstanding on the part of both taxpayers and tax authorities.
The references in the provision to "machinery or equipment," "piece," '"parts
and components" and "regularly" are particularly difficult to define with any
precision.

(b) ',olutio.--In order to overcome the foregoing Objections, proposed 'See-
tion 48(h) (5) should be revised. Attached is' a proposed revision which rede-
scribes this section as the "Section 38 Property Unit Completion Rules" and
refers throughout to a unit of section 88 property rather than to a "piece of
machinbry or equipment." The term "parts and components" is retained but
this term Is made more meaningful by relating it to a unit of section 88 property
which has been completed and placed in service. The term "regularly" Is
deleted In 5 (B) since no need or justification for such a requirement exists.

More extensive revision of this exception to tIe suspension period property
provision would be required in the absence of clarification of proposed Section
48(h) (2) which defines suspension period property. It should .be clear in Sec-
tion 48(h) (2) that construction commences when a component for a unit of
Section 88 property 'is ordered, acquired, or begun to be processed if It is desig-
nated at that time for inclusion In the'final product. Where construction has
commenced in this way prior to September 9, 1966, .the property in which the part
or component is to be Incorporated should not be classified as suspension period
property under Section 48(h) (2) without regard to Sectloi 48(h) (5). There
is no necessity or Justification for the 500% test of Section 48(h) (5) in these
cases where work on the specific property itself'has beoun. At this stage, as a
practical matter, there is no turning back. ,On the" other hand, Sectioi 48(h) (5)
Is necessary to achieve a measure' of equity where no construction has started
but more than 50% of the event alprodUct is built 'out of parts and components
contracted for or on hand in Inventory on the September 9, 1966, cut-off date.

"(5) SscTxoxw 88, PROPERTY UnIT COMPLETION RuLEs.-
"(A) IN , ENERAt.--In the case of any unit of section 88 property more than

So0percent of the adjusted basis of~whlch is attributable to'parts and *corn-
pohents which were on hand on September 8, 1966, or were acquired pursuant
to a bilidibg contract which was In effect on such date,, the parts and, comn-
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ponents'necessary t6 enable such 6eqtidn 88 property to be completed and
placed in service shall be treated as pr rperty which is not suspension period
property."(B) CERTAIN, TAXPAYERS WHO ASSEMBLE' OR PRODUCE THEIR OWN SECTION
88 PRuopTY.--In the case of a taxpayer who assembles or otherwise pro-
duces section 88 property for his own use,. any unit of section 88 property
which he assembles or otherwise produces for'his own use odt of parts and
comiaonents more than 50 percent of which (determilhed on the basis of cost)
he had on hand on September 8, 1066, or acquired' pursuant to a , binding con-
tract which'Was in effect-on such date shall be treated as property which is
not suspension period property."

THE "P 0=5 '~

(a) Problem.-Section 8( of H.R. 17007 as reported bytl e House Ways
and Means Committee co ns a new proposed Section 4Q (a) (2) .of the Coderelating to the Umitatio n the investment credit Which may be utili ed In any
year. This new prov on contains the followifig sentence:

"The amount oth eise determine -mder this paragraph shall be reduced
(but not below zero- by the credit Z/lch $vould have been allowable undei4para-
graph (1) for sucf taxable yearfvIth resct tosuspenslon period property , but
for the application of ectio 48 (h) (1).1

The Report o the House i8s and Al ns-Oo _mttee is virtually silent on
this portion of 1the bill. It Is uiii'derstd 'tht thi -rationae ° of the "phantdrm
credit" is that the suspension would &wl~t havb the effect Of permittihlg
credit carryovers from prior years an c Its not subjdct to the suspension to bb
being utilized 3iore rapidly.thn if the ad been aisupension.

There Is an tndenlable ogic'to this 1r 8 si .r as its application to credit
carryovers is concerned. Whe strbcre - seOnt credit tax provision
is such that carryovers of9 nused cr its from o .ears are not to be utilize(
until the credits from the current ,e r have n-exausted. By eliminating
these current 'Oredits the ouspens on ould fo / tbe substitute "phantoiA
credit" have the effect o accelratin utili f the credit carryover'.
Against this logic one has t ..weigh the co ns which the phantom creit
adds to the tax structure and the difficulty, in explaining It effectively to th6u-
sands of firms ani individuals who are nut experts in kax matter s.

The logical basic for the phantopi'credit is no tso apparent When its applica-
tion Is extended-a now clearly rop__sed In H.Tt. 17607-to affect annual in-
vestment qualifying r the credit, as" lstinct .ttom carryovers. This,'may be
illustrated by two examI es: e

During the first half o~..1966 A Corporation put into service malnery and
equipment costing $406,000 tlifying for the Investment credit, A Corporation
had every reason to anticipate lability of an investmen erfdit for 1966 with
respect to this property. Subsequeetmb 6, A Corp6Tin ac-
quired additional machine tools costing $ which were part oft 1 same
modernization program to which A was economically committed prior. to Sep-
tember 9, but which could not qualify for the credit under the limited excep-
tions to the suspension period property provisions. A Corporation's 1066 limita-
tion based on the amount of tax without regard to the phantom credit was
$28,000. But for the credit suspension A would have been entitled to an invest-
ment credit of $28,000 for 1960 and would have carried over to 1967 the unused
credit of $14,000 in respect of the last $200,000 of investment the credit for
which exceeded the limitation. Logically, H.R. 17607 should not affect the
$28,000 credit in respect of A's pre-suspension Investment and should only deny
Corporation A this lMst $14,000 carryover. However, the phantom credit, as
now contained in the bill, works differently. It permits A Corporation to take
only a $14,000 credit In '1966 and forces It to carry over the remaining $14,000.
This' is so because, under the present wording of the phantom credit provision,
suspension period investment I6 considered first in computing the credit limita-
tion, regardless of the equities of protecting' pre-supenson credits and regard-
less of the order In which the property Is put into service.

During the first half of 1968 B 'Corporation puts into service machinery and
equipment costing $400,000 and qualifying for the investment credit. Later in
the same year B Corporation puts Into service additional machinery and equip-
ment costing $200,000 which is considered suspension period property because It
was placed under order prior to January 1, 1968, B Corporation's 1968 credit
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limitation, without regard to the phantom credit provision of H.R. 17607, would
have been $28,000. The phantom credit would have the effect of forcing a post-
ponement of $14,000 of the otherwise available $28,000 of credits earned by non.
suspension property in 1968, This postponement of otherwise available credits
after 1967 has the effect of prolonging the consequences of the suspension well
beyond the 16-month period specified in H.R. 17607.

(b) Solution.-These examples indicate that the phantom credit, in its present
form, is less than perfect. The provision will further complicate an already
complex piece of legislation. Despite its inherent logic it will not be understood
by most taxpayers and will generally be regarded as inequitable, at least unless
a great deal of valuable time is spent explaining the feature to businessmen.
Finally, because this feature In the bill will be little understood or appreciated
by most taxpayers, it can accomplish very little in terms of achieving the ex-
press objectives of the President's anti-inflationary proposals. Under all the
circumstances it would appear to be prudent to delete this provision.

STATEMENT BY CARL H. MADDEN, CHIEF ECONOMIST, CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES

I appreciate the opportunity to submit to the Senate Finance Committee this
statement of behalf of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States in opposi-
tion to the bill before you, H.R. 17007.

We oppose suspension of the investment tax credit because its ratlonable is
based on questionable economic assumptions and because, therefore, its adverse
economic effects are likely to outweigh its political advantages. We strongly
urge this Committee to call as a witness in these hearings Dr. Gardner Ackley,
Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers and chief Administration advocate
of this bill, in order that the Committee can explore the crucial economic implica.
tons of the proposal In this bill in the light of current and foreseeable economic
trends and developments.

The proposal to suspend the investment tax credit stems from the views of the
Council of Economic Advisers. Its purpose, according to news reports, is to slow
down what is seen by the Council as an "investment boom that simply couldn't
be sustainable." The reasoning of the Council is that by reducing the rate of
return on capital investment, the suspension would (1) reduce new orders, (2)
reduce the demand for credit to finance capital spending, and (3) thus reduce
total demand in the economy. The Council further expects, according to news
reports, that capital spending will continue to rise during 1967, but at a some-
what reduced rate (Washington Post, September 9, 1900, page D7).

If, however, a decision is made to retain the phantom credit, In tile interest of
fairness and equity its application should be limited to the carryover situation.
This could be accomplished by deleting the last sentence of proposed Section
46(a) (2) contained in H.R. 17607 and by amending present Section 40(b) (2)
by striking the word "and" at the end of subparagraph (A), by substituting a
comma for the period at the end of subparagraph (B), and by inserting after
subparagraph (B) the word "and" and the following:

"1C) an amount equal to the credit which would have been allowable under
subsection (a) (1) for such taxable year with respect to suspension period prop.
erty but for the application of section 48(h) (1)."

The reasoning of the Council, however, does not sufficiently take into account
several important existing trends that this Committee and the Congress can.
not ignore. Among them are (1) the growing impact of credit stringency on
investment plans, (2) the nature of the current price rise, dominated by rises
in food and raw materials plus services despite declines in durable goods, (3)
the mechanism of future expected price rises stemming from above-productivity

I Already there has been a wide misunderstanding of the phantom credit among sup-posedly well-informed Persons. The press release of the House Ways and Means Com.mittee of September 23, 1966, described the phantom credit as a reduction of credit carry-overs and qualified investment to the extent of suspension period investment, a far moredrastic consequence than a reduction in the limitation based on tax. The Wall StreetJournal and other newspapers picked up this misunderstanding. Commerce ClearingHouse, in its Tax Report No. 46 of September 28, 1966, with which H.R 17607 and the
Ways and Means Committee Report were distributed to subscribers, likewise described thephantom credit as a reduction in the credit carryover rather than a limit on the credit
utilization limitation.
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wage rate increases now coming up, and (4) the likely impact on the economy
of Viet Nam expenditures. In our judgment, it would be extremely unwise to
impose a suspension of the investment credit without careful exploration of
these factors with the Administration's chief economic advertisers.

The major premise of the Council's argument rests on the contention that
special fiscal measures are needed to curb the unsustainable investment spend-
ing boom. We challenge this premise. Because the Administration has acted
too little and too late in applying fiscal restraints, economic events have moved
us towards a classical business cycle peak, The advancing rise in prices at-
tended by the investment boom, a declining unemployment rate with attendant
rising pressures on wage rates, enormous demands for credit, and interest rates
at 30-year highs are now the harvest of the Administration's Indecision and
underestimate of powerful economic forces.

The current economic situation therefore includes the kinds of abnormali-
ties and excesses that have characterized business cycle advances to near-peaks
in the past. And the past record has shown that such excesses and distortions
have been self-limiting, eventuating in a business turndown or slacking as ad-
justments are made. Past investment booms that have been unsustainable
end in business Investment spending declines.

Over one-third of the nation's business economists foresqe a recession to start
in 1967. Nearly three-fourths of the members of the National Association of
Business economists, polled last week at their annual meeting here in Wash-
ington, expect the nominal growth rate, uncorrected for rising prices, to slow
down to 0 percent from this year's 8 percent. The real growth rate is seen
as slowing down even more.

The disturbing elements in the business outlook picture foreseen by these
observers are: (1) a smaller rate of increase in corporate profits than last year;
(2) a corresponding levelling-off of business investment spending on plant and
equipment; (3) no increase in non-farm housing starts next year compared to
thIs year's drastically reduced rate, and (4) an accelerating rise in wage costs.

This year's profits pattern shows that the boom may be close to. topping off.
Unlike last year, when each quarter's profits rose faster than in the correspond-
ing 1904 quarter, the rate of Increase this year has been less than In 19065.
And for the first time since the investment spending boom started in 1964,
the latest Commerce Department-Securities and Exchange Commission quarterly
survey of business plant and equipment outlays showed no rise from the pre-
vious quarter. Not only does the latest National Industrial Conference Board
survey of capital appropriations corroborate this finding, but also the business
economist poll Mentioned above showed that business economists expect busi-
ness investment outlays to peak in mid-1907 and for the whole year to rise
only half as fast as this year-8 percent compared to 17 percent.

The crucial question before this Committee is whether the acknowledged
long-term benefits In a technological age of encouraging the expansion of plant
capacity and the modernization of existing capacity and thus stimulating rises
In productivity should now be sacrificed for whatever uncertain anti-inflationary
results might ensue.

Results of the suspension are also uncertain because the technical impact is
perrerse-the suspension is likely to reinforce the de-stabilizing up-and-down
movement of plant and equipment spending totals. When first imposed, the sus-
pension affects spending with an acknowledged lag of 9 to 12 months because
of the lag between orders and spending. But in the last half of 1967, when
investment spending may already be turning down, the effect of the measure is
to postpone order-placements into 1908, bunching them in the first half of the
year. The technical impact of the suspension hardly, as claimed by Secretary
Fowler, promotes "a more sustainable rate of balanced economic growth in the
next sixteen months" (Statement before the House Ways and Means Committee
on H.R. 17607, September 12, 1966).

In proposing the suspension, the Administration neglects to consider the im-
pact of existing credit restraint on business investment spending. Monetary
economists have long recognized the differential effects of credit restraint, but
they have also demonstrated its past record, when consistently applied, of slow-
ing down investment spending. The credit restraint in force since April should,
now begin to take effect on business spending plans. And business is more vul;
nerable to credit restraint because corporate liquidity has declined and the post-
war benefits of the lag in depreciation allowances behind price rises is about ex-
hausted, so that more businesses are forced into borrowing in order to finance
current levels of plant and equipment spending.
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Suspension of the investment credit also does not address the nature of the
current inflation. To recall the reasoning of the Council again, it is that by re.
during the rate of return on capital investment, the suspension would 'reduce
new orders, reduce the demand for credit, and thus reduce total monetary
demand in the economy. The measure is thus selective in affecting investment
totals, indirect in affecting total demand. When previously used, selective con.
trols such as consumer credit or real estate credit controls were imposed In
sectors where both rates of advance are unsustainable and prices are rising
abnormally fast.

But at the level of consumer prices, major sharp advances have been in food
and services; at the wholesale level, in farm and food products, non-ferrous
metals, and hides-skins-iind-leather products. Indeed, at the consumer level,
prices of key consumer durables have actually declined since the base period of
1957-59.

There Is a real possibility that the Council of Economic Advisers has misin.
terpreted the nature of this inflation, just as most economists may have risin.
terpreted the expansion of 1956 and 1957. That earlier expansion was widely
viewed as a result of an excessive investment boom. However, a careful look
at the anatomy of consumer price rises during that period suggests that the cost-
push inflation of 1956 and 1957 "largely reflected the efforts of business to re-
lieve through higher prices the profit squeeze arising from steeply rising wages
and negligible increases in productivity to pay for them." (First National City
Bank Monthly Economic Letter, September, 1900).

The current Inflation, as judged by price rises and their anatomy, has stemmed
from excessive total demand spilling over into sectors of the economy not ex-
periencing productivity gains, such as raw materials and services, along with
bad luck In farming. But the current inflation has not spilled over into prices of
consumer durables because of the very productivity gains made possible by our
recently more enlightened depreciation policy. Thus, suspension of the invest-
ment tax credit may not only slow down long run economic growth but it may
promote short run price rises stemming from lowered productivity advances
resulting from lowered rates of modernization and expansion.

And, it is important to remember, the suspension comes at a time when the
rise in wage costs is likely to accelerate. Last spring, Dr. Gardner Ackley took
the trouble to point out to the Chamber's annual meeting that, because profit
margins were advancing, "Does anyone imagine that labor will continue to show
moderation in Its wage demands ... ?" And Dr. Ackley has been proved correct
by settlements since. It of course need not follow, as indeed it is not follow-
ing, that profits rates inevitably continue to advance. But in our current institu-
tional climate, wage rates never fall and only advance either more or less. In
the coming months they are universally expected to advance more. Many ob-
servers reason that unions will think in terms of adding 3 per cent productivity
advances to 3.5 per cent price rises in order to seek settlements that keep wages
even with the cost of living.

Notice, however, the effects, assuming the investment credit is suspended.
First, unions will in 1967 be seeking 3 per cent productivity gains-or more-
when investment that creates such productivity gains will be undergoing curbs,
so that in 1967, productivity advances will be falling off from long terms trends.
Second, the wage settlements gained by unions in high-productivity industries
will tend to spread to others, including services industries, further raising the
price of services. And throughout industry the rising costs of wages will push
prices up. But if credit remains restricted, price rises that do not stick will
lead to profits squeezes that shut off investment spending.

In short, If the thrust of the present proposal is indeed to blunt inflation,
the prospect of accelerating wage increases makes even more imperative cost-
reducing business investment, rather than less. In the 1950's, James Duesen-
berry, presently a member of the Council of Economic Advisers, recognized the
point in writing, "If - . . an increase in output is caused by an increase in pro-
ductivity, it can have considerable anti-inflationary effect." ("The Mechanics of
Inflation," Review of Eownomis and Statistios, May 1950 p. 145.)

One last but highly important matter remains. This is the effect of the Viet-
nam war. The public, of course, has not been told of the expected spending rises,
despite vague hints and insinuations that have gone along with official cautions
that even stronger fiscal measures may be needed. Suspension of the invest-
ment credit will affect only industries not either furnishing defense goods, or
supplying defense industries. But affected consumer-goods industries will face
on one side both a credit squeeze and the cost-increasing investment measure,
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and on th6 other side the accelerating rise in wage rates. This, it might be
argued, is Just what is wanted-risibg costs to temper expansion. However,
these consumer goods industries Will also face rising consumer demand, stem-
ming from rising wages, rising defense demand, and rising demand from non-
defense Government spending and state and local spending. Is not the result
of the suspension for such Industries only to be inflationary? On one ide are
rising costs; on the other side, induced by Vietnam war-spending rises is in-
creased consumer demand (already augmented by Great Society spending).
The suspension proposal is not going to curb very much either investment de-
mand or total demand if the Vietnam war spending is to rise as much as Adminis-
tration spokesmen hint. As they say, still stronger fiscal measures are going
to be needed.

Well then, If such measures are going to be needed, why do we not consider
them, rather than this ill-designed investment credit suspension? Why is it
that the public is not being told, the Congress is not being told what added costs
we are going to incur?

The National Chamber is on record that an across-the-board increase in taxes
should be considered only if, after nondefense Government spending is reduced
by postponing less essential and new spending programs, military requirements
make such a tax increase necessary. The National Chamber agrees with former
Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers Walter Heller: "The NIA
budget has no business being in deficit in an overheated economy at or below 4%
unemployment. Fiscal policy-indeed, the 'new economics'-will not be doing
its Job unless steps are taken to maintain a budget surplus in the face of infla-
tionary pressures." ("The Economic Outlook," National City Bank of Min-
neapolis, September 1, 1966).

Indeed, the basic thrust of our position opposing the investment tax credit,
as it relates to economic grounds, Is that this ill-conceived selective measure is
simply not the correct medicine to use when a demand-pull inflation is about
to be succeeded by either a cost-push or (if Vietnam costs skyrocket) the com-
bination punch of demand-pull and cost-push together. To the ignorant (of
Vietnam escalation costs) business forecaster, suspension at near-peak cyclical
levels reinforces boom-bust and thus is perverse; but to take the informed (of
Vietnam) and more ebullient Government forecaster's position means looking
not Just at business Investment but all forms of demand. If our economy Is to
go on a war-dominated footing, government nondefense programs can be tem-
porarily shelved, fat can be trimmed, the budget brought Into surplus. Respon-
sible government only then would seek increased taxes to finance Vietnam.

Indeed, as shovn by a recent runthrough of the Wharton econometric model
at the University of Pennsylvania, if the Investment tax credit were suspended
in the current quarter, the result would be only a $0.4 billion reduction In the
annual rate of GNP in the second quarter next year. This $400 million reduc-
tion compares with a $8 billion reduction in GNP which would result from
raising individual and corporate tax rates by $2 billion (the stated yield of
the investment tax credit). The greatest anti-inflationary measure would be
a $2 billion cut in non-defense spending which would reduce GNP by $4.4 bil-
lion. (Business Week, September 10, 196, p. 200).

The CIhAIRMAN. Well, thank you, Mr. Barlow.
Senator Williams.
Senator WILLIAIfs. Mr. Barlow, looking back, do you think last

year's tax cut was a wise cut or, perhaps, that we ma(e a mistake at
that time?

Mr. BARLOW. Yes, Senator Williams, I think it was a wise move. I
think it was a wise move because I think that one of the real deterrents
to national growth in terms of our keeping pace with world growth
and supplying world markets is the deterrent of the high rate of struc-
ture, and the uncertainties in the rate structure that I have just re-
ferred to.

Senator "VILLIAMrS. Do you think then under those circumstances
it was wise, even though it was obvious to everyone, that it had to be
financed with borrowed money?

Mr. BARLOW. I did not hear the latter part of your statement.
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Senator WILLIAM. I say, it was obvious to everybody that it had
to be financed with borrowed money. We had a sizable deficit. There
was no prospect of eliminating that deficit, and there was a question
in the minds of many of us as to the wisdom of cutting taxes at that
particular time for fear that we would be back in a situation such as
we are now when maybe someone would be advocating a tax increase
at a time when we were less able to pay it.

Mr. BARLOw. Senator Williams. We had our doubts, too about the
advisability of it, but we had assurances that there would be curtail-
ment of expenditures, and you will remember Secretary Dillon came
before this committee and said that this would work toward a bal.
anced budget within the next 2 or 3 years. So we took the Govern.
merit's representations on faith as to reduction in expenditures, and
we felt that in terms of a good, sound tax structure we needed to have
rates that minimized avoidance, evasion, and the problems that we
were having in the tax administration. I think those are theprincipal
reasons why we went along with the recommendations of the Treasury.

Senator WILLIAMS. Of course, the difference was, I think, you had
more faith in those promises of cutting than some of us who had maybe
a little more experience in dealing with them down here, and the
reductions in expenditures did not materialize, and now we are caught
in a rather delicate box here.

Mr. BARLOW. I think in view of circumstances since then that we
can be charged with too much faith in the administration's assurances
that there would be reductions in expenditures.

Senator WILM A~. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Carlson.
Senator CARrSON. Mr. Barlow, I have here the House Ways and

Means Committee report on H.R. 17607, and it cites the state of the
economy as a reason for the suspension bill, and as part of the com-
priehensive program for fiscal and monetary authority to restrain this
economy.

I would like to ask you, we have had some actions taken in the past
year, I presume, to restrain the economy in 1966. I wonder if you feel
that they have had an opportunity to take effect. There have been
several of them during the past year, such as an increase in social
security taxes and many others.

Mr. B.im.ow. No; I do not think they have had an opportunity to
take full effect.

One of our concerns is that we are acting too hastily here that we
have not. given these other actions an opportunity to take efct and,
that when these do take effect with this suspension added, we may have
serious consequences and a downturn in the economy.

Senator CAR\nSoN. I share your views concerning that, I want to
assure you. But is it not true that the present pace of the economy, as
measured by the gross national product and theFederal Reserve Board
Index of Industrial Production, that it is already showing signs of
easing up?

Mr. BAnrOw. I would like to have Dr. Madden answer that question.
I am a tax lawyer and he is an economist.

Senator CArnSON. I read some of Dr. Madden's statement when you
were testifying, and I regret time does not permit his making it. It is
a good statement. Doctor.
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Mr. MADDEN. Well, there is some concern about this. There are the
very uncertainties which Sentor Proxmire earlier pointed out, and
among these uncertainties are the growing impact of credit stringency
on investment plans, and the nature of the current price rise which is
dominated by food and raw materials plus services, despite some de-
clines in the prices of durable goods. A third factor is the mechanism
of the future expected price rises stemming from wage increases above
productivity that are now coming up and a fourth is the uncertainties
of the likely impact on the economy oi Vietnam expenditures.

But it is true that over one-third of the Nation's business economists
foresee a recession at the start of 1967, and they see disturbing ele-
ments in the business outlook, a smaller rate of increase in corporate
profits than last year, a corresponding leveling off of business invest-
ment spending on plant and equipment, no increase in nonfarm hous-
ing starts next year compared to this year's drastically reduced rate,
and, finally an accelerating rise in wage costs.

So it seems to us in this connection that it might be advisable for
the committee to call Dr. Gardner Ackley of the Council of Economic
Advisers, who is the chief administration proponent of this suspension
measure, to review with him and his Council what are the real fore-
seeable economic trends that are likely to dominate the economy, and
whether the rise in Vietnam expenditures is going to be so great, so
far above the current expectations among economists who have access
to public information, that the Vietnam expenditures will entirely off-
set some of these uncertainties which the business economists see, or
whether, if not, it, is appropriate at this time to enact a bill which does
go so directly to some of the important considerations for national
economic policy.

Senator CARLSON. Well, Doctor, you made a good statement, and
now you have a good statement, for the record. I thank you.

Thee CITATR14AN. Senator McCarthy.
Senator MCCARTIIY. Mr. Barlow, I think you made a good case

really for the involvement of Congress in the determination of taxes,
especially your concern about the way these economists give advice.
I assume you mean principally the Council of Economic Advisers,.,

Mr. BARLOW. I think the present Council of Economic Advisers is
of this school of thinking; yes.

Senator MCCARTHY. Do you feel the same way about interest rates?
Do you think Congress ought to exercise more control over interest
rates and rediscount rates of the Federal Reserve or do you think
that is a power over which we should not have any direct control ?

Mr. BARLOW. I would defer-
Senator MCCARTMY. You have shown such great confidence in

us in the matter of taxes, that I wonder if that confidence could not
be extended to the matter of interest rates.

Mr. BARLOW. Well, I feel very srongly that the Federal Reserve
Board has to be an independent board, and I have been opposed for
a long time -

Senator MCCARTHY. What are those reasons?
Mr. BARLOW. I am not an economist, but it seems to me that the

Federal Reserve Board has to have independence from the political
phase of government activity. I think that Dr. Madden as an econ-
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omist can explain to you better than I what the chamber's views are
on the economics of an independent Federal Reserve Board.

Mr. MADDEN. I think in this connection I would have to disagree
slightly with Dr. Keyserling's interpretation of monetary history.

Senator MCCARTHiY. Apart from the history, what about the reali-
ties? Is a better case to be made for an independent determination
of interest rates supposedly free from any kind of political considera-
tion than a determination of taxes free from political considerations?

Mr. MADDEN. Yes.
Senator MCCAITY. Your testimony indicated that these econo-

mists who are fixing taxes are not politically sensitive, and they should
be, and that we would have better tax policy if they were.

If this is the case with taxes, why would not the same rules apply
to interest rate determination?

Mr. MADDEN. I think the same rule should not apply to interest
rates as apply to taxes because of the difference in the two instruments.

Interest rates are a price of a commodity which fluctuates in highly
volatile markets, and the problem of exercising official discretionary'
power over these interest rates, which has been long debated any way
amon,, economists, is certainly to be left in the hands of the people
.who ean hive the time to follow these changes on a minute to minute,
ho,' to hour, (lay to day basis, and that, I think, is the rationale of
making the Federal Reserve System independent within the Govern-
ment and answerable to the Congress. as it has been in many hearings
in the House and the Senate throughout its history.

However, the tax structure, as Mr. Barlow said, is a portion of the
costs, indeed the fixed costs, of businessmen whose principal problem
in engaging in enterprise is to overcome uncertainty and risk. And
so to encourage stable economic growth, and the stability of conditions
surrounding the businessman's risky ventures, it is in the public inter-
est, it seems to me, for tax policy to be certain, and to be simple, and to
be easily handled by men whose lives are engaged continuously in at-
tempting to minimize the real risk of economic enterprise.

Mr. BARIJOW. Senator could I-
Senator MCCARTIIY. interest rates are also an uncertain cost, are

they not, they have gone up roughly 100 percent in the last year and a
halT. This is certainly a cost factor that would have to be taken into
account by the businessman.

Mr. MADDEN. There is no denying if the Government had taken
more timely fiscal measures, especially reducing nonessential and
postponable.expenditures, and reducing public construction, as Sen-
ator Proxmire suggested, that interest rates would not have risen as
much as they have.

Senator MCCARTHY. Let me ask you, do you think it would have
been better if we had raised taxes early this year instead of permitting
the rediscount rate to have been raised as it was by the Federal Re-
serve-it was not a question of our allowing them, but they did it-
requested them not to until they had seen the Federal budget-if we
had raised the rediscount rate, and a waye of raises in interest rates.
If we had a system under which interest rates were subject to some
kind of Governmental control, we could have had a coordinated pol-
icy, and probably could have gotten the tax increase earlier, but once
the interest rate increase was in effect, the argument was that this free
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working system which you have described would be so affected by the
interest rates that the tax increase would not be necessary.

Mr. MADDEN. My impression was more that of Senator Williams'
that it was a good thing that the Federal Reserve moved when it did
on the rediscount rate because the administration was at that time
critical of the Federal Reserve because it did not foresee inflationary
forces of any kind, and it was only after the Federal Reserve called
attention to these inflationary forces, according to the newspapers,
that the administration began to be concerned about the inflation and,
therefore, thought through the reductions in the total Government
spending impact on the economy which were represented in the tax
proposals of January.

So it seems to me that this is a good case Senator, for preserving
the independence of the Federal Reserve System which is so much
more quickly responsive to the emerging and powerful forces of mar-
kets than it is possible for the administration and the tax officials to be,
evidently.

Senator MCCARTTHY. I think we are in disagreement. I think taxa-
tion without representation is tyranny, but I think arbitrary increases
in interest rates without repi esentation in a system such as ours comes
pretty close to tyranny, too.

Mr. BARLoW. Senator, may I make just a comment? I think the
point that I made this morning about the inadequacy of the tax struc-
ture to be used quickly as - countercyclical device illustrates the point
that I am trying to make now. The tax structure has to go through
the legislative process. It takes a long time. It seems to me that the
decisions that have to be madb by the Federal Reserve Board raise the
same problem that the tax structure does if you try to use it quickly
as a countercyclical device and move in and out.

Senator MCCARTHY. It is a question of the magnitude of the move,
is it not, in many cases? In the case of interest rates you can move
gradually and somewhat selectively, generally throughout the finan-
cial structure.

Mr. BARLOW. Yes, I think that is really true.
The difficulty with the tax structure is that I do not see any prospect

on a selective basis of moving with the timing that the economists
would like to have. I think that was the problem when this credit
was proposed in 1961. Great inequities and hardships would have
been built in to the tax structure. That same problem faces us today
as the credit moves out. The suspension creates more inequities and
more hardships.

Senator MCCARTHY. I am inclined to agree. My feeling is that the
interest rate move early this year was of greater magnitude than was
required, and so far as there were inflationary pressures growing they
were of the kind that might have better been met by increase in indi-
vidual and corporate tax measures, whi6h would have been less dis-
turbing to the economy than what you got with fin increase in interest
rates.

Mr. BARLow. Our problem with the increase in tax rates from the
standpoint of taxation for the moment, is whether there is some pros-
pect, as we were promised just in 1964 and again in 1965, of a reduction
in expenditures. The only reason, it seems to me, from the standpoint
of taxation, for increasing taxes is to meet these burgeoning costs of
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the Vietnam war. If more funds are needed for that purpose, and
we have reduced nondefense expenditures to the absolute minimum,
then we have to face tax increases. But that was not the situation,
it seems to me, on the information we had from the Government early
in 1966.
,. Senator MCCARTHY. I think generally to rely on prospective
decreases in expenditures is to lean on a rather weak reed. In most
of your calculations from now on, I do not think you ought to take
into account the proposed reduction in Government expenditures.

Mr. BARLOW. Well, we hate to lose our control over expendi-
tures-

Senator MCCARTHY. Assume it will be done primarily by interest
rates and taxes from now on, and you will be more helpful to us, as
your organization plans for the future. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hartke.
Senator HARTKE. I take it from what you have said here that the

need for a general increase in taxes would be to meet the burgeoning
costs of the Vietnam war. Is that a correct statement?

Mr. BARLOW. Yes. The chamber's position, Senator Hartke, is that
if we do reduce nondefense expenditures, as we have been promised,
and if these costs of the Vietnam war continue to increase $2 billion
a month, and if we need taxes to meet the costs of this war, then we
will have to increase taxes.

Senator HARTKE. NOW, what makes you think increasing taxes will
increase revenue?

Mr. BARLOW. Well, it will short range. That has been the experi-
ence, it seems to me, of taxation in the United States.

I agree with you, Senator, if the implication of your remarks is
that ifyou increase taxes you may not get as much revenue long
range at you may discourage incentive and you discourage mod-
ernization and productivity. But short range will raise some money.
It may be a shortsighted policy, but that may be one of the costs
of war.

Senator HAnTKE. But everyone says there is the possibility of a long
war, 5 to 7 years.

Do you think increasing taxes is going to pay for a 5- to 7-year war?
Mr. BARLOW. No; I do not believe you could raise enough taxes to

pay for a 5. to 7-year war, but it certainly makes some dent on war
tine expenditures.

Senator HARTKE. Well, I am not so sure it will make a dent. I
would like for somebody to show me how you can be absolutely cer-
tain that increasing tax rates is going to increase tax revenues. Quite
the contrary has been proven since we reduced taxes. We have cut
taxes, and whether there was a direct relation or not, tax revenues
increased-is that not true?

Mr. BARLOW. I agree with you completely there is a multiplier effect
in reducing taxes. Tax rates are too high, and that is the principal
reason for the difficulties we are having in the administration of our
tax structure.

Senator HARTKE. ,Well now, if you are going to have the increase
in taxes for a burgeoning war, which I do not agree is going to increase
revenue, and which you have implied might, what kind of tax would
you want, an excess profits tax I

q!"
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Mr. BARLOW. Of course not. It has been demonstrated that an ex-
cess profits tax is the worst kind of tax.

Senator HARTKE. Increased corporate tax ?
Mr. BARLOW. Well, I think if you have an increase in taxes to meet

war time needs, it has to be across the board, as the expression has been
used. Everbody has to share.

Senator HARTHE. In other words, increase corporate and personal
taxes.

Mr. BARLOW. Yes.
Senator HARTKE. At what rate?
Mr. BARLOW. Well I am not prepared this morning to say what

the percent is because i do not know what the needs are.
Senator HARTTKE. You are not alone in that. Very few of us are

in position to find out what the needs are.
Let me ask you a different question, and I address this to both of

you.
The Federal Reserve Board has determined that there are inflation-

ary forces at work. Can you identify what these inflationary forces
are, and where they are in the economy?

Mr. 3 1 DDENr. Yes. There is no question that business investment
spending was proceeding at a rate which could not continue to be
sustained.

Senator HAnTKE. Why not?
Mr. MADDEN. Because it was the historical experience of the records

concerning investment that such spending cannot proceed year after
year at roughly double the rate of growth of the total economy with-
out the prospect that it would be excess capacity producing.

Senator HARTKE. All right.
Let me show you what a remarkable contradiction we get ourselves

into, if we follow this false line of reasoning, and a lot of economists
are following it today.

There are inflationary forces at work, and one of them, you say, is
excess capital spending which, in turn, is proceeding, according to
your figures at double the rate of the general growth of the Nation
which, in effect, would give you excess capacity, which means that
you would have exactly the opposite to inflationary forces, because
you would have goods in excess, and inflation comes when there is an
excess of demand in relation to the supply of goods; is that not true?

Mr. MADDEN. That is true. But if the Vietnamese war is also-
Senator HARTHE. Wait a minute. If you want to put the war into

the picture--all right; but put it in place. Do not go dodging with me.
What you and all the economists want to do and what is getting us
into all the trouble, is jump all over the lot. If you want to go into
the war costs and if you can give me a better answer than the Treas-
ury I would be delighted to have it. At present the war is costing us
about two and a half billion dollars, according to unofficial estimates,
and the President said it is going to increase about a billion dollars
per month. If you want to put the war in, let's'do it on solid ground.

Mr. MADDEN. All right.
Well, one of the economic reasons for opposing the suspension of

the investment tax credit is precisely that. It looks as if the invest-
ment boom is naturally coming to an end, in the first place; and, in
the second place, that restrictive credit policy has begun to take its

~-..
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.effect in reducing the amount which businessmen are willing to bor-
row to expand in order to build plants and equipment.

So, for this reason, it seems to me, there is justification for opposing
the suspension of the tax credit.

Senator HARTH. I do not want to become confused by your answer,
but you are going to confuse me unless you straighten out now the
first answer you gave me. Where is that inflationary force you re-
ferred to as this excess capital spending? Now, you are back on the
other side of the fence. You are saying it is slowing down. You
said it could not go on.

I asked you a question: Where are these inflationary forces which
were reported by the Federal Reserve Board? Where are they and
what are they? Your answer was excessive capital spending, which
you said now produces more supply and which was already headed
backward in the other direction.

Mr. MADDEN. Well, I do not know how to answer your question if
you will not permit me to mention more than one inflationary force.

Senator HAIJrrK. You go right ahead. I am not going to hold you
back. You go right ahead.

Mr. MADD)EN. Not only was there the problem of a rate of advance in
capital spending that was not sustainable, but there was also the prob-
lei of a growth in Government spending, both for nondefense and for
defense purposes, which was creating a budget, deficit, and was exces-
sive in relation to resources and, at that tire in January there was a
-general demand for credit which was in excess of the available supply
of savings.

Senator I{ARTK. All right.
Now, are we or are we not classifying the increase in capital expend-

itures as one of those so-called inflationary forces--that is what I want
to find out.

Mr. M)ADDTN. Yes.
Senator IARTICE. We are saying that.
Mr'. MADDEN. Yes.
Senator I-IAiITKC. And you say it is not sustainable because it would

causo an increase, an excess of supply.
Mr. A[DDEN. That is right.
Senator HAIWTKE. Is there evidence in the market today that thereis an excess of supply? .Mr. MA DDsN. There is evidence that the capital spending expansion

is coming to an end because businessmen are likely to cut back on their
investment spending plans, yes.

Senator I-IAirrKE:. But that is not inflationary, that is deflationary.
Mf r. MADDEN. It is, indeed, now that businessmen have foreseen the

result of the rate that they were previously buying at.
Senator HAIRTKE. All right.
Now, what I am trying to find out is what are these inflationary

forces that the Federal Reserve Board %was speaking about and that
you seem to endorse? Where are they? We have taken care of the
capital spending. Where else are they?

Mr. MZDDrN. I mentioned Government spending.
Senator IHAUTKE. All right, Government spending is inflationary.

Where? We will put the war in. No one can deny the war is a very
expensive item. Where else?
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Mr. MADDEN. They are inflationary in the sense that the Govern-
ment expenditures were in excess or threatened to be in excess, of
Government receipts, and so the government was adding purchasing
power to the economy.

Senator HARTKE. Let us go back then. We are having some diffi-
culty identifying the forces.

Let us take the items one by one. Is there increased pressure as far
as the cost is concerned or the prices in relation to productivity in
food?

Mr. MADDEN. Yes.
Senator HAnTHE. All right.
In relation to services?
Mr. MADDEN. Yes.
Senator HAnir.t. In relation to medical treatment?
Mr. MADDEN. Yes.
Senator HART E. And in relation to mortgage rates?
Mr. MADDEN. Yes.
Senator HARTHE. All right.
Nowi you name one other one.
Mr. MADDEN. I do not think I could name you many more in terms

of the prices because this is where the price rises have occurred.
Senator HARTKE. That is right.
Just to be back on your side for a moment in relation to the invest-

ment credit, if should be pointed out that the investment credit is not
going to affect any single one of those items; is it?

Mr. MADDEN. I agree 100 percent.
Senator HARTKE. All right.
Mr. BARLOW. Senator, may I say you have been on my side all along

because I think the most important consideration today, and I think
the most significant thing that Secretary Fowler said yesterday, was
that we have a lack of capacity in productivity in the United States,
it seems to me, which is the problem of inflation, and that is not being
related except to our domestic economy, it is not being related to what
we could do in supplying world markets if we had- productive ma-
chinery and equipment that was low cost, and would make it possible
for us to com ete.

So that if Iget the implication of what you are saying, I agree with
you 100 percent, that this transitory inflation, capital investment is
something that can be largely ignored so far as this cure is concerned,
so we get on with the business of increasing our capacity and produc-
tivity to meet the requirements of some market other than our dom~s-
tic market.

Senator HARTHE. That is right.
So what we have really determined as far as we are concerned,

is that investment credit 'suspension will have no effect upon those
items in which you agree there have been increases in costs.

Mr. BARLOW. Yes.
Senator HARTKE. In prices.
Mr. MADDEN. Yes, I agree with you on that because I see the demand

spilling over into those areas where the prices have risen.
Senator HARTIE. All right.
Now, the increase in mortgage costs results from an increase in

interest rates, right?
Mr. MADDEN. Yes; that is right.

- N I N
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Senator HAR'.KE. Now we have eliminated some of the things. Let
us eliminate a few more.

Is it not true, that the interest is nothing more than the price you
pa for money?

Mr. MADDEN. That is correct.
Senator HARTKE. And here again the law of supply and demand is

operating 0
Mr. MADDEm. Yes.
Senator HARTKE. And the truth of it is that money is tight.
Mr. MADDEN. Exactly.
Senator HARTKE. And the money is tight as a result of the delibor.

ate policy of the Federal Reserve Board.
Mr. MADDEN. In part.
Senator HARTKE. And in part by a growing economy-
Mr. MADDEN. Exactly.
Senator HAI Tir (continuing). Which required additional money

supply if it was going to continue at that growth rate.
Mr. MADDEN. Yes.
Senator HARTKE. The net result of the Federal Reserve Board's

actions, and the growth in the economy, has been the tightest credit
squeeze that this country has experienced probably in 40 years.

Mr. MADDEN. That is correct.
Senator HARTXE. And if not corrected in some way could threaten

us with a financial crisis.
Mr. MADDEN. Yes.
Senator HARTKE. And this is not something for the distant future

but something which may be present within a very short period oi
time.

Mr. MADDEN, I think there is disagreement about this, but, generally
speaking, those who are concerned are concerned about the short run.

Senator HARTKE. All right.
That is probably one of the reasons why the stock market is having

so much trouble, not because there has been any basic change in earn-
ings. The stock market is nothing more than a barometer or sort of
a Gallup Poll, Roper Poll, a Harris Poll, and a John Kraft Poll, to
get them all in. The stock market is sort of a public poll of the busi-
ness community as to what it sees in the future; is that not true?

Mr. MADDEN. That is true.
Senator HARTK.. Now, if that is true, the action of the Federal Re-

serve Board, instead of being a damper on this overheated economy,
has been a contributing factor to inflation itself, is that not true?

Mr. MADDEN. I would not agree, with the exception of interest rates.
Senator HARTKE. But the increase in interest rates, we have already

established, was a result of the shortage of money which the Fed
helped to create by going into this policy beginning the last week of
March of 1965, is that not true?

Mr. MADDEN. My understanding was that the money supply of
the United States was expanding at a remarkable rate through April
of 1966, and only began to be contracted after April of 1966.

Senator HARTEE. INow the Federal Reserve Board went into its
deliberate policy of establishing a negative reserve position in the last
week of March 1965. This i itself operates to cut down on the
amount that the banks can loan.

Mr. MADDEN. Not necessarily.
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Senator HARTRE. Not necessarily. But if there is not a dorrespond-
ing increase in the money supply-

Mr. MADDEN. But there was a corresponding increase in the moneysu! ply. . • ,..U-enator HARTKE. There was an increase in money su pIy, but not

a corresponding increase. That is where you get the difference. If
you go to the First National City-Bank of New York they will tell
you there was an increase in the amount of their loans up to the
extent of half a billion this year, but they had $1 billion, according
to their statement to me, that they should have made and did not
make for the very simple reason they did not have the money. Yoti
agree with that?

Mr. MADDEN. I am sure-I agree with that.
Senator' HARTKE. And this is multiplied again and again through-

out every bank in the United States, is that not correct?
Mr. MADDEN. I would suspect so.
Senator HARTKE. So whether you are going to agree with me that

the Federal Reserve Board's action contributed to inflation or not, it
seems to me that it follows as a necessary consequence of what they
have done by failing to increase the money supply that they in and of
themselves have been a contributing factor rather than a deterrent to
this whole question of increased interest rates.

Mr. MADDEN. I would disagree with you because of the fact you
have to consider that money is a different kind of commodity from
every other commodity, and when you ration money as the Federal
Reserve has done, you raise the price of money, yes, but you prevent
the competing by such people as banks and businesses for the scarce
resources that they otherwise would have competed for and, there-
fore that the price pressures on those scarce resources are not as high
as they otherwise would have been.

Senator HAAITKE. So let us identify those scarce resources. What
are they?

Mr. MADDEN. Well, certainly one scarce resource in today's economy
is manpower.

Senator HMAiTE. Is labor?
Mr. MADDEN. Yes.
Senator HARTKE. It is not a scarcity of manpower because we still

have 4 percent of the people or one out of every 25, who is not working,
is that not right, and he is ready and willing to work.

Mr. MADDEN. Well, that is a long and complicated discussion.
Senator HARTKE. It is not so complicated really. The official rate

is that one out of every 25 people in the United States is reported
ready and willing to go to a job, and does not have a job, is that not
true •

Mr. MADDEN. Yes. But 40 percent of these are teenagers, and some
large percentage of them are dependents, and you overlooked the fact
that there are also approximately 3 million vacant jobs at the same
time.

Senator HARTRH. When you come right down to it it is not a ques-
tion of manpower shortages, but of manpower skills.

Mr. MADDEN. All right.
Senator HARTHE. All right.
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How do you go about increasing manpower skills ? Are you going
to do that by cutting back on the economy and tightening up on the
economy, through the tightening of the money supply, increased in-
terest rates, and the increase in the taxes? Will at do anything
whatsoever to increase skills?

Mr. MADDuN. Not immediately.
Senator HARTm. Well, any time?
Mr. MADDEN. Well, if you hae- go ahead.
Mr. BxAnLow. I would just like to comment if there is a cutback in

industrial activity because of some tax measure there will be less
training, less manpower training.

Senator HAnTK=. That is right. I agree with you. Thank you. I
am glad you rescued him.

M Ir. BAnLOW. I am not rescuing him. He can take care of himself.
Senator HARTKE. The whole truth of it is if we want to meet this

problem the shortage of skilled labor, one thing we can do instead of
continuing the investment credit tax, is to adopt the Javits-Hartke
bill to allow a Tpercent credit for training on the job of these un-
skilled people an4 providing for increased capacity to produce in the
manpower pool; is that not right .

Mr. MADDEN. I think the principal advocate of increasing training
is the key to dealing with the problem we have now.

Senator HARTKE. Go right ahead.
Mr. BARLOW. Could I comment on that proposal?
Senator HARTKE. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARLOW. It seems to me that the funds for manpower training

ought to be appropriated directly, provided by private industry to the
extent it can, andthen the additional funds through the Manpower
TrainingAct.

One ol our problems, and this is what we are talking about up here
today, is that of using the tax structure to provide credits for every
laudible social or economic purpose. Why use the tax structure?
That is our question. Why use the tax structure to provide the money
and the appropriations that may be necessary and that have no rela-
tion to the computation of income?

Senator HAwrxx. 'o me it seems like a shorter way to go. It is a
whole lot easier. Instead of paying an employer for training some-
body on the job, going out and collecting the taxes in the corporation,
and then running to Washington, and then running back to the cor-
poration or whatever it takes, it would be a lot simpler in doing the
bookukeeping to deduct the cost at the outset.

Mr. BARLOW. I agree with you it is a lot simpler, but is it good tax
policy.

Senator TARrKE. I think it is.
Mr. BARLOW. Then where do we stop? We started with this credit

proposed in 1961 as a countercyclical device for business to spend its
money the way the Government wanted it to. Now we would have
credit for manpower payment. Is this the kind of thing we should
do through the tax structure?

Senator IIRTxE. You are asking me. I did not know that I was a
witness, but I will answer, yes.

Mr. BARLOW. I thank you very much.
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Senator HATKE. We still have one-third of the plants in the United
States which are still pre-1940; and we have another one-third pre-
1950 in their structures; we have a lot to do in catching up. I do not
think we have capitalized as is necessary to meet the dumping that will
come in a short time from England from Germany, and from France.

Mr. BARLOW. Senator Hartke, Y could not agree with you more.
That is the thrust of our argument today that we need to have some
kind of a meaningful tax depreciation structure to get rid of this ob-
solescence. We have a higher degree of obsolescence even after 3
years of the tax credit than the other industrial nations of Europehave.

Senator HARTKME. I tried to get you people to adopt the reinvest-
ment depreciation allowance scheme that I had, and I could not get
it through. I mean not you, but the Congress. But we will go back
to that.

Mr. BARLOW. Senator Hartke, we took a good, hard look at it, and it
has much to recommend it. It seems to me we can do the job, as you
say, simply through just a sound, sensible, long-term tax depreciation
structure.

Senator HARTKE. I agree with that.
Mr. BARLOW. One of the problems of your proposal, if I may com-

ment now that you have raised the question, is that it seems to me you
cannot relieve one segment of taxpayers from the problems of inflation
without relieving all taxpayers.

Senator HAWrKE. Where you and I part company is that I do not
think inflationary pressures are as high as claimed except for one basic
item and that item is the action of the Federal Reserve Board, which
is unfortunate and in my opinion, disastrous, for our economy.

I have just returned from Europe, and I know what Prime Minister
Wilson told me they are going to do. They are going to increase their
exports to a real squeeze on their economy, and they are going to fol-
low a policy which I hope we will not follow-that is, to throw a lot
of people out of work in order to increase, so they say, their productiv-
ity so they can increase exports.

I asked them where they are going to send these exports. The only
market which is available to them is us, and we might as well get ready
for the increased competition. It is coming.

Germany will be doing the same thing. Franc is doing it; Italy is
doing it. They all have these policies to put their balance of pay-
ments in better order, and then they complain about the way we handle
ours; but they are going to be expanding their exports that come into
our market.

Mr. BARLOW. In my prepared statement, Senator, if I may com-
ment I have pointed exactly to that same problem because I think
the Treasury is operating under a mistaken notion when it comes up
here and says that the reason that we are not able to compete abroad
today is because of this pressure on our own productive facilities.

The difficulty I think, as I understand it from talking with industry
after industry, is that we do not have enough low-cost productive fa-
cilities to sell things cheap enough to compete in foreign markets, and
if we would increase our capacity and our productivity and not sus-
pend these credits that make these possible we would have a better
opportunity to balance our payments with these other countries.

69-735-6-----10
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Senator HARTE. Let me ask you this: Is there really a shortage
generally in goods today?

Mr. MADDEN. Well, one measures a shortage of goods in terms of
the rising prices, and if one accepts

Senator HARTKE. Yes. But we have identified those as not in that
sector of the economy.

Mr. MADDEN. That is right, not in the sector of the economy that is
mainly goods production.Senator HAR'TE. That is right. Really, there is just a shortage of
money today, and whether you cut this investment credit out or sus-
pend it, you are going to have a cutback in capital spending because
there is nobody who is going to be able to find any money at any price,
is that not just about right?

Mr. MADDEN. Well, it is going to get more difficult if the Federal
Reserve continues its present policy, which I suspect it will.

Senator HARTKE. You do not have to suspect that it is going to be
that way.

Mr. MADDEN. If I may comment, I pointed out in my statement that
we have not given the Federal Reserve's policy a long enough time to
prove itself. We have not paid attention to the fact that just exactly
what you described at the First National City Bank is happening, and
that as it happens, the pressure on prices will be reduced.

Senator HARTKE. I think that is right. But to me that is sort of a
peculiar way to look at things. You are going to force the country
into half a recession in order to lower the cost of money. That seems
to be the wrong philosophy.

Let me say to you, just to settle this, I disagree 100 percent with the
Federal Reserve Board's policy. I think they are unfortunately caus-
ing us a lot of unnecessary trouble, and unless somebody puts the
throttle on them pretty quickly, every businessman in the country will
be leading the charge to have something done to the Federal Reserve
Board. You mark my word. Thank you.

Senator WILLIAmS. Just one comment. It is very easy for all of us
to find a culprit who is responsible and very easy to lay all the blame
on the Federal Reserve. But is not one of the great contributing fac-
tors the high interest rates? We have already accepted that money is
a commodity, and interest is the cost of it. Would not one of the great-
est contributions that the Federal Government could make toward the
reduction in interest rates be to exercise a greater degree of fiscal re-
sponsibility itself, cut down on some of its spending and its deficits
and, thereby, reduce the amount of money that the Government itself
is having to pull out of the money markets?

Mr. BArIow. That is precisely the position of the national chamber.
Senator WILLIAMS. Until such time as the Government practices

what it preaches and what it has been telling the American business
people I do not think we are going to solve the problem with or with-
out a controlled Federal Reserve Board. Do you think we can?

Mr. BARLOW. No I do not.
Senator WILLTA-S18. One other question about the interest rates. We

have a legal ceiling of 41/4 percent that the Federal Government can
pay on any Government obligation in excess of 5 years.

Do you not think that that is a silly or arbitrary ceiling when, in
reality, the Government, if it borrows the money, has got to pay the
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going market in the money markets, the going rates in the money
markets or else it does not borrow, and has not this ceiling had the
effect of monetizing our national debt by concentrating all oi our bor-
rowing and refinancing in the short-term securities?

Mr. MADDEN. Yes, I would agree with that.
Senator VILLIAMS. Has that not been one of the major causes, not

the principal one maybe, but a big cause for the inflation that we have
ri gIt here now and the resulting high interest rates?

94r. MADDEN. I do not think there is any question about that. It
has also prevented the exercise of any rational debt management policy
because the Government has been forced into the short end of the
market.

Senator WILLIAM1S. The sooner the Government recognizes that and
does away with this myth that they are for low interest rates just be-
cause they keep that ceiling on the books, the better off we will be. It
is going to continue to cost us more and more money in interest charges
as we concentrate all of our borrowings and financing in the short-
term range.

Would you care to express an opinion on the recent activities of the
Government in selling its assets through FNMA? Do you think that
has been a contributing factor to raise the cost of financing the U.S.
Government?

Mr. MADDEN. There is no question that it has raised the cost of
financing the Government, just as the earlier participation fund has
raised the cost of borrowing for all borrowers as the Government
attempted to finance what was, in effect, a deficit by selling off financial
assets.

Senator WiLLIAmS. Selling off these assets to the extent we have
been selling them-I think the average is six-tenths of a percent more
in interest rates-has the effect of concealing from the American peo-
ple the true cdst of operating our Government in that it allows the
Government at the en of the year to report a lower deficit than actual-
ly is true; is that not correct?

Mr. MADDEN. That is exactly right, and it is a nonrecurring kind of
thing so that in the following fiscal year the Government has the prob-
lem accentuated as a result of the practice of selling participations in
the first place.

Senator WiLLIAms. Much has been said by the administration about
supporting truth in packaging and truth in lending. Would you not
agree with me that what we really need is truth in Government?

Mr. BARLOW. Yes; we would agree with that.
Mr. MADDEN. We would agree with that.
Senator WILLIAMS. With that agreement the committee stands in

adjournment until 2:30 at which time the committee will hear the rest
of the witnesses.

(Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene
at 2:30 p.m., the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator GonE. The committee will come to order.
The first witness is Mr. Charles W. Stewart, Machinery and Allied

Products Institute.
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STATEMENT OF CHARGES W. STEWART, PRESIDENT, MACHINERY
AND ALLIED PRODUCTS INSTITUTE; ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD
R. MacNABB, VICE PRESIDENT AND SECRETARY; AND WILLIAM
HEALEY, STAFF COUNSEL

Mr. STEWART. Shall I proceed, sir ?
Senator GORE. Would you, please, sir?
Mr. STEWAirr. My name is Charles Stewart, president of the Ma-

chinery and Allied Products Institute. I am accompanied by Richard
MacNabb, vice president and economist of the institute, and William
Healey, our staff counsel.

I shall undertake a brief summary of the statement, but ask that the
Chair admit the full statement into the record.

Senator GORE. The statement will be printed.
Mr. STEWART. I should like to suggest first, Mr. Chairman, that

some comment should be made on a suggestion made during the course
of the questioning this morning that because of the technical problems
involved in the period of suspension, perhaps repeal rather than sus-
pension would solve those technical problems.

I think there are so many technical problems involved in the utiliza-
tion of the investment tax credit for contracyclical purposes that that
is not the right answer. One thought might be, in order to avoid the
danger of this pocket in orders that might develop a few months in
advance of the schedule reinstitution of the investment tax credit, that
in addition to a cutoff date, there be authority vested in the President
to reinstate the credit in advance of that date if it were called for in
the light of economic circumstances.

Senator GOnE. Do you have any suggestions as to how we could
equalize the pocket of orders to which you refer and the bounty of
orders that has occurred in the last 3 weeks?

Mr. S'11WART. You refer to a bounty of orders in the last 3 weeks?
Senator GORE. Well, since the President made his recommendation.
Mr. SlPEWART'. I have not seen any evidence that the recommenda-

tion has triggered directly any bounty of orders. I think that the
economy, including those people who need goods and equipment, will
continue to order them, certainly, to a certain degree. As a matter of
fact, that is one of the reasons that we do not feel that this suspension
device will serve the purpose intended. But I do not believe that you
can think in terms of equalizing the two periods. They would in-
volve different companies, different circumstances, and so on.

I merely throw out my suggestion as clarifying at least our posi-
tion that we do not believe that the technical problem cited should be
solved through the route of repeal versus suspension.

Senator GoRE. Fine.
Mr. STEWART. Among the appendices to our statement is one on

the cumulative effect of probable and potential labor cost increases for
U.S. business. We call this to the attention of the committee in the
light of the fact that in our judgment, in order for business and the
total economy to be in a position to absorb these substantial labor cost
increases, we will have to increase productivity. One of the simplest
and most effective means of increasing productivity is equipment
modernization, which is the objective of investment tax credit.
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There is a bit of misunderstanding in terms of who are the prin-
cipal beneficiaries of the investment tax credit. From the beginning
of the discussion of this suspension proposal, emphasis has been placed
on the producing industries, those industries that produce equipment.
The real beneficiaries of the investment tax credit are the user in-
dustries. Those user industries cut across our entire economy so that
the target of this statute is the farmer, the merchandise operator who
buys certain eligible equipment, the steel industry, the textile industry,
the airlines, the automobile industry, the tool and die makers, the plas-
tics manufacturers, the dairies, the newspapers, et cetera.

The main thrust of the credit is not to prop up the machinery pro-
ducing industries; that is purely incidental in terms of objective and
impact. The real impact spreads across the whole economy. I think
that as members of this committee and the Ways and Means Commit-
tee have reflected further, they are beginning to recognize the broad
impact of this proposal.

I think it is also well at this stage to refer to the proposition that
has been emphasized by some witnesses at this hearing and also on
the Ways and Means Committee side: that we do not suffer general
inflation in the United States, we are suffering merely from a one-sector type of inflation; namely, capital goods. This was the purport,
for example, of the AFL-CIO testimony on the House side. We ques-
tion this for a number of reasons. In the first place, these goods that
are capital goods are used by. the entire economy. For example the
only reason that textile machinery is produced is because the textile
mills need it and use it. So that the capital goods-producing indus-
tries do nothing but serve almost every industry and the farmer in
the United States.

In the second place, I think that if you will examine your price
indices, you will find that substantial price increases are concentrated
primarily in areas outside the capital goods industries. I think fur-
ther that if you will reflect on how we can deal with these problems
of capacity and shortage of manpower, you will come to the conclu-
sion that the way to meet them is not to cut back on capacity, not to
cut back on modernization, but indeed to increase it.

There are a number of rather strange and paradoxical characteris-
tics about the history of this legislation. They are referred to in our
statement. Let me tick them off very briefly.

The announced objective is to combat inflation promptly. Yet for
a number of reasons, including those previously stated so eloquently
by Secretary Fowler and-re-stated in our testimony and that of others,
the short range objective cannot be accomplished in any substantial
way. Among those reasons is the lead time problem and the fact that
in all equity, orders on the books need to be exempted from the sus-
pension.

Secondly, leaders of the administration just a few months ago were
at pains to document thoroughly why the investment tax credit could
hot be used effectively as a countercyclical tool, and in these current
hearings, there has been an absence of explanation as to why those
same pertinent reasons so eloquently cited a short time ago do Aot still
apply.
. Thirdly, the consistent purport of testimony from the business com-

munity has been that in the short run, those companies which must
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make investment decisions and are making them, and those individuals
who are at the heads of these organizations, believe that there cannot
be any substantial effect on investment decisions from the suspension
of the investment tax credit because of its built-in characteristics. Yet
Government seems to be determined to go ahead and attempt to in-
fluence these decisions in the face of this almost unanimous testimony.

Fourthly, there are apparently some inconsistencies between the
ability of the Government to forecast in a certain way conditions
which merit, in their view, suspension of the investment tax credit,
and on the other hand a complete lack of certainty or confidence with
regard to forecasts for the short term in reference to defense spending
and in reference to the question as to whether or not the administra-
tion will consider tax rate increases.

The administration as we have repeatedly pointed out in our com-
ments on this proposal, have said that prior to the introduction of this
bill, the investment tax credit did not lend itself to use as a con-
tracyclical device. I think it is becoming apparent that through the
legislative process here, that conclusion is being vindicated. For ex-
ample, Secretary Fowler pointed to the fact that standing orders
would have to be exempted, those that were in effect at the time of the
beginning of the suspension. The House of Representatives has
agreed, and for inescapable reasons of equity has adopted an amend-
ment accordingly. The Secretary had referred to the problem of the
special impact on small business and the House has acted at least to
some extent in this direction, and also perhaps in the direction of
the protection of the farmer.

He pointed to the fact that there would be inevitable and very serious
inequities. So Congress for very sound and equitable and proper
reasons has adopted in the House the so-called 50 percent rules and
this committee may wish to give consideration to expanding upon
them further. This, it seems to us, is wholly consistent legislative
confirmation of the predictions which the Secretary made several
months ago.

As we have previously indicated, in expressing concern about in-
flation, the Government cites pressures on capacity, shortages of skilled
manpower, and so on. Yet through advocating credit suspension and
changing the rules with respect to depreciation of buildings and struc-
tures, it attempts deliberately to restrain the very increases in capacity
and optimum utilization of skilled manpower which might relieve
these pressures as to which it expresses very grave concern.

We heard a bit this morning from Mr. Keyserling about national
goals. W"e have a number of them in this country, including long
term economic growth, full employment, improved international trade
position, support of small business, water and air pollution control,
improved transportation facilities, et cetera. We must presume that
the administration is not currently unaware of these goals and how
they might be implemented. Yet at the same time, the effect of this
legislation is to run contrary to the realizatin of many of them and
it is for that reason, apparelitly, that the House went the route it did
on air and pollution equipment, on small business, and in terms of
the relief provisions that are provided in the bill.

All of these points or events leave us somewhat mystified in terms
of why this bill is being seriously considered at this time. The di-
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lemmas as to timing are spelled out in our statement and I shall not
take the time of the committee to repeat them now. Suffice it to say
that in view of the characteristics of this device, particularly with ref-
erence to the long-lead-time problem, with respect to the number of
orders that are already on the books, with respect to the necessity
of honoring at least to some degree the carTyover privilege, with re-
spect to the fact that suspension will freeze backlogs that are already
on the books, it follows that the amount of payoff in anti-inflation
effects that will come from this legislation is close to zero. Perhaps
it may even have, in the long run perverse effects.

This conclusion is supported 1y current NICB data based on a
current survey of major companies in the United States who were
asked the effect that the suspension of the credit might have on their
investment plans, and the results of that survey are reproduced be-
ginning at the bottom of page 12 of our statement.

Now I should like to refer very briefly to our specific recommen-
dations in the event the committee should decide to report this bill out
favorably. We suggested that another look might be taken at the start-
ing date for the suspension, recognizing, of course, that Government
must take into consideration, apropos your comment earlier, that it
must not choose a date which would allow people to slip in under the
wire in terms of suddenly placed orders.

Senator GoRe. What about backdating orders?
Mr. STEWART. Backdating? Would you spell your thought out for

a moment?
Senator GoRE. Well, suppose an order is placed in September, but

it is entered on the books of the supplier as of June 30?
Mr. STEWART. You mean as to where this would be deliberately

done in order to get in under the wire?
Senator GoRE. Well, what would be your attitude generally?
Mr. SmwArer. My attitude, obviously, is that I suspect, although I

have not looked carefully at the law, that any deliberate evasion of
this sort would be subject to attention from the Government. I do not
think there is much danger of it. I think you are dealing with respon-
sible people in this area.

I do feel that a further examination should be undertaken with
respect to "economic commitments" which might not qualify as "bind-
ing contracts." But I do not believe that the problem you cite is a
serious one in terms of governmental policy.

Senator GoRE. What would then be your thought regarding this set
of circumstances? A supplier indicates to a regular customer that he
will be glad to take his order and put it on the books, with the under-
standing that if it later develops that the customer does not in fact
wish the product, then the cancellation will be without economic
consequences I

Mr. STEWART. As to whether this should qualify under the exemp-
tion ? I would suggest that if there is no penalty, no substantial con-
sideration, if you adhere to the concept of a binding contract, this
would not qualify. As a matter of fact, as I read the House report,
this would be the consequence. But you do get into a number of situa-
tions

Senator GoRE. You mean the consequence would be that it would
not be regarded as a binding contract, and thereby would not qualifyI
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Mr. STEWART. It would not be regarded as a binding contract under
the language and intent of the bill, as I understand it.

I think there are some situations, as we pointed out in the statement
here, where commercial practice is such that the normal trade between
parties does not meet all of the tests of the legal approach to a binding
contract. Yet they do meet commercial tests in terms of normal trade
practice.

As a matter of fact, we have suggested that some broader approach
to a standard for purposes of the exemption should be considered be-
yond the words, "bin ding contract." But certainly, as I read the bill,
the example that you have offered would probably be disqualified.

I have mentioned that we have included details on various cases in
the binding contract situation which need attention.

We object strongly to the carryover provision in the House bill
which, as modified from the original version of the bill, would really
retroactively affect a carryover of a credit earned under an existing
statute, with an entitlement in the year of suspension.

Now, I can understand why the administration would wish to find
a way to cut back on the effect of that carryover privilege during the
suspension year. But this illustrates once again the fact that the very
characteristics of this investment credit device, when properly applied,
and with due consideration to equities and rights earned under existing
law, do not lend themselves to the kind of economic manipulation
which is involved in this statute. And we urge that the committee
look hard at the bill's restriction on this carry-over privilege and strike
the restrictive language from the bill.

The House committee, as discussion this morning indicated, went a
small distance on the question of small business and the farm situation.
The exemption really is not $15,000 in a practical sense;. when you
work out t investment tax credit it amounts to only $1,050. Now, if
it is desired to encourage the farmer with respect to equipment mod-
ernization, if it is desired to assist the small businessman who does not
have the deep pocketbook Which his larger competitor may be blessed
with, then obviously this is a token and must be re-examined in terms
of its size and impact. You just are not going to help the farm com-
imunity with this $15,000 provision in any substantial way, nor would
you help the small businessman.

Senator GORE. How would you view it as a political token?
Mr. STEWART. As a political effort?
Senator GonE. Token.
Mr. STEWART. Token?' I think that small businessmen and farmers

are intelligent enough to measure more than tokens and I think that
they would say that this is not enough to assist them. If you believe
that there is a principle involved here, you ought to do something in
a substantial way.

Now, we recognize that once again, the administration is in the posi-
tion of a dilemma. It actually came to the Congress and said, we want
no exemptions, because it knew that in view 'of this wide range of
national goals and national policies, there were so many areas which
should qualify themselves for exemption that once the door is opened,
many worthy cases could be made. So we draw the conclusion that
this Is just another reason for not adopting the suspension at all. But
if in its wisdom, this committee wants to go the route of exemptions
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and vou want to deal with small business problems and with farm
problems, then you must do so in a substantial way, and $15,000 with
a net credit effect of $1,050 is peanuts and it ought to be adjudged as
such. Also, as we have spelled out, other exemptions and liberaliza-
tions should be considered.

We have suggested that all is not well in the depreciation area out-
side of the investment tax credit and that the administration, or the
Congress, in the spirit of dealing with an expansion of the investment
tax credit when and if it is reinstated, which is implicit in the House
bill, ought to take a look at the reserve ratio test and authorize as a
matter of statute the right to the guideline lines for depreciation
purposes without the imposition of the reserve ratio test.

We support the air and water pollution control amendment in the
spirit in which we look at these amendments as I have tried to indicate
already. We oppose the reservation which Secretary Fowler placed
upon it, which would limit it only to those situations where companies
would be bound by state law or ordinance. Companies are bound by
a Federal policy in terms of air and water pollution control objectives,
which was expressed by this Congress, and to limit that exemption
only to local and ordinance impact situations is wholly inconsistent
with the national policy and its objectives.

In general, we feel that if it is determined by the Congress that this
type of legislation should be passed, then by virtue of further amenda-
tory provision, by virtue of further exemptions, the unfavorable and
disadvantageous effects which will inevitably flow from the suspension
should be moderated as much as possible.,'

In brief, our conclusion is that for the purpose intended, short run
anti-inflationary effects, this proposal wil not work for the reasons
set out in detail in our statement.

Secondly, we believe that at this juncture and in view of the need
for more productivity in this country for the several reasons to which
we have referred, this is the wrong objective to espouse.

Finally, if the Congress does wish to proceed along these lines
legislatively, we urge that those specific changes or amendments
which we have offered to the Committee be given consideration.

(The prepared statement submitted by Mr. Stewart follows:)

STATEMENT OF MACHINERY AND ALLIED PRODUCTS INSTITUTE, PRESENTED BY
CHARLES W. STEWART, PRESIDENT, MACHINERY AND ALLIED PRODUCTS INSTI-
TUTE; AND CHAIRMAN, COUNCIL FOR TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENT

ORGANIZATION OF STATEMENT
1. Introduction.
2. History of the 7-percent-investment tax credit and discussion of the national goal

which underlies It.
8. Technical and economic characteristics of the credit.
4. Its potential as an economic control device.
5. The crucial question of timing and prospects for achievement of the results intended

to be accomplished by suspension. Dilemmas as to timing.
6. Further limitations on intended Impact of suspension.
7. Specific discussion of the investment credit provisions of H.R. 17607.
8. Proposed restrictions on depreciation of real property.
9. Summary of conclusions.

(a) The suspension of the investment tax credit is unsound because it represents
abandonment of the national goal of achieving and maintaining a modern
industrial base so vital for the reasons pointed out in our statement.

(b) The abandonment is Ill-conceived even on the basis of the balancing of benefits
which Secretary Fowler advances in his testimony L e., sacrifice, temporarily,
long-range gains for critical short-range, anti-innationarv objectives. The
short-range, anti-inflationary objective will not be achieved in any sub-
stantial way by suspension; indeed, it may have perverse effects which we
have outlined.
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ORGANIZATION OF STATEMUNT--Continued

9. Summary of conclusions-Continued
(c) This abandonment represents a breach of faith with reference to the intended

and promised permanency of the credit in the tax structure Something is
Permanent or it isn't. Contrary to the Treasury suggestion there is no
in.between. Tinkering with the credit will upset long-range industrial plan-
ning and that di-location will have marked and unfavorable short-range
and long-range effects on growth, employment, international competition,
and other ingredients of a healthy economy.

(d) In view of the crying need for increasing productivity to offset substantial
labor cost increases, improve our international trade position, and meet:
Vietnam war requirements, based on historical practice we should now be
considering special tax incentives to increase productivity and capacity.
Isn't it anomalous that we are actually considering setting aside a device
far superior to special amortization employed in the past.

(0) The Tax Code and tax administration are replete with discriminatory actions
against industrial buildings. This discrimination should be corrected in
the depreciation~guidelines and in the basic statute on the investment credit.
Under no circumstances should the accelerated depreciation methods be
denied to Industrial buildings as proposed in this bill which lumps all built-
ings and structures together under the suspension provision.

INTRODUCTION

It is a privilege for the Machinery and Allied Products Institute and its
affiliate the Council for Technological Advancement to appear in public hearings
before this Committee on the important issues involved in this pending bill.

In previous appearances before this Committee in connection with the Reve-
nue Acts of 1962 and 1964, we strongly supported and helped document the
public policy advantages of the investment tax credit when it was proposed
by government, enacted, and later by amendment expanded in scope. Our testi-
mony today, entirely consistent with our previous presentations on this subject,
is in strong opposition to the proposed suspension of the tax credit. We shall
also comment on the depreciation recommendations, particularly as they affect
industrial buildings and structures, urging that they be rejected.

These views are offered in behalf of an organization that has not only followed
the development of the credit from its original concept, but also has published
extensive analyses of this part of the tax system.' Moreover, our representation
of the capital goods and allied equipment industries puts us in contact with
producers of equipment and, perhaps even more important, with the wide range
of customer industries served by capital goods producers.

As to the credit suspension, we shall deal with the issues in general and then
address ourselves specifically to H.R. 17607 as passed by the House and the
Presidential recommendations which it endeavors to implement.

First, let us put in perspective the broad and vital questions implicit in the
proposals contained in H.R. 17607. In our judgment, this is one of the strangest,
most mystifying, and most enigmatic or self-contradictory legislative efforts in
modern governmental experience:

1. The announced objective is to combat inflation promptly; yet for a host of
reasons which we and others have underlined, and will redocument in this state-
mont. the bill cannot 'ossiblv accomplish its objective in any substantial way;
indeed, it may have perverse effects.

2. Leaders of the Administration, including the top tax official of the Execu-
tive Branch, just a few months ago were at pains to document thoroughly why
the investment tax credit could not be used effectively as a countercyclical tool.
Yet in these hearings and in the Ways and Means Committee proceedings, that
same Administration, including that same top tax official, advocated suspension
of the credit without explaining why its lack of effectiveness as a countercyclical
tool which he cited so eloquently previously does not still apply.

3. The obvious target of this legislation is investment spending, the objective
being to curb it in the short run without interfering with long-term economic
growth. as Storetarv Fowler explains it. The. persons who ln.ke investment
decisions in business-who have the experience, the responsibility and the know-

'Inoentives to Cantfa? Investment--Two Approaches Compared, Machinery and Allied
Prnriictq Institute. 1961.

N New Ivestment Fncentivee-The Investment Credit and The New Depreciation System,
MA PI. 1962.
o Incentive Value of the Investment Oredit, the guideline Depreciation System, and the

Corporate Rate Reduction MAPI, 1964.
"Thp Tnvestmnnt Credit as on Economic Control Device," Capital Goods Review No. 67

(see excerpts in Appendix A to this statement).
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how in this area of business decision making-have overwhelmingly testified
that for the many reasons cited, credit suspension won't do the job Intended;
yet government seems to be determined to go ahead anyway.

4. Underlying the governmental decision are judgments on the state of the
economy which are confidently expressed with complete certainty: that it Is clear
where we are in the economic cycle; that inflation is seriously with us; that
the culprit is capital spending; and that, impliedly, when the credit is sched-
uled to be reinvoked-16 months hence-its reinstitution will come at the proper
time in the business cycle. Yet, in a painfully uncertain way, the Administra-
tion Is unable to, or chooses not to, answer congressional and public questions
about short-term movements in defense spending and related budget impacts
and is unable to say now whether tax rate changes are, or shortly will become,
necessary. How can these officials be so certain and then so uncertain at the
same time when the issues are the same in each case? On this point I refer
the Committee to Senator Javits' statement on the floor of the Senate on Sep-
tember 27, 1906.

5. As already suggested, the Administration a few months back spelled out
why the investment credit could not be effectively used as a contracyclical device.
This clear, unambiguous and thoroughly documented position is now in the proc-
ess of being vindicated by the congressional legislative process. How? Secre-
tary Fowler concluded that orders or commitments already in existence at the
time of suspension would have to be exempted, thereby distinctly limiting the
effect of suspension because of the long lead-time pattern of most productive
equipment. The House of Representatives agrees. For inescapable reasons of
equity, the effect, of suspension is thereby importantly limited; even worse, the
delayed effect may come at precisely the wrong time in the cycle. Secretary
Fowler alluded to the special economic hardships of credit suspension in the case
of small business. The House again agrees and has made a pass at the problem
through the $15,000 exemption. Secretary Fowler recognized that the cutoff
standard would be hard to administer and that grave inequities would flow
from credit suspension. So Congress-for very sound, equitable and proper
reasons-has adopted in the House the "50-percent rules" and included some inter-
pretative language in the House Report. This too-for very proper reasons-
further limits the short-term effect of suspension. And so it goes as we develop
In more detail at a later point in this statement.

0. In expressing concern about inflation, government cites pressures on ca-
pacity, manpower and prices and through its embattled waze and price guide-
lines lays down the principle that wage increases should not exceed productivity
gains. Yet through advocating credit suspension and changes in depreciation
rules on buildings, government is attempting to dampen the pace of instal-
lation of equipment and the construction of modern facilities which make produc-
tivity increases possible and which help relieve pressures on capacity and )nan-
power. Government wrings its hands over the balance-of-payments deficit; yet
once again it concentrates only on the short-run problem as it seeks to withdraw
a vital incentive to modernize so that U.S. business can improve its export posi-
tion and its total position in international markets.

7. Government has adopted national goals dr national policies in a number of
areas: long-term economic growth, full employment, improved international trade
position, support of small business, water and air polluftion control, Improved
transportation facilities-air, railroad, and over the road-and above all, a
modern and dynamic industrial base. Senator Proxmireis statement on the
floor of the Senate on September 29, 1966, Is very relevant in this connection. We
must presume that the Administration is not unaware of these goals or policies,
particularly when it is recognized that in terms of potential success credit sus-
pension had two strikes against it already as a result of its built-in disabilities
for contracyclical purposes recognized by Secretary Fowler and spelled out in this
statement.

Against this background the Administration, being close to a hopeless position
in rationalizing an anti-inflation objective, came to the Congress with the proposi-
tion that there must be no exceptions--on the stated grounds of simplicity and
equity. Now Congress at the House level has not been too receptive to the no-
exemption plea. It has made a gesture--subject to possible expansion by this
Committee--in the direction of small business and the farmer through the $15.000
provision, and it has boldly exempted water and air pollution equipment. Such
equipment is an obvious candidate for exemption. Who can quarre) with this
exemption In view of the legislated national policy on the subject? We strongly
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endorse this exemption if we musthave suspension of the credit. But why not
make the $15,000 exemption worthwhile 'for small bustt1ess and the farmer?
What about f'reight ears? Shouldfi't machii~d tools ani 'other critical prodUctiv6
equipment in short supply and So essential 'to 'producivity improvement be ex-
empted'? Indeed, the need for a whole rane of 'deserving exemptiona.'serves'to
underline this central proposition that the proposed "credit suspension is iqbt
worth the candle. The idea should be completely' discarded,or in space-age- ter-
minology-it should be "scrubbed."

8. In brief, this whole proposal is, not only paradoxical and mystifying, -but
also it does not make economic sense in either the short b long run.

Turning to more specific points, we should like to acknowledge and commend
the statements of the Presidenf ln his message to the C0ngress dated Septem-
ber 8 regarding federal expenditures, as discussed further by Budget Director
Charles L. Schultze before this Committee. The President stated that "We
'intend to'reduce or eliminateevery possible federal expenditure provided in those
bills consistent With the ; well being of our citizens.... This Administration
is prepared to recommend whatever action is necessary to' maintain the stable
growth and prosperity of the past five and- one-half years and' to pay for current
expenditures out of current revenues as We are now doing. .. .

We trust that the 'quialifcation "consistent with the well being of ouri citizens"
will be administered in such a way that realand substantial reductions in fed-
eral expenditures are accomplished and accomplished 'promptly. This of course
will require, as the President himself suggests, a stern and persistent attitude
on the part of Congress as well as in the Executive Department.

HISTORY OF THE INVESTMENT CREDIT AND THE NATIONAL GOAL W HIOH UNDEULLIES IT

Goal8-One theme with different arrangements
After 20 years under the Employment Act of 1946, its goals of "maximum

employment, production, and purchasing power"- have come t6 be generally
interpreted as full employment, economic growth, price stability, and balance-
of-payments equilibrium. Since it is impossible to maximize everything at
once-and since conditions change as well-the individual goals have' been
given different priorities at different times. Currently, the goal Of stability is
receiving the most attention and, because of this, there is a strong tendency
to analyze and pass judgment upon a particular measure only in 'terms of its
contribution (or lack of it) to this one goal. We make two observations in this
connection:

1. There is great danger that in attempting to avoid iflation and maximize
price stability we will sacrifice the progress we have made in achieving present
levels of full employment, economic growth, and balance-of-payments equilbrium.

2. The investment credit has played-and can continue to play-a major
role in achieving the essential economic goals 'of full employment, economic
growth, and balance-of-payments equilibrium. Further, it is not without merit
in its contribution to reasonable price stability as well.
The positive role of the investment credit

The rationale of the credit.-In the current dialogue on the investment credit,
it is frequently overlooked that there was a basic and long-run consideration in
enacting the investment credit upon the recommendation of President Kennedy.
This was brought out at the time by then Secretary of the Treasury Dillon in
testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee:

"As we look back over the past century we see that our record of economic
growth has been unmatched anywhere in the world. But of late we have fallen
behind ....

"In the last 5 years, Western Europe has grown at double or triple our recent
rate, and Japan has grown even faster. 'While there is some debate as to the
precise annual growth rate of the Soviet ecQnomy, CIA estimates that their
GNP grew at a rate of 7 percent in the fifties.

"Clearly, we must improve our performance. Otherwise, we cannot main-
tain our national . . . aspirations. The pressing task before us, then, Is to
restore the vigor of our economy and to return to our traditionally high rate
of economic expansion and growth.

"President's 1961 Tax Recommendations," Hearings Before House Ways and Means
Committee, 87,th Cong., lt Sees., May 8, 1961, pp. 21, 22.
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* J' am confident that: can'be accomiished. But it will require a major effort
by all of us.'"I have been impressed during recent travels abroad by the great progress
our friends overseas have made in reconstructing their economies since World
War II,'and by the highly modern and efficient plants they now have at their
disPosal.

, A]11 the iiform't6n' we do have indicates that the plant and equipment
of our friends and competitors are considerably younger than ours.

"Although this difference reflects the rebuilding of the shattered European
economies, I think it important to emphasize that it was due in good part to the
vigorous policies of the European governments. Tax incentives for investment
played a significant role, including accelerated depreciation, initial allowances,
and investment credits."

This same point was made even more directly in the statement of the Council
of Economic Advisers before the Joint Economic Committee: "

"Measures to stimulate business investment directly will contribute to our re-
covery from the present recession, but that is not their main purpose. All who
have confidence in the American economy must look ahead to the day when
the slack will be taken up and high leyels of output and employment will again
be the rule. The full benefit of our decision to supplement increases in consumer
demand now with a higher rate of capital expansion and modernization will then
be realized."

The message is cleared There are long-run' advantages to the investment credit
for productive equipment 'that outweigh any use it might have as a dQvice to
offset cyclical changes in the economy. What are these advantages?
Phe case for the oredit.-In essence, the investment tax credit is vital to eco-

nomic health in that it provides an incentive to continued growth of the nation's
productive capacity and the modernization and replacement of its existing equip-
ment. In so doing, it provides assurance that the economy can-

(1) Provide the goods necessary to meet its domestic needs-civilian and
defense-and, in so doing, combat inflation.

(2) Provide the additional jobs and equipment r7qJ4 . d b, an expanding
labor force.'

(8) Enable the economy to provide wage increases in accordance with
productivity.

(4) Fulfill our international obligations.
(5) Meet the competition for world markets and thus contribute to the

solution of o.ur balance-of-payments problem.
To make its proper contribution to the performance of these tasks, the invest-

ment credit should be-as it was originally considered to be-a permanent part
of our tax structure. To convert the credit to meet the requirements of a coun-
tercyclical tool-i.e., that it be used on an on-again, off-again basis--would run
the risk of sacrificing its effectiveness in fulfilling the vital goals for which it is
uniquely designed.
Question of manipulation

It will be recalled that the initial reaction to the investment credit proposal
was critical, and even hostile, in many quarters. There were a variety of rea-
sons, only one of which concerns us here. It was charged that once in effect the
credit would inevitably be manipulated for economic control purposes.

This charge was indignantly denied by the Administration. Its spokesmen
insisted that the credit was designed to be a permanent feature of the tax system,
that its purpose was to raise the average level of investment over the long pull,
and that there was no intent to employ it as a contracyclical device. As for the
Congress, the legislative history strongly suggests that it concurred in the Ad-
ministration position.

Thus, when the investment credit was proposed and enacted, it was in the spirit
of permanency. There Is a clear legislative record to this effect. To attempt
to use the credit as purely a countercyclical tool on an In-and-out basis would be
tantamount to a breach of faith,' in addition to interferihg With the longer range
goals to which it is addressed.

In a very real sense the country has adopted as a major national goal the de-
velopment and maintenance of the strongest possible industrial base. This goal

s "The American Economy in 1901: Problems and Policies," Hearings Before Toint Eco-
nomic Committee, March 6 1961 p, 49.' Oadpftal Goode Review No. a; "LaborForce Growth and Business Capital Formation,"
MAPI, March 1965.
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was announced in connection with the original enactment of the credit in 1902
and its liberalization by amendment in 1964 (repeal of the basis-adjustment
amendment) ; and Treasury about a year ago indicated its approval of a further
liberalization of the credit increasing the 25-percent limitation above $25,000 in
tax liability to 50 percent and extending the present five-year period in which
unused credits may be carried forward to seven years. These liberalizations
have now been written into the House bill to take effect when the investment
credit again becomes effective.

By implication, President Johnson.further acknowledged this goal In his mes.
sage by referring to other tools employed to carry out these objectives including
the depreciation guidelines.

This goal and its essential Implementation, notably the tax credit, should
not be toyed with. To set aside vigorous pursuit of the goal, to shelve the
principal device for its implementation, makes no sense from the ' standpoint of
national policy making and administration. Indeed, for reasons discussed below,
it may be that we should now place renewed emphasis on this goal.

We have referred to breach of faith. This point has very serious implications.
The President has worked hard at the Job of trying to Insure an understanding
by all in this country of national goals and the administrative actions necessary
to achieve them. He has spent untold hours on the matter of government-
business relations. It should be added that government is attempting to perfect
the technique of the "new economics," which requires an ability to forecast to
some degree how the economy, including industry, will respond to certain
economic policies or actions. All of these matters and activities require for
their success a high degree of credibility for government and,, as a corollary,
confidence in government by business. In this connection, business is not
reassured by its experience with the Interest Equalization Tax, initially
enacted as a "temporary" measure of one year's duration but now to be extended
Indefinitely.

It should be emphasized that the commitment as to the permanency of the
Investment credit is not simply a matter of statements by Secretary Fowler
urging rejections of earlier proposals to suspend the credit before this Commit-
tee and the House Ways and Means Committee earlier this year in connection
with congressional consideration of the Tax Adjustment Act of 1966. Indeed,
the intent as to permanency of the investment credit appears firmly embedded
in the legislative history of the credit. For example, the Ways and Means
Committee in its Report on what became the Revenue:Act of 1902, which included
the investment credit provision, stated that the credit would "provide a strong
and lasting stimulus toa high rate of economic growth. . . * The "perma-
nency" aspect was stressed by the testimony of Secretary Dillon on this point
before this Committee.

"Another criticism which was heard frequently last year was based on a mis-
understanding. This was the thought that the credit is a temporary remedy
for recession or that it would be somehow offset by more restrictive, administra-
tion of depreciation. The arguments I have made for the credit clearly reveal
that such legislation must be a permanent part of our tax code if we are to
meet foreign competition.

There is nothing In the' record 'to indicate'that this, Commttee or the House-
Senate conferees on this legislation had any different understanding of the
matter.

It is on this basis-not only the statements by Administration spokesmen that
the investment credit was to be permanent legislation, but also the apparent
concurrence on that point by Congreqswhen 'the credit became law-that Amer-
ican industry has placed its reliance o theV stent credit as a permanent
part of our tax law.

We note that Secretary Fowler in hs current. tetnimony has attempted to
explain that the Administration is p6oposlng the suspension of the investment
credit apparently because of peculiar wartime con'lttins and not because the
credit is to be'used as a countercyclical device. With all respect to the Secretftry,
we think this rationalization misses the point. Th6 fact of the matter is that
the Administration now. proposes to depart. from a commitment'in which both
it and the Congress joined. In the light ofthis record, any responsible business-
man must conclude for the future that the credit is subject to change or mnanip-

'HouRe Report 1447. 87th Cong., 2nd Sess., p. ' [Emphpals added
0 Revenue Act of 196., Hearings Before the Senate Finance Committee on HR. 106660,

87th Cong., 2nd Sess., Part I, p. 85....1
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ulation in accordance with changes in economic conditions. A substantial part
of its incentive impact will thus be lost for good.

A further point should be noted. The bill clearly provides, in accordance
with the President's formal message, that the suspension period is to end on
January 1, 1968. But we have noted-as we are sure many businessmen have-
that the President in his press conference following the release of his message
to Congress Was quoted as having stated that "the suspension could well be
looked at again in January of '68. We have no arbitrary position in the matter."
This uncertainty seems to have been increased by Secretary Fowler's response
to questions on this point before both this Committee and the Ways and Means
Committee.

In the light of this, businessmen for the purpose of future investment plan-
ning, and incidentally for the purpose of their response to contracyclical objec-
tives and actions of government, can hardly be expected to regard the January
1, 1968, termination date for the suspension as being very firm.

Thus, no action by government could be more disturbing to business in these
respects than that contemplated in H.R. 17607. This reaction will be aggravated
even further by the abandonment of a long-term national goal which has such
serious implications for the overall health of our domestic economy, our ability
to compete in international markets and improve our balance-of-payments post-
tion, our ability to equip the growing labor force, and our ability to build a
capacity to absorb through increased productivity substantial wage and other
labor cost Increases which are now taking place. In this connection, we refer
the Committee to Exhibit B to this statement on labor cost increases.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

There is a good deal of misunderstanding about the investment tax credit, Its
scope, limitations on its utilization, and the range of beneficiary companies and
industries under the credit system beyond the national welfare effects to which
we have already alluded.

First, the investment credit is claimable on the completion of installation and
the placement of the equipment in service. To put it in the converse, it is not
claimable at the time of order or commitment. As Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury Surrey pointed out to the Joint Economic Committee: "Actually, I
think people who have advocated suspension of the credit really have an image
of its operation that would have it turn on orders rather than installations, as
It now does. This possibility was explored at the time the credit was originally
set up and found not to be feasible." 7 The current suspension proposal which
refers to orders raises certain of the administrative difficulties which Mr. Surrey
apparently had in mind as we shall see later.

Secondly, the credit is not without limitations. It is limited to 7 percent and
must be earned in terms of capital investments. Beyond the 7-percent limita-
tion, there is a ceiling of $25,000 plus 25 percent of the tax liability in excess of
that amount in any given year, subject to a limited carry-over privilege. It does
not apply to buildings or structures or equipment installed as a part of such
structures. The definition of eligible equipment rules out expendables and pro-
vides a sliding scale of benefits depending on the period of utilization. More-
over, there is a recapture requirement where equipment is disposed of before
certain time limits. This is not to say that the 7-percent investment tax credit
lacks substantial impact, but it is by no means a bonanza or unlimited device.

Now let us turn to identification of the beneficiaries. In the President's press
conference where his current tax recommendations were discussed, he spent con-
siderable time discussing the equipment producing industries, underlining the
strains under which they are operating and pointing to his conclusion that the
pressures must be relieved by suspension of the tax credit.

But in order that there be no misunderstanding about the impact of the credit,
we must examine the equipment-using industries, acknowledging of course that
the equipment producer is also a user. The main and broadest impact of the
credit is on equipment users or buyers.

Thq credit affects practically every product-producing or service industry in
the U.S. as well as the farmer. Note that the farmer is a prime beneficiary.
The airlines. The steel industry. The automobile industry. The textile indus-
try. The railroads. The tool and die makers. The plastics manufacturer. The

Tao Ohanges for Short-Run. Stabilization, Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Fiscal
Policy of the Joint Economic Committee, 80th Cong., 2nd Sess., p. 242.
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dairies. The newspapers. Etc. Etc. The main thrust of the credit is not to
prop up the machinery-producing industries; that Is purely incidental in terms
of objective and impact. The real impact spreads across the whole economy; as
we have said, practically every product or service-producing industry including
the farmer is the direct beneficiary.

,So this Committee should have no misapprehension: it is not considering a
proposal with a narrow target., The target of this bill-albeit the wrong target-
is the entire economy, including our international trade as well as domestic
position.

THE CREDIT AS A CONTRACYCLICAL DEVICE

it is generally agreed that the criteria that should be met by any tax used as
a contracyclical tool include the following: (1) it must be promptly effective
and its economic results consistent with desired effects; (2) it rmust be equi-
table; and (3) it must not create uncertainty in business planning, investment,
and output. We conclude that the investment tax credit fails on all three
grounds; and as we understand Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Surrey's
testimony before a Subcommittee of the Joint Economic Committee last spring
as referred to above, he made the same judgment.

We summarize below our conclusions on this point and refer the Committee
to Appendix A, excerpts from MAPI Capital Good8 Review No. 67, "The Invest-
ment Credit as an Economic Control Device," by George Terborgh, Research Di-
rector, which develops the argument in gr e ater detail:

1. Treasury estimates the current overall average of order-to-completion (lead
time) for credit-eligible equipment to be in the range of 9-12 months. In some
cases it is acknowledged, and we can confirm, the period may be as long as two
years. This fact coupled with the provisions of the bill which make the suspen-
sion turn on new commitments, exempting existing commitments as of September
8, moves the impact of the suspension far into the future.

This conclusion is currently and persuasively documented by the survey just
taken by the National Industrial Conference Board on the impact on capital
investment from the proposed suspension of tax incentives. In summary, the
NICB survey established that "... . temporary removal of the investment tax
credit and accelerated depreciation of structures will apparently have a modest
effect on the rate of equipment orders and construction contracts of manufac-
turing firms during the balance of this year. Indeed, the impact of these tax
changes would lag well into the second half of 1967, when more companies
would have a larger reserve of projects at the initiation stage, where the defer-
ral of orders and contracts is possible. According to present business expecta-
tions, this would' produce no significant letup in capital goods demand well into
next year. While the impact on actual spending would increase during 1967,
the reduction from currently planned levels would not appear to exceed roughly
3% in the second half. Since investment ordering could decline toward the
end of the year in anticipation of reinstatement of the tax incentives, capital
spending itself may display some sluggishness in 1968. As many companies
added in their replies, investment rates for a period as short as a year and a
half are largely predetermined by the necessity to complete programs which are
already on stream. Many indicated that they would try to defer orders and
contracts into 1968 in anticipation of the reinstatement of the investment trx
incentives. From their quantitative estimates, however, it was evident that they
now expect the amount of deferrals to be small relative to the total volume
of planned investment."

Moreover, as we have previously suggested and as is borne out by the NICB
survey, the impact could fall at precisely the wrong time in the business cycle.
Some forecasts already so indicate.

2. Putting the suspension on a commitment basis creates very difficult adminis-
trative problems. The central difficulty involves determining what is a firm
contract and when is it entered into. A ciose reading of the House Report
bears this out.

3. As Senator Smathers has pointed out," exception .of commitments already
entered into from suspension of the credit does not protect the heavy invest-
ment which industry characteristically makes in the planning and engineering
of equipment programs before firm contracts are entered into.

4. The restoration, or cut-in, phase of the temporary suspension cycle raises
in reverse some of the same problems confronted at cutout.

Oong. Reo., March T, 1968, p. 4983.
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5. Unless the cut-in comes at. just. the right moment, the resultant air pocket

in equipment activity will be both, untimely and injurious., There is great risk
that recession trends or-recessions clearly under way will be aggravated.

6. The moral is clear, The investment credit is not suited to manipulative
application. It is not an appropriate device for economic control purposes. It
was not Intended for this use in the first place and should not be so employed.

THE CRUCIAL ELEMENT OF TIMING

The proper tools.-Unquestionably, the practice of economics has become more
sophisticated in recent years. We believe that through the efforts of economists
in government, academe, and industry we know a great deal more about the
economy, and we are hopeful that government itself has become somewhat
more astute and Sophistic4ted in the use of economic tools. However, at this
time it must be admitted that there still remains a good deal to be done in im-
proving our analytical techniques, and until this is accomplished we are not
In- a position to proceed with a great deal of reliability into the niceties of coun-
tercyclical fiscal policy.

Where are we now---There are some who believe that the forces of inflation
are severe and will grow much worse. 'There are others, with whom we are
Inclined to join ourselves, who feel that although there are some significant
inflationary signs it is 'unlikely that we confront a runaway situation.0 There
are a number of forces of restraint already at work. These include the tight
money situation both as to availability and rates, pressures on profit margins
particularly In the area of labor cost increases, and the decline In common
stock prices in heavy trading.

In terms of capital expenditures, this does not necessarily mean that we are
about to face a recession, but rather a slower rate of growth in physical output
and a growth rate in plant and equipment expenditures closer to that of the
economy as a whole. There is already some indication of this in the recent
NICB data on :capital appropriations-the lead series for capital expenditures-
which showed that the 1,000 largest manufacturing corporations expect to appro-
priate $12.4 billion, seasonally adjusted, in the second half of this year, which
Is down from $13.3 billion in the first half. This does not, as was reported in a
newspaper article the other day, necessarily mean that total capital expendi-
tures (as distinguished from appropriations) willfall in 1967. It does indicate,
however, that the 'rate of increase is likely to decline. This may be further
borne out by recent reports on new orders for machine tools, which fell off both
in July and August. Data released by the Department of Commerce indicate
that new orders for machinery and equipment (seasonally adjusted) fell six
percent from July to August. Other Commerce figures on plant and equipment
show the figures for new projects started in both durable goods and nondurable
goods manufacture turning down in the first quarter of 1966, although actual
expenditures were, of course, continuing upward.

The following excerpt from the September 1966 Monthly Economio Letter of
the First National City Bank of New York is very much in point:

"1s DEMAND EXCESSIVE?

"Economists calling for tax increases have stressed their belief that demand
Is already excessive and must be restricted in order to prevent prices and wages
from spiraling upward. Federal Reserve Board officials have defended their
recent credit-tightening moves as being made necessary by the absence of fiscal
measures to check demand. Proposals for suspension of the investment tax
credit are based on the belief that the capital investment rate is too high.

"Any sensible person would agree that over-all economic demand should not
be permitted to expand faster than our capacity to produce the goods and services
needed. Owing to overly expansive fiscal and monetary policies earlier, it is
Undoubtedly true that demand was permitted to grow too rapidly in the latter
half of 1965 and in early 1960. Some of the inflationary symptoms now showing
up are actually the lagged effects of earlier policies.

"But the present evidence does not support the idea that demand is now
growing at an excessive rate. Real growth of GNP in the second quarter slowed

'For exam le, note George Shea's "The Outlook" in the Wall Street. Journal, September12, 1966 :, "'1he .eurrent..econote. situation in the United, States. ihas -the earmarks of atYpicil top In a bwinesh boom. If events follow their historical course this top will be
followed soon by a downturn In business activity."

69-735-66---Il
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to an annual rate of 2 percent. The unemployment rate among experienced
workers has risen since May.

"As in 19507, advocates of additional demand-restrictIng measures may be
confusing what is largely a food-and-services Inflation with a general industrial.
goods inflation. Moreover, they seem to be underestimating the real growth
potential of the economy and neglecting measures to Increase supply.

"New estimates indicate that output per man-hour climbed at a rate of about
8.8 percent a year In 1960-65-higher than previously believed-and that similar
gains were made In first half 19W0.

"Since the potential labor force is growing at about 2 percent a year, the real
growth potential of the economy may be expanding at a rate of about 5-
perceut a year. Allowing for a 'normal' upereep in measured prices of about
1-1% percent a year, the growth potential In money GNP terms may be rising
by about 0-7 pernt a year. Thus, the economy can aeadily absorb the growing
costs of Vietnam, which have been rising at a rate of about $2 billion a quarter.

"The increasing growth potential of the economy can be attributed to high
rates of capital investment, longer working hours, an Increasingly better-edu.
cated labor force, rapid technological development, improved business manage.
meant and Federal tax-reduction policy. The fact that people are working longer
hours seems to reflect the Improved Incentives for earning extra income that
resulted from the 1964-05 income tax cuts. Raising Federal income tax rates
again-on top of higher Social Security and state and local taxes--would reduce
the Incentives for work while whetting demands for higher wages.

"REsTRICTING DEMAND VS. BkOOSTING 8UPPLT

"To restrain over-all demand to fit capacity, many Federal nondefense pro.
grams should be strictly limited now that unemployment is so low. Monetary
policy also should restrict the expansion of the money supply to no more than
what Is needed for real economic growth.

"But it Is likely that Inflation can be checked more effectively now by increas-
Ing supplies and encouraging productivity growth than by checking demand
precipitously and suppressing Individual movements of prices and wages. Under
a more flexible stabilization policy, for example, wage Increases exceeding the

2 percent figure could be accepted provilded that productivity increases are
accelerated. From the standpoint of raising productivity, moreover, it would
make little sense to discourage business from making capital investments by
suspending the Investment tax credit or raising corporate taxes"

For * at work--In addition to the factors noted above, there are a number
of base forces at work that will Inereaisingly exert a restraining hand on the
economy. President Johnson himself has at various times identified these
factors. Thee of course include the Tax Adjustment Act of 1960, which it is
estimated will raise some $0 billion in federal revenue by the end of the next
fiscal year; the Increase In Social Security and Medicare taxes of some $0 bil-
lion at annular rates which went into effect on January 1, 1966; and the recent
actions of the Federal Reserve Board. In addition, it must not be overlooked
that Congress can, and we think should, assert a firmer control over federal ex-
pendlture's; and the Executive Delptrtment has leeway In certain of its actual
spe, ding decisions. This the President now seems determined to exercise.

Besind these factors, there Is one other that to our knowledge has been over-
looked by cmnmentators on this subject; namely, the fading boom in corporate
tax depreciation. Since the Institute hai documented this at length elsewhere
we will s uly excerpt here the relevant portion of the conclusion of that study :U

"The great postwar surge of corportato tax depreciation is over. From now
on the increase In accruals will be more closely geared to the long-run growth
treud of corporate capital expenditures.

','There Is ctnsiderable reason to believe, moreover, that the rate of increase
will actually fall below this growth trend. The future of corporate capital ex-
penditures Is of course unpredictable, but If they rise over the next decade at
the average rate of the lest 15 years (aboat &5 percent per annum), a shortfall
of depreciation growth ems probable. The probability arises principally from
the prospectIve fdeout of the relative net benefits from the accelerated write-
off methods of the 19H4 Code and from the guldeline-life Sstem."

a TAO ledlug I** to Ow*pWs e Deprbw~~txu OQetV Teztrb. 3AP!. 19M5
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At this point it is appropriate to call attention to the reference in President

Johnson's message of September 8 to the various incentives and supports which
are reflected in the current machinery and equipment boom. We have already
mlderlined the fading characteristic of depreciation accruals. Beyond this, the
depreciation guidelines are hobbled by an administratively unworkable and
technically deficient reserve ratio test. We are now in a period when for prac-
tical purposes the impact of the test is not biting; but when the test again be-
comes fully effective, it may substantially limit the favorable effect of the de-
preciation guidelines. For the long pull this situation should be corrected ad-
ministratively or by legislation if necessary.'

In brief, we should like to emphasize that we cannot accept the inference in
the President's message that all is well with capital investment in this country
even without the credit because these other supports are still fully effective.

Would it teork-In addition to these underlying forces, there is the question
of the degree of effectiveness that suspension of the credit might have at this
time. Because of the long lead time between orders and delivery, the cutoff of
the investment credit at the ordering stage would obviously have a delayed
effect on equipment production. It is unlikely that at best the suspension would
have any real effect on capital expenditures before the end of 1967. In other
words, the chances are that the effects of the suspension are likely to be in
response to current, fatherr than anticipated, conditions.

At this point we might mention two other factors that deserve the considera-
tion of the Congress. First, since we currently are straining manpower re-
sources to the utmost, the major source of relief from spiraling prices lies in
the growth of production facilities and increases in productivity from new and
more efficient facilities. This, of course, has obvious implications for the second
factor, which is the continuing seriousness of the deficit in our balance of pay-
ments.

Stummry,-In light of the "margin of error" that exists in the application
of macroeconomics, the relatively crude state of our analytical tools at this time,
the forces for restraint that have yet to reach their full potential, and the need
for increased supplies and greater productivity, it would appear precipitous to
take action to suspend the investment credit at this time on these grounds alone.

DILEMUS AS TO TIMING

Let me reinforce the timing discussion by reviewing the matter in the form
of dilemmas which confront government in respect to consideration of the credit
suspension. As we noted in our testimony before the Ways and Means Com-
mittee:

1. Equity absolutely requires exemption of commitments already made; at
the same time, as previously indicated, lead time for most productive equipment
is nine months or more. This results in substantial postponement of the im-
pact of suspension and perhaps--some believe probably-will result in its im-
pact being felt at the wrong point in the business cycle. It is very possible,
therefore, that the impact will be optimized at the very time when opposite ac-
tion is needed if one were to play the contracyclical game.

2. This is a tight economy, concededly so. But the degree of tightness varies
considerably and crosscurrents are manifest. For example-

Housing is in a state of semi-depression, and Congress has just passed
legislation to stimulate it.

Copper is short and Mr. Gardner Ackley, Chairman of the Council of
Economic Advisers, is critical of price increases. Will suspending the credit
solve this problem?

As confirmed by Secretary Connor. in the machine tool industry, and ap-
parently more so in the defense industries, the companies are being con-
fronted with a growing number of defense priorities which, beca 8e of ca-
pacity limitations, are necessary for Vietnam. Shouldn't capacity be in-
creased?

Secretaries Fowler and Connor both emphasize that machinery and equip-
ment producers are simply unable to keep their production up to the pace
of the incoming orders. It is true that there are capacity and manpower
limitations and that demand is high. However, the solution is not to be
found in discouraging new capacity and installation of more productive

n See The Ruerve-Ratio Test: A Palpable Delusion, by George Terborgb, MAPf, 1965.
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equipment in these industries. Nor are these industries going to be assisted
in their training programs by denying them the tax credit portion of their
financial resources; training programs cost big money.

Very juicy settlements in wage negotiations are being sought and obtained
by the unions; the Administration expresses concern, but qualifies its con-
cern by saying that productivity has been rising. On this theory, shouldn't
we encourage productivity increases at an even more rapid rate largely
through installation of new and more productive equipment as in the case
of the airlines industry?

The Administration obviously is either not pressing its wage guidelines or
Is about to sweeten up the limitation. In general, if the economy is to absorb
these increases, isn't substantial installation of more productive equipment
absolutely essential?

Farmers are being told that we are approaching an era of shortages rather
than surpluses in food products. Is this the time to deny the 7-percent credit
to farmers?

The Antitrust Division of the Justice Department constantly concerns
itself with bigness; yet this bill would deny to the small company the 7-per-
cent credit during a period when it should be taking full advantage of the
new breakthroughs in technology-for example, numerical control in metal-
working. And as Secretary Fowler has stated before this Committee earlier
in the year, suspension of the credit would hit small business especially hard.

The country, with federal encouragement and financial support, is greatly
concerned about the need for real advances in the railroad industry. Some
new concepts-for example, high-speed trains--are under experimentation.
Isn't the tax credit cruiat under these circumstances?

We are engaged in a war. Historically, such periods have been character-
ized by government stimulation of expanded capacity-look at the history
of special amortization. Presently we have on the statute books a superior
device--the tax credit-and it is now proposed to ignore the precedent estab-
lished in previous periods of war-induced demand and to suspend the credit
during a period when it may be most needed. If the consensus is correct
that there could be a further buildup in Vietnam, this reinforces the point
just made.

The country confronts a serious balance-of-payments problem. One key
factor in this situation is a slipping export position, due in part to a tight
domestic situation but more Importantly due to difficulty with international
competition. On both grounds we need more and better productive plants in
this country. In this connection, we think Secretary Connor's analysis of
the relationship between the investment tax credit and the balance-of-pay-
ments problem is superficial. We must modernize and reduce costs to com-
pete internationally; the investment credit is a big plus in this effort.

Again, apropos the balance-of-payments situation, a major contributor to
our deficit is the approximately $1 billion deficit in steel products in our
trade position. The steel industry is launching a massive plant and equip-
ment effort to become more competitive with foreign steel products being
imported into this country. Yet our government through its credit suspen-
sion proposal Is throwing a roadblock in the way of that very effort.

Much is being made in the Great Society of the need for pure air and
pure water. , This is a goal all of us must embrace; it is universally ac-
cepted. Does this Committee have any idea of the massive amounts of
money which will be required to do this job right and promptly? Indus-
try is being asked, or even compelled under certain local ordinances, to
tackle this problem. There is a federal policy on the subject. Tremendous
expenditures for equipment will be required. We recognize and commend
the provision now added to the House bill, and we are opposed to the Treas-
ury suggestion that its scope be narrowed.,

These are only random illustrations of the second dilemma which con-
fronts the proponents of the bill. Though the economy may be tight over-
all, it is spotty, and some spots need more than casual attention. To re-
lieve the tight spots, capacity and productivity may be Just the right medi-
cine. The country has embraced some domestic programs in which both
government and industry must share which will require large dosages of
money and equipment. The war situation is straining capacity. Isn't it
a non sequitur that we are nOw debating a means to discourage capacity
enlargement and productivity gains through mechanization.
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What kind of sense does this make?
As a matter of fact this dilemma-or series of dilenmiias-which we have

just described is reported to have prompted some consideration within the
Administration of a system of exceptions by statute Or regulation or a board
of review to hear cases for exception. The President seems to indicate that
such an idea was not acted upon in order to insure even treatment. But if
you will reflect on the points just offered, there are so many needs or rea-
sons for legitimate exception that one is compelled to ask where does it
make sense to apply the device at all?

The Ways and Means Committee and the House at large have now responded
to this line of argument, at least in part.' Small business and the fainer have
been given some relief-however, limited. A major action has been taken in
exempting pollution equipment. These actions, as we have previously pointed
out, signal recognition by Congress that either the whole Idea Is wrong and we
should recognize this fact, forthrightly, or that Congress should take affirmative
action on the Presidential recommendations but pass a bill which would pro-
tect the economy against its consequences by major amendment. We prefer the
former course of action, but if the latter is adopted then exemption and amend-
ment must be carried much further beyond the useful but modest start the
House has made.

FURTHER LIMITATIONS ON INTENDED IMPACT OF SUSPENSION AND
UNFORTUNATE SIDE EFFECTS

We have suggested above that, because of the necessary and equitable exemp-
tion of binding contracts when combined with the fact that the lead time of
productive equipment is quite long, the proposal cannot achieve its intended
short-range purpose.

There are other reasons for our conviction that the suspension device wouldn't
work:

1. As to projects for which legal commitments have already been made but
where they do not qualify under the exemption, obviously the parties will go
ahead. In addition, there are many crucial programs which must be carried
on to completion even in the face of suspension of the credit and irrespective
of their legal status for purposes of the exemption or otherwise. Not only will
these projects proceed but it is possible, indeed probable, that the companies
involved will have to go to the marketplace for money which would otherwise
be available from tax savings under the credit; there has been substantial testi-
mony to this effect. Incidentally, the acceleration of corporate tax payments
and the advance in due dates on withholding payments for corporations for
Social Security and income taxes have already, through government pressure,
aggravated the burden on the money market and interest rates.

All of this is supported by the current NICB survey previously referred to.
2. The backlogs of equipment producers always contain a certain amount of

water: cancellable business, doubling of orders, etc. It is almost ironic that sus-
pending the tax credit assures that these backlogs will become 100-percent solid.
There will be no cancellations to any degree worth recognition; so what is nor-
mally a relief valve against pressures will be completely closed.

3. In addition to the doubtful value for the immediate purpose intended, the
manipulation of the investment tax credit would have most unfortunate side
effects on business planning. Today, business plans for long periods intd the
future-for example, five-year corporate plans are now quite common. By now,
of course, the availability of the investment credit, enacted as a permanent
feature of our tax system, has become an important assumption underlying the
development of any such plan. Given the impact on our economy of the total
of such planning decisions, the maintenance of sufficiently stable conditions to
permit reasonable long-range planning becomes the proper concern of public
policy and one that is very much involved here.

SPECIFIC DISCUSSION OF INVESTMENT CREDIT PROVISIONS OF II.R. 17007 AS PASSED
BY THE HOUSE

Turning more specifically to the investment credit portions of H.R. 17607,
first, we unequivocally oppose suspension of the tax credit.

If, contrary to our recommendations, suspension Is to be approved, we urge
that the Committee and Congress consider the following points and accompany-
ing suggestions:
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(1) Starting date for 8u8pen8ion.-When the bill was first introduced, Sep.
tember 1 was designated as the starting date for the suspension period. Pre.
sumably, because of the fact that the President's message was not presented to
the Congress until September 8 and the bill was not introduced until that date,
it was the feeling of the Ways and Means Committee that September 9 should
mark the beginning of the suspension period. Although there is no detailed
explanation in the Committee Report, it would seem reasonable to assume that
the Committee felt that any date earlier than September 9 would be inequitable
and would predate notice to the country and to the business community as
reflected in the President's message and the introduction of the bill.

We are aware that if a suspension Is to be enacted, the starting date of the
suspension period must not be established in a way which will invite substantial
placements of orders to "get under the qualification wire." On the other hand,
because of the extreme difficulties involved in interpreting the "binding con-
tract" concept and the inequities which are inherent in any cutout system, we
suggest that the Committee on Finance take another look at the starting date
of the suspension period with the possibility that it should be moved forward to,
for example, the date of the signing of the bill or, alternatively, the date of agree.
meant to the Conference Report.

(2) The bindingg contract" problem and con8deration8 of equitV.-In our
statement to the Committee on Ways and Means, we underlined and spelled out
the very difficult problem of defining a "binding contract" for purposes of the
exception clauses in the bill. Moreover, in a detailed supplemental statement
to the Committee, we pointed out what we think are a number of situations
involving arrangements made prior to the cutoff date which, although perhaps
not binding contracts in a legal sense, have such merit in equity and fairness as
to justify exemption from the credit suspension under the bill. The Committee
on Ways and Means decided to adhere to the "binding contract" concept but
included rather extensive and liberalizing interpretative language in its Report
and also moderated the severe and Inequitable effects of a cutoff, particularly
when it is associated with 'the "binding contract" criterion, by adopting the
"equipped building" and the "machinery and equipment completion" rules.
.The Ways and Means Committee made other liberalizing amendments and

currently speled out its intention in the legislative report with respect to certain
types of "binding contract" problems. However, a number of problems, which
in equity require consideration, remain. For the convenience of the Committee
we are summarizing below a number of common industrial contracting practices
which would be affected by the proposed suspension of the investment credit
and as to which equity requires legislative consideration:
(a) A prospective purchaser may, by a letter of intent, advise of his intention

to buy and Ihus reserve for himself a position on the manufacturer's production
schedule. Characteristically, such letters of intent indicate by appropriate speci-
fication the thing or things intended to be brought, the delivery schedule desired,
by reference to specific catalog item the approximate price to be paid, and, In
some cases, an authorization to proceed with the increase of engineering costs up
to a stipulated level.

(b) It is customary for capital goods manufacturers to reserve to themselves
the right finally to approve at the company's general offices all orders for their
equipment. Despite the technical reservation of this right to "accept" as a
practical matter, the purchaser's order is customarily considered a binding con-
tract without reference to formal acceptance.

(eo) Frequently corporate management is permitted to order--sometimes by
letter of intent.--capital goods subject to approval by the board of directors.
Almost Invariably such provisional orders are approved and thus mature into
binding contracts.

(d) Many capital goods contracts contain detailed cancellation provisions
which impose penalties of one kind or another on the purchaser in the case of
contract cancellation.

(e) There is widespread use of oral-or verbal-contracts for the purchase
and sale of capital goods.

(f) The purchase of capital goods may involve buying at different times and
by separate instruments the principal item and ancillary equipment therefor,
such as spare parts, electrical controls, extra attachments, etc.

(gr) Capital goods sales agreements may contain escalation clauses providing
for priep increases if cost Increases In such items as materials or labor can be
demonstrated by reference to some independent source of information such as
the figures of the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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(h) Many buyers of capital goods, and especially in those cases where the
product is of new and unusual design, will condition their purchase of such an
item upon satisfactory performance of prescribed performance tests.

(i) In plant expansion and rehabilitation projects it is, of course, customary
to undertake construction by agreements with general contractors who, in the
fulfilling of such contracts, will in due course procure and install property that
qualifies for the investment credit. Although the general contract was a binding
agreement on September 8, the "second tier" contracts thereunder may not have
been let by the general contractor on that date.

(j) In. the case of large machine tools, considerable expense is involved in the
construction of a foundation for the machine and in installing a machine on that
foundation ready for operation. As in the case of ancillary equipment, noted
above, contracting for foundation construction and machine installation may
occur several months after placement of the order for the machine itself.

(k) Where delivery dates are stretched out to 18 months or 2 years, a com-
pany may htve placed a "standing-in-line" order under which the commitment is
firm, the intent of the purchaser to be bound iu firm, but a considerable number of
details-notably engineering modifications--remain to be negotiated.

(1) It is very common in the engineering industries to enter into what is
clearly a binding contract in which the final price has not yet been fixed because
the order Involves a substantial amount of specialized engineering which has not
yet been done and thus not costed at the time of contract execution,

(i) Frequently a machinery company will manufacture a machine for use in
its own factory and, heretofore, the cost of manufacture qualified for the invest-
ment credit. The question here, of course, is how the taxpayer can demonstrate
the existence o0 a firm decision-in lieu of a "binding contract"-on or before
September 8.

(it) Much capital equipment is acquired by lease rather than by purchase al-
though the language of H.R. 17607 is cast in terms of purchases.

(o) Frequently, manufacturers of consumables will contract with major cus-
tomers to supply from factories yet to be built the customer's requirements over
a long period of time. Many such supply contracts were clearly binding agree-
ments on September 8. Moreover, prices quoted to customers had taken into
account the expectation of receiving the investment credit on machinery and
equipment and accelerated depreciation on buildings.

No doubt there are many other problems of this character that will be pre-
sented by the suspension, of the investment credit and the withdrawal of ac-
celerated depreciation. We are pleased at the action of the Ways and Means
Committee in dealing either wholly or in part with certain of 'the problems identi-
fied above. However, the residue of problems not, touched and those dealt with
only in part point up the essential difficulty presented by the "biiding contract"
concept.

The real solution is to cut through and depart from the concept of a "binding
contract." As we suggested to the Committee on Ways and Means, the entitle-
ment of the taxpayer to the Investment credit or to the right to use accelerated
depreciation on projects in work or then pending on the basis of established plans
should be made to turn not upon the existence of "binding contracts" but rather,
to the degree practicable, upon the fact of either a firm commitment for goods or
services existing on the cutoff date or an economic commitment by the taxpayer
existing on that same date from which he could not thereafter withdraw without
substantial injury to his position. As we pointed out, administrative precedent
for use of such a standard exists in SeCtion 722(b) (4) of the Revenue Act of
1942'(the World War II Excess Profits tax law). We recognize that the
"equipped building" and "machinery and equipment completion" rules, at least to
some extent, attempt to implement the suggestion which we made to the Commit-
tee on Ways and Means, but they do not go the whole way; and we respectfully
suggest that some further relief be provided based upon a broader criterion than
a "binding contract."

If the Committee decides to retain the "binding contract" concept, it should not
only give the Treasury Department and Internal Revenue Service guidance but
it should also lay down clear guidelines so that taxpayers would not be confronted
with narrow and legalistic administration of this very difficult language. We
are pleased that the Ways and Means Committee followed this recommendation,
at least to the extent discussed above. We believe that it would be helfui in the
interest of developing a proper statutory record for the Finance Committee to
follow suit and incorporate similar, and hopefully, expanded guidelines in its
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report which would deal with the problem areas outlined above which we think
are not fully covered by the House bill and the Ways and Means Committee Re.
port. We also urge that the Finance Committee make clear its intent that regula.
tions concerning the cutoff are to be written, and the 'administration of such
regulations is to be conducted, in the spirit of equity and reasonableness.

(8) Default on the carry-over commtment.-The bill before this Committee
provides that the carry-over of unused investment credits which is a part of the,
basic statute should be subject to a recomputation during and after the suspen.
sion period involving the calculation of a "phantom investment credit." This
rule involves reducing the maximum credit which might be taken under the
applicable limitation by the amount of the credit on Investment which would
have been eligible for the credit but for the suspension. This, of course, reduces
the credit to what It would have been if there had been no suspension. In effect,
it acts as a penalty on current investment but at the expense of pa8t investment
as to which the credits had already been earned. To this provision we strongly
and unequivocally object anL ask that the Senate Committee strike it from the
bill.

This inequitable proposal illustrates the dilemma which confronts the Adminis.
tration in the suspension of the investment tax credit. The basic statute provides
for a carry-back and carry-forward of unused investment tax credits, and the
Ways and Means Committee is so favorably disposed to the principle involved
that it has approved for the future liberalization of these provisions. Some
months ago, Secretary Fowler himself pointed to the fact that one of the reasons
the country should not consider credit suspension is that the carry-over/carry.
back privilege would have to be honored in all equity and in the spirit of sound
tax policy and that this, coupled with other factors to which we have previously
referred, would substantially negate the objective of suspension in terms of con-
tracyclical policy. Confronted with this problem, the Ways and Means Com-
mittee bill attempts to deal with the issue by limiting exercise of the carry-over
privilege during the suspension period. This involves rescission of a right earned
under an existing statute and earned by the taxpayer in a year or years when
the suspension was not in effect. It is unconscionable action for the Treasury
Department to countenance and for the Congress to enact.

The Congress has clearly recognized that in the interest of equity and in the
interest of sound tax policy, including the principle of avoiding retroactivity in
tax law, commitments on the books should be exempted and that through the
"equipped building" and "machinery and equipment completion" rules, projects
begun or substantially started in reliance upon the law should be allowed to be
completed with the benefit of the tax credit. It is wholly inconsistent with the
principles underlying these provisions to offset substantially or wipe out a carry-
over privilege already earned. This 18 retroactivity at it8 worst 'and under no
circumstances should it be approved by this Committee.

(4) The small business and farm eenption.-The bill before the Finance
Committee contains an exemption of up to $15,000 of investments made during
the suspension period which would otherwise be ineligible for the investment
credit under the terms of this bill. It is conceded by the Committee Report in
the House that this exemption will be a negligible factor in the investment deci-
sions of the nation's larger business organizations. We agree. We cannot agree,
however, that if it is sound to attempt to assist small business enterprises and
farmers through an exemption In this bill, that the $15,000 exemption, which
will result only in an investment tax credit of $1,050, is substantial enough to
do the job. If the objective is to help the farmer and the small businessman.
then the bill must incorporate a provision which is much more substantial in
character than the $15,000 exemption. This is a token; if we must have sus-
pension, it Ahould be substantially enlarged.

(5) The reserve-ratio test.-We have previously pointed to the extent to which
the depreciation guidelines applicable primarily to productive equipment are
thwarted-.and hobbled by an ill-conceived, unworkable, inequitable, and exces-
sivelo complex reserve-ratio test. Acknowledging that under IRS rules and pro-
cedures the impact of this test is temporarily abated, in the spirit that the Ways
and Means Committee has displayed in anticipatory 'amendment of the basic
investment credit statute, we ask that Congress direct the Treasury Department
to abandon the reserve-ratio test and unleash the full benefit of the depreciation
sidelines, a benefit which will be overwhelmingly needed, particularly if the
ill-conceived suspension of the Investment tax credit is enacted.
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(6) Orders in the hands of distributors.-Although this matter will un-
doubtedly be brought to your attention by other witnesses before this Com-
mittee, because of our awareness of the matter and its significance, we wish to
call It to your attention siso. In adhering to the "binding contract" approach in
the exemption section of the bill and in the light of guidelines for the adminis-
tration of this concept as laid down in the Ways and Means Committee's Report,
there is at least an inference that where an order has been placed with an equip-
ment distributor before the cutoff date but that order is conditional upon ac-
ceptance by the producer of the equipment, such an order does not qualify as a
"binding contract" and therefore Is not entitled to the benefit of the Invest-
muent tax credit. We ask that this Committee make it clear that it is the intent
of Congress that in such situations the exemption will apply and the Investment
credit will be available to the purchaser. In terms of the good faith of the pur-
chaser of the equipment. the arbitrariness of any cutoff procedure, and the spirit
and intent which underlie the "50-percent rules," it seems perfectly appropriate
under these circumstances to allow the credit to be taken.

(7) Air and water pollution control equipment.-Secretary Fowler has urged
the Committee to cut back the House-approved exemption from suspension of
the investment credit on air and water pollution control facilities to those re-
quireby law. This is inequitable as it would then suspend the credit for those
taxpayers who voluntarily build such facilities in accordance with national
policy as expressed by the Congress. It makes no sense to cut off the credit
which after all is supposed to serve as an incentive to certain investment action
from those areas in which the government is seeking to encourage voluntary as
opposed to required action..

(8) Expansgan of eoeptions.-The Congress should consider expansion of
exceptions already written into the House bill, should write new and additional
exceptions where warranted, and should give the President authority to make
further exceptions to the suspension in order to meet bottleneck situations that
may develop or in fact are already present as we have previously suggested.
[Candidly, as we have already observed, there are so many such situations that
analysis would support the proposition we hold; namely, that the credit should
not be suspended at all.]

(9) Presidential authority to reinvoce the oredit.-The President should be
given authority to reinvoke the credit in advance of the statutory cut-in date in
the light of economic conditions, but a reinstatement date should remain in the
law.

(10) Certainty as to termination.--In the spirit of the temporary character
of the suspension, Congress should write a clear and unambiguous legislative rec-
ord that the 16-month termination date is not intended to be extended.

PROPOSED RESTRICTIONS ON DEPRECIATION OF REAL PROPERTY

H,R. 17607, as passed by the House, incorporates a slightly modified version
of the President's proposal suspending until January 1, 1968, the use of what he
referred to as "accelerated" depreciation on all buildings and structures started
or acquired on or after September 1, 1966. Section 2 of the bill provides that
for real property built or acquired during the suspension period (which begins on
September 9, 19606, as in the case of suspension of the investment credit) depreci-
ation should not exceed that allowable prior to the enactment of the Revenue
Code of 1954. This makes it clear, then, that the double declining-balance and
sum-of-digits methods of depreciation authorized by the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 are covered by the suspension. The original version of H.R. 17607 would
also have precluded the use of the "150 percent" declining-balance method which
was available before 1954, but this latter method is authorized under the
amended version of the House bill.

Even as liberalized, we think that this proposal Is as undesirable as the similar
proposal respecting suspension of the investment credit; and we are opposed to
it. The so-called "accelerated" methods of depreciation were made a part of the
1954 Code on the theory that they represented a more realistic measurement of
the actual pattern of depreciation on assets used in business. This is recognized
in the following language from the report of this Committee on the 1954 CNdl:

"The liberalized declining-balance 'method [and the sum-of-digits method]
included in the bill concentrates on the reductions in the early years of service
and results on a timing of allowances more in accord with the actual pattern of
loss of economic usefulness; With the rate limited to twice the corresponding
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straight-line rate and based on a realistic estimate 'of useful life, the proposed
syst:. conforma to: sound'acoiinting principles.,

It Is true that the legislative history of the64954 Code recognizes that 'tbe new
methods of depreciation would, act as a -spur to Investment, but it Is clear from
the above reference that It- w esquilly recogikZed by the Congresg that these
new methods would 'lSO provide a more accurate measure of depreciation than
was possible under the straight-line method.

The position that these new methods 'of depreqiatlon .are realisticc" has also
been recognized, we think, .by both President Kennyd .id Treasury Secretary
Dillon in connection with their recommendations bOck Il 1061 that 'Congress
enact the Investnent tax credit. They stressed the importance of provldiig an
Investment tax'Incentive which would not teid to distort the "proper measurement
of taxable income as might result from further :acceleiatlon of tax depreciation
beyond the methods 'allowed Under the i9h' Code. 8 By implication, there was
general agreement that'the 1954 Code methods did not go beypn What was prob.
ably recognized as "realistic." ' . I I

If declining-balance and sum-of-dlgits depreciation-p6vide "realistic" depreci.
ation allowances, then we think it Is unfair to prohibit their use for a period oftime with respect to real 0P~rty. I0 some extnt, this poi 0si.rmay represent
another' example of the tieasitty's often exhibited tendency 'to discriminate
against real pr0d*rty,- atendenc' that, Whs denidlstratel In Its r~fusalfto make
such property' eligible for the Investment credit ,a d also in th depreciationn
guidelines In which the useful lives for factory buildings. were reduced by only
about 10 percent as compared with a general reducti60o' i ,bot. $3, peotcent for
personal property. We urge that, as a minimum, isproifsili ot be made appli-
cable, to buildings and structures used for indu*'trial as opposed to commercial
purposes. This Is p~rtiiir'y important since the 'denial of the accelerated
depreciation privilege applies' to the entire life .f he'gected Asset, not just the
period of the suspension.'

SUMMARY OF CONCIUSIONS

1. The suspension of th- investment tax credit'Is unsound .I ase it represents
abandonment of the national goal of achieving and maintaining a modern Indus-
trial base so vital for the reasons pointed out In our statement.

2. The abandomnent is Ill-conceived even on the basis of the balancing of bene-
fits which Secretary Fowler advances In his testimony; I.e., sacrifice, temporarily,
long-range gains for critical short-range anti-inflationary objectives. The short-
range, anti-inflationary objective Will not be achieved in any substantial way by
suspension; indeed, it may have perverse effects which we 'have outlined.

3. This abandonment represents a breach of faith with reference to the intended
and promised permanency of the credit in the tax structure. Something is perma-
nent or it Isn't. Contrary to the Treasury suggestion, there is no in-between.
Tinkering with the credit will upset long-range Industrial planning, and that
dislocation will have marked and unfavorable short-range and long-range effects
on growth, employment, international competition, and other ingredients of a
healthy economy.

4. In view of the crying need for increasing productivity to offset substantial
labor cost increases," improve our international trade position, and meet Vietnam
war requirements, based on historical practice, we should now be considering
special tax incentives to increase productivity and capacity. Isn't It anomalous
that we are actually considering setting aside a device far superior to special
amortization employed in the past?

5. The Tax Code and tax administration are replete with discriminatory ac-
tions against industrial buildings. This discrimination, should be corrected In the
depreciation guidelines and in the basic statute on the Investment credit. Under
no circumstances should the accelerated depreciation methods be denied to in-
dustrial buildings as proposed in this bill. which lumps all buildings and struc-
tures together under the suspension provision.

This concludes the statement of the Machinery and' Allied Products Institute
on H.R. 17607. If we can be of further service to the Committee and its staff,
we shall be pleased to do so.

12 Senate Report No. 1622, 83rd Cone.. 2nd Sess.. pp. 25. 26.
28 PresfdentR 1961 Pax Recomme ndations, Hearings Before the House Ways and Means

Committee, 87th Cong.. 1st Sess., Vol. 1. p. 7. Rcv'ehuc Act of 1962, Hearings Before the
Senate Finance Committee. 87th Cong.. 2nd Sess.. Part 1. pp. 85, 86.It See Appendix B to tils statement, previously referred to.
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APPENDIX A

THE INVESTMENT CEIiT AS AN ECONOMIC CONTROL DEVICE 1

Since temporary suspension [of the investment credit] appears to be the most
favored form of manipulation, we, propose to consider the difficulties associated
with that form. Because they are somewhat different at the suspension (cut-
out) phase of the operation than at restoration. (cu,-r ), we shall discuss the two
phases separately, beginning with.suspension.

1. PROBLEMS 'ASSOCIATED WITH SUSPENSION

As a rule, capital equipment has a long production period. Moreover, a large
proportion is produced on order. This means that customers must wait during
its fabrication, and that .there Is normally an extended period between the place-
ment Of orders and their delivery. The interval between orders and the comple-
tion of installation '(the Point at which the credit can be claimed) Is of course
longer still.

No one knows within a wide margin the current overall average of this order-
to-completion period for credit-eligible equipment, but Treasury estimates place

'it in the range of 9-12 nionths.' Even if we take the lower limit of this range,
we are dealing, obviously, With a very long lead time, the existence of Which has
important implications foirthe problem'in hand.
Fairne8
- As just noted,, the investment credit is'claimable on the completion of installa-
tion and- the placement 'Of the equipment in service. This means that if the
suspension is on the same basis industry will lose the benefit of 'the credit on
outstanding commitments representing say three-quarters of a year's investment
in eligible equipment-commitments entered into in good faith in expectation of
that benefit.

The imfairness of dehyfig the credit to such commitments was recognized
in the Gore amendment by' a provision protecting the eligibility of equipment
for which firing contracts had been entered 'Into 'prior to the effective date. It
has been recognized also in subsequent suspension proposals, including the Long
amendment and the Administration 'bill.

To afford complete protection of outstanding commitments, it is necessary,
of course, to allow time for them to work through the production pipeline. The
Gore amendment allowed one year, a period sufficient for most, but not all, of
them to clear. The Long amendment, on the other hand, allowed only four
month8. This is grossly inadequate, and would leave a substantial proportion
oIf the carry-over unprotected. The Administration proposal is better in this
respect: it imposes no time limit at all.

'While the complete protection of outstanding commitments eliminates a con-
siderable part of the inequity at the suspension stage, It does not remove all
of it. Industry often makes a heavy investment In the planning and engineering
of equipment programs before firm contracts are entered into. To the extent
that this Investment is conditioned on the availability of the credit, the suspen-
sion destroys Its value and usefulness. Moreover, there is a large element of
chance In the Impact of the suspension. The commitment flow of individual
companies Is extremely "lumpy." The cut-out date is certain to catch some of
them with large placements just inside the line and others with similar place-
ments just outside. (For example, the Administration proposal for a cut-out
on September 1 finds a large airline with an order dated September 2 for $410
million worth of equipment.) 3

Although a partial equity can be secured by putting the credit suspension on
a commitment basis, given a sufficient workout period, unfortunately this creates
difficult administrative problems.

" Excerpts from a MAPI study by MAPI Research Director* George Terborgh, published
as Capital Goads Review. No. 67, September 1966.

S-Quoted by Senator Proxmire from a Treasury communication to him. Con grestional
Record, August 23, 1966, page 19421. It is estimated further that 40 percent of eligible
equipment has an order-to-delIvery period of less than 6 months, 40 percent between 6
months and a year, and 20 percent qver a year (the average for the last group being about
2 years).

3 Wall Street Journal, September 9, 1960, page 2.
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Admini8trative diftlcultie8
The completion of the installation of a piece of equipment is ordinarily a

clearly identifiable event, but the timing of. a "firm contract" for its procurement
may not be. For this reason the switch from an installation to a commitment

'basis presents administrative problems. ; - .
'This was pointed out by Senator Long in the debate on the Gore amendment:
"This rule will open up difficult areas of dispute between the Internal Revenue

Service and business firms over what constitutes a binding commitment. I doubt
if any mechanical rule can be followed here. Each case will have to be examined
on its own merits." '

When is a "firm contract" entered into? Is it on the date a purchase order is
sent, or when confirmed by the equipment producer? Must the order be non-
cancellable? If not, what kind of cancellation penalties are required to make
it "firm"? Must the delivery date be fixed, or can it be indefinite? What about
supplements and amendments? Do they take the date of the, original order,
or must they be broken out? These and other vexing questions are bound to
bedevil both industry and tax administrators, giving rise to uncertainty, con.
troversy, and litigation.

There is another aspect of the matter. Suspension on a commitment basis
will give rise to deplorable pressure on equipment suppliers for the redating of
orders that fall on the wrong side of the line, the shifting of items from later to
earlier orders, etc. No one will contend that this is desirable, least of all the
suppliers themselves.

As a matter of fact, the Administration explored very thoroughly the pos.
sibllty of putting the credit on a commitment basis at the time it was first pro-
posed. In the words of Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Surrey, "It was
found not to be feasible." If it was not feasible to introduce it on that basis,
can it be feasible to 8uspend4it in the same fashion?
Timing

Because of the long lead time between orders and delivery, the cutoff of the
Investment credit at the ordering stage would obviously have a delayed effect on
equipment productiolN. Senator Proxmire recently commented on the point as
follows:

Because the suspension of the credit would have to provide an exception for
projects already under commitment, but completed in the future, it follows that
suspension would generally not alter investment expenditures or tax revenues
for a substantial period of time. . . . If we repealed the credit today or tomorrow,
It would be at least the middle or the end of 1967 before the real effect would
be felt. If we acted next March or April, it would have no decisive effect until
1968.6

This means that the suspension should occur long before capital investment
attains the level at which restraint is deemed desirable. It requires action on
the basis of predictions and forecasts. This is not necessarily a prohibitive re-
quirement, but past experience with the application of restrictive measures in a
political environment (especially in election years) is not reassuring. The
chances are that the suspension will come late, in response to current, rather than
anticipated, conditions. In some cases, certainly, this will lock the barn door
after the horse is gone. Indeed, there is always the risk that the delayed effects
will fall in the receding phase of the capital goods cycle, thus aggravating the
decline.
Perverse reacton.R

In a parliamentary system, the minister of finance can guard the secrecy of
his budget proposals until they are formally presented to the legislature. More-
over, the budget, once disclosed, is practically certain to go through. (If it
doesn't, the government falls with it.) In this setup, a measure like the
suspension of the investment credit can be imposed as of a date already past,
and there is nothing industry cah do about it.

In the American system, things do not happen this way. Proposals can be
tossed into the hopper by any member of the Congress at any time, and it is often
difficult, if not impossible, to assess their chances. Even if they progress in the

4 0ong. Rec.. March 7, 1966, page 4972.
5 Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy of the Joint Economic Committee,

March 16-I.0. 196. page 242.
O Oong. Rec., August 23, 1966, pages 19421, 19422.
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legislative machinery, they are likely to be pending for months, and no one can
be sure whether, or in what% form, they will finally emerge. Proposals of the
Administration must run the same legislative gauntlet, and even if acceptable
in principle are commonly exposed for extended periods to discussion and amend-
ment. On many crucial details the final result is often uncertain up to the
moment of enactment.

This makes it extremely difficult to suspend the investment credit without
triggering perverse reactions on the part of industry. Since the effect of sus-
pension is an across-the-board increase of 7.5 percent in the cost of eligible equip-
ment, the moment a suspension bill is introduced there is an incentive to rush the
placement of commitments." Even though the cut-out date is already past, there
is no certainty that it will stick; hence prudence calls for protective action. Some
other bill with a later cut-out may supersede the first one. Even if the original
proposal eventually goes through, it may be some months hence, and the final ef-
fective date is Unpredictable. The response to these uncertainties can only ag-
gravate the pressure on capital equipment suppliers which it is the purpose of the
suspension to abate.

But this is not all. If the practice of manipulating the credit becomes es-
tablished, industry will take anticipatory action even before there are overt
moves for suspension. (This would occur, of course, even under a parliamentary
system.) As soon as capital goods activity rises to a level suggesting the Im-
minence of such moves, protective commitments are in order.

These observations assume suspension on a commitments basis, with sufficient
time allowed to work off the outstanding backlog. Where this allowance is cut
short, as in the Long amendment mentioned earlier (four months), there is an
additional incentive for perverse reactions. If the threat of enactment is taken
seriously by industry, such a proposal is bound to touch off a stampede for the
acceleration of equipment deliveries scheduled 'after the deadline (its enact-,
ment would of course have the same effect). Again the result will be the op-
posite of that intended.

There considerations raise grave doubts about the effeotivenW88 of credit sus-
pension as a means of restraint, quite apart from the administrative difficulties
to which it gives rise. It may well prove counter-productive.

2. PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH RESTORATION

It is obvious that the restoration, or cut-in, phase of the temporary-suspen-
sion cycle raises in reverse some of the same problems confronted at cut-out.
There is again the question of basis: should the cut-in be by installation or by
commitment? There is the question of timing: how can anyone tell at suspen-
sion whether the scheduled restoration will be timely? There is also the problem
of anticipatory reactions: with the cut-in date known in advance, how can per-
verse effects be avoided?
Basi8

While the average lead time between the commitment and installation of eligible
equipment is likely to be somewhat shorter at restoration than at suspension, it
is bound to be at least 6 months, and probably longer. This means that if the
restoration is on an installation basis it will apply to commitments made long
before the cut-in date. If, on the other hand, it is on a commitment basis, it will
present the difficult administrative problems described earlier in connection with
the suspension phase. (In either case it will generate perverse reactions, about
which more in a moment.)

Most of the temporary-suspension proposals we have seen contemplate res-
toration on an installation basis, though in the Administration plan it turns on
commitments. Here it is a question of balancing the administrative simplicity
of the installation-basis cut-in against the windfall gains conferred on then-out-
standing commitments. With a fixed cut-in date, such gains are certain to be
far smaller than the windfall losses from the exclusion of existing commitments
at the suspension stage. For since the cut-in date is known in advance, most of
these commitments will have been made in expectation of the credit. (Where
the restoration date is indefinite, more of them will have been entered into with-
out reference to the credit.)

IThe 7.5 percent applies to equipment with a service life of 8 years or over. For
shorter-lived items, the credit is scaled down.
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Timting
If there are timing problems at the suspension stage, they appear also, though

in different form, at restoration. No one can tell at the time of suspension how
long the period should last. Should it be one year, two years, or, three? If. the
cut-out is likely to come, as. we have suggested, near the end of the capital goods
boom, even one year may be too long. In other cases it may not be long. enough.

Some temporary-suspension schemes allow the President to extend (but not to
shorten) the periodhy proclamation. This gives one-way flexibility, but itintro.
duces'an undesirable element of uncertainty in business planning. Untilit is
known whether the scheduled: cut-in date will be deferred, capital budgeting must
proceed in the dark. A similar climate of uncertainty will exist, of course, if
the suspension is for an indefinite period in the first place.
Perverse reaction8

It is here that the greatest difficulty arises. The restoration of the credit
after a period of suspension is equivalent to a general price reduction of 7 per-
cent.8 This Is worth waiting for.

With suspension to a time certain, there is bound to be a massive deferment
of commitments (if the cut-in is on a commitment basis) or of delivery instruc-
tions (if it is on an installment basis) as the restoration date approaches.
Unless the cut-in comes at Just the right moment (right with this derferment
taken into account), the resultant "air pocket" in equipment activity will be
both untimely and injurious. It will be the more soi of course, the later the
cut-in relative to the correct timing.

The change that a predetermined suspension period will end at or near the
right time is very slim. So also is the chance that the preceding "air pocket" in
equipment activity will be rightly timed. There is grave risk that the inevitable
wait for restoration will serve to aggravate capital goods recessions.

But what if the restoration date is indefinite, subject to the future action of
Congress or the President? In this case the basis for the anticipatory deferment
of orders or deliveries is uncertain, and the affair turns into a guessing game.
Industry will guess when the cognizant authority is going to move and will
regulate its capital programs accordingly. The "air pocket" will be less sharply
defined than when the cut-in date is known (there will be differences of opinion
on the prospects), but it will be present nevertheless. The pendency of the resto-
ration will exert a drag on the recovery of investment (or will aggravate its
decline) until the effective date is passed.

APPENDIX B

REVIEW OF CUMULATIVE EFFECT OF PROBABLE AND POTENTIAL LABOR COST
INCREASES FOR U.S. BUSINESS 1

Listed below are a number of items that portend increases in labor costs for
U.S. business. These are categorized as legislative and nonlegislative. It
should be emphasized that the probability that these labor cost increases will
tpke place varies considerably among the different items; further, the effect on
the individual firm will also vary, in some cases', extensively. There Is no
attempt to forecast the probabilities in this area, except that laws which have
been passed or bills already introduced and near. passage are discussed first
under "Legislative."

LEGISLATIVE
Social Security ameidenen t8

1965 law.-Under "The Social Security Amendments of 1965" passed in July
1965, employers face an ever growing amount of Social Security tax in the years
ahead. Under the law, the tax base was established at $6,600 as of January 1,
1960, an increase from the previously existing base ($4,800) of $1,800. Under

* Again with the exception noted earlier for equipment with a life of less than 8 years.1 This memorandum was originally prepared by the MAPI staff for background and infor-
mation purposes without reference to the proosed repeal of the investment tax credit.
As pointed out in the principal statement of the Institute to the Committee on Finance,
the memorandum Is considered relevant to the credit suspension issue, in that U.S. Industryshould be encouraged through the investment credit and by other means to offset the large
labor cost Increases by increased productivity obtained by modernization of facilities,
both equipment and'plant.
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tre statute, with an increasing tax rate; the following are the maximum pay-
ments that will have to be made in total by employers and employees by year:

" Tot :l'maixium ,ent pger emeployee
Year:

1966 ---- ---------------------------------------------- $554
1967-68 -------------------------------------------------------------- 581
1969-72 ---------. --------------------- ----------------- 6471973-75 -------- --------- -------------- 713
1976-79 ----------------------------------------------------- 719
1980-86 ------- ---------------------------------------------- 733
1987 and after ........... 2 ........... 746

This amounts to an increase by 1987 of about $500 since 1964, or for a ftrm
employing 1,000 people all paid $6,600 or more, a total increased cost of one
quarter of a million dollars. Further potential costs in the legislation, as en-
acted, involve the supplemental medical plan which currently may be picked up
at a cost of $3 per month at the option of a Social Security beneficiary. Com-
panies with existing medical plans for retirees are currently being pressed by
employee representatives to pick up this cost as an offset to the diminished
need for the employer's plan. Because the $3 sum is subject to possible upward
revision in the years ahead, it is too early to tell whether or not companies
acceding to this demand will have a "wash" transaction. At any rate, firms
without medical and hospital plans for retirees will undoubtedly be pressed by
their unions to pick up this $3-a-month-per-retiree cost with no possibility of
an offset. Further, if hospital costs continue to rise as they have in the past
and hospital utilization increases greatly as it is currently expected to under
Medicare, it seems certain all employers can look forward to increased taxes
to pay for the program.

While not having the same direct effect, increased benefits made available to
the states through "matching programs" under the revised Kerr-Mills program
(Title XIX of the Social Security Act) will also lead to increased costs to
industry as the states levy further taxes to pay for their share. To date 14
state legislatures have already passed enabling legislation to impelment the
requirements of the law. Of these the New York law has gone the furthest in
terms of benefits, with one commentator estimating that the program would pay
every dollar of the medical and dental expenses of nearly one-half the popula-
tion of the state. However, it should be noted that at the present time the
House Ways and Means Committee is considering legislation that will in effect
put a tighter lid on Title XIX programs and thus diminish its potential cost
impact.

Other future plans.-In addition to what may happen under Medicare, com-
panies also face the obvious likelihood that the tax rates established until 1987
will move upward through future amendments. Indeed, President Johnson and
various members of Congress have indicated that in the next session of Congress
they will seek much of the following:

(1) Increased monthly retirement benefits.
(2) An increase in benefits for disabled persons and survivors.
(3) New coverage to close "the gaps" under Medicare-e.g., coverage for

drugs, etc.
(4) "Denticare" for preschool children.
(5) An increase in the taxable wage base up to $15,000.

Tax AdJusttnent Aot of 1966
The Tax Adjustment Act of 1966 will at least indirectly affect labor costs.

The two principal features of the statute having an adverse impact on labor
cost are (1) the provision for graduated income tax withholding for the individ-
ual and (2) the reversal of earlier reductions in excise taxes. In connection
with the former, to the extent the new graduated payment system means di-
minished "take home" pay, it will increase demands for more wages and salaries.
With the latter the impact is more direct because it simply means that the price
of automobiles and telephone service will increase. Assuming this has an al-
most universal impact on members of a modern work force, it will logically lead
to increased pressures for higher wages and salaries.
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Pair Labor St, andar4e Aot
Minimum wage.--H.R. 18712, the 1966 Amendments to the Fair Labor Stand.

ards Act, has been passed by the House and by the Senate with some changes.
The House and Senate conference. called to resolve the differences between the
two measures has completed its work and the conference bill is expected to be
voted on in both houses in the near future. Thi's conference bill would both
extend coverage of the minimum wage and increase the wage as well. The
first proposal would only indirectly affect most capital goods industries since the
coverage in this area is already so great. However, this indirect effect will add
to operating costs since in some cases it will affect the cost of services required
by the company or its suppliers. For example, the following industries would
have additional employees brought under the minimum wage provision under
this bill:

Retail trade.
Restaurants.
Hotels and motels,
Hospitals and related institutions.
Laundries.
Transit systems.
Taxicabs.
Construction.

The second proposal with respect to the increase in the minimum wage floor
would affect a number of companies directly. In the bill as agreed to in con-
ference, there would be a two-step increase from the present $1.25 an hour-
$1.40 in 1067 and $1.60 in 1968. Firms whose current minimums are over these
proposed levels will be affected indirectly since a higher floor would tend to
lead to wage Increats all along the line (the so-called ratcheting effect).

Other FLSA chage.-While H.R. 13712 is the only bill before Congress that
has Administration approval, other changes have been discussed that would
have an even more extensive cost impact. For example, Congressman Powell,
Chairman of the House Labor Committee, has announced he will seek a $2 mini-
mum wage and a 32-hour week "in order to help the war on poverty." Further,
there is also some support in Congress for an alternative to the shorter work
week, namely, an increased penalty for overtime-hours worked over 40 hours.
Unemployment compensation
H.R. 15119 (the Mills bill) passed the House but the Senate has greatly

amended this bill and It has been referred to a conference of the two houses to
work out a compromise. Either of the two measures, if passed, would make
some important and significant changes in coverage and financing of the unem-
ployment compensation program.

Tlhe current 8ytem.-Under the current system the federal unemployment tax
(FUTA) of 3.1 percent of taxable payrolls is the key feature of the federal
legislation. At present, employers can receive a credit equal to 2.7 percent
against this tax if they are contributing under a state unemployment compensa-
tion statute that meets specified federal requirements. To date, it has been
notable that there is little in the way of federal requirements that would affect
the substance of state laws. As a result, the states operating in this loose frame-
work have established a number of different programs, but they have in common
a general pattern as follows:

1. Benefit formulas are designed to provide weekly benefit payments subject
to maximums which vary widely among the states.

2. Benefits are payable in all but three states for a maximum duration of at
least 26 weeks.

3. Benefits are payable only for involuntary unemployment; workers are
commonly disqualified if they have quit without good cause, have been discharged
for misconduct, or have refused suitable work.

4. In all but three states, where the employees pay a part, the benefits are
financed exclusively through employer contributions and interest earned on
reserves.

5. Employers in all states can receive lower "experience rates" of contribu-
tions based on some measurement of the extent to which former employees draw
benefits. Experience rates range from 0 or 0.1 percent of taxable payrolls to at
least 2.7 percent.
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The Mills bil.-Under the bill passed by the House, which is less far reaching
than the Senate proposal, the following major changes would be made:

1. 1'he states would be required to enact laws effective the first of 1969 to pay
extended benefits to beneficiaries who exhaust their basic benefits. However,
these new benefits could be "triggered in" and be paid only during an "extended
benefit" period which would exist only if the state or nation were experiencing
high unemployment. The claimant in such times must be entitled to up to 13
additional weeks of benefits, but in no case would the law require more than
99 weeks of combined regular and extended compensation.

2. Disqualification by the states would still be permitted on any of the grounds
called for by existing law but would be subject to a new proviso. In brief,
unless the worker were disqualified because of (1) discharge for misconduct
connected with his work, (2) fraud, or (3) receipt of disqualifying income such
as pension payments, the worker's benefits could not be canceled or totally re-
duced. Such rights would have to be preserved for a future period of involun-
tary unemployment during the benefit year.

3. To finance the extended benefits, there would be an increase in the federal
unemployment tax on covered employers of 0.2 percent of taxable payrolls. Fur-
ther, for a more general increase of funds, the bill would require the taxable wage
base to be increased from the present $3,000 to $3,900 in 1969 and to $4,200 in
1972.
Civil Rights Act amendmnts

Under H.R. 10065, a bill which has passed the House, significant changes
would be made to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Under the existing
provision, employers with over 75 employees are banned from discriminating in
all phases of employment on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national
origin. Although the specific cost impact of the proposed amendment is difficult
to assess, it seems likely that the following provisions will have at least an
Indirect cost impact on a wide range of firms:

1. The amendments would change the ultimate cutoff point for employers from
those with 25 employees to those with 8. Under the proposal, the coverage of
employers with eight employees would take place as of July 2, 1968.

2. H.R. 10065 would also transform the Commission into a quasi-judicial body
with power to issue and hear complaints, hold hearings, make findings, Issue
cease and desist orders, and authorize affirmative relief, including hiring, rein-
statement, and bacR pay.

3. The amendment would also provide for a continuing survey by the Com-
mission of the operation of apprenticeship and other training programs by means
of new recordkeeping and, probably, reporting requirements. Further, it would
authorize the Commission to examine records of such operations.

In addition, there are increased costs attributable to performance under the
requirements of existing equal employment opportunity legislation and regula-
tions. These may be categorized as follows:

1. At the minimum, there cannot help but be increased costs of compliance due
to stepped-up inspections and enforcement of present regulations by both the
new Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and, more importantly (at
least at this time), by the Secretary of Labor as the new chief officer for the
government contracts programs. (This includes both a greater number of visits
and more inspection officials-for example, teams of officials representing the
different regulatory agencies.)

2. Secretary of Labor Wirtz has announced on a number of occasions that
under the government contract program contractors must engage in programs
of "affirmative action," as contrasted with simple compliance with the the "rules
of the road."

3. There is another area of increased cost very infrequently mentioned;
namely, the high expense of training workers, paying local taxes to provide for
housing, the establishment of new schools, etc., all of whi-ch costs are borne by
industry in one way or another to raise the literacy and educational levels and
the standard of living of minority groups.
Pension plans

The President's Committee on Corporate Pension Funds and Other Private
Rettrementrand Weiiare Programs has set forth a number of recommendations
with respect to setting up additional requirements for private plans if they are
to qualify for "favorable tax treatment." These measures which are currently

69-735--66-----12
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before Congress in the form of (a) "informational" hearings (which have been
recently published) by the Policy SubcOmmittee of the Joint Economic Committee
and (b) hearings on a measure to require federal reinsurance for pension benefits,
before the Senate Finance Committee include (1) a requirement for vesting in
the form of graded deferred vesting; (2) a minimum' standard of funding for
stated benefit plans to the effect that the plan would be required to fund fully
all current service liabilities and to amortize fully all accrued liabilities; and
(3) for a fixed contribution plan, the requirement that the contribution c6mmilt-
ments be realistically related to benefits promised and actually paid. The in-
crease in cost to the employer would of course vary all over the lot, depending
upon the provisions of his present plan. However, representative costs have been
estimated by government actuaries under a variety of assumptions, including
high, low, and moderate turnover for employee groups with high, low, and
medium age distributions. These estimates indicate that deferred full vesting
after 20 years of service would seldom add more than 0 percent to the cost of
providing normal retirement benefits at age 65 and that the President's Commit-
tee's recommendations, which provide for graduated vesting between 15 and 20
years of service, would seldom add more than 8 percent.
Stius picketing

In quite a different area and one of direct interest to only a limited number
of capital goods firms, Congress is now considering another Administration.
sponsored bill which will probably have an adverse impact on labor costs. This
is the situs picketing bill, H.R. 10027, which has been reported to the House but
is currently being held up by Chairmnn Powell in a move to gain support for
H.R. 10065, discussed above. Its purpose is, in effect, to overturn NLRB and
court cases barring picketing by one union on a construction site when it would
cause employees of other subcontractors to stop work. Opponents of the measure
have argued that if it is passed the cost of construction will increase greatly.

NONLEGISLATIVE

Major collective bargaining agreements negotiated in 1965 yielded an average
wage increase (no fringes counted) of 3.9 percent during the first contract year
as compared to 3.2 percent in 1964 and 3.0 percent in 1903. Gross hourly earn-
ings of manufacturing (including fringes) rose in 1905 by 3.1 percent as com-
pared to an average of about 3.3 percent since 1900. Should the tight labor
market continue throughout 1966 and Into 1967, further upward pressures on
wages can be expected as a much larger number of collective bargaining agree-
inents expire next year.

EFFECTS ON PROFITS

This li 4ng of increases In costs does not necessarily imply that profits will
decrease nor that these costs may not be offset. Due to Increases In productivity.
Industry cost reduction programs, etc.. such costs possibly could be absorbed.
For example, there have of course been cost increases over the past several
years: however. unit labor costs showed no general increase over the past five-
year period due to the fact that productivity aeros industry was not outdis-
tanced by wage gains. Further, during most of this period (from 1960 to 1964)
wholesale prices were fairly stable. On the other band, in recent months the
gains in productivity have slowed down: and while price increases are exceed-
Ing earlier expectations, it is not likely those increases will compensate for the
overall risze in the costs of doing business, with the result that profit margins
will be reduced somewhat.

As noted in the introduction to this memorandum, the discussion is limited
to increases in labor costs. There are. of course, other areas where business
no doubt will experience substantial cost -increases; for example, from 1953
to 1963 it has been estimated that state-local tax collections Increased by $23
billion or 111 percent during this period. There is little reason to 'believe at
this time that this trend will not continue In the near future. While not nees-
sairily of the same magnitude, cost increases can' be expected in other areas
as well.

Senator GoTIE. You have presented very able testimony.
Senator Bennett? o
Senator BF.XNET'r. Well, I did not get in to hear the whole testi-

11101y.
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Are the-amendments you have proposed gathered in one place in
your testimony?

Mr. STEAWART. They are, sir,.. We did not offer definitive language,
but we offered specific suggestions.

senator B1;NN1E 1 . Cant you tell rue where I can find them?
Mlr. STEWART. Page 23 of the prepared statement.
Senator BENNEm. Very good. I have no questions.
Senator GonE. Thank you very much. You have been very helpful.
Mr. STEWART. Thank you. It is always a privilege to appear be-

fore you.
Senator GonE. As long as you present clear analyses and points of

view as you did today, one member of this committee will always be
glad to hear you.

Mr. STEWART. Thank you, sir.
Senator GonrE. The next witness is Mr. Leonard E. Kust.

STATEMENT OF LEONARD E. KUST, VICE PRESIDENT AND GEN-
ERAL TAX COUNSEL, WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.; ACCOM-
PANIED BY EUGENE F. RINTA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, COUNCIL
OF STATE CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE

Mr. KUST. My name is Leonard E. Kust and I am vice president
and general tax counsel of Westinghouse Electric Corp. I appear to
present the objections of the Council of State Chambers of Commerce
to the suspension of the investment credit and accelerated depreciation
proposed in H.R. 17607.

Appearing with me is Eugene Rinta, who is executive director of the
Council of State Chambers of Commerce.

The views I present are those of the council's committee on Fed-
eral finance ana not of the council as such, since there has been insuf-
ficient time to obtain the endorsements of member chambers of the
council.

The suspension of the investment credit and accelerated deprecia-
tion is proposed as a means for combating inflationary pressures in
the economy.

Appropriate governmental action to reduce the inflationary pres-
sures should be taken and we agree with the President's objectives and
purposes as expressed in his recent message to the Congress. But in
our view suspension of the investment credit and accelerated deprecia-
tion would be an ill-advised choice of means.

In the statement which I prepared which I would like to submit
for the record, Mr. Chairman, we support our position with a num-
ber of points that have been made by other witnesses. In order to
conserve time, rather than-repeat those, I would like to present the
whole statement for the record and orally present only those points
which have not been as fully emphasized as I think they should be.

Senator GonE. Very well.
Mr. KUsT. In addition to recognizing the deficiencies of susp1en-

sion of the investment credit as effective anti-inflationary fiscal action,
a consideration of appropriate action must be placed in the perspective
of actions already taken. As a result of actions already taken affect-
ing the tax payments of corporations in 1966 and 1967, corporations
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have paid to' the Federal Governmen in the fiscal year 1966 about
$5 billion in additional taxes as a result of the acceleration of esti-
mated tax payments under the 1964 Revenue Act and the Tax Adjust-
ment Act of 1966, the administrative acceleration of 'the payment
date for withheld taxes and the increase in'social security taxes. In
the fiscal year 1967 now in progress these actions will increase cor-
porate tax payments by over billiono. Had this increase for 1967
taken the form Of a temporary increase in the corporate income tax
rate to produce the same increase in tax payments the corporate rate
would have had to be increased to 621 percent from the prevailing
48 percent. If such an increase in the corporate tax rate had been
enacted I think most people would agree that corporations were
making a very substantial contribution, indeed, to anti-inflationary
fiscal action. corporations are making this contribution now although,
unfortunately for purposes of general recognition, in an obscured and
less visible way than through a rate increase producing a comparable
reduction of the cash of corporations.

.Considered in another way, the $9 billion or more increase in the
tax payments of corporations in the fiscal year 1967 represents a tem-
porary increase of about one-third in the tax-payments of corporations,
measured against total income tax payments of corporations of about
$30 billion. Again, one must be impressed by the magnitude of the
contribution which corporations are already making to anti-infla-
tionary fiscal action. By contrast, the increase in social security taxes,
the restoration of excise taxes on automobiles and telephones and the
increase in individual withholding and estimated tax payments will
increase individual tax payments by about $5 billion n the current
fiscal year, an increase of about 7 2/ percent, measured against total
individual tax payments of about $60 billion.

At the time of the 1964 tax reductions the administration made a
great point of demonstrating that the action taken was a balanced
package in that it reduced in lividual income taxes by approximately
20 percent and, while the corporate rate reduction by itself was con-
siderably less adding the effects of the 1962 investment credit and
depreciation liberalization, corporate taxes were also reduced by
approximately 19 percent. This failed to take into account that cor-
porations were required to speed up tax payments which increased their
payments by approximately 10 percent a year through 1970. In addi-
tion, the substantial repeal of excise taxes in 1965 primarily benefited
individuals. Hence, corporations have not benefited as much as in-
dividuals from recent tax reductions.

Tax increases are even harder to share equitably and with proper
economic balance between corporations and individuals than are tax
reductions. We have already reaped the consequences of this so far
this year.

In view of what has transpired, it seems clear that the administra-
tion's apparent recognition of the desirability of balance in its actions
affecting the tax bur-dens of corporations and individuals has neverthe-
less not prevented a very substantial imbalance from in fact develop-
ing. Even if short-term considerations should be thought to justify
this imbalance, the difficulty of righting the imbalance when the short-
term considerations have disappeared will have the most serious impli-
cations for vigorous long-term economic growth.
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But short-term considerations do not justify the imbalance. The
need forianti-inflationary action could have been met without creatingand now increasing this imbalance.

Given the extraordinary circumstances of the Vietnam war theadministration's announcedprogram .f reducing nondefense expendi-
tures by about $3 billion should be enlarged and vigorously pursued.
The Council has previously submitted to appropriate committees of
the Congress a program which would enable reductions in such expen-
ditures of over $4 billion without impairing present programs but
merely limiting their growth. In addition, the space program, which
has greatly increased in the past 2 years, should be stretched out to
reduce expenditures by as much as $1 billion a year, at least for the
duration of the Vietnam war.

With such action on nondefense expenditures, tax increases could
perhaps be averted.

Why, then the imbalance in the action so far taken? Corporationshave been called upon to carry the brunt of anti-inflationary actions
through increased tax burdens.

It is variously asserted in justification that corporate profits and
business investment are too high, the implication being that these arethe main sources of inflationary pressure.

The view that corporate profits are'too high is generally supported
as it was by witnesses today, earlier this morning, by citing the increase
in corporate profits since 1961. This, of course, presents a distorted
picture, since it compares profits from trough to peak rather than peak
to peak or against a trend. Recognizing the volatility of corporate
profits, a proper appraisal of whether such profits are unduly high
must compare present corporate profits against a longer historical
span than 1961 and must judge the growth of corporate profits in rela-
tive and not absolute terms. Comparing from peak to peak, 1966
profits as a peicentage of gross national product are 6.7 percent as com-
pared to 8.3 percent in 1929, 8.1 percent in 1941, 8.8 percent in 1948,
8.7 percent in 1950 and 6.8 percent in 1955.

On the other hand, total compensation of employees has grown over
the same period from 49.6 percent of GNP in 1929 to 58.4 percent in
the first 6 months of 1966. Since the compensation data is available
only on a before-tax basis it should, perhaps, properly be compared
with corporate profits before tax. The pattern of corporate profits
before tax is not significantly different from that of profits after tax.
Before-tax profits are not as high in 1966 as they have been in other
boom periods since World War II. These comparisons, it seems to
me, demonstrate that corporate profits are not too high and that they
are not taking an exorbitant share of GNP as compared with total
compensation of employees.

The assertion that investment is too high and at an unsuitable level
is also difficult to understand. It is pointed out that business invest-
ment is currently at 10.7 percent of gross national product and that it
has not since World War II exceeded 10.5 percent. An excess of 0.2
percent over any past high is hardly a basis for an attack upon invest-
ment, especially when the past rate of investment with which com-
parison is made had only supported what everyone has regarded as
an insufficient rate of growth of the economy. If we are now to reduce
the rate of investment we are quite simply choosing to return to the
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past rate of growth and are turning our backS'on maintaining a higher
rate of growth. From 1947 to 1960 the rate of growth of'GNP in con-
stant dollars was 3.9 percent per annum. This was considered an in-
adequate rate of growth and we set for ourselves the goal of a 5 percentrate of growth measured in cohstant dollars. Thi's hasbeen achieved
since 1961, at firstby bringing into production unemployed labor and
capacity and, in the last year bf substantially full employment, by in-
creasing investment to its present level. At full employment, growth
of the economy at 5 percent requiires business investment of at least
the present level of 10.7 percent aS* hn average, not as a temporary high.

During the period 1947 to 1960 business investment averaged 9.6
percent of GNP and this level of investment resulted in a growth of
GNP of only 3.9 percent. If the same capital to output ratio prevails,
a 5 percent rate of growth in GNP would require business investment
of 12.3 percent of GNP. Therefore, business investment at 10.7 per-
cent of GNP should.not be x'egarded as an undesirable and unsustain-
able boom. On the contrary it is very probably less than what is nec-
essary to maintain a 5 percent rate of groivth in GNP.

If the present inflationary pressures can be dealt, with only by re-
duction of investment, we are in, efect conceding that the economycannot grow at 5 percent a, year, without unacceptable inflation. In-
flationary pressures can, howevei, be relieved by reductions in personal
consumption expenditures and governmental Ipurchases, the other two
major components of (NP, and if there is reduction in investment and
no reduction ii the other two c opponents, inflationary pressures will
increase rather than abate. If we are to maintain an increase in the
growth of the economy over what it -Was prior to 1960, we must of
necessity maintain investment at a higher percentage of GNP than it
was previously and anti-inflatioa.y actions should reduce personal
consumption expenditures or Government purchases, not investment.

In the perspective of the contribution which corporations are al-
ready making to anti-inflationary fiscal action. and in view of the
inadequacies and _iappropriateness of suspension of the investment
credit as an effect' anti-anflationary measure, we respectfully re-
quest that this committee withhold its approval of the suspension of
the investment credit and accelerated depreciation proposed in the bill
now pending before you for consideration.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Kust follows:)

STATEMENT OF LEONARD E. KUST IN BEHALF OF THE COUNCIL OF
STATE CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE

My name is Leonard E. Kust and I am Vice President and General Tax
Counsel of Westinghouse Electric Corporation. I appear to present the objec-
tions of the Council of State Chambers of Commerce to the suspension of the
investment credit proposed in H.R. 17607. No. 1, the views I present are those
of the Council's Committee on Federal Finance and not of the Council as such,
since there has been insufficient time to obtain the endorsements of member
Chambers of the Council.

The suspension of the investment credit is proposed as a means for combating
inflationary pressures In the economy.

Appropriate governmental action to reduce the inflationary pressures should
be taken and we agree with the President's objectives and purposes as expressed
in his recent Message to the Congress. But in Our view suspension of the in-
vestment credit and accelerated depreciation would be an ill-advised choice of
means.
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No.2, when the investment credit was adopted in 1962 the Administration and
the Congress were committed to it as a permanent feature of the tax structure,
not as a temporary on-again off-again measure. It was designed as a structural
change in the tax system to provide a stable and continuing incentive to the
expansion and modernizati6in of productive capacity as the basic foundation for
increasing productivity to support the prosperity of the nation and the growing
commitments of government. It was not designed as a countercyclical tool and
it is hard to understand Why the views and purposes with which the investment
credit was installed should now have so drastically changed.

The Investment credit has been a vital stimulant to the Installation of tools,
machinery and equipment which increase the production of goods, providing a
better balance between supply and demand while reducing production costs. An
increased supply of goods at improved production costs helps reduce inflationary
pressures. Interruption or discouragement of this process does not command
itself as a wise course of action.
. The Improvements In productivity resulting from the encouragement to new

Investment provided by the tax credit have helped American manufacturers
meet foreign competition both in our own domestic market and in foreign mar-
kets, thus contributing to relief of the balance of payments problem.

Effective anti-Inflitionary 'fiscal action should have immediate impact through
reduction of demand in the private sector and through reduction or elimination
of the governmental deficit. With reduced demand in the private sector and less
or no, deficit in the ,Federal budget 'to be financed, the pressure on credit would
be reduced, alleviating the stresses placed on the supply and cost of money.
Suspension of the investment credit will not effectively serve this purpose since
It will have no significant immediatle'br near-term effect on taxes or on' the
demand for bank credit. Projects' now underway or undertaken pursuant to
legally binding commitments prior to September 9 will -still be subject to the
credit and will still have to be ,financed and completed. Consequently, an In-
crease In tax revenues and a decrease In demand for bank credit will not mate-
rialize significantly until late in :K.67 or later. Thus, the anti-inflationary effects
will be substantially delayed and may have their Impact at a time when the
economic climate has changed.

The suspension of the investment credit will disrupt the scheduling of capital
expenditures which requires substantial lead-time, and will result In an un-
desirable waste of money, time and effort spent on planning of projects that
will be shelved. . Aside from the waste, there Is a measure of injustice in sus-
pension since capital expenditure plans and schedules were made with reliance
on the investment credit as a permanent feature of the tax law.

The proposed 16-month suspension of the Investment credit will have its
greatest impact on investment in machinery and equipment ordered out of stock
or having a short manufacturing cycle. Such machinery and equipment In com-
ing on stream quickly would help most to meet shortages and Improve efficiency
to counter Inflation. Moreover, the difference In impact of the suspension on
investment in shelf and short manufacturing cycle equipment on the one hand
and long manufacturing cycle equipment on the other and differing backlogs
of unfilled orders with respect to each will create discriminatory effects within
the economy both on the part of the producers whose businesses are differently
affected and on the part of businesses whose Investments are differently affected.

The suspension period, particularly as It nears its end, will cause a postpone-
inent of orders followed by a flood of orders when the suspension period ter-
minates, creating a chaotic situation In production planning which will be
wasteful and disruptive of orderly production.

In addition to recognizing the deficiencies of suspension of the Investment
credit as effective anti-inflationary fiscal action, a consideration of appropriate
action must be placed in the perspective of actions already taken. As a result
of actions already taken affecting the tax payments of corporations in 1966 and
1967, corporations have paid to the Federal Government In the fiscal year 1966
about $5 billion In additional taxes as a result of the acceleration of estimated
tax payments under the 1964 Revenue Act and the Tax Adjustment Act of 1966,
the adminibtrative acceleration of the payment date for withheld taxes and the
increase in social security taxes. In the fiscal year 1967 now in progress these
actions will Increase corporate tax payments by over $9 billion. Had this in-
crease for 1967 taken the form of a temporary increase In the corporate income
tax rate to produce the same 'increase in tax payments the corporate rate would
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have had to be increased to 62Y2% from the prevailing 48%. If such an increase
in the corporate tax rate had been enacted I think most people would agree that
corporations were making a very substantial contribution, indeed, to anti-infla.
tionary fiscal action. Corporations are making this contribution now although,
unfortunately for purposes of general recognition, in an obscured and less visible
way than through a rate increase producing a comparable reduction of the cash
of corporations.

Considered In another way, the $9 billion or more increase in the tax payments
of corporations in the fiscal year 1967 represents a temporary increase of about
one-third in the tax payments of corporations, measured against total income
tax payments of corporations of about $30 billion. Again, one must be im.
pressed by the magnitude of the contribution which corporations are already
making to anti-inflationary fiscal action. By contrast, the increase In social
security taxes, the restoration of excise taxes on automobiles and telephones and
the increase in individual withholding and estimated tax payments will increase
individual tax payments by about $5 billion in the current fiscal year, an increase
of about 71/2%, measured against total individual tax payments of about $60
billion.

At the time of the 1964 tax reductions the Administration made a great point
of demonstrating that the action taken was a balanced package in that it reduced
individual income taxes by approximately 20% and, while the corporate rate
reduction by itself was considerably less, adding the effects of the 1962 invest-
ment credit and depreciation liberalization, corporate taxes were also reduced
by approximately 19%. This failed to take into account that corporations were
required to speed-up tax payments which increased their payments by apprOxi-
mately 10% a year through 1970. In addition, the substantial repeal of excise
taxes in 1965 primarily benefited individuals. Hence, corporations have not
benefited as much as individuals from recent tax reductions.

Tax increases are even harder to share equitably and with proper economic
balance between corporations and individuals than are tax reductions. We
have already reaped the consequences of this so far this year.

In view of what has transpired, it seems clear that the Administration's ap-
parent recognition of the desirability of balance in Its actions affecting the tax
burdens of corporations and individuals has nevertheless not prevented a very
substantial imbalance from in fact developing. Even if short-term considerations
should be thought to Justify this imbalance, the difficulty of righting the Imbal-
ance when the short-term considerations have disappeared will have the most
serious implications for vigorous long-term economic growth.

But short-term considerations do not Justify the imbalance. The need for
anti-inflationary action could have been met without creating and now in-
creasing this imbalance.

Given the extraordinary circumstances of the Vietnam War the Administra-
tion's announced program of reducing non-defense expenditures by about $3
billion should be enlarged and vigorously pursued. The Council has previously
submitted to appropriate committees of the Congress a program which would
enable reductions in such expenditures of over $4 billion without impairing
present programs but merely limiting their growth. In addition, the space pro-
gram, which has greatly increased in the past two years, should be stretched
out to reduce expenditures by as much as $1 billion a year, at least for the
duration of the Vietnam War.

With such action on non-defense expenditures, tax increases could perhaps be
averted.

Why, then, the imbalance in the action so far taken? Corporations have been
called upon to carry the brunt of anti-inflationary actions through increased tax
burdens.

It is variously asserted in Justification that corporate profits and business in-
vestment are too high, the implication being that these are the main sources
of inflationary pressure.

The view that corporate profits are too high is generally supported No. 3 by
citing the Increase in corporate profits since 1961. This, of course, presents a
distorted picture, since it compares profits from trough to peak rather than
peak to peak or against a trend. Recognizing the volatility of corporate profits.
a proper appraisal of whether such profits are unduly high must compare present
corporate profits against a longer historical span than 1961 and must Judge the
growth of corporate profits in relative and not absolute terms. Comparing from
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peak to peak, 1960 profits as a percentage of Gross National Product are 6.7%
as compared to 8.3% in 1929, 8.1% in 1941, 8.8% in 1948, 8.7% In 1950 and 6.8%
in 1955. On the other hand, total compensation of employes has grown over the
same period from 49.6% of GNP in 1929 to 58.4% in the first six months of 1966.
Since the compensation data is available only on a before tax basis it should,
perhaps, properly be compared with corporate profits before tax. The pattern
of corporate profits before tax is not significantly different from that of profits
after tax. Before tax profits are not as high" ih 1966 as they have been In other
boom periods since World W"'ar II. These comparisons it seems to me, demon-
strate that corporate profits are not too high and that they are not taking an
exorbitant share of GNP as compared with total compensation of employes.

The assertion that investment is too high and at an unsustainable level Is also
difficult to understand. It is pointed out that business investment is currently at
10.7% of Gross National Product and that It has not since World War II exceeded
10.5%. An excess of .2% over any past high is hardly a basis for an attack upon
investment, especially when the past rate of investment with which comparison
is made had only supported what everyone has regarded as an Insufficient rate
of growth of the economy. If we are now to reduce the rate of investment we
are quite simply choosing to return to the past rate of growth and are turning
our backs on maintaining a higher rate of growth. From 1947-60 the rate of
growth of GNP in constant dollars was 3.9% per annum. This was considered
an inadequate rate of growth and we set for ourselves the goal of a 5% rate of
growth measured in constant dollars. This has been achieved since 1961, at first
by bringing into production unemployed labor and capacity and, In the last year
of substantially full employment, by increasing investment to its present level.
At full employment, growth of the economy at 5% requires business investment
of at least the present level of 10.7% as an average, not as a temporary high.
During the period 1947-60 business investment averaged 9.6% of GNP and this
level of investment resulted in a growth of GNP of only 3.9%. If the same
capital to output ratio prevails, a 5% rate of growth in GNP would require busi-
ness investment of 12.3% of GNP. Therefore, business investment at 10.7% of
GNP should not be regarded as an undesirable and unsustainable boom. On
the contrary it is very probably less than what is necessary to maintain a 5%
rate of growth in GNP.

If the present inflationary pressures can be dealt with only by reduction of In-
vestment, we are in effect conceding that the economy cannot grow at 5% a year
without unacceptable inflation. Inflationary pressures can, however, be relieved
by reductions In personal consumption expenditures and governmental purchases,
the other two major components of GNP, and if there is reduction in investment
and no reduction in the other two components, inflationary pressures will in-
crease rather than abate. If we are to maintain an increase in the growth of
the economy over what it was prior to 1960, we must of necessity maintain In-
vestment at a higher percentage of GNP than it was previously and anti-infla-
tionary actions should reduce personal consumption expenditures or government
purchases, not investment.

In the perspective of the contribution which corporations are already making
to anti-inflationary fiscal action and in view of the inadequacies and inappro-
priateness of suspension of the investment credit as an effective anti-inflationary
measure, we respectfully request that this committee withhold its approval of
the'suspension of the investment credit and accelerated depreciation proposed In
the bill now pending before you for consideration.

The CHAIRM AN (presiding). Thank you very much.
Senator Bennett.
Senator BENNEIr. I have no questions. I am very happy to see

these figures about the relationship between credit and expenditures
come into the record, because a witness this morning was having a
lot of fun with this idea. I am glad to see that rebutting figures are
available to the committee.

Mr. KrST. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. These are very interesting figures, may I say.
Our next witness is Nathaniel Goldfinger, AFL-CIO.
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STATEMENT OF NATHANIEL GOLDFINGER, DIRECTOR, DEPART.
MENT OF RESEARCH, AFL-CIO; ACCOMPANIED BY ED LASHMAN,
LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT

Mr. LASHMAN. I am Ed Lashman of the legislative department.
This is Nathaniel Goldfinger of our research department, who will
present our testimony.

Mr. GOLDFINGER. With your permission, I would like to place the
statement in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. We will print the statement in full.
Mr. GOLDFINGER. And in addition, a short statement by AFL-CIO

President Meany and two statements by the AFL-CIO Executive
Council on these issues.

The CIIA11N. We are very pleased to have that. Mr. Meany is
a very fine labor leader. He does a good job for your movement and
for your place in general.

So do you, Mr. Lashman and Mr. Biemiller, and you do a fine job
down there, too, Mr. Goldfinger.

Mr. GOLDFIN-GER. Thank you. I would like to summarize my state-
ment.

The AF L-CIO urges the prompt enactment of the administration's
original proposal to suspend the 7-percent tax credit and accelerated
depreciation of industrial and commercial real estate properties. Our
main reasons are first to restrain inflationary demand pressures at
the source-the extremely sharp increases of business investment in
plants and machines for the third consecutive year; secondly, to curb
the siphoning of funds into capital goods investment and thereby
make more funds available for housing and other economic activities,
and third, to provide a better balance between rising productive
capacity and sustainable increases in demand for goods and services
which we believe is.the essential foundation for the longrun growth
of the economy without booms and busts.

As we look at it, in combination with increasing military expendi-
tures, sharply rising business outlays for plants and machines are
creating some localized price pressures and a price boosting psy-
chology through most parts of the economy. Moreover, if this capital
goods boom, this one-sector boom, is permitted to run its natural
course, it can cause an economic decline in the future as the new
installations add to productive capacity much faster than sustainable
increases in demand. History provides the evidence that all capital
goods booms eventually collapse of their own weight.

Despite the remarkable stability of united labor costs of manufac-
tured goods in 1966--after a declining trend of industrial unit labor
costs between 1960 and 1965-wholesale prices of industrial goods
in July were 2.5 percent more than a year ago and 4 percent above
July 1964. Profit margins have been widening and the volume of
business profits has been skyrocketing. The spread between wholesale
industrial prices and unit labor costs of industrial goods is greater
than at any time since 1951.

In the past year of this capital goods boom, wholesale prices of
nonferrous metals have jumped more than 6.5 percent; prices of metal
working machinery have risen 6 percent, generally purpose ma6hin-
ery prices have moved up 5 percent, prices of construction machinery
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have risen 3 percent. Such spreading price boosts for industrial
materials and machinery, as we see it, usually wind up in price in-
creases at the retail stores.

Furthermore, they are contributing now to a general psychology
of price increases throughout the economy.

Workers and their families, the members of the AFL-CIO unions,
immediately feel the pinch of higher prices. Increased living costs
have already washed out most of the value of workers' recent wage
gains. In the past years, the buying power of most workers take-home
pay has hardly advanced at all.

In addition, this capital goods boom which is creating these kinds
of pressures at present and which we believe may well create further
problems in the nature of an economic decline in the future, this
capital goods boom is siphoning money out of homebuilding, home
buying, consumer, and small business markets. Mortgage funds are
drying up and available funds for small business loans are becoming
scarce even at high and rising interest rates. In a vain attempt to
curb the capital goods boom, the Federal Reserve has pushed up inter-
est rates to the highest level since the 1920's. The increase in the prime
rate has been 331/3 percent since last December. This represents the
sharpest price increase of all.

However, this one-sector boom should not be confused with a gen-
eral economywide condition of inflationary pressures. Despite in-
creased military spending, there are no widespread shortages of goods,
productive capacity, and manpower.

On the contary, auto sales have declined and homebuilding, in effect,
is in a depression.

Removal of the 7 percent credit and accelerated write-offs of certain
real estate properties can put much needed reins on the specific source
of our current problem.

The 7-percent credit continues to provide a substantial incentive to
boost outlays for equipment and machines, despite the difficulties that
are generated by the third year of capital goods boom. Not only is
the accelerated depreciation'of industrial, commercial, and related real
estate properties contributing to booming outlays for new plants and
structures, it is also contributing to the gross overevaluation of real
estate properties, excessive real estate speculation, and the inflation of
land costs and rents.

Removal of these special tax subsidies now would help to slow dowi
the soaring rise of these business outlays.

We would like, as we look at H.R. 17607, to take exception to a num-
ber of changes that were made by the House. These changes are major
actions which, in our opinion, can reduce the effectiveness of the re-
straint called for by the President in his message to the Congress on
September 8, outlining an anti-inflation program of which one corner-
stone was suspension of the 7-percent investment tax credit until Janu-
ary 1, 1968. We spelled out in our testimony before the House Ways
and Means Committee, and we have detailed again in the statement I
have submitted, the economic reasons for support of the suspension.

We would like to address ourselves to what we consider to be a
series of provisions which seriously limit the effect of the suspensions.
The exemption of the first $15,000 of any capital goods expenditure
can roughly be estimated to cost some $300 to $400 million. Even
though' the bill is not conceived of as a revenue-raising measure, it does
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have such a, result, and this permits calculating this exemption as re-
duoing the economic effectiveness of the bill by some 15 to 20 percent.

Surely, if the suspension is necessary as an anti-inflation measure,
to attack inflation with only 80 percent of our strength is shortsighted
indeed.

Next we would like to raise what may be an unpopular objection.
This relates to the exemption for water and air pollution control fa-
cilities voted overwhelmingly by the House when it was introduced as
a committee amendment. We "are also aware that some 75 or more
bills have been introduced earlier this year to accomplish a similar
purpose. Granted that the revenue impact of this proposal is rela-
tively small, and that the social purpose of pollution control is rela-
tively large, nonetheless we must oppose this exemption to the Presi-
dent s proposal.

However valid the rationalization for the exemption, it tears still
another hole in the fabric of restraint necessary to control the super-
boom in capital goods.

If indeed the Congress does propose to address itself to the substan-
tive question of whether Federal tax policy should be directed toward
encouraging certain expenditures desirable for the public interest, that
is a matter for more careful analysis than can be obtained by the
method of amending a fiscal attack on inflationary pressures.

Next we want to voice objection to the modification of the deprecia-
tion schedule made by the House. In his message, the President said:

Just as machinery and equipment outlays are stimulated by the investment
tax credit, construction of commerical and industrial buildings is advanced and
encouraged by accelerated depreciation.

Again we must point out that if the purpose of the measure is to
reduce incentives, for capital goods investment in this period of the
third year of an unsustainable capital goods boom, then to use only
a partial reduction in the case of accelerated depreciation is a severe
diminution of anti-inflationary effect.

Finally, among the changes made in the President's proposal is one
to which we voice especial objection on grounds that its only effect is
to widen an existing tax loophole after the tax credit is reinstated.
This is the provision which allows a credit offset of up to 50 percent
of tax liability over $25,000 in any 1 year instead of the present 25
percent limitation and which also provides a 7-year carry-forward
for unused credits instead of the present 5-year limitation.

Since this has no present revenue effect nor does it have any other
effect during the period of the suspension, the issue is different from
those others we have raised.

This is purely and simply siphoning some $200 million a year out of
the public purse into the corporate profit pocket.

Congress has been asked to curb -an inflationary tendency in the
economy, not to write new exemptions into tax law.

Let us be very specific. We urge the members of this committee and
of the Senate to repair this defect in II.R. 17607 by eliminating the
appropriate language.

Finally, let us comment briefly on the argument being made in some
quarters that claimed or real hardship in certain industries justifies
industry exemptions from the 16-month tax credit suspension. With.
out arguing any individual case, let us point out that the problem
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of the capital goods superboom is one which affects the entire economy
and which is susceptible of solution only by measures which have a
general effect in terms of the 7 percent credit. To grant one industry
an exemption, however meritorious the reasons in its special circum-
stances, is to ap prove exemptions for any other industry which can
make an equivalent case. Clearly any number of industries can make
such claims. Equity would then require exemptions for all, resulting
in total destruction of the effect of the suspension.

Let me add this, Mr. Chairman, we know that the actions we pro-
pose will cause some degree of hardship for some workers. Over-
time may well be curtailed in some areas and industries and some
major new construction will not be built now.

But we do not take a narrow view of this matter. In this area, as
in other areas, we believe in putting the greater good of the greater
number of people ahead of the private interests of the few.

That's exactly what we propose for that section of American busi-
ness and industry that has already prospered through this form of
governmental subsidy.

As we look at it, industry and business have haa their gravy train
for a long while; now we think it is time to take care of the American
people as a whole.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Goldfinger with additional state-
ments from the AFL-CIO follow:)

STATEMENT OF NATHANIEL GOLDFINGER, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF RESEARCH,
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS

My name is Nathaniel Goldflnger. I am Director of the Department of Research
of the AFL-CIO and am appearing on behalf of that organization. I am ac-
companied by Andrew J. Biemiller, Director of the AFL-CIO Department of
Legislation.

The AFL-CIQ urges the prompt enactment of the Administration's original
proposal to suspend the 7% tax credit and accelerated depreciation of industrial
and commercial real estate properties.

Immediately after President Johnson announced his intention of requesting
the actions called for in this measure, AFL-CIO President George Meany publicly
supported his action.

Mr. Meany said:
"The AFL-CIO welcomes and supports President Johnson's proposals to sus-

pend the two principal factors most to blame for today's profit inflation. The
7% tax credit and the accelerated depreciation formula have united to create
today's capital goods boom. The President has wisely moved to eliminate this
super-heat from the only spot where the economy is now overheated."

Mr. Meany's statement was not a new position for the AFL-CIO. As far
back as last February, the AFL-CIO Executive Council warned of the danger
of this unsustainable capital goods boom and the related profits boom. Repeat-
edly since then, we have urged a selective remedy-reins on the one-sector,
capital goods boom that is creating difficulties now and can create additional
difficulties in the future. The experience of the past seven months has reinforced
our position that such action is necessary and urgent.

So we urge this committee to report this bill favorably and we hope the
Congress will promptly enact It-as the first necessary step to curtail today's
profit inflation.

Let me enumerate the reasons why we think the curbs this bill proposes are
necessary:

To restrain inflationary demand pressures at the source-tle extremely sharp
Increases in business investment in plants and machines for the third consecu-
tive year.

To curb the siphoning of funds into capital goods investment and thereby
make more funds available for housing -and other economic activities.
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To provide a better balance between rising productive capacity and sustain.
able increases in demand for goods and services-the essential foundation for
long-run economic growth, without booms or busts.

Sharply rising business outlays for plants and machines have been creating
national economic problems for many months. The 7% tax-credit subsidy for
business investment in new equipment and rapid depreciation write-offs are
providing fuel for this troublesome capital goods boom.

The government expects business investment in new plants and machines
to rise 17% this year, about twice as fast as the gross national product. On
the basis of these estimates, business investment in the newest automated plants
and machines in 1960 will be about 55% greater than in 1963, when the capital
goods boom began.

In combination with increasing military expenditures, sharply rising business
outlays for plants and machines are creating some localized price pressures and
a price-boosting psychology through most parts of the economy. Moreover, if
this capital goods boom is permitted to run its natural course, it can cause an
economic decline in the future, as new installations add to productive capacity
much faster than sustainable Increases in demand. History provides the evi.
dence that all capital goods booms eventually collapse of their own weight.

The trend is clearly unsustainable. Business outlays for plants and machines
cannot continue to rise twice as fast as total demand for too long. Such a
trend eventually results in a build-up of idle plants and machinery. When idle
capacity increases, as it did in 1957-58 following the capital goods boon of
1955-57, businessmen cut back such outlays. That's what they did rather dras.
tically in 1958, resulting in wide-spread plant shutdowns, layoffs and short work-
weeks.

But the difficulty with this out-of-line movement of business investment does
not lie only in the future. It is creating difficulties at present. With military
expenditures rising in response to the Vietnai situation, the only sector of the
private economy that is increasing very sharply is business outlays for capital
goods-creating localized strains within heavy goods industries in some areas.

Despite the remarkable stability of unit labor costs of manufactured goods
in 196--after a declining trend of industrial unit labor costs between 1)W0
and 1965--wholesale prices of industrial goods, in July, were 2Y2% more than
a year ago and 4% above July 1964. Profit margins have been widening and
the volume of business profits has been skyrocketing. The spread between whole-
sale industrial prices and the unit labor costs of industrial goods is greater than
at any time since 1951.

In the past year of the capital goods boom, wholesale prices of nonferrous
metals have Jumped 6.0%; prices of metal working machinery have risen 6%;
general purpose machinery prices have moved up 5% and prices of construction
machinery have risen 3%. Such spreading price boosts for industrial mate-
rials and machinery usually wind up in price increases in retail stores. And
they are contributing now to a general psychology of price boosts through most
parts of the economy.

Workers and their families immediately feel the pinch of higher prices. In-
creased living costs have already washed out much of the value of workers'
wage gains. In the past year, the buying power of most workers' take-home pay
has hardly advanced at all.

The statistics of the buying power of weekly take-home pay in the year from
June 1965 to June of this year tell that story, simply and dramatically. The
buying power of the take-home pay of a factory worker with three depend-
ents rose three-tenths of one percent in that year find the buying power of the
take-home pay of a similar worker in contract construction rose six-tenths of
one percent.

That kind of slow advance of workers' buying power not only typifies the
fact that workers share inadequately in this nation's economic advance, it dew-
onstrates that the needed expansion of consumer markets is seriously threatened
by the capital goods boom and the related profit inflation.

In addition, this capital goods boom is siphoning money out of home-building,
home-buying, consumer and small business markets. Mortgage funds are drying
up and available'funds for small business loans are becoming scarce, even at high
and rising interest rates.

Moreover, in a vain attempt to curb the capital goods boom, the Federal
Reserve has pushed up interest rates to the highest levels since the 1920s. The
rise in the prime interest rate-the basic price of money-has been 33%% since
last December. No other price has gone up as fast as the price of money.
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The effect of the Federal Reserve policy-and its action last December to raise
the permissible interest rate on certificates of deposit from 41/2% to 5 %-has
not only boosted interest rates, but also has shifted large savings into the coin-
niercial banks, while halting the expansion of deposits in savings banks and sav-
ings and loan associations, which make most home moragage-and-improvement
loans.

These high and rising interest rates have not curbed the capital goods boom.
But they are pushing residential construction into a depression. They are boost-
ing the cost of living. They are making it both more expensive and more difficult
for state and local governments to borrow money to expand needed public facili-
ties. And the intensified competition and speculation in the money markets-
with tight money and increasing interest rates-threaten to undermine confidence
in the nation's financial institutions.

However, the one-sector capital goods boom should not be confused with a
general economy-wide condition of inflationary shortages. Despite increased
military spending, there are no wide-spread shortages of goods, productive
capacity and manpower. There is no consumer scare-buying or hoarding.

On the contrary, auto sales have declined. Home-building has dropped sharply.
The buying power of take-home pay of most workers has hardly Increased in the
past year.

Unemployment, at 3.9% of the labor force in August, is still far from full
employment. With jobless rates of 11.6% for teenagers, 8.2% for Negroes and
4.5% for blue collar workers, there is yet a road ahead before America achieves
job opportunities, at decent wages, for all persons who are willing and able
to work.

Moreover, the economy's ability to produce more goods and services, more
efficiently, is growing rapidly. The total labor force is increasing at a fast
pace-about 1.6-4.7 million or approximately 2.1% a year. Even the continued
growth of the armed services will permit the civilian labor force to expand by
about 1.7%. Productivity, which has been rising at a rapid rate in recent years,
Is expected to increase about 3%. The remarkable flexibility of the American
economy provides ample room to meet a rather substantial expansion in the
demand for goods and services.

There is no evidence at hand of a classical, economy-wide demand that creates
inflation-with too many dollars chasing too few goods. The present situation
is one of unbalanced economic trends, with a one-sector boom.

The incomes of the great majority of the consuming public have increased only
modestly. In the five years between 1960 and 1965, the weekly, take-home pay
of factory workers increased merely 21 percent-or only 13% after accounting
for rising living costs. And between the first half of 1965 and the same period
of 1966, the weekly, take-home pay of factory workers increased only 2.7%, with
almost no improvement at all in buying power. Total wages, salaries and fringe
benefits of all employees in the economy increased merely 33% in the five years
between 1960 and 1965--reflecting increased employment, as well as advances in
wages and salaries-and only 9%% between the first half of 1965 and the same
period of this year.

In stark contrast, between 1960 and 1965, corporate profits soared 52% before
taxes and 67% after taxes. Between the first half of 1965 and the same period
of 1966, profits rose an additional 11% both before and after taxes.

This out-of-line rise of business profits-aided by the 7% tax credit and accel-
erated depreciation-is providing fuel for the out-of-line, one-sector capital goods
boom.

Remifoval of the 7% credit and the accelerated write-offs of certain real estate
properties can put some much needed reins on the specific source of our current
problems.

The AFL-CIO opposed enactment of these government subsidies for business
Investment. But the advocates of these tax devices claimed they were needed
to boost business outlays at the time of their adoption, when such outlays Were
low. If there was any justification for these tax devices, when they were en-
acted, there is a powerful argument for eliminating them at present.

The 7% tax credit continues to provide a substantial incentive to boost outlays
for equipment and machines, despite the difficulties generated by the third year
of the capital goods boom. Not only is the accelerated depreciation of indus.
trial, commercial and related real estate properties contributing to booming out-
lays for new plants and structures, It is also contributing to the gross over-
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valuation of real estate properties, excessive real estate speculation and tile
Inflation of land prices and rents.

Removal of these special tax subsidies, now, would help to slow down this
soaring rise of business outlays. It would prod companies into reviewing their
plans to boost such investment outlays and into postponement of some propor-
tion of their expansion plans. It would curtail the rapid rise of order back-
logs for plant and equipment, which are already huge in most parts of tile
country. It would curb the boom psychology that has been fanning out from
the one-sector capital goods boom.

Postponement of some business investment plans into the future would bring
such outlays down from their present heights toward a more sustainable level-
pushing some investment plans into the future, when they will be needed. And
it will provide some degree of ease in the money markets, which would wake
more funds available for housing and the expansion of needed public facilities.

We would like to take exception to a number of changes made by the House
in H.R. 17607. These are major actions which, in our opinion, weaken the
restraint called for by the President in his message to the Congress on Septem-
ber 8th outlining an anti-inflation program of which one cornerstone was suspen.
sion of tile 7% Investment Tax-Credit until January 1, 1968.

We spelled out in our testimony before the House Ways & Means Committee,
and we have detailed again earlier in this statement, the sound economic reasons
for support of the suspension.

We should like to address ourselves now to what we consider to be a series
of provisions which seriously limit the effect of the suspension.

The exemption of the first $15.000 of any capital goods expenditure can roughly
be estimated to cost some $300 to $400 million. Even though the bill is not con-
ceived of as a revenue-raising measure, it does have such a result, and this
permits calculating this exemption as reducing the effectiveness of the bill by
some 15 to 20%.

Surely if the suspension is necessary as an anti-inflation measure, to attack
inflation with only 80 percent of our strength is shortsighted indeed.

Next we would like to raise what may be an, unpopular objection. This relates
to the exemption for water and air pollution control facilities voted overwhelm-
ingly by the House when It was introduced as a committee amendment. We are
also aware that some 75 or more bills have been introduced earlier this year
to accomplish a similar purpose. Granted that the revenue impact of this
proposal is relatively small, an estimated $7 million, and that the social purpose
of pollution control is relatively large, nonetheless we must oppose this exemption
to the President's proposal.

However valid the rationalization for the exemption, it tears still another hole
In the fabric of restraint necessary to control the super-boom in capital goods.
Such expenditures contribute to the same single-sector boom which is creating
the economic problem. To argue that one exception is Justified for social reasons
is merely to lay a foundation for an argument that a second exception can be
.lustified on hardship grounds or that still a third could be Justified on grounds
of support for a faltering industry.

If Indeed the Congress does propose to address Itself to the substantive ques-
tion of whether federal tax policy should be directed toward encouraging certain
expenditures desirable for the public interest, that is a matter for more sober
and careful analysis than can be obtained by the method of amending a fiscal
attack on Inflationary pressures.

Next we want to voice objection to the modification of the depreciation sched-
ule made by the House. In his message, the President said: "Just as machinery
and equipment outlays are stimulated by the investment tax-credit, construction
of commercial and industrial buildings is advanced and encouraged by acceler-
ated depreciation." He called for removal of this "special incentive" to guar-
nntee application of "safe speed limits" to all forms of investment.

Again we must point out that if the purpose of the measure is to reduce
Incentives, then to use only a partial reduction in the case of accelerated depre-
eiation is a severe diminution of anti-inflationary effect. There is even less
excuse in this field, since the chief beneficiaries of such provisions are promoters
and speculators whose activities also force up prices and cause an over-evaluation
of property with a consequent heavy Impact on rental housing.

Finally, among the changes made in the President's proposal is one to which
we voice especial objection on grounds that its only effect is to widen an exist-
ing tax loophole after the tax credit Is reinstated. This is the provision which
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allow a credit to offset of up to 50% of tax liability over $25,000 In any one year
Instead of the present 25% limitation and which also provides a seven-year carry-
forward for unused credits instead of the present five-year limitation.

Since this has no present revenue effect nor does it have any other effect dur
lug the period of the suspension, the issue is different from those others we
have raised.

This is purely and simply siphoning some $200 million a year out of the public
purse into the corporate profit pocket.

Congress has been asked to curb an inflationary tendency in the economy,
not to write new exemptions into tax law.

Let us be very specific. We urge the members of this committee and of the
Senate to repair this defect in H.R. 17607 by eliminating the appropriate
language.

Finally let us comment briefly on the argument being made in some quarters
that claimed or real hardship in certain Industries justifies industry exemptions
from the 16-month tax credit suspension. Without arguing any individual case,
let us point out that the problem of the capital goods super-boom is one which
affects the total economy and which is susceptible of solution only by measures
which affect the total economy. To grant one industry an exemption, however
meritorious the reasons in its special circumstances, is to approve exemptions
for any other industry which can make an equivalent case. Clearly any number
of industries can make such claims. Equity would then require exemptions for
till, resulting in total destruction of the effect of the suspension. We urge you
to reject any industry exemption in Senate action on H.R. 17607. If equity is
itideed your concern, permit us to note that equity can also easily be served by
granting no industry exemption.

Let me add this, Mr. Chairman. We know that the actions we propose willcause some degree of hardship for some workers. Overtime may well be cur-
tailed in some areas and industries and some major new construction will not
be built now.

But we do not take a narrow view of this matter. In this area, as in every
other area, we believe in putting the greater good of the greater number of people
ahead of the private interests of the few.

That's exactly what we propose for that section of American business and
industry that has already prospered through this form of governmental subsidy.

Industry and business have had their gravy train for a long while; now we
think it is time to-take care of the American people as a whole.

COMMENT ISSUED BY AFL-CIO PRESIDENT GEORGE MEANY IMMEDIATELY AFTER
PRESIDENT JOHNSON SENT His TAX MEASURE TO THE CONGRESS

The AFL-CIO welcomes and supports President Johnson's proposals to sus-
pend the two principal factors most to blame for today's profit inflation. The
7% tax credit and the accelerated depreciation formula have united to create
today's capital gQods boom. The President has wisely moved to eliminate this
super-heat from the only spot where the economy is now overheated.

We must reserve our judgments on cuts in federal spending and examine
each of these on its individual merits. The AFL-CIO is convinced the United
States can afford both to defend freedom in Vietnam and achieve a better
standard of living for millions of deprived Americans.

The President's call on the Federal Reserve Board to roll back interest rates
is long overdue. The largest single price rise has beeni in the cost of money-
3.3c% since last December-and the fault lies directly at the door of the Federal
Reserve Board.

We want the cost of living to be stabilized because it is workers who are feel-
ing the pinch now. We will do our part to help the President achieve this goal
as we always have.

STATEMENT BY THE AFL-CIO EXECUTIVE COUNCIL ON THE NATIONAL ECONOMY

Inflation in America is clearly and directly profit inflation.
Profits have skyrocketed-moving up, far out of line with wages and salaries.
The result has been increased living costs that have washed out much of the

value of workers' wage gains. In the past year, the buying power of most
workers' take-home pay has hardly advanced, at all.
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Wage anilsalary earners have not received-a fair and adequate share of the
benefits of the economy's forward advance.

In the key manufacturing sector, unit labor costs actually declined 1.9 percent
between 1960 and 1965. But the companies increased the wholesale price level
of manufactured goods by 1.7 percent--almost as much as the decline in unit
labor costs. In the first half of 1966, the unit labor costs of manufactured goods
were only one-tenth of one percent higher than in the same period of 1965,
but the wholesale prices of industrial products Jumped 2.8 percent.

The spread between unit labor costs and Industrial prices has been growing.
It is now greater than at any time since mid-1951. Most of this spread reflects
widening profit margins. And with the rising volume of sales, profits have
soared.

The inequity and injustice of these trends is crystal clear to all who wish to
know the facts. Between 1960 and 1965- -

Corporate profits soared 52 percent before taxes and 67 percent after
payments of taxes.

Dividend payments to stockholders rose 43 percent.
Weekly take-home pay of factory workers increased only 21 percent, and

in terms of buying power, merely 13 percent.
Total wages, salary and fringe benefits of all employees in the entire

economy Increased only 33 percent-reflecting increased employment, as
well as gains in wages and salaries. This trend continues in 1966--with
wages and salaries lagging behind the sharp rise of profits and dividends.

The continuing shift in Income distribution is creating a serious lack of bal.
ance between the economy's rapidly rising ability to Increase production more
efficiently, and sustainable advances in the demand for goods and services.

Soaring profits-aided by the 7 percent tax-credit subsidy for business invest-
ment and rapid depreciation write-offs--are fueling the fires of a capital goods
super-boom.

The new installations are increasing industry's productive capacity much
faster than the demand for goods and services can be expected to rise, on a
sustained basis. As a result, there Is a growing danger of excess capacity,
eventual collapse of the Investment boom and a general economic decline. More-
over, in combination with rising military expenditures the capital goods boom
Is creating a price-boosting psychology amont; businessmen through most parts
of the economy.

This one-sector boom, however, should not be confused with generally exces-
sive demand for goods In short supply. Auto sales are down from last year;
home-building has dropped sharply; there are no shortages of consumer goods;
nor Is there any scare-buying or hoarding. Unemployment at 3.9 percent of the
labor force--with joblessness rates of over 12 percent for teenagers, nearly 8
percent for Negroes and 4.6 percent for blue-collar workers--is far from full
employment.

The Federal Reserve's attempt to curb this capital goods boom has pushed
up Interest rates to the highest levels in 40 years-boosting the cost of living
and throwing residential construction Into a depression.

Because of all these factors, the AFL-CIO Executive Council advocates the
following economic policies:

1. Restoration of balance between wages, prices, profits and business invest-
ment is essential, as well as much lower interest rates.

2. Increases in the buying power of wages and salaries are needed to provide
workers with their fair share and provide a healthy advance in mass consumer
markets, the foundation of the nation's economy.

3. The major mechanism for achieving rising real earnings in America is col.
lective bargaining-within the framework of the thousands of different markets,
Industries and occupations, as well as the national economy.

4. Special attention to Uft the real wages of the working poor requires the
extension of coverage of the Fair Labor Standards Act to millions of low-wage
workers and an increase in the federal minimum wage.

5. HIgh and rising business profits and the economy's rapidly Increasing pro-
ductive efficiency make possible such increases in workers' buying power with-
out raising the price leveL In fact, the profits and productivity of many com-
panies are so high that they could simultaneously raise wages and cut their
prices to consumers.

6. Achievement of economic balance also requires an effective curb on the
capital goods super-boom-through repeal of the 7 percent tax-credit subsidy for
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business, investment in new equipment' and/or an increase in corporate taxes.
This will also make more funds available for housing, the rebuilding'of America's
cities and expanded public facilities. "

7. Continued growth of the economy is required to achieve and maintain full
employment, This means increased real wages and growing consumer markets,
as well as sufficient federal funds for the planned expansion of programs to
meet the needs of America's growing and increasingly urban population.

8. We urge the Administration and the Congress to provide ample funds to
finance an effective war against poverty.

9. Interest rates must be rolled back.
Finally we reiterate our position:,
If the President Judges the situation to warrant the adoption of extraordinary

stabilization methods-designed to bring all costs, prices and profits, as well as
wages and salaries, under evenhanded restraint-he can be assured of the sup-
port and cooperation of' the AFL-CIO. At the present time, there is no such
equity, and any such program must apply equitably to all groups in the popula-
tion and to all components of the cost of living, as well as the cost of production.

We are prepared to sacrifice as much as anyone else, for as long as anyone
else, so long as there is equality of sacrifice.

STATEMENT BY THE AFL-CIO EXEcuTIVE COUNCIL ON INTEREST RATES

The upward spiral of interest rates, which is increasing the cost of living and
pushing home-building into a depression, must be halted. Interest rates must
be rolled back to more reasonable levels.
Irt an attempt to curb the capital goods boom, the Federal Reserve Board has

pursued a dangerously misguided policy of tightening the money supply and
raising interest rates to the highest levels since the 1920's.

The prime interest rate. for the richest and choicest borrowers is now 6%-
a 3.3% increase In the basic price of money since last December. During the
past nine months, the cost of money has risen faster and more sharply than all
other costs.

With a 6% prime rate, effective interest rates for consumers, small businesses
and farmers are frequently 10% and more. The effective rate of FHA-insured
mortagages is 6 % and rising, if the home-buyer can find available mortgage
funds which are drying up.

There is no eyidence that these highest interest rates in 40 years have curbed
the capital goods boom at all.

But they are increasing living costs. High interest rates are being translated
into price boosts all along the line from the farmer, industrial producer and
builder to the consumer. They are also being translated into increased rents,
which are already too high. Interest rates on installment borrowing for autos
and other consumer goods are high and rising.

They are throwing residential construction into a depression, at a time when
the rebuilding of America's cities is urgently needed. New housing starts are
down 28% from a year ago and continuing downward. Permits for residential
building are down to the lowest level in seven years.

They are increasing the cost and making it more difficult for states and local
governments to expand public facilities to meet the needs of a rapidly growing
population.

While the American people pay the price for this interest rate policy, the only
beneficiaries are the commercial banks and those who can buy large blocks of
corporate and government securities and bank certificates of deposit. More-
over, this policy is generating turmoil and frenzied speculation in the money mar-
kets that threaten to undermine confidence in the nation's financial institutions.

We urge the Federal Reserve not to increase its discount rate.
We urge the Congress to adopt an interest rate ceiling of 4'/% on time

deposits of all types, including certificates of deposit of all denominations.
The Congress should also demand the Federal Reserve exercise its authority-

through the purchase of government securities and regulation of reserve require-
mets--in order to stabilize the money markets and maintain reasonable interest
rates. -

We urge the Congress to enact measures to effectively curb the capital goods
boom, which would make more funds available for housing, the rebuilding of
America's cities and expanding public facilities.

The Congress should enact a measure to provide a gradual and orderly end
to the issuance of certificates of deposit by the banks.
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In addition, the Oongress should review the effects on the money markets of
the federal government's issuance of participation certificates. ,.

We urge the government to develop coordination and cooperation among the
various federal agencies, including the Federal Reserve system, which are in the
money and credit area.

BACKGROUND PAPER ON NATIONAL ECONOMY

(Prepared by AFL-CIO Executive Council, August 1966)

Most of the value of workers' wage gains, in the past year, has been washed
out by rising living costs. And in the previous five years, improvements in the
buying power of workers' wages had been at a slow pace.

The cost-of-living, as measured by the Consumer Price Index, increased 6.6
percent between 1960 and 1965--a yearly rate of 1.3 percent. The pace stepped
up in the past year. Between June 1965 and June 1966, the cost-of-living rose
21/2 percent.

This situation is far different from raging inflation-as occurred in 1946, when
price controls were prematurely dropped and the cost-of-living soared 14 percent
in one year. It is also far different from the record of other countries, where
living costs have risen at a much faster rate, in recent years.

Nevertheless, the rise in the cost-of-living in the United States is eroding a
large part of workers' gains in wages and fringe benefits. The effects and causes
of this rise in the price level deserve careful examination.

WOeRKERS' BUYING POWER

Workers' wage gains have been modest in recent years, as the following figures
reveal.

Average hourly earnings

Manufactur- Contract Wholesale Mining
ing construction trace

1965 ---------------------------------------- $2.61 $3.68 $2.61 $2.92

1960 ------------------------------------------- $2.26 $3.08 $2.24 $2.60

Average yearly rise (percent) ------------------- 2.9 3.7 3.1 2.3

June 196A6---------------------------------- $2.70 $3.82 $2.72 $3.06
June 1985 ------------------------------------ $2.61 $3. 6 $2.59 $2.91

Total (percent). ......-....... 8. 4 ' 4 " i 5"

Toalpecet------------------------ 8. 4.45 5.2

I Includes the effect of overtime.

Source U.S. Department of Labor.

Much of the bUi~yng power value of these gains In hourly earnings, 'however,
were washed-out by the'rise of living costs-a yearly rise of 1.3 perctIn 1960-
1965 and a 2% percent Inc ease between June 1965 and June 1966. Actual im-
provements in buying pbwer were only about one-third to one-half of the gains
in cents-per-hour.

Yearly increases in buying power of average hourly earnings

Manufac- Contract Wholesale Mining
turing construction trade

190- 5 (percent)--. ...... ............... .1.6 2.4 1.8 1.0

June 1965-Jne6 (prnt)----------------- .9 1.9 2.5 2.7

Source: U.S. Department of Labor.

Even after accounting for improvements in non-payroll fringe benefits-such
as Pension and ,health plans.--the gains in real compensation per hour, in the
past 5% years, were considerably less than 8 percent a year.

By adding one-half percent per year-a generous estimate of the additional
real value of fringe benefit Improvements-annual gains in the buying power
of total compensation per hour were about 2.1. percent for factory workers alid
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2.9 percent for construction workers in 1960-1965 and 1.4 percent for factory
workers and 2.4 percent for construction workers between June 1905 and June
1966.

These large groups of workers-and other similar groups, as well-did not
receive a fair share of the country's rising prosperity.

The real volume of output per manhour, in the entire private economy, rose
at an average yearly rate of 8.7 percent in 1960-1965, based on the Commerce
Department's latest figures on national production. But real compensation per
hour of all employees in the private economy-including executives and super-
visors-increased only 2.7 percent per year.

This trend reveals one measure of the substantial degree to which wage and
salary earners have been shortchanged in recent years--with the lion's share of
the economy's forward advance going to profits, dividends and other types of
property-income..

The slow rise of workers' buying power can be seen most clearly by examining
the after-tax weekly take-home pay of wage and salary earners, after adjustment
for rising living costs. Despite the increase in the number of hours worked
per week in recent years-and the spread of overtime-gains in the buying power
of take-home pay have been very slow, indeed. And, in the past year, there has
been practically no improvement, at all, in the buying power of take-home pay of
large groups of workers.

The biuyig power of weekly take-home pay 1 (worker with, three dependents)

Manufac- Contract Mining
during construction

1965 --------------------------- ---------------------- 18.06 $111.48 $100.34
1960 --------------------------------------------------------- 77.70 96.17 90. 13

Total --- * ----.------------------------------------------- 10.30- 15.31 10.21
Average yearly rise (percent) --------------------------------- + 2.5 +3. 0 +2.2

June 1966 --------------------------------------------------- $88.87 $112.80 $102. 79
June 1965 --------- ---------------------------------------- 88.09 112.09 100. 50

Total -------------------------------------------------- 0.28 0.71 2.29
Percentage rise ...------------------------------------------- + 0.3 +0.6 +2.3

I Weekly eamings, after taxes, in constant dollars of 1957-59 buying power.

Source: U.S. Department of Labor.

This record clearly indicates the slow progress of workers' buying power In a
period of expanding economic activity. The vast majority of wage and salary
earners havenot shared fully or adequately in the benefits of the national econ-
omy's growth. Moreover, the slow advance of workers' buying power threatens
to undermine the needed expansion of consumer markets, by falling substantially
short of the economy's increasing ability to produce more goods and services,
more efficiently.

COSTS AND PICES

The price level has been rising, in recent years, despite the remarkable stability
of unit labor costs (the costs of labor in each item produced). As President
Johnson declared in his Economic Report of January 1966: "Labor costs-
the most basic element in the structure of our costs--have barely moved, as
gains in productivity have largely offset moderate increases in hourly labor
costs."

In the entire private economy, unit labor costs increase(] merely about 3 per-
cent in 1960-1965--an average yearly rise of approximately one-half of one per-
cent a year. But the cost-of-living rose more than twice as much--6.6 percent
in 1960-1965, or an average yearly hike of 1.3 percent.

This trend is continuing. In the year between June 19065 and June 1966, the
cost-of-living jumped 2% percent. But it is clear-even in the absence of offi-
cial government information, at this point-that this rise of living costs is much
more than twice the rise of unit labor costs in the entire private economy.

In the key manufacturing sector of the economy, unit labor costs actually
declined 1.9 percent between 1960 and 1965, according to the Department of
'oumnerce. But the level of wholesale prices of manufactured goods rose 1.7

percent-almost as much as the drop in unit labor costs.
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During the early months of 1966, unit labor costs of manufactured, goods in.
creased slightly, As a result of increased employer contributions to social security.
In the first-half of 1060, these unit labor costs were merely one-tenth of one per.
cent greater thail Iit thbe same period of 1965. Butwholesale prices of manufac.
tured goods rose 2.8 percent.

As a result of these trends, the spread between prices and, unit labor costs
has been groylng.. In recent months, the spread between unit, labor costs In
manufacturing industries and the wholesale prices of manufactured products has
been greater than at any time since mid-1951; according to the Department of
Commerce. And it has been growing In almost every recent month.

Tlio growing eprcad between tn.t labor costs awL wholosvale price& of
manafaottfret good

Unit labor cost Wholesale prices, Ratio of unit labor
manufacturing manufactured costs to prices of

Industries goods manufactured goods
(1957-49-100) (1957-59=100) (1957-59=100)

1960 ......................................... 100. 7 101.1 101.4
1961 --------------------------------------- 100.4 100.7 1003
1981----------------- --------------------- 100.4 100.7 100L.3192..... ....... ... ......... 100. 4 100,.8 100. 4

1963 ---------------------------------------- 99.7 100.6 100.9
1964 ----------------------------- ---------- 99.6 101.1 101.5
195 --------------------------------------- 98. 8 102.8 104.0
Ist half of 19-5 .--------------------------- 99.0 102.2 103.2
Ist half of 1966 ----------------------------- 99.1 105.1 106.1

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

Part of tbs large and growing spread between unit labor costs and prices is
due to Increased prices of raw materials, sharply rising interest rates and similar
factors. But most of this spread reflects increasing profit margins on each Item
of goods that is sold.

In reporting on the growing spread between Industrial prices and labor costs,
the New York Timeg of 3uly 25, 1966 states that "the latest report implies some
further widening of profit margins in manufacturing."

These widening profit margins--accompaned by an expanding volume of
sales--explain the skyrocketing profits of recent years.

This Is the key to understanding the rise of the price level-widening profit
margins and skyrocketing profits.

WAGES, SALARIES AND PROFITS

With a large and growing spread between costs and prices and with real wages
lagging behind the nation's rapidly increasing productivity, it Is no surprise that
profits have been Increasing at a much faster pace than wages and salaries.
The record reveals that profits have moved far out of line with every other
major type of income,

Between 1960 and 1965, profits soared 52 percent before taxes and 67 percent
after taxes and dividend payments to stockholders Increased 43 percent.

In sharp contrast, the weekly after-tax take-home pay of factory workers in-
creased only 21 percent (merely 13 percent after accounting for the rise of living
costs). Total wages, salaries and fringe benefits of all employes in the economy
increased only 33 percent-reflecting Increased employment, as well as advances
in wages and salaries. And total after-tax personal income In the entire economy
Increased merely 34 percent

The lack of economic balance, 1960-65

Corporate profits after taxes ---------------- Up 66.7 percent.
Corporate profits before taxes ------------ Up 52.3 percent.
Dividend payments to stockholders-_ ------ -_ Up 433 percent.
Factory workers' weekly take-home pay- - Up 20.8 percent.
Total wages, salaries, fringe benefits of all em-

ployees in the economy ------------------ Up 33. percent.
Total after-tax personal income in the economy-- Up 34 percent.

Source: U.S. Departments of Commerce and Labor.
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This unbalanced condition continues in 1966. Between the first-half of 1905
and the same period of 1966, profits rose an additional 11 percent, both before and
after taxes, and dividend payments to stockholders increased another 13% per-
cent, according to preliminary estimates of the U.S. Department of Commerce.

But the after-tax weekly take-home pay of factory workers increased only 2.7
percent in that period (with almost no improvement, at all, in buying power).
Total wages, salaries and fringe benefits of all employees increased merely 9%
percent. And total after-tax income in the entire economy rose only 9 percent.

As a result of these sharply contrasting trends, the wage and salary earners
share of the value of national production has been going down, while the busi-
ness share has been increasing. These are not the lopsided trends of one year,
alone, but they have continued one year after another.

Inequities in income-distribution have been developing and widening. And
these social inequities are creating a growing lack of balance between the econ-
omy's increasing ability to produce and the lagging buying power of workers
and consumers, generally.

THE CAPITAL GOODS SUPER-BOOM

Skyrocketing profits--aided by the 7 percent tax-credit subsidy for business
investment in new equipment and stepped-up depreciation write-offs-are pro-
viding the fuel for a one-sector capital goods super-boom.

The government expects business investment in new plants and machines to
rise 17 percent this year-about twice as fast as the gross national product for
the third successive year. On the basis of government estimates, business in-
vestment in the newest, automated plants and equipment, in 1966 will be 55%
greater than in 1963, when the super-boom began.

The large-scale installations of these plants and machines are expanding in-
dustry's capacity to produce at a much faster pace than the economy's sustain-
able demand for goods and services, under ordinary circumstances. If permitted
to rim its course, this capital goods super-boom will collapse and generate an
economic decline.

In addition, sharply increasing capital goods investment is creating difficulties,
at present. It is siphoning money out of the home-building, home-buying, con-
sumier and small business markets. And, in combination with rising military
expenditures, it is generating a price-boosting psychology through most parts of
the economy.

However, this boom of profits and business investment should not be confused
with a general, economy-wide condition of inflationary shortages. Despite in-
creased military spending, there are no widespread shortages of goods, produc-
tive capacity and manpower.

There is no excessive demand for goods in short supply. There is no con-
sumer scare-buying or hoarding.

On the contrary, auto sales have declined. Home-building has dropped sharply.
The buying power of most workers' take-home pay has hardly increased in the
past year.

Unemployment, at 3.9% of the labor force, is still far from full employment.
With jobless rates of over 12% for teenagers, nearly 8% for Negroes and 4.6%
for blue-collar workers, there is yet a long road ahead before America achieves
job opportunities, at decent wages, for all persons who are willing and able to
work.

Sales of consumer goods, generally, are increasing, but not at an abnormally
fast pace. In June, retail sales were up 6% from a year ago, but from the April-
June quarter of 1965 to the same period of this year, business investment in new
plants and machines was up 18%.

The only sector of the private economy that is rising sharply is capital goods
investment.

If there is inflation in the American economy in 1966, it can be found in the
lopsided profits and business investment booms.

MONETARY POLICY

In a dangerously misguided attempt to curb the capital goods boom, the Fed-
eral Reserve and the commercial banks have pushed up interest rates to the high-
est levels since the 1920s.

The interest rate blast-off started last December, when the Federal Reserve
Board increased the rate, which banks pay to borrow funds from the Federal
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Reserve system, and lifted the permissable interest rate that commercial banks
can pay on certificates of deposit from 4% to 5 %. The efect of these actions
was to boost interest rates and to shift large stvingsinto the commercial banks,
while halting the expansion of deposits in savings banks and savings and loan
aesoclations, which make most home-mortgage and improvement loans.

There is no evidence that these high and rising interest rates have curbed the
capital goods boom. But they are pushing residential construction into a de-
pression. Thoy are boosting the cost of living. And they are making it both
more expensive and more difficult for states and local governments to borrow
money to expand needed public facilities.

The prime interest rate for the choicest and richest borrowers is now 6%.
This is a 33%% rise in the basic price of money since last December-the sharp.
est price increase, by far, in a period of rising prices.

With a prime rate of,6%, effective interest rates on loans to consumers, small
businessmen and farmers are frequently 10% and more. The effective rate on
FHA-insured mortgages of 61/% is rising and available mortgage funds are
drying up. Building permits for new residential construction have dropped to
the lowest level in seven years, at a time when the rebuilding of America's cities
is urgently needed.

A one-point rise from 5 % to'61A% on a 25-year, $20,000 mortgage-the aver-
age conventional mortgage--adds more than $3,600 In interest costs over those
25 years. For the vast majority of wage and salary earners, $3,600 represents
well over 'one-half yeat's earnings. Moreover, at a 6/_G% rate on a $20,000 mort.
gage, the borrower pays out $40,500 over 25 years-the interest payments of
$20,500 are greater than the loan, Itself.

The sharply risting cost of money is translated into* price boosts all along the
line, from the farmer and Industrial producer to the retailer and consumer. In
addition, the interest cost of installment credit for autos, refrigerators, television
sets and other consumer goods Is high and rising.

The American people pay the price for these interest rates-through increased
living costs and increased interest payments on the borrowed funds of the fed-
eral, state and local governments.

The benefelailes of these rates are the commercial banks and those who are
rich enough to buy large blocks of corporate and government securities and
bank certificates of deposit.

This policy reinforces and aggravates the wrong-way trend of income dis-
tribution, with an increasing share of the economy's forward advance going to
business, the banks and the rich. Moreover, it is generating turmoil and frenzied
speculation in the nation's money markets that threaten to undermine confidence
in the nation's financial institutions.

RESTORED ECONOMIC BALANCE: IS NEEDED

The cause of the rising cost-of-living lies essentially in skyrocketing profits
and the related super-boom 6f capital goods investment.

The effects can be seen in the lag of workers' buying power and the shift of
income from wages and salaries to profts, dividends and interest.

These lopsided and inequitable tt'ends are creating difficulties, at present.
They can generate serious troubles in the future.

America needs a restored' balance between wages, prices, profits and business
investment, as well as considerably lower interest rates.

Increases in real wages are needed to provide workers with an equitable and
adequate share of the benefits of the economy's progress. Justice and equity
require such increases in the buying power of wages and salaries. Moreover,
such rises In real earnings are essential for the sustained growth of mass con-
sumer markets, which are the base of the nation's economy.

The major machinery for achieving such Increases in real earnings, in a free
society, is collective bargaining between unions and employers. Collective bar-
gaining must be permitted to operate, without shackles-within the context of
the economic realities of the thousands of different markets, industries and occu-
pations, as well as the national economy. 'Moreover, in a period of rising prices,
collective bargining is a stabilizing force.

Extended coverage of the Fair Labor Standards Act to millions of low-wage
workers and a rise in the federal minimum wage are needed to lift the real
wa res of the working poor.

High and rising business profits. as well as the economy's rapidly advancing
productivity, make It possible for business to grant such Improvements In the
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buying power of wages and salaries, without raising the price level. Many
companies can afford to grant substantial wage increases and simultaneously
reduce prices,

An effective curb on the capital goods super-boom is required-through repeal
of ,the 7% tax credit subsidy for business investment in new equipment and/or
un increase in corporate taxes. Curtailment of this one-sector boom is essential
to help restore balance to the economy and to make more funds available for
housing, the rebuilding of America's cities and expanded public facilities.

Continued expansion of the economy is essential to create enough new job
opportunities to achieve and maintain full employment of a rapidly growing
labor force in a period of spreading automation. Such sustained pace of eco-
nomic growth must be based on a sound foundation of increasing real wages
and salaries and expanding consumer markets., It must be based, too, on meet-
ing the needs of a rapidly growing and increasingly urban population for public
facilities and services--with sufficient federal funds for the planned expansion
of efforts to meet these needs.

A roll-back of interest rates to more reasonable levels is required. Congress
should establish an interest rate ceiling of 4 % on time deposits of all types,
including certificates of deposit. Congress should also demand the Federal
Reserve to exercise Its authority-through the purchase of government securi-
ties and regulation of reserve requirements-to stabilize the money market and
maintain reasonable interest rates. In addition, Congress should adopt a meas-
tire to provide a gradual and orderly end to the issuance of certificates of
deposit by the banks and review the effect on the money market of the federal
government's Issuance of participation certificates. The government should also
develop effective coordination and cooperation among the various federal agen-
cies, including the Federal Reserve system, that are In the money and credit
area.

If the President determines that there is a national emergency to require ex-
traordinary stabilization measures-with even-handed restraints on all costs,
prices, profits, dividends, corporate executive compensation (including bonuses
and stock options) as well as employees' wages and salaries-he will have the
support of the AFL-CIO. Such measures should apply equitably to all groups
In the economy and to all components of the cost-of-living, as well as the cost
of production.

The CHAIRMAN. Qe thing that does concern me is we have a lot of
big plants going up in Louisiana. I am sure it is that way elsewhere
in the country. The national average is 2.5 times as much may be
spent on plant and equipment as was, say, 10 years ago-actually, as
was the case in 1960, about two and a half times as much. Some peo-
ple in the construction trades, and in your movement, are suggesting
if you pass this suspension of the investment credit, it might cost them
tieiir jobs in the construction trades.

What is your reaction to that?
Mr. GOLDF.iNOEI. Mr. Chairman, we thought about that. Tn the

first place, as we see it, there is nothing in the bill that would halt
current construction; in other words, the structures going up right
now would continue under the terms of this bill.

As we look at it, the difficulty that we see in this current boom is
twofold: First, that it is creating some inflationary pressures in the
economy now - secondly, that it is creating an unsustainable condition,
with productive capacity increasing much faster than sustainable
levels of demand in the future.

At some point, this is going to add up to a big gap between our
ability to produce on the one hand and our ability to buy what can be
produced on the other hand-the kind of thing that happened in 1958
when we got a sharp drop in investment. What we would like'to see is
an end to tlese booms and busts in investment, because with the booms
and with the busts, many workers on the boom side, true enough, get
overtime and extra pay. But then, in the busts, they get long periods
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of lay offs We prefer to see steady employment, rather than this kind
of roller coaster effect that we have been getting

That is one of the reasons, as we stated in the paper submitted, that
we strongly urge the suspension of the 7 percent credit.

The -1ARMAN. Thank you vry much, Mr. Goldfaiger and M1r.
Lashman.

Mr. GOrirxoyER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The ChIRMAN'. Our next and concluding 'witness is Mr. Harold

Goldstein, of the Machinery Dealer National Association.

STATEMENT OF HAROLD GOLDSTEIN, PRESIDENT, CADILLAC
MACINERY CO., INC., CHICAGO, AND VICE PRESIDENT AND
CHAIRMAN, GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, MACHINERY
DEALERS NATIONAL ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD
STUDLEY, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, MACHINERY DEALERS NA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. GowbsTmN. In, the interest of time, Mr. Chairman, I will sub-
mit my statement---

The CHAIRMAN. Vo Will print your statement and allow you to
testify.

Mr. GoiWsTEI,. Mr. Chairman, I am Harold Goldstein, president
of the Cadillac Machinery Co. of Chicago. Today I am speaking to
.you as vice president and chairman of the Government Affairs Coin-
nittee of the Machinery Dealers National Association.

With me is Richard Studley, who is the executive secretary of the
Machinery Dealers National Association.

As the spokesman for our industry, first let me thank you for the
opportunity to address you.

At this time, while you are considering the temporary suspension of
investment credit, we would also like you to consider an amendment
to that bill which would remove the limitation of $50,000 that applies
to the acquisition of used section 38 property-we are particularly in-
terested in used machine tools-and thus to remove an inequity and
grant equal treatment to the small businessmen who are dependent on
used equipment for modernization and expansion. We propose, of
course, that the change become effective only when the proposed sus-
pension expires.

Used machine tools are unique from most other used capital equip-
ment and therefore require special consideration and perhaps special
treatment. In one of our surveys we determined that in 1965 the mem-
bers of the used machine tool industry, sold approximately 117,000
used machines at an average price of $3,656 and the new machine tool
manufacturers sold 63,700 machines during this same period so you
can see that the used machine tool segment of the industry is extremely
important to a whale of a lot of people. In another survey we deter-
mined that in 1965 more than 500 machines with a value" of $25,000
or more were sold by only 124 memlpers of our industry and that 134
of those* machines had a value of $50,000 or more. Isn't. it readily ap-
parent to you, as it is to me, that there are a lot of people bumping up
aminst the $50,000 limit and that because of the high value of used
machine tools they are different from most kinds of used capital equip-
ment.
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Most everyone--large and small-buys some used machine tools at
some time,, but naturally, the majority are acquired by small shops.
The ones most' affected by the law's inequity are those small businesses
which employ from 100 to 500 people and I estimate that they consti-
tute a majority of the 50,000 metalworking shops in the United States.
It is my considered opinion that the $50,000 limit is an unfair and im-
proper advantage which big business: enjoys over small business--
that it amounts to a subsidy, available only to big businesses. I do not
want to enter into the question regarding the continuation of the tem-
porary suspension of this law but I do feel that the basic philosophy
is sound, and that the idea should be utilized at the proper time and
that it should be available equally at, that time to large and small
businessmen so that they may both do their part in building up our
economy and keeping us better prepared militarily.

In addition to the relatively high value of machine tools, they are
also unique in their importance to our economy. Machine tools are
one of the' two basic industries-the other of course is production of
basic metals. Every conceivable thing used by man is produced di-
rectly or indirectly by machine tools. The machinery that produces
paper, wood, leather products, glass, even all our food, is produced by
machine tools. In addition, machine tools, to a great degree, can help
control inflation, and, because they are an unusual countercyclical
tool, require your special consideration.

The balance-of-payments problem is one of the most serious we must
content with and I submit that the continuance of the $50,000 limit
on used machines greatly aggravates that problem. Sales of new for-
eign machine tools have increased by about 95 percent in the period
1960-65. We must assume that the 7-percent credit influenced an im-
portant proportion of that increase because the buyers of new foreign
machines got *a 7-percent discount from our Government. However,
if they had bought used American machines they would have received
7-percent credit on only a part of their purchases. I know it would
involve great, and probably unwarranted, problems if we would con-
sider eliminating credit on imported machines but this problem would
no longer exist if the used machine tool buyer could purchase as much
as he wants and needs and get the same tax treatment as he gets on
new foreign machines that he might be tempted to buy. I would also
like to point out that in general new foreign machines compete in our
market with used American machines--although there are exceptions
of course. Because of this seemingly odd situation the balance-of-
payments problem is aggreavated by the unlimited availability of the
investment credit on new foreign equipment and the limited avail-
ability of the credit on used American equipment.

About 14 months ago we had the first of a series of meetings with
representatives of the Treasury Department in order to prepare our-
selves for a petition to you for relief from this inequitabl hindrance
to the growth and prosperity of the thousands of small businessmen
who must buy, sell, and use second-hand machine tools. The results
of that homework are in the written proposal which has been fur-
nished to each of you.

I would like, sir, that it be printed in the record.
I would like to depart for a minute from the printed remarks that

I submitted to comment on a point that we find very disturbing.

195
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Speaking of the House version of this bill, particularly;the -iberaliza.
tion it contains. Since 1964, we have fretted over the inequity of the
original code, and for 14 months, we have been making preparations to
justify our position. Now *the gap might even be increased if you
approve of it. I would like to point out that the small businessman who
buys used equipment. can now only take a maximum of $3,500 of
credit, whereas the people who can afford new machinery can start
out with a,$25,000 credit plus 25 percent of their remaining tax oblia-
tion. Under the proposed liberalization, that 25 percent would be in-
creased to 50 percent.

Now, whom is that helping? It helps only the top echelon of firms
who can spend around $400,000 a year for new equipment but it offers
no liberiahzation for the small and medium-sized firms. The result is
that the original gap will be opened even wider than before. I ear-
nestly urge you to closely scrutinize this problem during your delibera-
tions.

Back to my original text, during these past few minutes I have
touched only briefly on some of the reasons why we think the $50,000
limit should be eliminated. All of those reasons are covered in greater
depth in our written proposal. Additionally, the proposal also covers
the following:

Military preparedness;
A deterrent to inflation;
The disposal of the Government's surplus machinery;
Assistance to the Small Business Administration in its aid to small

business;
Increased Federal tax revenue;
And finally we have included there the language of the proposed

amendment.
That concludes my prepared remarks and I thank you for your at-

tention.
(Mr. Goldstein's prepared statement, with attachments, follows:)

STATEMENT BY MW. IIAROLDn OOLSTEIN, PRESIDENT, CADILLAC MACHINERY Co.,
INC., CIIICAOO AND VICE PRESIDENT ANDCHAIRMAN OF THE GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS
COMMITTEE, MACHINERY DEALERS NATIONAL ASSoCIATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am flarold Goldstein, Presi-
dent of Cadillac Machinery Company, Chicago. Today I speak to you as Vice
President, and as Chairman of the Government Affairs Committee of the Ma-
chinery Dealers National Association. As the spokesman for our industry, first
let me thank you forthis opportunity to address you.

At this time, while you are considering the temporary suspension of invest-
ment credit, we would also like you to consider an amendment to that bill which
would remove the limitation of $50,000 that applies to the acquisition of used
section 38 property-we are particularly interested in used machine tools--
and thus to remove an inequity and grant equal treatment to the small business
men who are dependent on used equipment for modernization and expansion.
We propose, of course, that the change become effective only when the proposed
suspension expires. Used machine tools are unique from most other used
capital equipment and therefore require special consideration and perhaps spe-
cial treatment. In one of our surveys we determined that in 1965 the members
of the used machine tool industry sold 'approximately 117,000 used machines
at an average price of $3,056 and the new machine tool manufacturers sold
63,700 machines during this same period so you can see that the used machine
tool segment of the induutry iN extremely Important to a whale of a lot of peonle.
In another survey we determined that in 1965 more than 500 machines with a
value of $25.000 or more were sold by only 124 members of our Industry and
that 134 of those machines had a value of $50,000 or more. Isn't it readily
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apparefit, to you, as it is to me, that there are a lot of people bumping up
against the $50,000 limit and that because of the high value of used machine tools
they are different ftom most kinds of used capital equipment.

Most everyone-large and small--buys some used machine tools at some time,
but naturally, the majority are acquired by small shops. Thi ones most affected
by the law's inequity are those small businesses which employ from 100 to 500
people and I estimate that they constitute a majority of the 50,000 metalwork-
ing shops in the United States. It is my considered opinion that the $50,000
limit is an unfair and improper advantage which big business enjoys over small
business--that it amounts to a subsidy, available only to big businesses. I do
not want to enter into the question regarding the continuation or the temporary
suspension of this law but I do feel that the basic philosophy is sound, that
the idea should be utilized at the proper time and that it should be available
equally at that time to large and small businessmen so that they may both do
their part in building up our economy and keeping us better prepared militarily.

In addition to the relatively high value of machine tools, they are also unique
in their importance to our economy. Machine tools are one of the two basic
industries-the other of course is production of basic metals. Every conceiv-
able thing used by man is produced directly or indirectly by machine tools.
The machinery that produces paper, wood, leather products, glass, even all our
food, is produced by machine tools. In addition, machine tools, to a great degree,
can help control inflation, and, because they are an unusual countercyclical tool,
require your special consideration.

The balance of payments problem is one of the most serious we must contend
with and I submit that the continuance of the $50,000 limit on used machines
greatly aggrevates that problem. Sales of new foreign machine tools have
increased by about 95% in the period 1960-1965. We must assume that the
7% credit influenced an important proportion of that increase because the buy-
ers of new foreign machines got a 7% discount from our government. However,
if they had bought used American machines they would have received 7%
credit on only a part of their purchases. I know it would invlove great, and
probably unwarranted, problems if we would consider eliminating credit on
imported machines but this problem would no longer exist if the used machine
tool buyer could purchase as much as he wants and needs and get the same tax
treatment as lie gets on new foreign machines that he might be tempted to
buy. I would also like to point out that in general new foreign machines
compete in our market with used American machines--although there are
exceptions of course. Because of this seemingly Qdd situation the balance of
payments problem is aggravated by the unlimited availability of the investment
credit on new foreign equipment and the limited availability of the credit on
used American equipment.

About 14 months ago we had the first of a series of meetings with represen-
tatives of the Treasury Department in order to prepare ourselves for a petition
to you for relief from this inequitable hinderance to the growth and prosperity
of the thousands of small business men who must buy, sell and use second hand
machine tools. The results of that homework are in the written proposal which
has been furnished to each of you.

During these past few minutes I have touched only briefly on some of the
reasons why we think the $50,000 limit should be eliminated. All of those reasons
are covered in greater depth in our written proposal. Additionally, that proposal
also covers the following:

Military preparedness.
A deterrent to inflation.
The disposal of the government's surplus machinery.
Assistance to the Small Business Administration in its aid to small

business.
Increased federal tax revenue.
And finally we have included there the language of the proposed amend-

ment.
That concludes my prepared remarks and I think you for your attention.

PROPOSAL TO AMEND SECTION 48(c) (2) (A) OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE ON
USED SECTION 38 PROPERTY AS IT PERTAINS TO MACHINE TOOLS BY MACHINERY
DEALERS NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

On July 29, 1965, representatives of the Machinery Dealers National Associa-
tion (MDNA) met with representatives of the Treasury Department, Messrs.
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George 1D. Zeltlin and Richard L. Pollock. Later, on April 11, 1900,:other rep-
resentatives of the Association, Messrs. R. L. Studley R K. Vinson, H. G. Skin.
ner, M. H. Levy and U H. Goldstein, met with Mr. RI D. SlItor. The purpose of
both meetings was to discuss a proposed amendment to Section 48(c) (2) (A)
wherein the $50,000 limitation on "used section 38 property" would be eliminated
from the Internal Revenue Code.

During these meetings, information and ideas were exchanged in informal
discussion, certain questions were posed by representatives of the Treasury De-
partment and MDNA representatives suggested reasons for the desirability and
need for the amendment. As a result of these meetings, MDNA has prepared this
statement supporting its proposed amendment.

In conjunction with HR 17607, now being considered by the Ways and Means
Committee to temporarily suspend the Investment Credit provisions, Chairman
Mills suggested that the Code be liberalized when it is reinstated.

This proposal is submitted both to liberalize the Code and to remove an in-
equity that now exists in the law. This inequity will be compounded if the pro-
visions, as they apply to purchases of new equipment, are liberalized without
consideration of the "used section 38 property."

MDNA, in making this proposal to amend the Code; is the spokesman for ap-
proximately 50,000 metalworking machinery users and the American used ma-
chine tool industry. Further, MDNA makes this presentation because machine
tools are unique and therefore require unique treatment under the investment
-credit provisions.

A machine is defined by the Metalworking Division, Business and Defense
Services Administration, of the Department of Commerce, as follows:

"Machine tools are defined as nonportable power driven machines used to
shape metals and materials by cutting or forming under pressure, impact, elec-
trical techniques, or a combination of these procedures."

In this presentation we will demonstrate the need for this amendment. The
proposed amendment will-

(1) Provide a deterrent to Inflation;
(2) Improve the balance of payments, not only with respect to the import

and export of machine tools, but also with respect to export of the products
of machine tools;

(3) Assist the Department of Defense in its military preparedness pro.
gram;

(4) Assist the Department of Defense In the disposal of surplus machinetools;

(5) Assist the Small Business Administration In Its aid to small business;
(Q) Have a beneficial effect on the economy;
(7) Eliminate inequities In the present Investment Credit provisions;
(8) Increase- federal tax revenue;
(9), Demonstrate that machine tools are* unique when compared to other

capital equipment and require special treatment under the law;
. 1(10) The language of the. proposed Amendment Is included here.

As a final point, the proposed amendment is. directed in behalf and for the
benefit of the entire metalworking industry. Though businesses ,f all sizes buy
some used machine tools; more .benefit will, accrue to small and mediun-sized
firms who must rely on the acquisition of used machine tools more thah' larger

DETERRENT AGAINST INFLATION . .

Without participating in the current discussion on retentioki 'lof thetiivestment
Credit, we submit that using updated used machine tools to replace 6lder equip-
ment will be an effective 'countercyclcal tool. This ig accomplished in two ways:
(a) In production of new machine tools considerable labor and materials are

required to create the product; in contrast, a used machine tool requires only a
small fraction of similar labor skills and material for rec6nditidaltig. Thus,
when relating ttie Iinate' cost of -used to new machine tools, as both &Ontribute
to the Gross National,Product, the used tool cost is a small fraction of'the new
tool'cost. '

(b) The second important savings will occur because the more modern used
inachine will generally Increase productivity, resulting in fewer mah-h6tlrs and
lower costs. This Is the heart of the Investment credit philosophy which intends
to Increase the efficiency of United States' plants so that mote goods will be
available to more. peoap e at lower cost. This is how the Investment Credit helps
our economy'expand without a corresponding expansion in the cost of. living.
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Any increase in the value of used machines, small as it may be, will encourage
the replacement of used machines with new ones, thus bring more used machines
into the market. This will' make more used machines available for moderniza-
tion by secondary buyers. Thus, at the same time, encouragement will be given
to new machine purchases and modernization of older shops.

The concern that investment credit liberalization will tend to contribute to
inflation is invalid. The problem, if in fact it would exist, must be kept in proper
perspective, by relating the dollar value of used machine tool sales to the dollar
value of the products these machines produce. The wide range of items used
and consumed by man are originally made from machine tools. The machinery
which helps produce and process food, leather, paper and wood products, print
newspapers and make glass, all of this machinery is made with machine tools.
Automobiles, planes and ships are made from machine tools. All machine tools
are made by machine tools. Considering that the value of the machinery used
by industry and machine-produced metalproducts amounts to many billions
of dollars; and, that the value of machine tools sold during the booming economy
year of 1965 amounted to less than two billion dollars, it is easy to understand
the value of modernizing industry's basic production tools as a weapon against
high costs and inflation.

The importance of new and used machine tools to our economy is far beyond
the dollar value of this industry's yearly sales. It is important to understand
why the machine tool producing and rebuilding industries demand so much
Governmental attention, considering that their total sales are miniscule when
compared to other industries. The answer is that our entire economy, is totally
dependent on the two basic Industries-steel and machine tools. Nothing can
be produced without them except agricultural crops.

It is a fact that approximately 117,000 used machines were sold in 1965, and
approximately 63,700 new machines were sold in the same period. This proves
that used machine tools are far more important in our economy than is com-
monly known. It also proves that the majority of metalworking firms do buy
used machines and that laws pertaining to this large segment of a most impor-
tant basic industry will effect our entire economy. Machinery is purchased as
a cost reduction device since it enables industry to produce more goods at less
cost-counteracting the rising costs of goods and labor and thus Is a deterrent
against inflation.

2. BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

The Honorable Douglas Dillon in his appearance before the Senate Finance
Committee, as Secretary of the Treasury, and in his statement in support of the
investment credit as enacted in the Revenue Act of 1962, stated (CB 1962-3, 716) :

" I urge this legislation because it will make a real addition to growth
consistent with the principles of a free economy; because it will provide substan-
tial help in alleviating our balance-of-payments problem, both by substantially
increasing the relative attractiveness of domestic as compared with foreign
investment and by helping to improve the competitive position of American indus-
try in markets at home and abroad; .... "

In addition, the Senate Finance Committee Report also states (CB 1962-3,
717)

The objective of the investment credit is to encourage modernization and
expansion of the Nation's productive facilities and thereby improve the economic
potential of the country, with a resultant increase in Job opportunities and better-
ment of our competitive position In the world economy."

The amendment proposed by MDNA continues to carry out the concepts pre-
sented by Secretary Dillon and the findings of the Senate Finance Committee as
described above. We submit that the investment credit limitations on used
machine tools (used section 38 property) in the Revenue Act of 1962, reduce the
Act's effectiveness in the balance-of-payments problem. Balance-of-payments
involves not only export and import of machine tools, but more important the
goods produced by machine tools because they are infikitely greater in value.

To improve and maintain a favorable balance-of-payments, we must continu-
ally increase our production capacity and maintain modern production facilities
second to none. This includes the full availability of used machine tools to aid
plant modernization. Again, the need for this is clearly expressed in a comment
by former Secretary Dillon in testimony before the Ways and Means Committee
(President's 1961 Tax Recommendations, 87th Cong., 1st Sess., May 3, 1961, pp.
17,18) :
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"As we, lool back over the past century we see that our record of economic
growth, has been unmatched .4ny.where in world. But of late we have fallen
behind . ,. I. en e .s 5 years Western Europe has grown at double or triple
our recent rate -and Japan las grown even faster.. While there is some debate as
to the precise growth rate of. the Soviet economy, *CIA estimates that their GNP
grew at a rate of 7 percent in the fifties. Clearly, we must improve. our per-
formance; otherwise, we cannot maintain our national security, we cannot main-
tain our position of leadership in the eyes of the world and we cannot achieve
our national aspirations. The pressing task before us, then, is to restore the
vigor of our economy and to return to our traditionally high rate of economic
expansion and growth.. I am confident this can be accomplished. But it will
require a major effort by all of us.

"I have been impressed during recent travels abroad by the great progress
our friends overseas have made in reconstructing their economies since World
War II and by the highly modern and efficient plants. they now. have at their
disposal .. .all the information we do have indicates that the plant and equip.
ment of our friends and competitors are considerably younger than ours.

"Although this difference reflects the rebuilding of the shattered European
economies, I think it important to emphasize that it was due in good part to
the vigorous policies of the European Governments. Tax incentives for invest-
ment played a significant role, including accelerated depreciation, initial allow-
ances, and Investment credits."

If we are to continue fulfilling the domestic economy's unprecedented demand
for goods and at the same time continue meeting the demands of our overseas
friends, we must expand our production capacity. The lead time for new
machine tools is now some ten months, and the gap in the supply of machiIne
tools can be filled only with used or imported machines. The $50,000 Investment
Credit limitation encourages industry to buy new foreign machinery instead
of used American machines by reducing the initial cost of the foreign machine.
New foreign machines compete with used, rather than new American machine
tools, and this competition is based on price differential. American used ma-
chine tools and new foreign machine tools compare favorably in purchase price,
but the used American machine suffers a disadvantage under the $50,000 Invest-
inent Credit limitation. Thus, the new foreign machine has a price advantage
over used domestic machines. This advantage supports an unfavorable balance-
of-payments.

In support of the conclusions just presented, the following statistics show the
growth of imports of foreign machine tools:

Imports
1960 ---------- ------------------------------------- $35, 656,000
1961 ------ ------------------------------------------ 22,424,000
1962 ------------------------------------------------ 37,461,000
1963 ------------------------------------------------ 35, 107, 000
1964 ------------------------------------------------ 45,708,000
1965 -------------- ---------------------------------- 68, 818,000

Attached as Exhibit A is a Metalworking New8' article, June 27, 1966, indicat-
ing that for the first time in 16 years, Italian machine tool exports totaled twice
the value of their imports and that the United States was their most important
export market. Also attached, Exhibit B, is an article from Metalworking New8,
June 6, 1966, showing Japan's substantial gains in machine tool exports to the
United States during the first quarter of 1966 over the corresponding quarter of
1965. This increase amounted to 460%.

We -can't easily overcome the inroads of foreign machine tool manufacturers,
but we must combat this growing problem as it affects the balance-of-payments.
Imports for the first six months of 1966 were .82% above those for the comparable
six month period in 1965.

We must submit that the balance-of-payments problem created 'by these im-
ports would have been alleviated if the domestic machine tool buyers had been
permitted to buy all the used machine tool they required with the full invest-
ment credit; the same advantage that is attached to the purchase of a foreign
product.

3. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE--MILITARY PRODUCTION

While metalworking companies of all sizes buy some used machine tools, most
used machines are acquired by small and medium-sized businesses. In defense
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preparations or In possible total mobilization for war, it is as necessary for the
small and medium-sized businesses to be equipped with modern machine tools
as it is for the giants of industry.

At the outbreak of World War ii, machine tool manufacturers were already
quoting extended delivery dates because they had previously been accepting
large orders from our allies. To fill the gap our country looked to a sibling
industry, the used machine tool dealers, who developed much of the machinery
for the early war production. In any war situation, this proposed change in
the law would be most beneficial to small and medium-sized businesses who are
the primary buyers-of used machine tools.

In spite of enormous Government stocks of standby machine tools (most of
them used), large scale machine tool production program became necessary dur-
ing the Korean conflict, to fill the needs of a relatively small war.

During the early period of President Kennedy's leadership a major change n
policy occurred. Preparations for "conventional" or "small" wars were em-
phasized since the Korean conflict indicated our lack of preparedness in. this
area. As a result of this new policy, established by our President and top nilli-
tary leaders, steps were taken to review our strategic stockpile of machine tools
and fill-in existing large gaps. In spite of this advance preparation, gaps still
existed in our supply of certain machine tools during the recent Viet Nam build-
up. The new machine tool industry could not produce enough machines in the
time allowed to fill existing gaps. Used machines were acquired from the com-
miercial markets available supply to close most of the, gaps. The helicopter, for
example, assumed a new importance as a strategic Weapon and the vast numbers
required for this conflict would have been tragically'delayed if the specialized ma-
chine tools needed for their production had not been available. The machines
used in this emergency came from the helicopter manufacturer's existing facil-
ities (used machines), from the Government's strategic stockpile (nearly all used
machines), and from the used machine tool industry.

It is extremely important that large and small members of the metalworking
industry, and the rebuilders land dealers who fill "their, machine tool require-
ments, be helped to remain healthy so they will be available and ready in any
war emergency. Equal treatment under the law by adopting the proposed amend-
ment will help attain this goal.

The strategic value of machine tools is well establislied by the. fact. that trade
with Iron Curtain countries has been restricted for many years.

In a conventional war, our ability to outproduce an enemy is one of our most
important "weapons". In World War II when we not only supplied our allies,
but also equipped our own armed forces so that we literally overwhelmed the
enemy with an abundance of weapons and supplies. Because our plants were,
to a critical degree, obsolete when World War II began, we lost time during
the tool.up period-to repeat that error might be catastrophic in a future war.
To avoid this danger, we must encourage our metalworking plants to keep produc-
tion facilities as modern as possible; we submit that this amendment will have
that effect.

Attached as Exhibit C is a letter from the Department of Defense which states
in part, "We are interested (in the 7% Investment Credit Law) from the stand-
point that improvements and expansions of facilities, whether with new or used
tools, increase productivity and the national industrial base to supply the needs
of our armed forces."

4. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE-SURPLUS DISPOSAL

The Government owned enormous stocks of machine tools after World War II.
Some were disposed of, others placed in strategic stockpiles. Th~e stockpiles are
continually re-evaluated and rotated to meet the needs of changing concepts of
war and to keep the machines repaired. Because of the value of machines sold
by the Government each year, it is important to maintain a healthy used machine
tool market. We do not advocate that the Government assume the responsibility
of maintaining a healthy market, but we do submit that the Government should
not arbitrarily and unjustifiably obstruct the market by supporting the $50,000
limitation on used machinery. The existing investment credit obstructs the
used machine tool market, and therefore is detrimental to private interests which
buy and sell surplus capital goods. The result is lower prices for Government
equipment, or the sale of Government equipment is impeded. Government sur-
plus stockpiles are a primary source of used machine 'tools and if the flow of
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tools is impeded, those plants which need machinery -for modernization or for
expansion will also be impeded.- ..

We submit that the proposed amendment will permit a freer'flowof Govern.
meant surplus equipment In the market place.

5. AID TO SMALL BUSINESS

Thousands of small and medium-sized companies must purchase machine tools
to modernize and expand their production facilities. These firms buy used
equipment either because: (1) they haven't sumcient funds, (2) they cannot
economically "Justify" the large investment required for new machines, or (3)
they cannot wait delivery on new machines. The delivery problem is partic-
ularly true in a national emergency or a period when the economic cycle is up.

Ordinarily the Investment for a machine must be Justified by anticipated sav-
ings. in production costs or anticipated income resulting from the additional
equipment. An "investment" In machinery must yield a profit. Economic just.
fication is the criterion and the availability of cash or credit often does not
motivate a purchase. Even the giants of industry often buy used equipment for
this reason. The theory of Justification is not Isolated, most firms follow It; it
Is rare that they deviate from it.

Many small firms have insufficient cash or credit for the purchase of new
machines and must buy some or all ol their equipment from the used ma-
chinery market. If they need to replace a machine that Is too obsolete or costly
to maintain or if they need to expand, then these small businesses should have,
under the law, the same benefits and Incentives as their wealthier competitors.
To do less Is to discourage ambition and encourage stagnation; our proposed
amendment provides Incentives to correct this situation.

A simple example will show the negative effect of the present $50,000 limita-
tion. Assume a small businessman decides to modernize his plant, and al-
locates $100,000 for this purpose. Under the present limitation, he must spread
his acquisition program over two years to take advantage of the investment
credit, If he is considering the acquisition of used machine tools. The result
Is a delay In the modernization of his plant to the detriment of the economy
and/or the defense effort. Expand this sample to the small firms affected by
the existing limitation and the defect in the law becomes obvious.

If a small business had to buy new instead of used machinery, it would suffer
in competition with larger, more affluent businesses. For example, a small busi-
ness might buy one or two new machines In a year when It could have acquired
several times as many used machines for the same dollars. The present $50,000
limitation amounts to a tax subsidy available only to those who can qualify for
It by virtue of greater wealth and size. The 7% credit actually equals 14% in
after-tax-dollars, a greater inequity than Is ordinarily apparent, and it creates
and nurtures an unfair competitive disadvantage to the small businessman. The
proposed amendment would remove this inequity.

6. EFFECr ON THE ECONOMY

Historically, capital goods manufacturing industries have been cyclical and
this is particularly true of the machine tool industry. The current high demand
for machine tools shotild not be considered permanent. It Is our opinion that
new orders for machine tools will be reduced by the end of this calendar year.
Our observations are basqd upon the tight money market, both as to Interest
rate and the availability of funds, declining common stock prices In heavy trad-
ing, the President's request to industry management to defer expansion pro-
grams, legislative enactment such as the Tax Adjustment Act of 1966, and the
increase In social security and Medicare taxes. In addition, in the language of
a letter to Congresswoman Martha W. Griffiths, dated March 31, 1966, and sub-
mitted by Mr. Charles Stewart as the President of Machinery and Allied Prod-
ucts Institute (MAPI) :

•.. . there is one other that to our knowledge has been overlooked by com-
mentators on this subject; namely, the fading boom in corporate tax deprecia-
tion. Since the Institute (MAPI) has documented this at length elsewhere we
will simply excerpt the relevant portion of the conclusion of that study:

"'The great postwar surge of corporate tax depreciation is over. From now
on, the increase In accruals. will be more closely geared to the long-run growth
trend of corporate capital expenditures.

"'There Is considerable reason to believe, moreover, that the rate of Increase
will actually fall below this growth trend. The future of corporate capital ex-
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penditures is of course unpredictable, but if they rise over the next decade at
the average rate of the past 15 years (about 5.5 percent per annum), a shortfall
of depreciation growth seems probable. The probability arises principally from
the prospective fadeout of the relative net benefits from the accelerated writeoff
methods of the 1954 Code and from the guideline-life system.'"

In urging enactment of the investment credit (the Revenue Act of 1962) the
Senate Finance Committee Report (CB 1962-3, 717) indicated that the admin-
istration was following a two-pronged course of action to increase the area of
capital formation. First, the Treasury Department announced a series of de-
preciation revisions, and second, it was pointed out that:

"Realistic depreciation alone, however, is not enough to provide the essential
economic growth. In addition, a specific inventive must be provided if a higher
rate of growth is to be achieved. The investment credit will stimulate invest-,
ment, first by reducing the net cost of acquiring depreciable assets, which in
torn increase the rate of return after taxes arising from their acquisition.
Second, investment decisions are also influenced by the availability of funds.
The credit, by increasing the flow of cash available for investment, will stimulate
investment. The increased cash flow will be particularly important for new and
smaller firms which do not have ready access to the capital markets."

The above Finance Committee Report continues:
"... the credit can be expected to stimulate investments through a reduction

in the 'payoff' period for investment in a particular asset. This reduction in
risk, coupled with the higher rate of profitability and increased cash flow, will
lower the level at which decisions to invest are made and will help to restore
to past levels the proportion of the annual national output devoted, through
investment in machinery and equipment, to capital formation."

If this conclusion is correct for new machine tools, it should be equally ap-
plicable to used machine tools. Used machine tool buyers purchase these tools
as if purchasing or investing in new capital equipment.

Economists recognize the importance of the used automobile market to support
the new automobile market. It is also essential in the country's basic industries
that a ready market for used machine tools exists if there is to be a continuing
demand for new machine tools; without a secondary market for used machine
tools, the market for new machine tools is reduced. We submit that our pro-
posed amendment would enhance the secondary machine tool market and thus
support the new machine tool market. If the Investment Credit is to be effec-
tively utilized in accordance with its original intent, the investment inhibitions
in the Code as it pertains to used machinery buyers should be eliminated; by re-
taining it, the new machine tool market is also restricted.

Used machine tools do not become obsolete simply because they have been sold
by a primary to a secondary buyer. Improvements in machine tool design, with
rare exceptions, are evolutionary rather than revolutionary. There are many
used machine tools available'on the market that are as modern as comparable
new machine tools.

Alo, there is a growing tendency of some buyers to purchase new foreign
machines because they are lower priced than comparable new American ma-
chines. The average delivery date on the new machinery is now more than 10
months (some actually require as long as two years and more for delivery), and
the user who needs to modernize his plant facilities should not be inhibited
from buying American products, even if they are used, but should be encouraged
by the tax law to do so. Our proposed amendment would encourage the pur-
chase of used American machine tools "in support of the domestic economy, in-
cluding the growth of the niew machine tool industry.

We have continuously referred to small and medium-sized businesses as prin-
cipal victims of the $50,000 limitation under the current investment credit pro-
visions. We now present an example of a large corporation that was deprived
of full benefits under the existing investment credit limitations. Exhibit D,
attached, is a: letter from the J. I. Case Company indicating that during fiscal
year 1964 it purchased $350,000 in used machine tool'. This firm had economic
problems which reached crisis proportions. With the cooperation of bankers,
creditors and others,, they were able to remain in business and acquire funds to
purchase desperately needed equipment. Problems compounded as the crisis
developed since the lack of funds in each passing year made it impossible to
replace equipment and a creeping obsolescence impaired the company's produc-
tion fAcilities and ability to produce profits. Finally plant obsolescence became
a Problem as great as those which initially caused the crisis. When funds
became available, the company determined that modern used machines would
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help make it competitive again. - The company bough used equipment because it
ould get more modernization per, dollar spent than if it, bought only new, ina-

chines, but by buying used equipment it lost the credit on $300,000 of its pil-
chases. , The firm's. competitors, who could afford new macbhies, took advantage
of the tax laws and thus enjoyed an economic advantage which was unjustly
created by tile Code. We are not suggesting this firm should receive special
Governmental consideration, but they should have had equal treatment under tile
law and our proposed amendment would accomplish this.

The National Tool, Die and Precision Machinery Association, with a member.
ship of over 1,000 metalworking shops using machine tools, sent us a letter (Ex-
hibit E) indicating that their Board of Trustees endorses our proposal to elini-
inate the $50,000 investment credit limitation as it pertains to machine tools.
Exhibits F and G are from individual small business firms which found that the
existing limitation imposed a restriction on their plans to expand and modernize
and they urge that the restriction be removed. They are typical of the members
of the job-shop industry which supports the manufacturers of end-products.

7. INEQUITY IN THE PRESENT INVESTMENT CREDIT PROVISIONS

In stating the important economic justifications for our proposal's adoption,
we have often referred to the inequity of the present Investment Credit provi-
sions.

We are now specifically pinpoint our remarks to those inequities.
Because used machine tools are unique, a used machine tool buyer must be

treated like a new machine tool buyer. We have described situations in which
the used machine tool market is most frequently patronized by small and medi-
um-sized firms. These firms are in an inequitable position in competition with
larger and/or wealthier organizations. In our experience, smaller firms tend
to spend a higher proportion of their funds for used equipment; larger firms
spend a greater proportion for new equipment; and medium-sized firms spend
varying amounts between the extremes. Firms of all sizes buy some used equip-
ment. Thus, while the law continues to favor the more affluent buyer and tends
to increase his efficiency, the gap increases between those with abundant capital
and those witl 'less. Smaller companies facing this obstacle also face an in-
crease in the cost of acquiring updated equipment which decreases their earnings.

Small and medium-sized firms encounter economic obstacles in competition
with larger and more affluent competitors. This difficulty is further compound-
ed by the existing inequity provisions of the Investment Credit as illustrated in
the following example:

New machine tools purchased in one year for $100,000 have an actual net cost
(less investment credit) of $86,000. The buying firm would have to earn
$14,000 in before-tax-profits to have remaining in reserve the $7,000 they appear
to have saved if they take the 7% Investment Credit from the $100,000 in
machinery purchases. Used machinery purchases of $100,000 have a net cost of
$93,000. The buying firm would have to earn $7,000 to have remaining in their
reserve the $3,500 they appear to save if they had taken 7% Investment Credit
from the first $50,000 of their purchases and no credit for the second $50,000
purchased. It seems that $100,000 worth of new machines costs $93,000 while
the same amount of used machines costs $96,500, leaving a $3,500 difference. Ac-
tually a used machinery buyer must earn $7,000 more than a new machinery
buyer to spend the same amount for machinery and retain the same amount in
his reserves from the original appropriation of $100,000.

It is not practical for this Association to survey all the $50,000 metal-working
firms in the United States. However, we considered it desirable to obtain some
information from industry regarding the investment credit provisions so we
engaged Ernst & Ernst to undertake a spot survey for us. Ernst & Ernst con-
ducted their survey in Detroit, the metal machinery center of the United States.
The facts they obtained were taken directly from records of their own clients,
who range in size from very small to extremely large. The result of their survey
is as follows: of 45 firms surveyed (1965 fiscal year) 53% bought some used
machinery and 20% bought $50,000 or more in used machinery.

8 INCREASE FEDERAL TAX REVENUE

The original investment credit provisions were enacted to stimulate the eco-
nomy and achieve an increased rate of capital formation. Our proposed amend-
ment will intensify the growth of these goals.

The overall effect of the proposed amendment is to increase the Gross National
Product and the profits of the machinery user, and in these two ways, increase
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the federal tax revenue. Without the information sources which ar6' available
only to the Treasury, it Is impossible for us to accurately determine our pro-
vosa's effect on tax revenue, but we believe it is axiomatic that the effects of a
stimulated economy and increased rate of capital formation must result in great-
er taxable income.

9. UNIQUENESS

Machine tools are unique when compared to other capital equipment covered
under the investment credit provisions, and therefore require unique treatment
under law. The buyer of a modern used machine tool which replaces an older
one is buying modernization.

Machine tools have a longer practical useful life than most items of capital
equipment. Few items of capital equipment will retain any appreciable practical
value after use by the primary owner. The exceptions generally would not be
useful for an additional eight years to the secondary owner and so he could not
qualify for the full 7% credit under the law. By contrast, machine tools main-
tain a high degree of utility even though some obsolescence may occur. In spite
of any obsolescence, a secondary buyer is modernizing his facilities if he replaces
a 15-year-old machine with one 10-years old, or a 10-year old with a 5-year old
machine. It is not uncommon for a machine tool to be sold to second and third
buyers. Furthermore, modernization is often added in the reconditioning
process.

Used machine tools uniquely retain an unusually high resale value, as shown
by recent statistics from Government sale of surplus equipment. During the
period of April to October, 1964, the Government sold 1,871 surplus machine
tools with an average age of 19.8 years and a range of 14-23 years. The aver-
age sale price to the Government was 25% of the acquisition cost with a per-
centage range of some 17-74%. There are few items of capital equipment that
would retain a similar high resale value.

There are many used machine tools which sell for $25,000 to $50,000 and many
that sell for higher amounts. MDNA undertook a survey to determine approxi-
miately how many "high-priced" machines are bought and sold in the industry.
Machine tools are commonly sold: (1) as surplus by the Government, (2) by
public auction, (3) by private sales between one user-owner to another user-
owner, and (4) by the established used machine tool merchants. It was not
practical for us to obtain statistics from all these sources, so we solicited statis-
tics from the 249 members of this Association and received replies from 124.
This represents approximately 20% of the established dealers in the industry.
The results of the survey are as follows:

1. Current inventory consisted of 531 metalworking machines, each having a
retail value in excess of $25,000, 140 having a retail value in excess of $50,000
each.

2. During the past year, 599 machines were sold for $25,000 or more, of which
134 were sold for $50,000 or more.

3. There were 543 user-firms who purchased used machine tools in excess of
$50,000 during the past year, each of them having bought from one used nma-
chinery dealer. The dealers who replied to the questionnaire estimated that
approximately 1,200 of their customers made total cumulative purchases in
excess of $50,000 from several sources.

We emphasize that these figures represent a small proportion of the large
machines sold through the various sources described above. If the sample were
extended, the totals would be much greater.

In other surveys we have determined that 117,000 used machine tools were
sold in 1965. In an Ernst & Ernst survey, it was determined that the 'average
price of machines sold by reporting dealers in 1965, was $3,656 each, the aver-
age in 1964 was $3,580. The average price of new metalworking machine tools
in 164 was $21,371, in 1965 It was $22,867. From these figures it is seen that
the acquisition of machine tools-new or used-requires relatively large sums
of capital. Considering that the 1965 figure of $3,6,56 is an average price (our
survey excluded machines having a value of $200 or less), a great many machines
must sell for several times that amount to make up the average. It is obvious
that ninny machine tool buyers are injured by the $50.000 Investment credit
limitation.

The size and weight of machine tools demonstrate other ways in which they
are unique. By definition. "machine tools" are not portable. The smallest of
them cannot be moved except by trained men with suitable tools and with
especially designed trucks. The requirements for moving machine tools are so
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demanding and unique that unions have established a category of labor specially
trained to move them.

There are other items of capital goods such as used mining machinery,. air.
planes, buses, streetcars, and ships, which have a uniqueness reflected in long
life, size and high resale value. However, the market for them is very narrow.
Machine tools are unique because they are essential to the basic economy of
our country and because of the quantities of units sold. For example, in the
year 1965, used machine tOols outsold new ones by 1.8 to 1.

10. PROPOSED AMENDMENT

We respectfully submit the proposed amendment as follows:
Insert in Section 48 (c) (2) (A), the first sentence, after the words "Section

38 property" the following: ", except machine tools,".
The addition of the proposed amendment would not cause used machinery tools

or used* Section 88 property to be treated as new Section 38 property; the amend.
ment would merely remove the $50,000 limitation for the purpose of taking cost
of used Section 38 property into account under Section 46 (c) (1) (B), or in other
words, would permit the entire cost of machine'tools to be eligible for investment
credit-within the meaning of qualified investment under Section 46 (c).

The above language does not cause a used machine tool to be treated as a new
machine tool for the purpose of passing on the investment credit to a lessee. The
proposed amendment recognizes that there is a standard or acceptable definition
of "machine tools". A definition was given in the opening paragraphs of this
letter and is, as approved by the Metalworking Division, BDSA, Department of
Commerce, as follows:

"Machine tools are defined as nonportable, power-driven machines used to
shape metals and materials by cutting or forming under pressure, impact,
electrical techniques, or a combination of these processes."

A like definition of "machine tools" has been approved by the National Machine
Tool Builders' Association as follows:

"A machine tool is a power-driven machine, nonportable by hand, used to shape
or form metals by cutting, impact, pressures. electrical techniques or by a
combination of these processes."

EXHIBIT A

[From Metalworking News. June 27, 19661

TOOLING AND MANUFACTURIN--ITALY MACHINE TOOL EXPORTS DOUBLE VALUE OF
IMPORTS FOR FIRST TIME IN MANY YEARS

(By William Raser)

MmAN.-In 1965, for the first time in 16 years, Italian machine tool exports
totaled nearly three times the weight and twice the value of imports. The
United Stateswas the top export market.

Faced with a stagnant market at home, Italian machine tool builders made a
tremendous effort on foreign markets in 1965 which resulted in a 92.3 per cent
weight increase in its exports to America over 1964. Last year, Italy exported
2,892 metric tons to the U.S. compared with 1,503 metric tons the previous year.

Although Americans imports dropped 44.3 per cent in 1965, the U.S. was this
country's second biggest supplier after West Germany.

American firms sold 3,151 metric tons of machine tools to Italy in 1965 (com-
pared with 5.659 in 1964) valued at $8,450,000. The value of Italy's 1965
exports tq the United States was,$5,408,064.

These facts were revealed In the Italian Union of Machine Tool Manufacturers
(UCIMU) annual report.

'TRADE SHOW AID

In presenting the report, UCIMU president Romeo Galdabini cited the I.S. as
Italy's best market and noted Italy's parbicipation in U.S. trade shows last year
contributed to the sales increase.

He also noted that Italy has to "buck" a decided preference (among American
buyers) for machines made in U.S.A. and that there is a "tenacious solidarity"
among American distributors, manufacturers and dealers to hrmper importation.

Mr. Galdabini pointed out that sacrifices in price were required to increase ex-
ports, considering that over-all Italian machine tool production dropped 38 per
cent during the year from 79,000 tons in 1964 to 49,000 tons in 1965.
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A 26.T PERCENT 'INCREASE

Of the .49,000 tons produced, 86,450 tons were exported, a 26.7 per cent increase
over the previous year.

Except for Iron Curtain countries and Japan, Italy was paying more for im-
ported tools than it was selling for abroad. Italian machine tools sold in Amer-
ica, for example, at an average price of $1.89 per kilogram (2.2-pounds) while
American tools sold here at $2.68 per kilogram.

Mr. Galdabini said now that export markets were established, they must be
followed even If the local market should improve. He noted, however, that the
industry hoped to continue in foreign markets without submitting to price
sacrifices.

PUSHING EXHIBITS

He saidplans are being made to exhibit Italian machine tools in other countries
again this year, including American trade shows. The Italian industry also
hopes to show in China this year. Chicago is on the schedule for 1967.

In discussing the situation on the home market, Mr. Galdabini said tendencies
Justify a "cautious optimism," but this does not mean "one can speak of normality
or a reprise."

A survey' of machine tool makers indicates their concern with American compe-
tition lies only in specialized and advanced types. Since imports dropped 50
per cent, from 26,057 metric tons in 1964 to 13,000 tons in 1965, and Italian-made
sales dropped 40.6 per cent from 30,229 tons to 17,950, local manufacturers unani-
mously label their home market bad, so imported machines have no special
advantage.

EXHMIT B

[From Metalworking News, June 6, 1960]

JAPAN EXPORT TO U.S. STEPS UP IN QUARTER

ToKYo.-Substantial gains were marked in Japanese machine tool and metal-
working equipment exports to the United States during the first 3 months of
1966 over the corresponding period of 1965, according to the Finance Ministry.
Units are listed below in number, with the exceptions of the last two which are
in kilograms.

1st 3 months

1066 1905

Engine lathes ---------------------------------------------------------------- 291 70
Copying lathes ..........----------------------------------- . .---------- 4 ------------
AuVmaticlathes.. 17Vertical lahs ......................................................... ...............
Other lathes ------- ------------------------------------------------- 80 -------
Radical drilling machines -------------------------------------------------- 39 6
Other drilling machines ------------------------------------------- 178 117
Horizontal boring machines ------------------------------------------------ 7 --------------
Jig boring machines -------------------------------------------------------- 7 ------------
Other boring machines ----------------------------------------------------- 11 1
Piano millers ---------------------------------------------------------------
Other milling machines ---------------------------------------------------- 92 18
P laners ------- L. --------------------------------------------------------------. --------------. --------......
Internal grinding machines ------------------------------------------------- 2 2
Surface grinding machines ----------------------------------------------.... 7 25
Other grinding machines -------------------------------------------------- 31 6
Hobbing machines --------------------------------------------------------- 4 1
Other gear cutting and finishing machines ----------------------------------------------------------
Sawing machines ------------------------------------------------------- 2073
Other metal removing machines -------------------------------------------- 390 13
Bending m achines .........................................
H ydraulo presses ................... " -------------
Other metalworking presses ----------------------------------------------- 8
Shearing machines ------------------------------------------------------- 41
Pow er ham m ers -----------------..----------------------------- ............- -------------- --------------
Other forging machines ----------------------
D raw ing m achin es ---------------------------------------------------------- ..------------- .............--
Corrugatin machines ------------------------------ -----------------------
Other metalworking machines ------------------ "---------------------------- ----------- 20 -.............
Rolling m ills ....................... ."....................................................... ..............
Gas operated welding and cutting appliances and parts (Kg's) ............. 399 .............
Grinding and polishing wheels and stone, other than hand use (Kg's) ...... 20,742 16,292

poe'-
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EXHIBIT C

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE,
Waehington, D.C., March 9, 1900.

Mr. R. L '. STUDLEY,
Fkreentive Secretary, Machinery Dealers Kational Association,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. STUDLEY: This is in reply to your letter of February 17, 1966 con-
cerning the $50,000 limitation established by the tax laws on purchases of used
machine tools for which the 7% investment tax credit may be applied.

This Department is aware that the investment tax credit provision was
designed to encourage industry to modernize and improve facilities. We are
Interested from the standpoint that improvements and expansions of facilities,
whether with new or used tools, increase productivity and the national indus.
trial base to supply the needs of our armed forces. We are also aware that
many of our smaller subcontractors must as an economic necessity rely on the
use of used machinery for such expansion of production.

Pending legislation, including tax legislation which may affect defense opera.
tions, Is normally submitted to the Department of Defense by the committees for
formal comment. There is no official position at this time on the issue that
you have raised. You may be assured, however, that if and when we are asked
to comment upon the legislation you are seeking, it will receive thorough coil-
sileration from this office.

Sincerely,
PAUL H. RILEY,

Deputy Assistant Seoretari, of Defense
(Materiel Requirements).

EXHIBIT D
.T. I. CASE CO.,

Racine, Wis., September 8, 1965.
MACHINERY DEALER'S NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
Washington, D.C.
(Attention of Mr. Harold Goldstein, first vice president, Chairman of Govern-

ment Affairs Committee).
DEAR SIR: We support your action in trying to secure the passage of legisla-

tion that will modify or rescind the present limitation on the value of used
machinery purchases ($50,000 annually) against which the 7% credit for income
tax liability is granted to a manufacturer.

In Fiscal 1964 the J. I. Case Company purchased approximately $350,000 of
used machine tools. These purchases were made for the purpose of replacing
out-dated equipment with more modern equipment. The purpose of the invest-
nient credit is to encourage such modernization. The J. I. Case Company found
it advantageous to buy used machines rather than new ones. However, updating
was accomplished and we feel that the present tax credit regulations penalized
us because we used our capital funds In the most economic manner.

Yours truly, 3. L. KETELSEN,

Vice President Finance.

EXHIBIT E

NATIONAL TOOL, DIE & PRECISION MACIININO ASSOCIATION,
Waslhligton, D.C., February 10, 1966.

MACHIINERY DEALERS NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
Washington, D.C.

GENTLEMEN: The National Tool, Die and Precision Machining Association's
Board of Trustees resolved at its Cincinnati meeting on October 30, 1905. to
support your action in behalf of legislation to rescind the restrictive clause of
Tax Law 87-834 which places a $50,000 ligi#tation on purchases of used property
against which the 7% credit for income tax liability is granted. NTDPMA is in
favor of raising the figure to $100,000.

The intent of the investment credit is to encourage industry to modernize and
expand its facilities and thereby contribute to the continued expansion of our
national economy. The NTDPMA Board acknowledges that the intent of this
law can often be met through purchases of used machinery and equipment. The
uque of used machinery often provides the only avenue through which small busi-
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ness firms with limited funds available for capital expenditures can expand and
modernize their facilities.

The NTD)PMA feels that the present tax credit regulations penalize firms, par-
ticularly those in the small business category, who are seeking to make capital
expenditures in the most economical manner through the purchase of used ma-
chinery and equipment. We support your efforts to remedy the inequity that
exists in this law.

Sincerely,
WILLIAM E. HARDMAN,

Executive Vice President.
EXHIBIT P'

EAST WINDSOR TOOL & DIE Co.,
Warehouse Point, Cmin., January 18, 1966.

M[ACHINEY DEALERS NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
WashnJt on, D.C.

DEAR SR: The East Windsor Tool & Die Co., Inc. endorses your action in behalf
of legislation to modify or rescind the restrictive clause of tax law 87-834 which
places a $50,000 limitation on purchases of used machinery against which the 7%
credit for income tax liability is granted.

During 1965 our firm purchased used machine tools approaching the $50,000
limitation on purchase of used machinery. These purchases were made for the
purpose of expanding production capacity with more modern equipment that was
readily available. Our future needs are expected to exceed the $50,000 annual
limitation. The purpose of the investment credit is to encourage such modern-
zation of facilities and thereby contribute to the further expansion of our econ-

omy. We found it advantageous to purchase used machine tools in our program.
We feel that present tax credit regulations will penalize us for making capital

expenditures in the most economical manner and we welcome your efforts to
remedy the inequity that exists In this law.

Very truly yours,
PETER L. PUTRIIMENT.

ExIBIT G

CAPiiI MANUFACTURING CO.,
Detroit, Mich., December 16, 1965.

3MAOIIINERY DEALERS NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Sin: The Capri Manufacturing Co., Inc. endorses your action in behalf
of legislation to modify or rescind tax law 87-834.

In the calendar year 1965 our firm purchased a considerable amount of used
machinery; but restricted our purchases because of the $50,000.00 limitation
against which the 7% tax credit is allowed.

We feel the present tax credit regulations kept us from making further capital
expenditures for used machine tools and ask you to continue your efforts to
remedy the inequities of this law.

Very truly yours,
JOHN BuINs,

Sceretary-Treas urer.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator Dirksen had a number of questions he would have liked to

ask and he would ask if he were here. I will just ask them on his
behalf.

How is the economy of the United States improved when a firm
buys a used piece of machinery that has already been discarded by
another firm?

Mr. GOLDSrEIN. The economy is improved in this way: The basic
philosophy of the investment credit law was to encourage business to
modernize so they could increase their production and do so at lower
cost. The small businessman who cannot afford to buy a new piece
of machinery accomplishes the slime tlhilng, though, when he replla(es

'A jV4i',j , _
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a 20-year-old machine, perhaps, with a 10-year-old or a 10-year-old
with a 5-year-old. He has improved his ability to produce more goods
at lower cost within his capacity to do so.

We also accomplish it in this way: By keeping an even flow of used
machinery in the market, we make place for the expanded sale of new
machinery, which is one of the primary goals of the investment credit.
So we can increase-the sales of new machines by increasing the sales
of used ones.

The CHAIRMAN. One of the important reasons for this law was toencourage American industry to modernize by buying new machinery
and thus build up our national stockpile of modern equipment, that
this will help up economically and militarily.

If we give the same assistance to your people, will that not encourage
them to buy used equipment instead of new, and will not the available
supply of used machines be sold eventually to someone whether or not
the buyer receives the credit?

Mr. GOLDSTEIN. Let ine answer the first question first.
I do not think, in fact I am quite sure, that people would not be en.

couraged to buy used machines instead of new if their original intent
was to buy new equipment. We have the factor here of human na-
ture. I think most anybody wants to buy a piece of new material, be
it an automobile, a piece of 'machinery or what have you, if le has the
wherewithal to do it. If he cannot buy new machinery, then we have
to encourage him and help him to buy used machinery'if we are going
to follow the philosophy of this investment credit.

Usually, the reason they do not buy machinery is because they do not
have the capital to do it. ' Another important reason is when one buys
a piece of new machinery, he almost always must justif y it, in the saieway any of us would justify the investment in a piece of common
stock or real estate or what have you. If he has not enough proposed
work and anticipated profit from a machine that he anticipates buy-
ing, then he cannot justify buying it.

Obviously, sometimes he can justify the purchase of a used machine
at lower cost rather than a new machine at a higher cost. So that,
I think-I hope--answers your first question.

The second I would answer in this way: Certainly, all used machines
that are in the market that are saleable will eventually be sold. But
the basic philosophy, again, of this law is to encourage people to buy
machinery faster in order to modernize and expand their production.
All new machinery eventually would be sold if it is manufactured. So
the same rule would apply.

If we encourage people to buy machinery sooner than they might
otherwise buy it by increasing their cash" flow through this credit
and by reducing the costs so they can more easily justify it, then
they would use those new machines, faster and accomnl)ish the big
purpose of the law.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you had occasion to see what our foreign
competitors are doing in the way of equipping their plants?

Mr. GoIrNWrFEIN. I made a trip to Switzerland and to England
about .3 weeks ago. Among other places, I visited the Sulzer plant,
right outside of Zurich. I was amazed at the appearance of that
plant. It looked more like a bakery than a metalworking shop. The
machinery that they have in there is as modern and as productive as
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anything that I have seen in the finest shops in the United States.
Their equipment is not exceeded by anything that we have. The ap-
pearance of their shop and the efficiency with which it works was
miarvelous to see. I was very impressed by the kind of competition
that they could give most. any one of the netalworking shops that I
know of in the United States,'and I am including the largest and most
efficient of them.

The CHAIRMAN. With the vast buildup of our strategic stockpile of
machine tools which began in about 1961 or 1962, how was your in-
dustry called upon to contribute to preparations for Vietnam? Do
you claim that we were not properly prepared in this area?

Mr. GOLDSTEI N.Well, at the time that you are referring to, the basic
policy of our Government toward preparation for war was changed.
For a long period of time, we were aiming primarily toward a major
conflict that would be fought with missiles and atomic bombs. People
in high places at that time came to the conclusion that we had better
I)e prepared for small wars in the nature of the Korean war, Vietnam,
and so on. additional money was asked of Congress, and it was
granted, for thie buildup of our supply of machine tools and other
implements of war that would be required in the case of a small
conflict.

An unusual thing happened, though, when we got into the Vietnam
conflict. I do not consider myself a military expert, but it appears to
me like no one anticipated the unusual place of the helicopter that it
is playing in the Vietnam war. It has become a very, very important
strategic tool. To me it appears far more important than anyone
anticipated.

Now, certain specialized kinds of machinery are required to make
certain components for helicopters. We found ourselves short of those
specialized kinds of machines. Also, I know there were general pure
pose machines, but there were not sufficient numbers of them in the
aircraft manufacturing plants and the Government's strategic stock-
pile. So orders were paced with the manufacturers for those particu-
air types of machines-grinders of a special capacity, for example, in
order to grind gears for the helicopters.

Well, the manufacturers quickly fell far behind in that area because
they could not produce enough machines quickly enough for our re-
quirements. So we fell back on the used machinery market, and they
did fill a part of that requirement.

Now, of course, they did not fulfill it completely, because there
simply were not even enough used machines of those types available.

The CIIAIm3AN. What ao you propose we do in a situation where
one firm buys another or in a merger situation? Should the successor
company receive a credit for the large block of machines which they
would thus acquire?

Mr. GOLDSTEIN. M y answer to that question is that the successor
company should not get the investment credit. "The basic philosophy
of the investment credit is to encourage modernization and expansion.
In a situation where there is a merger or an acquisition, those two
actions do not take place because assets are simply transferred from
one firm or one place to another, and no modernization takes place as
a result. So I would not think that they should be qualified for the
investment credit in a situation like that.
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The CIAIRMAN. Now, the last question for Senator Dirksen. You
said that machine tools act as a deterrent to inflation. How?

Mr. GoLDSTmx. The answer to that question is that in almost all
cases, the goods produced by machines, and particularly machine tools,
usually far exceed the value of the machines themselves. The time
required for the measure of that is variable, but certainly we cani
assume that it happens in a very short time.

Since that is a true fact, though, the acquisition of more modern
machines enables a manufacturer to produce more things at lower cost,
with the result that more goods become available to the public at lower
cost and for more people. The result is that we have economic growth
without a corresponding growth in inflation.

Another reason why machine tools act as a deterrent to inflation,
at least at a time like this, is that used machine tools do not haiv.e to be
produced in the same fashion as new ones. New machines require
infinitely more manpower and materials in order that they be pro-
duced, whereas used machine tools require only small amounts of labor
and materials in the reconditioning process, so they can accomplish
nearly as much, sometimes every bit as much as a new machine with-
out a corresponding addition to inflation, because they do not have to
be initially produced.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, the Senate is voting and we have to go over
on a roJlcall on the foreign aid bill. I want to thank you very much
for your testimony, and for answerinop Senator Dirksen's questions.

The committee will meet at 9 o'clock tomorrow morning to continue
the hearings. We anticipate that the Secretary of the Treasury will
be back to testify, and at the end of his testimony, we will proceed
with the scheduled witnesses.

(Whereupon, at 3:45 p.m. the hearing recessed to reconvene at 9
a.m., Thursday, October 6,1966.)



SUSPENSIONS OF INVESTMENT CREDIT AND
ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1966

U.S. SENATE,

COMMIrrTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 9 a.m., in room 2221, New
Senate Office Building, Senator Herman E. Talmadge (presiding).

Present: Senators Long (chairman), Smathers, Tahnadge,
McCarthy, Hartke, Fulbriglit, Williams, Bennett, and Morton.

Senator TALMADGE. The committee will come to order.
Today we are concluding the questioning of the Secretary of the

Treasury and the Budget Director. We wi 1 also conclude testimony
f rom private witnesses as to the impact of suspending the investment
credit and the use of accelerated depreciation.

Many interested persons are submitting written statements for the
record and these are being analyzed by the staff. In order that all
who care to do so may get their views into the printed record, the record
wvill be kept open until Monday, October 10, 1966.

We are delighted to have you back with us, Mr. Secretary.
Senator Williams.

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY H. FOWLER, SECRETARY OF THE
TREASURY; ACCOMPANIED BY HON. CHARLES L. SCHULTZE,
DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF THE BUDGET; AND HON. STANLEY S.
SURREY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY FOR TAX
POLICY-Resumed

Secretary FOWLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator WILLIAMS. You did not have a statement ?
Secretary FOWLER. No, sir.
Senator WVILLIAMS. Mr. Secretary, how much revenue is- planned

to be picked up in the enactment of this proposal for fiscal 1967 or
1968?

Secretary FOWLER. Senator Williams, as I indicated in my state-
ment to the committee, this proposal is not presented primarily as a
revenue-raising measure; therefore, we have not made any precise
estimates of its revenue effects.

However, beginning on page 13 of the House report on the bill,
revenue estimates prepared by the staff of the Joint Committee onInternal Revenue Taxation are set frth:

It is estimated-
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And I quote now from the top of page 14 of the House committee
report-
that suspension of the investment credit will Increase receipts in the fiscal years
1967 through 1970 by $2 billion. Of this total, $350 million is expected to be
received in the fiscal year 1907 and $850 million in the fiscal year 1968.

SenatOi'.WILLAxS. Arid the revenue-producing features of the bill
are only secondary to what you are trying to achieve?

Secretary FOWLER. Precisely. They are inicidental. The primary
purpose of the bill is to deal with the particular economic pressures in
the capital goods area.

Senator WILL A S. What you are trying to achieve is to make it
profitable for industry to suspend some of their plans in plant expan-
sion if they can be extended or postponed to a later date.

Secretary FOWLER. It is to encourage primarily the deferment of
what I would call marginal investment--where time may not be of the
essence and business can be carried on nearly as well if the investment
is made after the suspension period as it could if the investment were
made during the suspension period.

Senator WILLIASis. Then that being true, the Department would not
see too much objections to taking care of those industries which have
made definite plans which cannot be canceled, and which even though
this is repealed, if the committee saw fit ot protect those industries
which had made their commitments in good faith; is that correct?Secretary FOWVLER. Senator Williams, we think the provisions in
the House bill are sufficient to take care of the so-called binding con-
tract situations. We believe that specific exemptions, or exceptions
of particular industries or segments of industries, beyond the provi-
sions of the House bill would substantially diminish the effectiveness
of the proposed measure and lead to substantial inequities.

Senator WILLIA S. I, perhaps, have bene misunderstood. I was
not suggesting exceptions or exemptions for industries as such. I was
just speaking if particular cases were called to your attention where,
through the definitions in the House bill, they may not quite take care
of them, there may be some modifications.

Secretary FowLER. I think we should be extremely careful in mod-
ifying the bill because the real purpose of this measure is to cause
managements to face up to the question of whether or not they can
defer making planned investments which are in various stages of
preparation. It, would not serve the purpose of the proposal if we
expected anybody who could come in and demonstrate that, in good
faith, he had made a plan that he was going to go forward with.

The purpose of this measure is to force the management that has
a plan to review that plan and determine whether or not it is advisable
to defer it.

Senator WILLIA31S. I appreciate that, but you do have some cases
where the plans have gone beyond the point of no return.

Secretary FOWLER. We think those cases are taken care of by the
provisions in the House bill.

Senator WILLIAMS. Now, the purpose-atl the time this investment
credit was enacted-was to assist American corporations and com-
panies better to compete with companies abroad. That was one of the
objectives of the bill; was it not?
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Secretary FowLg. Yes, sir; that was one of the long-range pur-
poses of the measure.

Senator WILLIAMS. Now that brings up this point in my mind: We
are now repealing that or suspending it, at least, and over in another
committee of which I happen to be a member, there is a measure which
proposes tle extension of a 7-percent investment credit under a treaty
with Thailand, and there is also one pending with about four or five
other countries which will follow this one if enacted.

Now, the Treasury some time back had endorsed extension of this
7-percent investment credit to investments in those countries. If that
treaty is enacted it would not be affected, as you know, by any action
taken by the committee at this time.

Mfy question is, Does the Treasury Department still endorse the en-
actment or the approval of those treaties which would exend the 7-
percent investment credit to foreign countries while, at the same time,
we are repealing it domestically ?

Secretary FOWLER. Mr. Surrey has been following this -treaty prob-
lem, and I 'think lie has some comments to make on this question.

Senator WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. SnnREY. Senator, this question has been asked us by various

members of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Some of those
members thought it might be desirable to have the investment credit
clauses in these treaties be coterininus with the investment credit
clause in the Internal Revenue Code as it applies to investment in the
United States. We indicated that if that was the feeling on the part
of the committee, the Treasury would not object to a reservation with
respect to these treaties that would make the investment credit clause
in the treaties coterminus with the domestic credit. In that way there
would be consistency in timing between the two policies.

Senator WILLIA IS. Well, I thought we should get -that clear because
I happen to be a member of 'the other committee, and I did not think
we could justify considering repealing it domestically while, at the
same time, enacting a new provision for foreign investment.

Mr. SuRREY. Yes. There may be differences that one could discuss
in that regard, but we understood that that was the attitude on the
part of various members of the committee. There could be an
accommodation.

Senator WILAMS. Then I think we are agreed, Mr. Secretary, that
the primary objective of this bill is to take at least a step toward com-
bating inflation in the country.

Secretary FOWLER. Yes sir.
Senator WILLAmS. I think there are other problems, and I am

wondering if we should not deal with those, too.
For example, I have been very much concerned with the manner in

which the Treasury Department is locked in on financing the debt by
this foreign 4 -percent ceiling on long-term interest rates, and the re-
sult has been that for the last 4 or 5 years we -have been monetizing
our debt.

Now, does not the Treasury Department think that is an issue which
should be faced both by the administration and the Congress? What
would be your position on the repeal of that 4lA-percent ceiling.so
that you can finance a part of the Federal debt in long-term bonds in-
stead of having to monetize it?
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Secretary FowLER. Senator Williams, my position on thst question
is the same as it was when I appeared before this committee on the
debt limit legislation last spring.

Senator WILLIAMS. At that time you took a position both against
the repeal of the 7-percent investment credit and the ceiling on interest.

Now, you have changed your mind on one. What is your position
as of today? I recall your position. .

Secretary FOWLER. It is the same as it was in May. I have no ob-
jection and would welcome greater flexibility in Government debt
management.

I suggested earlier that a modest step in the form of authority to
float up to a particular amount, that is, say, $4 or $5 billion of longer
term bonds during a specified and temporary period, without regard
to the ceiling rate, would be a welcomed addition to flexibility.

I would not, however, at this time advocate a permanent removalof the ceiling.
Senator WILLIAMS. Well, Mr. Secretary, I think that you will agree

that 41/4-percent ceiling is a farce when it reaches the point where'you
cannot sell a Government bond within that ceiling, and you just go to
short-teryn securities. I would support the repeal; I would not sup-
port any such temporary ceiling. To me it is childish. Either we
fact this issue or we neglect it and continue down this drifting road.

I want to put the direct question to you: Would you endorse the
rel)eal of this 41/ 4-percent ceiling or do you advocate it being left
alone? I say that as one who would support repeal.

Secretary FOWLER. I have answered the question.
Senator W ILIAMS. I know.
Secretary FowLEn. I would support a temporary lifting of the in-

terest rate limitation for a specified amount of Securities.
Senator WILLIAMS. I understand that. But then you would not

support the outright repeal; is that correct?
Secretary FowLER. f take no position on that. I have indicated to

you what I wouldsupport at this time.
Senator Williams, there is a larger question than the one that you

pose. Certainly I favor, and would like to have, flexibility in dealing
with the debt. At the same time, I recognize that there are very strong
feelings in this country, which I share, that we ought to do everything
that is reasonably possible in handling our economic affairs over the
long pull to maintain a relatively low cost of money, beeatise of the
obvious advantages of this to the economy generally. Therefore, I
would want to weigh very carefully what impact a permuftent removal
of the ceiling would have on the debt and interest rate structure in the
United States over the long run.

Senator WILLIAMS. I see.
Do you think that this 414-percent ailing has a psychological effect

on interest rates?
Secretary FOWLER. Yes. I think many people think it has n psycho-

logical effect. It indicates that the generaIpolicy of the country, since
1918, has been that in normal times il Government should finance its
debt in this pattern.

This is not a normal time insofar as financial matters are concerned.
Because it is not, and because, as you say, interest rates are substantially
higlher than the 4'4-percent ceiling, I would welcome having limited
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authority, for limited period of time, to sell bondsat a rate above the
ceiling.

Now, I would not want to imply that, if I had the authority to exceed
the 41/-percent ceiling for $5 billion, lor example, that I would exer-
cise it. That would depend upon judgments that would have to be
made at the time as to whether or not it would be desirable to lock the
Government in at that rate of interest for a long period of time.

Senator WILLIAMS. I am not suggesting that the Government should
or should not move into long-term financing at the present interest
rates. As you well know, I discussed this point withprevious Sec-
retaries. I have discussed it when you first came into office and made
a recommendation, and at that time interest rates were below the 41/4
percent.

It always looked to me that this was a farce. We are not using it
now, but assuming for the moment that it is there for psychological
effect, you are not selling any bonds anyway. Why not reduce that to
8. percent, and you can have a real psychological effect.. You can sell
just as many bonds, and I think that question itself points up the
ridiculousness of the situation and, as counsel for American companies
over the years, I venture to say you would never have advised your
directors of any company to adopt a policy of not paying interest
beyond 41 percent on x figure on bonds over 5 years.

They have to pay the going rate when they go into the market or
they do not get the money. This applies to the Government as well,
and I regret that the administration is not facing up to it.

I think the trouble with our economy today, to a large extent, is the
fact that the administration is not facing up to the problem but is
approaching it on a piecemeal, short-term basis of operations, and
only temporary gaps. I think that this proposal before us today,
which I am not necessarily objecting to and may support, is just a
temporary gap. It may produce a psychological effect, but we are not
running a psychological warfare program on our domestic economy.
I think it is time our administration faced that issue.

Secretary FOWLER. Senator Williams, my position is that we do not
need now to decide the long-range question posed by your proposal.

As I said to Senator Long the other day, in commenting on some of
his questions, we are trying to deal with a special situation, which is a
temporary situation, in the context of a free market economy. None
of the controls that were employed in previous conflicts are being used.
0When you attempt to operate in the context of a free market economy
in an abnormal situation, using only fiscal and monetary policies, you
can expect some sharp changes in, for example, the cost of money.

But that by no means impies when the conflict is over, and when a
different, and more stable economic environment is resumed, that the
cost of money over the long pull is going to be anything like that which
we have witnessed in recent months.

Senator WILLIAMS. I do not question that. I only point out that
this ceiling, and this question has been before' us many times before,
and had the administration faced it a couple of years ago, some of this
financing that you are now going around 6% and 6 percent on short-
term money would have been locked in on longer term investments at
about 1 to 2 percent lower. You have not been able to finance on a
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long-term issue for the past couple of years and I think that agaim
the administration has made a mistake in not lacing up to it. But that
is beside the point.

I get clearly that you are not facing it now, and I realize that we
have a war going on'.' But I point out this war did hot start this week ;
it did not start last year. The war was going on when you were in
here just a year ago asking for a tax reduction, aid the chairman of
this committee at that tim& cautioned you most' strongly that you
were making a, mistake to reduce taxes in the face of a war withat
certain deficit.

We rescinded those tax reductions after they were in effect a short
period. I think it was the shortest tax'cut in history, but I pointout
again- ,

Secretary FowtR. If you will check my testimony before this com-
mittee, Senator Williams, you will find that I was trying to hold back
the Congress from going as far as it did on the repeal- of the excise
taxes-

Senator WILLIAMS. That is right.
Secretary FOWLER (continuing). At that time.
Senator 'WILIAMS. That is right, and I supported you; so 'did the

chairman of the committee.
Secretary FoWvxR. We are not as far apart as your comment would

indicate on that.
Senator WILLMArs. No. But I say where youleft us was you started

the'ball rolling and you and I together, and the chairman, we could nots t o p It . ' '. .Secretary FowuMR. I happened to have been in private life when

that ball started rolling. When I was appointed. Secretary, I found
it rolling and tried to hold it down a little bit. But,, apparently, as
you say, when you start repealing excise taxes it is a pretty-

Senator SMATHERS. An economic shortstop.,
Secretary FowtI (continuing). Frustrating experience.
Senator WILLIAMS. The suggestiOn has been madethat the President

is willing to make o cut in expenditures and I notice' that Federal
civilian employment has been frozen at the September level; is that
correct?

Mrt' SOruLrTz .'The July 81 'level for, permanents, and the June 30,
'level for temporaries.

Senator WILLIAmS Now last December the President was speaking
from his, Texas ranch, and at thattime 'he said he was going ,to r I
back or reduce, the Federal employment by, 25j000, ! . 1

Since-that time' we have added about 200,000. Would the adminis-
tration support a proposal to roll this back to the December level om by
about 200,000? That would save about a billion' and'a quarter 'dollatrs.

Mr SOnivtrz' Two points on that,, Senator: In the firsb 'Place
When the President spoke lie did not say that he was reducing Federal
employment from its urrentlevllby 25,000. 'I have hereth6 memoran.
dttim whlieh, at, the tine, we put out to all 'departments and agencies,
which indicated they had to reduce byv 5,000 the" emplomefit ceilings
which we hiad previously established lor the following ifnte 80. ' -Thos6
ceilings still allowed some increase over the December employment
level. We xduced that increase by 25,000. That is point Noj L
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Point No..2: Of the employ ent'increase over a year ago, 85 percent
goes to three places -the Department of Defense, the Post Office and
the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, and within HEW
primarily for getting medicare underway. r

NQ*, we cannot reduce employment, roll back lentb

200,000, unless we simply want to cut off the Defense Department s
operation, unless we want to stop carrying the Wmhil, or unless we want
to *t6p paying the medicare checks.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, wehad a postal service in December 1965;
we had the Defense Department, and these are civilian employees.

Do I understand that this 25,000 rewasis that
at that time he was planning to ifcr e it'by:235,000 employed he
only increased it 210,000, and s e saved 25,000?

Mr. SouTrIrzE. We are tal bout tvo differ nktime periods. \
Senator WiLLTAMS. I am,, a1'ng about cemb r l. 10 ,,
Mr. SouuLrzm. The Do 6mber order* uc cd thI ceiling gshat were

already in the budget by p5,000; ps 0radyv inthe bd dget tlp6e ceilings
did allow an increase, 4 we reuqed the Inc ase ttjs correct , sir.then '" tI n "p at l#ime

Senator WILLIAMS. o, then, tle project in a , tl( tt~me
was--what he was t {nkin about was-_ e5 g° Vol toincre sae
them by 235,000. We. on y increase th ' 2O6a d,0 erefoe,
we have reduced then 25,000. ":N

Mr. Scnurze. Ex! ept for tin h t a lycqrr t.
Senator, WILLIAMSf e
Mr.'SoHtrLTzio. Th a new, cei ng sa bou at the levelthat we had on July 8: . y"hty,. rnS'

Senator Wn4uAMS. want to , hat t rank. Tbatis not the way that I ut derstood , as one citizen. B w myB
tion is are we reducin the costs of Gov-rnmen by' $ billion-next I
year? Is, that going t e d d 3 b .i t

billion less than what we h.d planned to -incrase it nth6r words,
is there an increase .rojec next year for$1 bil ion; we are going/
to reduce it by $3 billion, an end $9'billion more, is that the ki
of reduction?

Mr. Souurzn. Senator, the $1 2 9 billion I ci noma alk to,.
you about. What I can say is the $1i$8billi '"
blow-$3 billion or more, depending on what We get, from the CoV$ ,
gres--below -the appro riations tht axe iade avaabl; that is cor-
rect, sir. That does alIow for, increaw,: Vietnam, ior example,
may even e more than we hadI if th bukOLt. vYetnam costs are going
up.,

So, yes, there will be some increase, quite true, Senator, but this is a
$3 billion reduotin, or more, f necessary, from the appropriations
m a d e a v a ila b le . , I . 11 , , ,
' Senatbi' WnTA S. ' wiSh I ha~td tIe0yo. Y010 w was a boy, be.,

cause I could have gone to my dad then' aiOIaslked hi n.'for $5, and he
w~uldl hiave givn me $1, and we1'0ould have saved $4, and we would al
have been happy. [Ia ter..,
]f' Scui*iTi. Senator, if q

you told your faith, an, lip, o (0, l you oundwtote gnt
I gav.yol 1% -~ ~dawyto get

i. for $7, andh saved 3 bucks, i: tl l h still would have, '9en, happy;
[Laughter.] " j !" I , I " # '
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Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Secretary, you, I understand, are suspend-
ing the sale of participation certificates for the time being, and I con-
gratulate you on that action.

Now, does the Treasury Department agree and admit now that the
sale of these certificates in financing the Government in that manner is
costing about a half of a percent more than it would have done if you
had sold direct Government securities?

Secretary FOWLER. The amount varies. Actually the spread be-
tween the so-called agency issues and the regular Treasury securities
has narrowed somewhat lrom the one-half percent that characterized
the situation back in June. That spread will vary somewhat over time.

Senator WLLTAmS. But 'the Treasury does recognize and agree now
that is a more costly method of financing as far as raising the money
for Government.

Secretary FOWLEJI. Well, the one issue in June was a more costly
method of financing.

Senator WILLIAMS. The differential may be less, but we will agree it
will always be there, and that gets back to the question, would the
Treasury support the repeal of that proposal and go back to the stand.
ard method?

Secretary FOWLER. No, sir; we would very much oppose a repeal.
While the sale of the certificates scheduled for the current period

has been canceled, due to the extraordinary market conditions that now
prevail, I would like to reaffirm my own feeling that the general
principle of using participation sales as a way of bringing private
financing into the public credit programs, and as a way of carrying
out our credit programs without clogging the budge" with accumula-
tions of financial assets,' is a sensible and desirable long-term policy.
It did not originate in this administration. It originated, as you
know in the Eisenhower administration. We have simply, carried
out ie original conept and put it on a much more orderly and
stable basis.

Senator WILLAMS. I agree with you it started under the Eisenhower
administration. I happened to be one who objected to it then. But
you converted a retail operation into a wholesale operation.

You mentioned that you were considering expanding it. Is the ex-
pansion of thesale of these the thought that you-had in mind when you
recommended on another proposal which, I think, was approved by the
committee the other day, giving you authority to sell these participation
certificates overseas. Is that the expanded proposal that you are talk-
ing about, selling these overseas ?

Secretary FOWLE , I do not recall mentioning expansion, but we
do want to facilitate the disposition of participation certificates in a
broad market.

Senator WLLIAMS. I know the Treasury was recommending the
other day in the committee

Secretary FowLun. That proposal related to the outstanding
certificates.

Senator WILLIAMS. Yes; and make those eligible for sale. Well, it
would be outstanding or future authorized, either one.

Secretary F6WLER. I am not familiar with the exact form. I think
it was primarily addressed to the outstanding.
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Senator WILLTArs. Did it preclude a future'issue?
Secretary FowLER. It is intended to facilitate purchase of outstand-

ing issues in the market. Of course, in the future as additional amounts
of these certificates get into the market they would increase the
size of the market and to that extent be available for foreign purchase.

Senator Wiu~izuv.s. Well, the. sqle-I just want to get straight be-
cause the committee was actifig on thdt. I did not agree with it. As
I understand it, the way it was recommended by the Treasury, it would
cover authority to sell an issue overseas if it were put out tomorrow.

Secretary FowL.R'. I will ask Mr. Surrey since he was in the sessions
dealing with this.

Senator WILLIAMS. If it is not we should clear that point up right
now.

Mr. StnuuY. No; it could not be a sale direct. The foreign central
banks could simply buy in the markets those securities which were
available in the market.

Senator WILLTAXS. I understood that, but they could buy an issue
that you issued next month.

Mr. SunRRY. Yes.
Senator WIAms. That is the point I was getting to.
Secretary FOWLER. Yes.
Senator WILLAMS. Mr. Secretary, we were speaking about the June

testimony and, at that time, a question was asked you whether or
not you were concerned that the action of the market reflected a
prospective decline in the economy and, at that time, you thought
that this was a healthy readjustment or a rolling readjustment. I
think the language you used was that it'was a rolling readjustment.

Do you think that what we are experiencing is still a rolling re-
adjustment of the market conditions?

Secretary FOWLER. What phase of the market were you-
Senator WILLIAMs. Well, the market, the stock market, is lower

than it was, and it seems to be declining, and that was-
Secretary FOWLER. I do not believe r commented on the stock mar.

ket. It is not in my character usually to do that, Senator Williams.
Senator WILLIAMS. It may not be in your character, but you used

the words that we were experiencing a rolling readjustment.
Secretary FOWLER. What did that have reference to? If you will

give me the testimony I will be glad to review my comments.
Senator WLLIAMS. At that time.I complimented you on usng thesame language that Secretary Humphrey hadused in describing a

recession before, that it was a ruling ieadjustment.
Secretary FOWLER. If you will give me the text of the statement,

I will be glad to comment.
Senator WILLTAMs. Forget your' statement for the moment, and I

will ask you your opinion about the economy now.,
_Are you concerned with the situation as it is now or do you con-

sider this just a rolling or an 6rderly readjustment of the market
conditions f y r ma

Secretary FOWLER. What market, Senator Williams?
Senator WILLIAMS. It seems to me I have heard there is a stock

market. Have you never heard of such a thi as that?
Secretary Fowxu. Yes, r !lear of it very "equently.
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Senator WILLIAMS. Has it been indicated in some quarters-
Secretary FoWLER. I do not want to speculate about the situation

in the stock market.
Senator WILLIAMS. I am not asking you to speculate.
Secretary FOWLER. If you want to talk about the economy in gen-

eral terms, I will be glad to discuss that.
Senator WILLIAMS. All right. What is your opinion on the econ-

omy in general terms?
Secretary FOWLER. I think we should recognize that there has been

some difference between the very rapid advance of last autumn and
last winter, and a more moderate and, in my view, a more desirable
rate of growth since March. In the last half year overall demand
has not been outpacing the growth of our productive capacity in the
same way that it was in the latter part of last year and the early months
of this year.

Unemployment is actually about the same as it was in the first
quarter of this year, and manufacturing output has just about paral-
lel ed the growth of capacity this spring and summer.

I think the more moderate recent rate of growth clearly reflects
some of the policy actions that have been taken. The tax measures
that took effect early this year siphoned off a total of about $10 billion
of private income and the Federal Reserve Board's actions in the
monetary field have had some impact on restraining demand, particu-
larly in selective areas. ?

Senator WTIAs. Do you think that is a constructive step, all o!.
these steps you are outlining now?

Secretary FOWLER. I have indicated before, Senator Williams, that
I favored shifting from a policy of stimulus to a policy of restraint--

Senator WILrIAMS. Yes.
Secretary FOWLER .(continuing). In both fiscal and monetary areas

because we were moving at a rate that had used up a good deal of the
slack that had heretofore existed in the economy. I felt that a con-
tinuance of the rate of advance that characterized the latter part of
last year and the first quarter of this year would have had serious
inflationary implications.

However, I am concerned, and have been concerned, about the highly
selective impact of this policy restraint on some sectors of the economy.
It has not been even handed at all.

We have seen a very sharp plunge in homebuilding. On the other
hand, as my testimony on this bill clearly indicated, we have seen no
real and meaningful let up in the demand for business capital invest-
ment. That is, of course, why we are here with this legislation. We
hope to even out the imbalance that exists and seemed to be created
by reliance solely on monetary measures to restrain the capital goods
sector of the economy.

Now, partly because of the lagging effects from the earlier period
of overly rapid growth, and partly because of the continuing imbal-
ance among the sectors, our overall puice record, and our international
trade record, have not registered the improvement that we want and
which we are trying to achieve.

That is roughly the economic background against which this meas-
ure was presented, along with the other features of the President's
program that Mr. Schultze has referred to-the holding down of in-
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creases in expenditures, particularly in the nondefense sector of the
budget, and the Federal agency financing participation salps feature
of the message.

Senator WILLIAMS. In commenting on this proposal, I have made
the additional suggestion that maybe it would help to siphon some of
the money out of the spending stream, and at the same time encourage
savings. I have made the proposal that we issue a new type of bond.
I suggested that it be called a retirement bond, but the name is unim-
portant. Put them on the longer term maturity, 10, 20 and 30 years,
for example1 at a fixed interest rate that would have to te higher than
you are paying on the E bonds because they are too low. They could
be somewhere between 41/ and 5 percent, whatever it was thought
proper, and the sales could be limited to small purchasers. I figured
that they would have the dual effect of siphoning some money out of
the spending stream at this time without the painful process of taxes
and, at the same time, they could encourage a person to lay aside some-
thing today to provide for his retirement.

I think that we figured out, the reports as figured out by your De-
partment, were around $64 would buy approximately a 41/2 percent
bond maturing in 20 years, I think it was 4614 or something like that
for a 30-year bond.

Would you care to comment on that? I noticed that the President
made some comment along this same line shortly thereafter.

Secretary FOWLER. Yes, Senator Williams. I would favor addi-
tional flexibility in the savings bond area to enable us to pay a higher
return and open a way toward selling the type of retirement bond that
you mentioned.

As the President indicated recently, and I confirmed, since last
spring, we have had under active study plans to offer what I have
called a new product line in the savings'bond field that would encour-
age additional savings and not just cause a diversion of savings from
existing savings in passbook accounts to savings bonds. We will have
to handle this in a manner so as to be sure it creates additional savings
rather than just a diversion of existing savings.

We believe an attractive security can be offered within the frame-
work of existing legislative authority, and we have plans actively un-
derway for next year's program. You have to do something of this
sort in connection with a new program.

But I would certainly have no objection and, indeed, would welcome,
specific legislative authority that would provide the additional flexibil-
ity in the savings bond field that you mentioned.

Senator WrrLTAAfs. Well, I have an amendment that has been printed
and is pending on this that would carry it out. I have discussed this,
as you imow, with the Department over the past several months.

Secretary Fowxii. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLTANS. I think this is a point in which we are pretty

much in agreement, maybe not in particulars, but I would like to offer it
as a part of this proposal to give you this authority. I think it would
be very important, and I would appreciate it if you would look over
this particular proposal and if it is not drafted just exactly as you
wish, I would like to have your comments. This is one point of the
program that would be very, important and one upon which we could

-~ AVI
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reach an agreement between the Department and the Congress. It
would be well received by the American people and, as you said, it. has
to be designed so that it would attract additional savings and not just
a diversion from E bonds or something like that.

Secretary Fowrn. That is right.
Senator tWITAIJs. But, I think it could be designed for that.
As you know, I have been working with you for the past several

months.
Secretary Fowyri. Yes, Senator Williams.
Senator 'WILTTAMS. I would appreciate your endorsement on that.
Secretary Fowrrm. I will look at the specific amendment you pro.

pared and let you have any comments I may have.
SenatorV WIJLTAMS. I appreciate that and I am glad to hove your

endorsement of the principle..
Senator MonToN. Mr. Chairman, on that note of harmony would

the Senator yield?
Senator Sm,%riIEius (presiding). Senator Morton.
Senator Monr'oN. Mr. Secretary, at your appearance on Monday I

brought up a few specific problems that I had run into in connection
with the House-passed bill.

Secretary FovLm. Yes.
Senator MolrroN. And now I seem to have become th6 advocate of

those with specify problems because, as a result of that, I am literally
b ing swamped.,

Secretary Fo(wrm. I will introduce you to Mr. Surrey. He seems
to be in similar company.

Senator MORTON. I will Just, in brief, bring up one or two of these
cases. There are not more than about four or live in all. I do not
have additional copies of the material here, but I will have it, prepared
and delivered to Mr. Surrey today in the hope that I could have some
comment prior to our deliberations in executive session.

Secretary FOWLR. Yes.
Senator MOUTON. But one, for example, is this: the board of direc-

tors of a taxpayer authorized in June of this year a $35 million ex-
pansion program in two of its plants. This company is its own gen-
eral contractor.

Out of this $85 million they have on order today or as of September
8, 1 should say, only some $7 million. If they had made the contract
with a general contractor and said, "Here, we want this plant equipped
in this manner $35 million of the contract," I think under the terms
of the House bill they would have been home free.

This is one case .that we have that I think should be given some
consideration in this. Have you had this type of problem presented
to you?

SIr. Sunnr.. Yes. There are varying cases of this type and it is
therefore difficult'to give a final answer based on the House bill unless
we have more facts and particulars.

Senator MowToN. I will get that to you.
Mr. Sruin,. Yes.
Senator MonToN. Now, this same company has agreed to supply

the entire oxygen needs ofa large steel mill. The matter has-the
authorization is presently in the form of a letter of intent. The
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oxygen-producing facility is being built according to specifications
of the steel mill, the customer. The entire output will go to that
steel mill, the quality to be determined by the steel mill, an(d the work
is in its inception now.

Again the company is its own general contractor. I mention this
as another case, and knowing that you will need more facts than I care
to take the time to delineate today, this, too, would be an issue that
I would like your comments on.

We in Kentucky and other coal-producing States are faced with
the problem in that often a coal operator will make a contract with
a large consumer, a utility in practically every case, for the steam
generation of electricity. They will open a mine, build a tipple. It
may involve a railroad spur, it may be a tipple than can loaddirectly
into barges at the Lower Green River, let us say, for use of the Ohio
River, were the big power plants that are needed in the atomic energy
program are located along the water.

He has gone ahead and said, "For 10 years I am going to sell you
coal at a certain price, either f.o.b. or delivered at your plant."

There may be an escalation clause in there covering possible w1A
changes, labor costs. This is the only escalation clause.

In this case you can see the complexities in that the 7 percent for
building the new tipple, and opening the mine, and so forth, was
taken as a factor in tie bid on this 10- 15-, and, in some cases, 20-year
contract. This is another type that Y have.

Then there is the problem of the chemical industry, and I see that
a witness, Mr. Kenneth Rush of the Manufacturing Chemists Asso-
ciation is to appear before this committee, and I am sure that he will
make tihe arguments far better than can I of the problem that appar-
ently nationally concerns the manufacturing chemical industry.

Of course, this is vital in my State. Because of our propinquity to
cheap fuel, because of our system of waterways, we have become a
maior State in the chemical Aeld, you see.

This is another. I will try not to burden you, Mr. Surrey but, in
general, I think those are the four fields in which I would lIe some
comment. I do not know when we expect to get into executive session
on this bill. Does the acting chairman know when we expect to have
an executive session?

Senator SMATHFIIS. Monday.
Senator MORTON. Monday. Well, that gives us both some time, not

much, and I think the problems that I raise go beyond the individual-
corporation or taxpayer concerned. I think they do have a general
nature.

There is one that might be unique in which in the modernization of
one of our major cigarette manufacturing plants in Louisville, there
the problem is they are taking the office space which is in a building,
which is a factory building, putting the new machinery and safer
machinery, and whatnot and modernization of that space, and building
an office building. If they built the new building and left, the office
where it is, they think they are safeunderl the House bill. The reasons
for doing this, they think they are not. Tlis is a technical situation,
and with that one I will also have to burden you. Tlank you very
much.

Thank you for yielding.
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Secretary FOWLER. Thank you very much, Senator Morton.
Senator WILLIAMS. That is the reason I made the point earlier

that this was not necessarily a measure to provide revenue but to curtail
expansion plans and those which could be postponed. I pointed out
to the Secretary that there are many plans involving commitments
that. were made in good faith, under what was the existing law and,
at that time, they had no reason to think that the law would be
changed. On some of those plans, I think we are going to have to
work out something to take care of them. I

Senator MonroN. The point is we are faced with the necessity of
apparently changing some rules in the middle of the game, and when
we do that, we should do it and be as fair as possible.

Senator WIrLrLTAss. That is ri glt.
Senator MOnTON. Thank you for yielding.
Senator WIrIAms. Along that same line, I had a case called to my

attention and one we can give considerable consideration to of a com-
pany that had sold their bond issue for a certain expansion activity.

The bonds have been sold, and by the terms of the bonds, they are
committed to a plan of expansion. Now they have got the pro6eeds
of the bonds, and they cannot spend them for anything else either.
All of their financing plans were outlined on the basis of the invest-
ment credit, and I do not know just how-

Secretary FowrER. They do not really have to proceed. They can
put the proceeds of that bond issue to work in other ways.

Senator WILLIAMS. But not many stockholders want their companies
to float a bond issue and then buy Government bonds.

So those are the problems. I do not know how we can cure them,
but those are the problems that do arise with a sudden change in the
plans, and I guess we cannot--

Secretary FOwLER. You cannot cure them all without-
Senator SMATHERS. We will cure most of them. Most of them will

be cured. That is not a promise, that is a hope. [Laughter.]
Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Schultze, the question in asked around

is, Will we be getting a supplemental appropriation bill before this
Congress adjourns or will that go over to January?

Mr. ScmurmTZs. One came up yesterday, Senator, a supplemental was
sent up yesterday. Can I tell you what is in it?

Senator WILIAUS. Well, no. How much is involved?
Mr. SCiUmTZE. The requests for appropriations sent to the House on

a supplemental basis amounted to $362 million or $363 million, of which
about $346 million was the GI bill of rights.

Senator WrLIAMs. I mean that is the-
Mr. SCIULTZE. In addition, S.nator, we sent some amendments to

the Senate for the District of Columbia, which had already been con-
templated in the original Presidential budget. and some amendments
to the Commerce-Justice bill which had been contemplated in the origi-
nal budget.

Senator WLLAMS. Well, those I am familiar with. But that was
not necessarily what I was speaking of..

Then this Congress will not get a supplemental bill to finance the
so-called Vietnam war at this session; is that correct ?

Mr. SoriazF. To the best of my knowledge, that is the case.
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Senator WILLIAMS. You would have no estimate as to what that
supplement may embrace when it comes in January either, would you?

Mr. ScHtULTZE. As both the Secretary and I have indicated, at the
present time we have no basis for giving any estimates.

Senator WILLAMS. Mr. Secretary, I note that the House has,
changed the effective date from September 1 to September 8 or Sep-
tember 9. That was a constructive change because certainly we could
not enact this retroactively. There is complete agreement on that
point, is there not?

Secretary FowLFin. We are in agreement with the September 9 date;
ye.s. sir.

Senator WILIAmS. Now, the suggestion has also been made that,
perhaps, the effective date should be made on. the date of enactment.
What would be the Treasury's position on that?

Secretary FOWLE.. We would hope that the present effective date
would prevail, and that the Senate would not move the date up to
the date of enactment.

Senator WILLIAMS. There has been some concern expressed that
the termination date, which is January 1, 1968 may increase the so-
called vacuum in buying, particularly during the latter part of 1967
and an overconcentration of buying in 1968 which could have a rather
unfortunate result on prices of commodities and tools that are being
bought if too many buyers pull out of the market in one period and
go back in another period.

Do you think a termination date fixed at this time, in light of the
uncertainties of the war is the most effective way to approach this, or
do you think, that repealing it with a specific understanding that it
will be reinstated if and when this Vietnam war is over or thiis emer-
gency passes, might be better? What would be your position on that?

Secretary FowLER. I much prefer the fixed date, Senator Williams.
I do not know of any way in which these understandings can be
reflected more effectively than by using a fixed date.

However, as I commented the other day, it may well develop that
the termination of the suspension would come before or after January
1, 1968, depending. upon various developments, but primarily on the
course of the military operations in southeast Asia. The administra-
tion will be alert to any change in the situation and will be prepared
to recommend terminating the suspension period before January 1,
1968, if a change in circumstances makes that at all possible, and I
would hope that the Congiess would, in turn, be willing to entertain
such a recommendation. I think that was the sentiment in the House
Ways and Means Committee when they discussed this same problem.

I believe my colloquy with you the other day indicated that while I
think a fixed date for termination is desirable in order to give neces-
sary assurances that this is a temporary suspension-which it is in-
tended to be--I think it may well come about that we might want to
take action prior to that time to terminate, or conceivably extend, the
suspension period.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, I do not think there is too much of a quar-
rel between the objectives we are seeking on this particular point.

Secretary FOWLER. No, sir.
Senator WILLIAms. But the termination date does not always mean

that it is terminated that date, as we found out in the case of many of
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the wartime excise taxes which were suspended.. It got to be almost a
matter of procedure here to just extend them year after year.

But if we do that with this proposal it is a little delicate because
each time we extend a suspension we would be extending the prospec-
tive vacuum. That. is what concerns a lot of people that I am talk-
ing with, and they were wondering if we could not just work this out
so there will only be one termination date on this suspension. It could
conceivably be earlier than, January 1, 1968, conceivably it may be
later. There is no magic to January 1, 1968. It is just a projected
date, and I just wondered if it would not be better to clear this all
up rather than have the uncertainty of business.

The uncertainty of what is going to happen is ofttimes greater
than that which happens--I mean has a greater adverse effect than
that which happens.

Secretary FOWLER. Well, I do not know what the sentiment of the
business community would be on this question, but I would hazard a
guea that they would prefer the uncertainty involved in a certain
date of January 1, 1968, over the uncertainty involved in the question
of whether Congress would at some appropriate time act to restore
this credit.

Senator WlrUAMS. I do not question but what that is true and I
expect they would be equally unanimous in objecting to the bill itself.

Secretary FowJXn. I do not know whether it would be unanimous or
not but certainly there is strong sentiment opposed to it.

Senator WIrLUAMS. Yes. This is a tax increase regardless of how
we get it, and when we increase taxes you always are going to get
these problems. And it is just a question of--

Secretary FOWLER. I would like to make #)e comment to distin-
gush this from the excise tax situation. As I recdl it, the rationale
for continuing the excise tax was usually that the revenue require-
ments were such that you could not forego the revenue by allowing
the excise taxes to terminate. /

This measure is not, as I have indicated, primarily a revenue meas-
ure. The suspension of the credit is more attuned to the economic sit-
uation. Therefore, I do not believe there is likely to be the same prem-
sures to extend the suspension period long after, for example, events
have changed in Vietnam.

Senator WILLIAXs. I asked this question before. You had it an-
swered, but again to make sure it is clear, as the bill passed the House
it, in effect, has:the mathematical results that when it is reinstated of
lowering the taxes for certain groups, certain industry groups, does it
not ?

Secretary Fown. Yes. You asked for some information on that,
and we are in the process of collecting it.

Senator WILI TA1. I asked as to your opinion on the wisdom of
projecting a tax reduction for certain industries at a time when neither
of us knows what the budget should be, particularly when we are
expecting an increase in taxes after the election.
.Secretary FOWLER. As I have indicatqd, I favor the provisions that
the House has added. WeV didn't propose them, and they were not
proposed in the President's message, but we have agreed to them
because we think tley would make the investment credit more effective
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at a time when it is going to be needed once again after a change in
the economic situation as a result of the terminfition of hostilities in
Vietnam. The question, as we looked at it, is what is the way to make
this the most effective instrument. :

When the investment credit was proposed, I think the administra-
tion before this committee proposed that the 50-percent rule be the
prevailing rule. Our views were rejected at that time by this commit-
tee and by the Senate, and it was reduced to 25 percent. IYthink putting
the 50-percent limitation in the law now would make a better instru-
ment.

Senator WILIAms. As I understand it, under that result several
industries including those who are enjoying the benr,"t of high de-
pletion allowances will in effect, have their taxes cut about one-half
after 1968 as compared to existing law because they have under the
p resent setup a large amount of unuseA tax credit which they never
have been able to use heretofore. That may be wise, but I just won-
dered, at a time when you are talking about increasing everybody's
taxes, if we should at the same time select one or two industries and
give them a tax reduction when those same industries--in the minds
of some of us-are not paying their proportionate share.

Secretary Fowm-.t. When we have a change in the economic envi-
ronment we are going to have to consider the whole question of tax
adjustment and tax reduction. I doubt very much that the adjust-
ment will be limited to this particular sector.

Senator WILnA318. I just raised the question because I noticed that
some of those industries, and I do not blame them for getting the
benefit of this tax reduction in 1968, are about the only industries
who are enthusiastically endorsing the proposal here today, and I can
understand it.. The suspension cannot mean too much, the carry-
forward will take care of it this year if not next year, and I am not sure
I susbscribe to the wisdom of it.

We agreed that a suspension will inevitably result in a substantially
reduced-or sizable reduction in buying just immediately before theexpiration date. I think we agree on that.

Secretary FOWLER. Maybe for some types of items, for example, a
truck, a piece, of office equipment, or some other short lead time item.
I agree there is going to be some hiatus at that particular time, but I
do not think it is going to be of the huge proportions that some have
expressed concern about.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, perhaps not, but to the extent that there
is any effect it will be in that direction.

Secretary FoWLER. That is right..
Senator WILLIAMS. And to tie extent there is an effect after it is

restored there will be an acceleration for a short period of time by
picking up that gap.

Secretary FOWLER. 'Well, I think, given the likely economic environ-
ment at that time it would be a welcome thing.

Senator WILLIAMS. Yes.
This termination date of January 1, 1968, will discourage buying in

late 1967 and it will put all of this acceleration in buying, the pickup,
in the year 1968.
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Was there any connection or any thought given that that so happens
to be the presidential election year in which this acceleration would
be carried forward?

Secretary FOWLER. I did not give it any such thought.
Senator WILLIAMS. I was sure that no one in the administration

would give any such consideration to it. I just raised the question.
Secretary.FowLa : I think the matter of date may have been dis-

cussed. I did not discuss it with any outside parties, but there may
have been some outside discussion.

Senator WILLIAmS. Do you think that the restoration-
Secretary FowIm. My understanding was that it was considered to

be a nonpolitical date.
Senator WILLIAMS. Coming from a nonpolitical administration.
Senator SUrATIERS. You do not have to run, do you?
Senator Fulbright.
Senator FULBRIOIIT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Welcome back.
Senator SrA'rHEMs. I am always happy to see my distinguished

-colleague from Arkansas.
Senator FuLnnIoxTT. I wonder, I have had two letters, Mr. Secretary,

two in particular-I have had a number-and one of them complaining
that removing the accelerated depreciation would cause undue hard-
ship in the sense of keeping two sets of books, and so on.

s there enough benefit in that to offset the harm it does to the com-
panies? We have been talking mostly about the tax credit. Now, on
the accelerated depreciation, Iwonder is this really worthwhile to in-
convenience the people, setting up two sets of books and keeping differ-
ent depreciation schedules?

Secretary FowLER. I do not understand, Senator, why two sets of
books woufd be necessary.

Senator FviLItOIHT. Well, those that have already been built-
you are not making it retroactive for everybody, are you? Does the
bill affect installations already built?

Mr. Sunnni. No, Senator. There was some discussion of this the
other day with Senator Morton who raised the same question. There
may be some misunderstanding about the effect of this. But the pro-
vision applies only to new buildings and depreciation on existing build-
ings is in no way affected under the louse bill. Consequently, there
is no need to change existing depreciation schedules, or accounting
records on any existing buildings. For new buildings, you simply
start oi at a different rate of depreciation-

Senator FufniTTIIT. You have different procedures whether they are
new or old buildings.

Mr. StR .EY. That is correct. There is not any inconvenience in
bookkeeping in that respect..

Senator FULnUnHT. Well, my correspondent said it was a nuisance
and confusing and they would have to-

Mr. SuRnRY. Senator, in that respect it exists under existing law.
Tn other words, used buildings are, under existing law, limited to 150-
percent depreciation, for example, ne* buildings under existing law
are permitted to elect so-c alled accellerated methods of depreciation,
the double decliniihg balance metbod of depreciation.

The House bill merely provides that buildings erected during the
suspension period will be limited to use of the 150-percent depreciation
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inethod. I do not think this creates a bookkeeping inconvenience. If
anything it probably simplifies bookkeeping somewhat.

Senator FULBUIGHT. Tell me what benefit do you claim for removal
of this privilege, whatgood does it do?

Secretary OWLEi. Just as the investment credit suspension remove
an incentive to undertake a particular acquisition of machinery and
equipment, suspension of the use of accelerated depreciation for build-
ings, diminishes the incentive to move ahead with the construction of
an office building, a commercial building, and other structures of that
type.Senator FULBRIOHT. It does not apply to residential; it has nothing

to do with residential?
Secretary FowLER. It does not apply to owner occupied dwellings--

normal residential houses.
Senator FuLrRIoHT. That is what I meant. You mean to take the

ressure off the building industry as it is overinflated at the moment?
mean, there is too much building going on?
Secretary FOWLER. Not in the homebuilding area; that is, the single-

family dwelling sector. This area is suffering to Aome extent not only
from the money situation but also because there-is a large diversion
of labor and materials into commercial construction.

Senator FULBRIO.IT. So then you justify this on, primarily, well,
I gue solely on, its effects on the inflationary pressures.

Secretary FowLrM. That is correct, sir.
Senator FULIITOIIT. The other, however, the investment credit you

justify not only on inflation but on balance-of-payments argument; is
that correct?

Secretary FoWrE. Yes.
Senator FULTRIGHIT. I understood that you thought it would have a

two and a half billion dollar effect on our balance of payments be-
cause of the importation of machine tools primarily.

Secretary Fowrnm. There has been a greatly accelerated increase
in the importation of machinery and equipment. I do not have the
exact dollar figures, but the increase in imports was about 44 percent
in the first half of 1966 over the same period in 1965. As I pointed
out in my statement, to the degree the incentive to import machinery
and equipment is withdrawn, it should help in dealing with our
short-term balance-of-payments problem.

Senator FUiBmIT. Well, is it not a fact that these are imported.
because they are of superior quality ?

Secretary FOWLFR. No, not necessarily-time of delivery, price, and
any number of factors enter in. However, in some cases quality is
undoubtedly an important and governing consideration.

Senator FULBRIOIIT. Well, I' had been told while we concentrate
upon the production of the end product such as automobiles or what
have you, gadgets of all kinds, that the actual development of machine
tools is very highly developed in the European, countries, Sweden,
German, et cetera; is that not so?

Secretary Fowmin. Yes, sir; they have a very important machine
tool industry.

Senator FULBRIGIIT. If that is true, to keep our industry competi-
tive we ought to have the most modern equipment and our facilities
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ought to be comp itiv 'otherwise w& will' suffer the fate of England;
Won't we?

Secretary FOW ., From the long-term point of "view, Senator
Fulbright, there is no question but that the original purpose of the
Investment credit was to encourage the domestic use of new and more
modern equipment, whether it was produced in this country or abroad.

What we are really doing tin this proposal is balancing the short-
term advantage of diminishing the unusual demand for machinery and
equipment against' the-long-term effect. We believe the short-term
benefits at this particular time outweight the long-term disadvantages.

Senator I ULBRUTWIT. If there' is anything to this keeping our in-
dustry competitive I am inclined to think there is, I have heard:
many complaints that we have rebuilt the Japanese industrial base
and made them more competitive so they could make better and
cheaper things.I"rell, they have taken over the motorcycle market all over the
world during recent years-and a number of other things-because
of the fact that they make good ones, and they make them cheaper
than we do. ,*

If there is a problem on the balance of payments why don't you do
something about tourism? It seems to me that this is the easiest
thing, and I cannot see any harm whatever to come to us in the long
run. If it is a matter of $2 billion, why don't you do something about
tourism?

Secretary FOWLER. M comment on that would be this: The $1 bil-
lion net deficit, as & result of tourism, is, I think, a very serious prob-
lem. We have examined in detail, and intensively, the possibility
and the desirability of imposing a tourist tax. After taking into ac-
count many factors that enter into the situation, the prevailing opinion
in the administration up to now has been that this would be an
undesirable step.

Senator FULBRIOHT. Why? Because of the political implications?
Secretary FowLER. No. The disruption of the communication be-

tween peoples has been the major overriding consideration.
Senator FULBRItGT. I do not understand that at all. What do

you mean--communications, what do you mean?
Secretary FowLER. Something that would prevent the school-

teacher and the average person from going abroad. In the first place
you have to separate'travel to Canada and Mexico. Most of the travel
back and forth in those custances is of a reasonably short-term na-
ture-some of it related to employment and some of it is related to
business along the border.

What you are really talking about, if you are going to get any real
balance-of-payments benefits out of a restriction on tourism, is the so-
called overseas tourist.

Senator FULBImR T. I am talking about the ordinary tourist who
goes to Paris and-spends a lot of his money in nightclubs. I do not

ow why it cannot be-I do not thin% it improves our relations with
the Europeans.

Secretary FowLR. Senator, I came up last year and tried very
energetically to get the Congress to agree to reduce the tourist exemp-
tion on goods purchased abroad.
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Senator FULBRIGUT. Well, you succeeded; didn't you ? . " I
Secretary FOwLER. No, we did not get what we asked for.
Senator FULBRIGHT. It is now $100?,
Secretary FOWLER. We asked for a $50 retail exemption. We

ended up with a $100 retail exemption. There .was a reduction
from the amount of the exemption that previously existed, but we
received only about half of what we asked for.

,Senator FULBRIGHT. Well, it used to be $500 not very long ago. It is
now $100, is it not?

Secretary FOWLER. Yes, sir.
Senator FULBRiourr. But the major cost is not what they buy, it is

the cost of their entertainment and travel abroad ;is it not?
Secretary FOWLER. Well, the cost of what they buy is quite sub-

stantial. The cost of transportation is, of course, also very sub-
stantial. Whether they go by American-owned lines or by foreign
lines, how long they stay, and, of course, food and lodging costs are
all major elements.

This is a thoroughly debatable question, Senator Fulbridge. I
have taken both sides of the argument in discussions, and I certainly
would not gainsay the point that a very good case could not be made
out for some form of limitation on expenditures by .tourists.

Senator FULBRIGHT. Well, speaking personally, it seems to me that
reducing tourists' expenditures, and the recommendation of the Sen-
ate Democratic policy committee the other day that we bring some
troops home are much more sensible and less damaging to us than
trying to balance our payment by abolishing the investment credit.

In these other two, I cannot see any real serious harmi whereas
there is a potential harm in causing our industry to become less
competitive. I mean, we have other problems, such as our high wages
and social security, and so on; and in addition to that, if-we dis-
courage buying the best possible machines and keeping them up to
snuff, why, I think we may suffer just the same fate the British have-
and they obviously are in serious trouble from an obsolete industry
base.

Secretary FOWLER. Your point would certainly be a valid one, Sen-
ator, if we were asking for -the permanent repeal of the investment
credit. But as my statement indicated I would-be thoroughly opposed
to any such proposal. This is one of the very reasons why I would
be opposed to permanent repeal of the credit. We are only asking for a
short-term suspension for this particular period of time.

Senator FULBRIGHT. But isn't that based upon the assumption you
are going to stop the war in Vietnam ? You do not know, and I do not
know, and there is nothing at the present time to indicate that we can
stop it. If that war goes on, do you think for a moment that you are
going to come up and ask that this sort of thing be put back on thebooks?

Secretary FowL.R. I would want to reserve judgment on that until
we see what the circumstances are.

Senator FULBRIGHT. Oh, yes.
Secretary FowueR. But, for the last 2 to 3 years we have had a very

satisfying and excellent increase in the rate o investment in machinery
and equipment for both expansion and modernization.
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We have gone from an annual rate of investment in plant and equip-
ment of a little more than $30 billion in 1961 to estimated investment
in excess of $60 billion during 1966. There is nothing comparable any
other place in the world. We are looking at the immediate impact of
a suspension over the next year coincident with a feeling that there is
no current apparent likelihood of a complete deescalation in capital
investment. We are also looking at the specialized pressures on the
money market, on the market for skilled labor, and on imports caused
by this capital goods boom-which is really what we have now. If the
boom can be dampened by the temporary suspension of this investment
incentive, this is a desirable thing to undertake.

Senator FULBIGHT. Well, this capital goods boom, from looking at
the newspapers about the market, it looks like the wind has gone out
of the boom pretty fast.

Secretary FOWLER. There are two sides to that issue. The National
Industrial Conference Board Survey, which was commented on here
the other day showed that only about 70 percent of the companies
that were polled indicated that they would change their appropria.
tion plans for next year as a result of the suspension of the investment
credit. Another survey indicates there is going to be a sharp reduction
in the amount of increase.

I have seen no prediction that there is going to be a drop. The only
predictions I have seen have to do with the rate of increase that could
be expected next year.
Senator FULBRIGHT. What I was referring to is, I do not know any-

thing about it much, but I have understood from people who have
a judgment and are supposed to know how to make judgments about
the state of business, they are very worried at the moment about our
immediate future. Why has the market gone down 17,18 points, a new
low, practically every week f It was a new low this morning.

Secretary FowLPR. As I told Senator Williams; I certainly cannot
diagnose why the stock market-. Senator FULBRIGHT. I cannot diagnose it either. But it is an omi-
nous development which does not fortify the great idea that we are
in a great boom., The boom appears to be over.

I am sorry I am not more sympathetic to your proposal. I have
said what I thought with reference to an income tax measure. I do
not quite see that the benefit claimed for this proposal is equivilent to
the harm that you may be doing to oir industrial base.

The one thing we have to be proud of in this country is the capacity
of our industry to function better than any other, and I would hate
to undermine that. We do not hive much else'at the moment."

Secretary FowLeR. Well, Senator Fulbright, I am by no means as
gloomy on the economic outlook as yotuP comments would indicate.

mployment, production, and, sales moved, f0rwird in August, and
there are prospects for a sizable gain in the third. quarter gross national
product when 'those figures become available a er on this 'month.
The outlook' is for an increased rate of Federal, State, and l6cal ex-
penditures. #

As I say, the range of difference on what is going to happen in the
business fixed investment sector is centered'round the qusetion of how
much it is going to inrease,'not whbther it is goingto level off.'
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So all these other factors--personal consumption, personal income,
Federal, State and:local government spending as well as business in-
vestment-all seem to be slated to move forward. Therefore, I am
not one of those who feels that the bottom is going to drop out of
the economy.

Senator FULUOGHT. Everybody who buys and sells stocks in this
country disagrees with you. They cannot see that. I do not buy and
sell stocks, I am not that smart, but I read about it in the Papers, and
these people are supposed to have a feel of the pulse of American
business.

Secretary FOWLER. A great many other factors enter into what the
volume of business is going to be.

I do not engage in the stock market either, Senator, and therefore,
I cannot give you a good reading on why people buy and sell. But
insofar as the outlook for the economy is concernedover the period
ahead, I do not see any reason in terms of the total volume of business
for the economy to start going down. I

Senator FULBUTTHT. I do not want to belabor it, I apologize for
taking so much time, but I must say it sounds a little bit like 1929.
We had those wonderful promises about how we had turned the corner,
we had a new era, and everything was rosy, and it also reminds me,
on the other hand, of the kind of prophecies we have had about the
course of the war. For three or four years it was supposed to be over
next spring.

That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Secretary FOWLER. Senator, I would also point out that it is very

dangerous to let the economy proceed on a course wherethere is ex-
cessive, strain and pressure in various sectors. The provisions before
the committee are, I believe, a prudent, selective, measure of taking
the pressure of .a certain sector of the economy which. is operating
Under considerable strain.

Senator FULURIGHT. I have suggested alternatives both as to the
balance of payments and on taking off the incentives, and in addition
to the income tax, it not only takes off the incentive just as much as
this, but it also replenishes the depleted Treasury, and the Treasury
is depleted, is it not?

Secretary FOWLER. No, sir, the Treasury is not depleted.
Senator FULBRIGHT. It is not?
Secretary FOWLER. No, sir.
Senator FULOBRIGHT. I thought you had a defiicit.
Secretary FOWLER. We had a *2.3 billion deficit in the administra-

tive budget for fiscal year 1966. This was a reduction from the deficit
of the previous year and a continuation of the pattern of reducing the
deficit each year.

•Senator PULBRIGnT. You are not going to have a- deficit in fiscal
19671

Secretary FOWLER. I would not 'make any predictions on that until
I know the figures that Mr. Schultze has bben referring to.

Senator FuymolB T. You have no idea how big a supplemental you
aWt going to bring in to fight the war, have you?

Secretary FOWLER. I stand on the previous statements -%e have made.
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I Senator FULBRIOiT. I know that. I do not expect you to have. I
am not criticizing you for having it, but I would not say your Treasury
is overflowing. I think it is depleted when you have a deficit.

Well, I do not want to go on 'any more. I am through.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator McCarthy.
Senator MCCARTHY. Mr. Chairman, I have a question on the matter

of tourists, particularly in France.
- Do we have an accumulation of obligations to us in piasters in South
Vietnam?

Secretary FowLEu. We have a series of arrangements, Senator
McCarthy, that are designed to-

Senator McCARTnY. We have a claim against a considerable amount
of plasters, do we not?

Secretary FOWLER. I do not know what you mean by a claim.
Senator McCARTHY. Well, I mean it is ours, counterpart, some kind

of restraints or something. We can say we have a claim to it even
though we cannot exercise it.Secretary FOWLER. We make our payments, for example, for goods
and services there in terms of piasters.

Senators MCCARTIY. Well, you buy piasters.
Secretary FOWLER. That ig right.
Senator MCCARTHY. No, I mean Public Law 480 and loans, and so

On, to Vietnam.
Secretary FowLeR_. I do not think it is a so-called excess currency

country in the sense that we have a lot-
Senator MCCARTHY. We pretty much give them everything, we do

not accumulate. There is nothing accumulated, so far as you know?
Secretary FOWLER. I would have to check to give you a precise

answer.
Senator MCCARTHY. If there were would it be possible to provide

piasters for the tourists who go to France? Since France is inter-
ested in piasters, let us sell tourists some piasters for dollars, and let.
them take the piasters to Paris.

Secretary Fowzn. I do not think the accumulation of piasters that
we have would be adequate.

Senator MCCARTHY. We do not have enough piasters?
Secretary FowLRn. No.
Senator MCCARTHY. That is all I have.
Senator SHtATHRmS. Let me ask you just one question with respect

to this industrial capacity that has been the envy of all the world.
That was actually built, was it not, before we ever put on the 7 percent
investment tax credit I

Secretary FOWLER. Certainly a large amount of the capacity with
which we are operating today existed before 1962.

However, as I indicated in my comment to Senator Fulbright, the
rate of increase in investment in plant and equipment since the inaugu-
ration of the investment cerdit has been very, very substantial, so that
we have had in 1963, 1964, 1965, and now in 1966 a very large and
highly efficient amount of new capacity coming onstream.

Senator SMATHERS. You are not ofth'e opinion if we pass this par-
ticular repeal of the investment credit, that it is going to destroy this.
great industrial base or capacity to compete that we have thus far had T
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• Secretary FowuER. Oh, no, not at all. You used the word "repeal",
I take it we are talking about the temporary suspension.

Senator SMATHERS. Suspend.
Secretary FOWLE R.What the temporary suspension would do is to

diminish the quantity that would be added to it. However, a very
large volume of investment in plant and equipment will go forward
in 1967. .

Senator SMATHERs. Any way.
Secretary FOWLER. Regardless of what is done with this measure.
Senator SMATHERS. Alrright. That is all I have.
Senator WiLIAMs. Mr. Secretary in line with what the Senator

from Arkansas pointed out about this accelerated depreciation sus-
pension, do you really think that what you will accomplish is worth
and will offset the confusion that will exist with the accounting sys-
tems over the next 30 to 40 years on these buildings in carrying an
extra depreciation schedule on those buildings which will be con-
structed in this 16-month period, minus the exemptions that you and
others will recommend?

Secretary FOWLER. I do not know, Senator, that this is going to cre-
ate a complicated accounting system.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, they will naturally go back to the double
declining balance method after this is reinstated, not on these build-
ings, but they will be on the new buildings being constructed; will they
not? I notice you are nodding your head, but that does not go in the
-record.

Secretary FOWLER. If they are not ordered or completed during
the suspension period.

Senator WILuIAms. Only those completed during this period would
be on the 1% timeS.

Secretary FOWLER. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. I wonder if that is the big question of the repeal

of the 7 percent credit? If a plant cost $100,000-not the plant but
the' equipment that is purchased, that is subject to this credit or what-
ever it may be-they get the 7 percent as a tax credit, and then they,
in,turn, depreciate the full 100 percent of the cost; do they not?

Secretary FOWLER. That is right.Senator WILLIAMS. And they did that with your recommendation
just 2 years ago since the war started, thesame war we are talking
about now. Having made that recommendation I am wondering if it
is not enough to the taxpayers if you are changing that 7 percent, to'
at least leave this accelerated method alone and not confuse all of the
accounting systems in the country.

Secretary FOWLER. I do not see the confusion that you do in it.
You and.'Mr. Surrey are both more familiar with these accounting
methods than 'I am, but neither he nor I see this confusion that you
seem to see.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, of course, you are both'expert accountants,
and.1 happen to be a fellow operating a small business, and I know
what it costs to hire an accountant to do the job.

Secretary FOWLER. I am not an expert accountant.
Senator WILLIAMS. I, just happen to be on the end and I have to

hire fellows like you to figure out an accounting system. I think it
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would be easier to have the simple system, and I am wondering if it
is really going to achieve its objective.

The CHAIMAN. Let the man answer the question now.
Senator WULIAMS. Sure, go ahead and take your time.
Mr. Sumuy. I do not think there is any accounting confusion, Sen-

ator. People who build new buildings under present law have a
choice of a variety of methods of depreciation to use. They can use
the double declining balance, the sum of the years digits

The CHAIRMAN. 'Use what else?
Mr. Summy. The sum of the years digits method.
The CHAIRMAN. Sum of theyears what?
Mr. Su-uu y. Digits.
The CHAnRMAN. I heard you but I do not understand you. I heard

you.
Mr. SunRFY. They can use the straight line method. A person who,

erects a new building has his choice of methods, and the choice tax-
payers make differs from building to building today. A person can
make his choice, on each new building. Any person who later buys
that building does not have that choice and he is not affected by the
bill. , So I do not believe there is any basic accounting confusion in
this situation.

Senator mILTAMS. Would the Treasury be willing to go along with
a compromise agreement to retain the present declining balance method
and repeal outright the sum of the digits method which I do not think
the average taxpayer appreciates anyway. I venture to say there is
not a member of this committee who understands it, and I doubt if
anybody sitting in this room could sit down and figure depreciation
under the formula'anyway.

Mr. SumRxy. It happens to be used, Senator, rather extensively in
certain industries.

Senator WILLIA[S. That is right, but its repeal would affect but
very few taxpayers.

Mr. SuRREY. That is a question I do not think is involved in this bill.
Senator WILLIAMS. The double declining balance method almost

removed and eliminated the attractiveness of the sum of the digits
method entirely.

Mr. SuRRyv. 'I do not think so, Senator. I think the choice of
method varies from industry to industry and from taxpayer to tax-
payer. Each method hascertain advantages and disadvantages. And
certain industries and taxpayers have made their choices on this basis.
'A number of utilities use the sum of the years digits method.

Senator WILLIAMS. One other question, since f asked about this
January 1 1968, date, it has been pointed out that we will not be in
session in ilanuary 1968, if we need to extend the suspension.

Should' that date be made at a time when Congress will be in session
if we are going to consider that?

Secretary FowEn. I do not think it is terribly important, but if you
want to suggest January 31 as a date, when Congress is in session, it is
a matter for the committee to judge. #

I personnally am satisfied with the present date arrangements, and
with the comments that were made in the House report concerning it.

Senator SMATHERS. If the Senator would yield, would business not
actually prefer that it be made January 1, 1968, for the purposes of
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their own bookkeeping, and either you people recommend that we con-
tinue this suspension before the Congress adjourns, sine die in 1967,
or that we let it terminate? Is that a valid statement or not. I do
not know.

Secretary FowLR. I think the decision as to what should be done
will have to be made, Senator, sometime next summer.

Senator SMATHERS. In 1967.
Secretary FOWLER. That is right. We will certainly be taking a

hard look at the situation at that time.
Senator SMATHERS. As a matter of practice, and I do not know this,

but Mr. Surrey would known it, as a matter of practice, most of the
businiesses operate on a calendar year basis ans they would rather
start, would they not, January 1?

Mr. SURREY. I think, all things being considered-
Senator SAATHERS. Does it make any difference?
Mr. SURREY (continuing). If there were no great overriding factor,

January 1 would be a cleaner date than any other date.
Senator SMATHERS. Yes.
Senator WILLIA31S. I just wanted to point out that action would

have to be while Congress is in session, although at the rate we are
f oing there is a remote possibility we will still be here January 1968.
Lutughter.]

One question which is not on this bill, but it is related to the ques-
tion of inflation. A couple of days ago, the Finance Committee re-
ported a bill:out which started as a Foreign Investors Tax Act. As I
understand it, the Treasury's estimate was that this bill would now
lose around $600 million in revenue. .

Do you endorse that amount as it is reported by the Finance Com-
mittee or do you think it is better to reject it if it cannot be amended
and cleared up?

Secretary FOWLER. I am engaged now, Senator Williams, in a study
of this situation, and I would much prefer to withhold comment at
this time.

Senator WLLIAMS. Well, as one who felt that there were many pro-
visions in that bill that went far afield, I think the Wall Street Journal
very appropriately referred to it as the grab bag act of 1966, and I
just wondered if the administration did or did not support the bill.
We have to proceed on the premise that we may or may not be able to
amend it. If we cannot amend it, does the administration think.it
would be better to kill the bill in its entirety because--is there enough
good in it to offset this $600 million tax reduction for just a few select
areas?

Secretary FOWLER. I think you know that the administration would
strongly favor the removal of those provisions that add greatly to our
expenditures. But, to answer your question about whether or not the
bill should be killed because of those provisions, I do not want to
answer that lightly. I want to give the matter very careful study.

Senator WILLIAMS. You will give us a recommendation?
Secretary FOWLER. I will certainly be prepared to discuss it in con-

ference in considerable detail.
Senator WILLiAMS. I think we should have, in all fairness, the posi-

tion of the Treasury before we get to conference.
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Secretary FOWLER. 'I would very strongly favor that the Senate
-enact the bill. I would hope it would be amended in certain ways in
that process, but I think the way to deal with this problem that you
pose is to deal with it in conference.

Senator WI=LiAMs. Well, I supported the original objectives of the
bill, as you know. But the bill has gone far afield. I believe maybe
Mr. Surrey.is the one to direct the question to, but I believe the esti-
mate was given to our committee that this would be in the range of a
$600 million loss in revenue as it was approved by the committee, is that
correct?

Mr. SURREY. Senator, we are discussing these estimates with the
joint committee staff so that there is no difference of opinion. I think
that estimate is on the high side. It is also a question of what fiscal
year you are talking about. Some of the provisions do not have
an effect until later fiscal years.

Senator WmrAmis. I was figuring that.
Mr. SumumY. So fiscal year 1967 would not be on the high side.
Senator WILLIAS. I appreciate that. But the annual effect of it,

once it becomes implemented, would be, as I understood, in that neigh-
borhood.

Mr. Summy. I do not think it is as high as that, Senator.
Senator WILIAMS. There are two other points which the adminis-

tration is going to have to do something about if we are going to
attack this inflationary problem.

Under the medicare program, title 19, they included a provision
which, the way it was drafted, would cost a minimum of $1 billion a
year more than the estimates that had been furnished to Congress.

I am sure the Budget Director is familiar with that, andc I have
heard, I have not seen this officially but I have heard, the more recent
,estimates furnished to the Ways and Means Committee are that this
proposal, if it is not corrected could run as high as $2 billion extra
from what was estimated.

What action and what steps has the administration taken to deal
with that problem.

Mr. ScEuI.' Well, Senator, I am not familiar with the $2 bil-
lion-I was going to say I am not familiar with the $2 billion esti-
mate, but the Department of HEW and the Was and Means

-Committee have been in almost, I would say, contmuoub session,
continuous conversations, on this problem, an are prepared to take
some action.

Secretary FOWLER My understanding, Senator, is that a bill and
proposal resulting from these discussions and exchanges is under very
active consideration, and I hope it will be acted upon in the next few
das.

senator WILLIAMS. Well, I understand from the press that they are,
too. But being realisticithis probleonarose about 6 months ago, when
it was known, and if this Congress is going to adjourn at the dates be-
ing mentioned, now, let us be realistic, it is not going to be dealt with
by the Senate. You cannot possibly get through the hearings that
would be necessary to deal with it. Tis is an area that, I regret, we
-did not get more affirmative'approach and support in dealing with.
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Mr. SCHULTZE. Senator, I know those discussions started at least 3
months ago, and it may have been before that, but it was a substantial
series of conversations.

It is a fairly difficult problem, it is not something you do easily. It
is not that we waited long. There& were 10oig discussions, I know, be-
cause I recall some of the very early stages of it, so it was not some-
thing we just started a couple of weeks ago.

Senator WILLIAMrS. Oh, no. I did not mean that you had started.a
couple of weeks ago. because in May we had the officials before this
committee at which time this question wa first brou lit out in the open.

Now, we have one other proposal which deals with escalation. Yes-
terday Congress enacted another bill' in the same direction. The net
effect of it is to write in to the permarient-law a 8-percent escalation
clause taking care of the retirements of all Government employees. If
this bill is signed employees of the U.S. Government, incliaing the
executive and Congress, will be protected against any ravages of' infla-
tion in the years to come as far as our retirement system is concerned.
This is being protected at a cost to the taxpayers and not as a result of
additional contributions by the employees.

Does the Budget Director or the Budget Bureau recommend that
and approve of that escalation clause in our retirement system?

Mr. ScHULTZE. I will have to look into that and give you an answer,.
Senator.

(The information had not been received at press time.)
Mr. SCHULTZE. Let me point out.on that matterthat the administra-

tion did submit to the Congress this year a well-thought out, at least
I believe a well-thought out, plan for financing the civil service retire-
ment system. It was designed to take the load, as you put it, off the
taxpayers, to the extent there is such a load. So We have worked ex-
tensively oil the basic problem you have in mind. And we did submit
something. It was rejected.

Now with respect to the particular one you mention I will have to do
a little homework and check on that and let you know.

Senator WILLIAMS. I am familiar with your proposals, and while
we may not have agreed with.all of them, in substance I agreed with
your approach that Conlgress should face this and put the cost of these
programs on when they were enacted.' I offered that proposal, but I
almost got skunked on a rollall vote, and I did not witness or hear of
much arm twisting to get support for this proposal. I quoted the
President's speech, but it did not have much effect.

Mr. SCiHULTZu. Senator, I cannot--
Senator WmLIAmS. I am wondering 'if a veto would not be appro-

priate at times on some of these, because [ think that we would be in
agreement that writing an escalation clause in a retirement system for
th] Members of Congress, as woll as all other employees, to protect
ourselves in perpet uity against the ravages of 4ny inflation, and charge
that solely to-the taxpayers is unwarranted.

Mr. ScOIULTZE. I think, Senator, you have to distinguish between
two 'things. One is the wisdom of a. particular escalation clause, and
the other is the financing of whatever costs are involved.

My recollection, subject to correction in the record later is that this.
mfally brings, I think it is, the Foreign Service people under the same
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provisions that the military and civil service now have. I may need
to check that.

Senator WILLIAMS. That is correct, but this was brought up each
time, but each time when we passed it we had been on the losing end,
:and yet the bills are signed and bragged about, and I just wondered

Mr. SCHULTiE. At the moment I cannot comment on the specifics.
Secretary Fowimx. You will recall there was a veto of an insurance

'bill recently.
Senator WrILLIAMS. Yes, that affected 9,600 employees, but there ire

two and a quarter million.
Secretary FOWLER. About $90 million.
Mr. ScOiULTZE. Yes, sir. It affected all employees and it was $90

million.
Senator WILLIAMS. That was the life insurance program.
Mr. SCHULTZE. The life insurance bill.
Senator WmLAmS. I was talking about the star route. It had the

'escalation clause which the President denounced as being an unwar-
ranted or unfair principle and I agreed with him on that, and so stated
at the time the bill was passed. But we do have this effect with no
provisions to finance it at all except right out of the taxpayers' pocket;
a situation where we, as the officials of the Government have insu-
lated ourselves against the ravages of inflation. After all, we are the
ones who create the Government deficits and we are the ones respons-
ible for the inflation, and even more than the average taxpayers we
-should be the ones to suffer from it and, perhaps, we would be more
sympathetic to the problems.

Secretary FOWLER. I do not think you have to sell us on that, Sen-
ator. I think it is a problem up here.

Senator WiLLIAMs. It failed up here. I will join you and let us
sell it down there. There is a chance for the people down at 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue to emphasize to Congress that they agree with
what you and I are saying here. At some point we are going to have
to show the American people that we, as officials of the Government,
tire willing to live by the same rules.

The weakness of this proposal here is that industry feels that the
Government is continuing its expanding public works project while,
at the same time, insisting that private industry curtail its expansion.
We have got to show them we are practicing what we preach and a
little bit before we preach it.

Secretary FOWLER. Mr. Schultze's testimony indicates that the Gov-
ernment's part of this program was being assumed and I am confident
it will be discharged.

Mr. SCHULTZE. Senator, I think on this one you might look at the
budget -the President submitted on construction projects. Right
across the board we cut them in terms of new starts which would aver-
age about half that in the prior year. So that as of 9 months ago, as a
matter of fact, we recognized this, even with the new starts, with the
Corps of Engineers in the new watershed programs, the VA, in the
ship construction program, right straight across the board, we cut them
back on an average, I would say, of 50 percent.

Senator WmT ms. Well, in all fairness maybe I have been some-
what critical of what the executive has done. I think we should
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,equally be fair that far too often ufter your budgets come down here
they have been increased by the Congress. That is not your respon-
sibility, it is ours, and I -think we are in error. But we have been in the
minority trying to hold it and, maybe, if we could get some extra veto
messages it might help us. I do not hold you responsible for what we
in Congress do and, as you mentioned, on the public works bill which
is coming before the Congress soon, there are millions of dollars in-
volved which were not recommended by your department, as I under-
stand it.

Mr. ScHULTZE. The new starts, that is correct.
Senator WILLIAM.S. If Congress approves those over your recom-

mendation the criticism should be to the Congress and not to your De-
partment. But, at the same time, I do 'think that we both, each of us,
have some responsibility.

Mr. SCHULTZE. I agree, sir.
Senator WILLiAMS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, I do feel that I should cover a few

matter that have been brought out, some of which do not relate to
the bill.

I would hope that the Director of the Budget here does not gain
the impression that he can just sit down here and veto everything
,Congress hasdone, and urge the President to withhold all that money,
without having some repercussions in the Congress.

I am frank to tell you that you people think some items like foreign
aid are just a lot more important than we do, and you just start veto-
ing the judgment of Congress willy -nilly -and take the attitude that we
are just a bunch of politicians and you are statesmen. We are going
to be statesmen on the items where we do not think what you are rec-
.ommending is quite as important as what we do. You watch what
we do with some of your pet items when you go to work on ours. It
works both ways, and you understand that. We are three branches
and you try to understand our problems as we should try to under-
stand yours.

Mr. ScHtmTzE. This is true and why, Senator, in the budgetary cut-
back that the President talked about he is going to cut back some of 'his
own programs as well as congressional, precisely that point.

The OHAMnMAN. The point was raised .about this bill, the foreign
investors bill, to which we added a great number of amendments.

Mr. Secretary, as a good lawyer as well as Secretary of the Treasury,
you are well aware of the fact this committee cannot originate reveliue
legislation. The Constitution gives the Senate the right to amend, but
we cannot originate it. We have to wait until the House sends us a
bill, and then under the Constitution we have the right to amend it,
so any important suggestions that this committee wishes to make, if it
involves the revenue field, must await the House sending us some sorb
of bill. That is about the size of it. And now I take it that you are
not in position, by your answer, to recommend' a bill to the President
before you see what it is going to look like after it comes out of con-
ference between the Senate andthe House?

'Secretary FowL R. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. So with regard to this foreign investors bill, Mr.

Secretary, I know that was your handiwork, and you worked hard
on it. I am frank to tell you that, as chairman of this committee, I
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pleaded with 'Senators not to offer amendments on a great deal of other
measures favored by the administration, but sooner or later'we have
to let them offer their amendments, and go to conference on sovie bill.

As between bills you are supporting it might as Well be oae as
another. May I say to you that when this bill goes down to th 1Thite
House, which I think it will, it is not going to be a bill entailing any
$600 million revenue loss.,

'In the event, for example, that we vote this measure to iake drugs
available under medicare to these aged people, it is the tradition over
in the House side that Chairman Mills will not consider an amend-
ment to social security unless we provide the tax to pay for it. That
is a $200 million item.

Another amendment, $175 million of that $600 million when in full
operation has to do with the deduction of medical expenses by these
aged people. It is entirely possible if we do this part that involves the
drugs, that we might be willing to yield and to drop out the part that
involves the medical deduction for aged people. So that it 'is not
likely that the House will take both of those or that we would'have our
war about both of them. Perhaps some compromise in that field would
be in order. ,

Now with regard to most of the other amendments is it not true that
most o the other amendments are measures that the Treasury approves
or at least does not oppose?

Mr. Surrey knows that better than you do, he is very familiar with
most of those items.
. Secretary FowLER. Mr. Surrey.

Mr. SuRRE.Y. Yes, there are a number of amendments which we
did not object to whichwere of a minor nature. I agree with you on
that; Senator.

The CHAIRMAN. With regard to some of those that you 'do not rec-
ommend, my impression is that you do not find that they do any real
violence--maybe you do not recommend it, but, at the same time, it is
an area of an honest difference of opinion.

Mr. SURREY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Where you would not be a bit excited about it if

the President saw it our way rather than your way.
Mr. SuRREY. If you would'allow me a f6w exceptions, I would, agree

with that statement.
. The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir. I well understand there are two or three
amendments that you are violently opposed to. I understand that, but
they have not been enacted.

Mr. SURREY. That is right.
The CITAIRMAI*. Merely because the committee recommends it does

not mean the Senate is going to go 'along with it. I have:had the
experience of the Senate declining to go along'with committee amend-
ments, and I have had an experience where the House would only take
a small portion of what we recommended.

' So, as a practical matter, the fear that everything you do not like in
that bill is going to become a law doeg not quite square the facts does
it? Often where you have been opposed to them the House has con-
curred With you and the various sides have been heard, and you have
been heard, too.
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Mr. Suiauy. Yes, sir. I think you have to talk about them amend-
ment by amendment rather than as a generalization.

The CHAIMAN. So our reaction to that bill would be you would
like to see what the bill looks like after it comes out of conference before
you decide whether to urge the President to sign the bill or veto it; isn't
that the way you would do it?

Secretary Fowrxn. That is it precisely.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, there also has been this conversation about

two sets of books.
Now, my, impression was that when we voted the accelerated depre-

ciation provision in the 1953, I believe it Was, about the 1953 Revenue
Act-

Mr. SuRRiEY. 1954.
The CHAIRMAN. 1954 Revenue Act, that was the big tax bill under

President Eisenhower, when we put accelerated depreciation into
effect that that was the time when a great number of businesses started
keeping two sets of books, one to show what they actually made, and
another to show what they made for tax purposes. And that is when
we started having two sets of books in business, and business favored
that; as I ihderstand it; is that your impression?

Mr. Sumy. Yes, sir.
The CHAIAMAN. In other words, I was there at the time, and I voted

on the bill, and President Eisenhower and Secretary Humphrey were
very proud of that bill. But by having accelerated depreciation rather
than actual straight-line depreciation, a corporation that Wanted to
report good news to its stockholders found it desirable to keep two sets
of books, one to show what they really made, and the other to show
what they made for tax purposes.

So, as a practical matter, with regard to the tax credit which business
seems to hke, ou have carry forwards, tax credits that you have not
been able to iully use because you did not make that much profit.
Isn't #lat another situation that justifies keeping books two ways, one
for tax purposes and another to show your stockholders ? Isn't that
another .provision that business likes which is in the tax laws that
requires you too keep books two ways

Mr. Suammy. Yes, sir.
The CHA=XAN. Now, I am reminded, Mr. Secretary, of what you.

told me one tim e,I do not recall whom you were-quoting, but you were
quoting some preacher, who said that the way to make your sermon is
first, toll the congregation what you are going to tell them, then tell
them, and then toll them What you told them. In that way you have a
a pretty goo chance of being understood.

Secretary Fowiai. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you recall who told you that?
Secretary Fowlm. No, it was some wise man.
The CHAIRMAN. It seems to me as though it might be good with all

the different opinions we have expressed to summarize what the argu-
ment is, at least from my point of view with regard to this investment
credit.

I was slow to buy it, but I did vote for it when it became law, and
I was proud of that vote. It was my amendment to cut it down or to
say you cannot take the 7 percent and depreciate it, too. You have to
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take it one way 'or the other. That cut about 40 percent "of the
sweetener off at the time, but we subsequently repealed that atnend-
ient:it and the reason I did it was because it appeared to be dong the
kind of thing we hoped itw6uld.

What Was the rate of investment i' plant aid equipment the first
year before the investment tax credit went into effect, not the rate but
the dollar volume?

Secretary FowLgn. Dollar volume in plant and equipment, my recol-
lection-

The CHAIRMAN. You can approximate it if you want to.
Secretary FOWLF=. Yes. In 1961-
The CIRAMAN. That is the year before it went into effect.
Secretary FOWLMR. It was $34,300 million-nearly $34,400 million.
The CHAMIAN. Wait a minute, give that figure again.
Secretary FowLan. $34,300 million.
The CHAIRMAN. $34.3 billion. All right.
Secretary FOWLER. In 1962, it was $37,300 million.
The CHAMIRAN. NOW, in 1962, has business had the opportunity

to fully understand this thing and make their plans aid' take full
advantage of it? b

Secretary Fow.t During the course of the year it become increas-
ingly apparent 'that Congress was likely to take this action. Just
how much effect that psychological expectancy had is a matter of
rnje lture.
The CHAMAN. That was the year we enacted it, right ?
Secretary Fowi.r We enacted it finally in the fall of 1962.
The CHAIMAN. And we made it retroactive back to January 1 of

that year?
1 Secretary FowLmi. Yes.
The' CvAURMAN. But if I recall correctly the Senate 'bill effective

ditte in July and people did not know whether they were going to get
it up until the thing became law, whether they were going to be ble
to take full advahtage of it.'

Secretary FowER. Yes.
The CHAMMAN. Right.
Secretary FOWLER. In 1963, plant and equipment outlays were'$39,-

200 million; 1964, $44,900 million; 1965, $51,960 milhon; an11966,
estimated $60,900: billion. p; 16 $51,96 io 1

N-w, these are the fiit'es f6r both plant and equipmnt expendi-
tures of which th6'macinery i equipment component was ffected
by 'the investment credit.- This is, of course, a lesser figure' an the,
ones I have given you, but this'1' geiierally die index that people look
to as indicating the varying magnitudes of' inve'tfiient in industrial
capacity and modernization.

The CHAIRMAN. So the fact,4 of 'the matter arothat since "96A, the
amoutit of investment gd ing into phiMdt and t~ill ment subje& to
investment credit was increase from $34 300i mllip up to $90,700
million br'- an'increase in dollarlterms- of $'6,400 millbn.

Secretary FowLR. That is right I might mention an thor intrest-
ing figure, Senator. Inb 195sa the fii"r was $28,300 milioA. Tere
fore, in. the 8-yar pri 6df'' 1959 to'1961 there was an nease ofdilya aPpi60imtely'$6"lbillibii:' : "" ' ' ' ; ' '"
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The CHAIRMN. So it was M'creasedby about $6 billion during the
previous 8 years.

Secretary FOWLER. That is right. '
The CHAIRMAN. And while it in creased by,$26-billion during the

sureeding 5 year-
Secretary FowER. That is correct, sir.
The CHAIRMAN (continuing). Toa considerable extent, that was

the kind of thing we wanted to happen, as I understand it.
Secretary FowLEB. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. We wanted that, and you recommended it, antici-

pating that just exactly that kind'of think wold happen.
Secretary FOWLER. I do not want to imply that this was the sole

reason. The credit was an important contributing factor to this result.
Many other elements of course, entered in.

rThe CHAIRMAN. Mht leaving the Vietnam war out of it, as Under
Secretary who helped to put this in the law and worked very dili-
gently to make this law, if it had had exactly this 'result, minus
the Vietnam war, I would take it you would have been very happy
about that and -felt that it did just the kind of thing that you hoped
it would do.

Secretary FOWLER. I would, indeed.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, with the Federal Reserve Board tightening

up on money, as starting ii December, to try to fight inflation by
tightening up on money, there is just not enoughmoney to go around
is that not about the size of it, so far as the economy is concerned
right now?

secretary FowLER. That is right. The amount of commercial biank
Credits--and I think this is a most interesting figure-has increased
about 9 percent at an annual rate so far this year. The amount 'of
business credit provided by commercial banks has increased about 19
percent over the same period. I '

Now, the amount of business credit, of course, reflects not onlyborrowing for plant and equipment acquisitiohsbut also borrowing
to carry additional'inventories aind in accounis receivable during
this period. But there is no'question in our minds that the" industrial
investment programs are causing industry to outside' its own in-
ternal cash resources to borrowextensively.. - - , I ' :.

Als0 the figUres on net funds raised through the marktAig of se-
curities in the security market reflect a very rapid increase'this year-
around 80 percent over the previous, year.-, I gave the figures in mystatement. :,.-" :  . . .

PThd HAIRMAN. So you have a sittmtioni-ihereinterest rates are just"
Slot higher than you want them,, and', even' with that there is not

enough money to go around...
'What ha that' done to the iousing 1hirke' for exampleWrhich

does not enjoy the mivestment credit? A man 'Oes not get an mvest-
men't credit on his house.:. ' '
;Seretaiy Fwu . The total complex o tlie conditins. 1ut pr-

tkdularly the financial sitiation 'tWhichi s been a substantial' con6tii"-
butine factor, has caused housing starts t op very sharply irrith
d.i At ulrate early this year of aboUt .6f.iill6n toa :u~ent t

oStirnated'in August of a little more than 1 mllin. '
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The CHAIRnXAwN Now,in a.peech I made I used some figures tin-
dicate that the amount of crediit'avalable for housing in this last yir
declined by,$4 billion, the amount of money available to finance hous-
ing. Does that square with yourfigures?" I

Secretary FowLR. Yes, sir.' I do not have an exact _figure in mind
but I know the amount of increase in ,the deposits in the savings and
loan organizations, which are. % principal source of funds for housing,
was just about a third .What it was runnhu ia year ago. Similiarly,
the mutual savings bans and other sources of money for housing
have been short of money.;

The' CHAIRMAN, ,OWn iin y part, of the country we have some finenew industries going up, and am sure the rest of the country is shar-
ing in this. [y impression is that newplants are going up,at about
two and a half times the'raf, they1 were going up at the time wepassed the investMen tx c redit or at least the year before.

We haxea, Frenchman who goes down a bayou, and gets a job work-
ing to co6truct one'of these plants, and he is happy with the wages he
receies on the construction 3 9b. He does, nog, President Johnson
an''reit for it becausehedoes not uderstand that1President Johnson
helped put that law on the statute books that stimulated the construc-
tion of that plant.
_He does, iot understand that you had anything to do with it. No-

body at all h" made it clear to h ithiat that had something to do with
that big plant that is being built there.

But,,on the other hand, he wants'to, sq1 the home where he is and
move closer to where he is working, and he finds that because of the
high htore',,rates he ,cannotse1 the house, He cannot turn it over.
At that, point he just gives J0nson, hell; because the, credit is not
available to him.

Now,- bank credit, or som other, form.of credit has gone into thatplant, aid'the point is that in trying to wo.i'J it out So that we'll have
enough credit, to go. arpnd, andre reduce, pe of these inflationary
pres~sures'what you are seeing to do iq..not cancel out the plants
being buiiR ou would !e them continue on their existing contracts---
but you would tr to slw down sonewhat this present tremendous
pressure oA the money market tobuild these new plants until we get
the country on amrelevelke0j. ..

Secretary. FoWLER. This colloquy rends me,. Senator--Lhave tried
to characterize my own position on this matter in this fashion: I look
upon the investment .rqdit, arid the industrial response to it, very
much like a man would look o a young son. His son was a little
anemic and did not go out,and play with the boys and did. not 'have a
very god appetite, a dthe) fat, her made a deal, he would give him
$7 every week if he took vitamin pills.

Theboy began. to grow. and get .retty strong. Soon~he was play-
in' tackle on the football' team anltaking food away from his baby,
sisters at"'he table, and was generally quite rambunctious,.

,So th father figured he lyes him, but he needed to give him a little
trpquiliz*er for a while. -That. is really what is involved here at

The Ci mnAw. It ha ieen suggested that it would .be better to
have a big tax increa; ":id, perhaps, next year we might have-to
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talk Maout a. tarinrs iI~ln' wsee what Government is going to
oosbwhat the budget figures; are,? whatr the war;is costing in Vietnaiim,
But whm, you, are-, iust looking-. at an comic reoult.ithat youiare
tryigfto obtain', is it not tive that if yoni increase taxes onbusiness,
but left in thiws.nveament: credit, biiness: would still be required to
build these plants in order to gain the benefit of the investment credit
and they would use up the available money in the process,

In other words; my impression is that some btisinessmen feel that
the investment credit caused their corporation to reduce their tax lia-
bilities down from 48 percent to around 36. percent by taking full
advantage of the investment credit,

Now, if you raise their taxes up to, let us say, 52 or 54, but you still
leave that investment credit there, would it not be such that they would
still have to build these plants to get the investment credit, and that
would mean their effective tax would be about, let us say 44 or 45
rather than after we got full advantages of the credit, and they would
still be standing in line hogging up all the credit down at the banks?

Secretary FowLeR. I would generally agree with that. Undoubt-
edly the raising of corporate taxes would have some deterrent effect in
terms of the expectancy of profits. But it would not have the same,
or equal, effect as the suspension of the investment credit for the rea-
sons that you have indicated-that the lowering of the effective rate
of tax of the company may be more substantial in that year-and
also because the investment credit pinpoints its effects on investment
decisions.

The CHAnMAN. Well now, just to go a step further, a businessman
explained to me like this.' He says it would appear to him he could find
percent of the money he needs to modernize and improve and expand
his business in the investment tax credit. I would assume he would
find about another:3 percent in his accelerated depreciation; then he
would get about 10 percent out of the profitS the company made, which
could be plowed back into investment that is, 20 percent.

Then with that 20-percent equity he can go and borrow from the
bank the other 80 percent to expand his operation against the expan-
sion of his activities.

But that 80 percent he is having to seek there brings on competition
with the housing industry and everything else that needs some money
in this country.

Is that not part of the problem we are concerned with here?
Secretary PowLrn. That is definitely part of the problem.
The CfTAr AN. So that as a practical matter what we hope they

would do is to slow this down, not bring it to a halt. Can you give us
some idea as to the extent that you would hope that we would succeed
in slowing down this rapid expansion of plant and equipment?

Secretary Fowian. We have not, Senator, felt that it was feasible
to put any quantitative estimate on what would be the result. I would
just be giving the committee a guess, and I would prefer not to make
one.

The suspension of this particular incentive would combine With
other factors to affect marginal decisions, that is, decisions that are
close to the borderline as to whether the investment ought to be made
now or, could be properly deferred until it could become more
profitable.

69-785------17
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Ii_ ' think the real factor isthatifor example, in anorma .investment
the, rate of return on an invetmeft made -after the 'uspensioum period
would be 12 or;18 percent, whereas rate of return on the investment if
made during theuspension period would be 10 iperceut So a look by
busineisst that kind,of aroughi general analyssi.Wl, caise,.some
deferment. Just what it will,,ambunt to, as Isay; is hard to estirdate
quantitatively, fw w rsyn'oew

The CHAIRMAN. Well, in effects, what we Are Sai y hereis that.wehave to think in terms o-priorities.! This particular area is the area
that could afford to, slow cloWn a, little bit compared to something else
that has already been retarded much toomuch. '

'SeoretzryFowLmi That is right. "'The CA M . Senator Williams.
Senator WmLiAms.- Mr.,Secretary, do youreallytthink any American

corporation, well managed company, has ever set down and built a
building, it did not need solely to get an investment .'redit for its
plants No.

Secreary FOwi4u.
Senator WxuIAMs. Is it not true thatthey do not even get any, in

vestment. credit at allon thebuilding? V
* Secretary FOWLER. They do not get it on the building.

SenaitorWuuAI& s. They, only get it on machinery. .
Secretary FowLER. The'm'achinery.
Senator Wu s. It must have a life of 8 years. If it is a tooling

operation, which is only good for a year or two, they do not get the
credit.

Secretary FowiE. It is a lesser amount if the useful life is 6 years or
4 years.'

Senator Wn&Twxs. Below, 4 years, zero. So I agree it has some
effect, but I do not think it is safe to say that a company sits down and
makes its plans figuring "Here is a chance to get a, tax credit, by spend-
ing $10 million we can get a few dollars tax credit?' because it would
be ridiculous.

Secretary FOWLER. Now, as I indicated in my statement, the tax
credit is only one of the many elements that enters into the decision to
go forward or not to go forward.

Senator WiLLAms.' The chairman of -the committee very properly
pointed out that in submitting a budget, we find far too ften that
some of us think the administration tires to protect, too many of its
pets and when. it gets down to, Congress, you have .535 Members of
Congress, every one trying to protect his pet, do you, not think the
time has come when we re feeding-too many pets and if we; are going
to protect the American economy, we have to give up feeding some of
these pets.
',Mr. SCHULTZE, That is essentially what we have done, both sides.
I :Senator WILAMS. Both sides. Together we haVe too many pets

aid together we ought to get rid of some of them; this applies to the
Congress and the administration.

Secretary FOWLER. Feed them mor slowly anyway , ,
Senat-or WiLtAms. It is my experiencethat it is hard to'keep them

eating slowly. -_If you get them eating, they will'continue eating..
. want to.,tnke ,this passingg comment. , gathered the impression

that this bill we reported yesterday may be bad in just one or two
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paii~.. 'I thinki. Vhere:are 20some odd changes' ranging: from
dprtciation allowanc to clamshells all the way throughh to a tax-
free swap 6f, corporate securities, -and I do not see how either'ofithem
has yi1feeton the :Foreign'Investor,4Tax Act. It is my understand-
ifig 'thit lthe Treastfiy Depattment, were: very !strongly: and viblently
opp ,dS, to ".ny §dh proposal ii he bill *, camnot e'onceiv' of the
admit Rstration' endorsit& the bill. I was not asking the question as
to whatyou would do ith ,the bill whenyou' finally get to theWhite
Ijouse, I am speakiig of 'th& bill'as-- it came from the; Senate Finance
Committee'aid "s ita wilibe: voted 'on by the Senate' oimittee in itspresent !form u ~s it is amended, and' we will liot, be s6ccessfdl in

aintnding',it uhles'thtadministvation really bikes'w. ptstitn 'If you
take position, "Wel I don't want' to do it, but w "' ' II i doit' if'I have
t'0,":You are goingto have to do it. I think that it's just' a good bit
like the' girl'wh6 goes on a date, she had better make' up hei'mind just
where she is going to-stop, and if you do n6tyou 'had bettet- make up
ybui, 'Imind, a nl' if you d6 not, : y6u are goin to b6, 'introuble. [Laughter]. . . '• :
tSeret[ay FOWitR. Sepator Williams, T cannot follow that anal6gy

Very Well, 'butI rely very heaaily on Mr. Surrey. 'He'has neveifbeen
backward about expressing the point 6f 'iew of the Department on tax
policy matters, 'and I am sure he has and will continue to do sovheft

heis invited to. ''

: Senator S ~A'E , Mr. Chair~nan, I think we ought to make it clear
this is a faniily ptbgram here, 'and we do'not want to get into what the
senator has suggested. [Laughterl.

Thd CiHARMAI. Let us make , the point. The Senator '' suggests
that peop16 db no4t make deoisi6ns'because of the'taxes involved. .1
Woldii6t for a'moment contend that business i r goirg 'to build' a plant
purely for the investment credit. Naturally they are not going _o
build 'it if they do not think it is'a good business investment. Bu t look
at the incentive you have -f, expand and modernize. A' t the Seretary
pointed out in his testimony here, investment in plant and equipment
was expanding at the rate of about $700 million a year for t'e 8 years
prior to the investment credit' going into'effect.'

'Now in 1961' to1963 itpicked up at the rate of around $3 billion a
year. That is while it had the Long amendment on there saying you
only get 60 percent of it--saying you cannot depreciate somethingyoh
did not pay'for.' 'In 1963 we repealed the Long amendment, and' so
thit you get it' and you can depreciate the whole thingeven though you
did not pay for the Whole thing. So look how it started going then.
It picke up at the rate of-the following year if picked up to the rate
of $6 billion a year. Next year it picke-up by atiother $6 billion; the
next year it picked up by $8 billion, and at the rate it is going, you are
e pectingw without doing this, you are expecting about a 17-percent
increase this year, so that would be a pickup of more :thafi $1Obillion
this'yar, if ? understand what the general bstinmtes are.,

Does that accord with'your recollefion?
Secre6iry Fowtni. We will not get an official estimate of what peo-

plh have planned for next year, a quantitative estimate until the SEC-
Commerce survey comes out in December, giving anticipatd spending
inf the'f rst irtt : of 1967. But, having watched the patterf of about
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ai 17-percent increase this year and about 16 percent last year, this
seems to be the, pattern unless there is some su, tatial change in the
Situation.

The CHARIMA14. Let me say this as one who put in a bill betfre you
did; if we can just hold it at about the rate where it is right now, as
far as I am concerned, I would feel fairly satisfied if we just continue
to keep it from increasing, jumping ahead the way it is doing. That is
about all I think we can achieve.

Senator Hartke, do you want to ask any questions?
Senator ,HAmE. Mr. Secretary, on September 21, Mr. Ashbrook

said that the administration had a big secret, that rules for price-wag
controls are already drafted. Are you familiar with any such draft

Secretary Fowuii. No, sir and I do not think, any such draft of
wage-price controls exists. it is the solid opinion in administration
circles with which I am in touch that-there is no need, and that it would
be very undesirable, to have wage-price controls.

Senator HARTKE. We are in a tight money situation. Is the econ-
omy overheated now ?

Secretary FOWLFr. Certain sectors of the economy 'are characterized
by some excess demand, and the capital good area is one of those. I
would not characterize the general economy as being much overheated
at this time. We think the key domestic economic problem today is
one of imbalance within the economy rather than generalized excess
demand. The problems of the financial market and the rapid expan-
sion in capital goods, on the one hand; and the sharp drop m housing,
on the other, are more characteristic of an imbalance rather than a
total excess. We need to improve the balance among the sectors and
relieve the pressures on the credit markets and credit policies rather
than, at this time, aim at a general across-the-board slow down, Sena-
tor Hartke.

Senator HARTK. -Well, at the pieent time is business investment
in new plant and equipment slowing down, too?

Secretary FOWLER. It is not proceeding at the same rate as it was in
the early months of the year, but it is proceeding at about the rate
called for in the plans announced in the early part of the year. It is
proceeding just about as predicted in the spring: an annufl rate of 17
percent for the total year, a higher rate than that in the early months,
and slightly less than that in the current period.

Senator HAuirKr. Well, the Office of Business Economics in the U.S.
Department of Commerce under the date of September 8, 1966, uses
this as its headline: "Business Anticipates Slower Rise in Capital
Spending in the Second Half of 1966."

Secretary FowLER. I think you will find that appeared on page 10
of my statement.

Senator HARKE. Yes.
Secretary FowLFm. It is true the -rate of expansion forecast for the

second halt of 1966 is smaller than the actual rate of increase for the
first half. But this had been forecast all along and moreover actual
increases for the last, 12 quarters of, this series have consistently turned
out to be higher than forecast.

SenatorHArmn.. Yes.
But generally speaking there is at least an apprehension about the

whole economic picture at this moment, is there not?
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Secretary FowrzR. I think it would bd fair to say that in~some quar-
tersthere seems tobe some apprehension. I do not shAre that appre-
hension, as' Ifty earlier discussion here with Senator Fulbright Midi-
cited.

Senator I-ArrxT. Is it not true that the stock market. is a barometer
6f general business opinidn,_

Secretary FOWLER. It is one of the -important indicators and 'is cer-
tainly viewed by many as being a very significant one.
Senator HARTric. In your statement you referred to the infltiton-

ary forces which I hear so much talk about. If inflation were really
moving -in rapid order, generally speaking, would you: not. antcipate
that the stock market would reflect that inflation and move upward,
too, to take into account the inflationary actions in the rest of the
marketplace I

Secretary FOWLER. Well, Senator Hartke, as I said to Senator Ful-
briht, when *he asked me some similar questions,I find it very dif-
ficlt 'to. interpret the action of the stock market. I try not. to make
any public observations on it-or any private observations, for that
matter,

Senator I-RTIE. Well, of course you have to; you just cannot ignore
the stock market.

Secretary FOWLER. No, I do not ignore it.
Senator hARTKE. You cannot ignore it. But the fact of it is, it is

go]ig to affect your revenue this year, is it not?
Secretary FoWLER. It will have some effect, on revenue from capital

gains.
Senator HARTKE. That will be a factor you or somebody will have

to take into count.
Secretary FowLER. We take into account what happens, but, we try

not to get intci the realm of making predictions.
Senator IARTKE. Is there really today a shortage of goods in flio

marketplace, generally speaking?

Secretary FowL.m. As a generalized matter, I do not think so. In
some special'areas, particularly the area to which this bill is addressed,
there are mounting order backlogs as described in my statement.
There is more indication, I think, of shortages of skilled labor than
perhaps of capacity.

Senator HART.E. All right.
But the shortage of skilled labor will not be affected by repeal of

the investment credit, will it ?
Secretary FowLvn. Well, I think that diminishing the increase in

backlogs will decrease the pressures to acquire scarce labor in order to
meet orders.

Senator HARTKE. Is it not true that those areas which are feeling
this pressure today are basically those which are involved either di-
rectly in Vietnam or military activities indirectly. related

Secretary FowurR. No. I think it includes, .in addit on to those
defense areas that you have mentioned, the suppliers to the civilian
capital goods field.
Senator {AMRTKE. The capital goods investment expenditures are as

loW' as they were and lower than they have been at aniy time since
Novemberi of last year, is that' iot true? This last report of Augustt
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Secretary, Fow4m, .That is not my impression, , , ,
S nat*oUr'.., You do not have it in your statexnnt. But, as I

read, the indicators, it is the lowest it has been since Novmber of JQ65.
Is there not really just a shortage of money today, is that not the
problem .

Secretary FoWLER. No I think this is a shortage of skilled labor in
the capital goods :area. -_. do not know about capacity, that is a little
harder to judge, but I think the two points that one would make are
theshortage of money and the shortage of skilled labor,

SenatorMAanmn. Yes, but the measures we are con4idering can only
deal with the problem in a negative fashion, is that not correct? In
other words this is a negative approach toward dealing with the
shortage of skilled labor. It does nothing to upgrade the skill

Secretary FOWLF. The proposal aims at moderating the rate ofgrowth of d emand.

Senator HARTxio. Which is another way of saying that we have had
too much progress; we want to cut down; the progress is no longer our
business; less progress now becomes the aim of the United States.

Secretary FowLE. No, not at all. I would not agree with that
characterization.

Senator HARTKE. This is a policy being followed now in England.
What they are doing at the present time-is an extension of what you
are proposing here; is that not true?

Secretary Fowra. No, I will not accept that characterization of
this policy.

Senator HAirrxE. I do not ask you to accept it, but let me state it
so there is no question about my opinion.

The rising cost of living, which the people are complaining about
is primarily in food, is that not correct? 1

Secretary FOWLER. I think food and services are the principal con-
tributors to the recent increases in the Consumer Price Index.

Senator HAUTRE. Yes. All right. I was going to characterize it
a little differently, but I do not think we are at odds. One of the con-
tributors is processed food and services generally speaking which could
include hospital costs.

Secretary FOwLER. That is right.
Senator [ThAnTKE. Which basically is a matter of services.
Secretary FowLEII. Also transportation.
Senator MIArri@. And of course mortgage costs.
Secretary FowLER. Yes.
Senator HAMRTr . Now will you explain to me how the suspension

of the investment credit in any way goes toward these items ?
Secretary FOWLER. Well, Ithink the suspension of the investment

credit will affect more the sector we have not mentioned, that is the
industrial price area, and insofar as the cost of industrial goods is con-
cerned, we have seen some fairly Substantial price increases in the
categories of equipment that are involved in the capital goods field.
My statement cited some examples. I think the bill would tend to
moderatelthe price increases in thd capital goods area that naturally
come as a result of constantly accumulating backlogs. c I

Senator i K. t te basic increase "m t e cost of living, I
th ought we agreed, was really in either three'or four items' depending
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on, how you classify 7them--that 3s, either food,, services, ,hospitaI
costs, or mortgage costs.

Secretary Fow Well, they have certainly been the outstanding
arms.

Senator HArKz. I am trying to godown to the basic facts first.
Food, services, hospital, and mortgage rates--are those not the fators
which havQ been the big contributing factors to the increase in the
cost of living'

Secretary FowixR. That is correct, sir..
Senator U, im . And as far as investment credit is concerned, I

think we can agree that it in no way will substantially affect those
items.

Secretary FowLEn. I think only in a very limited way.
Senator HART m., That' is right. So what we are saving in sub-

stance is that if this is designed as an element for hitting at infla-
tion-,

Secretary Fowim. Could I make one qualification I I would hope
as a result of the investment credit suspension and the related impact
on the money market that there would be an arresting of the in-
crease in the cost of mortgage credit and perhaps a reduction over
longer periods of time.

Senator HARTKE. Let us start backward for a moment.
Do you believe if you suspend the investment credit that there

will be a corresponding or relative increase in mortgage money avail-
able and as a net result a reversal of the present trend toward the
direct cutback in home constructionI

Secretary Fowazn. I think it will help substantially.
Senator HAITKE. You think it will help substantially.
Secretary FOWLER. To achieve that result.
Senator HARTE. How soon?
Secretary FoWLER. I cannot make any estimate.
Senator HAnTKE. Six months?
Secretary FOWLER. I cannot make any prediction as to how soon,

Senator.
Senator HARTKE. I know that, a lot of homebuilders and a lot of

people who would like to have homes are concerned about what is
oing to happen. Is there something else we should do in the overall

feld to help the homebuilding industry
Secretary FowLER. Well, I think Congress has enacted several very

helpful measures during the course of t1is very session, and I believe
that this measure will add to their effectiveness. I believe the Asso-
ciation of Homebuilders supported this measure in their testimony
before the House.

Senator HARTiE. Yes, I know. I did, too, and I told them when
it came here, I would vote for it because something ought to be done,
"But I am telling you now it will not help," and I told them frankly,
"This is what you want and so you will get it, land I will vote for it,
but it won't help."

I think unfortunately one of the areas in which there is demand for
homes is in Washington and all of us saw this headline which says
area homebuilding is half of the 1965 base, unemployment threatens

,Washington, D.C., area-ll of which does not indicate that those
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j~dple are going to be in aepitioii to be suffering from too 'much in-
flationary pressures, is that not true? I I , 1

Secretary Fdwpm.' Well, Senator, you and I would! b6 in complete
agreement that those people involved in the homebuilding industry
have suffered a .highly selective impact and that they are in a reces-
siolinthat particular sector.

Senator ITnuz. They' are in a recession. Thi is fact the home-
building industry is in a recession now, and the unemployment rate is
25-percent higher than it is in other industries.

Secretary FowLr, I do not have the exact figures at hand.
Senator HAwrxr. The Labor Department, just gave me this state-

ment, that the homebuilding industry unemployment in crafts and
trade was 25 percent higher than the national average i is that right?

Secretary Fowrn. I would pressure that your inforinatibn is
correct.

Senator IIARTKE. You do not disagree with this, Mr. Schultze?
Mi. SonurrzE. In the first place, my ndersfatiding of this is that

the unemployment in the construction trades, because of the temporary
in and out, is usaly higher than the general average; but it hts fallen
from 10t year. This is difference, of course, between regiden'tialand
commercial, but taking all construction workers, my recollection is that
the unemployment figure is below, a year ago.

Senator I{Am-rE. Below a year ago, but it is higher in, Uriemploy-
ment.

Mr. SortrrrzE. Yes; it is higher than the average.
Senator HARIKE. Let, me come back and 0,lear that up. Is less un-

emnloyment desirable, overall employment
Secretary FowrE. I would certainly think if it increased substan-

tially, that would be undesirable. I think it would be desirable if the
present unemployment rate could be gradually lowered without caus-
ing inflation.

Senator ITARTKE. Well now, as a. practical matter, coming back to
the measure before us, you say it is not designed to increase tax reve-
nues, is that not right.,

Secretary FoWLER. That is right, sir.
Senator HI-AIKE. Will it increase tax revenues ?
Secretary FowriR. Yes, t6 some degree. The lFouse report hat in-

cluded some estimatess at the top of iag6 14.
Sen tor ARTKIE. What has the Treasury estimated?
Secretary FowleR. We did'not make any estimate.,
Senator HA IKE. You 'did not make any estimate. It is not de-

signed to"increase tax revenue. Is it designed to meet the burgeoning
costs of the Vietnam war?

Seretary Fowrn. No, sir.'
Senittor HARTMfl. So it is'not designed to do that. It.i not designed

to' Affe¢et the real items which 'hav increaed theeost ot liing, 'It is
hopM that it would do somethifig in the hotiging industry, but the thme
element which is unpredictable, is that right?' S~eetar Fowrn. I woitfld agairtfhave'to quMify y Au 6 statement
hbSut, ' is' mvact on itsduArial pries., I do nst'thifi tho should be

Senator fln'x TI. I did not say indh Ptial prices; t-sid ,the overall
cost of living index.
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Secretary FQw~it. Wql, to the degree that indw4orial prices are ulti-
mately r6et it O Qonsumer Pre ind', and certainly' in the
wholesale p~ice'indexk I tbnk that the Purposes i thi measure as I
dscribeA the are as follo s: I I

!. wil .+o nte to+ & restaint of inflationary developments that s
proving isruptiv6 t the financial markets and placing excessive stra~
on capital goo Iindu'tries.

Senator H- ART.IE Mr. Secretary, I do not 'vrttto o into this in
great detail. I know the chairman -would ik6 to have us vote on it
but to talk about tliese inflationary forces, u less you specify them ani
identify them, I think will lead Usto false conclusions. Every iide-pendent. newspaperman I see quotes the Federal eServe Board about
these inflationary forces. The biggest inflationary force that has hit
America today has 'been the* increase in interest rates, which the Fed-
oral Reserve Board itself precipitated. Even such a conservative eco-
nomist as Milton Friedman, who was Barry Goldwater's economic
adviser, says the only problem in sight today causing your problems on
inflation, if there are any, is the shortage of money. Is that not true?
You know Mr. Friedman says this.

Secretary FOWLER. I think Mr. Friedman does place considerable
emphasis on the behavior of the money supply.

Senator HARTKE. Another one of your experts is a man I think has
a good reputation, Mr. Rinfret, is that not true? He has a good eco-
nomic record, I mean he is of such repute that the President quoted
him when he enacted the investment credit as to what'it would do. He
says at this time that to suspend the investment credit to or increase
corporate and personal taxes would be an economic blunder of the
first magnitude. I am quoting a man quoted by the President. Do
you feel these people are all wrong?

Secretary.FOWLzR. I am not trying t,. assess who is right or who is
vrong, Senator Hartke. You always get differences of opinion on a
measure of this sort, and there are a number of economists of equal
repute who could be quoted as favoring the suspension of the invest-
ment credit.

Senator HAiTic. I know Mr. Heller, who took a long time to be
convinced of the rightness of increasing revenue by decreasing rates,
finally became its chief advocate, he also was an advocate of this in-
vestment credit, is that not true?

Secretary FOWLER. He was an advocate of the investment credit.
Senator IARTKX. Now he is an advocate for its suspension.
Secretary FOWLER. That is correct.
Senator HARTxp. All right. Just so you can say you have some

people on your side, .T want to get a few on your side, too.
Do you think businesses are going to decrease their investments or

do you think that the study which is accused was made by the Na-,
tional Industrial Conference Board covering a thousand of the larg-
est corporations. The study reported that 90 percent of the respond-
ents said that the proposed. tax revision will not induce them to re-
duce their investment programs during the rest of this year.

Do you think that isa bad interpretation?
Secretary FOWLER. Well, I have discussed with NICB officials the

results of their que,stionnaire. M y understanding is that the replies
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indicted a gradually ascending percentage wh6 said tht the suspen-sion of the investment credit would change their alapr piaion p plans.
Their figure was that by the latter part of 1967 approximately 17 per-
cent would-said they would-change their plans. When questioned
about this survey th6 other day, I said I felt that, in iew of the fact
that the iuestionnair, had 'been received just a few days after the
President s message a more considered and careful appraisal of inv st-
ment plans would undoubtedly come about once Congress had actually
enacted the law. In my own opinion, the NICB survey understates
the effect of the suspension of the credit.

I think on the Other hand, that it would be altogether wrong to
characterize the suspension as a step. tht is going to stop investment
or that is, going to throw us into a recession.

Senator H-ARxE. - do not think the suspension of the investment
credit is going to throw us into a recession. I think there are some
other tatcors hererthat Will give us difficulty. I think you are going to
be back here in short order asking us to increase taxes across the board
and what I would like to have is an approach toward this matter now-
that is, do it all at one time instead of doing it piecemeal. We went
ahead and voted to put $3 billion, to put mortgage money into the
marketplace, did we not? Now'we are working on this investment
credit.

There is widespread talk, and I am not saying it comes from you
or Mr. Schultze or Mr. Surrey, that there is going to be a general
increase in taxes later on., What I would like to see us come up with is
a unified approach. Frankly, no businessman makes an investment to
get the 7 percent tax credit, generally speaking, does he?

Secretary FOWLER. No. I think the colloquy with Senator Long
and Senator Williams indicated it is one of the many factors which
enter into his final judgment. It particularly is important in Which
I would call the marginal decisions as to whether to go ahead.

Senator HARTE. I do not say it is a factor. No bank makes a loan to
a businessman who walks in and says, "Look, there is a new law on
the books which says I can get a 7 percent tax credit and therefore
y0u ought to give me a 10an." That is not the overriding and big
factor. There is a whole list of factors which go into the big decision.

Secretary FowLER. That is right.
Senator HARTKRE. So that is not going to be a major item in the

economic picture, is that not true I
Secretary FowLER. Well, I think it is going to be an important and

significant item in the particular sectors to which it is directed. It
will' be'a significant factor in lessening the strains on the money market.
It will be a significant factor, I think, in lessening the strains on capital
goods industries, and I think it will be a significant factor in eventually
shifting the flow of funds from the. business loan category to the
housingcate ory.

'Senator _ARTK. Well, in order to accomplish the redeployment of
labor, and that is practically what you said you planned to do in this
one area. You say:there is a shortae of the skilled labor 'irid what
you pJan to do, is have a cutback and have a re l entoflabor by
virtue of that cutback?. edeployment of lb'secretary PowLn. 4o, it will iot be a cUtbek'beciuse of these back-
logs that have accumulated each month. They have increased over
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the lat yei e r'so, uhtil Ithihk for machinery and equipmentithey are
27 percent higherthan they, were a year ago. As the backlog does not
increase at the same rate as it, would given the continuance of the
investment credit, there will' be less pressure on those particular
ompAnies to go out and try' to hire more skilled labor.

Senator HAnTxE. Butis this all' caused by Vietnam I
seretkry FOWLER. No.
Senat6r HARTKE. Is it caused from Vietnam? I think you have to

identify it. Is it or is it not caused from Vietnam?
Secretary Fowin. I think Vietnam is, of course, contributing very

substantially to the imbalance and without Vietnam I would not be
here, recommeilding that this investment credit be suspended.

Sednat6r HiAuTK. All right. In other words, this is a result of
Viitnam?'

Secretary FowLij. It is a result of the combination of circumstances
in which Vietnam is one of the important components.

Senator HARTKE. All right. .lt me put it in another way, and I
am not trying to trick you, but without Vietnam you would not be here,
so you would have to say that Vietnam is the cause of your being here.

Mr. SiuLTZE. Without the big boom in investments we would not
be in here.

Senator HARTK1t. Mr. Schultze, I am glad you got into this dis-
cussion.

Mr. ScHULTZE. With that I am sorry I did. [Laughter.]
Senator HARTKE. What is the cost of Vietnam today?
Mr. ScHULTZE. I do not know, sir.
Senator HARTKE. It is the most remarkable thing I have ever seen

in my life. The Director of the Bureau of the Budget does not know
what the cost of the war in Vietnam is.

Mr. ScqitrTzu,. No, sir; I don't know about the word "remarkable,"
I cannot bespeak the adjective.

Senator HARTLYE. I agree with you, and I think the Secretary of
Defense Should'come back here and testify. I have suggested it before,
but lie will riever come. He will however, go over there and inspect the
troops'in Vietnam. If he would come to the commitee and tell'us a
little bit about the cost of Vietnam, then possibly we could' come up
with an approach, a common approach, a commonsense approach. But
without 'knowing the cost of the war, it is very difficult to come up
with any approach.. .

Is there anything in the 7-percent investment credit suspension
that is going to cut down on the expansion in those companies which
are directly involved in producing items for Vietnam?

Secretary FowLER. The only thing I could comment there, Senator,
is I asked the Secretary of Defense whether he would wish to have
any exception in this provision related to the purchase of machinery
and equipment for defense purposes, and he said he did not wish any
such exception. I ,

Seniator' HARTi. You' see, there are two things that arise here.
No. 1 is whether we are really fighting the war with all of the total
resources of a nation?' As Secretary Forrestal said when he set up the
outline for the Security Council, "One thing we learned from World
War II you don't fight' a war with jist ships and guns and air-
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planes'alone, ou! fight itwith thejtotatresgprcej of a co"i,ry ynu4ng the monetary and fiscal policy.', That isiso 3at,* orretal
mented when he set,up th Security;Council..,Whatj i; was:wonderi'g is whether -or, not we are . really i ereted

in fighting this war,. with theototal resources available to, or,cQuntry
or whether or note are going to put a restriction upon the. ability of
some of these companies to go ahead and produce the m.terias.peces-
sary for the war? I. In .all good Ommonsense, should you not. permit
them to have a special consideration?

Secretary FowrDR. There is no placing of any restriction upon
them. There is. simply to be a suspension of an incentive to invest
in machinery and equipment, and the Secretary of Defense, as I have
indicated, sees no need for -any special incentives insofar as defense
production is concerned. I assume that means from his point of view
that he feels under the existing contractual arrangements and sur-
rounding circumstances that it is possible to get what he needs.

Senator HAITKE. But what this really means in substance is that
these companies are not in the position where they have to be greatly
concerned'about that, for the fact is they can add that cost right into
what Uncle Sam has to pay for it. So what we are'doing, in. sb-
stance, is adding to the cost of the war in Vietnam when you suspend
this in relation to that part of the industry; is that not true?

Secretary FOWLER. That would involve, I think, almost a case-by-
case analysis, Senator.

Senator HARTITKE. I do not think it does at all.
Secretary FOWLFR. General principles-
Senator Ai'KE. Certainly one or two things have to be true:

either this 7-percent investment credit is something which is going to
affect these people or it is not.

Secretary FOWLER. I think this requires a far more intensive anal-
ysis of the contracting and procurement practices of the Defense De-
partment insofar as they relate to price and profits on goods, the
effectiveness of the so-called competitive bidding, and a. whole range
of procurement matters.

Senator HARTKE. They could cut their profits, that is true. But
do you think they will?

Secretary FOWLER. I do not know. I would think that, insofar as
this cost, increasing cost, of Vietnam is concerned, that competitive
bidding is the principal answer to that.

Senator HARTKE. I think that is right, and that is one of the items
which the Secretary of Defense keeps on referring to, that lie is buy-
ing things so much cheaper and we have saved so much money with
his system recently. I wish to point out, however, the cost of defense
has gone up $10 billion.o

So we have this remarkable situation. The basic items in the cost
of living a-re not going to be affected by this, but the Vietnam war
costs are probably going to go up as a result of this suspension. It
is not going to effect an increase in that section, so you are going to-
the only reason for it is because of 'Vietnam, so the rest of the people
in the industrial community are expected to carry the additional cost
of the war in Vietnam.

That is the only conclusion I can come to from it.
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; I do Q'Qt ask Y6'i to Uhie to it. But it seems to ineit is.the wrong
meosuk at thwilong time for the wrong purpose,-

The CHAnmAN. Thank you- very much, Mr. Secretary.,
Thht " *1ll tht6" cotn"lud6 this morning's hearing and we will, resumeat 2:80thisit/fter ittl n . , : .,,...:, :: !. ,' ,

- (Whereup6it,"at 12 o'clock 'noon, the committee recdsed- to reoon-
vene at 2:30 o'clock p.m. the same day.) , ,

"AFTERIMOON SESSION

Tie CHiArMAN. Mr. Daniel P. Loomis, to speak 16r the American
Association of Rilrbads>

Mr. Loomis, weare happy to have youhe today.

STATEMENT OF, DANIEL P. LooMIS, PRESIDENT,.ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICAN RAILROADS; ACCOMPANIED BY BURTON N. BEHLING,
VICE iRk!IDENT AND DIRECTOR OF THE BUR AU'OF RAILWAY
ECONOMICS OF IAAR; AND ROBERT CASEY, OF TH FIRM OF
CLARK,, CARR & ELLIS

Mr. Loomis. Mr. Chairman, my name is Daniel P. Loomis, and I am
president, of the Association of American Railroads. I aiji accom-
panied by Mr. Burton Behling, vice president and director of the
Bureau of Railway Economics of IAAR and by Mr. Robert Casey of
the firm of Clark, Carr & Ellis.

I shall attempt to brief my statement considerably and will ap-
preciate it if the full statement may be made a part of the record.

The CHAIRMAN. That we will do.
Mr. Loom.s. I am here today to present the views of the railroad

industry with respect to H.R. 17607. For the compelling reasons
which I shall set lorth, the national interest requires that the invest-
ment tax credit be retained and improved for railroad facilities now
eligible-freight cars, including piggyback equipment, locomotives
and facilities associated with them, such as yard facilities and signal-ing systems.

,Let me emphasize, also, that such provision for tax credit should be
made whether the facilities are owmed by railroads or, as in the gase of
many freight cars and locomotives, are provided by Others through
leases to railroads or by private car owners such as shippers. No mat-
ter who owns or provides them, they will help to remedy existing insuf-
ficiencies.. More particularly, I shall demonstrate to this committee that suspen-
sion of the investment tax credit with respect to railroad freight cars
and locomotives, under the provisions of the proposed bill, would:

I. Add substantially to the existing national freight car shortages
which have been deplored again and again by all concerned, including
Members of Congress generally;

II., Add to rather than diminish, the inflationary pressures which
the proposed legislation is designed to relieve;

III. Weaken the railroads in their ability to meet expanding and
unpredictable needs of the Department of Defense during. a time of
grave national emergency;
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- IV. Critically depress, within a few months after its enactmen
the railroad equipment industries upon whose continued high-level
operations relief from equipment shortages depends.'

Where as is the case with railroad facilities, there are clearly recog-
nized bottlenecks which impair the Nation's economic progress and
security, sound public policy calls for selective treatment to encourage
urgently needed capital investments.

FREIGHT CAR SHORTAGES

To suspend the investment tax credit now with respect to railroad
capital expenditures would be in direct contradiction to the strongest
urgings from Congress, the President, Government agencies and the
Nation's shippers that le railroads proceed with all possible dispatch
to increase andimprove their transportation capacity.

It was the critical nature of these shortages of various types of
freight cars which gave rise to the enactment of Public Law 89-430
(incentive per diem), signed into law by the President only 4 months
ago.

The President himself recognized that enactment of this law was
an important step but only a step.

The most dramatic portrayal_ of the effects of freight car shortages
on the national economy is set forth in the report of the Senate Com-
mittee on Commerce (S. Rept. No. 386, 89th Cong., 1st sess.) and the
report of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce
(H. Rept. No. 1183, 89th Cong., 1st sess.), pertaining to the enactment
of Public Law 89-430.

I further commend for your consideration the innumerable state-
ments made by Members of both the Senate and House which, over
the past 2 years, have underscored time and again the economic,
political, and sociological consequences of freight car shortgages.

These appear in exhibits A, B, and C attached to my statement.
It is also worthy of note that in April of this year, the admin-

istration, through the Office of Emergency Planning, appealed to
business generally and to all agencies of Government to reconsider
their capital expenditure programs and, wherever feasible, to post-
pone such expenditures in the interest of preventing an overheated
economy. Significantly, however, when the Director of the Office of
Emergency Planning was apprised of the railroad equipment situa-
tion, he, after conferring -with the Interstate Commerce Commission
and the Under Secretary of Commerce for Transportation, specifical-
ly excepted the railroad industry from such request and acknowledged
the need for full speed ahead on railroad equipment programs. This
the railroads have done and are doing, but the job is by no means
finished.

I urge that you likewise take a particular second look at the rail-
road equipment situation before acting on H.R. 17607.

Of prime importance is the fact that obsolete and unserviceable
e uipment must, of necessity, be retired. Recognition must also be
given to the profound changes in maintenance and repair practices of
te railroad industry, necessitated by the reserve ratio test of the de-
preciation guideline procedure.
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Finally, the fact that we are currently retiring units with an aver-
age original cost of $3f000, but are replacing them with units having
an average cost of $15,000 must -be considered.

The announced purpose of the administration, under the provisions
of H.R. 17607, is to relieve the increasing inflationary pressures now
operating- in the economy. With this objective the railroad indus-
try is heartily in accord. However, we no less firmly insist that
withdrawal of the investment tax credit with respect to railroad
equipment would not help to control inflation but would have precisely
the opposite effect from that intended.

Experience has demonstrated over and over again that pendulum
swings in the provision of railroad facilities, resulting in freight
car shortages such as we have now, are disruptive to the functioning
of the whole economy. Postponed investment as a consequence of
temporary withdrawal of the investment tax credit would work seri-
ous injury by obstructing the smooth flow of the Nation's produc-
tion. Such obstruction to national productivity would quicken rather
than quell inflationary pressures.

It is, therefore, particularly significant that since 1958 the average
level of railroad freight charges has declined by 13 percent. This
notable record has been and continues to be an important contribution
to the containment of inflationary forces, to the benefit of the entire
economy. An important factor in making this achievement possible
has been the introduction of larger and more efficient modern freight
cars and locomotives and better yard and signaling facilities. I do
not see how, in the face of this, it could be considered wise public
policy to discourage the continuation of such constructive accomplish-
ment by withdrawing, even temporarily, the investment tax credit with
respect to such railroad facilities.

The Interstate Commerce Commission's index of railroad freight
rates confirins this downtrend. These reductions mean a decrease in
shipping costs and an ultimate decrease in costs to the consumer-a
notable deflationary offiset to inflationary forces in these times.

One of the fundamental reasons for our ability to haul greater ton-
nages for longer distances at lesser charges in these recent years has
been the investment tax credit. The accelerated acquisition of new
freight cars, more powerful locomotives and related facilities sub-
ject to the investment tax credit has allowed heavier loadings and
lowered maintenance and operating costs to the industry.

The Nation's shippers can tell you, indeed they have told you and
other Members of Congress on many occasions, of the disruptive and
costly effects on them of insufficient railroad equipment to meet their
requirements. There is no need here to recite at length shippers'
complaints about car shortages. A few recent examples, among many,
will call to mind the familiar pattern of such complaints.

Those-examples appear on pages 10 and 11, and I will not go into
them in this statement.

This is no time to relax any of our efforts directed to the develop-
ment of an adequate supply of railroad freight equipment. That
shortages continue to be acute is well nnd fully documented.

For the first time in many years the railroad industry will place
in service in 1966 a greater number of freight cars than it will retire.
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*We stot~4' b fore' !t.d _ committeee: bi Apr'il 6, 196Z, in 6'Ur tim6ny
on theRVe'vuie Act of 19692 that enaetm&'t of the invve.tment tAx ckhZit
would help to ge ;erate within orin in ry the ca ital ftnds with
which to -ron-et oir- 6yraewh~ 11§i~iiit ' t 'e ~ngeat

'hus, we were con'fidenAt then, and we still arb that the investment
ta;creiit along with'otl6r measures would enable us in 'tme to place
iato service of the Naion fleet equal to its needs.

Having secured more a p6 capital'funds, we hace been quick, to
invest them in sorely needed equipment and related facilitis." Calen-
Adar'yeari 1966 expenditures for &juipment are presently' estimated
at four times the 1961 level.Ahhouzh Congr~e~s~rhy determine, as a general proposition , that
'present circumstan ei'Wquirq capital investments to" be kept within
safe speed limits, this counsel of restraint does not a apply
to railroad freight, eqiiipnent and associated facilities. Continuing
increases in such - facilities are urgently needed now-not just some
time later on.

This sustained program would be stifled 'if the incentive of the
investment tax credit, after having been provided as part of the con-
tinuina tax structure, were now to be taken away in an on-again-off-
again fashion.

There is no magic wand that can solve the railroads' equipment
problems or eliminate recurring car shortages overnight. Alt ough
encouraging progress is being made, informed persons in and out of tie
railroad industry know that, even under favorable conditions, it will
take time to copewith expanding requirements for railroad equipment
and its financing.

Since the Nation's economy is growing and will continue to grow,
it will not suffice merely to balance new equipment capacity against.
old units retired. This year more than 100,000 new and rebuilt freight
cars will be. placed in service on the railroads, yet the net gain after
retirements will be less than 30,000 units. Such incmiease will add less
than 2 percent to' the total number of the freight car fleet.

Loss of the investment tax credit for a 16-month period will in-
terrupt the investment programs which have enabled the railroad
industry to stein the tide of#equipment declines.

A survey during the past week of some of the large railroads reveals
that temporary suspension of the investment tax credit would drastic-
ally curtail investment programs authorized or planned for the 16
months covered by the suspension period. Those carriers able to
furnish figures at this time have tentatively determined that com-
mitments amounting to $437.6 million for purchase of freight cars
and locomotives not yet on order as of September 9, 1966, would be
postponed if the investment tax credit were to be suspended. Nearly
all of this retrenchment pertains to equipment programs for the year
1967."

Other responding carriers also point out that their equipment pro-
grains next year would be very subtantially disrupted by the sus-
pension provisions, but they cannot now give firm estimates of curtail-
ments because their capital budgets for 1967 have not been completed
and because of the unsettled conditions created by possible suspension
of the investment tax credit.
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The raiioads;;in'referrink to drastic reductions of their equipment
progams, emphasize that prudent regard for their' financial respon-
sibi 1 ities colldnot justify a different course of action for the duration
of the suspen'ionperiod. , ' : ,7,: , -, , ; , , - , ,.I' , I

It is' important;: also,'to consider that- suspension of a 7-percent tax
credit; which iwotild be applicable to after-tax net income, is equivalent
to rximately a 14.percent increase in costs before taxes, Thus, it
maY: be ex'ected,:that the proposed suspensionwouild be immediately
effective in: a low, profit industry such as ours with a slim 4-percent
rate of return on investment.,

The effect equipment availability! of these substantial cutbacks
would be" compounded by the fact that retirements 9f old and obsolete
equipment will necessarily continue. Thus, in 1966 about 80,000freight cars will be retired and 1967 retirements' are estimated at ap-
proximately the ame' level. Accordingly,: the less than 30,000 unit in-

*crease in te fleet this' year, which took so long to achieve, would
quickly vanish and we would be faced once more with the prospect
of a shrinking car fleet.

Loss of the Credit for a 16-month period would affect not only
the taxpaying railroads but the nontaxpaying railroads as well. As
you know, those roads which have not been able to use the Credit to
generate the necessary capital to meet their equipment needs have been
very substantially helped by the standard investment credit lease.

Each unit placed in service, whether acquired by outright pur-
chase or by lease, adds to the total available supply., Unlike other in-
dustries whose members operate their own equipment, the railroads
collectively use the equipment which has been individually acquired.

This apparent dilemma can be resolved in complete harmony with
the national interest by exempting railroad facilities from suspension
of the investment tax credit.

Notwithstanding a reluctance to open the door to exceptions from
the suspension provisions of H.R. 17607, deliberately selective action
is clearly consistent with the national interest where, as is the case of
railroad facilities, recognized bottlenecks exist.

Does the Congress want to put a crimp on ongoing programs for
improving and increasing the service capabilities of the Nation's rail-
roads in the mistaken view that they 'have been overinvesting and
that a curb now would help to contain inflation?

This presents two questions:
First,, are additional freight cars needed?

'And, second, should their acquisition be discouraged?
If the answer to the first question is affirmative, as it surely must be,

the answer to the second cannot also be affirmative.
I have already referred to the marginal earnings and limited finan-

cial resources of 'the railroad industry.
There is no reason to put restraints on railroad borrowing for

urgently needed additions and modernization of their facilities, for
such borrowing could have had no significant inflationary effect on
the recent upward course of interest rates. This is made altogether
evident by noting that, while the increase in long-term corporate
debt of all industries in 1965 amounted to $22.1 billion, railroad equip-

69-735-66---18
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ment obligations ousading increased by only $368 million, or less
than 2 percent of the total.

The railroad industry is and has long been a low-profit industry in
relation to its capital requirements. Yet the cost of much-needed new
facilities to- accommodate expanding traffic continues to mount.

Compared with other industry groups, the railroads' return on
shareowners' equity continues to lag far behind with a ratio of net
income to net worth of barely 4Y percent, whereas public utilities
averaged 11 percent and manufacturing corporations 14 percent in
1965. Ability of the railroads to finance capital investments from
retained earnings and their ability to assume additional debt charges
are limited. Suspension of the investment tax Credit would worsen
this situation.

Each of us is acutely aware of Vietnam.
For as long as it may continue, the railroads will be an essential

arm of military logistics-as they always have been in .wartime. To
discharge adequately our responsibilities-we must have equipment.
We have no standby equipment to meet unpredictable surges in mili-
tahi is eetainly no time to take chances with military requirements

by introducing a discouraging factor to the continued inoreases of
railroad equipment, as suspension of the investment tax credit would
do.

Tn addition to all of the foregoing, your committee's attention should
aLh) focus on the situation of the freight car and locomotive building
industries, and the effects upon them if the investment tax credit were
to be suspended with respect to railroad equipment for a 16-month
period.

Although firm orders already on the books as of September 8, 1966,
would not be affected by H.R. 17607, such orders for freight cars
amount to only 8 months' production at the current rate and for
locomotives to only 5 months. As these figures indicate, the backlogs
on production of railroad equipment are relatively short as compared
with some other industries where leadtimes and backlogs on equip-
ment and machinery are much longer.

Manufacturers of railroad equipment and components, faced withsharp curtailments of new orders as a consequence of suspension of
the investment tax credit, would almost immediately be constrained to
reduce the level of their operations in an effort to avoid periods of
complete shutdown and the risk of wholesale dissipation of their key
work forces. Even so, many thousands of workers in railroad equip-
ment and component plants would be threatened with substantial
layoffs.

I have shown in exhibit E a listing of the major car and locomotive
shops in the Nation, together with the location of their plants.

Delays would also be experienced in resuming high level operations
following termination of the suspension period in 1968.

I further commend for your consideration the statement of 31r.
Frederick J. Schroeder, chairman o$ the American Railway Car in-
stitute, filed With this committee on October 5, 1966. Mr. Schroeder
points out that the contract carbuilders estimate a loss in freight car
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purchases of beween 40,000 and 50,OQO cars as a direct result of the
suspension of the credit. This figure, of course, does not include any
cutbacks of production in the rail-roads' own car shops, which amount
to approximately one-third of the new equipment.

Mr. schroeder also points out that the contract carbuilders would
under the suspended credit reach the critical period of cutback in pro-
duction as .early as 6 weeks from now, by November 15, and that byMay 1, 1967, they would be operating at a _te of 2,000 cars per month
as compared to their current production of 6,000 cars per month.

Especially in reference to railroad freight cars and locomotives, the
national interest r~uires improvement, not suspension, of the invest-
ment tax credit. I viewof the present railroad equipment situation-
and the severe criticisms of car shortages-further encouragement of
capital spending on a sustained basis is essential. Such encourage-
ment in the critical area of railroad facilities can be provided by n-
creasing the investment tax credit from 25 percent to 50 percent of
the taxpayers' Federal tax liability and by extending from 5 to 7
years the carryforward provision.

The limitation to 25 percent of tax liability bears most heavily on
the railroads because of their'low net earnings in relation to their very
large and essential capital expenditures.

The cost to the Treasury in reduced tax revenues from these im-
provements to the investment tax credit would be negligible.

In conclusion, as detailed above, and as evidenced by the estimated
results of our 1966 equipment acquisition programs, the railroad in-
dustry has come a long way in the short span of 4 years. The re-
markable strides we have made in the modernization of the freight
car fleet, as well as the fact that we are now on the verge of a long
overdue expansion, testifies to the resolve of our industry and to the
effectiveness of the investment tax credit. I submit to you, gentlemen,
that this is no time to rock the boat.

Without the investment tax credit we would be substantially weak-
ened in our power to accomplish the imperatively needed acquisition
programs which are of such critical importance to our shippers to the
consuming public, and to the entire Nation. Without the credit it is
inevitable that equipment shortages and inflationary pressures will be-
come more acute; that the consumer will be forced to pay added costs
to acquire the produce and manufactured goods so vital to oui econ-
oniy; that we would be taking chances with the military requirements
of the Nation at a time of grave national emergency and an uncertain
outlook; and that the entire railroad equipment manufacturing in-
dustries would be severely curtailed in their operations within a few
short months.

I do not propose to debate the merits, as a general matter, of a 16-
month suspension of the investment tax credit. But I do assure you
that, with respect to the railroad industry, such a suspension could
only add to, rather than diminish, the very evil which it is designed to
overcome. Therefore, I earnestly submit that railroad facilities now
eligible should be excepted from the proposed suspension of the invest-
ment tax credit under the provisions of H.R. 17607.

May I thank' the chairman and members of the committee for the
courtesy which you have extended to me today.
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, i ' , , . ) _ , -, '. t . - I.,'ItATtUZWT OFJ1PAXNJt P4 Oobf4,PR8At * OTiOnIg

My +name i, Tahnb P.'"onmI+. '+ I 'am + lPilede~t ' e the ' 6hifitti on 6t iner-
icar Railroads, a i-oluntaty as*6ciktion cmp6sed of me*ibers Which dpkrete
96 percent of the mileage of all railroads: in .the United Stes. -oThelo annual
allthylUenu amiun,t, 9, 961 per ezt iof' the '; tl a utja ' trvenlqe 'of te, raIlroas
"d ther epfyqe rit of 'all rallrbad eii.
ployees. .. . ,e,. e", '' .+l. -+
, 0I am, here today .to present the' vlews of the railroadiindd1stry with te~sect

tP HR. 17607. . or the compelling, reasons which I shall setforth,. the national
interest require tla the !nveatn~ept fTac C , lt,be retained apd ,Amproyed for
railroad facilities 6ow 6lIgibl6:-i.reightcar( (ncludipg piggyback equfpr ent),
o1'comotIve6; And facilities assoclaiW Ith, them shh f a b arU ftci1tes arid 'sig-

nalllng-systems. .
Let roe emphasize, also, thit such provision for tax; credit should be made

whether the fc Ities are qwped,4y+ allroads or, as In the case of nyrI&ght
bars hnd locomotives, are 1pr6v1d~d by others through leases to raflroads or
by private ai" owners such as shipper, No matter Who bwn's or provides tfiem,
they will help to remedy existing Insufficiencies, . "
More particularly,. I shall. demolastrate tothis C9mmittee that. auspensiin of

the Ipyestment Tax Credit with Fospet tq railloa4, freight ,cprs And lopomo-
tives, tinder the provisions of the piopose0d11, would :

I. Add substantially to the existliii national freikbt car kbiortagA which
have been deplored again and again by all concerned, In6luding members of
Congress generally;

II. Add to, rather than dinnlsh, te inflationar.prssures which the
proposed legislation is'designed to relieve;

TII; Weakon the rallrohds In their ability to meet .x'j'mcdlng and unpre-
dictable needs of the Department of Defense during a time of grave national
emergency; and,

IV. Critically depress, within a few months after its enactment, the rail-
road equipment industries upon whose continued high-level operations relief
from equipment shortages depends.

Where, as is the case with railroad facilities, there are clearly recognized
bottlenecks which Impair the Nation's economic progress and security, sound
public policy calls for selective treatment to encourage urgently needed capital
investments.

"'nEIOAT' QATI ShORTAOES

To suspend the Invest.nent Tax Credit now with respect to railroad capital
expenditures would be in direct c0ntradlction 'to thb strongest, urgings from
Congress. the President,' :government agencies and the' Nation's shippers that the
.railroads proceed with all possible dispatch to increase and improve their trans-
portation capacity. , 17

The Nation is faced right now with 'freight car' shortages of serious propor-
t0ns-shortages which Senator Burdick, for example. proposes in S. 2.I16 that
the'Congress declare to be a National Emergency. While for years such short-
ages were viewed as merely seasonal occurrences, they are now, being described in
both houses of Congress as criticall," "detrimental to pur National Defense,"
"aggravated and severe," and by the President as "a' serious bottleneck in our
economy." As each member of this Committee is well aware, it was the critical
nature of these shortages of various types of freight cars Which gave rise to
the enactment of Public Law 89-430 (Incentive Per Diem), signed into law by
the President only four months ago. -

As recently as May 26 of this year President Johnson., upon signing that law,
commented as follows: I I I

"We.are here this morning to take an important step in eliminating a serious
bottleneck in our economy.

"Today we face a freight car shortage that has gope from bad to worse In
recent years. It is hurting the consumer, the farmer, business, labor-and our
'D efense eff ort. ' . . .. 1 !
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"We not to1.r# e eh: . a to ,, ,,. . i

aot 'a 10g q qa I.ol farmer, lacks aoxarto 01p the grain he has
worleedsohrdtpog w; .,.,, ' . ", **f -, .. '_

" "N as long as lumber mills must close because their products cannot be
moved from mill to manufacturer, and shortages drive up plywood and
lumber, prices;

'"Not as long as b business men have go06s ready t6 hip 'but must wait for
freight cars and lose money waiting.

"This is the challenge that confronts you as leaders of government and in-
dustry.".

The President thus. recognized that enactment of this law was an important
step. At most, however, It, can be regarded as. only one of the necessary steps
towarfl solution of the critical problems to which he referred. The challenge
which he said confronts the leaders of government and industry still remains.

The most dramatic portrayal of the effects of freight car shortages on the
national economy isaet forth in the Report of the Senate Committee on Com-
merce (S. Rept. No. 386, 89th Cong., 1st sqss.) and the Report of the House
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commere (H. Rept. No. 11P?, 89th Cong.,
1st sess.), pertaining to the enactment (,f Public Law 89-430., That legislative
history, strongly emphasizing the natiomil frclght car shortage, includes letters
from the various government agencies favoring the legislation, including the
Department of Agriculture, the Department of Commerce, the Department of
Defense, the Interstate Commerce Commission, and the office of the Comptroller
General

I further commend for your consideration the innumerable statements made
by members of both the Senate and the House which, over the past two years,
have underscored time and again the economic, political and sociological con-
sequences of freight car shortages. Attached hereto, as. Exhibit A, is a chrono-
logical listing of but a few of these remarks. Also attached, as Exhibit B, is a
letter from eighteen Senators to the Chairman of the Interstate Commerce
Commission seeking Commission action in overcoming the shortages, as well as
the letter of Senator Quentin N. Burdick of September 13 addressed to your
Chairman, Senator Russell D. Long, and to the Chairman of the House Ways
and Means Committee, Representative Wilbur D. Mills, attached as Exhibit C.
These exhibits make evident that your familiarity and concern with railroad
equipment shortage problems are as acute as mine.

It is also worthy of note that in April of this year, the Administration, through
the Office o Emergency Planning, appealed to business generally and to all
agencies of government to reconsider their capital expenditure programs and,
wherever feasible, to postpone such expenditures in the interest of preventing
an, overheated economy. Significantly, however, when the Director of the
Office of Emergency Planning was apprised of the railroad equipment situation,
he, after conferring with the Interstate Commerce Commission and the Under-
secretary of Commerce for Transportation, specifically excepted the railroad
industry from such request and acknowledged the need for full speed ahead on
railroad equipment programs. This the railroads have done and are doing,
but the Job is by no means finished.

I urge that you likewise take a particular second look at the railroad equip-
ment situation before acting on H.R. 17607.

In 1950 the Class I railroads owned or leased a freight car fleet of 1,721,269
units, with an aggregate capacity of 90.5 million tons. However, by April of
this Year the fleet had declined to only 1,480,077, with an aggregate capacity of
only 88.7 million tons. When this adverse trend is contrasted with Department
of Commerce statistics showing that during this same period the gross national
product increased by 80 percent, the seriousness of the situation is obvious.

The factors underlying the reduction in availability of freight cars are varied
and complex. Without attempting to consider all of them here, particular
reference should be made to the matter of retirements. Of prime importance is
the fact that obsolete and unserviceable equipment must, of necessity, be retired.
Recognition must also be given to the profound changes In maintenance and
repair practices of the railroad industry, necessitated by the reserve ratio test
of the depreciation guideline procedure. As you know, the reserve ratio test
provides for a complete turnover of railroad equipment on an average of four-
teen years, and thus requires the annual retirement of large numbers of units.
A third important factor. is that the insistent demands of our shippers for new
equipment, to serve more efficiently and economically their customers, have
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greatly contributed to the retirements of older, ,obolete Units. Finally, the
fact that we are eurrentli retiring units wIth' an average orginal ost Of P,000,
but are replacing them with units having an ,average $15,000, must be
considered.

SUSflNSION OF INVESTMENT CREDIT ON RAILROAD EQuIPMENT WOULD INdRAsE
*FILA*IONARY PRESSURES

The announced purpose of the Administration, under the-provisions of L.R.
17607, Is to relieve the increasing inflationary pressures now operating in the
economy. With this objective the railroad industry is heartily in accord. 'flew-
ever, we no-less firmly insist that withdrawal of the Investment Tax Credit with
respect to railroad equipment would not help to control inflation but 'would'have
precisely the opposite effect from that intended.

Experience has demonstrated over and over again that pendulum swings in the
provision of railroad facilities, resulting in freight car shortages such, as we
have now, are disruptive to the functioning of the whole economy. Postponed in-
vestment as a consequence of temporary withdrawal of the Investment Tax
Credit would work serious injury by obstructing the smooth flow of the Na-
tion's production. Such obstruction to national productivity would quicken
rather than quell inflationary tendencies. I

It has been aptly said that inflation is the cruelest tax of all. In this c6ntext
it is, therefore, particularly significant that since 1958 the average level of rail-
road freight charges has declined by 13 percent. This notable record has beel and
continues to be an Important contribution' to the containment of Inflationary
forces, to the benefit of the entire economy. An important factor in making
this achievement possible has been the introduction of larger and more efficient
modern freight cars and locomotives and better yard and signalling facilities. I
do not see how, in the face of this, it could be considered wise public policy to
discourage the continuation of such constructive accomplishment by withdrawing,
even temporarily, the Investment Tax Credit with respect to such railroad
facilities.

In addition to its function as a most effective weapon against freight car
shortages, the Investment Tax Credit, if not suspended, will permit the con-
tinuation of railroad modernization programs which, to date, have had a
decreasing rather than an Increasing impact on costs of production, general
price levels, and the consumer's cost of living.

Our industry has not had any general freight rate increase for six years. In
fact, the average level of freight charges has steadily decreased during the
period since the Investment Tax Credit was enacted, as set forth below t

Average revenue per ton-mile, cases I raftrdado
Year: Cents

1961 ------------------------------------------------------- 1.37
1902 ------------------------------------------------- 1.35
1963 -1.31
1964 ------------------------------------------------- 1.28
10 --------------------------------- 1.27

The Interstate Commerce Commission's index of railroad freight rates con-
firms this downtrend. These reductions mean a decrease in shipping costs and
an ultimate decrease In costs' to the consumer-a notable deflationary offset
to inflationary forces in these times.

One of the fundamental reasons for our ability to haul greater tonnages
for longer distances at lesser charges in these recent years has been the Invest-
ment Tax Credit. The accelerated acquisition of new freight cars, more power-
ful locomotives and related facilities subject to the Investment Tax Credit has
allowed heavier loadings and lowered maintenance and' operating costs to the
Industry.

In addition, our increased ability to take advantage of technological advances
in freight-car building has further beniefitted our shippers. The improved
equipment which the Investment Tax Credit has helped to make available to us
incorporates such cost-saving devices as wide doors, which reduce the expense
of loading and unloading. In-transit damage is now subject to better control with
new load-restraining devices, cushioned underframes and other Improvements.
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Also, modern, technology hasipermitted substantial deductions, in running ,time,
which In turn has resulted in increased utilization of. available equipment, as
clearly. evidenced by the increase In average. car-miles per serviceable freight-
car day as shown below,:',

Year: , ,
------------ !---------------- ----------------- 10

1962-..---------------10
196 ...---- ---------- 108

..-- ------------------------- ----------- ------ 110
1965..... --------------------- ---------------- 114

LOSs !of 'the Investment Tax' redit would hAmper our ability to continue to give
our shippers, their customers and the Nation the benefits which accrue from a
modernized car fleet on the brink of expansion. The anti-inflationary factors,
such as a steadily decreasing level of freight charges, reduction of in-transit
damages, faster running time, and an increase in average car-miles per unit
per day would be stifled. Thus, while our internal efforts to press forward with
technological advances to reduce costs to the shipping public would be thwarted,
the contributions to inflationary pressures brought about by critical equipment
shortages would continue. Surely these inflationary consequences of suspend-
Ing the Investment Tax Credit cannot be regarded as consistent with the objec-
tives of H.R. 17607.

THE SHIPPERS' CONCERN

The Nation's shippers can tell you, Indeed they have told you and other mem-
bers of Congress on many occasions, of the disruptive and costly effects on them
of insufficient railroad equipment to meet their requirements. There is no need
here to recite at length shippers' complaints about car shortages. A few recent
examples, among many, will call to mind the familiar pattern of such com-
plaints.

Consider the recent price increase in green Douglas lumber. During the
month of March 1966, the quoted price of green Douglas 2-by4's rose from $68
to $80 a thousand cubic feet, and shortage of boxcars was cited as an important
factor in this tight situation. The price of plywood and other wood products
also Increased sharply. One producer of prefabricated houses estimated the
concomitant increase In housing costs at 5 percent. Such increased costs
would, of course, be an added drain on limited mortgage funds available. (See
the Remarks of Senator James Pearson, Vongressional Record, April 6, 1966,
pp. 7514-7516; see also, to the same effect. Remarks of Representative Floyd
Hicks, C, ongres8ional Record, July 6, 1965, p: 15102.

Citing "the complete absence of any railroad boxcars for shipping purposes,"
St. Regis Paper Company, on March 14 of this year, shut down its operations
located at Libby and Troy, Montana, affecting not only the consumer, but 1,386
employees as well. (See Remarks of Senator Mike Mansfield, Oongre8sional
Record, March 15, 1966, pp. 5634-5635).

Another recent example involved the J. I. Case Company, which normally
ships 50 percent of its production by rail. Again citing a shortage of freight
car, this Company shipped some 75 percent of its production by truck, and 25
percent by rail, even though the cost of shipments diverted to truck was substan-
tially higher than the rail cost.

SUSTAINED EFFORTS REQUIRED

This is no time to relax any of our efforts directed to the development of an
adequate supply of railroad freight equipment. That shortages continue to be
acute Is well anid fully documented.

I concur wholeheartedly with the statement, made a few short months ago,
of the Committee' on Interstate and Foreign Commerce which appears at page
3 of its report relative to Public Law 89-430:

"Regardless of what the cause or causes may be the point now is that some-
thing inust be done to change things." [Emphasis supplied.]

A vey Imp6rtant something was done In 1962 with enactment of the Invest-
ment Tax Oiedit; the salutary effects of which are now proving out. For the first
time In many years the :railroad industry will place in service in 1966 a greater
number of 'freight cars ' than It will retire. An important corner has thus been
turned in revering the downtrend of two decades,.yet this Is only a beginning.
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The: nat0l6al interest cannot afford to have retirement ooe, agOn exceed avqujL
sitlons.of freight care and locomotives.' , , , ., -,i , !, ,We, stated, before this Committee on April 8,.19621 in o0 testmony, on: the
Revenue Act of 1962, that enactment of the Investment Tax Credit would help to
generate within our Industry the capital ftnds' With which to meet our over-
whelming equipment needs. It is doing exactly that. We also stated that, as of
that date; a sustained annual acquisition program of 100,000 ears a year would,
in seven and one-half years, modernize our fleet to the extent that- no cars would
b more than 25 years of age. However, to bring the fleet back-up to its ,1949numerical level, we estimated, would take some nine years. Thus, we were con.
fident then, and we still are, that the Investment Tax- Credit along with 'other
measures would enable us Ij time,to place into service of the Nation a fleqt equal
to Its needs.

Today, we are about midway toward this goal.' Having secured more amplecapital funds, welhave been 4uick to invest them in soiey needed equipment and
related facilities. Calendar year 1966 expenditures for equipment are presently
estimated at four times the 1961 level, the year before enactment of the Invest-
ment Tax Credit.' We are modernizing our fleets and we are now on the brink
Of their expansion.

Although Congress may determine, as a general proposition, that present cir-
cumstances require capital Investments to be kept Within safe speed limits,
this counsel of restraint does not appropriately apply to railroad freight equip.ment and associated facilities. Continuing increases In such facilities are
urgently needed now-not just sometime later on.

Increasing the railroad equipment supply requires sustained and unabated
efforts by all concerned. This sustained program would be stifled if the incentive
of the Investment Tax Credit, after having been provided as part of thie continu-ing tax structure, were now to be taken away In an on-again-off-again fashion.In earlier periods, steps to encourage the development of adequate railroad equip
meat programs have suffered from vacillating governmental policies, as described
in Appendix D. Such vacillation should not be repeated now.

There is no magic wand that can solve the railroads' equipment problems oreliminate recurring car shortages overnight. Although encouraging progress is
being made, informed persons in and out of the railroad industry know that, even
under favorable conditions, It will take time to cope with expanding require-
ments for railroad equipment and Its financing.

Rince the Nation's economy is growing and will continue to grow, it will notsufflce merely to balance new equipment capacity against old units retired. As Ihave said, in 1966 for the first time in many years freight car acquisitions willexced, although by only a relatively small margin, the number of old freight cars
retired. This year more than 100.000 new and rebuilt freight cars will be placed
in service on the railroads, yet the net gain after retirements will be les than
30.000 units. Such increase, will add less than 2 percent to the total number of
the freight car fleet.

The task of developing an adequate sunply of railroad equipment in cars andlocoiotives and associated facilities for the Natioxi's expanding requirements is
far from finished. Su.qenson of the Investment lax Chdit would immediately
threaten a reversal of the long-souglht but still slender net gain which Is being
achieved thi.s year. It should be noted, also. that gains in the availability offrelht cars would 1'i% of no avail without more locomotives to pull them. And,
as I pointed out earlier. improvements in yard and signalling facilities neces-
sarily go hand-in-hand with additions to equipment supply.

FTWT OF 1NVERTM .&rT TAX CRRDI SUSPENStION

The teachin."s of the past four years are clear. Loss of the Investment Tax
Credit for a 16-month period will interrupt the Investment programs which have
enabled the railroad Industry to .0em the tide of equipment decline. Just as theCredit has served the Nation well during the past four years, its loss will have
an adverse effect.

A survey during the past week of Polne of the large railroads revealns that
temporary suspension of the Investment Tax Credit would drastically curtail in-
vestmtt program. s authorized or planned for the 16 months covered by the sus-
pension period. Those carriers ableto furnish figures at this time have tenta-
tively determined that commitments amounting to $437.6 million for purchases
of freight ears and locomotives not yet on order as of September 9, 1966. would be
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postTpned I the Investment Tax Oredit were to be suspended. -Neatly all of this
retr,ichzent pertains to equipmentjlrograms forthe year 1967.

O1et 'reionding rrers also point out thst) their "equipnent programs next
year would be very substantially disrupted by the suspension provisions, but they
cannot now give firm estimates of curtailments because their capital budgets for
1967 have not been completed ,and because Of the unsettled conditions. created by
possible suspnsiota of the Investment Tax Credit.

The railroads, in referring to drastic reductions of their equipment programs
emphasize that prudent regard for their financial responsibilities could not justify
a different course of action for the duration of the suspension period. In thus
hav~g to set aside much of their capital expenditure programs, the carriers
wouidlo'nlY be following the rationale which is implicit in the suspension proposal
itself. H.R. 17607 Is specifically designed to force a postponement of capital
spending which would otherwise be made during the 16-month suspension period.
It is Importaint, -also, to consider that suspension of a 7-percent tax credit, which
would be applicable to after-tax net Income, Is equivalent to approximately a 14-
percent increase in costs before taxes. The impact of suspension, therefore,
would be Mtmilar to that of a 14-percent'added sales tax on facilities purchased
during the Stispenslon period. Consequently, 1967 acquIsitions, assuming loss of
the Credit, would carry this 14-percent penalty as compared with 1968 acquist..
tions.' Thus, it' may be expected that the proposed suspension would be immedi-
ately effective in a low-profit industry such as ours with a slim 4 percent rate of
return on investment.

The effect on equipment availablity of these substantial cutbacks would
be compounded by the fact that retirements of old and obsolete equipment will
necessarily continue. Spurred by the Investment Tax Credit which stimulated
investment, and by the reserve ratio test of the depreciation guidelines which
emphasized retirements, the Industry has adjusted its maintenance and repair
programs to reflect the stbstartially shorter life of equipment. This change has
taken four years to be etfective and cannot be reversed for the next 16 months.
Thus, in 1966 about 80,0(1() freight cars will be retired and 1967 retirements are
estimated at approximately the same level. Accordingly, the less than 30,000
unit increase in the fleet this year, which took so long to achieve, would quickly
vanish and we would be faced once more with the prospect of a shrinking car
fleet.

Loss of the Credit for a 16-month period would affect not only the taxpaying
railroads but the non-taxpaying railroads as well. As you know, those roads
which have not been able to use the Credit to generate the necessary capital to
meet their equipment needs have been very substantially helped by the standard
Investment Credit Lease. In this way, the Credit available to the lessor has
been partially passed on to the lessee by a lower rental factor and has enabled
the loss railroads to contribute substantially to the national car fleet. Each
hnit placed in service, whether acquired by outright purchase or by lease, adds
to the total available supply. Unlike other industries whose members operate
their own equipment, the railroads collectively use the equipment which has
been individually acquired.

At first glance, it might appear that curtailment of railroad equipment pro-
grams would be precisely in accord with the purpose of H.R. 17607 to put a
counterinflationary damper on business investments. Superficially, the conclu-
sion would be that the indicated remedy is exactly what the doctor ordered.

With respect to urgently needed railroad facilities, however, the consequences
of suspension would be directly contrary to the intended non-inflationary ob-
jective. Interruptions to the increase and improvement of the railroads' service
capacity would aggravate inflationary tendencies by obstructing improvement
of the Nation's productivity and worsening the problem of freight car shortages
and inadequacies of associated railroad facilities.
- This apparent dilemma can be resolved in complete harmony with the national
interest by exempting railroad facilities from suspension of the Investment Tax
Credit. With respect to railroad facilities in particular, the incentive of the
Investment Tax Credit is no less essential now to the national interest than it
was when first enacted in 1962.

Notwithstanding a reluctance to open the door to exceptions from the suspen-
sion provisions of H.R. 17607, deliberately selective action Is clearly consistent
with the national interest where, as is the case of railroad facilities, recog-
nized bottlenecks exist.

With respect to these urgently needed facilities the question presented is simply
this: Does the Congress want to put a crimp in ongoing programs for improving
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and increasing the serVie capabilities of theNatlon's railro44* Wt the : take
view that they h4ve bqqyi overinyesting and that a gurb now w0u1.4 ,elp to
contain Inflation? With respect to freight cars, for example, two questions are
presented:

1. Are additional freight cars needed ?'
2. :Should.their acquisitione4 be discouraged?.

if the answer to the first question Is. affirmative, as It surely 'n~ust be, the
answer to the second cannot also be affirmative.

LIMITED FINANCIAL ABU= OF THE RAILROAD INDUSTRY

I have already referred to the marginal earnings and limited financial resources
of the railroad industry. Some additional aspects of this problem should be
noted.

The ability of the railroads to finance additions to equipment and associated
facilities has already been Impaired by currently high and rising Interest rates.
lft, in addition to this restraining effect, the railroads were now to be deprived
of the Investment Tax Credit, a body blow would be struck against their ability
to finance even the present levels of their betterment programs-much less to
Increase them.

There is no reason to put restraints on railroad borrowing for urgently needed
additions and modernization of their facilities, for such borrowing could have
had no significant inflationary effect on the recent upward course of interest
rates. This is made altogether evident by noting that, while theincrease in
long-term corporate debt of al industries in 1965 amounted to $22.1 billion (U.S.
Dept. of Commerce, Survey of Current Busine8s, May 1966, Table 6, page 12),
railroad equipment obligations outstanding increased by only $368 million, or less
than 2 percent of the .total. Additions to outstanding equipment obligations of
the railroads this year will be on approximately the same scale.

The railroad industry is and has long been a low-profit industry in relation to
its capital requirements.. While railroad net earnings, helped by tax Incentives
and expanding traffic, have improved somewhat in recent years, they are still
distinctly marginal. Yet the cost of much-needed new facilities to accommodate
expanding traffic continues to mount. The current average cost of the new freight
cars the railroads need to buy has advanced to over $15,000 per car, or double
the average amount 10 years ago.

Compared with other Industry groups, the railroads' return to shareowners'
equity continues to lag far behind with a ratio of net income to net worth of
barely 4% percent, whereas public utilities averaged 11 percent and manufac-
turing corporations 14 percent in 1965. Ability of the railroads to finance capital
investments from retained earnings and their ability to assume additional debt
charges are limited. Suspension of the Investment Tax Credit would Worsen
this situation.

NATIONAL DEFENSE REQUIREMENTS

Each of us is acutely aware of Viet Nam. We know the demands of a land
war In Asia. No one at this time can say with assurance just how long It may
take to bring that conflict to a satisfactory conclusion.

What we do'know is that for as long as it may continue, the railroads will be
an essential arm of military logistics-as they always have been in wartime.
The history of every conflict has been that the size and efficiency of the railroad
industry has been a critical factor in ultimate victory. However, to discharge
adequately our responsibilities we must have equipment. We have no standby
equipment to meet unpredictable surges in military requirements.

While the military demands can'best be assessed by the Department of Defense,
It is no secret that they can beexpected to increase rather than decrease through
the next year. This is certainly no time to. take chances with military require-
ments by introducing a discouraging factor to the cOntinued increases of rail-
road equipment, as suspension of the Investment Tax Credit would do.

THE RAILROAD EQUIPMENT j3UILDING INDUSTRIES

In addition to all of the foregoing, your Committee's attention, should also
focus on the situation of the freight car and locomotive building industries, and
the effects upon them if ,the Investment Tax Credit were to be suspended with
respect to railroad equipment for a 16-month period.
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Although firm 'orders already ion' the looks as ofSptember ; ,1966, ,would not
be affected by H.R. 17607, such orderS for freight cars 'amount to only eight
months' p-oductioni at'the current rate and for locomotives to only, five months.
Asthese figures indicate, the btieklogs on production of railroad equipment are
relatively short as compared with some other industries where lead times and
backlogsi on equipment nd machinery are much longer., , ; , .

IManufacturers of, railroad eqipmenb find, coin)onerts, faced with sharp cur-
tailmeitsa of 'neworders as a consequence of supeniiiou of the Investmeiit Tax
Credit, ,would almost immediately be constrained to, reduce the level of their oper-

'ations in Tanf effort to avoid periods of complete 'shutdown and the risk of'whole-
sale dissipation of their' key'work forces. 'Even so, many thousands of workers
in railroad equipment and component plants would be threatened with substan-
tial lay-offs., Attached heretn as Exhibit E is an alphabetical'listing of the major
car and-locomotive shops in the Nation, together with the location of their plants.

Such a pr6eess of stretching out the reduced volume of business a'iallable td
them would become progressively worse during 1967. After such disruptions and
slowdowns, delays would also be experienced in resuming high-level operations
following termination of the suspension period In 1968. This is not the way to
overcome the existing and prospective critical shortages of railroad equipment.

I further comindnd for your' consideration the statement'of Mr., Frederick J.
Schroeder, Chairman of the American, Railway* Car Institute, filed with this
Committee on October 5, 1966. Mr. Schroeder points out that the contract car
builder, estimate a loss in freight car purchases of between 40,000 and 50,000 cars
as a direct result of the suspension of the Credit. This figure, of course, does not
include any cutbacks of production In the railroads'own car shops, which amount
to approximately one-third of the new equipment. Mr. Schroeder also points
out that the contract car builders would under the suspended Credit reach the
critical period of cutback in production as early as six weeks from now, by No-
vember 15, and that by May 1, 1967, they would be operating at a rate of 2,000
cars per month as compared to their current production of 6,000 cars per month.

IMPROVEMENT, NOT'SUSPENSION, OF THE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT IS NEEDED

Es-pecially in reference to railroad freight cars and locomotives, the national
interest requires improvement, not suspension, of the Investment Tax Credit.
In view of the present railroad equipment situation-and the severe criticisms
of car shortages-further encouragement of capital spending on a sustained
basis is essential. Such encouragement in the critical area of railroad facilities
can be provided by Increasing the Investment Tax Credit from 25 percent to 50
percent of the taxpayer's Federal tax liability and by extending from five to seven
years the carry-forward provision.

Because of the present limitations many railroads are unable currently to
utilize the full 7-percent Investment Tax Credit, and are threatened with the loss
thereof, resulting in a deterrent effect on capital spending by them.

It is significant that, as originally proposed by the Administration, the In-
vestment Tax Credit would have permitted credit up to 50 percent of a taxpayer's
liability. As enacted, the limitation was. reduced to 25 percent for reasons not
related to conditions affecting railroad capital investment. The'limitation to 25
percent of tax liability bears most heavily on the railroads because of their low
net earnings in relation to their very large and essential capital expenditures.

In view of this, as well as the continuing need to encourage increased capital
expenditures for railroad facilities on a sustained basis, there is compelling rea-
son, now, in this case to extend the existing limitations from 25 to 50 percent
and the carry-forward from five to seven years.

The cost to the Treasury in reduced tax revenues from these improvements
to the Investment Tax Credit would be neglibible. certainly as compared with
suggestions of some members of Congress that the government purchase some
250.000 freight cars for lease to the railroads in order to relieve car shortages.
Such a program would require a capital outlay by the government of approxi-
miately $4 billion. Such drastic action can be avoided if the government will
provide the necessary tax incentives by extending the Investment Tax Credit
limitations as described above.

CONOLUSION

As detailed above, and as evidenced by the estimated results of our 1966 equip-
ment acquisition programs, the railroad industry has come a long way In the
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short span of four years. The remarkable stridew we have made In the modern-
lation 'of the freight -car fleet, as ,Well as; the fact' that wel nrI now on the
verge of a long overdue expansion, testifies to the resolve of our Industry and
to the effectiveness of the Investment Tax Credit. I submit to you, gentlemen,
that this is'no time to rock the.boat.: .

Without the Investment Tax Credit we would be substantially weakened In
our power to accomplish the imperatively needed 'acquisition programs, which
are of such critical Importance to our shippers,. to the consuming public, and
to the entire Nation. Without the Credit It is inevitable that equipment short
ages and inflationary pressures will become more acute;, that the consumer will
be forced to pay added costs to acquire the produce and, manufactured; goods so
vital to our economy; that we would be taking chances with .the military re-
quirements of the Nation at a time of grave national emergency and an uncertain
outlook.; and that-the entire railroad equipment manufacturing industries would
be severely curtailed In their operations within a few short months.

I do not propose to debate the merits, as a general matter, of a sixteen-month
suspension of the Investment Tax Credit. But I: do assure you that, with
respect to the railroad industry, such a suspension: could only add to rather
than diminish the very evil which it; is designed to toverome. Therefore, I
earnestly submit that railroad facilities now eligible should be excepted from
the proposed* suspension of the Investment Tax Credit under the provisions
of H.R. 17607. W -

I wish to thank the Chairman and the members of the Conunittee for the
courtesies which you have extended to me today.

EXHIBIT A

SENATE
Member (Jongre8sionPql Record

Carl Curtis (Nebraska) ------------- Jan. 7, 1965, pp. 343-344.
Warren Magnuson (Washington) ------ Jan. 10, 1965, p. 2481.
Debate on S. 1098 ----------------- June 30, 1965, pp. 14827-14829.
Quentin Burdick (North Dakota) ------ Jan. 24, 1966, pp. 901-902.
Lee Metcalf (Montana) -------------- Feb. 16, 1966, pp. 2988-2991.
Frank Carlson- (Kansas) ------------ Mar. 15, 1966, p. 5634.
Everett Dirksen (Illinois) -------------- Do.
Mike Mansfield (Montana) ------------ Do.
Lee' Metcalf (Montana) ---------------- Do.
Maurine Neuberger (Oregon) ---------- Do..
Milton Youhg: (North Dakota) . Mar. 17, 1966, pp. 5814-5816.
James Pearson (Kansas) ------------ Apr. 6, 1966, pp. 7514-7516.
Vance Hartke (Indiana) ---------- - Aug. 1. 1966, p. 16929.

HOUSE
Member 41 Congres8ional Reoord.

Glenn Cunnifigham (Nebraska) --------. Tan. 21, 1965, p. A235.
Ancher Nelsen (Minnesota) . ... Jan. 26,1965, p. A307.
Clair Callan (Nebraska) ------ ' May 24,1965, pp. A2607-2608,
Lloyd Meeds (Washington) ----------. June 3, 1965, pp. 11966-11967.
Thomas Foley (Washington) . ...- June 30,1965, p. 14729.
Floyd, Hicks (Washington) ---------- July 6. 1965, p. 15102.
Odin Langen (MinneSota) ------------ Aug 26,1965, p. 21150.
Arnold Olsen (Montana)---- - - --' Oct.74 1965. p. 25407
Oren Harris (Arkansas) ------------ Oct. 22, 1065,-pp. 27301-27302.
Basil;Whitener, (North Carolina) ------ Feb. 22, 1966, p. 3505.,
Odin Langen (Minnesota) _: "Feb. 23, 1966, p. 3586.
Basil Whitener '(North Carolina) ----- Feb. 24, 1966,'p. 39081
Arnold Olsen: (Montana) I__.--.___. Mar. 6, 1966. pp. 5756-5757.'
Ancher Nelsen (Minnesota) - - Mar.'8, 1966,7pp. 5101-5102. -
Robert Duncan (Oregon) -Mar. 21, 1966, pp. 6015-6016."
Thomas P~lly (Washington)--' .......- . .Iar. 21. 1966, p. 5989. '- '
Debate on S. 1098 ----------------- May 12,1966, pp. 9942-9965. ,
Alec G. Olson (Minnesota) -------- May 16, 1966, p. A2610.
Odin Langen (Minnesota), . Aug. 5, 1966, p, 17627.

• , ',~ . - ' . i ': . .., -. .. . : . o
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ExHrIt B

UNITED STATX4SJ1N.&TJ4
OFFICE OF THE MAJORITY LE4DE1=,
Washigto,, D.C., Janu.'ry 7,1966.

JOHN W. BUSH,
(Thairma Interetate Oommerce Oommisson,
Wahitnto^ D.C.

Dm& Ma. CHAs= m : In recent weeks, there has been an increased number of
alftrmingreports about the shortage of boxcars. Ii years past, this situation has
been lbited generally -to the harvest, season. ,However, it. has now become
apparent, that this Is a year round. problem. Reports indicate .that demands for
boxcars are being met only 50% of the time. Several of the major railroads have
only G-05% ,of their own boxcars operating on their lines.

There ae, two distinct problems in this situation which call for immediate
attention. 1, First of all, the railroads are not replacing boxcars in kind as they are
taken out of service. Also, there Is; too much delay, In the expeditious return of
boxcars to, their :own lines. In this latter instance, orders from the Federal
government have been of little value because they are immediately tested In
the cQurta, hus involving time consuming delay,. ...

In addition to these two difficulties, another situation has arisen: which will
complicate matters even more. The Commodity Credit Corptcration has now
ordered the relocation of some 85 million bushels of wheat and corn. This move-
ment of grains from the farms to the elevators and to seaports will place heavy
burdens on the railroads in the middle west and west. -This country's efforts to
expand overseas shipment of agriculture commodities will continue to aggravate
the situatlm..,
: We know that car service is but a small part of the activities under the Juris-
diction of the Interstate Commerce Commission, but we want to stress the'im.
portance of. this ,work and ask that each membert of the Commission give the
problem every. consideration. Therefore, we suggest that a greater effort be
made to faciJitate, utilization of existig boxcars, More car service personnel
are needed to work at railroad terminals in an effort to -keep thecars moving.
Reports reaching us indicate that these personnel are decreasing in number and
that their efforts are being diverted into other areas at a time when their services
are neededat the .terminals.

We ask that the Commission initiate contacts with the individual railroads
discussing the need for purchasing additional boxcars and other equipment for
the hauling of grain. We recognize that -the railroads are making many im-
provements in their equipment, but there does not appear to be a sufficient stress
on the need -for replacing and increasing the number of the common, ordinary
variety of boxcar.
'The boxcar 'shortage, originally a seasona matter, now a 12 month problem,

can easily develop' into a traffic' situation "of monumental proportions. Move-
ment -of products by' surface transportation to points ,of export is continually
expanding. ' It we are to avoid the congestion now Indidated, we will have to
act now. In addition to S. 1098 hnd S.' 2846, now being active considered by
the Congress, we feel the Commission'must take some initiative and utilize to
the fullest, existing authority. This is of 'grave concern to' our constttuen' and
to us as their representatives. We demand prompt action---now.'

With best wishes, we are
Sincerely,

Mike Mansfield, Montana; Lee Metcalf, Montana; Warren G. Magnu-
son, Washington; Henry M. Jackson, Washington; Maurine B.
Neuberger, Oregon ; Wayne Morse, Oregon; Gale W. McGee,
Wyoming; Milward L. Simpson, Wyoming; George S. McGovern,
South Dakota; Karl E. Mundt, South Dakota; Quentin N. Bur-

'dick, North 'Dakota; Milton R. Young, North Dakota; Thomas
H. Kuchel, California; George Murphy, California; Len B. Jor.
dan, Idaho; Frank Church, Idaho; Eugene J. McCarthy, Minne.

tsota; Walter F. Mondale , Minnesota.
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SEPTEMBER 13, 1966.Hon. Russzt, ]B.Meoa.;' :. "

Ohairmatt ,
Senate OommUW-te.onFinanoe,
Wa8hington, D.O. ',:
Hon. WILBUR D. MILs, , ,
Chairman, House Oommittee on Ways and Meas, .. ', " ,WIaselington,iDIQ *.... ;i1 '

Dras MR,.OAXv, :; I respectfully Urge the Hoise .iomittee, o,'Wity1 and
Means, during- donsideration 'of the,;Prebident's antlfihflatlona'ty prdposals;' to
consider exempting, railroad freight cars from, the'temporary' euspension of the
7% Investmentcredit.: ' : - ' ' ' , , ' £

In the post World War II years, the American shipping, pblidhidibee-n con-
frokited. with 'a perennial shortage of frelghtcazs.- I need, onlylcif the' fact
between 19516 and 1968 there: was a 190,000 decrease. 6 -plain boxdars, ° In the
period since its enactment in .1962, the investment credit has-been's xajor factor
in enabling- the railroads to .initiate"; expanded equipment aequisition rogramas.
In 1962 thew.railroads !spent $598 million for equipment and it i estimated, that
spending will reach an all time high of $1.8'billion. in 1966 It exlstlin knntives
remain in. force;.. . ' '. ', '

Normal. increases in domestic traffic, plusdemands of the'conflict In South.
east Asia,' our expanding Commitments under the Food forPbace progtan' and
cash grain sales to. Japan)will continue to ,place heavy burdenis ukon an &ver.
taxed railway freight car fleet. TheIntertaite Cojilmercel Comissibn informed
me that,, during thefirft 25 weeks of 19661 lbadings'of ;grain dnd. grain' products
increased by 14.7%o over a comparable period In 1965. This, I amtold;'plaees
a demand for an additional 183,416 cars equipped to handle grtin and grainproducts. ., ." ';, . -. .. . °  ' ' " .' , " . .

Mr. Chairman, I agree with Presideht Johnson'that Investmeft ,eedit, in its
general application, should be temporarily, suspended, but I hope that you will
give special consideration' to the unique problem facing the"American railroads
in reference to their freight car fleet"
,,With kind regards,1 am, ,

Sincerely,
QUENTIN Ni :BURDIOK.

PREVIxOUS RAILROAD EXPEBIEN0E Wrm.T&xIu ~ qIE

Recognition of the salutary effects of tax incentivesf or the provision' .of rail-
road'equipment and associated facilities does not depend 04 anvy abstract assump-
tions or contentions. Their effectiveness has iassedthe pract4ei ,test .not only inrecent experlencd'with. the Investme~t Tax,Credit since 4962, but'lu certain
earlier periods When other tax Iicentlves have been provided; , Unfortunately,
however, such eaklierprovisioni hate lacked the essential feature of suitained
application. :Instead, they have been temporarily provided and then withdrawn,
with Serit osly disriuptive effects on capital spending for ' railroad programs.
This past experience should serve as warning against sUspension ofthe Invest-
ment Tax Credit now or in the foreseeable future.

A rapid mortization tax Incentive In effect during World War"Ii was ended
In 1945. While Its Immediate effectiveness was, limited by shortages of ma-
terials, it, helped to build up cash reserves for postwar replacement of worn-outequipment. Capital expenditures foi'equpm nt averaged i$,23 million annually
In 1941-1945, tnd 'afterF the war' rose 'to au, average of $822 million a year in
1947-1.949, as kallroads In a three-yeai period used.up their accumulated reserves
to' replace more than one-eighth of their freight cars and one-sixth of their
locbmotites. I I . '

By the close of 1940, net working capita; of te Class I- railroIads had declined
to $645 million, down nearly $1 'billion' since 1945. With' freight car supply
generally adequate as measured by then existing traffic, capital spending for
equipment declined. However, with the entry of the United States into the
Korean War and enactment of a new program of accelerated amortization, rail-
road capital spending immediately increased. Railroad outlays for equipment
amounted to $779 million in 1950, increased sharply to $1,051 million in 1951, and
averaged $948 million in the three-year period 1951-1953.
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A general eeohomie recession, and: easing. of, demand for freight cars: because

of declining -t r Affle i followed termination of the Korean conflict in 1903. Rail-
road expenditures for equipment fell to $490 ml0in,!A 1954, tWith an economic
upswing in 1955 and continued tax'ijicentives, killrqad erIpiiditures for equip-
ment rose to$68illi6n in 1955. Announcement in the. fall -of 1955 of an' in-
tended termination of the tax incentive afforded by the rapid, amortization pro-
gram led to a laqt-uhi4ute and substantial increase in orders for new freight cars.
As a result equipment expendituT rose from $568 million in 1955 .to$821 million
in 1956 and to $1,008'million in'1957.

The period 1958-1961 was marked by another general decline in the 'national
economy, in tliedemand for fright cars and in' railroad earnings. Lacking any
special tgx incentive for capital investment, railroad equipment outlays fell to an
average of $5,27 million per year, reaching' a low' of $427 million in 1961. As
noted aboe, the tax incentives provided in, 1962 contributed greatly to the large
increase in railroad spending for equipment which have since occurred.

CAR AND- LOCoMOTIVE BUILDING COMPANIES, WITH PLANT LOCATIONS

American i;coln6tlve, Schenectady, N.Y.
ACF Industries, Inc., Huntington, W. Va., Mfitonf, Pai., ft. Charles, Mo., St.

Louis, Mo.
Baldwin-Lim t-Hainhlton Corp., Eddystone, Pa.
Bethleheg Steel Co., Johnstown, Pa.
The Budd Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Evans Products Co., Blue Island, Ill., Plymouth, Mich.
General Americah Transportation Corp., East Ciicago, Ill., Sharon, Pa.
General Electric Co., Erie, Pa.
General Motors Co., LaGrange, Ill.
General Steelrndustries, Granite'City, Ili.'
Greenville Steel Car Co., Greenville, Pa.
Gunderson Bros. Engineering Corp., Division FMC Corp., Portland, Oreg., South

Charles, W. Va.
Magor Railcar, Division the Fruehauf Co., Clifton, N.J., Covington, Ky.
North American Car, Chicago Ridge, Ill., Texarkana, Ark.
Ortner Freight Car Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Pacific Car & Foundry Co., Renton, Wash.
Pullman-Standard Oar Manufacturing Co., Bessemer, Ala., Butler, Pa., Ham-

mond, Ind., Michigan City, Ind., Pullman, Ill.
St. Louis Car Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Thrall Car Manufacturing Co., Chicago Heights, Ill.
Transcon Lines, Atlanta, Ga. T
Union Tank Car Co., Philadelphia, Pa., Whiting, Ind.
Whitehead & Kales Co., River Rouge, Mich.

Senator SMATHERS. All right, sir.
Senator Bennett, do you have any questions to ask Mr. Loomis?
Senator BENN T. No; I think Mr. Loomis has made his case very

clearly.
Senator SMATHERS. Mr.. Loomis usually does.
Thank you very much, Mr. Loomis. I appreciate very much your

testimony.
The next witness will be Mr. W. P. Gullander of the National

Association'of. Manufacturers.

STATEMENT OF:W. P. -GULLANDER,' PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS

MTD • y I= is W.P. Gullander, I. am
president of the' National Assocatoh of' MAtnufact urers, and I appear
before you to discuss H.R. 17607 relating to suspension of investment
credit and allowance for accelerated depreciation.
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Because of the limitation, of, time, I would like to submit a written
statement which gives in considerable detail our viewsin'this matter
and limit myself toA Very few observations.

Senator SMAmmFES. All right, sir, without objection, we will incor.
porate the statement as written in the record. . 1'

Mr. GULLANDBR. My observations will be primarily related to com-ments on section 2 of the Ways and Means Committee report entitled

"Reasons for the Bill."
Under this title, under the subtitle of objectives, it reads as follows:
The overall program, of which this bill is a part, Is designed to moderate the

pace of the economy to a level more compatible with the sustained, high level of
economic growth.

That is the end of the quotation.
Our problem here, gentlemen, is-nof because the economy is growing

too fast. Our problem is here because demand is growing more rapidly
than our ability to meet this demand. In other words, our demand
exceeds our capacity to produce.

The effect of this bill, if it were to meet the objective as outlined by
the Ways and Means Committee report, would be to slovw thegrowth of
the capacity to produce and, therefore, enlarge the problem which we
are faced with and which we are trying to cure.

Second, in the Ways and Means Committee report this statement is
made, and I quote-

Senator SMATHERS. Can I ask you a question right there?
Mr. GULLANDER. Yes.
Senator SNATHERS. When you say slow the demand are you there-

fore for a tax increase?
Mr. GULLANDER. I think-no, it will be clear as I g0 along here that

we are for meeting the demand by increasing capacity.
Senator SMATHERS. Go ahead.
Mr. GULLANDER. Again, I quote from the Ways and Means Commit-

tee report:
The rate of capacity utilization In manufacturing has risen to 78 percent In

the first quarter of 1961 ,to 93 percent in the second quarter of 1966.

With this statement we take no exception.
However, it occurs to us that with demand pushing the ceiling to

capacity this is no time to have a system or a device to try to stop the
growth of that capacity. As a matter of fact, if the investment credit
was useful when the percentage of capacity use was as low as .78 per-
cent, it is essential when the percentage of capacity is in the nineties.

To steal a little bit of the phrase from the Secretary this morning,
the purpose of the investment credit was really to insure the health
and-healthy growth of our economy. This was the vitamin pill we
were giving our economy. 14 you give your children vitamin Kills to
maintain their health, not to cure them, but to maintain their health,
you don't take them away for 16 months to see what happens.

The third point I want to make is with respect to compartive price
increases in the Ways and Means Committee report, and here it em-
phasizes the increasing price levels in machinery and equipment and,
of course, with this statement we agreed, there are increases in this
area.
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Our written statement on page 8, however, not only shows the per-
centages developed from the figures shown in the Ways and Means
Committee report but also show all other categories of coimnodities
included in the wholesale price index, and when you read our written
statement you will observe that in every category there has been an
increase in price, not all at the same level of machinery and equip-
ment. However, it is clear that this price increase is a general price
increase and, therefore, it demonstrates that demand is exceeding
the capacity to meet that demand, and this, then, is no time to take
steps which will curtail the growth of our capital equipment.

We need additional capacity to produce goods.
One thing we tend to ignore in the discussions I have read so far

relating to this bill is the Nct that the industry which produces capital
goods itself needs to grow, and the investment! credit is needed as
well there to encourage a growth in the industry which produces
capital goods.

The fourth point I wish to make is with respect to the balance-of-
payments comment that appears in the Ways and Means Committee
report and which was the subject of some discussion with the Secretary
this morning.

And here I want to demonstrate that we must be careful that we
don't use percentages to confuse us rather than use percentages to
enlighten us.

In the Wrays and Means Committee report it is made clear, the impor-
tation of capital goods has been increasing at a higher rate of percent
than has the export of capita-goods, but you do not assist the balance-
of-payments situation by percentages. You assist the balance-of-
payments situation by having a net excess of exports over imports,
and if we look at the figures, and I will quote the figures from the
statement on. page 10 in the Ways and Means Committee report, in
1964 the excess of exports over imports of capital goods was $6,805
million.

In 1965 it was $8,284 million or an increase of 23.9 percent or, rather,
an increase of 22 percent.

Now, if you just look and use percentages, you will find that the
imports of capital goods went up 36.7 percent, while the exports went
up only 23.9 percent.

On the other hand, net exports increased 22 percent.
To put this in perspective, and speaking in very simple terms, if

we exported a do ar last year, and imported 10 cents last year, and
we had an increase of 50 percent in our exports this year, that means
we had exported $1.50. If we had a double or a hundred percent
increase in our imports we Would be importing 20 cents, the net export
last year was 90 cents and this year $1.30 which makes a difference
as far as the balance-of-payments consieration is concerned and,
therefore, we think that no weight should be given to the balance-
of-payments problem in this country as a recommendation for passing
this legislatibn.

Further consideration in respect to balance of payments is that any
time you lessen incentive to invest in the Tnited States vou auto-
matically increase the incentive to invest, abroad because the dollars
will follow the profitabilit.y wherever profit. is most readily av ailable
and to the extent that the investment credit discourages investments

69-735-66- 19
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in our country you are encouraging investments abroad which is
contrary to our interest as far as the balance-of-payments situation
is concerned.

The revenue effect of this, the Ways and Means Committee report
makes clear, will take place after 1967, and as the Secretary indicated
this morning there is no evidence to demonstrate that any significant
amount would be available during 1967. - --

The word "psychological" was referred to this morning and it seems
to us that this bill, to suspend the investment credit and accelerated
depreciation for a 16-month' period, is engaging in psychological war-
fare on the war on inflation, and in many wars we use psychology but
that doesn't win any battles and we have to get down to the crux of
the problem.

We recognize this country does face a serious, ondition as far as
inflation is concerned, and we salute those in the administration and
those in Congress and those in the Senate who are concerned about
doing something about inflation.

But we must put first things first, and the No...i thing to do in this
area, as already mentioned this morning, is to reduce Federal spend-
ing. Reduction, of Federal spending is the keystone to everything
else.

We heard comments this morning to the effect there was a shortage
of credit for housing, and I submit to you gentlemen this considera-
tion; that for every billion dollars that the Federal Government does
not spend or, to phrase it differently, for 'every billion dollars the
Federal Government reduces spending will make available sufficient
credit to finance 63,000 $20,000 homes and if you want to get 4
times that many just think in terms of $4 billion.

The way to reduce the pressure in the money market is to getthe Government out of the money market and there is one way to get
the Government out of the money market and that is by reducing
Federal spending. This involves restraining the growth of new pro-
grams while we have Vietnam on our hands and a critical monetary
situation.

We think there is a gTowing public support for'the President's
efforts to cut the Federal budget or cut the Federal expenditures and
we are hopeful that the voices of the public will make that well known
to Congress as well as to the President.

Recognizing the Congress holds the purse strings, it is certainly
the responsibility ' Congress to encourage the President to restrain
spending and th6d best way to do that, of course, is not permit him to
have as many dollars ashe would wish.

It is discouraging to observe that in the first half of 1966 at a time
when we'have Vietnam on our hands nondefense Federal spending
went up 11.5 percent over the previous year.

As I said, we are concerned about inflation, we think we have to
face up to the problems that inflation presents and we do not believe
that reducing the capacity to meet the demand of the American public
is the way to fight inflation.

The way to fight inflation is to reduce expenditures of our Govern-
ment to permit our citizens to have the capital and investments neces-
sary for housing and all the other programs.

Twillbe happy to answer any questions.
(The prepared statement referred to follows:)

282
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TESTIMONY OF W. P. GULLANDER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
MANUFACTURERS

My name is W. P. Gullander. I am President of the National Association of
Manufacturers. I am here to present the Association's views on H.R. 17607, a
bill to suspend the Investment Credit and the allowance of accelerated deprecia-
tion on certain real property.

We urge you not to enact this legislation. We have taken this stance in full
recognition of the gravity of the present economic situation and the good faith of
those who have advocated this approach for dealing with it. We also must pay
tribute to the effort that was made in the House of Representatives to correct
by amendment some of the most obvious defects and inequities in the original
bill.

But we remain convinced that a suspension of the investment credit and
accelerated depreciation cannot be an effective method for dealing with inflation
or the existing credit stringency. The proposed suspension might indeed have
certain effects in the intended direction but one can also foresee other effects
that would intensify inflationary pressures and the shortage of credit. There is
no guarantee that the net balance would be on the side of relieving the current
problems.

Furthermore, no matter how carefully the proposed suspension might be hedged
about with qualifications and exemptions, it is bound to have undesirable and
unintended impacts on the economy as a whole and on individual companies.
There is simply no way of avoiding the fact that such a step would impair the
future effectiveness of the credit as a means of stimulating growth. There Is no
escaping the possibility of perverse effects from the dates chosen for the initial
suspension and the ultimate resumption. And the differential impact as between
one company and another is bound to be highly arbitrary and discriminatory.

In the remainder of this statement, I will first (Part I) present, as succinctly
as possible, our arguments for rejecting the proposal. Then (Part II) I will
examine the arguments in its favor as they appear in the Report of the Commit-
tee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives, and give you our
reasons for finding them unsatisfactory. Finally (Part III) I will describe in
brief what w6 believe to be the proper fiscal approach to the problem of inflation.

PART I. REASONS FOR OPPOSING THE SUSPENSION

A. Suspension 9f the credit, and of accelerated depreciation, will retard the
ecpanslon of productive capacity and the improvement of industrial
effielency, which are the ohief long-run defenses against inflation

To the extent tht the proposed suspension has the effect it is intended to have
It will reduce the current demand for capital goods. But to the same extent it
will curtail the growth in capacity to supply goods and services in general The
net effect on the relative magniture of supply and demand-the critical factor in
determining the program's impact on inflation-would in the longer run be
harmful to economic stability and growth.
B. Suspension of the credit and accelerated depreciation may, by depriving busi-

ness firsn8 of international sources of funds, intensify their demand for out-
side credit and thus make the credit situation that much worse

There is no certainty that the bill would substantially reduce business require.
ments for funds for financing capital expansion. It is, however, certain that by
increasing tax liability it would reduce the ability of corporations to' finance
expansion through internal funds, without recourse to credit markets. Again,
the net impact is questionable.
(. By creating doubt a8 to when and whether the investment credit and acceler-

ated depreciation will be in effect in the future, the suspension will reduce
their effectiveness in stimulating long-run capital expansion

At the time of enactment of the investment credit, it was viewed as a means
of raising the level of capital spending so as to improve the rate of economic
growth, accelerate the modernization of our productive apparatus, provide work-
ing facilities for our growing labor force and strengthen our ability to meet for-
eign competition. Its sponsors did not regard it as a temporary anti-recession
device, but as a permanent part of the tax system. The Administration in advo-
cating H.H. 17607 has not abandoned that view.

A similar set of considerations motivated the authorization of the accelerated
depreciation allowances in 1954. What was sought was not a gadget for giving
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an immediate quick stintulus to economic growth, but a permanent Improvement
in depreciation practices.

But even a temporary suspension of these tax provisions would gravely impair
their long-run effectiveness. Investment decisions are not casual inspirations
of the moment. In most casts they are integral parts of carefully considered
long-range programs for meeting future business needs for expansion of output
and improvement of efficiency. The InvestmeLt credit and the depreciation allow.
ance cannot do their intended job of encouraging such investment if business
firms are alawys to be in doubt as to whether and when the credit' and the
allowance will be in effect.

D. Many of the firts affected by the proposed suspension will find it impossible
to modify their investment plans materially. For thema it will be simply
an increase in tax liability and a most arbitrary and discriminatory one

A firm which happened to have started Its heaviest capital outlay prior to the
suspension period would escape the worst impact of the tax increase. One of its
competitors which happened to have scheduled similar capital outlays during
the 16 months in question would bear the brunt. of the temporary tax increase.
An industry where recent technological developments give a strong impetus to
immediate investment would suffer tax penalties from that fact. Another
industry in which technology is momentarily more quiescent would have a tax
advantage.

The effect on tax liability of the proposals you are considering would vary
from company to company, and from industry to industry, in ways which serve
no useful purpose and would seriously distort competitive and market relation.
ships.
E. The problem of assigning an appropriate date for terminating the suspen-

sion leads to an unsolvable dilemma. If a firm date is assigned in advance
it might turn out to be precisely the wrong period for releasing a backlog
of investment activity. If no such firm date is assigned, business firms are
likely to assume that the investment credit will not be restored in the
foreseeable future and they might as well go ahead immediately with their
e~panmion plans

In its present form the bill calls for resumption of the investment credit and
accelerated depreciation allowance on January 1, 1968. We do not mean to
criticize this choice in the sense that we have a better alternative to suggest. But
no one can foresee whether inflationary pressures will be more or less intense
on that date than they are now.

One might suggest that the date be left open, but this would have even worse
effects in creating business uncertainty.

This dilemma appears to be inherent in any proposal for a temporary suspen-
sion of these two. tax provisions. A commitment to a fixed date for resumption
poses the danger that the date chosen may be disastrous. But absence of a firm
commitment is equivalent, in its effects on business behavior, of complete repeal
of the two tax provisions in question, and the Administration opposes such
repeal. Congress has at best a choice between two evils-a choice which can
only be avoided by rejecting the suspension proposal.
F. The proposed suspension will leave us with a heritage of troublesome admini-

istrative questions as to whether given items do or do not qualify for the
credit or for accelerated depr-eeiation

Both at the time of suspension and the time of resumption, questions will
arise as to whether particular outlays arc covered by the credit or the accele-
rated depreciation. Tax proceedings being what they are, the final determination
will probably not be made until long after current economic problems, with
which the bill is intended to deal, have been resolved one way or another We
will be left with a residue of pointless- controversy that will persist for many
years.

The Ways and Means Committee has made a commendable effort to correct
some of the obvious inequities in the original proposal. But these clauses,
desirable in their objective, simply multiply the areas of possible controversy.
We have a proposed suspension, exemptions from the suspension, and exceptions
to the exemptions. In each case, determination of the boundaries is a most difl,-
cult administrative task.

The mutual irritations produced by such controversey are bound to damage
confidence in our self-assessment tax system. In addition, the uncertainty In
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the minds of businessmen while such cases are being adjudicated will delay and
hamper their plans for production, investment, and job creation.
a. 11.R. 17607 would Cstablislh an undesirable preccdcidt for altering funda-

mental and presumnably permanent features of the taxT system as a means of
dealing with temporary emergencies

A temporary change in tax rates would be one thing. But changing the
prescribed practice with respect to depreciation allowances or allowable credits
is in a different category. Such practices have been adopted because they are
logical and in accord with national economic objectives. Whatever the validity
of arguments for increasing taxes at the present time, we urge you not to reach
inside the tax system to change the basic procedures used to determine tax
liability.

The suspension of the allowance of accelerated depreciation on real property
is especially undesirable on this score. It would have effects that last through-
out the life of the assets in question-which in the case of real property would
be several decades. It is difficult to see how a program with such long-term
effects can properly be included under a proposal advocated as a "temporary
suspension."

If this legislation is enacted we face the prospect that, for a long time in the
future, we will have a special class of assets (those acquired during the suspen-
sion period) on which the depreciation rules will be different from the rules
applicable to similar assets acquired either earlier or later. This will surely
seem absurd a decade from now when the special economic problems of 1966-67
have been forgotten and replaced by other problems.

The proposed suspension of the accelerated depreciation methods as applied
to real property would create the impression that prescribed depreciation prac-
tices are arbitrary rules set by government, to be withdrawn or altered at the
pleasure of government, rather than a reasonable method to account for the
depreciation cost. This would cancel out a great deal of progress made in recent
years.

PART II. COMMENTS ON ARGUMENTS IN FAVOR OF THE BILL AS PRESENTED IN THE
REPORT OF THE HOUSE WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE

H.R. 17607 comes to you upon passage by the House of Represtentatives. The
House acted after the proposal was considered by its Ways and Means Commit-
tee and reported favorably (with substantial amendment) by them. That Coi-
nittee's report thus contains what at this stage must be regarded as the defini-
tive statement of the arguments in favor of suspending the investment credit
and the accelerated depreciation allowance.

We in the NAM have examined these arguments carefully and we do not find
them compelling. Nevertheless, out of respect for their source, we feel an
obligation to explain why in our opinion the Ways and Means Committee's
arguments are not convincing.

Our remarks will be in the form of comments on the section (beginning on
page 3 1) of the Committee Report, entitled "Reasons for the Bill."
A. Objective of the Bill

The Report begins 'by explaining the objective of H.R. 17607, and related
programs, in the following terms (page 3): "The overall program, of which
tbi; bill is a part, is designed to moderate the pace of the economy to a level
more compatible with a sustained, high level of economic growth."

We believe that this is an incomplete, and possibly misleading statement of
the proper objective for fiscal policy at this time. The problem is not that
economic expansion has been going on at too rapid a pace. It is rather that
the demand for goods has grown at a faster pace than our ability to supply
them. To restore balance we may want to slow down the growth in demand
but we surely do not want to retard the expansion of production or of productive
capacity.

The distinction is more than a mere quibble over words. The suspension of
the investment credit would probably "moderate the pace of the economy."
But it would do so not merely by slowing the growth of demand (which is

I Here and later page references are to: Suspension of Investment Credit and Accelerated
Depreciation. Report of the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives;
Sept. 26, 1066; H. Rept. No. 2087.
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deslrable) but also by slowing the growth in capacity to produce (which is
clearly not the way to protect the public against inflation).
B. Capacity Utilization

The Report points out (page 5) that: "The rate of capacity utilization iII
manufacturing has risen from 78 percent 'in the first quarter of 1961 to 93
percent in the second quarter of 1966. .... "

When demand for finished goods is pressing so heavily against the limitations
of existing industrial capacity,' abandonment of measures designed to stimu.
late the creation of new capacity seems to be the wrong thing to do. If the
Investment credit was useful when a substantial margin of unused facilities was
available, it is that much more essential under present circumstances.
0. Plans for Capital Outlays

Apparently developments thus far have not tended toreduce importantly
business plans for capital outlays. The Ways and Means Committee Report
(page 7) notes that: "The most recent SlBC-Department of Commerce sur-
vey reveals that business firms have not scaled down their earlier plans despite
lengthy order backlogs for machinery and equipment, the prevalence of the
highest interest rates in 30 to 40 years, and a general scarcity of funds to
finance long-term investment."

Here our comment is that, if capital outlays have been impervious to delays
in delivery, high interest rates and scarcity of funds, they are unlikely to be
reduced importantly by a suspension of the investment credit or accelerated
depreciation on real property.
D. Corpartive Price inoreases

The Ways and Means Committee points to price increases in the machinery
and equipment Industry as ground for suspending the' investment credit and
accelerated depreciation. Their data appear in Table' 4, page 9, of the Coni.
mittee Report.

In the following table we have drawn together and summarized the Ways
and Means Committee figures on machinery prices. To this we have added the
other commodities Included in the government's wholesale price index, but
not mentioned in the Ways and Means Committee Report. Our table sum-
warizes the trends in the form of percentage increases between 1964 and
July of this year-the period in which the current inflation developed.

Percentage price itcrease8-1964 to J1u y 1966

[Wholesale price Index]

, Machinery aid equip1metnt as listed in Ways 'and Means Cqmimittee report:
Mahinei .and equipment:"

Construction ---------------------- - -+6
Metalworking ------------------- ----- 7 - ---------- +10
General purpose ..... -- +5

Metalworking machinery and equipment:
Metalworking presses -------------------------------- 18
Precision measuring tools ---------------------------- 11

Electrical machinery and equipment:
Wiring devices -------------------------------------- +9
Transformers and power regulators ----------------------- +3

2. Other items, as reported by U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics:
Farm products ---------------------------------------- 14
Processed foods --------------------------------------- +11
Chemicals- . ------------------------------- +1
Fuels and power ---------------------------------------- +4
Furniture a~id appliances ------------------------ ---------- +1
Hides and leather products ------------------------------ 17
Lumber and wood products ----------------------------- -- +6
Nonmetallic mineral products ---- -------------------------- +1
Pulp and paper ----------------------------------------- 4
Rubber and products ------------------------------------ +3
Textiles and apparel - ----------------------- -------- 1
Tobacco -and everages------------------------+2
Metals and metal products ----------------------- --------- +6
Miscellaneous ----------------------------------------- 10
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Price increases have indeed been quite marked in the field of machinery and
equipment. But they have occurred in all other commodities as well. Every
category shows a price increase of some degree.

With such a general tendency toward price-inflation, one must question the
desirability of a curtailment of the growth in capital equipment. If new capacity
is not built to supply the demand for all these products, further price increases
are likely.
E. Balance of Payment8 Impact

The Report argues that (page 12): "Action to restrain demand for machinery
and equipment Will have a favorable impact on the balance of payments by re-
ducing the demand for imports and'by helping to forestall the loss of export sales
that will, occur if the prices of capital goods continue to rise. In the short run,
the favorable Impact of this development will more than outweigh' any adverse
impact on the balance of payments attributable to a reduction in the rate of mod-
ernization of some sectors of U.S. industry."

Note first that this implicitly concedes that in the long run a reduction in
capital expenditures will have an adverse effect on the U.S. balance of payments.

But even in the short run we find the evidence for a favorable effect from the
proposed suspension to ,be unconvincing. The Report gives figures on trends in
both exports and imports of machinery and equipment. It argues that percentage
increases in eKports have been smaller than percentage increases in imports.
But when the export and import figures are set side by side they show a wivdening
gap in favor of imports. This is done in the following table:

U.S. export anZ imports of capital equipment1

[Millions of dollars)

Surplus of
Yearly total Exports Imports exports overimports

1962 - ._ --. ..... _ -------------------------------------- $6,514 $848 $5,66
1963 --------------------------- r -------------------------------- 6; 842 935 5, 907
1964 ----..... 7 ------------------------------------------ 7,96 1,161 0,805
1965 9,871 1,587 8,284
0-month total:

January to Jupe 1965.. ------------------------------ 4. 860' .751 4.109
January to June 1986.. --------------------- --------- 5,472 1,080 4,392

1 As reported in Ways and. Means Committee report, table 5, p. 11.

Each year through 1965 the surplus of machinery and equipment exports over
machinery and equipment imports has been greater than in the preceding year.
And i ' the first six months of this year the surplus was greater than in the same
period of 1965. Whatever may be the cause of the decline in the U.S. trade

.balance, it cannot be blamed on shifts in international trade in capital items.
There seems to be no basis here for arguing that our balance of payments diffi-
culties have'bqen accentuated by excessive domestic demand for equipment.

We suspect that suspension of the investment credit and the accelerated- de-
preciation allowance would make our balance of payments problem worse rather
than better. - The growing advantages of investing at home have tended to pre-

,yent capital from going. overseas. Net outflows of U.S. capital. were substan-
tially less in 1965 than in 1964. . Cancelling out of some of the comparative
advantage of investing at home, as through the proposed suspension, might very
well reverse this.
F. Revenue Effecte

The Report is able to give only hypothetical figures on the revenue effects of
H.R. 17607. These are based on the assumption that investment outlays con-
tinue at present levels. On this basis the Report arrives at the following con-
clusion (page 14): "It is estimated that suspension of the investment credit
will increase receipts in the fiscal years -1967 through 1970 by $2 billion. Of this

'total, '$350 million is expected to be received in the fiscal year 1967 and $850
million'in the* fiscal year 1968. * * * Suspension of accelerated depreciation with
respect to buildings and structures constructed during the suspension period will
Increase receipts during the fiscal years 1968 through 1970 by an estimated $125
million. The effect in the fiscal year 1968 will be an increase of $15 million."
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Rough, and qualified, as these figures are they illustrate one essential point.
Very little immediate revenue effect from the proposed suspensions can be ex.
pected in the near future. The effect begins to be noticeable only in the fiscal
year beginning next July 1, and remains sizable through the fiscal year ending
in June 1970.

The Administration, in supporting this legislation, has maintained that its
revenue effeCts are of secondary importance and that its primary intention is to
influence investment behavior. This may be so, but the revenue effects still have
to be taken into account. And it is clear that immediate revenue effeots, while
they are in the desired direction, are modest in their magnitude. The trouble
is that the revenue efeot8 in 8ub8equent years, are of very substantial magnitude
and may very well be in entirely the wrong direction.

In other words, as far as the impact of the bill may be measured in terms of
its revenue effects, it may be delayed until the present emergency will be history.

PART Il. THE FISCAL ALTERNATES

Nothing I have said in urging you to reject H.R. 17607 should be interpreted as
indicating that I do not consider the present situation serious. The developing
inflationary trend, and the growing strain on financial markets, pose grave
threats to a continuation of our national record of stable economic growth.

And I agree too that a new emphasis must be placed on fiscal measures for
meeting the current economic situation. We have relied too long Qn a program

-heavily weighted toward control of inflation by monetary and credit measures.
The result has been near demoralization in credit and security markets.

However, rejection of H.R. 17607 does not mean rejection of a fiscal approach
to the problems confronting the economy. Fiscal policy can and should play its
part in meeting these problems, but the principal effort must be on the side of
reducing government spending. This is of course easier said than done but, if
the object is to control inflation and to reduce the pressure on credit markets,
there is no substitute. Tax increases, especially the kind proposed in H.R. 17607,
are simply not well adapted for doing the necessary job. Tax increases hold
back the growth in productive capacity and efficiency which, ultimately, is the
strongest defense against inflation. Tax increases may reduce the government's
need for borrowed funds but that desirable effect is likely to be partly offset by
increased borrowing on the part of the taxpayer, especially the business tax-
payer.

This is not to say that tax increases are a completely ineffective way of apply-
ing fiscal policy to inflation control or that we may not eventually have to turn
to this line of action. But, dollar for dollar, so much more can be achieved by
expenditure reduction than by higher taxes that the first and major effort should
be on the spending side.

* We are pleased to see that the President made expenditure reduction a major
part of his program for meetithg the present economic situdtl6n. This may not be
the easiest approach but it can be the most fruitful one.

We suggest that Congress and the Administration concentrate their efforts on
reducing, or at least controlling the growth of, federal spending. It is a sur-
prising fact, and a source of serious concern, that'in the first half of 1966 federal
outlays for purposes other than national defense were 11.5 percent higher than
in 'the same period a year earlier. Neither the increasing cost of conducting
military operations in Vietnam, nor the fact that our economy has been pressing
against the ceiling of its productive potential, seems to have restrained the rising
tide of civilian spending by the federal government during the pagt year. When
this situation has been faced and all possible action taken to remedy it, we will

* be in a better position to decide whether and how to raise taxes.
Meanwhile, we urge that you reject H.R. 17607. You cannot restore conditions

favorable to stability and growth by creating an artificial hiatus of 16 months in
the process of capital formation-even if such would be the effect of the suspen-
sion proposal.

Senator SmATJiERS. Senator Bennett, do you have any questions?
Senator BENNETP. Yes, I have ont or two.
Mr. Gullatider, we appreciate your bringing this point of view to

us. Certainly it presents the other side of the problem in contrast to
what we heard from the -Secretary.
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We have heard, and will continue to hear requests for exemptions
to this bill on an industry basis.

Do you have any suggestions as to the method of softening the im-
pact of this proposed suspension with respect to these requests for
exemptions I

Mr. GULLANDER. Well, Senator Bennett, it would be obvious during
the past several weeks I have had considerable conversation with people
in various industries who are very concerned about how this is going
to hit an individual industry and you just heard Mr. Loomis speak,
I think very effectively, on behalf of the railroad industry.

The thing that becomes clear to me is that every industry that comes
up with a proposal for an exemption has merit in this case because they
can demonstrate the detriment to our economy by making this effective
in that particular industry.

To me it spells out the fact this bill should not become the law of
the land because there are so many exemptions. The bill by its very
nature is discriminatory and arbitrary; that is why you have requests
for so many exemptions. And I think the answer to all these exemp-
tions is you do not pass this legislation, and, therefore, don't have the
problem of exemptions.

Senator BENNETT. You think the President should be given author-
ity to make specific exemptions in accordance with his judgment dur-
ing this suspension period?

Mr. GULrANDER. I don't think the opportunity should be available
to the President because you shouldn't pass legislation in the first
place.

Senator BkNNETr. Well that takes care of that. [Laughter].
I suppose that you would give the same answer to the question of

whether or not the President should have the power to end this sus-
pension period earlier if he, in his wisdom, decided that the need for
it had passed.

Mr. GULLANDER. Well, if the bill is passed, obviously the shorter
the period the less detriment perhaps to industry. But there is more
than just the period involved in this. The very fact that in the last
2 years and in the last 4 years, depreciation practices and policies
Were modified, modernized, made more competitive worldwide, that
it was recognized that the investment credit would be a stimulus to
the capital growth of this country, the growth of capital goods, this
has been demonstrated by the figures quoted this morning and the
tremendous growth we have had in the last 6 or 7 years and the sig-
nificance of investment credit in the last 2 years.

This was accepted by industry as a change in the basic rules under
which we live with Government. One of the big problems of long-
range planning in industry is the uncertainties versus the certainties.
And good management tries to limit the uncertainties as much as
practically possible; so you can, deal as much as possible with certain-
ties.

We have come to believe we have a tax structure that isn't changed
very often and this is one of the certainties, so when you project an
undertaking that is going to take 8 years to pay out or perhaps has a
lifetime of 24 years, you make some reasonable :projections with re-
spect to taxes and you make reasonable projections with respect to
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investment credit. If this is given to you and in a couple of years thisis taken away, how do you estimate 5 years, 10 years, or 12 years from
now what the Government is going to do with it?
You lose confidence in what the Government is offering you as an

inducement to enhance our whole society by greater economic growth.
You don't know what to count on, so whether the President cuts off
after 8 months or 10 months a good deal of the damage has been done.

I was listening to the conversation this morning as to whether this
should be terminated when Congress is in session.

One of the greatest concerns to industry today is the date on which
we say the credit is going to be reinstated, but the conversation this
morning indicates we are already thinking about not reinstating it,
so what confidence does business have in. its contract,*ith Govern-
ment as far as this matter is concerned? * .

Senator BENNETt. It seems to me one of the basic problems created
by a difference :in point of view between those people who look upon
our tax program as a device to affect the health of the economy, and
those people who,have to live under the tax program is the fact that
there are people ,who think the President should be, given power to
turn taxes on and off whenever lie thinks turning ,em qp would. help,
or turn them off, would help. But industry can't 'move, that fast,ait 9,

fr. GuLAxDF. It can't move that fast. And, furthermore, even
changing. tax rates is not as bad as-I, am talking about technically
now as this kind ,of action which really, relates, to how you, calculate
taxable income. If you are changing the rules for the basis of cal-
culating taxable' income, you cause greater confisioon than if you have
, change in tax rate. , talked about warfare.:Isn't
Senator BFNNY', You talked about psychological warfare, Isnt

it. tpqe that this kind' of legislation tends to 'destroy, the faith of men
who have to make private decision in government and its respon-
sibilities, so doesn't a proposal of this kind have a psychological dam-
age,to the economy?.

Mr. GULLANDER., Senator Bennett, may I say that over the whole
united States I have talked about, on many occasions about the part-
nrshlip that exists between business and Government today, a real
partnership, whether, we like it or not a close partnership. The
greater confidence we have in each other the better the country is
going to be helped. That answers your question;
. If we renege, on the deal once in a while, the partnership doesn't

work at all.
Senator ,BNx~r. As you talk my mind forms a kind of strange

simile, it is like two people trying to dance, one trying to waltz, and
the other trying to do the: frug, and you just can't keep in step on that
]kind of a bsis.
- Mr. GuLTJANDER. May I take your dance and take a little different

view to it. Only one can lead and if you are going to plan capital
expenditures that planning has to be done at one'point, and that has
got to be at the management level qf corporations or businesses. It
can't be done by government and business. The biggest difference
between the Soviet system and our system is that decisions for the al-'
location of capital, what you invest in, is made at the peak of the
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political pyramid in Russia or any similar country, but in our country
those decisions are made tentatively at the level of business manage-
ment, industrial management, and Isay tentatively because they make
a decision which is either accepted or rejected by the marketplace.
If they make a mistake the marketplace soon tells them.

It doesn't buy the goods and they have to reverse the decision, but
the best decisions are made at that level and you can't have a sharing
of decisionmaking responsibilities, and this bill in effect is saying that
the Government to a degree is going to decide when we make capital
expenditures in industry and I think it is wrong to divide that respon-
sibility.

Senator BEzNzTr. Well, said again is a slightly different way,, as
long as we allow management to make its own decisions, we can't do
anything but create problems when we put another factor above them
that makes decisions at a different pace or in a different rhythm, and
expects management to adjust when its pace is fixed and cannot be
immediately changed.

Mr. GuLLANDER. This kind of legislation, in effect, forces:decisions
by roulette wheel approach because you can't predict what is going to

p..pen, we don't know when you are going to 'take it away from us
and when you are going to give it back to us.

Senator BENNEtt. I have no further qiemstins, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SI!ATHERS. All right, Mr. Gull ander.
As I understand what you say, you don't like' this bill,- you are

against it, but if the Congress passes it don't make any exceptions.
Mr. GULLANDER. No'.
Senator SMATHERS. 'Let it apply to everything.
Mr. GULLANDER. 1 agreed withT everything you said until the last

dozen or so words. ] think our message is that'we are opposed and we
don't like 1t., The. question of exceptions is going'to be judged -on its
own merits. It is such'an 'arbitrary and discriminatory bill you will
have to make so many exceptions in it that you wouldn't' have a bill,
when you got through, and I would also like to point oUtthe terrible
problem that exists in the future when you do adjudicate the decision
of whether a company was qualified or not qualified with respect to a
particular investment.,

Whether maybe it will be necessary to employ additional employees
in the Internal Revenue to examine that, I don't know,

Senator SMATHERS. I have no doubt there is going to be a, lot of con-
troversy arise out of this legislation, whether it passes or not, and I
suspect it will pass.

Thank you very much, Mr. Gullander.
Our next witness is Mr. Garstang, National Milk Producers Fed-

eration.

STATEMENT OF X. R. GARSTANG, GENERAL COUNSEL, NATIONAL
MILK PRODUCERS FEDERATION

Mr. GARSTANG.. Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the privilege of ap-
pearing before the committee and our remarks will be directed almost
entirely toward the $15,000 exemption contained in the bill as it applies
to farmers.
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The Milk Producers Federation represents-
Senator SMATHERS. Mr. Garstang-off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Senator SMATHERS. I would say this for the other witnesses, we will

probably be from this point on in and out as they call for votes over
on the floor of the Senate. If any of you are from out of town and
would like to go ahead and make your statement a part of the record,
please do so.

So any of you who may want to do that feel free to do that, and ill
the meantime we will stand in recess until the call of the Chair. We
will get back as quickly as we can.

I would encourage those of you who are in some hurry to put. your
statement in and it will undoubtedly get as much attention, if not
more, than it would get as we rush off and on.

Thank you very much, and we will be back as quickly as we cal.
* (Brief recess.)

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Garstang, will you proceed, sir?
Mr. GARSTANG. Yes, sir.
I represent the National Milk Producers Federation, which is a

national farm organization representing dairy farmers and dairy
cooperative associations, which the farmers themselves own and op-
erate. We were organized in 1916. We are celebrating our 50th
anniversary this year. We are quite proud of the 50 years of service
we have performed for farmers in the Nation's Capital.

Cooperatives owned by farmers get no benefit from the investment
credit, because any earnings that the cooperatives have passes back
automatically to the farmers. There, therefore, is no margin on which
the investment credit can apply.

However, the investment credit is very important to farmers. And
particularly so to dairy farmers at the present time. The reason for
this is because we are going through a period of very substantial
change. That has been going on for about 3 or 4 years, and it will
have to go on for another 4 or 5 years longer.

One of the things that has happened is that we have gotten almost
completely away from picking up milk in cans at the farm. Now it
is picked up in bulk tanks. We are installing much improved milking
equipment, and we have tanks located on the farms, which are refri-
gerated, so that the milk goes immediately into refrigerated tanks
and it is hauled in refrigerated trucks to processing plants. The
temperature of it is never permitted to rise.

The CIIAIRMAN. VWrould not that $15,000 exemption take care of
most of your problem ?

Mr. GARSTANG. That is what we want to insist on, that the $15,000
exemption stay in the bill. However, we are concerned about the
effect that the phantom credit many have on the exemption. We think
it might apply with particularly bad effect as far as farmers are con-
cerned, because their total income tax is not going to be very high. If
they should have to buy equipment of more than $15,000 durig the
suspension period, then the phantomcredit operates to nullify the good
intended to be accomplished by the $15,000 exemption.

So you are penalized double if-you goover the $15,000 for any reason.
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The CHAIRMAN. I do not understand that phantom credit myself,
but I will understand it before we finish with this bill, because that
does seem to be a real problem.

Mr. GARSTANG. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. We will study that. We will look into it.
Mr. GARSTANG. It very much concerns us. We need a clear-cut

$15,000 exemption, without the phantom credit. We would like to
have the $15,000 exemption set up on an annual basis rather than
covering a 16-month period. We have no objection to your pro rating
it on the partial year, but we would like to have the $15,000 on an
annual basis. We would like to have it clear cut and clean, so that it
is not wiped out by the phantom credit. If we get that we think we
can get along with it all right. We would accept the judgment of the
committee as to whether a suspension of the investment credit is neces-
sary in the national interest.

The CHAIRMAN. We are going to take a look at that phantom
credit, especially as it applies to your people.

Mr. GARSTANO. We have had about 50 or 60 dairy leaders in here
within the last couple of weeks, and we were surprise ourselves at how
much concerned they were at the possibility that they would lose this
credit.

The CHAIRMAN. You be sure that you have one of your people in
touch with our staff about that problem and we will see that that is
considered. I think you have a good point there. I do not under-
stand the phantom credit point very well, but I will before we get
through with this bill.

Mr. GARSTANG. Just one other comment; I think simplicity is tre-
mendously important in a tax measure, and particularly so if it is go-
ing to apply to farmers. How in the worldare we going to explain
phantom credit to a group of farmers?

The CHAIRMAN. That is right.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Garstang follows:)

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL MILK PRODUCERS FEDERATION

The National Milk Producers Federation is a national farm organization. It
represents dairy farmers and the dairy cooperative associations which they own
and operate. Through these associations, farmers act together to process and
market for themselves, on a cost basis, the milk and butterfat produced on their
farms.

The Federation was organized in 1916 and is celebrating its 50th anniversary
this year.

Practically every form of dairy product made in the United States in any sub-
stantial volume is processed and marketed by dairy farmers in their own dairy
cooperative plants.

Dairy cooperatives, acting as bargaining agents for their farmer members,.
supply the major portion of raw milk used by the dairy processing plants in the
United States.

Farmers' cooperatives receive no benefit from the investment credit. This re-
sults from the fact that their plants are operated on a cost basis so that no net
income accrues to the cooperative itself. All savings or increased earnings, which
farmers are able to realize by processing and marketing their products through
their own plants, are returned to the farmers in the form of increased returns
for their produce. There is, therefore, no income or tax liability on the part of
the cooperative against which the credit can be applied.

The investment credit is available to dairy farmers, and it is particularly Im-
portant to them at the present time.
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o'_The milk industry is going through a period of substantial change. Dairy
farmers are moving rapidly from milk can pick-up at the farm to bulk tank
pick-up.

Improved milking equipment is being installed, and milk is being held on the
farm in refrigerated holding tanks. Milk now flows through improved pipe-line
milking equipment directly to the refrigerated farm tanks where it is immedi.
ately cooled. Bulk tank trucks keep it cooled during transportation so that its
temperature is never permitted to rise.

All this is resulting In milk supplies which are greatly improved both as to
sanitary and quality standards. We are justly proud of the steady and sub-
stantial progress being made in this direction by the Nation's dairy farmers.

At thesame time that these improvements are being made on individual farms,
there is a definite trend toward fewer and larger dairy farms. This trend is
quite pronounced at the present time, and we think it will continue to be over
the next few years, because large numbers of dairy farmers are selling their
herds and going out of production.

This trend, of course, as the remaining farms expand in size and seek to
become more efficient through Improved equipment, adds further to the already
pressing need for new equipment.

Milk production is declining at an alarming rate, and substantial price in.
creases (from $3.24 to $4.00 per hundredweight) were ordered this year by the
Secretary of Agriculture in an effort to stem the downward trend and avert a
possible shortage in the near future. Surplus government stocks are gone, and
the situation is serious. Milk production has declined over production for the
corresponding month of the previous year for 17 consecutive months. The
decline Is at a rate of about 4.5% over the preceding year. Milk cow numbers
are at the lowest level in the 20th century.

Our dairy farmers are being asked to produce supplies for our domestic use,
for the war effort, and for the feeding of Impoverished people in many parts of
the world. At the same time, costs of production are extremely high, prices
have been too low for too long, and there is a deep-seated feeling of dissatis-
faction among dairy farmers with their economic lot. Hourly returns for the
labor of dairy farm operators range from 110 to 610 as reported by U.S.D.A.

The tax incentive provided by the Investment credit is needed by dairy farmers
to help them make the necessary adjustments required by the difficult period of
change which is taking place and which will continue for the next several years.

The Investment credit is helping bring about the production of better quality
milk and greater efficiency in operations.

Its retention is fully justified by the need of the Nation for adequate supplies
of an essential food.

We would like to see dairy farmers exempted entirely from the suspension.
If this cannot be done, then the $15,000 exemption should be put on an annual
basis and simplified, at least as to farmers, by eliminating the strings attached to
it by the phantom credit which may lessen its effectiveness in the next few years
when farmers will need the credit the most.

We can assure you that dairy farmers will limit their equipment investments
to their actual needs, and that deterring legislation is not needed to prevent then
from making unneccessary purchases.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir. Ve will be sure to take
a good look at that.

The next witness is Mr. John F. Howden of the American Paper
Institute.

Will you proceed, sir ?

STATEMENT OF JOHN F, HOWDEN, VICE PRESIDENT, INTERNA-
TIONAL PAPER CO., AND CHAIRMAN, INTERNATIONAL TRADE
COMMITTEE OF THE AMERICAN PAPER INSTITUTE, INC.

Mr. Howmw. Mr. Chairman, I am John F. Howden, vice president
of International Paper Co. and chairman of the International Trade
Committee of the American Paper Institute.
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I am pleased to express the views of the American Paper Institute
on H.R. 17607, now pending before this committee. The institute,
with approximately 250 member companies, is representative of the
entire paper and allied products industry in the United States. Our
industry employs over 600,000 people. We operate more than 800
pulp, paper, and paperboard mills and over 5,000 converting plants,
located in nearly every State of the Union.

It has been our position, since this suspension of the 7-percent credit
was first proposed, that it is not a proper or effective anti-inflationary
device. This House-passed bill has additionally pointed up the tre-
mendous administrative difficulties attendant upon such a suspension,
and has highlighted serious inequities which would be worked against
some industries.

We would like to summarize for you the basic reasons for our
opposition to the suspension of the credit.

The CHAIRMAN. We shall print your entire statement in the record.
Mr. HOWDEN. Yes, sir.
First, we believe that inflation results from too much purchasing

power purchasing too few goods. We should encourage increases in
production to be sure that the value of goods produced increases in
proportion to increases in purchasing power.

Second, to the extent that capital spending is reduced in response to
suspension, this reduction, because of practical commitments in a heavy
industry such as ours, will not take place within the 16-month suspen-
sion period. Indeed, the reduction may be delayed for as long as 3 to
4 years. A delayed impact such as this may prove to be an undesirable
one in the light of conditions that then exist. The problem of con-
trolling inflation is inextricably related to timing. Because of the long
leadtime generally applicable with respect to capital goods, the process
of suspension and reinstatement of credit incentives is a dangerous
one.

Third, we are concerned about the effect of temporary suspension
on the incentive characteristics of the credit. If, because of the un-
certain future of the credit, private industry can no longer depend on
its continuity, its cash benefit may well be discounted in future invest-
ment plans.

Fourth, as chairman of the international trade committee of the
institute, I am concerned that suspension of the credit may result in
a substantial setback for the Unites States in its competition for world
markets. We are not talking merely about a 16-month temporary
disadvantage. With the long-term sales relationships that are com-
mon in world markets today, we could well be talking about a 10-year
disadvantage if our industry, even for a temporary period, cannot
meet foreign price competition on a continuing basis.

This spring the President requested private industry to make sub-
stantial voluntary postponements in capital expenditures to stem in-
flationary pressures. It is rather anomalous that those companies
which responded to this request by making postponements may be the
ones which are most affected by a suspension, while those which ig-
nored the President's request and went ahead with their programs may
now be so committed that suspension will not have as great an effect
on their programs.
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Income tax increases are currently being suggested as a possible
means of combating inflation. In view of this, and considering the
doubtful value of i.R. 17607 as an anti-inflationary measure, and the
great administrative difficulties it creates, we believe that action upon
it should be postponed. Any consideration pertaining to suspension
of the investment credit should be made a part of a general study of
tax rates as well as Government expenditures. The whole subject
should be dealt with as one interrelated package.°

We are concerned with the technical complexities of Suspension.
For the past several weeks companies within our industry have been
analyzing the effect of the proposed suspension bill. Speaking of the
experience of our company, the administration and control of sus-
pension will be a costly and complex job. I am sure you realize that
once a capital program has been approved and adopted, the work
moves forward in many different forms, and to a very large extent
in our industry, on an informal basis with contractors'and suppliers.
In the United States there are probably no' more' than five paper. ma-
chin manufacturers. All of the paper machines are custom made.
Commitments between the proper producer and the machinery manu-
facturer may often be informal and binding only to the extend of fu-
ture relationships-but nonetheless binding for all practical purposes.
It is difficult to determine when or to what extend a binding arrange-
ment is made, as that term is used in the pending legislation. More-
over, it will be difficult if not impossible for some companies to pull
apart a capital project and separate it into its various component jobs
in order to determine costs and commitments as the bill seems to re-
quire In certain cases.

If, after giving due consideration to all aspects-of this problem, this
committee neveitheless decides to reject the arguments against its
adoption and to approve a temporary suspension of the investment
credit, we urge your consideration of an amendment in the equipped
building rule now contained in the bill. Modification of this rule
is of great importance to our industry. I

In our industry, machinery and equipment used in the manufacture
of pulp and paper represents the heaviest investment. In a single
mill facility, approximately 80 percent of the total capital expenditure
is in machinery and equipment, some of which is ordered when the

:mill c onstruction first begins and some of which is ordered from time
to time as the project proceeds. About half of thetotal machinery
and equipment costs represents installation. These are incurred after
major equipment components have been ordered, and after construc-
tion has begun. Of the remaining 20 percent of total mill costs, more
than half is in land or land improvements and the balance, somewhat
less than 10 percent, is in buildings.

Experience in our industry shows that major construction and en-
gineering is often done by .the company itself. In these cases such
contract commitments as there' are will be substantial less than
required by the more than 50 percent test and usually will not contrib-
ute enough to meet that, test until the project has been in progress for
12 to 18 months, even though during this pei'iod substantial installa-
tion costs may have been incurred,.

The equipped building rule is designed to be helpful in such cases
by, in effect, treating the building cost alone as committed at the time
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construction is commenced. However, because building costs alone,
in our industry, are insignificant relative to total mill costs, a mill fa-
cility project will not in the typical case meet the equipped building
test presently in the bill.

Another aspect of the problem relates to the treatment of installa-
tion costs. Although major components of equipment may have been
ordered on a binding contract basis, installation costs, which may ex-
cee component costs, are not treated as committed where installation
labor is urnished by the taxpayer. By contrast, if installation is pro-
vided under contracts with third parties, these commitments alone
might be sufficient to qualify the installed equipment in its entirety for
the investment credit.

Thus, for an industry such as ours, with small building costs and
high installation and construction costs, the equipped building rule
is wholly inadequate. We propose therefore, that the equipped build-
ing rule'be revised to provide equal recognition for production facility
projects in which buildings are a small or negligible factor. This can
be accomplished by defining such a project and treating it as com
mitted if (1) construction has been commenced or (2) the cost of com-
ponents subject to binding contracts plus the costs of installation,
whenever paid or incurred, amount to more than 50 percent of the
completed cost.

Failure to make these modifications which give due recognition to
existing commitments as they have arisen in our industry, may oper-
ate against the objectives sought by this legislation. As we have al-
ready pointed out, companies in our industry, having started con-
struction of projects, will have to complete them even though the
credit may not be'available under the existing bill. If credits are lost,
further financing will be needed. The additional demand for financ-
ing will generate increased inflationary pressures.

Realizing that we are not familiar with the problems of other in-
dustries, we have not attempted to suggest precise language imple-
menting the modifications we have urged. However, if it is the con-
clusion of the committee that the investment credit be suspended, we
will be happy to arrange to assist the staff in developing appropriate
language to assure an equitable recognition of the commitments of all
industries.

I would like to add that our industry supports the amendment to
H.R. 17607 added on theHouse floor to exempt from suspension cer-
tain air and water pollution abatement facilities. However, we wish
to point out that the investment credit alone-even its continuation
during the suspension period--provides only a small answer to the
tremendous financial burden involved for the Government, for private
industry, and the public generally in dealing with air and water
pollution problems.

Thank you very much.
Senator SM ATiERS (now presiding). Thank you, Mr. Howden. In

the interest of time, I will not ask you any questions. We do appre-
ciate your testimony. You are for the exemption of air and water
pollute ion that is in the House bill?

M r. HOWDEN. Our industry is; yes, sir.
Senator SMATHERS.* Thank you very much.
(The prepared statement ot Mr. Howden follows:)

09-785--O6-----2
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STATEMENT OF JOHN F. HOWDEN, VICE PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL PAPER CO.,
AND CHAIRMAN, INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMITTEE, AMERICA PAPER INSTITUTE,
INC.

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I am John F. Howden, Vice Pi-esident of Inter-
national Paper Company and Chairman of the International Trade Committee
of the American Paper Institute.

I am pleased to express the views of the American Paper Institute on H.R.
17607, now pending before this Committee. The Institute, with approximately
250 member companies, is representative of the entire paper and allied products
industry in the United States. Our industry employs over 600,000 people. We
operate more than 800 pulp, paper and paperboard mills and over 5,000 converting
plants, located in nearly every State of the Union.

It has been our position, since this suspension of the 7% credit was first pro-
posed, that it is not a proper or effective anti-inflationary device. This House.
passed bill has additionally pointed up the tremendous administrative difficulties
attendant upon such a suspension, and has highlighted serious Inequities which
would be worked against some industries.

We would like to summarize for you the basic reasons for our opposition to the
suspension of the credit.

First, we believe that inflation results from too much purchasing power pur-
chasing too few goods. We should encourage Increases in products, to be
sure that the value of goods produced increases in proportion to increases In
purchasing power.

Second, to the extent that capital spending is reduced in response to suspen-
slon, this reduction, because of practical commitments in a heavy Industry such
as ours, will not take place within the 16-month suspension period. Indeed, the
reduction may be delayed for as long as three to four years. A delayed Impact
such as this may prove to be an undesirable one. in the light of conditions that
then exist. The problem of controlling inflation is inextricably related to
timing. Because of the long lead-time generally applicable with respect to
capital goods, the process of suspension and reinstatement of credit Incentives is
a dangerous one.

Third, we are concerned about the effect of temporary suspension on the in-
centive characteristics of the credit. If, because of the uncertain future of the
credit, private industry can no longer depend on its continuity, its cash benefit
may well be discounted in future investment plans.'

Fourth, as Chairman of the International Trade Committee of the Institute,
I am concerned that suspension of the credit may result in a substantial setback
for the United S.tates in its competition for world markets. We are not talking
merely about a 16-month temporary disadvantage. With the long-term sales
relationships that are common in world markets today, we could well be talking
about a 10-year disadvantage if our industry, even for a temporary period, can-
not meet foreign price competition on a continuing basis.

T'his Spring the President requested private industry to make substantial
voluntary reductions in capital expenditures to stem inflationary pressures. It
Is rather anomalous that those companies which responded to this request by
making substantial reductions may be the ones which are most affected by a
suspension, whole those which ignored the President's request and went ahead
with their programs may now be so committed that suspension will not have as
great an effect on their programs.

Income tax increases are currently being suggested as a possible means of
combating inflation. In view of this, and considering the doubtful value of H.R.

.17607 as an antlinflationary measure, and the great administrative difficulties
it creates, we believe that action upon it should be postponed. Any consideration
pertaining to suspension of the investment credit should be made a part of a
general study of tax rates as well as government expenditures. The whole sub.
Ject should be dealt with as one inter-related package.

We are concerned with the technical complexities of suspension. For the past
several weeks companies within our Industry have been analyzing the effect of the
proposed suspension bill. Speaking of the experience of our Company, the ad-
ministration and control of suspension will be a costly and complex job. I am
sure you realize that once a capital program has been approved and adopted, the
work moves forward in many different forms, and to a very large extent in our
industry, on an informal basis with contractors and suppliers. In the United
States there are probably no more than five paper machine manufacturers. All
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of the paper machines are custom made. Commitments between the paper pro-
ducer and the machinery manufacturer may often be informal and binding only
to the extent of future relationships-but nonetheless binding for all practical
purposes. It is difficult to determine when or to what extent a binding arrange-
inent is made, as that term is used in the pending legislation. Moreover, it will
be difficult if not impossible for some companies to pull apart a capital -project
and separate It into its various component jobs in order to determine costs and
commitments as the bill seems to require in certain cases.

If, after giving due consideration to all aspects of this problem, this Commit-
tee nevertheless decides to reject the arguments against its adoption and to ap-
prove a temporary suspension of the investment credit, we urge your considera-
tion of an amendment in the equipped building rule now contained in the bill.
Modification of this rule is of great importance to our industry.

In our industry, machinery and equipment used in the manufacture of pulp
and paper represents the heaviest investment. In a single mill facility, approxi-
nmately 80% of the total capital expenditure is in machinery and equipment, some
of which Is ordered when the mill construction first begins and some of which
is ordered from time to time as the project proceeds. About half of the total
machinery and equipment costs respresents installation. These are incurred
after major equipment components have been ordered, and after construction has
begun. Of the remaining 20% of total mill costs, more than half is in land or
land improvements and the balance, somewhat 'less than 10% is in buildings.

Experience in our industry shows that major construction and engineering is
often done by the company Itself. In these cases such contract commitments as
there are will be substantially less than required by the more than 50% test and
usually will not contribute enough to meet that test until the project has been in
progress for 12 to 18 months, even though during this period substantial instal-
lation costs many have been incurred.

The equipped building rule is designed to be helpful in such cases by in effect
treating the building cost alone as committed at the time construction is com-
menced. However, because, building costs alone, in our industry, are Insignifi-
cant relative to total, mill costs, a mill facility project will not in the typical
case meet the equipped building test presently in the bill.

Another aspect of the problem relates to the treatment of installation costs.
Although major components of equipment may have been ordered on a binding
contract basis, installation costs, which may exceed component costs, are not
treated as committed where installation labor is furnished by the taxpayer. By
contrast, if installation is provided under contracts with third parties, these
commitments alone might be sufficient to qualify the installed equipment in its
entirety for the investment credit.

Thus, for an industry such as ours, with small building costs and high
installation .and construction costs, the equipped building rule is wholly inade-
quate. We propose, therefore, that the equipped building rule be revised to
provide equal recognition for production facility projects in which buildings are
a small or negligible factor. This can be accomplished by defining such a project
and treating it as committed if (1) construction has been commenced or (2) the
cost of components subject to binding contracts plus the costs of installation,
whenever paid or incurred, amount to more than 50% of the completed cost.

Failure to make these modifications, which give due recognition to existing
commitments as they have arisen in our industry, may operate against the ob-
jectives sought by this legislation. As we have already pointed out, companies
in our industry, having started construction of projects, will have to complete
them qven though the credit may not be available under the existing bill. If
credits are lost, further financing will be needed. The additional demand for
financing will generate increased inflationary pressures.

Realizing that we are not familiar with the problems of other industries, we
have not attempted to suggest precise language implementing the modifications
we have urged. However, if it is the conclusion of the Committee that the in-
vestment credit be suspended, we will be happy to arrange to assist the staff in
developing appropriate language to assure an equitable recognition of the com-
mitments of all industries.

Thank you very much.

Senator SMATHERS. The next witness is Fred W. Peel, of the Ameri-
can Mining Congress.
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STATEMENT OF FRED W. PEEL, CHAIRMAN, TAX COMMITTEE,
AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS

Mr. PEEL. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. Chairman, my name is Fred W. Peel. I am presenting this

statement as chairman of the Tax Committee of the American Mining
Congress. The Mining Congress includes in its membership producers
accounting for the major part of the production by the various branches
of the mining industry, including coal, ferrous and nonferrous metals,
and industrial minerals.

The American Mining Congress is opposed to either repeal or sus-
pension of the investment credit.

If the committeereports favorably on H.R. i76O7, the Mining Con-
gress suggests that it include provisions to preserve the credit for: (1)
pollution control facilities; (2) integrated projects where a specified
percentage has been either commenced, acquired, or contracted for
before the cutoff date; (3) equipped special purpose structures; (4)
property acquired as a part of construction projects covered by agree-
ments with general contractors; (5) machinery and equipment ac-
quired as a part of plans for which binding commitments covered
over 50 percent at the cutoff date; and (6) property acquired to fulfill
binding contracts with persons other than suppliers.

The Mining Congress also suggests that the so-called phantom credit
limitation be eliminated and that the effective date of the bill and the
cutoff point on the relief measures be set at the date of enactment.

At its convention in Salt Lake City, Utah, in September, the Ameri-
can Mining Congress included in its declaration of policy a statement
of opposition to either repeal or suspension of the investment credit.
The investment credit has had a valuable role in encouraging invest-
ment to increase productivity. Increasing productivity is a construc-
tive way to combat inflation. The credit was enacted in 1962, as a

permanent measure, because of a long-term need for increased pro-
ductivity, and that objective is even more important today.

Furthermore, the credit has a favorable effect on the cash flow of
taxpayers making productive investments and in that respect reduces
strains on the capital market.

SPECIFIC SUGGESTIONS

If the committee should decide to report favorably on the bill to sus-
pend the investment credit, there are a. number of specific situations of
particular importance to the mining industry that deserve considera-
tion.

POLLUTION CONTROL FACILITIES

We suggest that the committee retain the provision in the bill as it
passed the House that would exempt from suspension, air and water
pollution control facilities certified by State control agencies as being
in conformity with State and Federal programs (proposed sec. 48 (h)
(10)).

The mining industry, among others, is being faced increasingly with
the need to provide pollution control facilities. Investment in these
facilities produces no profit and would not be justified under the ordi-
nary standards for determining return on investment. The mining
industry is prepared, however, to do its part in controlling water angc
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air pollution. Since pollution control is a national policy in the public
interest and since there is no intention to cut back solution control
programs, we submit that there would be no reason for suspending the
investment credit for these facilities.

The exemption from suspension for pollution control facilities
should not be limited to those that are required by law under threat of
penalty for noncompliance. This would result in needless administra-
tive complications. Furthermore, it would penalize the company that
is undertaking voluntarily to cooperate in the pollution control
program.

INTEGRATED PRODUCTION PROJECTS

The President's message and the bill as it passed the House both
evidence an intention to avoid unfair application of the suspension in
some situations where taxpayers have already proceeded in reliance
upon the existence of the investment credit. As presently written,
however, the exceptions to the suspension that are provided fail to
cover mining industry projects that have already been undertaken and
which the taxpayers are committed to carry through to completion.

We suggest that an exception to suspension be provided for inte-
grated projects for construction of mining br processing facilities
where--

i (1) The project for acquisition or construction of the facilities
is pursuant to a plan that the taxpayer adopted before a specified
date; and

(2) More than a specified percentage of the total cost of the
project is made of items that have either been acquired or con-
tracted for or with respect to which construction was begun by
the taxpayer by a specified date.

This proposal is similar to the exception already contained in the
bill with respect to a single equipped building. The building rule is
inadequate, however, because it fails to take cognizance of the inte-
grated nature of a project for construction of production or processing
facilities. Tn the mining industry, for example, such a project night
require construction of a powerplant and milling, rail, and smelting
facilities--all as a part of the development of a mining operation.
Each of the units in the project may involve in separate building or
several separate buildings. Some may involve separate, special-pur-
pose structures. Some might meet the equipped building rule now in
the bill, while others might not. The entire program is undertaken as
a whole, however, and, once undertaken, must be carried through.
The bill in its present form would ignore the integrated nature of a
whole project and deny the investment credit on many of the
components.

SPECIAL-PURPOSE STRUCTURES

A particular defect of the equipped building rule now contained in
the bill (proposed. sec. 48(h) (4)) is that it applies only to structures
that are "buildings." Thus, it does not include special-purpose struc-
tures such as coal tipples, blast furnaces, silos, offshore platforms.
and storage tanks. All of the foregoing, and any other type of special-
purpose construction, should be eligible for exemption from suspension
on the same basis as equipped buildings. The reasons for exemption
are precisely the same.

I - k%; , % FA N
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CONTRACTS WITH GENERAL CONTRACTORS

In the mining industry, a frequently used method of contracting for
a new facility or project is to enter into a master contract with a gen-
eral contractor. This is a binding contract under which the general
contractor is responsible for labor and materials for the construction
of buildings or other structures, but the contract provides for compo-
nents of machinery and equipment to be ordered by the taxppiyer so
that the machinery and equipment'willbe ready for installatioiI at tle
proper time by the general contractor.- While the literal lnguage of
proposed section 48 (h) (3) of the bill might be construed to exempt
from suspension the machinery and equipment, as well as the items
actually constructed by the general contractor, the House committee
report indicates that the intention- was not to exempt these, items.

Exemption should not hinge upon the happens 2nce of the type of
contract that was entered into with the general contractor. To do so
would result in reasonless discrimination between taxpayers who en-
tered intocontracts of the type described, and those who contracted for
the general. contractorto acquire, and furnish the-necessary machinery
and equipment. In either case the, binding nature of the' commitmentis the same, and in botl cases 'the taxpatyer is committed to the entire

project, including the machinery and equipment, because he'has en-
tered into a, binding contract with the- general contractor;,

FTY-PERCENT COMMITMENT RULE ON EQUIPMENT ITEMS

In the. bill as it passed the House, a 50-percent ommini i t rule is
applied to equipped buildfigs'ad to, any item 6 machinery or equip-
ment constructedby thei taxpayer. The 50-percent rle does not, how-
ever, apply, in the case of the purchase of the existence of binding con-
tra~ts to purchase, part ofm a series Of eliipmeft items. W[vesuggest
that fhe,0-prcent rule (or whatever pei'ceftage is used ', in proposed
section 48(h) (4) and (5):)shoui als6 apply in the casd of series: of
machinery or equipen t items' that are acquired as part of tie single
pi'oject. Thus, fof example, if a mining company plans to acquire
a series of size i'educing 6facilhnes, such as a primary crushei-, a sec-
0ndary crusher", amd a ball ill aid' has entered, into binding contracts

foirthe purchase of over half jhe totaI cost, we sugges'tihftthe a quisi-
tion of all three items be excepted fiom the suspension of thl linvest-
ment credit. The sam principle wuld aplyto a plan to acjqiuire, for

e6a mple,'%set of five' 'g " .'"':

BIN DINOCONTRACTS *Vi TI PERSONS'. OdTiHn JiIAX' SUPPLIERS

(THIRD PARTY CONTRACTS)

The House committee report indicates that the bill is not intended
to provide an exception from the suspension in the case of contracts
with persons other than the builder or supplier of items the taxpayer
is obligated to purchase.

In fact, binding commitments to tuy equipment or to develop or
construct an entire mining or mineral processing facility frequently
arise as a result of contracts with-so-called third parties, that is, con-
tracts with .persons other than .a supplier. One example is prevalent
iii the col industry. it involves'the development of a mine or mines
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and related facilities pursuant to a binding contract with a coal user,
frequently a utility, to develop the mine and supply a specified tonnage
of coal from it for a term of years. Another example in the mining
industryis the construction of processing facilities, such as a smelter,
pursuant to a bindipgcontract with a mining company whereby the
taxpayer agrees to.smelt a stated tonnage or all the output from their
mine for a term of years. Under these circumstances the taxpayer
is as firmly committed to -build the smelter as if it had. binding con-*
triacts with its supplier for the smelting equipment.

Since the purpose of the binding contract exception is to avoid un-'
fair surprise and, hardship on taxpayers who were firmly committed
to investment projectS before the suspensioA of the credit, binding
commitments of this nature should be recognized on th6 same basis 0'
binding commitments tosuppliers.

THE PHANTOM CREDIT

Uhder'the bilI'as it passed the House, even though ataxpay'ris de-

nied investment cr edit with respect to certain assets during the sus-
pensior per6dI, a "phant6m creditl' is c6mpited :on .this ineligible.
inv4stmenLt.: 'The phiitni 0edit.is'ii 'usd to rediuc. the ihve~tmenV
credit to which the t.payer would otherwise be entitled. :In;its;
most extreme application, the phantom credit principle in the: bij!,is
applied to.' reate a phanom" credit lor a taxpayer vhQilea as -
chinery or' equipfient roia another perso, even' thoiigh th' lesor
has not- elected to pass to the less taxpayer ainy' redit' ith respect
either to the leased items or to other similar items in the past.

We submit that. denial of unused ilvestment credit, carry)vers 'to
taxpA: oi's in this' ifution amounts to a retroactivg change in thot

i h di~dt'thltw6V tn. effect wliei the taxpayer' inade'
the original inVesteitt that gavyq rise to: th unused' redh "arryfor::

The phantom' credit rule tumotiAtsto a double penalk' for .aoqttisi-
tioh of investment ass6t that are ineligible for credit di ing'the stits-

T.E EFFECTIVE DATE

In its. present: form,, the bill provides ,that the effective date of the
suspension of the investment credit shall be September 9, 1966, and,
the 'cutoff' point in th6 various 'relief' measures contained' in the. bill is
September 8, 1966. A Application of a strict September 9. cutoff p6int
means- that cont iacts that were inpr'cess butunxeuted on the cutoff
date! re., arbitrarily without advance warning, removed:- front' con-
sideration.' It should be 1cognized that major investment plans are
not entered, into on'24-hour notice, and 'the provisions of a suspension
act should not be keyed to whether actual signatures have been ob-
tained by the date of the announcement of the proposed suspension.
Instead, we recommend that the beginning date for ,any suspension
period; and the cutoff date in the various provisions for ekeeptions
to the suspension, use the date of enactment rather than September'
8-9, 1966.

Thank'you,'
Senator SMATHERS. Mr. Blacknoi, president, National' Associa-

tion of Home Builders.

; Pi r I ej . 'f C9 .. 1
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STATEMENT OF LARRY BLACKNON, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILWEkS

Mr. BLACKMON. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Larry Blackmon. I am a resident of Fort Worth, Tex., and
have been actively engaged in homebuilding and apartment construe-
tion for many years in several Texas'cities and elsewhere in this coun-
try as well as in Latin America. I am submitting this statement in my
capacity as president of the National Association of Home Builders,
trade association of 45,000 members grouped in 403 State and local
associations located in all States, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.
NAHB is the trade association of the homebuiilding industry.

Our industry employs, directly and indirectly, more than 3 million
people.

Our position on H.R. 17607 can be briefly stated: (1) we support
suspension of the investment credit, and (2) we are not opposed to
suspension of accelerated depreciation on types of real estate other
than rental housing. The bill should exempt rental housing.

We understand that the major objective to be achieved by the legis-
lative proposals under consideration is to restore some balance to the
economy by adjusting tax laws affecting those economic activities
which are in temporary imbalance.

We believe investment in plant and equipment has been overly stim-
ulated and that a temporary slowdown would be in the public interest.

I We therefore support temporary suspension of the investment tax
credit.

With respect to the proposal under consideration for suspension of
accelerated depreciation, our position is based on these facts: (1) as
the data we shall cite clearly show, investment in plant and equipment
and in other commercial real estate should be restrained (or, at least,
overstimulation should be suspended) to slow down a too-prosperous
economy; (2) by contrast, not only has all homebuilding activity been
slowed down, but in recent months an even greater slowdown in activ-
ity is evident in the field of rental housing. The volume of rental hous.
ing activity is not contributing in any way to excessive demands upon
the economy, but, on the contrary, is unduly lagging.

Thus far in 1966, the economy has shown extraordinary growth in
virtually every area except homebuilding. The gross national prod-
uct at the end of the first 6 months had achieved a level of $732.3 bil-
lion, up 8.8 percent from last year, and bids fail to surpass the $735
billion annual total during 1966. By contrast, in August-the last
month in which data were available-housing starts were at an annu-
ally Rdojsted rate of 1,057,000, down by virtually one-third from the
total olast year and at the lowest monthly level since 1960.

The major factors in this decline have been the extremely tight
credit picture,. rising interest rates, and the diversion of funds from
homebuilding into other areas of investment. Notable in this diver-
sion has been the extraordinary growth of expenditures for the ex-
pansion of plant and equipmeAt. 'Capital expenditures in this area
rose some 16 percent last year and are expectedto -eise another 17 per-
cent this year, continuing an uninterrupted advrince since 1961. In
dollar terms, the expenditures in this area have gone from $45 bil-
lion in 1964, to $52 billion in 1965, and to a pro; -ted $61 billion in
19(A6.

l
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From 1956 until 19, plant and equipment inve.-tlent had re-
imained relatively constaiit. In the suimner of 1962, Congress en-
acted the legislation, suspension of which you are now considering.
This alloweda tax credit in an amount equal to 7 percent of the amount
invested, retroactive to December 31, 1961. G rowth in plant and
equipment expenditures was almost immediate and has continued at
a rapid rate ever since. In 1962, expenditures for these purposes ac-
counted for 6.7 percent of the gross national product; in 1966, the
expenditures had increased almost one-fourth, to 8.3 percent.

In contrast, during that same period, new residential dwelling
steadily declined. Dollar volume of homebuilding in 1962 represented
3.3 percent of gross national product. By 1966 it had declined to 2.8
percent. In January 1966 the annual rate of starts was at the 1,611,000
level, but by August the level had dropped to a rate of 1,057,000, a de-
cline of 34 percent. Building permit figures are now at a level even
below the 1960 recession, thereby assuring a continued depressed level
of starts in the months ahead. Single-family starts in August were
off 19 percent from the same month last year; the decline in multiples
was an even more drastic 36 percent. Single-family activity for 1966
will be at the lowest level in 20 years, and, of particular significance
in consideration of the bills before you, multifamily structures will
show the first significant drop in 4 years.

The high vacancy rate in rental housing during the period 1960
through the second quarter 1966, together with a geographical distri-
bution thereof, is illustrated in the following tables:

TABLE 1.-Rental and homeowner vacancy for the United States, 1960-66

Rental vacancy rates Homeowner vacancy rates

Yerlot 2d 3d 4th let -2d 3d 4th
quarter quarter quarter quarter quarter quarter quarter quarter

1966 --------- 7.6 6.8 ---------- ---------- -- 1.4 1.4 ------ -----
1965 --- -- 7.7 7.5 7. 7.7 1.6 1.4 1.6 1. 4
1964 ------- --- .. 7.3 7.4 7.7 7.5 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.4
1963 ------- ---------- 7.2 7.6 7.6 7.5 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.4
1962 - 7.7 7.4 7.3 7.4 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.4
1961 ----------------- 8.0 8.1 7.9 7.7 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.2
1960 --------- 7.2 7.3 6 7. 6 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.2

TABLE 2.-Rental and homemoner vacancy rates, inside and olit.ide Rtandard

metropolitan statistical areas and regions, 1966, 1965, and 1960

I Rental vacancy rates I Homeowner vacancy rates

Area

United States ----------------------

Inside SMSA ----------------------------

In central cities ----------------------
Outside central cities -----------------

Outside SMSA's .........................
N ortheast ---------------------------------
North Central ---------------------------
South ....................................
West ------------------------------------

2d quarter April 2d quarter April
. ______ 6 _______- 1060

census census
196 1966 1966 1965

6.8 7.5 " 6.7 1.4 1.4 1.6

6.7 7.3 6.4 1.5 1.4 1.7

6.7 7.1 0.2 1.4 1.4 1.5
5.9 7.6 7.0 1.5 1.4 1.9

7.5 7.9 7.3 1.3 1.3 1.3
4.6 4.8 4.2 .8 .7 1.2
5.9 6.6 6.7 1.1 1.0 1.3
7.5 7.7 8.0 1.8 1.9 1.8
9.9 12.0 8.8 2.0 1.8 20
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The rental vacancy rate during the second quarter of 1966 showed a
substantial decline. During that period 6.8 percent of the rental units
were vacant, off from 7.5 percent reported in the previous quarter and
the same period last year. This rental vacancy level represents the
lowest point since 1959.

The vacant rental inventory was reduced both inside and outside the
standard metropolitan statistical areas. The sharpest decline was
registered in the West where the vacancy rate declined from 12.0 dur-
ing the second quarter of 1965 to 9.9 in 1966. Vacancy levels in the
North Central and the South were actually lower than in 1960. The
overall vacancy rate during the second quarter of 1966 was virtually
the same as recorded in the 1960 census.

In sharp contrast to the record of residential construction during the
first 6 months of 1966, private construction of nonresidential building
increased by 20 percent. Most of this gain was in industrial construc-
tion, which increased by 41.5 percent over the same, period last year.
Industrial construction registered major gains in each of the past
3 years.

In 1964, industrial construction increased by 22.9 percent, in 1965 by
42.4 percent, and for the first 6 months of this year it has already
exceeded the full year total for 1962 by 10 percent. Commercial con-
struction likewise has shown healthy gains, registering an increase of
9 percent in 1964, 24 percent in 1965, and another 9 percent in the first
6 months of 1966,

It is clear that large demands for credit created by the excessive
increase in industrial expansion (partially produced by the tax credit)
was a major contributor to the decline in homebuilding. That decline
has seriously concerned all of the American people in recent months.
It has resulted in recent congressional action to stimulate housing,
including S. 3688, the bill to provide FNMA support. to the mortgage
market, and H.R. 14026, the bill to channel savings into mortgage
lending institutions, both of which have been signed by the President.

It seems to us it would be inconsistent for Congress with one hand
to seek to support and stimulate residential construction through the
bills I have cited while, with the other, it canceled much of those
benefits by failing to exempt multifamily housing under H.R. 17607.

'Withdrawal of double-declining method of accelerated deprecia-
tion would deal a severe blow to rental housing investors, on whom
builders must rely to furnish the very large amounts of equity capital
required. Under present law, application of accelerated depreciation
enables the investor to receive so-called excess depreciation deductions
during the early years of life of newly constructed properties, subject
however, to recapture under section 1250 of the Code during the first
10 years of ownership. If accelerated depreciation for real estate is
eliminated, depreciation deductions. based on 150 percent of straight
line will not, sufficiently cover mortgage amortization, taxes, and cash
earnings during the early years of life. Almost immediately there-
after, cash derived from the propey'ty will become fully taxable, for,
as mortgage amortization increases, a large portion of cash flow will
be required to pay taxes in consequence of the amortization not fully
offset by depreciation deductions. The return to an investor will con-
sequently be reduced to the level that rental housing will no longer
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constitute an attractive form of investment in relation to other invest-
ments now available.

We hope that, with the signing into law of S. 3688 and H.R. 14026,
we have succeeded in averting what could have been a major catas-
trophe for the industry which provides shelter for the American
people. We earnestly hope that much of this progress is not canceled
by enactment of H.R. 17607 without an appropriate exemption from
the suspension of accelerated depreciation for rental housing. We
urge the committee to provide such exemption in the bill.

Thank you.
Senator SMATHERS. Mr. Kenneth Rush, on behalf of the Manufac-

turing Chemists' Association, Inc.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH RUSH, PRESIDENT, UNION CARBIDE
CORP., AND CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF DIRECTORS, MANUFACTUR-
ING CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION, INC.

Mr. RUSH. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name
is Kenneth Rush. I am president of Union Carbide Corp. However,
I rn appearing before you today in my capacity as the current chair-
man of the board of directors of the Manufacturing Chemists' Asso-
ciation, Inc., a nonprofit trade association with 189 U.S. member com-
panis accounting for more than 90 percent of the Nation's chemical
productive capacity. I should like again to endorse strongly the posi-
tion taken by our association in its testimony before the House Ways
and Means Committee, which was that if Congress concludes that effec-
tive anti-inflationary measures are necessary at this time then such
measures should be in the form of an overall tax increase together with
rigid economies in Federal expenditures. These would be much more
effective its anti-inflationary measures and would have a much less ad-
verse effect on a continuing healthy economy than would suspension
of the investment tax credit.

In conformity with the basic purposes of the investment tax credit,
American industry has undertaken a heavy capital investment pro-
gram both to expand and to modernize its productive capacity. This
program is making American industry more competitive with foreign
producers in both domestic and oversea markets, is necessary to supply
the capacity to meet the demands for industrial goods and services, and
thus is a restraining force on inflationary pressures.

If, however, Congress feels that the investment tax credit should
be suspended, we believe strongly that relief from such suspension
should-be accorded to all taxpayers to the extent that on the suspension
date they were committed in good faith to expansion of facilities in
reliance on the benefits of the credit. We understand that this general
principle was approved by the House. Depriving taxpayers of the
investment credit. on projects for which substantial commitments ex-
isted on September 8 will not help in "cooling down the economy," but
will only penalize the taxpayer who has made such commitments. I am
sure it is well understood that a company cannot. readily back off from a
plant facility after substantial commitments have been made, includ-
ing commitments to customers. While I am speaking for the chemical
industry, the same considerations doubtless apply to indtistry in gen-
eral.

, ;..A,
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Turning now to the problems of what should be included as prior
substantial commitments that will continue to qualify for the invest-
ment tax credit we believe that every effort must be made to insure
the same equitable treatment to all taxpayers. Under the provisions
of the House bill, the investment credit is continued when a commit-
ment for an equipped building is involved. Such commitment would
exist if more than 50 percent of the cost of an equipped building is
committed or in progress. In such event, the entire project and any
incidental property necessary for its planned use are eligible for' the
investment credit. This commitment provision allows the credit for
the entire integrated unit, whereas other provisions in the House bill,
such as the machinery or equipment completion rules, allow the credit
on a piecemeal basis only.

The Ways and Means Committee indicated that the underlying
rationale of the equipped building rule is that commitments for con-
struction of the building also involve commitments for the entire fa-
cility, including the machinery or equipment. We believe that this
rationale is sound and should apply equally to the chemical and many
other industries which have few if any buildings. Accordingly, we
believe that the integrated unit concept which underlies the philosophy
of the House bill should be made available to all taxpayers. We be-
lieve this may have been the intent of the House but we are concerned
because of the limitations inherent in the term "equipped building."

At this time I would like to explain the type of plant facility con-
struction which is common to our industry. We have before us the
preconstruction model of a plant facility to produce ethanolamines.
This is typical of modern chemical construction. You will notice that
this single facility is composed almost entirely of machinery or equip-mnent. 'You will also notice that there is only a small building con-
nected with the facility. This building houses the remote control
equipment for operating the facility. Attached to my statement is a
photograph of the actual operating unit as constructed, together with
a photograph showing the location of the plant facility within the
complex.

It is obvious that, in a chemical plant facility such as this one, the
equipped building provision is of no help. Plant facilities common
to the chemical industry, as well as to many other industries, do not
require buildings. In this industry a plant facility is made up of in-
terrelated component parts of machinery or equipment constructed
without protective enc-losures and constituting one integrated operat-
ing unit. We believe that this type of plant facility should be treated
in a fashion similar to that now provided for an equipped building.
While we endorse the equipped building concept, we feel that similar
treatment should be extended to the chemical and other industries.
Of course, the chemical industry recognizes that a specific commitment
for a plant unit such as the ethanol mines unit in our model, would
not include a chemical complex, but would extend only to what repre-
sents an integrated and interrelated operating unit.

The chemical industry has made? commitments which have been
carefully scrutinized by the responsible officials of the respective
member companies of our association. These are clearly identifiable
projects, such as, for example, an enthanolamine's unit. Engineering
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studies, accounting and cost projections, market surveys and other
related studies precede the adoption of these plans. Once approved
by the proper officials of a company, work orders issued, and work
commenced, they become commitments which cannot be reversed with-
out substantial loss. Our industry believes that where these plans
clearly identify a plant facility composed of interrelated component
parts of machinery or equipment, they should as I indicated earlier.
be treated similarly to equipped buildings. Accordingly, we urge that
your committee revise H.R. 17607 so as to continue the credit for this
type of plant facility. Briefly, this might be done by treating a plant
facility, as appropriately defined, on which erection or installation has
commenced in the same manner as though a binding contract existed
for its erection or installation.

If you desire any further detailed information, we would be most
happy to furnish it to your committee or your staff.

Our industry is not seeking an exemption for the chemical industry
but merely a uniform application of the rationale underlying the billpassed by the House and now under consideration by your committee.

Lastly, our industry is pleased to note that the bill before you con-
tinues the investment credit for water and air pollution control facili-
ties and we strongly recommend that this provision be retained.

I appreciate the opportunity of appearing before this committee.
We realize that you have a very important and difficult task before
you and we know that you will give careful consideration to our prob-
lems under this bill.

Thank you.

ETtIANOLAMINES UNIT
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Senator SMATII S. That concludes the witnesses for today. Also,
that concludes tifs hearing, so the committee will now stand in ad-
journment, the hoarding having been concluded.

(Whereupon, at 4:10 p.m., th~e hearing concluded and the committee
adjourned.)

(By direction of! the chairman, the following communications aremade a part of the record:)

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKcS,

October 7, 1966.Hkn. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chafrnzan, S enate Finance Commttee,
Washingt on, D.C7.

DEAR SENtATOR LONG: In connection with the hearings now being held by the
Senate Finance Committee on H.R. 17607, I am enclosing a statement setting
forth my views on the section of the bill dealing with air and water pollutioncontrol facilities for the Committee's consideration. I would appreciate it if
you would have my statement made part of the hearing record.

Sincerely yours,
JOHN SHERMAN COOPER.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN AHERMAN COOPER CNCERNING H.R. 17607, BEFORE
THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE, .OcTOBER 0, 196

vhrman Long an Memb8r of the ComUttte:
For the past four days this omnittee has held hearings on HR. 17607, a

bill that would temporarily suspend investment credit and accelerated deprecia-
tion for the period Septembehr 9, 196 through December 31, 1967.

yhen the bill was debated in the House, Congressman Mills, the floor
manager, accepted an amendment offered by Congressman Byrnes which, duringg
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the proposed sixteen month suspension, provides for the continuation and
availability of the investment credit for the acquisition of air and water pollu-
tion control facilities that remove or abate pollution. I hope that this Com-
mittee, in any bill it reports, will retain the amendment and I would like to
comment briefly on the need for such a provision.

Conservative estimates of the total cost for controlling industrial pollution
have been placed at $75 billion over the next 15 years, or the large sun of $5
billion per year. At the base of this estimate rests the progressively increased
use of water by industry. In 1900 the average daily use of water for industrial
purposes was 15 billion gallons but by 1960 Industry was employing some 160
billion gallons per day. The amount of money required for installations to
control pollution in Just two industries alone-the paper and chemical in-
dustries-is indeed staggering.

A number of members of the Senate, including members of this Committee,
have introduced bills which would amend the Internal Revenue Code so as to
give an incentive to industry to construct air and water pollution control
facilities. While many of these bills differ as to method, each has the purpose
of providing industry with a financial incentive for acquiring and installing
necessary equipment.

On February 1 if this year I introduced S. 2857, which would increase the
investment credit allowable from, the present 7% to 14% for those industries
purchasing and installing air and water pollution facilities. The bill is co-
sponsored by Senators Randolph, Allott, Kuchel, Lausche, Long of Missouri,
Pearson, Saltonstall, Scott and Javits. I should point out that this bill was
offered by Senator Ribicoff on the floor of the Senate in 1964 as an amendment
to the Revenue Act of 1964 and was cosponsored by some 25 Senators. Although
the Senate agreed to the amendment it was later dropped in the conference
with the House.

In introducing this bill I emphasized the greater role that industry must play.
"The trend in legislation seems to look solely to the Federal Government to

solve this problem through increased financial contributions. This will be nec-
essary, but we must remember that the increase in pollution is caused by more
advanced agricultural and industrial uses and if we are to come to grips with this
problem we must have the support of private industry. One way of increasing
the participation of private industry is to give industry a financial incentive to
purchase and install facilities for the abatement of, water and air pollution.
It is only proper that where industries purchase expensive equipment and
facilities to reduce pollution-which facilities bring no financial return on
their investment, but are devoted to the greater public purpose and benefit-that
a portion of that cost should be borne by the public."

On April 6, 1966, I spoke on the floor and called the Senate's attention to a
report entitled, "Views of the Governors on Tax Incentives and Effluent
Charges-Water Pollution Control and Abatement," issued March 16 by a sub-
committee of the House Government Operations Committee. To ascertain the
governors' views on the desirability and need of federal assistance in this field,
the subcommittee asked the governors of the 50 states whether the federal
government should provide tax relief or other incentives to industry in order
to accelerate water pollution controls. From the replies, the subcommittee
found that the great majority of the state governors favored federal tax incen-
tives for this purpose, and saw no conflict between a federal tax incentive pro-
gram and any similar state programs.

When the Air and Water Pollution Subcommittee of the Public Works Comi-
nmittee announced that it would hold hearings in April and May of this year
to consider amendments to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, I wrote
representatives of private industry who were scheduled to testify and pointed
out that although the Public Works Committee is without jurisdiction in fiscal
matters, I thought it would be helpful to, the Committee to have the comments
and viewpoints of industry. As a result of their testimony and the substantial
interest created among the Committee members, the- Public Works Committee,
in reporting out its bill, included a strong recommendation to this Committee
to consider tax legislation applicable to the acquisition and installation of pollu-
tion control facilities. The pertinent section of the Committee's Report reads as
follows:

"A number of witnesses testified on the need for -tax incentives as a means of
reducing the cost of noneconomic pollution control facilities. This is not a
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matter over which the Senate Public Works Comnmntt 6*has jurisdiction but it
affects the overall effort to meet water pollution control and abatement needs.
This committee strongly recommends that the appropriate congressional com.
mittees give consideration to tax relief proposals fqr industrial pollution control
activities.

"For the most part, pollution control does not provide a return on an Invest.
meant to an industry. Installation of pollution control devices is costly and, in
many cases, nonremunerative. The billion dollars of capital investment which
will have to be made by the industrial sector for the benefit of the entire society
will place a substantial burden on corporate resources, and ultimately on the
general public. The committee suggests that there are several alternative meth-
ods of aiding industry in meeting its pollution control obligations.

"Investment tax credits as proposed by Senator John Sherman Cooper of Ken-
tucky, in legislation cosponsored by the Chairman of the Senate Public Works
Committee, Senator Jennings Randolph of West Virginia is onemethod whereby
industry could recoup the cost of control and abatement of pollution. Senator
Abraham Ribicoff of Connecticut, in legislation cosponsored by, among others,
the chairman of the subcommittee, Senator Edmund S. Muskie of Maine, provides
for accelerated amortization of the cost of pollution control facilities. This may
also provide a means of offsetting industry's cost of pollution control. However,
both of these methods do not consider the problem confronting those Industries
with plants having great pollution problems and marginal economic efficiency.

"The committee has recommended greater emphasis on joint municipal-indus.
trial treatment systems operated by public agencies. Such systems are eligible
for assistance under the sewage treatment grant program.

"The proposal by the American Paper Institute for specific Federal grants to
municipalities to construct industrial waste treatment facilities would provide
an effective means of meeting the needs of both the marginal industries as well
as the profitable industries. Such a Federal grant approach would not be incon-
sistent with public policy because the grant would, in effect, be made to a unit
of government. This approach differs from that proposed by Senators Cooper
and Ribieoff and is a matter which can and will be considered by this committee.
However, realizing that there is no final answer to the problem of financing
industrial pollution control, the committee reiterates its strong recommenda-
tion that the appropriate committees consider tax relief legislation."

The House Public Works Committee on September 9 reported H.R. 16076, to
amend the Federal Water Pollution Control Act and the reported bill included
two Committee amendments of particular interest to all of us concerned with
industrial pollution. Section 202(b) of the bill authorizes for the first time the
Secretary of the Interior to make grants to industry for research in the preven-
tion and treatment of water pollution:

"The Secretary is authorized to make grants to persons for research and dem-
onstration projects for prevention of pollution of waters by industry, including,
but not limited to, the treatment of industrial waste. No grant shall be made un-
der this subsection in an amount in excess of $1,000,000. no grant shall be made
for more than 70 per centumn of the cost of the project, and no grant shall be
made for any project unless the Secretary determines that such project will serve
a useful purpose in the development or demonstration of a new or improved
method of treating industrial wastes or otherwise preventing pollution of waters
by industry, which method shall have industry-wide application."

The need for this legislation is discussed in detail in the House Report at
pages 25-26:

"The reason for the addition of industrial grants is recognition of the fact
that industry, which was at one time less of a polluter than municipalities and
communities, has now become a major polluter. The complexity of some indus-
trial waste problems requires the active involvement of industry Itself which
has intimate knowledge of manufacturing and other industrial processing opera-
tions. The stipulation that 70 percent of the cost of such Investigations be borne
by the Federal government should be an inducement to hnve industrial support
and participation in the studies.

"The committee is not inclined to behibor Industry for its growing contribu-
tion to this problem. Nothing will be gained by attempting to fix blame. The
problem is here and it must be solved or some future generation will be worry-
ing about clean oceans. The committee does feel, however, that more should be
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done by industry, and it is very pleased to note that during the hearings
evidence was presented to show that industry is attempting to do its part.

"The Federal Government should do its part, too, in helping in the solution
of this problem, certainly, in dove-loping means for controlling it. The inclu-
sion of specific grants to industry for research is based upon the same con-
cept as in existing law for grants to public and private agencies and institutions
for research in this field. It would be of little value if we solved the technical
means of preventing or alleviating the sewage from municipalities and failed to
lend necessary assistance to research for the disposal of waste emanating from
the various types of industrial and manufacturing processes.

"Industrial research should not be limited to the technology of waste treat-
ment. It should also include an investigation of possible financial methods of
providing for this treatment, including methods of providing treatment works
to the smaller industries on an installment basis. If a small company is faced
with the necessity of putting in extensive treatment works as a result of Federal
and State laws or public pressure, such financing could be helpful."

In addition, Section 211 of the House Bill requires the Secretary of the Interior
to make a study of methods to assist industry in dealing with the problems
of pollution and to report the results of the study to the Congress:

"The Secretary of the Interior shall conduct a full and complete investi-
gation and study of methods for providing incentives designed to assist in the
construction of facilities and works by industry designed to reduce or abate
water pollution. Such study shall include, but not be limited to, the possible
use of tax incentives as well as other methods of financial assistance. In carry-
Ing out this study the Secretary shall consult with the Secretary of the Treasury
as well as the head of any other appropriate department or agency of the Federal
Government. The Secretary shall report the results of such investigation and
study, together with his recommendations to the Congress not later than Janu-
ary 31, 1968."

These two provisions adopted by the House are not in the Senate Bill and
now that both bills aiq in conference, I have urged the Senate conferees to
accept the House amendments.

The Public Works Committee reported and the Senate passed on July 12,
S. 3112, amending the Clean Air Act. The primary purposes of this bill are to
consolidate appropriation authorizations in the Clean Air Act and to authorize
funds to continue the program through 1969.

In addition, it institutes a new grant program to allow air pollution control
agencies up to one-half of the cost of maintaining programs for the prevention
and control of air pollution, and authorizes the Secretary to make grants to
inter-municipal or interstate air pollution control agencies in an amount up
to three-fifths of the cost of maintaining regional air pollution control programs.

Further, the bill removes the limitation in existing law that no more than
20% of the sums appropriated annually under the act may be used for support
of air pollution control programs, and provides that in determining the eligibility
for a program grant non-recurrent expenditures of the participating agencies
in the preceding year shall not be considered.

I would like to point out, however, that both House and Senate bills, which are
now in conference, make no provision for grants to industry for research in the
problems of air pollution. In view of the projected growth of electrical power
generation in the next 10 years, it is important that we experiment with new
processes for removing sulfur from coal and fuel oil. Just as we have built
experimental desalinization plants, so we should build experimental sulfur ex-
tractors. Our present need is to develop new technology. In this connection, I
shall urge the Senate Public Works Committee to consider legislation for making
industry eligible to receive research grants for experimentation in the field of
air pollution controls.

I have spoken at this great length to indicate the many stops that are being
taken now by the committees of the Congress to combat air and water pollution.
I am hopeful that when the present inflationary pressures in our economy have
subsided, this Committee will consider increasing the present investment credit
or provide additional tax incentives to industry to assist in the acquisition and
installation of pollution controls. But for the present, however. I think it would
be a backward step for the Congress not to continue at least the present invest-
ment credit as provided in the House bill.

For these reasons, I respectfully urge that the Committee retain this provision
In the bill it reports.

69-73506----21
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN SPARKMAN BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
OOTOBDI 0, 1960

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I appreciate very much the op.
portunity to present my views' and those of several other Senators on the proposal
to suspend the Investment credit and certain accelerated depreciation, and the
effects of this measure upon the 94% of the firms in this country which are small
businesses.

It is common knowledge that, for the past 51A years, the United States has en.
Joyed a record of stable growth unparalleled iu history. Recently, however, our
military build-up in Southeast Asia, combined with a rising tide of demand for
civilian goods, has caused our economy o operate at about 93% of capacity, and
exerted even heavier pressure on several -,ritical industries.

The "Survey of Current Business" for September 1966 shows that as of
August, plant and equipment expenditures were at an annual level of about $61
billion, or 17% above the 1964-65 base. For selected industries such as paper,
machinery, and other-than-rail transportation, such spending was increased by
33.5%, 31.1% and 28.7% respectively. A table illustrating the sectoral nature
of this investment boom is attached to my statement as Appendix I.

These figures, particularly in the manufacturing field, indicate the effectiveness
of the 7% Investment tax credit legislation of 1962 and the accelerated deprecia.
tion methods placed in the Code in 1954.1 Many of the 294,000 small business
manufacturers have acquired new plant and machinery based upon these In.
centives. A table of the increases in manufacturing investment over 'the past five
years is attached as Appendiy '.

We have been advised by InO"lstry witnesses that these tax policies have pro.
vided a substantial share of the ,nds for their capital expenditures, perhaps as
high as % to 5% of all the funds required.2 The investment tax credits alone have
been estimated as high as $2 billion for this year.8

As the Committee Is aware, this response by American business to the oppor.
tunities presented by the investment tax credit would normally be a source of
unbounded satisfaction. These policies fulfill a unique role in encouraging new
investment in modernized facilities, which promise many lasting benefits in pro-
ductivity, increased efficiency, and competitiveness In International markets.
Testimony already before the Congress Is persuasive as to the long-run power of
these provisions as counter-inflationary forces.'

Because of these long-run benefits, I feel that only the extraordinary circum-
stances of a war effort and the possibility of inflation justify a suspension of the
tax credit program. The modifications should thus be tailored as exactly as pos-
sible-not only to the sectors of heightened demand, but to structural character-
istics and differing needs of American businesses.

In making this proposal, President Johnson has acknowledged that the present
monetary situation imposes "a special hardship on home buyers and small busi-
nessmen." 5 This concern has been shared by the Secretary of the Treasury, who
told the Ways and Means Committee that the current "absorption of credit by
business * * * has begun to threaten the supply of funds for state and local
governments and for small business." 6

The figures which I wish to present to the Committee, based on research done
by the Select Committee on Small Business, will, I believe, lend further support to
the following conclusions:

1. That the special hardships and future threats to small business con-
cerns do exist under present conditions;

2. That the bulk of increased credit demands has not originated from small
businesses; and

3. That an exemption based upon $25,000 worth of investment for small
business is appropriate on the basis of data presently available.

1 Internal Revenue Code, Sections 88 and 107.
2'Testimony of the Machinery and Allied Products Institute before the Committee on

Wavs and Means, September 14. 1966 hearings. Page 190.
a Ways and Means Committee hearings on W.R. 17607, Sept. 12-1G, 1966, Page 83.
'See, for instance, testimony of the Machinery and Allied Products Institute hearings,

lec cit, Page 177.
5 Message of the President on Inflation, TT. Doe. 492, 89th Cong., 2nd Sess., Page 7.
0 Ways and Means Committee hearings Joe cit, Page 15. The Secretary stated that

commercial bank loans to businesses has risen at an annual rate of 22% in 1906.
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The importance of small and growing businesses, particularly in the new tech-
nology areas of our economy, continues t6 barecognized at the highest levels of
our government."

Yet, as the Committee is aware, this vital segment of our economy is in in-
creasing danger from the highest rate of mergers and the most accelerated con-
centration of corporate power that we have seen In this country.8

Capital is the lifeblood of developing small businesses. Higher interest rates,
detailed in Appendix 3, and decreased availability of money places additional
burdens on our small businessmen, making them even more dependent on in-
ternally generated funds.

A further point which Table 3 makes clear, and which I believe the Committee
should recognize, is that the pressure for loans is not coming from the smaller
corporations in this country. The figures show that all the loans below $200,000
granted in June 1966 amount to less than 20% of the dollar amounts loaned. It
can be further observed that loans of the size that would be needed to finance
equipment purchases up to $25,000 constitute a proportion of the total which is
almost negligible. It seems to me that this demonstrates the slight pressure
put on our financial resources, relatively, by small businesses, and the equally
slight impact that a $25,000 equipment exemption might have, even if it were
assumed that a substantial amount of this equipment would be financed by bor-
rowed capital.

We know, from prior testimony that small and independent businessmen are
utilizing the tax credit. The National Federation of Independent Business ad-
vised the Ways and Means Committee that some 54% of those replying to its
survey were actually using the credit in 1966, up from 43% the year before.9 Un-
doubtedly, other small businessmen have made plans to do so, which are based on
some very close calculations.

In an effort to determine the average amount of investment in equipment
for small business manufacturers during 1966, we could strike an arithmetical
average, which is about $18,000. More precise information, from the 1962-63
"Statistics of Income," : indicates that small businessmen In the $500,000-$1
million gross receipt category, who were entitled to the credit, have been spending
about $22,000 per company on such equipment and machinery. Attached are
summary tables, Appendices 4 and 5, based upon this Treasury information. It
can be seen from these figures that, although the small business category con-
tains nearly 80% of the corporate taxpayers, it acounts for less than 9% of busi-
ness receipts and lesp than 3% of net income.

It may thus be in-erred that the company which is above the average, and is
making the exertions and sacrifices necessary to move ahead, is investing some-
what in excess of $22,000 for equipment purchases.

A small business exemption based upon $25,000 should therefore accomplish
several objectives:

1. It would preserve the character of the tax credit program for small
businesses which need it most;

2. It would allow the more progressive of these companies to proceed with
their plans; and

3. It would continue to provide an element of restraint, by assuring that
very high expenditures by even bona fide small businesses would be denied
the f till benefit of the tax credit.

Such an exemption would not have unduly adverse effects upon credit, or the
amount of the tax credit claimed. Based upon the Treasury figures in Appendix
5, the proportion of the credit involved is likely to be something less than 2% of
the $2 billion total. A further point in favor of such an exemption is that the
formulas visualized by the House of Representatives upon reinstatement of this
provision in 1968 appear to foreshadow substantial increases in tax credits to our

7 See, for instance, remarks of the President at tlin signing ceremony of the Small Bsi.
ness Act Amendments of 1966, May 2, 1966; remnrk : of the President upon the swearing
in of Bernard L. Boutin as Administrator of the ill Business Administration, May 19,
1006. "Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents, 1066," pages 601 and 602.

8 See, for instance, Hearings before the Senate Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly
on Economic Concentration. Part II, March 10, 1965.- See also testimony before the'sae"
Stibcommittee, September 12, 1960.

0 Ways and Means Committee hearings, lee cit, page 235.
10 "Statistics of Incone--1002," Corporation Income Tax Returns, U.S. Treasury Do-

vartnment, Internal Revenue Service. See particularly Tables 2 and 0, Pages 66-7, 134-5.
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larger corporations with no compensating competitive benefits for smaller
concerns.

On the basis of the foregiing, I urge an amendment to H.R. 17607 Which would
embody a small business exemption based on $25,000 of Investment iin equipment
and machinery.11  The following Senators join In this request: Senators Salton.
stall, Bartlett, Montoya, Harris, Pell and Jordan of North Carolina.

APPErNDIX 1.-Porcent change in plant anc equipment owpen dture8, 10(4-60

Actual,
1005 to

Actual antic iatod
reported in
August 10 0

All industries I ................................................. . 15.7 17.1
Manufacturing ........-............. r......................................... 20.8 20.0

Durable goods I ............... ; .................... ................ .20.9 22.5
Primary metals ......................---.-.-.-.-.-.-----. ........-.-.....-... -- - 20.0 12.3Machinery ........ . -....... 2.......................................... 820 31.1
Transportation %juipmont-----------------------------------....... 27.1 20.8Stone, lay, and zass ................................ ..... ... 14.9 .1Nondurable goods i ................ V .................................... 420. 18.7
Food and beverage I ........ '..................................... .. 10.0 18.8
Textile ................................................................. 20.8 22.7Paper .......................... 8........................0........... 0 .... 20.0 83.5Cihomioal .............. * *................ ...... .. .... 81. 1.Petroleum ............. ....... .. 145

Mining- ..............................-............................ 98 12.1Railroad.............................................................-28.1 13,.1Transportation, other than rail .................................. . 1. 28.1Public utilities ...................... 11.......7..... .....".. ' ............. 17.0
Communications. ..................... .............. ........ ... ... ...... . 10,0 11.2Conunorclal and other ...................................................... 88.........

I Includes Industries not shown separately,
Source: U.8, Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics, and Securities and Exchange

Commission.

APPENDIX 2.-Investment in manufacturing plants and equipment, 1901-65

1005 1004 1003 1002 1001

Total, all frms...............-...... 22.4 1886 15.7 14. 7 18.7
Estimated plants ........................ 0.8 0.8 4.7 4.4 4.1Estimated equipment ................... 15.7 18,0 11.0" 10. 8 9.8
Estimated share by small business manu-

facturors:
Equipment .................... . 6.5 4.8 .8 .8 .4Yearly Increases in equipment Invest.mont ................................ 20.7 18.5 7.0 7.2 ..........

Source: Estimates by Small Business Administration, Oct. 2,1908.

o1The alternative. of exempting $25 000 worth of tax I Iabilt has some very knowledgo-e proponent, Se, for instance, letrs frem non. Joe , ne, Chairman of the Select
0mMittee on mlI usiness, House of Representatives, to Chairmen Wilbur B. Mills andRussell B, Long, September 10 and August 20 1060), Two factors led me to prefer theapproach I have described, First, the tax liability approach does not fit the conventional

small business category as neatly. A 10% return on iales before taxes which would yield
the requisite $04 000 worth of tax liability Is substantially below the conventional $1 milliongross sales small business ceiling. Second, on the average, the $25,000 exemption would
carry its effect well Into the $1-11 million business category, the average net trofit of whichis about $77,000. (See Appiendix 8.) Carrie# to its upper limitthe ful $25,000 taxcredit would, of course, cover the purchase of $857,000 worth of equipment, many timesthe amount which a small business would be expected to spend, This alternative is avail-able if the Committee 94ould desire a broader relief provision.
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APPENDIX 8.-Banlk rates on short-term business loans,' June 1-15, 1960 6

Percentage distribution of dollar amount by size of loan-

Interest rate (percent per annum) Juo 1906

All sizes $1,000 to , $10,000 to $100 000 to $200,000
$1,o000 $100,o0 $20,0o0 and over

Logs than A percent ...................... 8.4 1.8 1.7 8.2 8.6
6AJ I)ercont ................................ 01.7 4.2 9.9 24.0 70.2
Over 5A and less than 0 percent ........... 7.8 8.2 9.6 18.4 7.0
O Iercot ................................. 11.5 37.0 83.2 20.7 7.9
Over 0 and less than 7 percent ............. 10.6 28.3 28.8 20.2 8.1
7 Ircent ............. --..................... 8.2 10.1 11.1 7.7 2.0
Over 7 percent ............................. 2.1 9.0 8.2 4.8 1.2

Total percent ........................ 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Total, dollar amount -..................... 4,811,741 ,988 889 02 270950 8,0j41,141
Total, number of loans .................... 28,066 10, 840 11,842 2,184 8,094
Average size of loan ..................................... 3,082 31,711 124, 062 085,690

I lasted on reports by a sample of mainly large bankale0I. For a description of the survey,
see Federal Roserve Bulletin, March 1949, au-rX-287.

I Based on now loans and ronowals to ,AE"15 days of month,'
I Dollar amounts In thousands.

NoTH.-.Prmd rate changed fro to 54 percent during March survey.
Source: Based upon Inform on contained In statistical Vol--ot t!he Board of 0overkno Federal He.

servo Systom, July7,10.. .. r

Under $10,000 .... . ....
10,000 to '25,000 ..............5,000 totO0 ..............000to P100... ....
1I0,00 to 1200,000 ...........

000 0 to 100 0 0 . . . . .

00O0 to ,00,000 ..........io,,0 to i 1O0 000..'.....'.

I Negligible.
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OCTOBER 0, 1966.

ADDITIONAL CO-SPONSOR1S TO SPARKMAN AMENDMENT

Senator MORSE.
Senator BIm..
Senator TYwI'ms.
Senator McGEI:.
Senator COOPEa.
Senator COTTON.
Senator POUTY.
Senator SIMPSON.
Senator EI Ix.
Senator WILLIAMS (New Jersey).
Senator SCOTT.

[Submitted by Senator John Sparkman, of Ahban, In behalf of Alabama Textile
Manufacturers Atsoclatlonj

SEP'E~lEI{26, 1066.
Mr. SAM JONES,
President, Alabama ew tile Manufacturer8 A association, Inc.,
Anniston, Ala.

DEAR MR. JONES : Thank you for your letter of September 19, 1960, with which
you forwarded a copy of a resolution which was passed unanimously at the 660th
Annual Convention of the Alabama Textile Manufacturers Association.

As you may know, I have always advocated amendments to our tax laws which
permit more accelerated depreciation for businesses. I share your feeling that
this would be appropriate tax relief for those businesses investing heavily lII
equipment designed to reduce pollution.

I have taken the liberty of forwarding a copy of your letter to Senator Russell
Long, Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee requesting his consideration
of this proposal. Certainly, I hope that this will be helpful, and that you will
let me know if there Is anything further I ('an do.

Yours very truly,
JoHN SPARKMAN, Chairman.

ALABAtfA TEXTILE, MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, INO.,
Ann8ton, Ala., September 19, 1906.

Senator JoHrN J. SPARKMAN,
Senate Office Buitlding,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR SPARKMAN: It Is the desire of the Board of Directors and the
membership of our Association that you have a copy of the resolution which was
passed unanimously at the 05th Annual Convention of our Association. This Is
attached, and you will note that It has to do with water use and waste control.

The textile Industry in Alabama recognizes its responsibility In the important
area of water use and conservation, and the resolution refers to our determina-
tion to stay out front in efforts to keep our waters clean.

Your special attention is called to the last paragraph of the resolution.
Since the Investment for waste treatment facilities is heavy, legislation for

accelerated tax depreciation for such facilities Is needed and would be extremely
helpful.

Our members urge you to use your influence in this connection, and we take
this opportunity to thank you for your dedicated and effective service.

Most sincerely,
SAIMf JONES, President.

RESOLUTION PASSED AT TnlE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE ALABAMA TEXTILE MANU-
FAoTURERS ASSOCIATION AT THE TziURSDAY MORNING BUSINEss SESSION, MAY5, 196

RESOLUTION O. 4

Whereas, one of Alabama's most valuable assets Is Its abundant supply of both
surface and underground water;

The proper utilization and the careful preservation of our water resources are
vital to the personal well-being of Alabama citizens, and to the continued growth
and prosperity of our state;

W -1
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rThe heavy concentration of population in our urban and metropolitan centers,
together with the extensive Industrialization that has taken place In Alabama
in recent years, have caused a tremendous increase in the annual consumption
of water in this State; and the disposal of the larger quantities of the wastes
from our cities and from our Industries, unless carefully controlled, threaten
to impair the quality of our water for ourselves and for posterity;

The Textile Manufacturing Industry is one of the large consumers of water
in Alabama, consequently Its waste disposal problems are of considerable
magnitude;

The members of the Alabama Textile Manufacturers Association recognize
their responsibilities as good corporate citizens, to conserve and to protect our
water resources through judicious use of their water requirements, and through
waste disposal methods and techniques that will effectively prevent the pollu-
tion of the streams into which their plant effluents are discharged;

The textile industry cannot eliminate its wastes from Alabama streams with-
out difficulty. Experience has shown us that this Is an expensive and highly
technical process. The industry does say that they have begun and will con-
tinue the march that will result in cleaner streams for Alabama, for Alabamians,
and for those neighbors of ours downstream from us;

By this resolution, we, the members of the Alabama Textile Manufacturers
Association, pledge our best efforts to fulfill that promise by establishing and
maintaining water use and waste disposal practices that will contribute to the
preservation of the water resources of our state by all its people;

Because of the very heavy capital investment required to, build and to main-
tain effective waste treatment plants, the members of our Assnciation, represent-
ing some seventy-five textile manufacturing plants, with 40,000 employees,
respectfully urge the Congress of the United States and the Legislature of
Alabama to enact national and state legislation that will allow lor the accelerated
tax depreciation of the facilities which are designed to control water pollution,
and to provide other tax Incentives that will encourage the construction of such
plants and facilities as promptly as possible.

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN TEXTILE MANUFATUIIERS INSTITUTE, SUBMITTED BY
JOHN W. WAGNER, CHAIRMAN, ATMI TAX COMMrEE

This statement Is submitted on behalf of the American Textile Manufacturers
Institute, in oPposition to the suspension of the Investment Credit and allowance
of accelerated depreciation deductions from September 1966 to January 1908.

While the Institute agrees with the objective of the bill, namely to moderate the
pace of the economy, It believes that this bill Is an Inappropriate method of
obtaining that objective. In our Industry the economic effects of the bill will not
be felt for at least six months because of the pending backlog of orders and the
necessary delays In obtaining new textile equipment.

Spinning frames serve as a yardstick of technological Improvement In the tex-
tile industry and experts agree that frames more than ten years old are obsolete
and Inefficient. In 1950 seventy-nine percent of the frames in this industry were
more than ten years old. By 1960 the situation had deteriorated even further and
eighty-one percent of the frames were more than ten years old. Then Congress
provided for the Investment credit. As of 1960 forty-nine percent of the frames
are more than ten years old. Thus, In a short four-year period one-half of the
Job of modernizing the Industry was accomplished but It Is essential that this Job
be completed if the Industry Is to be able to compete with foreign Imports.
Further, completion of such a modernization program is one of the best possible
ways to check the further spread of inflation.

We therefore suggest that methods other than the suspension of the investment
credit and accelerated depreciation provisions of the tax law be adopted.

Be that as It may, we certainly want to urge upon Congress certain technical
changes In the bill which we believe are essential to make it fair.

We submit that the binding contract rules of the bill do not accomplish the
desired result. The reason for the rule as stated in the House Committee Report I
Is that It would be unfair to deny the credit or accelerated depreciation in a 8itu-
ation where the taxpayer would be liable to a damage suit if it doesn't proceed to
fulfill a contract for construction or acquisition of, for example, some machinery.

Houge Rep. No. 2087, 89th Cong., 2nd Sess., p. 15.
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But many times a taxpayer, without necessarily signing a contract with a third
party, will have so committed itself to a course of action that it will suffer severe
financial loss if it doesn't proceed with a program. A taxpayer may hire engi.
neers to design a machine or architects to prepare plans and specifications, both
at considerable expense, without necessarily making a contract to build the ma.
chine or construct the building. The taxpayer (relying on the credit and depre.
elation provisions) has committed itself to a course of action and cannot with.
draw without incurring considerable financial damage. There can be Just as
much or more damage in such a situation as in the situation provided for in the
proposed bill. Furthermore, the binding contract rule will be subject to different
interpretations in all of the fifty states, depending on whether a state uses the
common law rule with respect to contracts, the Uniform Commercial Code or the
Uniform Sales Act. Also there will be Involved the different state court inter.
pretations of these provisions. For example, we cite the case of Pennsylvania
and its neighboring state, Delaware. A contract would be "binding" if the parties
orally make it in Wilmington, Delaware but would be revocable if they happen to
orally make it in Chester, fifteen miles away.

A similar situation existed when Congress passed the Revenue Act of 1942.
In that Act there was a Section 722, relief provision with respect to the excess
profits taxes that were imposed. One provision, in that Act, dealt with where
the taxpayer had an increase in its capacity for production Immediately prior
to January 1, 1940. The Act recognized that a taxpayer may have "committed
itself to a course of action" to increase its capacity prior to January 1, 1940,
even though the capacity was actually created after January 1, 1940. Under
such circumstances the post-January 1, 1940 increase was recognized. This par-
ticular provision (Section 722(b) (4)) worked fairly and there was very little
litigation growing out of the administration of the "commitment rule."

Borrowing the exact words from that Act, and using them in the present bill
could be accomplished as follows:

On page 5 of the bill as reported to the House, line 10, strike the balance of the
sentence after the word "acquired" and insert the following, "as a result of a
course of action to which the taxpayer was committed prior to September 0,
1908."

A similar amendment would be made in the depreciation sections of the bill.
Such an amendment would permit dropping the complicated and grossly un-

fair 50% rules with respect to construction or acquisition or property as pro-
vided in Section 48(h) (4) and (5) of the bill. The problem of determining
whether a building for which a piling has been driven on September 8 will cost
more than tl machinery to be put In that building is complicated. Suppose
the machinery costs o11 percent more thnn the building. Cannot the taxpayer
buy a bit of cheaper machinery and thus qualify? What about the taxpayer
who just misses qualification? Both were committed to the same course of ac-
tion as of September 8 and both, in all fairness, should be similarly treated.
One could go on for sonic time postulating problems that will develop under the
present provisions. The litigious possibility of the House provision is tremen-
dous. Finally, our proposal would establish a uniform Federal criterion for
applying the non-suspension of credit rule rather than applyi'ig the differing
rules of law as established in all of the fifty states.

Again the coming out of the hibernation or suspension period poses some really
frightening potentials. First of all, we would like to call attention to what we
believe is an error of draftsmanship. Note that under Section 48(h) (2) (A) if
construction of property begins during the suspension period it is forever barred
from the credit even though it is first ordered by a taxpayer after January 1,
1908. Thus, if (General Motors begins the construction of a heavy duty tractor
in the fall of 19067 and stocks It in inventory the taxpayer who orders that trac-
tor iln February of 1968 will be denied a credit.

The House Report states' that tills result is not intended but we believe that
the legislative language, as now drafted, accomplishes this unintended and very
harsh result. The language used in the original draft of the bill would correct
this unintended situation. An amendments is needed.

I Ibid., p. 19. "With respect to orders for deliveries after the termination of the
suspension period, much of the nuti-inflationary effect of suspending these provisions
would be lost were the inducement for such work during the suspension period not
lessened by mnklng these Items or projects ineligible for these special tox provisions.
This, of coarse, in the case of machinery and equipment, is not intended to app fit cases
where the items inventoried for sale are not subject to orders."

. q I
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Still more, the whole problem of barring the credit for products ordered during
the suspension period is going to create a chaotic condition for the last half of
1907. As we approach the termination of the suspension period, business is
necessarily going to increasingly stagnate and unemployment increase. A tax-
payer is not going to buy a truck in December 1907 for $15,000 and lose a $1,050
tax credit when by waiting a month he can get the $1,050. Can't you just Iaing-
ine A saying to B in October 1967: "I'm not placing an order with you and am
not committing myself in any way, shape or form. However, it is likely I will
place an order in January 1908 and if you happen to have a widget handy I
might take it." The proposed legislation is going to make an awful lot of hypo.
crits out of a lot of people. The legislation places a premium on subterfuge
and dishonesty.

We suggest a phase-in of the credit. Seven months before the suspension
period terminates, allow a one percent investment credit on acquisitions or
orders. Six months before the termination period allow a two percent credit,
etc., until January 1, 19068 when the full credit is allowed. The stakes on dis-
honesty are greatly diminished and the wheels of industry and full employment
can get back in normal gear on a more gradual basis.

We would like to call your attention to one other needed technical amendment
under Section 48(h) (0) the Bill which dehls with "Certain Financing Trans-
actions." This section provides that if there is a transfer of rights under a
contract to, for example, a bank and then a long-term lease of the property
back to the transferor, the right to the credit will not be lost because the transfer
takes place after September 9. The transferor must of course be bound by a
contract entered into prior to that date. The purpose of the section is to provide
that the bank, as lessor, can use the credit and therefore it is essential, in order
to prevent avoidance, that there be a long-term lease involved. However, if the
transferor, as lessee, is going to use the credit, pursuant to the provisions of
See. 48(d), then it Is quite unnecessary to require that a long-term lease be used.
The reason for this is that under such circumstances the disposition provisions
of Section 47 adequately control the situation.

In the textile industry a financing practice ifs developed where a textile
company assigns a binding contract for the purchase of machinery -to a bank
or financing company which purchases the machinery and then leases back the
property to the same textile company for five years. The textile company has
an option to buy the property at the end of the five-year period and the bank has
the right to require the company to buy tile property. The matter could be
handled tnder 'existing law by going through the extra labor and cost of having
the textile company buy the machinery and then sell it and lease It back for
five year.4 rather than assign the contract to ,tile bank. As mentioned above,
-this involves needless extra labor and cost and in some Jurisdictions might incur
a double sales tax on what is in reality a single sale. Sometimes, also mortgage
arrangements prevent this method of handling the transaction. We suggest that
the House Bill as introduced -be amended by inserting after the word "person" In
the third line, page eight, the words "or under a lease arrangement whereunder
the lessee Is allowed the credit provided for under Section 38 pursuant to Section
48(d)."

We appreciate the opportunity to submit this statement and trust that it will
be included in the transcript of the hearings on H.R. 17007.

STATEMENT OF HON. JoriN TowER, A U.S. SENATOR F 1o1 THE STATE OF TEXAS

It is my belief that suspension of the seven percent investment tax credit and
restriction of tax depreciation regulations on business and agriculture would be
detrimental to our nation as a whole. I am particularly concerned by the com-
plete about-face of the Treasury Secretary who today says he supports the very
suspension lie has so articulately opposed for months and months. I believe
everyone agrees that the suspension is not an effective way to fight inflation-
a curtailment of non-defense federal spending would lie much better-and that
the delayed effects of this suspension could kick off recession when they are felt
some 18 months hence.

But, aside from these general objections that affect the whole nation, I believe
I must present the difficulties such a suspension would cause to my state.
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Both Texas business and agriculture would be hurt by this suspension which
amounts to a tax increase. Wage earners working in both industry and on our
farms and ranches could face layoffs and a curtailment of Job opportunities.

Our Texas business and industry represent an expanding economy. We are
a relatively new and industrial state, as opposed to the old, traditionally indus-
trial states of the Northeast. Cutbacks in industrial expansion would hurt
Texas far more than it would the already industrialized Northeast. It will hurt
us in our attempts to expand and improve our businesses, and It will limit our
ability to provide more and better Jobs for our growing population.

Out of more than one-half million Texas industry employees, preliminary and
necessarily Incomllete estimates are that this suspension would adversely affect
some 850,000 Texas workers and their families.

Economic observers have pointed out that the industries hardest hit by the
suspension would be those under most pressure to buy new equipment and to
expand.

This would include in Texas:
639 chemical firms with 45,000 workers.
158 oil enterprises with 30,000 workers.
104 rubber-related industries with 0,830 workers.
150 paper companies with 12,000 workers.
1,886 food-processing firms with 75,000 workers.
1,741 printing and publishing businesses with 30,000 workers.
1,000 metals fabrication businesses with 83,000 workers.
'15,000 Texans working for railroads.
15,000 Texans employed by airlines.

Looking at our farins and ranches, I must conclude that agriculture should
be totally exempted from this suspension idea.

Last year this tax credit saved American farmers $100 million. If it is
wiped out, farm-ranch taxes will, in effect, be increased by those same $100
million.

Farmers will have less incentive to purchase the machinery and equipment
required to increase farm production. With the world food situation what It is
today, and with the American farmer facing the possible need to expand produc-
tion to feed more and more of the world, I think it is wrong to do anything that
would slow him down or restrict his ability to meet this challenge.

We must note that farmers have an extremely high ratio of investment to In-
come. Per-farm income last year was al'out $4,200, but the average capital in-
vestment per farm was close to $05,000. The farmer now nets less return on
his investment than he did even in the years Just after the Depression.

With this kind of situation, suspension of the tax credit that helps investment
would have a heavy impact on farm-ranch finances. It would further penalize
American agriculture which already is struggling with parity even lower than
during the Depression years.

I cannot support this further attack on American farmers. And, I cannot
support a tax increase on any Americans which will only further increase the
already too high cost of living.

I am pleased that the House in first Congressional action on this bill acknowl-
edged and took first steps to correct many of the inequities so obvious in the
original Administration version of the measure.

The House committee took specific steps to ease the impact of the suspension
on small businessmen, on farmers and ranchers, on our educational institution,
on companies in the midst of expansions and improvements.

One specific House improvement would continue the credit on the first $15,000
of expenditures. This means smaller businesses, farmers and ranchers would
be spared a $1.050 tax increase on such things as building expansion, industrial
equipment and farm machinery. Even so, they gught to be completely exempted.

Another specific House improvement recognizes that any such tax increase
could not be legally retroactive as the Administration requested. Those who
were prepared to back the original bill must have been prepared to accept a revo-
lutionary concept of retroactive taxation.

Another specific improvement recognized that firms in the midst of expansions
and improvement programs to which assets have been committed, and on which
contracts have been signed, must, in fairness, be permitted to complete those
plans without being penalized.
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Another specific Improvement considerably softens the Impact of the suspen-
sion of depreciation allowances by permitting continued use of two fast deprecia-
tion methods.

In addition, the House wisely provided exemptions for equipment for air and
w1,ater pollution control.

Eiven with these House improvements the bill remains a tax Increase measure
that will be Ineffective In curtailing current Inflation.

I think federal deficit spending Is the cause of the current money pinch and
rising prices. So far this year I have Joined other Senators In supporting non-
(lefense spending cuts of more than $5 Billion. I suggest that this is the proper
way to fight Inflation.

lt the federal government get Its own fiscal house In order rather than con-
tinually tapping the pocketbooks of Its citizens while It lives beyond their means.

(Subnlitted by Senator Daniel B. Brewster, of Maryland, In behalf of Weinberg & Green]
WEINBERo AN) GREEN,

Baltitnoro, Md., September 20, 1066.
Senator DANIEL 13. BItEWSTER,
Senate Offlce Building, Wa81 Lgton, D.C.

DEARI DAN: It has been reported that the investment credit will be eliminated
effective September 1, 11)60.

Oat of our clients recently suffered a serious lire loss which will require that
he replace all of his plant, macllnery and equipment. The fire occurred In the
latter part of August 1960.

It Is requested on behalf of our client and others similarly situated that some
effort be made to have Included In the Bill a provision which extends the Invest-
inent credit to cases where an Involuntary conversion occurred prior to Septem-
ber 1, 1900, giving such taxpayer a reasonable period of time after September 1,
1060, within which to replace the machinery and equipment and still obtain the
benefit of the Investment credit.

Your attention to this matter will be greatly appreciated.
With kind regards,

Sincerely,
HErBEnT H. HUIIIARD.

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS,

October 6, 1000.
Ilon. RUSSELL B. LONG,

Chak'mnan, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.

DEA MR. CHAIRMAN': I have received a telegram from a constituent, Mr. A. 0.
Westerman of the Rex Chainbelt Company, Inc. of Louisville, and from Mr. Henry
L. F. Jellman, Controller of the Corporation In Milwaukee, Wisconsin, In which
they propose amendments to certain provisions of the bill, H.R. 17007 now being
considered by the Senate Finance Committee.

I will appreciate it If the Committee will give these suggestions its considera-
tion, and I would further appreciate it If they could be made part of the hearing
record.

With kind regards, I am,
Sincerely yours,

JoiiN SiEiRMAN COOPER.

LouisviLtE, It., September 29,1066.
lion JOIHN SIhERMAN COOPER,

U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR CooPER: I understand that almost Immediate action Is to be
taken on H.R. 17607-the act to suspend the Investment tax credit. I urge you
to change the provision of the bill which now states that the Investment credit
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will be denied unless a "binding contract" was in effect on and after September
8, 1966. The wording should be changed to "order placed on or before September8, 1966." A. G. WESTERMAN.

MILWAUKEE, WIs., Ootober I, 1966.
Senator JonN SHERMAN COOPER,
U.S. Senate, lVashlington, D.C.

DAR SENATOR CooPER: Tn accordance with a telephone conversation on Sop.
member 23, 1966 between MNr. William It. Haley, your counsel, and Mr. John
Morris, manager of our carrier division in Louisville, I am pleased to send you
the following information and suggested amendment to H.R. 17007, the act to
stislnd the Investment credit.

The bill now states that the investment credit will be denied on new purchases
of equipment unless a "binding contract" was in effect on and after September 8,
1966. The wording should be changed to "order placed on or before September 8,
1066." The present provision, if it stands, will have the effect of denying the
Investment credit retroactively for virtually all otherwise qualified property
received after September 8, 1060 but ordered before that date. This does not
seem to be the intention of the legislation.

Most companies Insert a cancellation clause in their purchase orders which
provides that upon 80 to 60 days' notice an order may be canceled. Further, they
usually provide that the order may be canceled without such notice but that
damages will be paid to the seller for costs Incurred to date of cancellation. The
last majority of such orders are never canceled, but, If canceled, reasonable
charges Incurred by the seller (even before the cancellation deadline) are
generally paid.

At the present time, most equipment orders are, and have been, placed from
0 to 24 months before delivery. If the "binding contract" provision of the bill
stays, practically all machinery and equipment ordered prior to September 8,
19600 will not be eligible for the investment tax credit. This Is a penalty not
intended by the proponents of the Investment credit suspension. The suspension
is not Intended to raise tax revenue, It is Intended to halt inflation by suspending
the credit on purchases after September 8, 1060. I ask you, therefore, to support
changing the "binding contract" portion of the bill to "orders placed" on or
before September 8, 1960. - .. .

I appreciate very much your efforts on this matter.
HENRY L. F. JEL.MAN,

Controller, Rei, Chainbelt, Ine.

U.S. SENATE,
C(oM M IItrE ON A PPROPIIIATIONS,

October 5, 1966.lion. lli's.:t~i. LoNe,
Chairman, Senato Finance Com i tt tee,
W~ashingyton, D.C'.

l)aAII MR. CHAIRMAN: This concerns the provisions of II.R. 17607, a bill to
susi)end the Investment tax credit and for other purposes.

I am fully ware of the reasons that prompted the suggestion that application
of the investment tax credit should be suspended. However, I do believe that
In all equity that reputable businesses who have scheduled their acquisition of
caital t4luimllent with the full ex)ectatlon that the Investment tax credit would
still be III effect will be penalized If the Investment tax credit is now suuspendled.

For exatlle,. In my state of Nevada. Titanium Metals Corporation of America
has scheduled an Investment of approximately $20 million in Improvenents
eligible for the Investment tax credit, whicli will take several years to fulfill.
They Inform me that while their plans are not in the form of legal commitments
re(luired by the blouse bill. they are In fact comnltments which can not be stopped
in midstream if they are to continue to neet their customer requirements.

With regard to this company, it should 14% noted that more than (10% of the
product goes Into military hardware and the balance goes Into commercial air-
craft programs which are, in essence, committed.

V & I , I N
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I do hope that your committee can formulate language which will take care of
.1tuitions of this kind. I will greatly appreciate it if you will make this letter
a part of your hearing record.

Cordially,

NATIONAL WATBI COMPA NY (oNFx EIm-N'C,
seplemberw I.1, 196111.

llonl. HItisrl.,h R. LoNo.

chairmann , $('f111tte l,1h)ce Committee,
lI'whllgton, D.C.

I)EAI1 S4ENATORt LONO: The National Water ('oImp.any Confere'e Is cOmlCosed of
all those water companies which tare owned by private enterprise, as (litlin-
gitished from water coilpanles owned by )o1litcal subdivisions. It serves water
to more than 20 inillion people. Il your own State of Loulislana, miiore thain
350,000 people Ini 122 coinunites r(ly upon investor-owner, tax paying water
utilities to provide them with clap, fre-sl, and pure water.

The investor-owted writer companies, the people they serve. and tie coniawini-
tles have a special ititerest Ili tile proopHal to stisliend the Investment tax credit.
'T'lies, utilities tire not eligible for Federal grants or loans under ally existing
I)rograln. Even the investment tax credit, as presently written, dliserimlllates
iglltt, t1i1i. Under tile existing law they tire entitled only to a 3% credit,

rather than the 7% which other Industries receive.
We wholly agree and support the actions of tile Adinilstration find the Con-

gress Il encouraging explansion of water supply systems. Sull an expansion Is
essential If tile unprecedented population growth Is not to be handicapped by
water shortages. 'The snall ivestinent tax credit which investor-owned water
cOll)1anliles now have is ill Importalt incentive to the necessary' eXlpiansion of
water supply systems.

We respwectfully urge that you and your Conmittee exclude Investor-owned
wat(r coplpanies from the suspension provisions of the legislation, and I would
al)preciate it if you would niake this letter a part of tite record in the hearings
oil the II1l.

Sincerely,
JIM 31. MILIMAN.

STATEMENT BY ROBERT C. TYSON, CIAXUMAN, FINANCE COMMIT'EE, UNITED STATES
STEMIF CORP., OCTOnER 3, 196

We are pleased to have the opportunity to present this statement to the Com-
mittee on Finance in connection with consideration of H.R. 17607, which provides
for suspension of the investment credit almost In its entirety and suspension of
the application of accelerated depreciation methods to buildings and structures.

On September 15, 1966, we submitted a statement to the Committee on Ways
and Means in connection with the tax proposals outlined in the President's
Message of September 8. This statement set forth our position opposing the
proposed suspension, and a copy of this statement is attached as Exhibit A.

In brief, we indicated our support for the President's stated position "to cut
all federal expenditures to the fullest extent consistent with the well-being of
our people"; we indicated our opposition, however, to the proposed suspension
of tile investment credit and accelerated depreciation on the following grounds:

Fir8t, a substantial portion of the economic growth in tle 1960's has resulted
from increased investment in more efficient tools of production, which in turn
has resulted from the more profitable climate for such investment as well as from
the additional funds recovered through depreciation allowances and the Invest-
ment credit.

Second, this increased investment not only has stiniulated economic growth
but has helped to hold down Inflation, keep unit labor costs from rising faster
and provide jobs for the rapidly expanding labor force, estimated to require 1.5
million new Jobs annually.

Third, an examination of the real sources of recent inflation discloses that non-
defense expenditures of the Federal government have increased by 60.8% be-

-~ .,.~- I -, -> -,
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tween fiscal 1060 and fiscal 1960; this contrasts with an increase of 20.5% in
defense expenditures during the same period. In addition, in the price area, it is
significant that about 62% of the increase in the Wholesale Price Index since
July 1964 Is accounted for by three categories: farm and food products; non.
ferrous metals; and hides, skins, and leather products-all requiring consid.
erable time for supplies to respond to changes in demand.

Fourth, the proposed legislation would reverse the long-sought adoption of
necessary depreciation reform including the investment credit, would constitute
a selective tax increase, and would reinstate the previously existing tax inequity
as between taxpayers having substantial investments In long-lived facilities and
those not having such equipment.

Fifth, according to the then Secretary of the Treasury, Douglas Dillon. the
investment credit was intended to be a permanent part of our tax law. Thus,
plans for replacing, modernizing, and expanding the tools of production have
been based on the continued existence of the investment credit.

S8o'th, quickly "turning off" the stream of capital expenditures is not possible,
for investment decisions in many cases can only be translated into productive
economic units over long periods of time.

Scvumth, failure to remain competitive in our nation's plant and equipment
can only cause additional harm to our balance of payments.
Eighth, projects that are now under construction cannot be economically and

feasibly cut off In midstream and will be carried on to completion. Since there
are only three sources of funds for capital expenditures-existing funds within
the company, the money market, or the customer-to complete such projects
could thus put added pressure on Interest rates and prices in making up for funds
lost through suspension of the investment credit and accelerated depreciation
on buildings.

Ninth, suspension of the credit now could well result In a dampening of capital
expenditures about a year from now-which may be just the wrong time.

Tenzth, throughout Industry there are many capital projects that have been
authorized and perhaps publicly announced. Work may be already underway,
but only part of the project may be covered by binding contracts. Denial of the
Investment credit or the accelerated depreciation allowances on part or on all of
these projects would seem most unfair and Inequitable.

Eleventh, business firms will have serious administrative difficulties both In
establishing that part of the cost of presently authorized projects which will
continue to receive the benefit and In actually complying with the provisions of
the law.

Finally, there are already Indications that the rate of new authorizations for
capital Investment may be declining slightly; this raises the serious question as
to whether the capital Investment sector of the economy now requires further
restraint.

Based on the foregoing reasons why the Investment credit should not be tem-
porarily suspended, we concluded that if after stretching out non-vital govern-
ment expenditures It Is necessary to have more revenue to sustain the military
effort in Viet Nam, then additional taxes would be In order. Such taxes should
be related to that need, should apply to Individuals as well as corporations, should
be temporary, and should have a fixed termination date.

Since submitting our statement on September 15, the Committee on Ways and
Means has Issued a forty-nine page report explaining and defending H.R. 17607,
and the House of Represcentatives has passed this bill.

We have examined this report and the bill and have concluded that they raise
a number of serious questions regarding the desirability, equity and workabillt!?
of temporarily suspending the investment credit at this time and in the manner
proposed. Accordingly, In the remainder of this statement we feel it appro-
priate (1) to question the economic justification for suspension, as presented In
the Report of the Committee on Ways and Means accompanying H.R. 17007,
under the subtitle "The State of the Economy"' and (2) to present actual cases
Involving U.S. Steel's capital projects which Indicate the gross Inequity, the
practical unworkability, and the questions which the proposed legislation raises.
Thist case study Is titled "Questions Relatlng to Application of the Proposed
Legislation."
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THE STATE OF TIE ECONOMY

The Report of the House Committee on Ways and Means accompanying H.R.
17607 contains a section on the state of the economy. We believe that seriously
unwarranted inferences are drawn from many of the economic factors cited,
and that the alleged need for suspension of the investment tax credit is unjus-
tified on economic grounds. Following are some examples of questionable eco-
nomic reasoning In the Report and our comments on these examples:

1. Restraining actions during 1906, Including increased payroll taxes for
social security and medicare and the Tax Adjustment Act, will remove approxi-
mately $10 billion of purchasing power from the economy in 19060. These actions,
combined with monetary restraint, aided in moderating the rate of advance
In economic activity in the spring, but the pace has since accelerated (p. 6).

Cormcnt.-In constant dollars, the annual rate of Gross National Product
increased by over $9 billion in the first quarter, but only by an annual rate of $3
billion In the second quarter. Industrial production rose 4.7 points in the first
quarter, 8.1 points In the second quarter, and at a quarterly rate of 2.7 points
In July and August. It does not appear that the pace has accelerated; rather
it appears that the full effects of the restraining actions have yet to be felt.

2. In the first 7 months of 1960, the Whole8ale Ptco Indcx rose at an annual
rate of 3,8%, while consumer prices advanced at an annual rate of 3.1% (p. 7).
Wholesale price indexes of machinery and equipment and construction costs
have risen rapidly (p. 9).

Comment.-Farm and food products have been the principal perpetrators of
recent increases in the Wholesale Price Index and the Consumer Price Index.
Industrial prices have risen somewhat less than food and considerably less
than services. Prices of industrial crude materials declined significantly in
August. While some construction and equipment prices have risen rapidly, on
the average, according to the price indexes used to adjust Gross National Prod-
uct, such prices have risen only about 2.5% from the second quarter of 1065
to the second quarter of 1966. Thus, prices of nonresidential structures (the
construction part of business fixed investment) rose by about 4%, but prices of
producers durable machinery and equipment (where the investment credit mainly
applies) rose by less than 2% In the last 4 quarters.

8. The most recent SEC-Department of Commerce survey of plant and equip-
ment cxpenditure8 reveals that business firms have not scaled down their earlier
plans (p. 7).

Oomment.-Business expenditures for new plant and equipment are expected
to increase by 17% in 1966. In the first half of this year, however, they rose at
an annual rate of 10% from the second half of 1905: but the annual rate of
gain In the second half of 19060 is expected to be only 12% over the first half.
In terms of individual industries, the motor vehicle Industry expects only a 4%
rise in 1906 vs. a 81% increase last year. Primary iron and steel, chemicals
and railroads also expect less increase. The machinery and equipment indus-
tries continue to expect an increase of over 80%, but this is where the produc-
tivity-increasing tools are concentrated. According to the Department of Com-
merce, there has been a leveling off of carryover of plant and equipment projects
(in June vs. March) in manufacturing industries, and a decline from the first to
second quarters In the amount of new projects authorized.

4. There has been a sharp Increase in credit market liabilities of corporate
nonfinancial business in the last 2 years, helping to sustain high level investment
in plant and equipment (p. 7).

Comment.-According to Federal Reserve Board flow of funds data for cor-
porate nonfinancial business, profits reinvested in the business, plus deprecia-
tion, continue to exceed plant and equipment expenditures. However, there have
been significant increases in inventories, in accounts receivable, and In invest-
ments abroad, only partially offset by increases in current liabilities; these net
increases accounted for at least part of the increase in corporate borrowing, that
is, in credit market liabilities.

5. The share of nonresidential fxed, in1e.8tment in gross national product has
risen from 9.2% In 19063 to 10.7% in the first half of 1960. During the 1950-57
boom in investment spending, such investment was 10.5% of GNP (p. 10).

Comrent.-The combined share of residential and nonresidential fixed invest-
ment was about 14.6% in the first half of 1966 compared to about 15.3% in
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1956-57; but capital consumption allowances (depreciation, etc.) covered almost
59% of this investment in the first half of 1966, as against only about 54% in
1956-57. Moreover, profits reinvested in business were greater In relation to
expenditures in 1966 than In 1956-57, also tending to make the current levels of
investment more sustainable.

6. It is estimated that the rate of capacity utilization in manufacturing has
risen from 78 per cent in the first quarter of 1901 to 93 per cent in the second
quarter of 1960. The demand for investment goods is straining the Nation's
capacity to produce such goods (pp. 5, 8).

Oornmet.-Estimates of national rates of manufacturing capacity utilization
are developed by McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, FRB and CEA. They are
subject to many conceptual assumptions and estimating qualifications. The
steel industry, for example, has found it necessary to abandon such estimates
because of their misleading nature. Most other industries also do not report
rates of operation because of complex processes, multi-shift operation options
and a variety of ntra- and inter-industry facility and product mix alternatives.
If, despite these imponderables, the imprecise trend of the equipment utilization
indicates anything, it Indicates that more capacity is needed-and this is what
plant and equipment expenditures are providing through replacement, moderni.
zation and expansion. In previous wartime periods, 5-year anmortization of
facility Investment was granted to stimulate capacity expansion.

7. Between 1962 and 1965, cxporte of capital equipment increased in value by
52%, but the value of import of such equipment Increased by 87%. This trend
intensified In 1966 (p. 11).

aomment.-Percentagewise, Imports of capital equipment increased more than
exports, but the dollar surplus of such exports over imports increased from less
than $0 billion in 1962 to over $8 billion in 1905, and the annual rate of such
surplus in the first half of 1966 was almost $9 billion. It is this rising dollar
surplus, not percentage increases In imports from a very low base, that helps
alleviate the balance of payments problem. On the other side of the coin, projec-
tions of plant and equipment expenditures by foreign affiliates of U.S. corpora.
tions show a gain of 21% in 1966 over 1065. If the investment credit were
suspended, is it not reasonable to expect that U.S. corporations might tend to
invest more overseas, if there is less incentive at home, with further adverse
effects on the balance of payments?

8. It is not clear how the suspensions of the investment credit and accelerated
depreciation will change budget receipts (p. 13).

Comment.-Any direct increase in revenue from suspension of the investment
credit could be offset by reductions of incomes of (and tax revenues from)
capital goods producers whose business would be reduced. On indirect effects,
little enough is known about the "accelerator and multiplier" effects of increases
in capital goods spending, but oven less is known about "decelerator" effects.

As Assistant Treasury Secretary Stanley Surrey said in August: 11 * * *
there Is some current econometric analysis regarding the investment credit
which would indicate it possesses a powerful and sensitive thrust, suggesting
that one should proceed cautiously In considering changes In its application
lest the economic levers axe pulled or pushed too far."

From the standpoint of individual businesses, the impact would be Inequitable
by sharply penalizing modernizing companies, blunting the growth edge of the
economy-somewhat like an excess profits tax.

QUESTIONS RELATING TO TIE APPLICATION OF TIE PROPOSED LEGISLATION

A thorough review of H.R. 17007 and the accompanying Report was made by
U.S. Steel's professional and technical people, who are especially experienced in
tax and depreciation matters; in the planning, engineering, and procurement of a
very wide range of capital equipment; in property accounting and record keeping;
and in business administration, finance, and economics. To test the practical
workability of the proposed law, the examination included a detailed analysis of
a major project which involves extensive construction of buildings, foundations,
machinery and equipment, auxiliary equip ment, roads, sewers, etc. In many
respects, this project, costing many million of dollars, can be likened to the de-
velopment of a new plant. It was under construction prior to September 9, 1960.

The conclusions drawn from this review, which we will document by reference
to the specific case example, are equally applicable to many other U.S. Steel proj-
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ects and are believed to be typical as to projects of many other taxpayers. In
summary, they are:

1. The bill is inequitable because of its selective impact on taxpayers. It is
discriminatory as among taxpayers and can also result in indiscriminate treat-
ment of property Investments in the case of a single taxpayer making similar in-
vestments under different operating conditions.

2. The bill Is praotically unworkable and would create costly, time-consuming,
administrative burdens in property accounting and in record retention if the tax-
payer is to justify his application of the investment credit and accelerated depre-
ciation methods 'to tax examiners, whose burdens would also be multiplied. Such
examinations would not occur within a year or two, but could extend over long
periods of time after the fact.

3. The many interpretations required to justify taking the credit will raise
numrous questions, which undoubtedly would result in time-consuming tax
conferences and extensive litigation.

4. The administration of the proposed bill would thus be extremely costly antd
wasteful to the taxpayer, the government and the economy, It would disrupt the
orderly and efficient procedures for facility financing, planning, design, procure-
nient and installation.
Interpretatitons of H.IR. 17007

For simplification and ease of understanding, this analysis will reveal problems
primarily related to the investment credit features of the bill, because the nachin-
ery and equipment expenditures of U.S. Steel constitute by far the predomiant
part of total capital expenditures. There are similar problems in appliction of
the suspension of accelerated depreciation methods on buildings and structures.

The provisions of the bill suspend the investment credit for "Property acquired
during the suspension period; Property ordered during the suspension period;
and Property whose construction, reconstruction, or erection begins during the
suspension period." There is an exception provision with "respect to property
acquired or constructed pursuant to a contract binding on the taxpayer at the
time the suspension became effective." Study of this exception indicates that
the credit may be denied on property started before the suspension period (other
than that part which was covered by binding contracts) unless more than 50%
of an undefined total cost was covered by binding contracts.

The Report of the House Committee on page 15 says the following in regard
to this exception rule:

"This exception to the general rule is required in fairness to taxpayers who
were unaware of the forthcoming suspension of the credit at the time they elitered
into agreements to construct, or acquire property eligible for the investmnt
credit which they cannot now cancel without liability for damages. This rule
is explained in Part 0 below."

This brief summary of tile bill's provisions prompts some very serious ques-
tions. When a taxpayer prior to September 0, 1066 has planned, engineered, and
started construction of machinery and equipment designed to accomplish a pro-
duction function, firmly 'committing himself to the completion of that plan by
this initial order placements, what basis is there for ruling that a magical num-
ber of 500o must have been committed in order to claim the full amount of the
credit?

If the suspension period is to end December 81, 1007, why should t,. provisions
of the bill affect those taxpayers who may not have binding contracts but Wvho
have just as binding decisions made prior to this period, and why should it carry
forward its impact fully two or more years beyond the suspension period?

Thus, we find that for many of the projects which have been undertaken in
recent months-projects totaling many millions of dollars--the application of the
rules may well deny a large part of the benefits of the investment credit or ac-
celerated depreciation methods because a magical 50% was selected as a measure
of the taxpayer's intent or necessity to complete the project. There are, of
course, some projects which were undertaken In this period and to which the
credit will apply fully. This is so, not because of a more firm comitient to com-
plete the project, but, because of the specialized nature of the equipment and the
necessary engineering planning involved, practically 100% of the contracts were
committed immediately upon authorization. These points will be discussed In
detail later.

Further examination discloses that continued commitment of projects in 1067
under our Long Range Facility Plan will deny the entire credit to all of those
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projects-even though actual expenditures to be made will, not occur in the sus-
pension period, but rather will occur largely in 1968,1969 and beyond.

All of these projects are integral steps to maintain and Improve U.S. Steel's
competitiveness and job-providing ability. They are vital to meeting foreign
competition and thus to aid in the. nation's balnce-of-payments problem. They
are essential to the nation's continued economic growth.

Is there fairness and equity to proposals which so adversely and substantially
affect a taxpayer who has proceeded in good faith to modernize and expand, to
sustain and create jobs, and thus to produce more eMciently-all of which are in
the nation's interest as well as his own? Is it fair that because the taxpayer is
in a multiple-process type Industry requiring heavyinvestment in long-lived facil-
ities, and because he requires years to plan and construct new machinery and
equipment, that he be selectively discriminated against-both retroactively and
propsectively?
Capital planning in U.S. Steel

U.S. Steel announced in August 1965 a plan for modernizing and expanding
its facilities; this plan was expected to require some $1.8 billion over the
next three years-an average of about $600 million per year. In a letter earlier
this year to Mr. Joseph A. Califano, Jr.. Special Assistant to the President,
we indicated that our expenditures in 1966 would be reduced to about. $500
million.

Programs of such magnitude require extensive planning months in advance
of the authorization of the project. The planning continues throughout the more
than -two-year period, the average time required after authorization to bring
the facility to completion and operation. Maximum expenditure rates typically
are not attained on major projects until the sixth or seventh quarter after start
of construction. From these facts, it is obvious that a great part of what will
be U.S. Steel's capital expenditures during the suspension period was com-
mitted long before there was any knowledge that there might be a suspension.
It is equally obvious that projects initiated during the suspension period will
result in expenditures and facility completions in 1I68, 1969 and later years, when
the investment credit would have otherwise been available.

When a capital expenditure project is authorized, considerable engineering
work will already have been done. As a result, contract placement can tflid
does proceed immediately. These initial contracts cover the basic parts whicli
are vital to the project. They firmly bind the future contracts Which will be
required to complete the job; but they rarely, on major projects, will cover
50% of the total. In fact, an examination of our experience shows that we do
not generally place contracts totaling 50% until some eight to ten months after
project authorization.
A specific capital investment plan
I U.S. Steel produces a wide variety of steel products in carbon, alloy, and
stainless grades in the full range of widths, thicknesses, lengths, chemistries and
physical characteristics. One important product line is cold rolled sheet product,
the market for which has been growing rapidly. Cold rolled sheets may' be sold
in individual pieces up to 18 feet long or in long ribbon coils weighing up to
72,000 pounds (100.000 pounds after completion of a new project) and the
single length of steel in that coil may be over 10,000 feet long. These cold rolled
sheets are used by customers in the manufacture of space and defense items.
househould appliances, cabinets, automobiles and farm Implements, among other
things.

Construction has been underway for months on machinery and equipment to
modernize and expand cold rolled sheet production equipment at various U.S.
Steel locations and around the country. Expenditures already made and to be
made on these projects will receive the benefits of the full investment credit
and the buildings will be eligible for the accelerated depreciation methods.

Detailed planning has also been underway for many months to develop a
similar program for modernization and expansion of the machinery and equip-
ment that produces this product line at the Irvin Works in the Pittsburgh area.
Following this long study, a contract was executed In 1965 for preliminary engi-
neering. Upon completion of that engineering, a comprehensive program covering
the project was approved by the Board of Directors In August 1966 and public
announcement was made.

4
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The multiple processes included in this project start with equipment necessary
to cdhivert coils' of hot rolled steel sheets, into cold rolled steel products. The
prima-y production processes, each of which ' require massive machinery and
equipment Installations, are pickling, cold reduction, heat treating, temper rolling,
shearing, packaging and shipping. Extensive handling and storage facilities and
numerous auxiliary equipment are also necessary. At the time of authorization,
there were more than 180 Identified contracts that must be placed.

Thus, for this project undertaken for the production of top quality cold rolled
sheets, It can readily be seen that the problem Is not one of purchasing a machine
or a piece of equipment, but rather one of efficiently and economically planning,
acquiring, assembling, installing and erectinig'hundreds of pieces of machinery and
equipment. This Job must be done expeditiously, so that over a two-year sched-
ule the whole complex becomes a workable, producing unit.
The commitment process

In this project, as has been the case for years with many of our major mill
modernization programs, U.48. Steel functions as its own general contractor.

As soon as this project wits approved, contracts were placed for certain vital
parts. This was possible because of the engineering and estimating that had
already been done. In fact, options were obtained as early as May 1966 on
some equipment based on preliminary engineering. Firm contracts were placed
in the first week of September for the manufacture of the pickling machine, the
temper mill, the five stands of the cold reduction mill and the heat treating
furnaces. These constitute the mechanical equipment. Contracts for the build-
ing additions were also placed. Thus, literally within hours after approval, bind-
ing contracts were executed totaling many millions of dollars but not totaling 50%
of the cost. However, we are firmly bound over the next year or two to make
all the other commitments for the necessary productive machinery and equipment.

And we are trily committed! The mechanical equipment for a pickle line is
of no useful value for cleaning steel until it is installed, powered, provided with
a id and steam supply, and all of the necessary input and output handling
devices. In 'fact, even if the pickle line were complete, It would only provide the
processing equipment for performing one operation-the cleaning of' hot rolled
coils. All the other processing equipment is also necessary to produce cold rolled
sheets.

The following questions arise:
1. Why was the contract made only for the mechanical equipment? This was

because It wao the first step necessary in securing completley detailed engineering
Of the line. Based on this detail, the electrical power control requirements and
devices can be specifically, determined, designed, and contracts placed for these
items. Our experience indicates that three to four months are required for the
mechanical engineering which must be completed before the electrical engineering
contracts can be placed.

2. Could some other company Involved in the same type of project at the same
time proceed on a different basis and enjoy the full benefit of the investment
credit and accelerated depreciation?

The answer to this question is "yes". Many companies use what is called the
"turnkey" contract approach, and, in fact, some steel companies do also and thus
commit the entire Job to a general contractor. If they could have executed a
binding contract for the entire job prior to September 9, then they would pre-
sumably qualify the entire expenditure for the credit.

3. Within the same company, could one unit at one location be eligible for the
full Investment credit while a similar unit at another location fail to qualify even
though both projects were begun before the suspension period? The answer is
"yes". In fact, we are installing virtually identical equipment at two different
plants to produce a coated sheet product. One plant Is proceeding with the
issuance of contracts for foundation work, and installation service work and has
fully binding contracts for the entire Job. In another plant, the entire Installation
and foundation work will be done by plant forces., Thus, "binding contracts"
exist for less than 50% of the total cost. Therefore, it would appear that the
full investment credit and accelerated depreciation would apply In the former
case, but not in the latter case. We have other similar situations.

It should be clear by actions already taken that we are firmly committed to
the expenditure of many more millions of dollars and should not be denied, by
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a later Government action, the benefits expected when the project was nder-
taken. The 50% rule is, in our Judgement, totally unrealistic. It does not and
cannot take into account the many facts and circumstances which exist through-
out industry. The job must go on to completion, whether or not it will qualify
for the investment credit. The allowance or disallowance of the credit will
not stop this very necessary project.
A burden orn proposal

We believe that this proposed law is practically unworkable, highly discrim-
inatory, and selective in Its impact on taxpayers. Consider some of the com-
pliance determinations that must be made just for projects which were already
underway prior to the suspension date.

1. What constitutes a unit of machinery and equipment for applying the
50% rule? Are each of the major facilities-the pickle line, the cold reduction
mill, the temper mill, the heat treating furnaces-separate units to which the
50% rule applies? Or is it the entire project? Presumably the credit would
be allowed under the general rule for those orders covered by binding con-
tracts. But presumably no credit would be allowed for the necessary remainder
unless there were binding contracts covering more than 50% of the total for
each unit or for all of these units. In any event, all the necessary accounting
records and documents must be preserved for many years to prove at some
future date entitlement to some part or all of the credit.

2. What dollar cost is used? Is it the estimated cost at the time of initial
contract placement, or the firm cost after detailed engineering is completed, or
the final cost of the completed Job? For example, contracts were placed a few
months ago on one major project. These contracts prior to September 9, ac-
counted for 50.9% of the total amount authorized. However, the firm bids
on this contract which were recently received were below the original estimates.
These binding contracts now are only 49.0% of the total authorized. This cost
relationship will continue to change for many months as all of the many contracts
are completed. Thus, we can only determine after the Job is finished and all bills
are paid Just how much credit is allowed, what records and documents are
needed, what detailed substantiating accounts are necessary. This means that
every record must be kept and identified to meet any contingency and poses
a very real and substantial administrative burden.

3. How much additional burdensome record keeping may be involved? How
much additional engineering work will be needed to substantiate these records?
Of course, this question cannot be answered in its entirety until or unless it
is known whether the unit to which the 50% rule applies is each of the separate
parts of the project, such as in our case example, or whether the 50% rule
applies to the total of the project. If it applies to the total of the project ', then
the problem is one of preserving and identifying those records which docu-
ment and substantiate that part of the investment to which the credit'will
apply.

If, on the the other hand, each part of the project must be examined for the
applicability of the 50% rule, then substantial additional work is required.
For example, In the cold rolled sheet program, one very large long building
basically will house all of the operations; one contract was placed for the entire
building. The same applies for all foundation work. There will be also a
common power supply unit. Thus, if it is necessary for the 50% determination
to separate this project into many pieces, engineering forces will have to provide
building, foundation and power investment costs; the contractor wil have to
provide documented bills for each of the parts; and the accounting records
will likewise have to be so detailed.

4. How would the 50% rule affect managerial decision-making in the area
of contracting for capital projects? Consider the experience of U.S. Steel in
connection with the cold rolled sheet mill project previously discussed. We
could have secured the investment credit on the entire project had we placed
a turnkey contract, even though this form of contracting is not our usual
practice.

Had we known sufficiently in advance that the credit was to be suspended, we
might have considered deviating from our normal practices and placed many
more binding contracts for equipment that would not be needed until many
months from now. By such uneconomic practices, which would have further
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swelled the backlog of machinery builders, the 50% limit might have been
exceeded and thus eliminate some problems.

Should a taxpayer be forced to resort to either of these devices In order to
insure receiving the investment credit? We think not. Will taxpayers be
forced, however, to reconsider their entire methods of capital planning so that
after the suspension period they will be protected should there again be manipu-
lations of the investment credit at some future time?
Expenditures during the 8u8pension period

Expenditures during the suspension period will largely be associated with
projects which were started in 1965 or early 1966. These expenditures will for
the most part thus be eligible for the investment credit. They were backlog
items for the machinery and equipment builders in 1965 and 1966.

The projects started in recent months are now to some extent in the backlog
of the machinery and equipment suppliers, or will become so as additional
contracts for integral parts thereof are placed, since the project cannot be
stopped. These will be expenditures probably in 1968 and, to the extent they
qualify, will receive the investment credit.

Suspension of the investment credit will not, for taxpayers with expenditure
programs such as ours, help to relieve the backlog pressure on equipment builders
until late in 1967 at the earliest. It is too late for us to postpone projects ap-
preciably afnd this is probably true for the economy as a whole. If it is eco-
nomically feasible to postpone or defer the authorization of new projects during
the suspension period, the effect would be felt in later years when the economy
may well need stimulation.

We wish to reiterate that expenditures for replacement and modernization,
as well as for expansion, are "plus" factors in our overall economic picture-
both short and long range. Capital Investment in tools of production are job-
savers, job-guarantors and job-creators. One major factor which has helped to
hold down inflation has been these expenditures for our nation's stock of tools.

Suspension of the investment credit and denial of the accelerated depreciation
methods to buildings and structures, while not having any major immediate
effect on capital expenditures, can at a future date cause considerable reduction
at the very time Investment acceleration is most needed.

DEMOCRATIO CANDIDATE FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,

24Tn CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF OIO,
Oxford, Ohio, October S, 1966.

Hon. RussELm B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Offloe Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: Thank you for the opportunity to present my views with
respect to H.R. 17607, the proposal to suspend the 7% investment tax credit and
the accelerated depreciation provisions of our current tax laws.

My name is James H. Pelley. I am Professor of Educational Administration at
Miami University and the Democratic candidate for Congress from the newly
formed 24th District of Ohio, which comprises the counties of Butler, Preble and
Warren In their entirety, and the western portion of Montgomery County. Be-
cause it represents such a balanced blend of agriculture with large and smiiall
industry, and because Its growth and opportunities have attracted men and women
of almost every nationality and background, I proudly call it "The Heartland of
America."

Ours is a growing district. We have a wealth of skilled industrial and con-
struction craftsmen who have given our local industries a world-wide reputation
for excellence. We also have a great reservoir of alert, ambitious and able young
people who are coming into the job market in increasing numbers. We want to
keep them in the 24th District, because they are our hope for the future-but to
do that, we must provide them with opportunities for work and advancement.

I believe this Administration and this Congress will be remembered by gen-
erations to come as the pacesetters in the cause of social Justice and concern for
the well-being of each Individual. Such programs as Head Start and other
educational assistance programs from the preschool to the college level-medical
care for the aged and expanded Social Securlt benefits-the Economic Oppor-
tunity Program and the protection of voting rights and employment opportunities
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regardless of race, creed, nationality, or sex-the enactment of stricter standards
of automobile safety-and the more effective laws concerning the pollution of our
air and water resources--all of these are among the building blocks of a truly
great and productive society.

It has been with a great deal of concern, therefore, that I have seen this Con.
gress consider action which could threaten the stability of one of the other build-
ing blocks of our economic growth-the creation of more goods and through that,
the creation of greater job opportunities. I fear that enactment of H.R. 17607
may have this effect

To me, the purpose of the investment tax credit and the accelerated deprecia-
tion sections of our tax structure is not to give industry any special privilege, but
rather to encourage every businessman, large and small, to invest more in his
future so that our children and grandchildren can be provided even greater oppor-
tunities than we have had.

The House has already permitted a $15,000 exemption which will ease the
impact of this legislation on farmers and small businessmen. I am inclined to
believe, however, that most investments of this nature are either for replacement
equipment or for equipment which would increase the productivity of present
employees. While this was a necessary and valuable amendment, I do not believe
it will have much effect in creating new job opportunities.

I believe that in the 24th District the greatest potential for more jobs lies in
creating whole new industries, or in major expansion of the large paper and steel
Industries which provide the backbone of our industrial, economy. Our largest
company-the Armco Steel Corporation-already has announced plans to invest
$350,000,000 in new and expanded operations in our district. Other companies
like Aeronca, Champion Paper, Sorg Paper, Manchester Machine, and Diamond
National are also* making or contemplating job-creating investments in this dis-
trict. Any action which would discourage or slow down such programs would
not be in the best interest of our citizens, and I respectfully urge you to reject
H.R. 17607 or any proposal which would have the effect of discouraging the
creation of greater job opportunities for this area.

Let me further suggest that the investment credit could even be. broadened to
help step up the attack on what I consider one of our district's most pressing
problems-the pollution of our air and water resources. Congress has accurately
reflected the concern and wishes of the citizens of this area in stating that our
most vital national resources can no longer be fouled or endangered by industrial
or personal wastes. The need is urgent to provide cleaner air and cleaner water
for every-day uses, and to reclaim some of our now spoiled natural beauty for our
growing recreational needs.

Congress already provides federal funds on a matching basis to cities and other
local government units willing to improve sewage treatment and other pollution
abatement facilities. Since pollution abatement is so clearly in the interest of
every citizen, it appears that a similar inducement should be offered to Industry.
The House has taken cognizance of this problem, I understand, by retaining the
7% investment credit for pollution abatement facilities. I fully support this
modest beginning, but urge that even greater credit be offered companies willing
to improve their pollution abatement capacity within a specified time limit-per-
haps five years.

The major industries in this district have evidenced readiness to step-up and
improve the control of pollution emanating from their plants. But in many in-
stances, they are not financially able to install the equipment on an accelerated
basis without some type of tax credit. Our industries are in intense ;competition
with those of other regions and are unable to make large non-productive Invest-
ments for pollution abatement when competitors may not be taking similar steps.

Thank you for your consideration of these suggestions.
Respectfully submitted.

JAMES 1I. PELLEY.

LYBRAND, Ross BRos. & MoNTG0OIffMY,
'Wasltington, D.C., September 30, 1966.

Hon. RussELL B. LoNg,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.

DE n M . CHLURMAN: The following are our comments on H.R. 17607, a bill to
suspend the investment credit and the allowance of accelerated depreciation in
the case of real property.
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We think that the Bill as passed by the House of Representatives is a marked
improvement over the Bill which was first introduced. Nevertheless, we submit
that further modifications are necessary in fairness to taxpayers and for other
reasons as indicated herein.

We urge that the effective date be changed from September 9, 1966, to date of
enactment. This change will permit many taxpayers with economic commitments
to satisfy the technical requirements of the Bill without the necessity for more
flexible, yet harder to administer, provisions of law.

We also urge that rules, analogous to the rules provided by paragraphs (8),
(4), (6), (7) and (8) of section 48(h), which are appropriate to the suspension
of the allowance of accelerated depreciation be written into the Bill instead of
leaving the promulgation of such rules to regulations as does the existing Section
2 of the Bill. We urge that the Finance Committee clarify this portion of the
Bill and thereby forestall the presently inevitable arguments about whether the
regulations reflect the intent of the Congress.

In this connection, we emphasize the importance of a binding contract rule,
as it pertains to the suspension of accelerated depreciation allowances, and sug-
gest that the Ways and Means Committee Report has adopted too stringent a posi-
tion. At pages 20-22, inclusive, the Report indicates that a contract must be
binding upon the taxpayer, both for purposes of section 48 (h) and section 167 (i).
This rule is appropriate for investment credit purposes, modified as it is by sub-
sections (4) through (8), since the investment credit is otherwise available both
as to new and used property, but we suggest that it is too stringent in the deprecia-
tion area where the decision has wisely been made not to tamper wtih the depre-
ciation allowance on used property. There are cases where construction of real
property had not yet commenced but where a person had a binding contract to
c instruct such property as of September 8, 1966. In such cases where the con-
tracting party is neither able to raise the funds to maintain ownership of the prop-
erty as an investment nor in a position to sell and lease back the property, either
of which courses, of action would preserve his right to use the accelerated de-
preciation methods, the investor to whom he assigns the property will be denied
the use of such accelerated depreciation methods. Inasmuch as the construction
of such property will not be .cancelled or postponed by the intervention of this
Bill, its effect will be to penalize certain builders, developers and investors.

Accordingly, we urge that section 167 (1) (1) be amended at least to the extent of
eliminating the reference to paragraph (3) of section 48(h) in the last sentence
thereof, and by. inserting the following as the penultimate sentence:

"The preceding sentence shall not apply to the extent that the physical construc-
tion, reconstruction, or erection of such property was pursuant to a contract
which was, on September 8, 1966, and at all times thereafter, binding on any
person."

Ournext point is that both the equipped building rule set forth in section 48 (h)
(4) and the machinery and equipment completion rule contained in section 48 (h)
(6) (A) are unduly arbitrary and create unnecessary inequities as they will apply
to taxpayers who fall Just short of the "more than 50 per cent" mark. We realize
that some objective statutory standard for a substantial start on i project prob-
ably is necessary.

We suggest that greater equity will be achieved if the following is inserted
prior to the last sentence of section 48(h) (4) :

"Where the percentage produced by the application of subparagraph (B) of the
preceding sentence is 50 per cent or less but more than 20 per cent, then an
equivalent dollar amount of section 38 property included in such building as so
equipped (or inciddntitl section' 98 property adjacent to such building which is
necessary to the planned use of the building) shall be treated as section 38
property which is not suspension period property."
This "matching" rule would limit the benefits to be derived bit would mitigate
the inevitable inequities of the rule presently contained in the Bill. It would
provide for the "50 per cent or under" taxpayer substantially the same relative
benefit as is provided for the "more than 50 per cent" taxpayer.

Also in connection with section 48(h) (4), we have observed the statement in
the Committee Report that "special purpose structures" which are eligible for
the investment credit shall not be considered as buildings for the purpose of this
"equipped building" rule. This means that more rigid tests will be applied to
the equipment necessary to complete a functioning unit in such a case (see sec-
tion 5(A) ) than would be required if the same or similar equipment were housed
in a conventional building.
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We submit that this is a nuance which is without merit and urge either that
section 48(h) (4) be amended to insert the phrase "or special purpose structure"
after the word "building" wherever the latter word is used, or that the Report
of the Senate Finance Committee state clearly that the word "building" is to be
interpreted, for purposes of this subsection, to include "special purpose struc.
tures."

We suggest also that the use of the term "building" in the singular form in
this subsection is too restrictive in cases where a clearly defined and duly author-
ized project comprises more than one building. Accordingly, we suggest that
the plural form be included, in addition to the singular, so that the entire project
will be aggregated for purposes of the percentage test.

We believe that the definition of commencement of construction of machinery
and equipment, set forth in the Ways and Means Committee Report at page 20,
is too restrictive. We appreciate the problem which confronted that Committee,
but we feel that a satisfactory solution would be achieved if the processing or
assembly of a part or component were to be deemed to be the commencement of
construction on the part or component involved, and not on the entire machine,
only in cases where such part or component is regularly sold by the taxpayer in
the ordinary course of his business. In cases where some parts or components
are so sold and some are not, a strict burden of proof could be placed upon the
taxpayer to show, e.g., by production schedules, the extent to which construction
actually had commenced upon entire machines.

A related problem exists in section 48(h) (5) (A), which seems unduly restric-
tive when compared with the "equipped building" rule of section 48(h) (4). To
bring these two relief provisions into harmony, we suggest that section 48 (h) (5)
(A) be revised as follows:

"(A) IN OENERAL.-In the case of any piece of machinery or equipment more
than 50 percent of which (determined on the basis of cost) is attributable to parts
and components which are not suspension period property under the rules con-
taied in subparagraphs (2) and (3), the parts and components necessary for the
completion of such piece of machinery or equipment as a functioning unit shall
also be treated as property which is not suspension period property. Where the
percentage produced by application of the preceding sentence is 50 per cent or less
but more than 20 per cent, then an equivalent dollar amount of additional parts
and components shall be treated as section 38 property which is not suspension
period property."

In discussing the application of section 48(h) (6), the Ways and Means Com-
mittee Report repeatedly and exclusively uses the terms "financial institution"
in referring to the entity which acquires and leases back the property involved.
We understand that there was no intention to exclude from the coverage of
this subsection transactions in which the acquiring person is an individual inves-
tor rather than a financial institution. We urge that the Senate Finance Com-
mittee Report clarify this point. It should also be made clear that the phrase
"a financing transaction" is used in the Bill in the broad sense and is not to be
read in the context of whether, for Federal income tax purposes, the trans-
action is to he regarded as a lease or a purchase.

Our reading of section 48(h) (7) and the parts of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee Report pertaining thereto raises the question, particularly in the light of
the last paragraph of section 6 of the Report appearing on page 27 thereof,
whether it was intended to make the first sentence of such subsection so restric-
tive. We think that some of the limiting language included in such first sentence
more properly belongs in the second sentences, dealing with a different fact
situation. and suggest the following revision of this subsection:

"(7) CERTAix LEASE OBLUATIONs.-Where, as the result of a binding lease or
contract to lease in effect on September 8, 1966, a lessor or lessee is required
to construct, reconstruct, erect, or acquire property, any property so constructed,
reconstructed, erected, or acquired by the lessor or lessee which is section 38
property shall be treated as property which is not suspension period property.
In the case of any project which includes property other than the property to be
leased to such lessee, the preceding sentence shall be applee, in the case of the
lessor, only to property specified in the lease ond then only if the binding leases
and contracts with all lessees in effect on September 8, 1966. cover real property
constituting 25 per cent or more of the project (determined on the basis of rental
value) * * *."
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If the language of the first sentence of this subsection, as revised above, is con-
sidered to be too broad, then we suggest that section 48(h) (4) be revised to
include a rented building, or rented space in a building, as well as a constructed
or purchased one. For this purl-;e, the percentage test could be applied by
using the present value of rental payments under the lease in lieu of adjusted
basis.

The last sentence of section 46(a) (2), as it would be amended by the Bill,
will have the effect in some cases of denying the investment credit with respect
to property which is not suspension period property. It would penalize taxpay-
ers who acquire or order property during the suspension period by requiring
that the statutory limit on the investment credit which can be taken in any given
year shall first be reduced by a "phantom" credit, i.e., the credit which other-
wise would have been earned with respect to suspension period property. This
rule, which was not included in H.R. 17007 when it was introduced In the
House, is much more tenuous and onerous than the Section 1 (b) of the original
Bill which merely provided that the utilization of unused credit carryovers
should be determined without regard to the effect of section 48(h). That provi-
sion, while superficially harsh, at least preserved a position of neutrality as to
the use of carryovers, as such. The new rule departs from neutrality, through
its tier system, and constitutes a penalty which, in many cases, will vitiate the
benefit otherwise provided by subsections 3 through 8 of section 48(h).

We urge that this sentence be deleted from the Bill and replaced by Section
1(b) of the original Bill. In the alternative, we urge that the tier system be
abandoned and that the computation of allowable credit be made in sWeps as
follows:

(1) Determine tentatively whether there would be an unusable credit
under section 46 by including the "phantom credit" on suspension period
property placed in service;

(2) If there would not be such an unused credit, utilize unused credit
carryovers to the extent permitted by the limitation;

(3) If a tentative unusable credit is produced by the computation in
(1) above, then reduce the credit applicable to property which is not sus-
pension period property by its aliquot portion of such tentative unusable
credit, i.e., the portion which bears the same relationship to the total tenta-
tive unused credit as the credit earned on non-suspension period property
bears to the credit otherwise applicable to all property placed in service
during the year.

In any event, we urge that the rule prescribed by the last sentence of section
46(a) (2), as it would be amended by the Bill, be limited so as to apply only to
the usability of credit currently earned and unused credit carryovers, and not to
the carryback of unused credits earned in years subsequent to the suspension
period.

Section 1(b) of the Bill amends section 48(d) of the Code to provide that the
lessor of suspension period property of a kind which said lessor ordinarily lenses
to one lessee for a substantial portion of the useful life of the property shall be
deemed to have elected to treat the first lessee of such property as having ac-
quired the property for purposes of applying the last sentence of section 46 (a) (2).
This provision says, in effect, that there shall be a "phantom credit" for the
lessee, under such circumstances, irrespective of the lessor-lessee arrangements.
We question whether the ordinary course of business test should be applied to the
lessor. It would seem to be more appropriate to apply this rule in cases where
the ls8ee ordinarily either purchases that kind of property or leases it for a sub-
stantial portion of its useful life. As presently drafted, this provision could apply
to a lessee who used property for as short a time as one month, and could be
avoided in cases where It probably should apply merely by choosing a lessor whose
leasing practices do not fit those described by this provision.

We suggest that the Senate Finance Committee Report make it clear that the
election afforded a taxpayer by section 167(e) of the Code to change from declin-
ing balance to straight-line depreciation will apply to suspension period property
which is limited under the Bill to 150 per cent declining balance depreciation.

We very much appreciate this opportunity to present our views on this impor-
tant piece of legislation.

Very truly yours,
WILRIAM T. BARNES,l?csidcn t Partner.
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STATEMENT OF FREDE1IQ J. SOIROEDEB, CHAIRMAN OF AMEuIOAq RAILWAY CA&
INSTITUTE

My name is Frederic J. Schroeder. I am Chairman of the American Railway
Car Institute, hereafter referred to as the A.R.C.I. A.R.C.I. represents over 85%
of the productive capacity of the contract railroad carbuilders.

I regret very much the failure of the House to grant an exemption to the rail.
roads from the proposed suspension of the Investment Credit.

For many decades the Congress has toiled with the problem of freight car
shortages and this year enacted some legislation which will help but not solve this
problem. This Is what makes the railroads' quest for exemption unequivocally
unique, separate and distinct from any arguments that may be placed before this
Committee. There Is sufficient and abundant proof that freight car shortages,
besides being irksome, are emphatically inflationary. There are members of this
Committee who know from what and where I speak because they have had des-
perate regional freight car shortage problems. They even have gone so far as to
introduce legislation other than recently enacted to try to eliminate such short-
ages. The role that the railroads have played and are playing in the national
defense, let alone the national economy, requires your serious consideration so
that an adequate and up-to-date fleet is maintained. This is necessary in order
that the railroads will continue to fulfill that role. The Investment credit has been
a very strong catalyst in giving the railroads the necessary impetus to update
their fleet. One need only to look at the new cars built, since its enactment
into law.

At this point I wish to answer certain questions that have recently been asked
us concerning our industry backlog, industry lead times and a specific estimate
of the number and dollar value of freight cars which will be lost to the American
Railroad industry should the investment credit suspension be applied to our
customers-the railroads--as currently proposed.

As of September 1st our contract carbuilding industry backlog amounted to
approximately 8 months production. This eight-month average industry backlog
is made up of a product mix of freight cars falling into three major designs and
production categories. Type 1 designs cover those designs which are being pro-
duced on a production basis for the first time. Type 2 designs include -the first
reorder of a Type #1 design and Type 3 designs are the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc.
reorder of a Type 2 design.

Total lead time for each of these three product categories is as follows:
Design TVpe #1.-A determination is made by a shipper, railroad or contract

car builder or through the collective effort of all three that a completely new
and different freight car design is required to load, transport and unload a
particular commodity or group of commodities. This stage involves market
studies coupled with Engineering Research and Developmient and later carbullder
production studies. The lead time for This product development phase varies
with the complexity of the material handling problem and the complexity of the
car design required to solve that problem. This development lead time varies
from a minimum of 4 months to a maximum of 18 months. Procurement and
production lead time for such newly developed products 'require an additional 6-9
months with the result that Class I product total lead time varies from a mini-
mum of 10 months to a maximum'of 27 months.

Design T'ype #2.-This design type is defined as the first reorder of a type
#1 freight.car design after the initial order rolls off the production line and is
tested in actual interchange field service with necessary design changes then
made to correct and Improve car design and production techniques. Lead time
for this development phase can vary from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 6
months. Procurement and production lead time then adds 6-9 months resulting
in a total lead time for class #2 products of 6 to 15 months.

Design Typo #8.-This design type is defined as the first, second, third, etc.
reorders of a type 2 design after further interchange field service. With this
additional field experience certain minor design and production improvements
are made requiring 0-2 months development lead time. Procurement and pro-
duetion lead time adds 6-9 months with the resultant total lead time for type 3
designs being 6-11 months. I

We estimate that 80% of all freight cars produced by contract carbuilders this
year have progressed or are progressing for the past five years, from'Product
type #1 to Product type #3, thereby Illustrating markedly the rapid progress
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of freight car modernization in this period-and which progress will accelerate
in the future If the contract carbuilders will continue to receive orders from
these railroad customers at ,the average rate of 6,000 cars per month during the
proposed investment credit suspension period. A few specific examples of the
types of cars referred to above are piggyback flat cars, Unit train coal cars, Auto
Rack cars, Big John aluminum and steel Covered Hopper Grain cars and High
Cube Boxkcars.

We have been advised ,by the Association of American Railroads that a number'
of railroads whose ownership as of Sept. 1, 1966 represents 428,840 cars or 299
of the total railroad Class I fleet, will cut back planned but unplaced freight cars
and locomotive equipment orders during the suspension period of investment
credit by an estimated 437.6 million dollars.

Should the total railroad industry cutback planned but unplaced freight car
equipment orders during the suspension period in approximately the same
proportion as the roads owning 29% of the Class I fleet then this total cutback
for freight cars could amount to nine hundred and twenty-eight million dollars.

It would therefore appear that the contract carbuilding industry's freight car
deliveries could drop from their present 6,000 cars per month to less than 2,000
cars per month after May 1, 1907-the date we run out our present backlog.
Further, should the investment credit he restored after Jan. 1, 1968; and further
should the contract carbuilding industry then receive orders from their railroad
customers after Jan. 1, 1968 at the rate of 0,000 cars per month then it should be
borne in mind that our industry will not reach a 6,000 car per month production
rate until July 1968, at the earliest. The net total minimum loss of cars delivered
by contract carbuilders to the railroads between June 1, 1967 and Jan. 1, 1968
could be in the neighborhood of 25,000 to 35,000 cars and approximately an addi-
tional minImum loss of 15,000 cars from Jan. 1, 1968 to July 1, 19068 thus resulting
in a miniinum loss to the total car fleet of 40,000 to 50,000 freight cars between
June 1, 1967 and July 1, 1968--equivalent to a dollar equipment installation loss
of $460 million to $900 million.

The normal contract carbuilding Industry production backlog of an average
production mix of Type 1, 2 and 3 freight car designs, as previously described, Is
a minimum of 6 months--and this, of course, Is an industry average.

Should our average minimum production backlog fall below 6 months then car
deliveries to the railroads will begin to decrease below 6,000 cars per month par,
ticularly if care scheduled for production in the spring of 1967 include a larger
proportion of Type 1 and 2 car designs.

It is my considered opinion that our industry will reach this critical 0 month
backlog point about. November 15th of this year, or only 6 weeks from now-
if the Investment credit suspension Is applied to our Industry as called for in
the present proposed legislation.
SSecondly, it freight car orders fall off markedly due to Investment credit
suspension Sept. 1, 1906 to Jan. 1. 1908, then It Is also my considered opinion that
development of new, more efficient freight car designs (Type #1) for the
American Railroad Industry also will be seriously curtailed In this period. The
slowing down in what I prefer to designate as "Seed freight car designs" will
have serious repercussions to the railroad Industry well into 1968 and possibly
even into 1969,due to the long total development and production lead time of up
to 27 months required for the development, design and production of these more
efficient freight cars.

One other critical problem affecting lead time is manpower. This is a m6st
serious factor at this time, so mueh so that a petition, dated August 29, 1900,
ha s been filed by A.R.C.I. on behalf of the Railroad Carbuilding Industry with
the Executive Secretary, Inter Agency Advisory Committee on J. sential Activi-
ties and Critical Occupations, Bureau of Employment, United States Department
of Labor. to have the railroad carbuilding Industry classified as an essential
activity. Many of the conipanles which are members of A.R.C.I. have plants in
areas where other Industries are located and which Industries have been declared
"e-ential". thereby sapping much of the manpower from our railroad car-
builders.' Therefore, should the situation occur as we forecast it will after May
1967. much of our manpower will be lost and most likely never to he recouped,
awl thi. n spite of extensive training programs for new recruits, which have
been undertaken by members of our Indust ry.

In Conclusion, It is again necessary to stress freight car shortages as a vital
deterrent 'to a stable economy. The probli will he of titanic proportions should
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the suspension apply to railroad cars. I have pointed out our industry's prob-
lems and its responsibility to the railroads, whose responsibility likewise Is
linked unquestionably to the national security and economy, the long total
development, procurement and production lead time so vital to keep freight
cars coming off our production lines and the inherent difficulties to the accomp-
lishment of doing just that. We urge that you exempt the railroads, particularly
freight cars, and enable a continuous flow of equipment so sorely wanted, and
necessary to.a stable economy, and to the security of our nation.

STATEMENT OF HOWARD W. READ, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT OF ALAN WOOD STEEL
COMPANY

My name is Howard V. Read and I am the executive vice-president of the
Alan Wood Steel Company. My company is an integrated steel, producer located
in 'Conshohocken, Pennsylvania. We have about 3,800 employees and are the
largest employer in the 'Conshohocken area. However, in our industry we are
very small; we have only one-half of one percent of the industry's capacity and
United States Steel Corporation is 50 times our size and Bethlehem Steel Coil-
pany is 30 times our size.

This statement is filed to call attention to the inequity of suspending the in-
vestment credit for a major capital project which my company has commenced
and is obligated to complete. We seek amendment of H.R. 17607 to correct the
unduly restrictive I)rovisions dealing with existing commitments in order to
prevent the great hardship and injustice which will otherwise result.

This legislation has only one declared purpose-to discourage capital invest-
ment-and there is no justification for permitting the scope of the Bill to extend
beyond such purpose. Hence, where a taxpayer is so committed to hn investment
that he is bound to make it in spite of the suspension of the credit, the suspen-
sion should not apply, for its application merely hurts the taxpayer without
helping the country. Moreover, it is unfair because it represents a change in
the rules at a time when the taxpayer can no longer alter his course.

This general principle appears to be recognized to a limited extent in the
House Bill, which does contain provisions designed to,'preserve the credit for
capital expenditures to which taxpayers are already committed in certain cases.
The principal ones are, of course, the "binding contract" rule covering property
acquired or constructed under binding contracts and the "Equipped Building
Rule" and "Machinery or Equipment Completion Rules" covering property
needed for completion where a complex 50% progress test is met. However,
these are drawn (or interpreted in the Ways and Means Committee Report)
so narrowly and unrealistically that they fail to cover the case of certain other
taxpayers, such as Alan Wood, who clearly and demonstrably are irrevocably
committed.
In 1964, when the national policy was to encourage capital expansion, Alan

Wood faced up to its problems of strong domestic competition from the giants
of its industry, Increasing foreign competition, and the growing 'obsolescence
of its mill and embarked on a $59 million modernization and expansion program.
The boldness of this step and the importance to the company of its success may
be seen from the fact that the company's net worth is only about $38 million and
its annual earnings about $1.5 million; and that the program called for in-
creasing its long-term debt ,to $60 million.

At the time the company's management were very conscious of the investment
credit; it played a significant role in our financial planning; and it figured im-
portantly in all our cash flow and earnings projections used in determining the
feasibility of the project and obtaining the needed financing.

Under this program, the company spent about $30 million in 1005,and 19066
on major improvements and additions to its plate and sheet mills and other
facilities which are now virtually completed. Only one major element of the
program worked out in 1964 remains to be completed-the construction of a
basic oxygen melting shop at an estimated copt of about $20 million. This plant
is a single facility, largely under one roof, making a single product, steel ingots,
by a single process. This basic oxygen process will replace our old open hearth
furnaces, substantially reducing our costs and eliminating a serious bottleneck
which exists because our blast furnace capacity on one hand and our plate and
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sheet and finishing capacity on the other are now much greater than our open
hearth capacity.

As will be explained liter in greater detail, Alan Wood is now deeply into the
construction of the basic oxygen melting shop. It planned the shop and ob-
tallied a license on the process in 1964, arranged financing and selected engineers
And construction "supervisors In 1965 and commenced construction earlier this
year. As of September 8, 1906, Alan Wood was irrevocably committed-both
legally and economically-to complete the plant without delay.

'The Company's legal commitment is to New York Life Insurance Company and
The Prudential Insmraice Company of America as the holders of $32,500,000 of
its bonds. It borrowed $22,500,000 from these two companies on January 3, 1960
to refinance prior indebtedness and $10,000,000 on April 1, 1900 as the first install-
ment of $30,000,000 needed to complete the remainder of its'capital program in-
cluding the basic oxygen shop. Under the first mortgage bonds issued to secure
this debt Alan Wood covenanted that it would proceed expeditiously with the
remainder of the capital program and complete construction prior to January 1,
1969. Failure to do so was made an event of default which would subject the
company to a variety of liabilities, including the immediate payment of the
$32,500,000 of debt, under penalty of foreclosure on its mill in the event of
non-payment.

The basic oxygen melting shop is scheduled for completion about the middle of
1968. Suspension of orders, contracts, purchases and new construction on the
project for 16 months would not only violate the covenant to proceed expedi-
tiously but also make it impossible to meet the January 1, 1909 deadline.

Alan Wood is thus clearly bound by contract to complete the basic oxygen melt-
ing shop. Accordingly, until issuance of the Ways and Means Committee Report
it seemed that the shop would remain eligible for credit as property "constructed,
reconstructed, erected or acquired pursuant to a contract which was, on Septem-
ber 8, 1966 . . . binding on the taxpayer." However, the Committee Report
states otherwise, It says that the foregoing language "does not apply to a con-
tract with a person other than the builder or supplier under which the taxpayer
becomes obligated to construct, reconstruct, erect, or acquire property." By way
of illustration, the Report continues, "Thus, a contract with a financial institu-
tion, a bond underwriter . . . under which the taxpayer is obligated to acquire
property is not covered by this provision." (H. Rept. No. 2087 pp. 20-21.)

Whether this is a proper interpretation of the language of the Bill is now a
moot point, since the Committee's own construction would presumably control.
The point now.is that the Bill should be amended to recognize that Alan Wood's
legal commitment is just as binding and Inescapable as a contract with a supplier
and should be treated in the same way under the Bill.

We have been unable to conceive a policy objection to an amendment treating
Alan Wood's commitment as a binding contract to construct property. The agree-
ment is not one from which it can free itself-it already has, and has, largely
spent, $82,500,000 of the lenders' money. It is highly unlikely that the bond-
holders would waive compliance-the mortgage on the completed shop is an
important part of their security and the greatly enhanced profits projected upon
its completion are their primary source of repayment. A 10-month delay in com-
pletion (and the resulting delay would probably be greater than the suspension
period) would make unavailable millions of dollars of anticipated cash flow and
profits. And Alan Wood's liabilities in the event of a breach are substantial--
potentially considerably more disastrous to the company than those which might
flow from cancellation or deferral of a contract with a builder or supplier.

Moreover, the House has recognized the binding effect of legal commitments to
third parties-I.e., persons other than suppliers--in excepting from the suspen-
sion property acquired by lessors to fulfill lease contracts, even though as of
September 8, 1906 such lessors had no contracts with the potential builders or
suppliers of such property. Presumably it was realized that since in such cases
the lessor had no choice but to go ahead, denial of the credit would not deter him
and would, moreover, be unfair.

Precisely the same reasoning applies to my company, of course, and because of
a comparable obligation. Its commitment should be given similar recognition.

Alan Wood's case, and any others like it which may exist, can be covered by
a properly drawn amendment to the Bill, comparable to the paragraph dealing
with lease obligations, without the necessity for recognizing obligations which
are so indefinite or unlikely to be enforced, or the penalty for violation of which
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is so nebulous or Insignificant, that they may properly be disregarded. We have
submitted a draft of such an amendment to the Committee's staff.

My company's project would, and should, also be spared from the suspension
by proper revision of the "Equipped Building Rule" to conform it to its apparent
purpose. Under this rule, the suspension does not apply to such a building, Its
equipment and appurtenances, if construction commenced or on order and equip-
ment acquired or on order is at least 50% of the total cost of the equipped
building. This percentage test appears to be designed to create a practical, or
economic, measure of commitment as an alternative to the legal test of commit-
ment found in the binding contract exception. It recognizes that a point of no
return is reached on every project from which, regardless of legal obligations, it
is impossible to turn back or delay.

As of September 8, 1960, Alan Wood had passed this point of no return on
its basic oxygen melting shop. Site clearance and excavation of foundations was
virtually complete and foundation pilings had been driven at a total cost of
about $1% million-almost a year's earnings. Binding contracts had been let
for the foundations and the structural steel work, which together constitute the
bulk of the cost of the building itself. Much of the equipment was on hand or on
order. Total binding contracts amounted to about $9 million.

In these circumstances, even in the absence of Alan Wood's covenant with' its
bondholders it would be compelled to go forward with construction. Needless
to say, abandonment of the project is out of the question. Suspension of orders,
contracts and purchases would also give rise to insupportable problems, damages
and extra costs. The delicately balanced timetable of related activities would
be upset; work already committed could not go forward for lack of needed com-
ponents and interrelated construction; construction and equipment completed
under existing commitments would deteriorate. Moreover, the delay in com-
pletion of the plant would give rise to great economic loss. Without further
laboring the point, suspension of the work is completely impractical.

Our commitment to this course is further evidenced by the fact that an order
for $1.1 million of equipment was placed on September 9 and that we have issued
orders and entered into contracts for the project totaling $4 million since the
suspension.

While as of September 8 my company had thus commenced construction' and
reached the point of irrevocable economic commitment, nevertheless it apparently
fails to meet the 50% test of the Equipped Building Rule. While this test is
extremely complicated and its application gives rise to some unanswerable ques-
tions, the percentage for our project appears to be somewhat between 42 and 49
percent.'

This result would give rise to no proper cause for complaint or request for
amendment if the percentage in the Bill were the correct one as a matter of
principle, since there will be situations which fall just short of any percentage
selected. However, we submit that the percentage used in the Bill is far too
high. While the point where orderly completion of an integrated facility be-
comes a practical necessity is a matter of judgment, it certainly occurs long
before the half-way mark is reached in completion or in contract obligations.
From my own experience, I would say that while it would vary from situation
to situation, it would rarely, if ever, be later than a quarter of the way along.
In other words, in my judgment, and I believe most business men would agree,
the proper percentage would be no higher than 25 percent. Parenthetically, we
understand that when this test was first discussed by the Ways and Means
Committee the suggested percentage was 30 percent. We submit, therefore,
that the Bill should also be amended to substantially reduce the percentage con-
tained in the Equipped Building Rule.

In conclusion, in its present form the Bill works an unnecessary, purposeless,
and entirely gratuitous hardship of major proportions on our small company.
Some form of corrective amendment is imperative. This could be accomplished
either by recognizing our legal commitment under our oustanding bonds or re-
ducing the percentage under the Equipped Building exception to a realistic level.
However, quite apart from the effect on our situation, in our Judgment both
should be done as a matter of principle.' #

I This does not mean, of course, that Alan Wood will be entitled to investment credit
on an equivalent percentage of the section 38 property In the building, since the structure
constitutes the major part of the pencentage. It is estimated that out of $21.5 million
of section 38 property about $8.5 million was purchased or on order, so that only $250,000
of credit out of $1.5 million would be allowable.
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STATEMENT OF HERBERT B. COHN, CHIEF COUNSEL, AMERICAN ELECTRIC POWER
COMPANY, INC.

This statement is submitted on behalf of American Electric Power Company,
Inc. and its operating electric utility subsidiaries, to oppose the suspension
of the investment credit but, if such suspension is adopted, to urge most strongly
the substitution of a more equitable test as to when Section 88 property, which
18 an integral part of a major project authorized prior to the suspension period,
nay qualify for the credit.

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I

Suspension of the investment credit is Inconsistent with orderly business
planning and Is not a solution to the problems of Inflation, tight money, and
high interest rates. More effective and faster means of dealing with these
problems are available. II

If the investment credit Is suspended, the suspension period should begin no
earlier than September 9, 1966.

III

If the investment credit is suspended, the test for qualification of Section 38
property, which is an integral part of a major project authorized prior to the
suspension period, should be made less rigid than the "more than 50 percent"
test now contained In H.R. 17607. Such projects involve a great many separate
contracts. H.R. 17607 now provides that if the construction or assembly of prop-
erty related to such projects had not been begun and such property was not
Itself under binding contract by September 8, 1966, then, even though it is an
integral part of a project authorized by the taxpayer prior to September 9, 1966,
It will qualify for the credit only if other property accounting for more than 50%
of the cost of the entire project meets the pre-September 9, 1966 test.

All items of Section 88 property which are integral parts of a major project
should qualify for the credit if the taxpayer was, in fact, committed to the project
prior to the suspension period. If it is deemed essential for administrative pur-
poses to formulate a concrete definition of "commitment", such definition should
provide for the qualification of all Section 38 property which is an Integral part of
a project authorized prior to September 9, 1966, where the pre-September 9 test
is met with respect to project property whose aggregate basis or cost exceeds
either (a) $5,000,000 or (b) 25% of the cost of the entire project.

I. THE INVESTMENT CREDIT SHOULD NOT BE SUSPENDED

We filed a statement in opposition to the suspension of the Investment credit
with the House Committee on Ways and Means, which appears at page 497 of
the transcript of the hearings before that Committee. We there stated that, by
discouraging Investment in more efficient production facilities at a time of high
demand and holding down supply rather than curbing demand, the suspension
of the credit Is more likely to promote rather than reduce Inflation; that the sus-
pension of the credit will have a delayed and uncertain effect; that reducing the
source of capital for plant investment generated by the credit will increase the
need for borrowed funds and worsen, rather than relieve, the shortage of debt
money and high interest rates; and that other more effective and flexible means
are available to combat inflation, such as higher excise and personal income taxes,
and curbs on installment credit. We believe these arguments are sound and that
the investment credit should not be suspended. However, if the credit Is to be
suspended, we urge that the suspension period begin no earlier than September 9,
1966 and that the Committee modify the unrealistic test Included in H.R. 17607
to deal with 'the problem of major projects for which the taxpayer was, in fact,
committed prior to the suspension period.

I. THE SUSPENSION PERIOD SHOULD BEGIN NO EARLIER THAN SEPTEMBER 9, 1900

As reported by the Ways and Means Committee and passed by the House, H.R.
17607 provides that the suspension period begins September 9, 1966. This date
was selected by the House in recognition of the inequity which would be created
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by applying the proposal retroactively and of the fact that the proposal was first
made by the President at' the end of the day o September 8, so that September
9 was the first business day on Which taxpayers were aware of the proposal and
were in a position to make business decisions with knowledge that such proposal
bad been made. For these reasons, if tlWe credit is Suspended, th e suspension
period should not begln'earlier than September 9, 1906.
UT. H.R. 17007* SHOULD BE AMEENDED TO PROVIDE THAT sEOTIO N 88 PROPERTY QVAiiFE8

FOR THE CREDIT IF PRblhERTY WICIOH IS AN INTEGRAL PART OF, A PROJECT. AUTHORIZED
PRIOR TO SEPTEMBER 9 AND WHOSE COST EXCEEDS EITHER -(a)"$5+,000,00'0t ' '(b)
25 PERCENT OF. THE. C9ST OF THE ENTIRE PROJECT WAS, ON HAND OR WAS UNDER
BINDING CONTRACT DY SEPTEMBER 8, 19006

H.R. 17607 gives some recognition to the plight of a taxpayer who before Sep.
tember 9, 1966 planned and authorized a major project consisting of an equipped
building or piece of +machinery or equipment, but who did. not. have on hand or
under binding contract, prior to that date, all the, Section $8 property comprising
such project. Thus, the bill provides that Section 38 property .not qualifying
under the primary pre-September 9, 1966 test will nevertheless qualify for the
credit if such test is met for "more than 50 percent" of the basis of an equipped
building or, separately in the case of a piece of machinery or erhlipment,' for "more
than 50 percent" of the total basis or cost.

This "more than 50 percent" eligibility test is a helpful recognition of the
problem, but it does not go far enough to do equity. A major project calls for
much preliminary planning. It may comprise structures and equipment. It
may and usually:does involve many components and many contracts. Construe-
tion proceeds in a certain order, and contracts are entered tito over a long time
span. Orders for many of the components are' not placed until well after con-
struction of the project has begun.

The taxpayer may in fact be committed to carrying out the project pven though
the co8t of item whose construction or assembly +has been begun, or which were
on hand, or under binding contract, is, for le88 than 5%% of the co8t of the entire
project. 'Where the taxpayer is committed to a' project prior to the suspense on
period and does not, in fact, have any 'choice but to proceed, it Is inequitable to
deny him the credit for' essential items of' Section 38 ,property simply because
they were not on hand or under binding contract by September 8, 1966.

The most equitable test would be one similar to that under Section 722(b) (4)
of the World War II excess profits tax law, hinging on "a course of action to
which the taxpayer' was committed." We appreciate, however, that such a test
does not have the advantage of being clear-cut and easy to administer, and that It
might lead to time-consuming controversies between taxpayers ahd the Internal
Revenue Service.

We recognize the administrative need for a concrete test of' "commitment"
but the "more than 50 percent" requirement in H.R. 17607 is an unfair and
wholly unrealistic test as to whether or not the taxpayer Is, in fact, committed
to a project. It seems clear, for example, that a binding commitment of

'$1,000,000 In connection with a $4,000,000 project will make it impracticable
for the taxpayer to turn back and abandon the project. Similarly, it seems
equally clear that a substantial pre-suspension commitment, of say $5,000.000,
will represent an Irrevocable commitment to the project of which the $5,000,000
is a part in almost any case, without regard to the percentage of the total cost
of the project represented by such $5,000,000.

We think it clear, therefore, that the taxpayer Is, as a. practical matter,
irrevocably committed to a major project authorized prior to September 9,
where a substantial amount of money, or a 8ubstantial percentage of the total
cost of the project, has been Irrevocably committed prior to September 9. Ac-
cordingly, we believe an appropriate test to define pre-September 9 committed
projects should be phrased in terms of (a) a minimum specified pre-September 9
dollar commitment, or (b) a minimum specified pre-September 9 commitment
expressed as a percentage of the cost of the entire pro ject. Any figures are
bound to be somewhat arbitrary but It would seem clear that a dollar amount
greater than $5,000,000 and a percentage higher than 25% would represent an
irrevocable commitment in almost any case.

Accordingly, we urge that the bill be amended to substitute for the' "more than
50 percent" eligibility test, in each of the three places in which it appears in the
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bill, a test, expressed in the alternative, of a pre-suspension period commitment
of more than either (1) $5,000,000 or (2) 25% of the cost of the entire project.

I attach as Appendix A, suggested language to carry out this recommendation.

IV. CONCLUSION

The investment credit should not be suspended. In any event, the suspension
period should begin no earlier than September 9, 1960.

If the credit Is suspended, the qualification test for major projects should,
in the interest of equity, be liberalized by providing that all Section 38 property
which is an integral part of a major project, authorized before September 9,
will qualify if there has been a pre-suspension period commitment for the
project of more than either (1) $5,000,000 or (2) 25% of the cost of the entire
project.

APPENDIX A-PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO H.R. 17607

1. Amend subparagraph (B) in the first sentence of paragraph (4) of the
proposed new subsection (h) of Section 48 of the Internal Revenue Code to read
as follows eliminatee matter in black brackets and insert new material
italicized) :

"(B) more than, [50 percent] either-
"(1) $5,000,000, or
"(it) 25 percent

of the agregate adjusted basis of ell the property of u character subject to
the allowance for depreciation making up such building as so equipped is
attributable to either property the construction, reconstruction, or erection
of which was begun by the taxpayer before September 9, 1966, or property the
acquisition of which by the -taxpayer occurred before such date, * * *".

2. Amend paragraph (5) of the proposed new subsection (h) of Section 48 of
the Internal Revenue Code to read as follows (eliminate matter In black brackets
and insert new material italicized) :

"(5) MACHINERY OR EQUIPMENT COMPLETION RULES.-
"(A) IN GENERAL.-In the case of any piece of machinery or equip-

ment more than [50 percent] either-
"(i) $5,000,000, or
"(ii) 25 percent

of the adjusted basis of which Is atlTibutable to parts sand components which
were on )iand on September 8, 1960, or were acquiTed pursuant to a binding
contract which was In effect on such date, the parts and components
necessary for the completion of such piece of machinery or equipment as a
functioning unit shell be treated as property which Is not suspension period
property.

"(B) CERTAIN TAXPAYERS WHO ASSEMBLE ORt PRODUCE THEIR OWN MA-
oHINERY OR EQUIPMENT.-In the case of a taxpayer who regularly assem-
bles or otherwise produces pieces of machinery or equipment for his
own use, any piece of machinery or equipment which he assembles or
otherwise produces for his own use out of parts and components [more
than 50 percent of which (determined on the basis of cost] hall bo
treated a8 property which U8 not s8epension period property if he had
on hand on September 8, 1966, or acquired purwuant to a -binding con-
tract or contracts in effect on such date [shall be treated as property
which is not suspension period property], parts and components whoe
aggregate 0ost £8 more tlan either-

"(i) $5,000,000, or
"(it) 25 percent

of the total cost of all the parts and components of such piece of ma-
chinery or equipment."

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM J. STEPHENS, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER,
JONES & LAUGHLIN STEEL CORPORATION

I am William J. Stephens, President and Chief Operating Officer of Jones &
Laughlin Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. We are a 113-year old
company, with sales of almost $1 billion in 1965. We are an integrated steel
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producing company with plant locations in Pittsbu'rgh, Aliquippa, O11 City, New
Kensington, Muncy, and Lancaster, Pennsylvania, Cleveland, Louisville, Youngs-
town, Toledo, and Niles, Ohio; Hammond and Indianapolis, Indiana; Williman.
tic, Connecticut; Los Angeles, California; Bayonne, New Jersey; Kansas City,
Kansas; New Orleans, Louisiana; and Port Arthur, Texas. A new plant is
under construction in Hennepin, Illinois. Our major raw materials sources are-
Iron ore in Michigan, Minnesota and New York; coal in Pennsylvania; and lime-
stone in West Virginia.

Jones Laughlin employs 41,000 people and is owned by 54'000 shareholders.
I appreciate this opportunity to present our views with respect to H.R. 17607.
Introduction

We are in favor of taking necessary steps to relieve the mounting inflationary
pressures currently existing in our economy. However, we respectfully disagree
with the view that suspension of the investment tax credit, even for a limited
time period, will materially help to alleviate these pressures. We believe that the
proposed suspension will fail to reduce capital expenditures significantly during
the suspension period. On the contrary, oitr belief is that it will tend to aggravate
an already tight money situation and will probably dampen capital expenditures
In 1968 and 1969 when the economy may well need support from this segment.

My statement will show why we take this position on the proposed suspension.
The points I will cover are:

1. Investment tax credit and related incentivs-their purpose, how they
have worked and the effect of a suspension of the investment tax credit.

2. Hennepin, Illinois: A non-deferrable steel mill project.
3. Technical problems under H.R. 17607.

Investment tax credit and related incentives
National purpose

1. To bring our nationalindustrial complex to a higher level of efficiency and to
Improve our rate of economic growth, thus providing a higher standard of living
for an expanding population; and,

2. To aid in the development of a dynamic economy better able to meet compe-
tition in world markets, and thus influence favorably our balance of payments.

Action
In 1954 and again in 1962 the Congress and the Administration, concerned about

the statistics which showed that -the age of our industrial facilities did not com-
pare favorably with the age of facilities abroad, wisely took major steps to correct
this situation by providing incentives. In 1954, accelerated methods of deprecia-
tion calculation were provided, and In 1962 revised depreciation rules permitting
the use of shorter equipment lives and a 7 per cent investment tax credit were
provided.

Result
These three incentives stimulated modernization in the Steel Industry, enabling

that Industry to built increased productive capabilities and, also take advantage
of the fast pace of improving technology. Our experience at Jones & Laughlin is
not unlike that of the Steel Industry as these figures indicate.

Expenditure8 for plant and equipment

Period Steel industry Jones & Laughlin
Steel Corp.

1952-61 (10-year average) ---------------------------------------- $1,119,000,000 $62,000,000
1962 ---------------------------------------------------------- 9,000, 000 76,400,000
1903 ------------------------------------------------------------- 1,040, 000,000 . 73, 900, 0W
1964 ------------------------------------------------------------- 1,99,000,000 92,600,000
195 ............................................................. 800, 000, 000 85,400,000
1966 ------------------------------------------------------------- 12,150,000,000 :121 ,300,000
1967 ------------------------------------------------------------- 2,200, 000,000 121,300, 000
1968 ........................................................ () 121,300,000

I McGraw-Hill Publishing Corp. projection, September 1966.
2 3-year average.
3 Not available.
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Observation
The expenditure table above illustrates that in spite of the establishment of

the 1962 incentives, the spending level for 1962 and 1963 was not materially
higher than in the previous years. This is because of the long lead time required
in the planning for capital spending in th" Steel Industry.

This table also indicates that the need f or capital expenditures in the Steel
Industry existed In 1962 when the incentives were established. However, it took
several years to plan, design, and build the facilities. There is no doubt that
the incentives played an important part in the long range'planning for'subse-
quent years.

Hennepin.-A nondeferrable project
It is not generally recognized that the preparation and planning for steel pro-

duction facilities results in master programs which span a period of two to four
years. The step-by-step engineering and construction activities are calculated
to follow in sequence starting, of course, with the design and contracts for the
facilities .requiring the longest lead time, and culminating in design and contracts
for the units with the shorter lead time. Until all the units in a master program
are in place and operating, the sought-after benefits are not realized. In the
Steel Industry, forward planning begins far in advance of actual construction
commitments.

This can best be illustrated by the experience of Jones & Laughlin in planning
for its new steel plant at Hennepin, Illinois, which is not unlike the experience
of other major steel producers. In 1964 we conducted,a site search and we made
known in April, 1965, that we had optioned -6,000 acres for a site in Illinois
110 miles southwest of Chicago on the Illinois River near the Village of Hennepin.
In July, 1965, the Board of Directors authorized the purchase of the optioned
property, and In October, 1965, budgeted $150 million for the facilities to be
completed in early 1968. In our financial planning, the 7 per cent investment
tax credit and the revised depreciation rules were included in our calculations.
The first orders for equipment were placed in November, 1965. Completion of
engineering for the building enabled us to award the contract for fabrication and
erection of structural steel in January, 1966. Contracts for the foundation for
the building and some equipment and general contracting work on the building
were awarded in January and May, 1966. Erection of steel for the building
started in July, 1966.

Out of the estimated total cost of $150 million, $118 million had been com-
mitted by September 8, 1966. These commitments, some of which were not bind-
ing on that date in a legal sense, are in various forms, including formal contracts,
purchase orders, letters of intent, and oral commitments. The remaining $32
million to be committed includes many items, equally critical, but having rela-
tively shorter lead times and placement of these orders in an orderly schedule
would not delay the completion of the project.

If we were to wait until January 1, 1968, to place the orders for the remaining
items costing $32 million, it would delay the start up of the plant by more than
one year. This is to severe a penalty to pay and, therefore, we must proceed
without delay in the interest of our shareholders and the economy of the State of
Illinois in which this plant Is located.

The Jones & Laughlin Hennepin plant project illustrates the complexity and
long time schedules of capital expenditures for such a project. This project,
and similar projects throughout the Steel Industry clearly demonstrates that
there can be little expectation of an early reduction in capital expenditure by
the proposed suspension of the investment tax credit on projects of this kind.
Teohntcal problems under H.R. 17607

In the event your Committee decides to concur in the House proposal to
suspend the investment tax credit, we strongly urge you to consider modifications
of H.R. 17607 which will provide greater Insurance against suspension of the
credit in the case of property commitments from which the taxpayer could not
withdraw, as a practical matter, after the beginning of the suspension period.

The bill, as originally introduced in the House, excepted from the suspension
only property which is "constructed, reconstructed, erected, or acquired pursuant
to a contract which was, at all times on or after August 31, 1966, binding on the
taxpayer." The bill, as reported by the Committee on Ways and Means and
passed by the House on September 30, 1966, changed the August 31 date 'to
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September 8, and also provided additional rules, one of which applies to "equipped
butildings," to alleviate the harshness of the "binding contract" rule.
I UnVier the "equipped building" rule, if more than 50 per cent of the aggregate

cost of the building and the machinery contained in it is attributable to property
on which either construction had begun before September 9, 1966, or which was
acquired or on binding order before such date, then all property comprising
s 4 .~ilding as so equipped, including any incidental property adjacent to
t4ip',!1ing which i necessary to the planned use of the building, is excepted
rrom'Auspension of the credit.

It should be noted that the "equipped building" rule is applicable only when a
,building is involved. In the Steel Industry such major items as blast furnaces
and, qoke ovens will not qualify under this rule since they are not housed in
build ings. We accordingly suggest that if the "equipped building" rule is
reistined in the bill it be amended to cover this type of facility.
,We, have made a preliminary study to determine whether our Hennepin
project , described above, will meet the 50 per cent test under the "equipped
building" rule. We believe it will. But we cannot rule out the possibility that
a restrictive interpretation of H.R. 17607 might disqualify Hennepin under that
rule. This prospect gives us considerable concern since it seems obvious that
projects like Hennepin should be clearly excepted under any rule designed to give
flexibility to the "binding contract" concept.

The Hennepin project involves one major production building which will house
various units of machinery and equipment for the production of finished steel
products. The construction of the building was well underway by the cutoff
date. Hennepin's problem, if it has one, stems primarily from tWo facts which
are peculiar to steel and many other heavy industries :

1. The cost of the building is only a small portion of the combined cost
of the building and of the machinery contained in it.

2, The cost of installing a machine is almost equal in many cases to the
cost of the machine itself, and practically none of the installation work on
the Hennepin job was under binding contract on the cutoff date even
though most of the machinery was covered by binding orders.

The only Installation work on machinery which had been performed by the
cutoff date was excavation for some of the machinery foundations and some
placing of concrete, but this activity may not be sufficient under the bill to
qualify the remaining installation costs for exemption.

It is therefore suggested, for the purposes of the 50 per cent "equipped build-
ing" rule and also for the purpose of defining suspension period property under
subsection (h) (2), that the bill be amended to provide that with respect to
machinery and equipment which is to be affixed permanently to real estate its
construction begins either with the beginning of installation such as the ex-
cavation for foundations or the driving of piles, or with the date fabrication of
the machine is commenced by the taxpayer's supplier, or with the date the con-
tract for the fabrication became binding, whichever occurs first. In any event
when such machinery is housed in a building, it should be made clear that Its
installation constitutes construction for the purposes of subsection (h) (4) (B)
and that such installation constitutes part of the total construction of the
building as equipped.

The report of the Committee on Ways and Means on H.R. 17607 indicates
that 50 per cent may have been selected as the test under the "equipped build-
ing" rule on the theory that in most industrial operations the building cost
constitutes about 50 per cent of the total cost of the production facilities. As
indicated above, this is not true in steel aid other heavy industries. It is
suggested therefore that taxpayers be given the option of using a qualifying
percentage equal to the ratio of their actual building costs to total plant costs
over a representative period of time. In any event It seems to us that 30 per
cent is a more realistic test than 50 per cent. The 50 per cent test discrimi-
nates against taxpayers who have a igh ratio of productive equipment cost
to total plant cost.

Another approach to this problem and one which we believe will produce
the greatest equity with a minimum of administrative difficulties is to elimi-
nate the "binding contract" concept entirely and substitute a test based on
whether the property was constructed, reconstructed, erected, or acquired pur-
suant to a course of action to which the taxpayer was committed prior to
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September 9, 1966. This concept is comparable to that adopted under the World
War II excess profits tax law and is more nearly equated to the realities of
the business world.

In Section 722(b) (4) of the World War II excess profits tax law the Con-
gress saw fit to accord relief in the case of "Any change in the capacity for
production or operation of the business consummated during any taxable year
ending after December 31, 1939 a8 a result of a course of action to which the
taxpayer was committed prior to January 1, 1940 * * *." (Italic, added.)
The Congressional committee reports construing the aforesaid statutory pro-
vision indicate that: "A course of action to which the taxpayer was committed
may be evidenced by a contract, the expenditure of money in the comnience-
ment of the desired changes, or other changes in position unequivocally estab-
lisbing the intent to make the changes."

The suggestions we have made are intended to apply also to the deprecia-
tion provisions of H.R. 17607.
Conclusion

I would like to leave the Committee with the thought that the national
purpose which the 1962 incentives were designed to achieve is still a national
goal. The pressing need for achievement of this goal in the case of the Steel
Industry is evident when we examine the loss of participation In world steel
trade and the increase of imported steel (1962-4,100,000 tons; 1965--0,-
400,000 tons).

If because of a legislated reduction in the cash which Industry is permitted
to generate internally during this period, Industry would be forced to look to
external higher cost sources for the funds needed to help pay for plant and
equipment as these obligations become due, the economic results are obvious.
Since one of the objectives of the recommendations is to relieve pressures on
the tight money supply and resulting high interest rates, it would be incon-
sistent to further compound the problem.

Another problem has arisen-inflation. It is clear that business investments
in new technology and for production facilities to reduce costs and improve
product quality combat inflation. They should not be slowed down.

The incentives worked successfully and have demonstrated their worth as
a stimulant to revitalize the productive capabilities of our nation, especially in
steel.

To move now to disturb the faith and confidence of industry by decreasing
governmental support for this vital sector of our economy might well 'prove to
be unwise. The program of improving production facilities is long range, and
should not be an on-and-off proposition. Adverse effects from the suspension
of investment Incentives cannot be avoided by providing at the same time for
the restoration of such inventives at a future date.

STATEMENT OF MARTIN J. OPPENHEIMER, ATTORNEY

SUBJECTS DISCUSSED

(A) Certain defects in the proposed suspension" of the investment credit.
(B) A suggested revision of the suspension measure to alleviate these

defects.
(C) Certain technical aspects of the revision.

(A) CERTAIN DEFECTS IN THE PROPOSED SUSPENSION OF THE INVESTMENT CREDIT

A common prognosis of the investment credit suspension measure embodied in
H.R. 17607 Is that it will prove "too little and too late." Too little, in large part
because the over-heating of the economy is to a considerable extent attributable
to increased expenditures for new buildings, which are not subject to the credit.
Too late, because the economy will not feel the full-effect of the suspension for
many months, whereas the problems with which H.R. 17607 deals are present, not
future, problems.

Another and equally disturbing criticism is that, insofar as the suspension
measure is effective, it will not only restrain expansion but also will inhibit the
incentive to modernize existing equipment. Since modernization increases pro-
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duotivity, suspension would blunt one of the most effective weapons in the fight
against inflation.

To date, discussion of the proposed measure has been directed to whether the
expected benefits from an across-the-board suspension, with certain carved out
exceptions, would outweigh the shortcomings mentioned (and other defects
inherent in the measure). It would seem apparent, however, that a -third course
of action is possible, namely, suspension of the credit in a 'manner designed to
alleviate those shortcomings.

(8B) A 1UGOESTED REVISION OF THE SUSPENSION MEASURE TO ALLEVIATE THESE DEFECTS

The Senate therefore may wish to consider a revision of the proposed legisla-
tion along the following lines:

"The credit otherwise allowable to a taxpayer would be reduced by X per-
centage points for each percentage point increase during the year in the
taxpayer's plant, exclusive of equipment, attributable to plant acquired or
ordered during the period designated."

"Plant" would be determined by the unadjusted basis of taxpayer's depreciable
real property. The base line for measuring increase in plant might well be March
81, 1966, the date the President announced that he was urging business to review
its investment plans "with a view to postponing any capital plant investment
that you think is possible." (New York Times, April 1, 1966, pages 1, 16.)

The suggested formula would favor replacement and improvement of equip-
mekit over expansion. Moreover, the formula would bite immediately, since it
would be to the advantage of taxpayers who subsequent to March 31 arranged to
expand their plant to cancel or defer both plant and equipment orders, including
orders placed prior to September 9 (the effective date of the House bill). See
testimony of Charles W. Steward, President of the Machinery & Allied Products
Institute, before the House Committee on Ways and Means that -the proposed
suspension measure will "freeze" the backlog of orders, whereas under normal
circumstances there might be a 10 to 20 percent cancellation of orders. (Sep-
tember 14, 1966 Hearings, at pages 173, 20.)

(0) CERTAIN TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF THE REVISION

Some elaboration of the basic formula, of course, would be necessary. I would
suggest the following:

(1) The amount of increase in a taxpayer's plant would be determined by
plant acquired after March 31, 1966, exclusive of acquisitions pursuant to a bind-
Ing contract made on or before that date, less plant retired from service since
that date.

(2) An exemption from credit reduction should be allowed independent tax-
payers who do not have significant plant. For this purpose, plant could be
determined by averaging plant at the beginning of the year and plant at the end
of the year. This exemption would benefit concerns at an early stage of their
business operation, as well as equipment-intensive industries, such as transpor-
tation. An alternate fixed dollar exemption, aimed at removing small taxpayers
regardless of when formed from coverage, might also be allowed.

The amount of exempt acquisitions might be the greater of:
(a) A low fiat dollar figure; and
(b) An amount determined by the ratio of year-end qualified investment

to plant.
(3) Affiliated corporations should be treated as a single taxpayer. A provision

should be included to prevent formation of new corporations to obtain increased
exemption, or this problem might be dealt with by the Internal Revenue Service
under Section 269 of the Code.

(4) To prevent an increase in purchases of equipment for lease by concerns
which, under the general formula, would not be affected by the suspension, the
circumstances in which lessors of equipment would be entitled to the credit should
be limited. I would suggest that a lessor be allowed the credit only where it was
the manufacturer; or where the lease did nqt contain a purchase option and was
for a term, including renewals, substantiallyf less than the life of the leased prop-
erty; or where the lessor reduced its credit in an amount reflecting the amount,
if any, that the lessee's credit would have been reduced Under the general formula
had the lessee instead of the lessor claimed investment credit for the property
leased.
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STATEMENT OF B. B. LEISENRING, JR., CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL COAL ASSOCIATION
TAx OOMmiTTEE

Mr. Chairman, my name is E. B. Lelsenring, Jr. I am Chairman of the Board
of General Coal Company, with offices In Philadelphia. I appear here today In my
capacity as chairman of the Tax Committee of the National Coal Association,
which Is the trade association representing producers and distributors of about
two-thirds of the Nation's commercial bituminous coal.

THE COAL INDUSTRY OPPOSES SUSPENSION OF THE CREDIT

We believe the investment tax credit should not be suspended, but we gave our
reasons for that'belief In some detail before the Ways and Means Committee and
wo will not burden the record with repetition here, because we want to concen-
trate on an amendment which we believe Is necessary to avoid a serious Inequity
in the case of the mining Industry.

SPECIAL PROVISION NEEDED TO AVOID RETROACTIVE SUSPENSION IN THE
CASE OF MINING

For background purposes, let me point out that Installation of modern coal
mines Is essential to the Naition, In order that the coal Industry can continue to
meet the country's expanding needs for low-cost energy while continuing to In-
crease coal exports. Continued Installation of new mines Is necessary merely to
maintain the present rate of production, because coal mines become "worked
out" as the mineral Is exhausted. The average coal mine probably has a life of
20 to 30 years. With annual production now in excess of 500 million tons, this
means that the equivalent of about 20 new mines, each with an annual capacity
of I million tons, must be installed each year merely to maintain the current rate
of production. Installation of new mines at a faster rate will be needed if we
are to expand production for domestic use and for exports-particularly so In
view of the fact that the coal industry currently has very little excess productive
capacity.

Maintenance and expansion of the export market Is Important In helping to
meet our balance-of-payment problems. In 1965 bituminous coal exports reached
50 million tons, valued at 465 million dollars, and we believe 1966 exports will be
nearly 53 million tons. Exports of coal can increase only if we can install the
most modern machinery, because our coal has to be shipped long distances and
still compete successfully with oil and with foreign coal.

Maintaining and increasing coal exports is essential to help alleviate another
problem which Is causing great concern-the economy of Appalachia. Most of
our coal is produced In Appalachia and coal constitutes a very Important seg-
ment of the economy of Appalachia,

Because of the great capital cost of opening a new, modern coal mine, most
mines today are opened only after a long-term contract for the sale of the coal
(or a substantial portion thereof) has been entered into. Generally speaking,
the pattern is as follows: The customer-usually a utility or a foreign country
which needs our coal-will negotiate with the coal company a long-term contract
for the sale of coal. In many cases that contract will require dedication of spe-
cified coal reserves to the contract requirements. In negotiating this contract,
the coal operator has, of course, computed his costs on the assumption that the
equipment required will be subject to the investment tax credit, and the prices
set forth in the contract will reflect the reduction in cost due to the credit. While
escalation clauses are usually included to cover certain items such as labor
costs, we know of no such contracts which contain escalation clauses for Federal
income taxes.

After negotiating the long-term contract, the coal operator will take that con-
tract to the bankers for the purpose of Obtaining the capital necessary to Install
the mine and equipment. In some cases, major Items of equipment will be
ordered almost as soon as the supply of capital has been arranged for. But much
of the equipment will not be ordered until a subsequent time, because It takes
about two years to install a modern mine and some of the equipment involved
has a relatively short "lead time" for procurement.

There are several long-term contracts to supply coal which were entered into
prior to September 9, 1966, and these contracts will force the coal operator to
purchase considerable equipment-even though that equipment Is not specified In
the coal sales contract. Much of that equipment was not placed under binding
order prior to the cutoff date specified In H.R. 17607. The coal operator is never-
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theless contractually obligated to acquire the equipment, even though he nego-
tiated the price for his coal on the good-faith assumption that he would be al-
lowed the investment credit on the equipment.

Paragraph (7) of proposed subsection 48(h), as contained in the bill passed
by the House, contains appropriate Telief for contractual obligations of this
nature in the case of shopping centers. While that paragraph grants relief for
contractual obligations where a vendor-vendee relationship exists, it does not
appear to cover the vendor-vendee relationship of coal because it requires that the"real property" involved must constitute at least 25 per cent of the total property
involved. While coal In the ground is real property, after it has been extracted
it constitutes personal property. Therefore, paragraph (7) does not give relief
in our situation. We are, in substance, asking that the mining industry be
granted the type of relief which is granted under the bill in the shopping-center
situation, i.e., that where mining equipment is purchased to fulfill a binding sales
contract entered into prior to September 9, the equipment so purchased will be
subject to the credit even though it was not placed under binding order prior
to September 9.

To accomplish these objectives, we suggest the insertion of a new paragraph
in the proposed subsection 48(h) reading, in substance, as follows:
,,(-) Where, pursuant to a binding contract in effect on September 8, 1966,

the taxpayer is obligated to supply minerals, any property which is section 88
property and which is acquired or constructed for the primary purpose of fulfill-
ing such binding contract shall be treated as property which is not suspension
property."

We believe the substance of this amendment is necessary to avoid an inequity
against taxpayers who have entered into binding contracts for the sale of coal
at a price which was negotiated with the good-faith assumption that the invest-
ment credit would be available with respect to the equipment necessary to fulfill
the contract. Unless such an amendment is adopted, Congress will be, in such
situations, taking away the credit on a retroactive basis.

If such an amendment is not adopted, the effective date of the cut-off should
be noved forward for a sufficient period of time to permit persons under such
contractual obligations to enter into binding contracts for the purchase of the
equipment needed to fulfill such obligations.

"PHANrOM" CREDITS SHOULD NOr REDUCE LIMITATION

Under the bill, the usable amount of the tax credit resulting from carryovers
and credits actually earned is reduced by "phantom" credits-that is, theoretical
credits on equipment ordered during the suspension period. These "phantom"
credits will reduce the limitation on the usable amount not only during the
suspension period but also thereafter, when the "suspension period property" is
placed into service.

We believe this is an unjustiflable "double whammy." There is, to start with
an inequity in disallowing the credit for a taxpayer who is contractually obligated
to acquire machiii.ry but who failed to place his binding order before the sus-
pension date. The inequity is compounded if his limitation is reduced by an
amount corresponding to the credit he would have received if he had placed his
binding order before the effective date.

The stated purpose of the suspension is to reduce orders. In the situation we
are talking about, the taxpayer Is forced by contract to place his orders regard-
less of consequences. The reduction of usable credit limitations by "phantom"
credits will not discourage orders in such a case. Instead, it will increase the
demand on the money market by forcing the taxpayer to borrow the funds that
would otherwise be available from the use of the credit carryovers.

The reduction of the limitation by "phantom" credits ha:, another inherent in-
equity-it hurts the taxpayer who has been unfortunate enough to have a low
tax resulting from low profits, while it does not hurt the taxpayer whose profits
have been high enough to enable him to use his credit entirely.

GUIDELINES DEPRECIATION

Suspension of the tax credit will make it more difficult to comply with the
"reserve ratio test" of the Treasury Department's guidelines depreciation pro-
cedure, with the result that the simplicity and the benefits of the depreciation
guidelines will be lost at an earlier date. If the credit is suspended, Congress
should simultaneously give the guidelines depreciation procedure the status of
law and eliminate the reserve ratio test.

Thank you for the opportunity to present our views.
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SUMMARY SHE-STATEMENT OF E. B. LEISENRING, JR.

1. The bituminous coal industry feels that the investment tax credit should
not be suspended.

2. If the credit is suspended, a special provision is needed to avoid retroactive
suspension in the case of mining-for the following reasons:

(a) Many coal operators entered Into binding contracts prior to September
9, 1960, for the sale of coal on a long-term basis, with the price negotiated on
the good-faith assumption that the credit would be available with respect to
the equipment necessary to fulfill the contract,

(b) In many cases, much of the equipment necessary to produce the coal.
sold under such long-term contracts had not been placed under binding order
by the September 9 date.

(o) Retroactive taking-away of the credit In this manner would Impair
the ability of the coal industry to install modern mines, with consequent
Impairment of the ability to Increase coal exports and with impairment of the
economy of Appalachia.

3. In the event the relief provision requested Is not granted, then Congress
should move forward the effective date of the cut-off point for a sufficient period
of time to permit persons under such contractual obligations to enter into bind-
ing contracts for the equipment needed to fulfill such obligations.

4. If the credit is suspended, the limitation on use of earned credits and carry-
over credits should not be reduced by "phantom" credits--that is, theoretical
credits never actually allowed on suspension period property.

5. If the investment credit Is suspended, Congress should simultaneously give
the Treasury Department's guidelines depreciation procedure the status of law
and eliminate the reserve ratio test.

CHRYSLER CORP.,
Detroit, Mich., September 80, 1966.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
U.S. Senate, Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAD SENATOR LONG: Chrysler Corporation welcomes this opportunity to
present Its views with respect to H.R. 17607, the House approved legislation
to suspend both the Investment tax credit and normal accelerated depreciation
for certain assets.

We appreciate the commitment made by the President of the United States
and other officials of the Executive Branch to the American public and to the
Congress to curtail Federal spending. We join with them to urge the Congress
to apply reasonable restraints in the appropriation bills still pending.

While our comments relate specifically to the measures proposed in H.R.
17607, we believe it Is appropriate to remind this Committee of the governmental
actions already taken in part to restrain the economy. The acceleration of
estimated Income tax payments for corporations and U.S. Treasury's action
to require some 4,000 major corporations to meet significantly earlier payment
dates on social security and withheld income taxes, have already placed some
strain on available funds. Their maximum effect Is yet to come. Chrysler
Corporation estimates the major impact of the accelerated estimated cor-
porate income tax payments will occur In April and June 1967 when the rate
jump.s from 14% to 25% on each Installment. In October this year, the advanced
payments for social security and withheld income taxes will be almost twice
what they are for an average month.

The economic effect of these measures over the year ahead cannot be ac-
curately forecast but It Is reasonable to say that they will drain corporate
cash otherwise available for capital expenditures in significant amounts.

Looking at these past actions and the proposal before you for urgent emer-
gency legislation, one cannot help but note a series of stop-gap measures designed
Individually for short-term relief without sufficient consideration of long-term
requirements. More disconcerting is the fact that new measures are being
urged before the earlier measures have fully acted upon the economy.

The actions proposed in H.R. 17007 combine with the prior actions to disturb
and disrupt an established tax structure, creating uncertainty and confusion
for those charged with planning long-term programs for meeting our industrial
needs. It Is significant that such actions have been primarily directed to the
corporate sector rather than the governmental or individual sectors of the
economy.
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The investment tax' credit was expected to encourage American industry
to modernize its equipment in order to make it more productive at lower cost
and thus improve our country's competitive position in the world markets. In
part, this result has been achieved, but much more needs to be done if we are
to achieve the export volumes necessary to provide the United States with a
balance of trade sufficient to balance our payments. There can be no doubt
that suspension of the investment tax credit, to the extent It is effective in cur-
tailing machinery and equipment investments, will also curtail the needed
modernization of American industry.

The level of benefit from the investment tax credit varies with each taxpayer
based on the level of investment. For Chrysler Corporation in 1965, it con-
stituted well over 3%c ' of our taxable income. Suspension of the credit is,
therefore, the equivalent of a tax rate increase of more than 3% to this com-
pany for the period of suspension.

If, however, there is no alternative but to supply additional revenue at this
time and to require that revenue in a specific form designed to restrict in-
dustrial expansion, the investment tax credit is as acceptable a choice as any
other form of discriminatory taxation upon corporations. Chrysler Corpora-
tion cannot help but express its opinion that such a step should be taken only
after the most serious, thoughtful consideration; and if, in fact, such action
is required, that your Committee and the Congress as a whole will make the
record clear that this is a temporary emergency step for a definitely limited
period to be reinstated with full effect at the earliest opportunity.

The proposal for limiting depreciation allowances upon structures Is a more
serious and disruptive proposal. Even with the modifications adopted by the
House of Representatives to permit a modest form of accelerated depreciation,
American Industry is confronted with the obviously difficult, expensive and time-
consuming task of maintaining separate depreciation schedules on differing bases
for structures constructed in different periods. For the entire 20 or 30 or 40 years
of estimated useful life of assets constructed during the so-called suspension
period, a different basis will exist for these assets.

Adoption of the depredation proposal would have the Congress reversing in
haste the sound action it took in the 1954 Code after long and careful delibera-
tion. Acceptance into the tax laws of the United States of sound accelerated
depreciation policies which had long been established for accounting on tax-
payers' books of account, was rightly hailed as one of the outstanding contribu-
tions of the 1954 Code. A system devised after a generation of study, which has
had 12 years of acceptance without challenge, should be retained, unaltered.

Were this a matter of substantial revenues or the only possible means of secur-
rig 'these revenues, then, of course, the National interest would require such

action. This Is, however, not the case. The revenue production from this is
extremely limited and the results extremely questionable. Certainly this Nation
cannot afford significant curtailment of industrial expansion of its productive
strength. Such expenditures are hardly luxuries but absolute necessities in
meeting the requirements of an expanding population in a quasi-wartime military
situation.

Chrysler Corporation urges your Committee to reject in its entirety the pro-
posed "suspension" of presently accepted accelerated depreciation for structures.

Your consideration of our comments in the deliberations of your Committee
and the Congressional debate which will follow is appreciated as always. If you
would wish to have us elaborate on any of these comments, we would be happy to
comply with your request.

Yours very truly,
LYNN A. TOwNSEND,

President.

THE WeTEEN UNizo TELERAPH Co.,
Washington, D.C., September 27, 1966.Hon. RUSSEuL B. LoNG,

Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DrAu M. CHAimmx: H.R. 17607 currently under consideration before your
Committee suspends Investment credit with respect to property constructed, re-
constructed, or acquired during the period September 1, 1966 through December
31, 1967. Under this bill the test Is not when property is placed In service but
rather when It is constructed, reconstructed, or acquired by the taxpayer. West-
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ern Union will encounter the most severe difficulty in applying this test. This Is
so because we maintain large inventories of components and equipment for use
in providing our various communication services. Under Western Union's
method of record keeping, there is no way to identify the date on Vohich any
particular item of such property was purchased. Moreover, the volume of items
involved is so large that we cannot revise our accounting procedures at this time
in order to accomplish the required identification. In short at the time a particu-
lar item of property is placed in service Western Union will not be able to deter-
mine whether it was purchased before or after the suspension period and there.
fore qualifies for the credit, or whether it was purchased during the suspension
period and therefore does not qualify. It is apparent that the intent of the bill is
not to deny the credit simply on the grounds that the taxpayer is unable to iden-
tify dates of acquisition on an item-by-item basis.

In order to preserve our capacity to obtain the credit with respect to property
which we acquire before or after the suspension period, we believe it indispen-
sable to have some- language in the report of the Senate Finance Committee
stating that Congress recognizes the problems of identification in cases such as
ours and intends that such problems be resolved in the regulations to be issued
by the Internal Revenue Service. Language along the following lines would
accomplish this result:

"Your Committee recognizes that some taxpayers will encounter difficulty in
determining whether particular items of property which they place in service
during the suspension period were constructed, reconstructed, erected, or ac-
quired during or after that suspension period. This problem of identification
is most likely to arise with respect to a taxpayer (for example, a public utility)
which maintains a large Inventory of components and equipment which it holds
for use in Its own business operations and not for sale to customers. Your
Committee believes, however, that specific provision of rules for property iden-
tification in cases of this kind where item-by-item identification would place
an unreasonable burden on the taxpayer is properly a matter to be covered in
the regulations to be prescribed by the secretary."

We further note In reviewing Section 48(h) (5) of the House bill that the
same difficulty would be encountered In any attempt to apply the provisions of
Section 48(h) (5) as added to present law of this bill.

We urge your Committee to give serious consideration to including in Its report
language along the lines of the foregoing.

Sincerely yours,
K. W. H==TON.

STATEMENT BY NILs A. LENNARTSON, PRESIDENT, RAILWAY PROGRESS INSTITUTE

The Railway Progress Institute is the national association of the railway
equipment and supply Industry, representing some 600,000 workers in 00 manu-
facturing facilities in almost every state in the Union. I ask, Mr. Chairman,
that the full membership list of our companies be made a part of the record to
indicate the economic breadth we represent.

As responsible American businessmen, the leaders of the nation's production of
railway equipment and supply strongly champion stable and ever-increasing
growth in our economy. For the welfare of American citizens in daily well-
being as well as in security against any external threat, this Is a goal we all
support. While so doing, we would make a point about the railroad industry-
a point which Is complementary to that over-all national goal.

The need of the nation's railroads for additional equipment has been declared
with great emphasis and for a long time throughout the land. It has been stated
time and time again before the Senate and House. It has been the subject of
numerous studies and actions by agencies of the Executive branch. It has been
often and clearly stated by the presedents of the railroads we as suppliers serve.

Clearly, the need for additional railroad equipment Is a national-Interest
need based upon sound economic growth and vital defense requirements. To
help satisfy this need Is to help satisfy not a parochial industry need but one
clearly tied to the Interest of all American people.

For this reason, we support as strongly as we can the request of the nation's
railroads for an exemption from the proposed suspension of the 7% investment
tax credit. Such an exemption is clearly in the national interest, In the truest
meaning of that phrase.
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If the credit suspension is left applicable to the railroads, it seems very cer-
tain that less equipment will be ordered than otherwise. This is because the
use of the credit has become a vital fact in the economics of our railroads' pur-
chasing plans. What the exact impact in the way of lessened orders will 'be is
difficult to tell. A survey of our membership discloses, however, the opinion
on the part of most supply companies that absence of the credit may well cause
a distinctly adverse effect on orders by railroads. Therefore, those segments
of the economy whfi'h are presently affected by railroad shortages will be get-
ting less rather than more relief as the months of the proposed credit suspension
go by.

We have been talking of the effects of shortages as related to our domestic
economic needs. Quite--or even more-importantly we should recognize how
any action which would curtail railroad equipment acquisition also would impede
our defense readiness should any increased military needs occur' in this uncer-
tain world.

In addition, the inflation-combatting objective of the suspension would be
negated if it is allowed to apply to railroads and reduce their purchases. Why?
Reasonably-priced railroad transportation helps to keep prices down and thus
checks inflation. Since 1958 the prices of food, clothing, housing, travel, etc.
have all gone up an average of 12%. And what happened to the price of freight
transportation in those eight years? Railroad freight charges went down 18%.
This reduction was due to greater efficiency resulting from a post-war $22
billion investment In modern equipment by the railroads--the very sort. of in-
vestment which reports indicate will be curtailed (or cancelled In some in-
stances) during the period of any tax credit suspension.

For these reasons, we urge that the credit suspension not be applicable to the
nation's railroads with all they mean to the economic and defensive strength
of our nation.

Finally, we would make a point about the unique nature of the railway supply
Industry. Most orders received by our manufacturers have specifications to fit
a precise job the equipment Is to perform. Orders often requie much design and
engineering time before letting of sub-contracts and assembly. An interruption
in this sort of process is not restored quickly. To insure the even continuance
of this process, supported by a flow of railroad orders, is another reason for ask-
ing railroad exemption from the suspension.

If, however, railroad exemption Is not granted by the Congress, we would ask
that this unique nature of our Industry be recognized. This could 'be done by
altering the language to allow the railroads to place orders at any time during
the suspension for products which would not be delivered until after the Jan. 1,
1968 date when the credit will again 'become effective. This would help, to some
extent at least, the supply Industry keep working to fill the shortages of the
nation's railroads and avoid long shutdowns in some plants which would be
difficult and costly in time to restore.

In conclusion, the railway supply Industry asks your committee to consider
two main points; First, that the railroads should be exempt from the suspension
of the credit for the ecomomic and military good of the nation; and Kecond If
this cannot be done, that the railroads be allowed to place orders with the bene-
fit of the credit during the suspension period for products which will not be
delivered untl after restoration of the credit in 1968. We ask this considera-
tion for the national interest.

MEMBERS OF THE RAILWAY PROGRESS INSTITUTE

Abex Corporation
ACF Industries. Incorporated
The Adams & Westlake Company
Air-Maze Division

Rockwell-Standard Corporation
Ajax-Consolidated Company,

Div. of Pentron Electronics Corp.
Alco Products, Incorporated
Alexander & Alexander, Inc.
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company
Aluminum Company of America
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MEMBERS OF THE RAILWAY, PROGRESS INSTITUTE-Continued

American Air Filter Company, Inc.
American SAB Company, Inc.
American Steel Foundries

(One of the AMSTED Industries)
ARMSTED Industries Incorporated
AMSTED Industries International
Anaconda Wire & Cable Company
Apex Railway Products Co.
Ashland Oil & Refining Company
Berwick Forge & Fabricating Corp.
Brandon Equipment Company, Inc.
Brenco, Incorporated
The Buckeye Steel Castings Company
Buffalo Brake Beam Company
Cardwell Westinghouse Company
The Carrier Salesman

(Marketing Publications Inc.)
Central Equipment Company, Incorporated
Chandeysson Electric Company
Chicago Malleable Castings Company
Clevite Corporation

Cleveland Graphite Bronze Division
Crucible Steel Company of America

Spring Division
Davis Brake Beam Company
Dayeo Corporation
Dearborn Chemical Division

W. R, Grace & Co.
The Dow Chemical Company
Edgewaiter Steel Company
Thomas A. Edison Industries

McGraw-Edison Company
Primary Battery Division

Elastic Stop Nut Corporation of America
Ellcon-National, Inc.
Enteriirise Railway Equipment Company
Ernan-Howell Division

Luria Steel & Trading Corp.
Evans Products Company
Fairmont Railway Motors, Inc.
Fansteel Metallurgical Corporation
Farr Company
Gardner-Denver Company
General Electric Company
General Motors Corporation
General Railway Signal Company

A Unit of General Signal Corp.
General Steel Industries, Inc.
Greenville Steel Car Company
The Gregg Company, Ltd.
Griffin Wheel Company

(One of the AMSTED Industries)
Gunthorp-Warren Printing Company
Gustin-Bacon Manufacturing Company
Handling and Shipping Magazine
Hennessy Lubricator Co., Inc.
Holland Company
Huck Manufacturing Company
Humble Oil & Refining Company
Illinois Railway Equipment Co.
International Car Corp.
International Equipment Company, Ltd.
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MMIB'EiS OF THE RAIhWAYI PRESS iNSTITUTE--Conltfnued

International Steel Company
Journal Box Servicing Corporation
KW Battery Company
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Sales Inc.
The Kerite Company
LFM-Atchison Division

Rockwell Manufacturing Company
Landreth Industries, Inc.
Lovell-Dressel Co., Inc.
MacLean-Fogg Lock Nut Company
Magnus Metal Corporation
Magor Car Corporation
Manganese Steel Forge Company
Mannix International Inc.
The Marquardt Corporation
McConway & Torley Corporation
Metal Finishers, Inc.
Miller Lubricator Company
Henry Miller Spring & Mfg. Company
W. H. Miner, Inc.
Mississippi Supply Company
Modem Railroads
Morton Manufacturing Company
Moss-American, Inc.
Motorola Communications & Electronics Inc.
NalcoChemical Company
Nash-Finch Company
National Castings Division

Midland-Ross Corporation
The New York Air Brake Company
New York Railroad Club, Inc.
Oakite Products, Inc.
Ottawa Steel Products

Daybrook-Ottawa Corporation
Pacific Car & Foundry Company
Pittsburgh Forgings Company
The Pocket List of Railroad Officials
Progressive Railroading
Pullman Incorporated

Pullman-Standard
Transport Leasing

Racine Hydraulics & Machinery, Inc.
Railroad Accessories Corporation

Griswold Signal Division
Transport Products Division

Railroad Materials Corporation
Railroad Repair & Supply Company
The Rails Company
The Rail-Trailer Co.
Railway Automated Machinery Company
Railway Maintenance Corporation
Railway Service and Supply Corporation
Railway Track-Work Company
Reynolds Metals Company
Safety Electrical Equipment Corp.
St. Louis Car

A Division of General Steel Industriej, Inc.
St. Paul Foundry & Mfg. Co.
Schaefer Equipment Company
Screw and Bolt Corporation of America
Scullin Steel Co.*A Division of Universal Marion Corp.
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MEMBERS OF THE RAILWAY PROGRESS INSTITUTE-Continued

Servo Corporation of America
Shell Oil Company
Simmons-Boardman Publishing Corp.
Sinclair Refining Company
Sloan Valve Company
Frank Speno Railroad Ballast Cleaning Co., Inc.
Standard Car Truck Company
Standard Forgings

A division of Standard Alliance Industries, Inc.
Stanray Corporation

Standard Railway Equipment Division
A. Stucki Company
SUPER Co.
Superior Steel Castings Company
Symington Wayne Corporaition

Symington Division
Thrall Car Manufacturing Company
The Timken Roller Bearing Company
Townsend Company
Unarco Industries, Inc.
Unit Truck Corporation
Vapor Corporation
Vulcan Materials Company
Westinghouse Air Brake Company
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Whitehead & Kales Company
Wine Railway Appliance Division of Unitcast Corporation
Woodings-Verona Tool Works

STATEMENT OF GEORGE S. BULLEN, LEGISLATIVE DIREoTOR, NATIONAL FEDERATION
OF INDEPENDENT BusINESS

To: Senate Finance Committee, October 6, 1966.
Subject: Suspension of 7 percent Investment credit, H.R. 17607.

This statement Is made In behalf of the members of the National Federation
of Independent Business, which is the largest small business-professional orga-
nization in the country, with a current membership of more than 222,000. The
membership is a representative cross section of the Nation's entire small business
community at the retail, wholesale, manufacturing, servicing and professional
occupational levels.

In line with Its membership Mandate poll, the Federation strongly supported
enactment of the 7% investment credit in 1962, and Is committed therefore, at
least Insofar as the small business community is concerned, to oppose suspension
of the credit. Our contention is that the credit Is vital to small business, which
is the base for the Nation's free enterprise system and a sound economy. We
feel that the House Ways and Means Committee action In amending the Admin-
istration tax bill, to permit enterprises tio take the 7% credit on the first $15,000
of machinery and equipment outlays during the 16 month suspension period, was
a step in the right direction. Making the suspension inapplicable to invest-
ments up to $15,000 shows recognition by that Committee of the need of small
business for the credit, to meet the competition of big business, and to help
them continue to meet consumer demand. We do not believe, however, that the
7% credit on $15,000 Is sufficient, and strongly support either of two solutions:

1. A suggestion by Chairman Joe L. Evins of the House Select C(ommittee
on Small Business, for exemption of firms witi a tax liability of $25,000
or less; or

2. Raise the $15,000 investment to which the suspension will not apply, as
provided in H.R. 17607, to a more reasonable and realistic amoumt-$150,000
to $350,000.
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Many arguments have been advanced by those who favor suspension of the
credit, to the effect that the move will reduce inflationary pressures. Certainly,
the Federation agrees that Inflation Is a threat, and that steps must be taken to
restrain It. However, for reasons which are described below, it is our firm
conviction that suspension of the 7% investment credit for small business Is not
the correct approach.

DEPENDENCE OF SMALL BUSINESS ON THE CREDIT

Dependence of the small business community on the 7% Investment credit is
proven by the Federation's last two annual business surveys. 70,700 members
responded to our 1965 questionnaire. Of this number 30,709, approximately
43%, stated that they had used the 7% credit. In the Federation's current
continuing year-long survey, of 43,529 responses received during the first six
months of the calendar year, 23,749, or approximately 54%, indicated they had
invested in new or additional equipment. Since the Federation's membership
is so representative of the Nation's small business composition these figures
probably reflect the actual overall picture.

ECONOMIC INDICATORS

Analysis of over 50,000 responses to the Federation's current survey reveals
that some of the leading economic Indicators are already beginning to turn down
or level off. These indicators are: business volume, working capital and col-
lection problems.
Ruwsi ,e s tolume

Answers to a survey question: "How does your business volume today com-
pare with that of one year ago. ' show:

[Percent)

same Higher Lower

1A quarter ---------------------------------------------------------- 1 30 3 17
.1dquarter----------------------------------------------------------------- 1
3d quarter (to date) ------------------------------------------------ 31 47 2

WorkiNg capital
There are signs that the "tight money" situation is having an adverse effect on

small business financing, as shown by the answers to a question on their ability
to obtain financing from outside financial institutions.

Y",
1st quarter --------------------- pereunt__ 66
2d quarter ----------------------------------------- do---- 63
3d quarter (to date) ------------------------------------ do---. 62

The survey also reveals a drop of 3 percent from the first quarter reports. in the
number of small businesses able to handle their capital requirements out of their
own earnings.

Colkclio problem,
Answers to the question: "Are collections a serious prxtblem for you 1.' indicate

that this problem is also increasing:
Yr,

1st quarter ----------------------------------------- percent__ 30
2d quarter -------------------------------------------- do-.... &I
3d quarter (to date) -------------------------------- do- 3

TIR HT MOKtEY

In order to star in business and remain competitive small business has found it
inreasingly nwes-:sry to expand and n-dernire operations Big business has
gone on rerd as planning to continue expins-ions. relying on additional bank
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credit at higher interest rates, or worse, on higher prices. In what competitive
position does this place the small businessman? In financing, even if he is able
to afford the current high interest rates, loans are increasingly unavailable to
him. Banks have curtailed their business loans because of the tight money situa-
tion, and now, the Federal Reserve Board has warned member banks that they
will be expected to show an attempt to reduce business loans when using "the
discount window." Even the Small Business Administration, already operating
under a loan priority system because of limited funds, has been ordered to apply
tough new standards on its loans. In the meantime, big business will go on mod-
ernizing and expanding to increase productivity to compensate for rising costs.
Small business, on the other hand, not able to modernize and faced with similar
problems, may find itself unable to compete.

EMPLOYMENT

Although the country does not now have an unemployment problem, suspension
of the 7% investment credit could very well lead to lower employment levels.
Small business is no small sector of the economy. It numbers more than 4.7
million firms and employs over thirty million, with an annual payroll of over 118
billion dollars. Analysis of the Federation's 1965 survey shows that about 33%
were able to expand or modernize, creating in the process an average of 2.3 jobs
per expansion. Projecting these figures for the entire business community, we
find that small business provided approximately three million additional jobs last
year. Looking forward to the time when the demand for military manpower is not
so great, business must be in a position to absorb the new job seekers. A small
business structure, weakened by its inability to modernize and to remain in com-
petition, will be in no position to provide the needed jobs.

BUSINESS FL&NNING

The tax credit constitutes an important part in making investment decisions,
and is particularly significant for the small businessman because his relatively
small plant can be designed and completed in a fraction of the time required for
large facilities. Suspension of the credit therefore, would hurt the small entre-
preneur more, and earlier than his big business competitor. Since enactment
of the 7% credit in 1962, the business community's confidence in Government has
been greatly enhanced. A great many businessmen will consider the suspension
of the credit as a breach of contract, which could adversely affect future Govern-
ment-business harmony and cooperation.

PLANT OBOLEISCRNCE

Thanks to the investment credit, our industrial plants are much better
equipped than in 1962. Nevertheless, advances in technology have rendered many
of them obsolete, and inefficient. Economically obsolete equipment must be
replaced wherever possible, to sustain progress and to keep supply in reasonable
balance with demand.

CIoCNMNIRATIO. OF BIG HrBUS8

Dr. John M. Blair. Chief Economist of the Senate Subcommittee on .Antitrust
and Monopoly, testified before his Committee in connection with an ana lys of a
new Census Bureau Report-"Concentration Ratios in the Manufacturing Indus-
try. 1963." According to Dr. Blair, the 200 largest manufacturing companies
accounted for 30c of the total output in 1947, 38% in 1955 and for 41% of the
total output in 193. It seems that big business will continue its expansion plans.
even if it must rely on additional bank credit at higher interest rates. Thns
course is not open to the great majority of small businessmen. We cannot,
therefore. help but worry about what percent of the total ortput the 2%X) largest
manufacturing comynies will account for when the propored su pfenion ends
in 196W.

FOREIGN INFEST-MENT

Not only does big business plan to expand. but according to a Commerce De-
Tartment release of Septemtr r 2& U.S. firm.S are expected to spend ,.2 billion
abrx-d for plant and equipment during 1V7.

W-7 W 0-0-54
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CONCLUSION

'So long as the demand remains high, We do not understand how reduced
productivity by the small businessman could prove anti-inflationary. We, there-
fore, strongly urge that your Committee provide substantial exemptions for the
Nation's small businesses. Suspension of the credit will hurt the small business-
man much more than his largeeompetitor.

[For release Wednesday, Oct. 5, 19661

ExoCMWT FROM FIST NATIONAL CITY BANK OF N w YORK MONTHLY ECONOMIC
L ,TiR

(Submitted by Lamson B. Smith)

Niw YORK, N.Y., October 4.-Granting an additional 7-percent tax credit on
business investment in the training and retraining of workers would be a far
more effective anti-inflationary move than suspension of the tax credit on
physical Investment, First National City Bank said today.

"It is the shortage of trained manpower rather than excessive capital invest-
ment that is the real inflationary threat," the bank pointed out in its monthly
economic letter.

"We must break the developing bottlenecks in the supply of skilled and semi-
skilled workers. This will require more rapid training and retraining of new
and old workers, as well as the encouragement of more mobility among workers,
particularly from depressed areas and depressed sections of old cities."

A tax -- ifit on business investment in worker training would help create a
more mobile and flexible labor force, raise productivity, ease skill shortages and
slow down wage escalation among workers in short supply, the letter pointed out.

The bank also said that a strong effort to increase grain output would be an
effective counter-meAsi'ure against today's food-and-services inflation.

"A simple way to Leduce flour and bread prices would be to remove the 75-
cents-a-bushel domestic processing tax now paid by millers-and ultimately the
housewife," the letter noted.

There is good reason to believe that curbing investment through suspension
of the 7-percent tax credit will have effects just opposite those intended by the
Administration, the bank said.

Actually, the suspension is more likely to raise production costs, contribute to
economic instability and to affect interest rates primarily by cutting economic
growth and increasing unemployment.

In the case of companies that cannot put off capital projects, the withdrawal
of the tax credit and accelerated depreciation will result in additional demand
for loans, the bank believes. The suspension could also dampen capital expendi-
tures a year hence when they may be needed.

Removal of investment incentives is more likely to accelerate price inflation
than to slow it down, the letter stated. Suspending the credit means that the
cost of capital goods will rise from 93 percent to 100 percent of the sale price--
equal to a cost increase of 7.5 percent.

This is a sharper rise than the price increases on machinery and equipment
that it is designed to check-a total increase of 4.3 percent in the 5 years of
the current expansion.

But while a price increase received by a capital goods maker will give him the
incentive and means to increase output and capacity-and thereby act to limit
further price increases--the 7,5-percent cost rise caused by the tax credit with-
drawal discourages expansion in the supply of capital goods, the letter noted.

Investment curbs are also likely to have a serious effect on employment, since
unemployment usually rises sharply when business investment falls and declines
precipitously when capital spending is on the upswing.

This pattern has been so consistent since World War II that it makes attempts
to cut back investment quite risky. Actually, the leveling out of capital invest-
ment plans since the spring and the subsequent decline in construction activity
and durable goods orders have already resulted in perceptible soft spots in the
unemployment picture, the letter said.
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October 1906

11 0

Monthly
Economic WYO

Letter
General Business Conditions

Ever since April, the economy has been pulled
in opposing directions by the rising tide of
Federal defense and nondefense spending and
the strong undertow exerted by deflationary
monetary policy. These, combined with high
food prices, have given a powerful wrench to the
economy. Last month, the signs of cumulative
strain became unmistakable.

Incoming orders for durable goods, which
dipped in July, dropped further in August. While
order backlogs continue to inch upward, the
climb has slowed. Manufacturers' inventories
rose sharply in August, and the ratio to ship-
ments climbed to a relatively high 1.68.

While steel production is still high and headed
for a new annual record, forecasts of shipments
for the fourth quarter are being lowered. Steel
producers detect an easing of demand for some
types of products. Orders on flat-rolled steel
products have slowed, and Iron Age reports a
relative softening for galvanized, plates, and

mechanical tubing, which "had been the leaders
for so long that any sign of weakening had
seemed out of consideration."

Auto dealers have high hopes for the '67
models, which entered the retail selling stream
at the end of last month with slightly higher
price tags. But sales continued to lag during
the September clean-up of '66 models, despite
deep discounts and increased sales on credit.

Private housing starts in August were down
more than one third from the start of the year
(seasonally adjusted). The full impact of this
shrinkage on the economy is yet to be felt. Total
construction expenditures have dropped 8 per
cent since March; not only housing, but com-
mercial and highway construction activity have
declined. Even the upward climb in plant and
equipment spending, strong as it is, has begun
to show signs of weariness, though backlogs
remain high. New projects started by manufac-
turers and public utilities dipped to $9 billion
in the second quarter from $10.2 billion in the
first.

Of course, these signs of slackening activity
may be only straws in the wind. But they are
worth watching in view of the extent the econ-
omy has been buffeted about. The economy, to
be sure, is operating at historically high levels
and still has momentum. In addition to the sub-
stantial stimulus from escalating defense ex-
penditures, business and consumers have been
steadily increasing their outlays.

In fact, most bullish forecasts for the fourth
quarter and for 1967 have been based on the
stimulative effects of rising spending for Viet-
nam, widely expected to climb at an annual
rate of perhaps $3 billion per quarter. On the
CBS television broadcast, "Face the Nation" on
September 25, Chairman Gardner Ackley of the
Council of Economic Advisers said that "short

Reserved for

Regular Edition
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Statistical Profile of Recent Trends
(seasonally adjusted. except for prices)

Annual rate of perteustage change
Summer '63- Spring '66-

Indicator SprIng '66' latent+

ONP (currentS) +10.1 + 6.2
ONP (19158) + 7.2 + 1.9

Defense expenditures +15.4 +18.$
Plant and equipment outlays +19.9 +1.41
Production -business &

defense equipment + 19.6 +15.9
New orders-nmachinery

& equipment + 8.2 + 6.7

Spot prices. 13 industrial
commo.lities +11.6 -26.11

Consumer prices + 2.4 + 3.9

Personal dispo able Income + 6.0 + 3.9
Consumer expenditures + 9.6 + 4.0
CAunumerexpend. (9SR) + 7.0 - 0.6
Production-consumer

goods + 7.2 + 2.8
N.anufacturers' Inventories + 9.8 +15.3

Civilian employment + 1.7 4- 8.0
Armed forces +15.7 +16.6
Unemplo ment -28.1 +10.

Money supply + 6.4 + 0.4
,Member Itank reserves + 3.7 + 1.7

*For monthly data. July 1965 to March 1066; for quarterly
data. third quarter 1965 to first quarter 1966. tFor monthly
date, March to August 1966: for quarterly data. first to
seond quarter 1966 (except as noted). tThird quarter 1966
estimate. titeptembtr.

of a sudden termination of the defense effort in
Vietnam, I see no prospect of a recessioD in.
1967."

As the figures show, orders and spending on
the civilian side of the economy have been show-
ing signs of softness since April. Thus we appear
to have a booming defense economy side by side
with a slowing civilian economy. As a result of
the Administration's recent fiscal moves and per-
sistently restrictive monetary policy-combined
with expectations of further tax increases-the
current readjustnnt could go further. Indeed,
the shifting of resources from the civilian econ-
omy into increased military efforts necessarily
requires a readjustment. The only question is
whether the readjustment turns out to be smooth
or disorderly.

Impact on Business and Financial Sentiment

Conflicting reactions to statements and policy
decisions from Washington are affecting expec-
tations and private decisions. For example, the
move to suspend the investment tax credit has
been called an aid to confidence. But, as T. F.
Patton, Chairman of Republic Steel Corporation
said before the House Ways and Means Commit-
tee on September 16, "to suspend this tax incen-
tive now--even though only temporarily-is a
serious blow to business confidence due to the
apparent unfairness of the suspension after the
foregoing assurances by the Government" that
the tax credit would be permanent.

Believing that the Washington deadlock over
monetary policy vs. fiscal policy had been
broken, the stock market reacted favorably to
the President's new fiscal restraint program by
rallying moderately up to September 16, but
renewed declines then set in. At month-end,
the popular stock averages were close to the
lows of both 1965 and 1966.

It had become a simple matter of faith in the
money markets this summer that a tax increase
or other fiscal restraint measures would mean an
easier monetary policy and lower interest rates.
When rumors of a tax increase swelled in early
September, long-term and intermediate-term
interest rates fell sharply. As some of the rami-
fications of the program and other aspects of the
economic situation became clearer, however, the
rally failed to draw wide public participation.

An even swifter cycle of reaction and counter-
reaction occurred in short-term interest rates
when it was announced that the Administration
would halt its program of selling certificates of
participation in certain Government-owned as.
sets and would discontinue the sale of Federal
agency securities to raise new cash.

It was urged that over-reliance on agency
issues was pushing the whole structure of money
market rates upward. But investors and dealers
quickly realized that the Government would be
issuin&more Treasury bills or other short-term
securitifes to finance the resulting deficit. This
sent the rate on 3-month Treasury bills up 37
basis points in two weeks to a record high of
over 51,J per cent.

Innovations in Credit Restraint

There is considerable uncertainty, too, in the
banking industry, where the Federal Reserve has
embarked upon a campaign to influence the way
banks divide up their funds between loans and
investments. Even the cumbersome machinery
for regulating member bank borrowing at the
discount window has been pressed into service.
Concerned by sales of municipal securities and
other investments by some banks during Au-
gust, the Board said in its September 1 letter
to member banks:

Further substantial adjustments through bank
liquidation of municipal securities or other invest-
ments would add to pressures on financial markets.
Hence, the System believes that a greater share of
member bank adjustments should take the form of
moderation in the rate of expansion of loans, and
particularly business loans.

Accordingly, this objective will be kept in mind
by the Federal Reserve Banks in their extensions of
credit to member banks through the discount win-
dow. Member banks will be expected to cooperate
in the System's efforts to hold down the rate of
business loan expansion-apart from normal seasonal

October 1966
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needs-and to use the discount facilities of the
Reserve Banks in a manner consistent with these
efforts.

Having been told for years that discount
window administration is unvarying and uni-
form, banks are understandably unsure about
just how these new principles will be applied.
They may become more reluctant to borrow at
the Federal Reserve Banks, despite the implied
promise that longer periods of discount accom-
modation than usual may be approved.

One of the purposes of the letter was to pro-
vide a statement from the Federal Reserve
which would help banks in saying "no" to busi-
ness borrowers. But at the same time it con-
veyed the message that the monetary authori-
ties would be willing to accommodate normal
seasonal loan expansion. The first sentence of
the letter stated that: "Orderly bank credit ex-
pansion is appropriate in today's economy."
Still, the banks hope that such seasonal accom-
modations will not be handled primarily
through the discount window to which they are
forced by a sudden loss of time deposits. Faced
with new Federally imposed interest rate ceil-
ings, the banks are already beginning to experi-
ence a decline in time deposits, just when sea-
sonal loan demand is growing.

Employing new powers granted by legislation
signed by the President on September 21, the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the
Federal Home Loan Bank Board, and the Fed-
eral Reserve Board announced new rate ceilings
on various categories of savings accounts. For
the moment, the regulations grant savings and
loan associations a competitive edge over banks.

Putting aside the obvious question of how
well the regulators of the different groups of
institutions will keep in step in the future, it is
appropriate to ask if even their immediate ob-
jectives are well served by the new ceilings. One
declared objective is to increase the supply of
mortgage funds by giving the institutions that
specialize in mortgage lending a better break in
attracting savings. The fact is, however, that the
financial intermediaries have not been engaged
in a fruitless rate war among themselves. They
have, as a group, had to raise rates in order to
slow the drain of funds away from them and into
direct investment in short-term securities yield-
ing as much as 61 per cent, including some
issued by the U.S. Government.

Households acquired a net $8 billion in fixed
income securities in the first half of 1966, accord-
ing to a recent SEC estimate-equal to almost
half the total of direct household investments
over the previous four years. Individuals con-
tinued as heavy buyers of debt securities in the
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third quarter, especially when the rate on
6.month Treasury bills rose to 5%-6 per cent
in September and Federal agency yields also
climbed.

That the competition with direct investment
in securities is the dominant problem for finan-
cial intermediaries Under current market con-
ditions is illustrated by the recent concern over
FNMA's enlarged authority to buy mortgages.
Before the enabling legislation was even enacted,
the question came up of where the FNMA was
going to raise the $4 billion or so required to
carry out the purchase program. Some opposition
to the bill developed on the ground that FNMA
borrowing of this amount might defeat the bill's
purpose by attracting funds that would other-
wise have gone into savings institutions. Similar-
ly, the proposed new savings certificate to be
offered in the U.S. Savings Bond program may
drain savings away-from intermediaries and the
mortgage markets.

Time Deposits and Business Loans
As can be seen from the accompanying chart,

the volume of negotiable certificates of deposit
(CDs) at large banks has gronvn very little this
year and dipped in the first half of September,
when corporations usually cash in some CDs to
pay taxes and dividends. Limited by the Regu-
lation Q ceiling rate of 5 Y per cent, the banks
are in no position to bid aggressively for CD
funds. Nevertheless, they were able to hold the
mid-September attrition to about seasonal pro-
portions.

The August-September rise of business loans
was less than seasonal Admittedly, the banks
are trying very hard to held down expansion, in
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compliance with the Federal Reserve's request
and in order to protect their own liquidity.

The slackened growth of economic activity
and the proposed suspension of the investment
tax Credit may well be taking some of the edge
off credit demand. The very high rate of inven-
tory accumulation over the last six months can-
not be sustained indefinitely, and any slowdown

would promptly affect corporate credit rq'ire-
ments. The slowing in durable goods orders also
reduces the need for funds.

If financial markets run true to past form,
they will give an early indication of a change of
pace. The Federal Reserve, with its many listen-
ing posts in the markets, furthermore, should
be among the first to know.

Fiscal Action to Curb Investment and Reduce Interest Rates

In response to a growing clamor for action to
deal with soaring interest rates, rising prices,
and inflationary wage settlements, President
Johnson announced a new program of fiscal
restraints on September 8. He called for a 16-
month suspension of the investment tax credit
on machinery and equipment, a similar suspen-
sion of accelerated depreciation methods for
buildings and structures, and a $3 billion reduc-
tion in Federal spending out of appropriations
for fiscal 1967. Next day, the President issued
a memorandum to departments and agencies
asking them to cut back on Federal lending and
borrowing activities, and the Treasury an-
nounced that it would curtail public sales of
Federal agency issues and participation certifi-
cates in order to relieve pressures on the money
market.

The new moves represent virtually a complete
reversal of the fiscal strategy adopted at the
beginning of the year, which, as many observers
predicted at the time, has resulted in extreme
pressures on corporate treasuries, banks, and
other financial institutions, while doing little to
check rising prices. They also represent a clear
response to the Federal Reserve Board, whose
members had been publicly calling for suspen-
sion of the investment credit and other fiscal
measures ever since early last spring. Monetary
authorities have con.,',tently claimed that mone-
tary policy was belr, asked to do too much in
fighting inflation alone without the help of fiscal
restraint.

The Administration's proposals were pre-
sented to the House Ways and Means Commit-
tee on September 12 and, after brief hearings,
the House approved them on September 30, but
only after substantial changes had been made.
The effective date for suspension of the invest-
ment credit and- accelerated depreciation was
changed from September 1 to September 9, the
first $15,000 of machinery and equipment out-
lays were exempted from the tax credit suspen-
sion, and one form of accelerated depreciation-
the 150 per cent declining balance method-
was retained.

$ BILIONS
.. '50 '52

-"'50 '52 '54 '56 '58 '60 '62 '64 '66 '65
Federal Defense and Nondefense* Expenditures
With '67 Projections and Surpluses & Deficits

Cash Budget Basis

(F scal years, 1950-67)

*Excluding Interest payments to the public. tDashed line shows
actual nondefense spending excluding credits from sales of financial
assets (since flscnl '61). and fiscal '67 plotting otherwise reflects
January budget projections. Defense spending projections reflect
(1) January budget assumpUons, and (2) alternate assumptions of

yearly increases of $8 billion and $12 billion. ISales of financial
assts (since fiscal '63).

Interest Rates #he Main Target

The President's program received a mixed
reception from business leaders, but was wel-
comed in many newspaper editorials as a blow
against inflation.
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Contrary to popular impressions, however, the
new fiscal program is not designed so much to
fight inflation as to relieve the disruptions in the
financial markets, to lower interest rates, and to
channel more money into homebuilding and to
small business. This latter interpretation is sup-
ported by the statements of the President, Sec-
retary Fowler, and the Council of Economic
Advisers.

President Johnson, in his message to Congress
on September 8, repeatedly stressed his concern
over high interest rates and tight money, and
specifically asked for action to relieve the situa-
tion:

I urge the Federal Reserve Board, in executing
Its policy of monetary restraint, and our large com.
mercial banks to cooperate with the President and
Congress to lower interest rates and to ease the
inequitable burden of tight money.... The Federal
Reserve Board and our large commercial banks must
now recognize that we are determined to restrain
inflationary pressures by fiscal and budgetary meas-
ures.

Insofar as the tight-money situation has been
created by the Government's budgetary policies,
the projected $3 billion cut in spending and the
suspension of Federal financial asset sales will
help to relieve the situation. But it remains to
be seen how far the Federal Reserve feels it can
safely back off from its unusually tight money
policy.

The program to reduce Federal nondefense
expenditures was welcomed from virtually all
sides. But while the President spoke of cutting
such spending by $3 billion, the actual reduc-
tion from original estimates may be far smaller.
The $3 billion cut is being calculated from the
amounts to be appropriated by Congress, which
is in the process of adding several billions to the
Administration's overall requests.

In any case, great care must be taken to make
sure that the cuts are made from the "fatty.
tissue" portions of Federal expenditures, while
keeping the bone and muscle needed to achieve
the nation's economic and social goals. As the
accompanying chart shows, however, nondefense
spending (excluding interest costs) has risen at
a rate of 9.2 per cent a year since 1961, while
defense outlays have risen by only 4.1 per cent
a year, with 61 per cent of the increase coming
only in the past year. The chart also shows the
defense spending curve for fiscal 1967 on the
original budget assumption of a $3 billion in-
crease, and also assuming possible increases of
$8 billion and $12 billion. Clearly, stricter limits
on nondefense spending should have been im-
posed at least a year ago when the Vietnam war
was becoming more serious.
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Untimely Impact o1 Investment Curbs
In presenting the proposal to suspend invest-

ment incentives to the Ways and Means Com-
mittee, Treasury Secretary Fowler summed up
the case in the following words:

The proposal is basically an anti-inflationary
measure designed to relieve the pressures, clearly
observable in the money markets and capital goods
sector, which are producing unusual strains, the
highest interest rates in forty years and a percep-
tible trend toward a general condition of economic
Instability.

There is good reason, however, to believe that
curbing investment will have just the opposite
effects in some parts of the economy from those
intended by the Administration. In other words,
the suspension is more likely to raise production
costs, contribute to economic instability, and to
lower interest rates primarily by cutting eco-
nomic growth and increasing unemployment.

In the case of companies that cannot put off
capital projects, the withdrawal of the tax credit
and accelerated depreciation will result in addi-
tional demand for loans. Moreover, business
executives are especially aware of the fact that
the suspension of investment incentives can
affect actual capital expenditures only after a
considerable time lag. This lag, which varies with
the kind of equipment and the capital intensive-
ness of the industry, was brought out by Robert
C. Tyson, Finance Committee Chairman of U.S.
Steel:

Quickly "turning off" the stream of capital expen-
ditures is not possible, for investment decisions in
many cases can only be translated into productive
economic units over long periods of time. For many
facilities in the steel industry, for example, there is
a time interval between final authorization and corn
mercial operation of as much as three years....
Because of the long lead time between the placing
of an order for made-to-order equipment and the
time when it goes into operation, any suspension
would be ineffective from the standpoint of having
an immediate cutback effect on expenditures for
plant and equipment. Suspension of the credit now
could well result in a dampening of capital expendi-
tures about a year from now-which may be just
the wrong time.

An Inflationary Proposal
A no less important drawback is that removal

of investment incentives is more likely to accel-
erate price inflation than to dampen it. The
reasons are not far to seek.

The benefit from the investment credit can be
most readily understood as equivalent to a 7 per
cent reduction in the cost of new machinery and
equipment to the purchaser. Suspending the
credit, therefore, means that the cost of capital
goods will rise from 93 per cent to 100 per cent
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of the sale price--equal to a cost increase of 7.5
per cent. This is a sharper rise than the price
increases on machinery and equipment-a total
increase of 4.8 per cent in the 5 , years of the
current expansion-that it is designed to check.
But while a price increase received by a capital
goods maker will give him the incentive and the
means to increase his capacity and output-and
thereby act to limit further price increases--the
7.5 per cent cost increase caused by the tax
credit suspension would discourage expansion in
the supply of capital goods.

Such an inflationary cost increase would be
especially injurious to corporations and indus-
tries that-as in the case of the steel industry-
are hard pressed by foreign competition.

A more direct inflationary effect arises from
the impact on selling prices in those industries
where technological innovation and capital in-
vestment are important, particularly such lines
as chemicals, plastics, electronics, aluminum,
steel, aerospace, electrical equipment and ma-
chinery. According to the Treasury Department,
the average lead time between advance ordering
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and initial break-in of new facilities has been
9-12 months, but it is well known that larger
units would require as much as three years.

Insofar as the tax-credit suspension is effec-
tive, it would add several months to this lead
time before new facilities would be installed.
Thus, for lack of new competition, existing pro-
ducers could maintain their prices for a while
longer than they would otherwise. In industries
undergoing rapid technical progress and requir-
ing large capital investment, this lengthened
period of price protection will tend to have an
inflationary effect on prices.

Outside of the "glamor" industries, suspen-
sion of incentives will have a considerable impact
on construction of shopping centers, stores, ware-
houses, offices, and other facilities that actually
contribute a great deal to increased productivity
and continuing price stability. At a time of food
scarcities and soaring grocery bills, the impact
on farm costs should not be overlooked. Since
wages have been rising most rapidly in serv-
ices, distribution, and agriculture-previously
low-wage sectors-increased capital investment
is badly needed in these areas. The need is all
the greater now that the national minimum wage
will be rising in two steps from $1.25 per hour to
$1.60 per hour by February 1968, with escalating
cost effects all along the line.

Effect on Price Trends and Employment

In his television appearance on September 25,
Mr. Ackley, the President's chief economic ad-
viser, described the current inflation in the fol-
lowing words:

The advance of prices, of course, which . .. con-
tinued during the summer, even though the pace
of advance has slowed down, partly reflects the very
rapid speed of advance which we had beginning
about last summer and going through the first
quarter of this year. And, as you recall, the largest
part of it was in the area of food and in consumer
services. In the industrial field and goods other than
food, price behavior has been really pretty good.

Thus, as was pointed out in these pages last
month, the present situation can be most ac-
curately described as a food-and-services infla-
tion. This does not make the inflation any less
serious; indeed, in its impact on retired people
and those with low and fixed incomes, it is more
serious than a manufactured-goods inflation.

In fact, the high rate of capital investment has
been the principal factor behind the relative
price stability of manufactured goods. This is
the very element that is threatened by the re-
voking of investment incentives.

In public statements, the Administration has
partly based its case for suspension on the
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ground that as a result of growing order back-
logs, inflationary pressures are intensifying in
the capital goods sector. But as shown in the
preceding chart, the ratio of orders to shipments
of machinery and equipment is below that of the
more prosperous periods from 1953 through 1960.
And far from showing any unusual rate of in-
crease for an active period, average prices of
capital goods hav& been rising only moderately
-far less than in the Fifties and also less than
the recent rise in consumer prices or overall
wholesale prices.

A serious conslderatiui is the likely effect of
the investment curbs on employment. As the
next chart shows, unemployment usually rises
sharply when business investment falls and
declines precipitously when capital spending is
on the upswing. This pattern has been so con-
sistent since World War Ii as to make attempts
to cut back investment quite risky. In fact, the
leveling out of capital investment backlogs since
last spring-and thg subsequent declines in con-
struction activity and durable goods orders--
have already resulted in perceptible soft spots in
the unemployment picture.

The question of employment effects was raised
on September 11 by James Reston, the astute
political columnist of the New York Times, who
described the Administration's program as deal.
ing "with the popltics of the problem, but not
with the problemlitself":

Undoubtedly, the President's suspension of tax
incentives for business investment in new equipment
and construction will eventually reduce employment
in the construction trades and hurt the low-skilled
construction workers, among whom are about 750,000
Negroes. But thI slowdown in construction will not
be felt for at lea43 six months, long after the Novern-
er voting.

A More Positive Program

Admittedly, the Administration and the
monetary authorities have been faced with an
extremely delicate and complex task in trying
to provide resources for the expanding Vietnam
war while maintaining reasonable price stability.
With Congressioral elections in the offing, poli-
tical considerations have made it harder to deal
with the economic realities.

But it should [be obvious that cutting back
on capuwl spending is the wrong way to deal
with a food-and-services inflation. The first thing
that is needed is a strong effort to increase grain
output. A simple way to reduce flour and bread
prices would be to remove the 75 cents a bushel
domestic processing tax now paid by millers-
and ultimately by the housewife. On the grain
question, Roswell Garst, the well-known author-
ity on corn from Coon Rapids, Iowa, has written:
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Annual Change In Business Fixed Investment
and Change in Unemployment Rate, 1948-65

We should have a reserve of from I billion to 1.5
billion bushels of corn. We should have a reserve
of 200 million bushels of soybeans. We cannot expect
to accuranulate that amount of reserves in one or two
years. So we need to produce as much wheat, soy.
beam, and feed grains as possible for the next several
years.

In addition, we must break the developing
bottlenecks in the supply of skilled and semi-
skilled workers. This will require more rapid
training and retraining of new and old workers,
as well as the encouragement of more mobility
among workers, particularly from depressed areas
and depressed sections of old cities. A more
mobile and flexible labor force will help raise
average productivity and permit expansion of
output with better price stability by casing skill
shortages and slowing down the wage escala-
tion among workers in short supply.

Rather than suspending the 7 per cent credit
on physical investment, therefore, a more effec-
tive anti-inflationary action might be to grant
an additional 7 per cent tax credit for business
outlays in the training and retraining of workers.

Defense Secretary McNamara recently an-
nounced a new program to lower conscription
standards and intensify manpower-upgrading
efforts in the armed forces, and defense contrac-
tors already get some cost allowances for training
expenses. Civilian businesses and workers should
get similar consideration.

At minimal cost to the Federal Treasury-
it would more than pay for itself in increased
revenues--corporations and unions could cooper-
ate 'to check the wage-price spiral by upgrading
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the labor force and improving productivity. It
is the shortage of trained manpower rather than
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excessive capital investment that is the real
inflationary threat.

Provid nlg Enough People for All the Jobs

During the past year, with the stimulus of the
Vietnam war on top of an already booming
private economy, industrial production jumped
9.6 per cent and real gross national product--
the physical volume of all goods and services
produced-advanced at the unusually rapid rate
of 6 per cent. Workers have put in longer work.
days, and, with the help of more and better ma.
chinery and more efficient methods provided by
management, have accounted for about half of
the real growth. The rest was achieved by adding
several million more workers to payrolls. Finding
and matching new workers with jobs has not
been easy. The problem today is even greater,
as total employment approaches the 80-million
mark. Our earlier national preoccupation of
providing enough jobs for all the people has
switched to the problem of finding enough people
for all the jobs.

In brief, employers added 3.3 million nonfarm
wage and salary workers in the 12 months
through August. In addition the Vietnam re-
quirements swelled the armed forces by 485,000.
All this took place at a time when population
growth alone might reasonably have been ex-
pected to boost the labor force by 1.1 million.

A great deal of attention has been focused
on the unemployed and the drop in the un-
employment rate below 4 per cent this year.

MILLIONS
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Far less notice has been taken of employment
gains and the success of businessmen in recruit-
ing and training workers. The shifting patterns
of employment during the past year also pro-
vide clues to the ability of the economy to
meet its manpower needs in the year ahead.

The U.S. Labor Department uses two series
to measure civilian nonfarm employment. One,
derived from payroll records of business estab-
lishments, shows an increase of 3.3 million in
employment for the year ended August. The
other, collected from a scientifically selected
sample of households to measure the employ-
ment status of individuals, shows a rise of 2.6
million. The difference between the changes
reported for these two series, can be accounted
for in part by declines in self-employment, casual
work, and in employment of domestic household
help-included in the household employment
series, but not part of the establishment series.
Part of the gap is also due to differences in
coverage, such as the inclusion in the household
series of certain people with a job but not at
work. Dual jobholders--or "moonlighters"-are
counted as many times as they have jobs in
the establishment data, but only once in the
household series. Each series fulfills a need. The
establishment figures provide detailed industry
and area data on employment, hours, earnings,
and labor turnover, while tie household data
provide broad information orl employment and
unemployment by age, sex, color and family
status.

Where Are the Workers Coming From?
The ways in which this nation's manpower

needs were met in the past year are best ex-
plained by the household data, as illustrated
in the first chart. Civilian nonagricultural
employment in August totaled 71.7 million
persons-2.6 million more thap a year earlier. In
the same period, the armed forces expanded by
482,000 men (and 3,000 wothen) to 3,178,000
-a much faster buildup thin had been indi-
cated by President Johnson in" his January 1966
Budget Message. In fact, the size of the armed
forces is already markedly larger than had been
scheduled for June 30, 1967.

The increase of 3.1 million in total nonagri-
cultural employment drew workers from the
farm and from the unemployed. In addition,
there was a larger than usual increase in the
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total labor force. In many cases, housewives
with children off to school have returned to
work, as have retired people, while an increas-
ing number of youngsters reaching working age
also fill jobs. The attractive wages, the avail-
ability of training programs, and less restrictive
hiring policies induced 1,156,000 additional
persons who otherwise might not have looked for
work to join the labor force during the past year.

Croascurrents in the Labor Force
An even better understanding of the shifting

labor force may be obtained from the accom-
panying table, which shows changes during the
past year by age and sex.

Nearly half the increase in civilian nonfarm
jobs was filled by teenagers. Another third was
taken by women aged 20 and over. Adult men,
who account for almost three fifths of the labor
force, were responsible for only one fifth of the
increase. One explanation is that this group felt
most of the drain into the armed forces. In fact,
the number of men 20 and over in the civilian
labor force was virtually unchanged from a year
earlier.

In August, unemployment among adult men
was nearly one fifth less than a year earlier. Five
years ago, the seasonally adjusted unemployment
rate for this group was 5.8 per cent. It has been
about 2.6 per cent for the past nine months. The
unemployment rate for married men has sta-
bilized between 1.8 and 2.0 per cent since last
November. It is clear that little help in meeting
employment needs can be expected from the
ranks of unemployed adult males in the year
ahead. However, there are still pockets of un-
employed and underemployed workers in many
areas and ethnic groups.

The developing shortages of experienced,
skilled men have led to increased hiring of women
and teenagers. The unemployment rate among
adult women also declined from 6.0 per cent
five years ago to about 3.8 per cent during the
first eight months of 1966. Unemployment
among teenagers has fluctuated widely but on
the whole has been one to three percentage
points below year-earlier levels.

Population Grow4h and the Labor Force
In the last couple of years, the number of

young people in the labor force Irs been growing
rapidly, as the postwar babies reached working
age. The number of teenagers in the total labor
force increased by only 140,000 in 1963, but
jumped 492,000 in 1965 and will probably aver-
age nearly 900,000 higher in 1966. Population
growth is only part of the reason for the big
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rise in the teenage labor force this year. Almost
equally important are the increased opportuni.
ties for youth in a tight labor market and
greater efforts by private industry and govem.
ment to provide jobs and training, particularly
for members of minority groups.

The second table brings out other significant
changes in labor force participation. On the
whole, the proportion of the population of work-
ing age holding jobs or looking for work declined
steadily during most of the past decade-from
a high of 59.3 per cent in 1956 to a low of 57.3
per cent in 1963. It may average out to about
57.8 per cent in 1966. Part of the earlier decline
reflected the fact that the fastest growing por-
tions of the population-the young and the old-
were those with the lowest participation rates.
The population in the main working ages-25
through 60-remained generally stable and in
some age groups actually declined, as a result of
the deficit in births during the Thirties.

Among men, there has been a distinct decline
in labor force participation in almost every age
group, but for women the rate of labor force
activity has increased. In 1951, nearly 85 per
cent of all men 14 or over were in the labor
force; fourteen years later only 78.3 per cent
were working or looking for work. Among men
25 to 54, the participation rate tended to stay
in the high nineties, though edging slightly

Employment and the Labor Force
(Thousands of persons)

Change from
August 105 to August It"

Mee. Women., All
to 20 Teen-

August and and ager,.
196 Total ever ever 14-19

Civilian nonfarm
employment 71.680 +2.583 +559 +878 +1.147

Armed forces 8.178 + 485 +415 + 8 + 96

Total nonfarm
employment 74.340 +3.070 +974 +881 +1213

Farm employment 4.701 - 420 -24 -12 + 17

Total employment 79.41T +2.642 +650 +760 +I.M

Unemployment 2.921 - 337 -244 -104 + I1

Total labor force 82.468 +2.05 +405 +656 +1.T44

Not in labor force 68.180 - 130 +130 +121 - 391
Population.

14 and over 15.648 +2.176 +Us5 +?77 + 861

Labor fore chage due to:
Population cAhageO ...... +1.149 +455 +299 + 395
Change in

Ivrtispation rate ...... +1.136 - 50 +267 + 349
*Computed by multiplying population change for each group
by Aug st 19M partIkipation rate.

Note: Because of rounding. Items may not always add to the
total sown.
Source: Derived from data of U.S. Bureau of Labor Statix-tes.
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Labor Force Participation
Per Cent of Noninstitutlonal

Population In Total labor Force
Age sand Sex 1956 J8I 1166

Male 83.7 78.3 78.0
14-19 . 61.4 44.6 46.8
20.4 .........24 . 90.9 88.0 88.0
2544 ......... 97.7 97.4 97.6
45-64 ............... 93.1 90.9 90.8
65+ ................. 40.0 27.9 26.6

Female .............. 3.5.9 18.0 38.8
14-19 ............... 31.9 29.2 32.7
20.24 ............... 46.4 60.0 61.9
25-44 ............... 39.2 42.6 43.1
41-64 ............... 40.9 46.6 47.1
65+ ................. 10.9 10.0 9.7

Total, both sexes .... 50.3 57.5 57.8

Source: 1956 and 1965. Manpower Report of ae Prefdent,
March 1966: 1966 estimated by FNCB from BLS data for
first six months of 1966.

lower. Younger men are staying in school longer
and a larger proportion is going on to college.
The need for young people to equip themselves for
higher skills cuts down a bit on the current labor
supply, but is more than made up in the long run
through higher productivity. At the other end of
the spectrum are the dropouts, who quit school
but do not look for work because they lack the
qualifications. Here the hope lies in training
programs, both on-the-job and government-
sponsored, to give such persons a chance to
become productive workers.

With increased benefits from Social Security,
the growth of private pension plans, and declines
in self-employment and farming, there has been
a decided decline in the proportion of older men,
particularly in their sixties and seventies, hold-
ing jobs. In 1947, 48 per cent of men 65 and over
were in the labor force, but the rate dropped
steadily to 27.9 per cent in 1965 and probably a
point or so further in 1966. Even the group 55 to
64 years old showed signs that early retirement
was increasing, as the participation rate eased
off from 90 per cent in 1947 to 85 per cent in
1965.

Women's participation in the job market has
been creeping higher throughout the postwar pe-
riod, from 31 per cent of those of working age in
1947 to 38 per cent in 1965. That was higher than
the 37 per cent reached in 1944, when the war ef-
fort drew women to the production lines. The
most remarkable postwar increase in the number
of women working has been among those in their
forties and fifties. More than half the women in
this age group are now in the labor force, com-
pared with less than a third in 1947. Many of
these women have finished raising their families;
many go back to work to help with college
expenses for the children or toward some major
household purchase. A large share of this age
group held jobs during World War II, or later,
and are experienced workers. But this is only

MILLIONS

'48 '50 '52 '54 '56 '58 '60 '62 '64 '66 '68
Occupational Shifts in Civilian Employment

(Millions of persons)

Source: U.S. Bureau of lUbor Statistics; 1966 estimstes by FNCB.

part of the story. The trend is for more women
to seek jobs from age 20 through 64.

In part, this reflects the conditions of high
prosperity and labor shortages in many areas.
Many married women who are not actively seek-
ing a job will take one if it is offered to them.
Thus, the potential labor force-women with
skill or experience but not now looking for work
-- can help to stretch the size of the labor market
in times of shortages. Another factor, of course,
is "the pill," which provides those women who
choose to continue their business careers an
opportunity to do so. (The Conference Board
cites an earlier survey of 18 to 24 year old
women, in which 74 per cent gave pregnancy as
their reason for quitting the labor force.)

Shifts in Employment
The changing nature of employment in this

country has had a great influence on the pro-
portion of women who work. Until recently,
blue-collar factory jobs and farm work, in which
women have traditionally not been major parti-
cipants, have been declining. On the othei hand,
white-collar and service occupations-often more
suited for women workers-have been growing
rapidly. White-collar jobs have expanded by
nearly two thirds in the postwar period, while
blue-collar workers have increased only one sixth
and virtually all of that in the last five years.

October 1966
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The change in type of workers required re
fleet, long-run changes in the nation's industrial
technology, which historically have had a greater
effect on blue-collar than on white-collar employ-
ment. Throughout the postwar period, industry
has invested billions of dollars each year in auto-
matic controls, speedier machinery, materials
handling equipment, improved plant layouts,
and a host of other capital improvement. As
a result, productivity gains have been larger
and employers have been able to increase output
steadily and substantially without much of a
change in the number of operatives and laborers
-though with a steady upgrading of skills. At
the same time, the growing volume of paper-
work and production-supporting activities has
boosted the number of white-collar workers. In
particular, the rapid postwar expansion of serv-
ice industries and government has contributed
to the growth of white-collar employment, as
shown in the third charL

The trends in capital investment and produc-
tivity have been particularly pronounced in
manufacturing where industrial output Is two
and a half times what it was 20 years ago
without an appreciable increase in the number
of workers. In fact, it is only in the past year
that manufacturing employment has exceeded
its November 1943 peak. These figures include
both blue-collar and white-collar workers in
manufacturing; for production workers, employ-
ment is still 8 per cent below its 1943 high.

Meanwhile, the number of people working in
private industry other than manufacturing has
risen by 59 per cent in the last twenty years.
Employment has gone up in trade, finance,
construction and service industries during the
postwar period. Similarly, payrolls of Federal,
state and local governments have nearly doubled
since 1947.

The growth in the labor force during the latter
part of the Sixties is expected by the U.S. De-
partment of Labor to average 1.5 million persons
per year, including the effects of both population
growth and normal trends in participation rates.

'40 '45 '50 '55 '60 '65
Nonagricultural Employment by Major

Industrial Groups
(Millions of persons)

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics: 1966 estimates by FNCB.

This compares with average growth of 1,046,000
per year in the 1960-65 period. Whether labor
force requirements in the next few years con-
tinue to exceed the normal growth in the supply
of workers, as they are doing in 1966, depends
on many factors, chief among which are the man.
power needs of the Vietnam war. The economy's
success in absorbing the rapidly growing teenage
labor force, improving the participation of minor-
ity groups and attracting experienced workers
back into active production has helped make our
recent high growth rate possible. It should not be
overlooked, however, that our present problem
of providing enough people for all the jobs may
some time in the future revert to the long-stand.
ing one of finding enough jobs for all the people.

FIRST NATIONAL CITY BANK
399 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10022

"...
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STATEMENT BY INVESTORS LEAGUE, INO., SUBMITTED TO THE: ENATE FINANCE
COMMrITEE ON H.R. 17607, OTOBER 5, 1968

(By William Jackman, president)

My name is William Jackman. I am president of Investors
League, Inc., 84 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. The Investors
League is non-profit, non-partisan, voluntary membership
organization of thousands of businessmen and investors, large
and small, residing in all fifty states of the nation.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
I wish to thank you for the privilege of presenting this written statement

before your committee on behalf of America's many millions of tax-paying
voting investors (who are also consumers) on H.R. 17607, the bill now before
you to suspend the 7% business Investment credit and the accelerated deprecia-
tion provisions of our current internal revenue code.

Gentlemen, the "rush act" by the Administration to railroad this bill through
Congress is deplorable. Only four days of hearings before the Senate and denial
of personal appearances seem uncalled for. What kind of "democratic" parlia-
mentary procedure is this? Where is the time for a real analysis of the
effects of this proposed legislation? Gentlemen, we urge you to go slow on this
legislation in its present form and really study the economic consequences
involved. Take partisan politics out of the question and proceed with caution
and reason.

Early in September, Treasury Secretary Fowler and the Chase Manhattan
Bank were reported as opposing this legislation. Within a few days after
the President's message to the House Committee on Ways and Means, they turned
an about face. Had their logic really changed or had they succumbed to political
pressure?

We all know that this is an election year. We all know that the war in Viet
Nam and price inflation at home will be the prime issues disturbing the Amer-
ican people. A political gesture at stopping inflation was in order. By direct-
ing it against big business corporations and their managements as the "cul-
prits", few votes would be lost. The real inflation culprit, Big Government,
would be temporarily swept under the rug. Inflation is nothing new. Big
government, with its prodigal big spending schemes, has been avidly feeding
the fires of inflation for 5 years. They have no one to blame it on but them-
selves. Why didn't they act sooner?

Gentlemen, please remember that there are over 23,000,000 owners of corporatte
industry included in your constituencies. They are also consumers and they
also vote.

Thcre is one simple economic fact that is inescapable. Taxes are a Co8t Of
doing business just as are wages. When taxes and wages go up, these costs
are necessarily reflected in higher consumer prices.

How can higher taxes check inflation when the proceeds are not used to
reduce the Federal debt? If the increased government receipts are used to
finance non-essential domestic programs that produce no goods or income and
the same amount of purchasing power is simply transferred from one group to
another, how is over-all spending power to be curtailed thereby?

The current economic situation in the United States ha. the earmarks -of a
typical top in a business boom. If events follow their historical course, this
top will be followed soon by a downturn in business activity. And the meas-
ures proposed in this bill to fight inflation are likely to speed the arrival of the
downturn or aggravate it or both.

A pattern of withdrawal and reinstatement of the investment credit as a means
of influencing the level of economic activity would result in confusion and
chaos in planning capital expenditures and orderly expansion. The timing of
capital expenditures must be geared to the needs of the market because there
is no adequate substitute.

The problem now is to provide the basis for growth in our real capacity
for producing goods and services. Investment in plant and equipment is one
way of accomplishing this. Whatever measures are taken to control inflation,
it is to be hoped that they will not interfere with the investment process.

It seems to be the consensus of our leading industrial economists that a
downturn in business expansion will take place before the results of this tax
increase proposal can really have any effect.
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There is one huge industrial complex where enactment of H.R. 17607 would
be definitely inflationary and defeat this bill's expressed purpose. This is in the
investor-owned public service field whose rates and profits are strictly regulated
by State or Federal agencies. These comprise our electric, gas and water
utilities, our telephone and telegraph companies, and our railroad and airline
companies. These industries render critical public services which they must
expand constantly as our population expands. They cannot defer capital
expenditures. The public health and safety is too heavily involved. To increase
their costs would force higher rates to consumers, creating new price inflation.

We urge this Committee to amend II.R. 17607 to at least eliminate such
public service companies from the provisions of this bill.

It is our feeling, gentlemen, that enactment of this bill In its present form
would create more price inflation, not less, and that it would seriously hamper
necessary business expansion to take care of the material needs of our exploding
population. And no one can 8u8pcnd population explosion for a period of 16
months.

STATEMENT BY MILLARD W. RICE TO SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

Mr. Chairman and esteemed members of the Senate Committee on Finance:
very much do I appreciate this opportunity to present my reactions to H.R.
17607, a bill designed primarily to suspend for some 16 months the application of
the 7% investment credit law, with the idea of thereby somewhat slowing down
the inflationary pressures incident to greater corporation expenditures for capital
equipment expansions and modernizations.

As an individual American citizen who strongly advocated the enactment of
the Full Employment Act of 1946 and believes its goal to be attainable, I am
convinced that the 7% investment credit law should never have been enacted and
should .now be repealed-and not merely suspended. The same objective of
offering an attractive inducement to speed up our country's modernization and
expansion of its capital assets could have been better served by even faster and
more flexible depreciation schedules. .his would still be the better and more
equitable method for the future, without extending governmental charity to
profitable corporations.

At the same time, such 7% investment credit law applicable to all such capital
improvements of American owned plants located in other countries ought also be
repealed. No longer are they justified in receiving such subsidies for expanding
their production facilities in other countries, which tend to reduce our own for-
eIgn exports, increase our imports and thereby reduce our requirements for
American employees in our own plants-all of which further accentuates our
troublesome balance of payments deficits.

The 7% investment credit constitutes an unwarranted governmental subsidy.
a gift, by reducing the income taxes of those corporations-primarily the 500
largest ones-which are financially in a position to take advantage of such
generosity, and then thereafter nevertheless also to take credit for depreciations
starting at 100% (not 97%) of the expansion costs entailed. The repeal and
cancellation of such governmental gifts will not prevent further justifiable
equipment expansions and plant modernization, particularly if the present accel-
erated depreciation schedules are retained, provided that probable profits will
derive therefrom. Even more speedy and more flexible depreciations would be
more justifiable than the formula provided for in this bill, particularly for the
benefit of the less profitable smaller corporations.

Fundamentally, I sincerely believe that our economy can be properly bal-
anced-with the consequent easier solution of our nation's many perplexing
problems-only if our fiscal budgets are also balanced. This can be accomplished
by collecting enough taxes to avoid deficit financing, with its inevitable inflationary
effects . . . decade after decade. Our government's tendency almost constantly
to postpone the payment of its obligations until the next generation comes along
has been the primary factor to account for the fact that the cost of living in this
country has just about doubled every 25 years. Conversely, this means that the
purchasing power of our dollars has been reduced by 50% about every 25 years.
Such an increasing deficit system is not necessary and works a tremendous
hardship on those whose income can not be increased as fast proportionately, such
as Social Security annuitants, retirees, disabled veterans, et al.
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It has long been my conviction that the key to success in attaining full employ-

ment in American is the enactment of the right combination of federal, state,
county and municipal tax laws, primarily to be. based on coordinated personal
income taxes graduated according to the relative ability to pay policy. In the
final analysis, after all, all of us must necessarily pay all of our taxes, directly
and/or indirectly inview of our price system, out of our current incomes, accumu-
lated savings or borrowed moneys. Reliance on a simplified coordinated (na-
tionally and locally) graduated income tax system would be the more intellec-
tually honest and equitable method for raising all needed taxes--eliminating
all such regressive taxes as personal property, real estate, excise and sales taxes,
probably with the exception of some "user taxes. Such a shift to prime reliance
on graduated personal Income taxes will probably require years of gradual
attainment, nationally and locally.

Corporations-embodying the collective strength of individuals--should be re-
quired to pay income taxes only on their retained annual adjusted net incomes
(such as is now the case in Japan, Germany and Greece), after payment of their
cash dividends, which should be regarded as a part of their expense of operation,
the same as are their payments of interest on promissory note, debentures and
bonds. Such a provision would eliminate dual taxes by stockholders, which are
presently first paid through their corporations and then relatively according to
their respective graduated income tax schedules. The present system is thus
very much more burdensome on the millions of smaller stockholders than their
lower income tax brackets would otherwise provide for.

To prevent a too rapid increase in the market prices of the higher yielding
shares of common stock of those corporations which would take advantage of
such an option, such a new method of taxing corporations would need to become
effective in stages, for example, up to 40% of each corporation's annual adjusted
net income during the first year, up to 60% for the second year, up to 80% the
third year and up to 100% thereafter.

Many desirable side effects would be generated by such an amendment to our
Internal Revenue Code; most noteworthy would be: (1) reduction of unit costs
and prices-competitively in this country and internationally and (2) substan-
tially greater annual net incomes for the some 24,000,000 American stockholders-
even after their payment of more personal income taxes.

Most of such stockholders would probably have their annual income sui-
ciently increased so that they would be paying personal income taxes in higher
brackets than before, possibly enough more collectively to offset the gradual
reductions In corporation income taxes. Although I have not been able to locate
any research or survey estimates as to the probable effects. I surmise that more
than 50% of all common stock is owned by those who pay personal income tax
in the 50% or higher tax bracket and that probably more than 75% of all stock-
holders would have their annual incomes thereby moved into higher tax brackets.
Such a survey ought to be undertaken by the Treasury Department.

Because there would be a lag of several months between the annual collection
of more personal income taxes and of less corporation income taxes, after the
enactment of such a proposal, I further recommend that, during the transition
period, a higher percentage of income tax should be imposed on the retained net
incomes of corporations, thus also thereby stimulating them to take full advantage
of the proposed options, to count their dividends as a part of their expenses. Spe-
cifically, I propose that as to the lesser amounts of their retained net incomes,
all corporations be required to pay an income tax of 80%, which would make it
certain that there would be no reduction in the totals collected. Several examples
of working this out are set forth below, for comparison purposes.

Adjusted gross net Adjusted gross net Adjusted gross net
income --------- $1,000.000 income ------- $1,000,000 income ---------- $1,000,000

Income tax now_ 480,000 40 percent dividend. 400,000 40 percent dividend. 400,000

Net after tax.. 520,000 Net retained .. 600,000 Subtotal -------- 600,000
70 percent dividend. __ 34,000 74 percent tax ------- 444,000 80 percent tax ------- 480,000

Net retained Retained -------- 156,000 Retained ........ 120,000
in c r e a s e ---- - 1 56 , 0 0 0

OD-7M 0-66---5
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Admittedly, because of the uncertainties involved, a more cautious approach
toward the adoption of these proposals would be to provide for a more gradual
step-up in the percentages of adjusted annual net incomes of corporations as to
which cash dividends could be regarded as a part of their expenses, e.g., starting
at 20% and stepping up 10% each successive year, accompanied by a higher
tax on the lesser amounts of annual retained net incomes. The mathematical
computations on the various alternatives become very comprehensive but give
hope for development of a much better pys-tem than at present.

Our nation's fiscal budgets can and should be balanced, probably at ever higher
levels, without any Increase in the scheduled rates for personal Income taxes, pro-
vided that the specialized loopholes and favoritisms are eliminated, which, accord-
ing to a U.S. Treasury Department statement several years ago, would result in
Increased tax collections of some $40,000,00.00 ... toward the financing of
other much needed constructive programs in this country toward a better balanced
economy.

All special exemptions from Income taxes as to various categories of individ-
uals or as received from various sources ought to be eliminated, Including interest
received from all governmental agencies, national and local, Social Security
and private annuities, and disability retirement, compensation or pension pay.
nents--although at the same thme all basic exemptions should be 4nereased up
to -the so-called poverty ceiling levels.

All capital gains, which generally accrue because of the activities of others,
should be taxed the same as earned income and other types of income. Deple-
tion allowances should be restricted to the recovery of all costs and capital
losses with all loss forwards, however, to be continued until absorbed out of
future incomes. Gift taxes should be at the same rates as estate taxes and,
in the higher brackets, should be further increased. All extra taxation exemp-
tions extended to American citizens residing in other countries should be elimi-
nated. All income from business ventures received by so-called non-profit
Churches, Foundations and Associations ought to be subjected to confiscatory
taxes.

No longer should it be possible for millionaires to escape income taxes or, as
reported last Sunday by an esteemed member of this Committee, Senator
Douglas, for 33 Americans with annual incomes in excess of $500,000.00 to escape
paying any federal income tax. All of the unfair inequitable special allowances,
exemptions and preferences should be promptly eliminated, thus making it
possible to collect more taxes with no increase In the bracket schedules.

Relatively full employment CAN be attained and maintained, without infla-
tionary effects with fiscal budgets balanced and even "surplused" at higher
levels, through more equitable taxation methods--as further amplified in the
contents of the attached copy of open letter addressed to our President on April
18, 196t, which I request be appended hereto as a part of my statement to this
very important Senate Committee on Finance.

Again, I appreciate this opportunity to express my views concerning our
country's taxation laws.

APam 18, 1966.
THE PRESIDENT,
The White Hotue,
Washington, D.C.

MY DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: Quite some time ago, I noted that "the Johnson
Administration . . . is searching for viable programs ... to devote more of
our resources to common needs . . . for all that share the globe." More recently
have news comments indicated your concern about accelerating our Great Society
objectives, as well as our Viet Nam commitment-without any general tax
increase and without further inflation.

It is obvious that such desirable objectives can be effected only if adequately
financed, which, therefore, necessitates more produtive, effective and equitable
taxation methods. A better balance of our national economy and of our
governmental fiscal budgets can be effected at higher levels, rather than at
lower levels. #

Your boyhood dreams about attaining a GREAT SOCIETY-decent standards
of living for all Americans, adequate opportunities for all employables to utilize
their developing abilities In useful suitable employment and better health
and happiness'for all Americans--CAN be greatly speeded up by the right kinds
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of governmental taxes and expenditures, all of which should be justifiable,
economically and/or socially.

We therefore need to attain a circularized capitalism and a socialized Indi-
vidualism. A speedier growth of our Gross National Product Is desirable and
possible, without continuing inflation. The key to success in attaining these
higher goals is the modification of our tax systems, nationally and locally.

The most effective basic change needed i-I earnestly believe--to amend
our Internal Revenue Code to provide that all cash dividends paid out each
year by any corporation shall be deductible as a business expense in determining
its annual net income for Federal income tax purposes; In other words, no corpora-
tion should pay any income tax on such portion of its annual adjusted net Income
as is paid out each year as cash dividends. (Incidentally, during the course of
personally contacting the Board chairmen, Presidents, Vice Presidents, Con-
trollers and Tax Managers of some 2500 large corporations around our country
during the 1962-64 period, I outlined such proposal to more than 20% of them-
with all except two of them indicating their concurrence with such proposal).

To avoid a too-rapid increase in the market prices of the higher-yielding shares
of common stock of those corporations which would take advantage of such an
option, I suggest that such a basic change should become applicable in successive
annual changes, e.g., up to 40% of each corporation's adjusted annual net income
during the first year, up to 60% for the second year, up to 80% for the third year,
and up to 100% thereafter.

Assuming that the total adjusted net income of our country's corporations dur-
ing 1966 will exceed $80,000,000,000.00, 40% of that is $32,000,000,000.00-as
compared with about 19.9 billion dollars paid out as cash dividends during 19W5.

Although such an I.R.S. amendment would be a powerful Inducement to corpo-
rations to increase their annual cash dividends up to the permissible percentages
limit, no corporation should be required to do so. Each one which failed to do so,
however, would then be required to compute Its Income tax liability on the basis
of its retained annual adjusted net Income. In this connection, I recently learned
that corporations in Japan are required to pay an income tax equivalent to 37%
of its retained annual net income. The resulting larger cash dividends have
very probably been the major factor to account for Japan's high annual rate of
growth of its GNP, with gradual increases in the standards of living of Its Indus-
trious people, with an increasing percentage becoming capitalistic stockholders.
Their profitable corporations have apparently had little difficulty In financing
their tremendous modernization and expansion programs.

The enactment of my proposed amendment to our Internal Revenue Cod---I
am deeply convinced-would:

1. Immediately reduce the unit costs of all profitable corporations--and
thus probably their sales prices (thereby reducing inflationary pressures),
thereby enhancing their competitiveness, domestically and internationally;

2. Encourage more corporations to adopt profit-sharing plans-thus in-
creasing the efficiency of their employees and thereby further reducing unit
costs and prices, etc.;

3. Eliminate the dual Income taxes paid by stockholders on their corpora-
tion on their corporation dividends which presently outrageously discrimi-
nate against about 90% of such stockholders through the 48% paid out by
their corporations (22% by those corporations with less than $25,000.00 of
annual adjusted net income), plus their respective graduated personal
income taxes;

4. Quickly and greatly Increase the amounts of annual cash dividends re-
ceived by the some 16,000,000 stockholders in the U.S.;

5. Thereby provide additional billions of dollars of savings and purchas-
Ing power to such stockholders--even after their payment of more personal
income taxes;

6. Thereby so increase the annual personal incomes of such stockholders
as will elevate most of them into higher income tax brackets, so that the
gradually increasing amounts of collected personal income taxes would
very shortly replace the resulting losses of collected corporation income
taxes, which are scheduled to aggregate about $30,000,000,000.00 for 1966;

7. Thereby substantially increase our country's annual rate of growth of
its GNP-now more than $700,000,000,000.00-indefinitely into the future,
consequently greatly broadening the tax base and our nation's annual collec-
tions of personal Income taxes, thus probably shortly attaining desirable
annual surpluses, even with expanding annual budgets;
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8. Thereby extending employment opportunities to additional millions of
potentially employable Americans, including those with various types of
handicaps--educational, vocational, financial, geographical, psychological,
mental, physical, chronological and racial;

9. Thereby eliminating many of our current perplexing problems--costing
billions of dollars each year-'such as welfare payments, unemployment com-
pensation, vagrancy, crime, slums, ugliness, wasteful floods, soil erosion,
disease-creating water and air pollution, etc., etc.;

10. Thereby expanding the annual fiscal budgets of our federal, state
and local governments, to enable them to facilitate the conversion of our
wonderful country's natural resources into more security, opportunity,
beauty, and happiness for all Americans;

11. Thereby eliminate deficit financing and the worrisome burdens of
inflation pressures, both of which tend to increase the erosion of the pur-
chasing power of our dollars; and, finally,

12. Thereby encourage more Americans--as well as 'the residents of other
countries--to purchase the higher-yielding shares of stocks of our more
profitable corporations, thereby creating more capitalists and arousing much
more enthusiasm for our private enterprise system and thereby helping to
turn the tide in our favor as to the vexing U.S. balance-of-payments deficits.

Many other changes in our taxation system ought also to be enacted into law
by our federal government, as well as by our states, counties and municipalities.

All income taxes ought to be collected by the federal government and then,
in annually increasing portions, returned to the states-and by time to their
counties and municipalities--(1) in part on matching bases for specialized pro-
grams (now approximately 15% of their total annual expenditures) and (2)
increasingly as general purpose grants, primarily on overall relative per capita
bases.

Simplified graduated personal income taxes, bracketed according to the rela-
tive ability to pay policy, ought gradually to replace all of the many regressive
forms of taxation-with the possible exception of "user" charges. Both real
estate and personal property taxes--which states, counties and municipalities
now too much have to rely on--are susceptible of being influenced by favoritisms,
deceptions or discriminations; moreover, they tend to discourage, rather than to
encourage, their owners to improve their properties. Such changes would grad-
ually eliminate the expensive complex bureaucracies of our states, counties and
municipalities involved in their collections of varied types of regressive taxes.

All special exemptions as to incomes received from various protected sources
should be eliminated, including interest payments on all state and 'local go.vern-
mental securities, Social Security payments, disability retiTements, pensions
and compensation, etc., etc. Only a minor percentage of such beneficiaries-
mostly those with other sources of income--would thereby become taxable, par-
ticularly if all such governmental benefits and basic exemptions were raised
up to beyond the proclaimed poverty level figures. This could be more easily ac-
complished contemporaneously with the elimination of all payroll deductions
for the Social Security Trust funds, thereby eliminating the huge governmental
expense of recording up-to-date millions of individual accountings. All Social
Security expenditures ought to be financed by income taxes. The elimination
of the regressive Iyroll deductions-taxes--would also serve still further sub-
stantially to reduce all production and service UNIT COSTS.

All capital gains should be treated the same as other types of income, although
"averaging" backwards and forwards ought to become permissible for corpora-
tions indefinitely, as presently is permissible as to unusual spurts of personal in-
come. Inasmuch as nearly all capital gains are derived from the increased
values which flow from increasing populations-and not by reason of any special
physical or mental efforts by those who now benefit therefrom (including me)-
they should be subject to the same graduated taxes as are applicable to earned
income; moreover, they should not be permitted to escape such tax by reason of
death. Gift taxes should be at the same rates as estate taxes.

Percentage depletions as to all produced oil, gas and minerals-which presently
outrageously favor a few-should be so avaended as to be allowable only up
to the recovery of all costs and risk capital involved, with all loss forwards
permissible indefinitely.

The 7% investment credit law-which provides for deductions from taxes
otherwise payable, which constitute unwarranted gifts applicable only to proflta-

1. dA I
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ble corporations and primarily only to the larger ones--ought to be immediately
repealed. On the other hand, depreciations ought to be made more flexible, for
those corporations so desiring, so as to facilitate their modernization and ex-
pansion programs.

All other specialized loopholes and favoritisms ought to be eliminated, thus,
according to a statement issued by the U.S. Treasury several years ago, resulting
in increased income tax collections each year of some $40,000,000,000.00-which
could finance other much needed programs to improve the security of more
Americans.

As desirable as are all specialized programs designed toward the solution of
various group problems in our country, I am convinced that the adoption of the
above-outlined taxation changes would enable much faster progress to be made
toward the elimination of relative illiteracy, poverty and unemployment, with
their concomitant maladjustments. Civil rights problems, e.g., would gradually
fade away, with much more effective education, vocational training and useful
employment for many more disadvantaged Americans.

My own lifetime of activities--primarily toward the attainment of specialized
solutions for the varied problems of America's disabled veterans and handi-
capped civilians-much as has been thereby accomplished, gradually impelled
me to become convinced that infinitely speedier progress toward their solution
could have been, and can be, accomplished by more generalized programs toward
the conservation and development of America's natural resurces and the health
and happiness of all Americans. Specialized programs to improve the welfare
of special groups, effected at the expense of other groups, should be replaced by
generalized programs designed for the benefit of all Americans, with the realiza-
tion that we are all interdependent.

Incidentally, as an unemployed, wounded buck-private Marine of World War
I-who, since becoming chronologically retired, has developed an intense and
fairly successful interest in attaining capital gains--may I reveal that my own
personal income tax liability would be substantially increased by at least four
of the above-suggested tax amendments, if enacted into law. I am nevertheless
presuming to submit these suggestions-most of which I have not seen discussed
by any economists--because I am convinced that their adoption would thereby
generate a better life, for our sons and grandchildren, for all other Americans,
and, finally, for all the peoples on our "globe."

MILLARD W. RICE.

PRINTING INDUSTRIES OF AMERICA, INC.,
Wa8hington, D.C., October 5, 1966.

Re H.R. 17607-Suspension of investment credit and accelerated depreciation of
real property.

Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Printing Industries of America, Inc. is the largest
national trade association of the commercial printing industry, an industry that
Is composed of more than thirty-five thousand small business establishments from
coast to coast, and is ranked as seventh in total dollar payroll. Despite its high
ranking among manufacturing industries, printing is still primarily a craft indus-
try with approximately eighty-one percent (nearly 29,000 plants) having fewer
than twenty employees per plant. We of PIA agree that steps must be taken to
stop the inflationary spiral. We are concerned, however, that the tax changes
under consideration may bring about unanticipated and unintended results which
will be detrimental to the economy.

In the event, however, the proposed suspensions are adopted, we plead for a
fairer and more equitable treatment than that approved by the House of Repre-
sentatives for any taxpayer who, acting in reliance on existing law, has adopted
a course of action from which he cannot withdraw without substantial adverse
economic consequences.

We present the following points for your consideration:
1. Equipment purchases and plant expansion in the printing industry are

generally the result of plans carefully develolted over a period of time. Con-
sequently, in our industry, the cutoff date approved by the House in most
cases would not immediately stop the planned expenditures and would not
accomplish the desired result now.
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2. In many cases investments represent formal commitments to customers
which will require implementation even though actual purchase or construct.
tion contracts may not have been entered into by any determined cutoff date.
Certainly, a pre-existing binding contract requiring purchase of specific
equipment or expansion of production facilities, or both, to fulfill its terms
deserves as much consideration as one directly with a supplier of equipment.
In such instance the economic commitment is just as firm-and the loss of the
investment credit just as severe. The House Bill is vague and ambiguous on
this point. Certainly, in no case should the investment credit be denied with
respect to equipment which a company is specifically required to purchase by
pre-existing contract with its customer.

3. Without accumulated capital, many companies would be required to
replace the investment credit funds by seeking. to borrow additional money.

4. It is recommended that whatever actions are taken to curb the inflation-
ary trend, nothing be done to penalize those thousands of printing plants
which have made serious financial commitments based on their confidence
and reliance on existing governmental regulations.

5. Our industry has a serious concern that apparently there has not been
a detailed evaluation of the net effect on business conditions that will come
from the planned slowdown of equipment purchases, plant expansion, and
similar expenditures. For example, it is evident that new and improved
equipment reduces operating costs with an immediate beneficial effect on
keeping down product prices.

In closing we would like to emphasize that an early cutoff date, such as that
contained in the House Bill, will harshly penalize printers who have developed
plans and made customer commitments. Where these pre-existing commitments
exist, the printer is contractually obligated to proceed. Accordingly, an early
cutoff date will not carry out the purposes of the Bill; it will penalize the printer
because there is no way he can avoid the expenditure. If Congress deems suspen-
sion of the investment credit as necessary, we submit that appropriate provisions
must be made to protect the financial obligations of pre-existing commitments.

It is requested that this statement be included in the printed record of the Sen-
ate Finance Committee hearings on H.R. 17607.

Sincerely yours,
DONALD B. THRUSH,

hairwn, Government Affairs Committee.

STATEMENT OF EDMUND F. MARTIN, CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF ExEcuTIvE OFFICER,
BETHLEHEM STEEL CORPORATION

I appreciate the opportunity to present to the Committee on Finance this
statement setting forth my views on H.R. 17607, which provides for suspension
of the investment tax credit and the allowance of accelerated depreciation to
certain real property.

This bill responds to a request by President Johnson which has as its purpose
the reduction of inflationary pressures currently being generated In the economy.
Suspension of those provisions, in my Judgment, will not have that effect, since it
wVill reduce neither the demand for funds nor business capital expenditures In
the short run.

Many capital improvement programs, includIng the major ones now being
undertaken by Bethlehem, must be continued even though they are not formally
contracted for or have been contracted for only in part. New major programs
must be properly integrated with others begun earlier and competitive pressures
require that the efficiency of industrial facilities be increased as rapidly as
possible. A major project in steel and, I believe, in most heavy industry takes as
much as two to three years to complete. Thus, the hoped-for result of suspending
those provisions cannot be achieved for many months, if at all. Suspension of
those provisions might, in fact, have Just the opposite effect since completion of
programs now in progress would require Increased borrowing and that would
add to the strain on available funds and Ititerest rates.

The Administration has repeatedly assured the business community that the
investment tax credit is a permanent feature of the tax law and is not to be
turned on and off On thebasis of changes in the economic climate. Although the
President's proposal is that these tax provisions should be suspended for a limited
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period, prudent management, in making long-range plans, cannot assume their
restoration until that actually occurs. Even If the investment tax credit were
restored at the end of 1967, as provided in the bill, It could not be looked on
thereafter as a permanent part of the tax structure, and, consequently, desirable
forward planning would be Inhibited. Bethlehem's long-range capital improve-
ment programs would have to be re-examined, and some of them almost certainly
would have to be curtailed or abandoned.

It seems probable that that would be the case not only in the steel industry
generally but in other industries as well. The suspension of the investment tax
credit would thus tend to inhibit long-term growth of the economy.

Suspension of the investment tax credit would be especially unfortunate in
the case of the steel industry, which has embarked on an essential and major
modernization of facilities Unless this program can go forward rapidly, the
industry will not be able to serve the demands of its customers for more and
better products. Furthermore, It cannot hope to improve the country's balance
of payments situation by better meeting the growing competition of foreign
steel producers. The end result can only be a decrease in job opportunities
in this country and a deterioration of the industry's competitive position in the
world economy.

The House of Representatives has amended H.R. 17607 to overcome objections
that the bill, as originally written, did not square with the manner in which
business expenditures are actually made. To the extent that a measure which
Is wrong in concept can be made less onerous, those amendments are in the
right direction. However, in my opinion, their intent is not entirely clear nor
do they go far enough to reduce injustices and to prevent wholesale disruption
of vitally needed capital improvement programs.

Evidence that the Administration has recognized the urgent need to curb in-
flation is welcome. But, in my opinion, H.R. 17607 is the wrong remedy. It is
as likely to have inflationary as deflationary effects, and, even if its effects were
deflationary, they would occur too late to meet a current problem. In fact,
they might occur just at the time the economy most needed a stimulant.

If there is an immediate need to restrain inflationary forces, the effective
way of doing so is to restrain government expenditures, as the President has
proposed, and, if further restraint is required, to enact a special temporary tax
increase applicable to all taxpayers-individual and corporate.

STATEMENT Or AARON J. GELLMAN, VICE PRESIDENT (PLANNING), NORTH AMERICAN
(AR CORPORATION, CHICAGO, ILL., OCTOBER 6, 1966, IN OPPOSITION TO H.R. 17607

This statement is submitted in opposition to H.R. 17607, at least as It applies
to railway plant and equipment Investment.

North American Car Corporation is engaged primarily in the business of
leasing special-purpose railway equipment. Almost without exception, our cars
are leased on a long-term basis with North American maintaining the equipment.
A major portion of the new equipment added to our fleet each year is assembled
in our own shops at Taxarkana, Arkansas and Chicago Ridge, Illinois. Our sales
offices and maintenance facilities are scattered throughout the United States.

In recent years North American has been engaged in upgrading its fleet so 4s to
provide its lessees-and the railroads-with advanced equipment that fits into
the distribution system of the shipper in such a way as to minimize this total
logistics costs. The extent to which our fleet has been improved and modernized
in recent years can be seen from the fact that in the last five years North Ameri-
can has reduced from 57 per cent to 33 per cent the cars in its fleet over thirty
years of age. In contrast, by the end of 1966, thanks in no small measure to the
investment tax credit program, about one-half of our total fleet will be five years
old or less.

The bulk of North American's equipment is leased to shippers who have need
for special-purpose equipment. These shippers, representing most basic indus-
tries, are located throughout the United States and, of course, the cars them-
selves move freely over the entire American railroad system, distributing widely
the economic benefits which accrue from use of such tailor-made cars.

Just as North American Car has recently empha. 4zed fleet modernization as
a cornerstone of its investment -policy, so have the rail carriers themselves-
perhaps even more dramatically. An important result of such an enlightened
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investment program is that the railways of the United States have been experi-
encing a renaissance both of traffic and of earnings. The implications of this
turnabout in railway affairs transcend the railroads and their suppliers and
even the shippers that they serve. In short. this railroad renaissance is of great
significance to the economy at large, to producers and consumers in every section
of the country.

In a very real sense the railroad industry of the United States is every citi-
zen's servant. The cost of transportation is a cost found in every product or
service offered in the marketplace. When one considers inflation an evil to be
avoided by all reasonable means, one must certainly recognize this special
characteristic of the transport sector, producing as it does the "universal input"
to all products and services. Within the transport sector, furthermore, one must
recognize the critical and special position of the rail carriers--a position which is
"critical" because of the "inherent advantage" that railroads possess to produce
a great portion of the transportation renuired by the economy with the least
expenditure of resources-a position which is "special" because the railroads are
the only significantt mover of freight to have reduced their overall level of
charges over the past several years-even in the face of rapidly rising costs in
the factors of production required by railways.

As noted earlier, the railroads are presently enjoying a renaissance both with
respect to patronage and net income. But tlis renaissance has only just begun.
Moreover, it is clearly evident that improvements in rail performance and in rail-
road fortunes 'are closely tied to enlightened investment policies which find the
railroads recently putting more capital into plant and equipment than was the
case in most of -the earlier, post-war years. More significant still is the fact that
today's new plant and equipment embodies advanced technology-perhaps for the
first time in many decades of railroad history. It is in part because the railroads
and their suppliers were for so long negligent relative -to investing in truly mod-
ern plant and equipment that it is of special importance to the country that the
present rate of capital spending in the railroad industry not be diminished.

I believe it is a cardinal principle that anything that permits reductions in the
cost of producing transportation by the rail mode must be encouraged in the fight
against inflation. Therefore, at least one exception seems clearly warranted rela-
tive to the present bill and this relates to railroad plant and equipment if only
because of the contribution to the battle against inflation that railroads have
already demonstrated themselves capable of making.

One of the most bitter-and perhaps most valid--criticisms made of the rail-
road industries over the years is that they have been hide-bound and "sot in their
ways"; to the railroad industries is often attributed the quality of inertia, espe-
cially where modernization and innovation are concerned. This inertia is still at
work in the railroad industries today only now it is an inertia of movement rather
than of rest. We have indicated that the much-heralded and well-recognized rail
renaissance of today features and is dependent upon a new and enlightened In-
vestment policy as well as upon improved techniques of management and control.
An inertia of progress is building up which can keep the railroads moving upward
in terms of efficiency provided external forces do not interfere with the forward
thrust. As far as the railroads are concerned. I sincerely believe that repeal of
the investment tax credit would tend to reduce materially the railway industries'
incentives to invest in plant and equipment embodying the advanced technology
so long eschewed by the railways. I regretfully suggest that the Congress ought
to weigh carefully the proposition that the fight against inflation in the United
States is so effectively served by improved performance of the railways that it is
a good bargain for the country to leave railway incentives to invest undiminished
in return for the full power and vigor of railway managements being devoted to
further reductions in their own costs and a consequent reduction in rates.

When consideration is given to exempting rail plant and equipment from re-
peal of the 7% investment tax credit, it should also be clear that much of the
capital investment associated with the improved performance and fortunes of the
railroads is in fact made by concerns external to the railroads themselves. That
is, the shippers and railway equipment leasing organizations that are providing
large quantities of unprecedentedly efficient special-purpose rail equipment should
likewise be encouraged to continue, if not to increase, their capital investment in
railroad rolling stock. It is certainly indisputable that among the most signifi-
cant advances the railroads have made are those associated with the use of
special-purpose cars, many types of which the railroads do not directly supply to
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their shippers. For example, a large number of automobile rack cars used to
transport finished automobiles from assembly plants to consumer locations are
furnished the rail carriers on a long-term lease basis by firms such as ours. It is
clearly in the public Interest to support innovations of this kind because the
benefits of the reduced cost of shipping via this relatively new method of trans-
porting finished automobiles has been directly passed on to the automobile pur-
chaser and this, in turn, is importantly responsible for the automobile manufac
turers' ability in recent years to hold down auto prices in sharp contrast to what
has happened in most other product areas of our economy.

Again, virtually all tank cars are provided to the railroads by shippers who
may own or themselves lease such equipment and the tendency towards very
large, highly efficient tank equipment has led to substantially reduced logistics
costs for tank commodity shippers. Once more it can be demonstrated that such
rate reductions and consequent cost reductions to the producers and marketers of
these commodities have in large measure been passed on to the consumers. In-
deed, a disproportionately large part of the cost savings realized by railroads in
recent years have been associated with the Introduction of new, highly special-
ized rolling stock, much of which has been supplied either to shipper-lessees or to
railroad-lessees by firms in the leasing industry of which we are a part.

Let me cite one other specific case which is relevant to the chief point I wish to
make here. For the past several months North American Car Corp. has been
devoting considerable time and effort to the establishment of a pool of large cov.
ered hopper cars to be used exclusively for grain traffic. As you know well,
there has ,been a chronic shortage of railroad grain equipment, and farmers,
dealers, and others have suffered greatly as a result. I assure you we have
employed a number of innovations In developing our Grains West concept, as we
call it. Among these innovations are new cars, an extensive-and expensive-
electronic automatic car identification system with widespread communication
support to keep the cars moving, and a financial plan unique In the history of
our industry. Now the entire program is in jeopardy due to the pending tax-
credit suspension since the cost of financing Grains West which is an important
part of our total cost, would be significantly higher where the 7% tax credit
Is available. In short, by running our costs up through the higher money costs
we will incur if the 7% tax credit is suspended, we may not be able to keep the
price tag we attach to Grains West low enough to make it attractive for the rail
carriers who must subscribe to the plan. Note that the Inability to establish
this plan will deprive the railroads of a means for reducing their costs and rates
to the ultimate harm of the farmers and the marketers of grain and to the detri-
ment of the fight on inflation we feel capable of making If permitted to do so
through retention of such previously available incentives as the investment tax
credit.

All in all, it is therefore important that In exempting railway plant and
equipment rejuvenation from the temporary suspension of the 7% tax credit you
should explicitly recognize the necessity of maintaining such investment at a high
level whether it emanates from railroads, from shippers who invest in special-
purpose rail cars, or from the leasing companies who do likewise.

In conclusion, as a professional economist I would like to make two general
points about the specific measure you are considering.

First, much time and taxpayer money has been spent in the post-war years
sharpening the implements in the economists' tool kit-especially those iinple-
ments which improve the accuracy and increase the speed with which we can
take the pulse of the overall economy. Yet the administration witnesses failed
to cite explicitly what those in government responsible for such economic
analyses have to say about the present bill in general and, perhaps more Im-
portant, about the timing of its impact relative to the condition of the economy
when that impact is fully effective. At the very least, I would have expected
the administration to have anticipated such questions In its presentations
to you and I cannot help wondering whether such failure stems from uncer-
tainty as to the efficacy of this remedy based upon what the indicators are tell-
ing them or whether from disagreements among these economists as to what
state the economy is in at present.

Second, and related to the previous point, is the thought that the admin-
istration should certainly have borne the burden of proof that temporary sus-
pension of the tax credit really represents the most efficient means of reliev-
ing the inflationary pressures with which we are now plagued. The extent to

W, -
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which, the present package was not compared publicly with other alternative
means to the desired end is also frightening and makes one suspicious of the
"crash" nature of the program. We would feel much better about, this bill in
the general case had the administration been more candid with you and with
the business community at large.

ARMCo STEEL (JORP.,
Middletown, Ohio, October 4, 1966.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR SENAToR Lowo: I appreciate your courtesy In permitting me to present
a statement with respect to H.R. 17607. I also wish to extend my thanks to
the staff of the Finance Committee for their advice and assistance.

My name is William Verity. I am President of Armcp Steel Corporation.
A fully integrated steelmaking company with headquarters in Middletown,
Ohio. Armco employs more than 38,000 men and women throughout the United
States, and has steelmaking, fabricating and manufacturing facilities in twenty-
five states.

Let me say at the outset that Armco recognizes the need for prompt, effective
public and private action to combat inflation. We recognize that a temporary
tax increase may be required, bitter as that medicine might taste. We also
recognize that Government spending has a profound effect on tie stability of
our economy, and we salute President Johnson's assertions that the line will
be held on non-defense expenditures. We h*pe action will follow as a result,
both in the Congress and in the Executive Branch of the Federal Government.

Frankly, gentlemen, I do not recognize that the action represented in H.R.
17607 as being either prompt or effective in the battle against inflation. I am
gravely concerned about the effect of H.R. 17607 upon the future growth of the
steel industry. I am also concerned about the serious impact that enactment
of this legislation is bound to have on the mutual confidence between Govern-
ment and Industry which has contributed so much to our economic growth
during recent years.

The dilemma of our Company illustrates my concern on both points. Shortly
after the Investment Tax Credit was created In' the Revenue Code of 1962,
Armco Management began to translate our plans for .the latter half of this decade
into specific growth programs. We undertook a very substantial realignment of
our Corporate organization. We then outlined the kind of facilities we would
need to serve our customers in the late 1960's and. 1970's, and we identified the
technological improvements we would have to allow for if we were to reverse the
serious trend in steel imports.

We accepted at face value the statements by Congressional leaders and by
Administration spokesmen that the Investment Tax Credit and Accelerated
Depreciation were to be permanent parts of our tax structure. Our financial
planning was arranged accordingly.

After more than a year of planning, we arrived at a coordinated capital
improvements program. It called for a total investment of more than $600,-
000,000 during the six-year period from 1964 through 1909. To emphasize that
this is a coordinated program In which each succeeding development is linked
to the previous one, we have called it "Project 600." In April of 1964, after
obtaining the approval of our Board of Directors and our shareholders, we
publicly announced our overall plans and a target timetable for their completion.

Among the capital improvements scheduled were modernization of our
steelmaking plants in California, Kentucky, Maryland, Missouri, Ohio, Okla-
homa, Pennsylvania and Texas; improved facilities at our coal mines in West
Virginia, and new or expanded manufacturing and sales services operations in
Georgia, Kansas, Louisiana, Tennessee and Colorado.

When "Project 600" is completed, we estimate 'that it will provide at least
2,000 more permanent job opportunities wth-in Armco, and since basic indus-
trial expansion has a multiplier effect in creating smaller user industries, we
are confident the final result will be several thousand more jobs. In addi-
tion, the work already under way is providing employment for more than
4,000 construction craftsmen.

Gentlemen, I offer this background for the record because we at Armco
believed then--and we believe now-that such a program is in the national
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interest. It will provide greater Job opportunities for our growing population,
it will help combat inflation through providing more steel pr oducts, and It
will obviously improve our balance of payment situation. On that last point,
I am sure you are aware that the net dollar deficit as a result of steel imports
in 1965 albne approached one billion dollars.

I won't state that Armco would not have undertaken a capital Improvements
program without the Incentive of the Investment Tax Credit and Accelerated
Depreciation. But I can state with conviction that without this far-sighted
encouragement, the program would have been neither as comprehensive nor as
fast-paced. I am certain most of the other Steel Companies were voicing a
similar vote of confidence in the Integrity of this Administration when they
announced their capital Improvement programs.

Gentlemen, these past few years have been filled with examples of effective,
voluntary cooperation between Government and the Business Community.
Armco has been among those cooperating. Last year, acting on the urgent
request of President Johnson, our International Division voluntarily restricted
its dollar investments abroad, and substantially exceeded the commitment we
made to Secretary Fowler. We Intend to do so again in 1966.

Earlier this year, in response to the President's request that we scale down our
capital spending in 1966, we reported to Secretary Connor that we had been
able to reduce this year's capital! spending program from an estimated $215,000,000
to around $185,000,000. We did this In part by setting back the starting time on
a major facility for our Butler, Pennsylvania, Works. It would be especially
ironic if a suspension of the Investment Tax Credit and Accelerated Deprecia-
tion ends up by penalizing those companies who complied with the President's
request.

Let me assure you that I fully share your concern about inflation and high
interest costs. It is my conviction, however, that suspension of the Investment
Tax Credit and Accelerated Depreciation will not effectively halt Inflation, nor
will It make more capital funds available.

I believe there Is general agreement that the suspension would have little value
in skimming off excess dollars this year-and if my Company is any example,
it will have surprisingly little impact next year. The full weight of the suspension
would instead be felt in 1968, which may well be a period when the economy
needs a stimulus rather than a damper.

Even more paradoxical from our standpoint is the fact that the suspension
will worsen the money situation. Now that we have started, we are committed
to "Project 600," and we cannot reap its benefits until it is completed. We are
therefore compelled to go hat-In-hand to the banks for the extra funds we will
need as a result of the multi-million-dollar reduction in funds which otherwise
would have been available from the Investment Tax Credit and Accelerated
Depreciation.

It may seem logical to suggest that we postpone some parts of the program
until after the suspension period. The facts are that we cannot. Our moderni-
zation programs are so closely Interlocked that we cannot realize the efficiencies
of one Improvement without completing the next. An illustration of the com-
plexities of this program is contained In my statement on H.R. 17607 to the House
Committee on Ways and Means.

In closing, let me touch on a point which may seem unrelated to the question
of the moment, but which I assure you is not-the question of pollution abate-
ment. Earlier this year, several members of this Committee extended me the
courtesy of presenting to them our Company's Pollution Abatement Program.
I ask their forgiveness If I cover ground already gone over once with them.

During the next five years, Armco will spend more than $65,000,000-about a
tenth of our "Project 600" expenditures-to assure even better control of air
and water pollution In both existing and new facilities. Furthermore, we esti-
mate that at least $5,300,000 will be needed each year to operate and maintain
this expensive pollution abatement equipment.

Let me assure you that Armco will follow through on pollution abatement
as rapidly as we can. But I am gratified that Senators Carlson, Bennett, Mor-
ton, Ribicoff and Talmadge of this Committee-as well as Senators Cooper,
Lausche and Randolph-are among the leaders of bi-partisan efforts to recognize
such accelerated pollution abatement programs as being in the national interest.
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They have lent their prestige to Bills which would provide a greater investment
tax credit as an incentive for abatement programs.

My point is, gentlemen, that there are areas of vital national concern where
the investment tax credit actually needs to be increased. You certainly have
my full support in these efforts.

As a final comment, let me urgently suggest that the first step in an effective
fight against inflation is through examnple--specifically, through prompt and posi.
tive action to curtail the Federal Government spending spree on non-defense
programs. Desirable as welfare programs may be, this is a time for true states-
manship, a time for sacrifice, the time to lessen inflationary pressures by not In-
dulging in further deficit spending.

Thank you for your attention and consideration.
Respectfully submitted.

WILLIAM VERITY, Pre8ident.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD F. BARnETT, ESQ.

PROPOSED EXEMPTION RELATING TO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION AND
SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION LOANS

The proposal is that H.R. 17607 be amended to exempt property constructed,
reconstructed, erected or acquired in situations where on September 8, 1966 a
loan application was pending before or had been approved by the Economic
Development Administration or the Small Business Administration, pursuant
to which loan such construction, reconstruction, erection or acquisition takes
place.

This is comparable to the exemptions in the Bill as enacted by the House
covering situations where on or before September 8, 1966 a taxpayer has
embarked upon a project by construction or acquisition of property, or entering
into a contract for construction or acquisition. The same general considerations
for not withholding the investment credit and accelerated depreciation on proj-
ects already commenced apply. There are in addition, however, further com-
pelling considerations involved In the Economic Development Administration
or Small Business Administration project not present in the exemptions now
contained in the Bill, as outlined below.

The Economic Development Administration and the Small Business Adminis-
tration are engaged In the effort of encouraging, promoting and assisting small
business and the starting of industry in distressed areas. Each project is care-
fully studied, and only the minimum finances determined to be necessary are
furnished. Any major divergence from the pro forma financial statements,
proposed fixed assets investment and studiously projected performance of the
project upon which the financing is based could cause financial problems Jeop-
ardizing the entire project, with risk of major financial loss This loss could
constitute primarily the investment by the Federal agency and/or local Indus-
trial Development groups. The importance to the achievement of successful
operations, working capital requirements and other significant operational
aspects of the investment credit and accelerated depreciation is apparent. The
potential major diminution of essential working capital presents particularly
serious risk to such projects. It is clear that the success of careful project plan-
ning could be seriously jeopardized by withdrawal of the investment credit and
accelerated depreciation in effect when the project was instituted and
programmed.

The part played in these projects by local Industrial Development organiza-
tions in enlisting local capital in the attempt to raise the level of well-being of the
community is of particular significance. The frustration of such efforts after
a project has been instituted and programmed, often with wide local publicity,
appears clearly ineqhitable and undesirable.

It is respectfully submitted that the amendment proposed is desirable and
should be adopted. The type of project involved reflects in many situations the
carrying out of important Government policy in assisting distressed areas, which
should be encouraged rather than impeqed. The situations involved are not
inflationary and the limited number of projects involved represent minimal tax
revenue. Finally, unlike the other exceptions already contained in the House-
enacted Bill, the employment and risk of major Federal funds (as well as local
State and community financing) are involved.
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STATEMENT BY THE REALTY COMMITTEE ON TAXATION

(JOHN J. ABBERLEY, ASSOCIATE COUNSEL)

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
My name is John J. Abberley. I am a member of the Bar of the State of New

York and Associate Counsel to the Realty Committee on Taxation. This Com-
mittee is composed of representatives of the building construction industry, the
financial community and others with special Interest in the purchase and develop-
ment of real estate.

Our specific interest in H.R. 17607 relates to that portion of the Bill which rec-
ommends suspension of the use of accelerated depreciation to residential prop-
erties which includes urban renewal and slum clearance.

The impact of the proposal to withdraw the use of accelerated depreciation in
connection with slum clearance and urban renewal during the suspension period
may very well defeat the very purpose for which the proposal is sought to be
enacted. By discouraging new construction in this segment of housing where
residential space continues to be in demand, would be to inflate the price of the
presently available space created by the demand where there actually is a ready
market for such additional space. There are a host of other technical problems-
but then this is the drawback of most tax reform or tax change.

It would appear, Mr. Chairman, the selective approach chosen by the Admin-
istration is aimed at the real estate industry in this particular regard without
any consideration to other areas which have similar tax incentives; namely, the
27%% depletion allowance accorded the petroleum industry. At the same time,
H.R. 17607 will have an impact on employment in the employment of construction
workers with apparently no attempt to impose wage or price controls which
would have a much broader effect.

The House of Representatives H.R. 17607 should be amended so that the
suspension of the allowance of accelerated depreciation does not apply to prop-
erty used predominantly to furnish lodging or in connection with the furnishing
of lodging. This is in accord with the President's recommendation that the
allowance of accelerated depreciation be suspended with respect to commercial
and industrial properties, and at the same time is consistent with the policy of
providing incentives for the construction of residential properties, particularly
residential projects furnishing housing for low and moderate income families.
Urban renewal and slum clearance, and the administration's efforts in their
connection Will be drastically and adversely affected by the legislation unless
the suggested amendment is made.

There are a number of salient reasons why the suspension should not apply
to residential properties.
Need for housing

In the next 34 years, more housing must be constructed in the U.S. than the
total housing existing today. It has been estimated that the households in the
U.S. will increase at the rate of 900,000 per year during 1966 and 1967 and at the
rate of 1,000,000 per year during the years 1968 through 1970 inclusive. In addi-
tion, approximately 9,000.000 households in the U.S. were living in substandard
housing In 1960. In order to meet this demand for housing, 2,000,000 housing
units must be constructed per year so that the anticipated requirements by
1970 may be satisfied.

The trend since 1960 graphically illustrates the fact that a very large per-
centage of this demand for housing units must be satisfied in multi-family housing
projects. Housing unit starts in multi-family projects constituted 34.9% of total
housing unit starts in 1964, while having accounted for only 18.3% in 1960 and
only 10% in 1955. It is inevitable that this trend will continue and be accelerated
in view of the facts that the population growth in the megalopolitan area is four
times that of the population growth in the world, and that 125,000,000 Americans,
two-thirds of our total population, live in metropolitan areas, with 54,000,000
additional persons to be added to our metropolitan population in the next 20
years. If this legislation is to be applied to multi-family housing and to urban
renewal, it will have the immediate effect of causing a state of uncertainty
with respect to the plans and processing of urban renewal projects already begun
in some 800 cities in the U.S.

It is no answer to rationalize that the attractiveness of multi-family housing
projects as investments can be increased simply by increasing the rentals. In
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the first place, the real need for housing exists for the low and moderate income
segments of the population, such as for projects constructed under Section 221 (d)
(3) of the National Housing Act, as amended. In 1964, 174 out of 427 of these
projects were undertaken by profit oriented sponsors, most of which probably
would have no interest in such a project if deprived of the benefits of existing
depreciation methods which are a requisite to a reasonable return. A special
survey of completed Section 221(d) (3) projects made in 1964 indicated that the
median monthly rental for units in those projects was $80 while the median
annual family income was about $5,000 and the median rent to income ratio was
19.7%. These families can ill afford the high rentals which would be required by
the pending bill, even if the applicable legislation and regulations permitted them.
If the administration desires to severly curtail the construction of this type
of housing, H.R. 17007, if passed, will admirably accomplish that end.

New rnulti~family housing and integration
Inadequate income is only one of the reasons that many families live in poor

housing. Fifteen percent of non-white families with income of $10,000 per year
and over live In substandard rental housing in 1960 due to enforced segregation
and sinmllar reas-.ons. This situation is Improving primarily due to the new multi-
family housing projects, Including projects in urban renewal and redevelopment
areas. Integraton of a new multi-family housing project can be accomplished
without the violence, expense end problems attendant upon enforced segregation
in existing housing.

Urban redevelopment and slum clearance
There are approximately 1,799 urban renewal and slum clearance projects in

some 800 cities in the United States of America. A large number of these proj.
ects have been pending for many years, some for as many as 17 years. In a sub-
stantial number of instances, the local public agency has acquired and cleared
the land which now remains vacant. As a preliminary to the clearance of the
land, both the city and the local public agencies have expended millions of dol-
lars in the planning and Implementation of these projects, of which the federal
government ultimately will bear from 66%% to 75%. These projects were
planned on the basis of existing law, including the law and regulations con-
cerning the investment credit and depreciation methods. The effect of this bill
will be such that many of these projects will not and cannot be completed and
irreparable losses will be suffered by the cities affected, by the local public agen-
cies and by the developers who have already made commitments and expendi-
tures in connection with these projects, such losses running into millions of dol-
lars in almost every major metropolitan area in the U.S.
Urban redetvloptnont and slum clcaratx projects subject to land disposition

agreements
The situation with respect to urban renewal projects, which progressed as of

September 9, 1966 to the point where land disposition agreements, but no con-
struction contracts, have been executed, present the following special problems:

1. The land disposition agreements between local public agencies and the
developers relating to urban renewal projects, in general, contain provisions
which:

(a) Require the developer to make a deposit with the local public agency.
usually being 5% of the cost of the land;

(b) Obligate the developer to purchase the land, either as a single tract
or In parcels;

(o) Require the developer to complete drawings and specifications for the
improvements to be constructed upon the land, which drawings and specifica-
tions are subject to the approval of the local public agency, usually at various
stages of completion of the drawings; and

(d) Impose upon the developer the obligation to construct the new im-
provements in accordance with the provisions of the redevelopment plan. In
some instances, the land disposition agreement Is very specific as to the new
improvements, usually referring to cmpleted preliminary plans in those
instances. In other cases, the agreement may be somewhat more flexible.
specifying minimum and maximum numbers of dwelling units, sizes of units.
types of units, heights, bulk and other standards regulating the nature and
type of the new Improvements. In either case. the developer has the obliga-
tion to make the improvements.

Normally, these land disposition agreements will be subject to conditions respect-
ing the condition of title, feasibility, financing commitments, conditions of the
site, formal documents and closing conditions customary in similar transactons.
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2. The developer is committed to an urban renewal project when the land
disposition agreement is executed, both legally and practically, although actual
construction will not start for months thereafter. For example, the construction
contract usually is not executed until working drawings have been completed
and all financing commitments secured but prior to that time, the developer,
among other things, will be required to make commitments for the following:

(a) Architectural and engineering services, including landscape architect;
(b) Soil tests;
(c) Surveys;
(d) Feasibility studies;
(e) Public relations work;
() Model unite;
(g) FHA mortgage financing;
(h) Permanent loan;
() Interim construction loan; and
() Fine arts adviser.

In addition, the developer must bear its general and administrative cost and
expense, as well as incur substantial legal and accounting fees, throughout the
period. Thus, the developer must make a very substantial financial commitment
which can be recovered only If the project is completed.

3. Attached as Appendix A, a schedule relating to a specific redevelopment
project located in a major city in the United States. A large residential par-
cel included in this project is the subject of an existing land disposition agree-
inent with a developer. This project is representative of the approximately
1,799 urban renewal and slum clearance projects in some 800 cities in the United
States.

4. Attached as Appendix B is a schedule of costs already incurred to date by
the developer of the residential parcel referred to above, upon which a construc-
tion contract upon the first phase, costing about $20,000,000, probably will not
be executed for at least another 5 months. This schedule shows expenditures
already made in excess of $696,000. This Is representative of a project of this
type. Of course, this schedule does not take Into consideration expenditures com-
mitted but not yet made.

5. The economics of projects of this type are such that accelerated deprecia-
tion is essential to permit the accumulation of an adequate replacement reserve
and even a minimum investment return. If the pending 'bill eliminates acceler-
ated depreciation therefor, residential projects of the type outlined will be aban-
doned of necessity.

Suppose that property required to -be constructed pursuant to the land disposi-
tion agreement discussed above is not eligible for accelerated depreciation.
What occurs then? The results are:

A. The city will suffer irreparable darnages.-The city's loss, in addition to
direct losses resulting from the project, will include the adverse effect upon its
image and business economy resulting from acres of vacant, cleared, undeveloped
lnd in the very heart of the city, the development of which cannot be financed,
and the loss of very subsantial -tax revenue. which would be enjoyed by the
city if the redevelopment was completed.

B. The looal public agency will suffer irreparable damage.-The local public
agency may incur staggering losses as a result of the delay in disposing of the
land, both in terms of Increased carrying costs and in lower prices received in
disposing of the land. Eventually, these losses will have to be absorbed two-
thirds by the Federal Government and one-third by the city, or 75% and 25%,
depending upon the particular circumstances. The local public agency, over a
period of 15 years, has already expended millions of dollars in initial planning,
administrative costs, land acquisition and demolition. 7he legislative wisdom
in not only authorizing, but also in encouraging, this expenditure is open to grave
criticism if completion of the project is rendered impossible by legislative action
in depriving developers of the benefits of existing laws upon which the developers
based their commitments and without which such commitments would not have
been made. Every consideration dictates that the land should be disposed of and
redeveloped at the earliest possible date.

C. The developer wUil 8uffer irreparable damage.-The developer, in addition
to its loss of the $696,000 already expended, will lose at least another $194,000
(the deposit under the land disposition agreement) in the representative case
discussed herein and still will be subject to liabilities resulting from various
contractual commitments.

These results are neither equitable nor consistent with the policies of our
Government and the best interest of our citizens. The considerations for making

Ir *V'6ko
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the suspension inapplicable to property constructed pursuant to a land disposition
agreement of the type herein discussed are much more compelling than those
upon which the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives
predicated the equipped building rule and the lease obligations exception.

The suspension provisions of H.R. 17607 should be inapplicable to any residen-
tial property where a commitment, of the nature and scope of a land disposition
agreement with a public agency, was made prior to September 9, 1966.

To accomplish the proposal suggested, it is respectfully recommended that
the Bill (H.R. 17607) as reported September 26, 1966 be amended at Page 7,
Line 19 by adding the following language:

"(B) SLUM CLEARANCE AND URBAN RENEWAL PROJECT RULm-Property shall
not be treated as suspension period property if constructed pursuant to a
land disposition and development agreement executed by a local public
agency and covering land embraced in a slum clearance or* urban renewal
project assisted under Title I of the Housing Act of 1949, as amended, and
which land disposition and development agreement was at all times in effect
on or after September 8, 1966, whether or not such land disposition and
development agreement is subject to conditions respecting title, feasibility,
financing commitments conditions of site, formal documents and other con-
ditions customary in similar transactions."

and at Page 11, Line 22 after the words "(as defined in section 48(a))" and be-
fore the word "if", the following language:

"and which is not a building and its structural components which are de-
scribed in Section 48(a) (3), relating to property used predominantly to fur-
nish lodging".

The effect of H.R. 17607 will be not only to deny the investors-sponsors a rea-
sonable return upon their investment but also to make it impossible for the
owner to set aside and accumulate a reasonable cash reserve for the purpose
of making replacements to the property as it depreciates and requires replace-
ments.

To the extent that the proposed bill will reduce the depreciation deduction,
each dollar of additional rent will be fully taxed so much so that the net effect
will be the imposition of a substantial Indirect tax upon the tenant.

APPENDIX A.-Project time 8hedule

1st 8 years--------------

9th year-----------------

10th and 11th years-------

12th and 13th years--------

14th year:
2d month-------------
6th month
8th month .............

11th month...........

15th year:
1st month------------

2d month-------------

3d month --------------
4th month-----------

Designation of redevelopment area, completion
of surveys and studies and approval of redevel-
opment plan.

Execution of loan and -grant contract between
local public agency and the Federal Govern-
ment; approval of bond issue to finance local
share of project cost.

Trial court judgment rendered sustaining valid-
ity of the plan, land acquisition, relocation and
demolition programs commenced.

Appellate court affirmed trial court judgment;
condemnation of land accomplished; disposi-
tion program commenced; proposals solicited
on residential portion of project.

Developer submitted proposal.
Developer selected.
Developer granted 120-day period to negotiate

land disposition agreement with local public
agency.

Developer executed land disposition contract, re-
quiring developer to purchase the land and
construct new improvements thereon.

City council apd HHFA approved land disposition
contract.

Local public agency executed land disposition
contract.

Architect's agreement executed.
Basic concept drawing revision showing shape,

height and location of buildings, approved by
the local public agency.
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APPENDIX A.-Projeot time 8chdule-Continued

15th year--Continued
5th month ------------ FHA rejects form 2012 as filed by developer.
6th month ------------ FHA form 2012 resubmitted and determined to

be not acceptable.
10th month ------------- Issuance of FHA B letter approving revised FHA

form 2012, completion of design development
drawings, demolition of all buildings in project
area completed, and negotiation of terms of
basic agreement with contractor completed, al-
though contract not to be signed for several
months.

APPENDIX B.-Scchedu .e of co8ts incurred by redeveloper
Agregate

Stage completed coats
Selection of developer by local public agency --------------------- $46,000
Execution of land disposition agrement by developer --------------- 191,000
Execution of land disposition agreement by local public agency -------- 246,000
85 percent of completion of design development drawings and issuance

of B letter by the Federal Housing Administration concerning project
feasibility --------------------------------------------- 696, 000

AMERICAN GAs ASSOoIATION, INC.,
New York, N.Y., Ootober 5, 1966.

Re H.R. 17607.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finawe Committee,
U.S. Senate, Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: This letter Is being submitted in behalf of the American
Gas Association to urge the elimination of the substantial retroactive effect of
H.R. 17607 as passed by the House of Representatives last Friday.

As you will appreciate, construction projects in our industry are planned
months and even years in advance, are undertaken pursuant to authority of
federal and state regulatory agencies, and the date of the commencement of con-
struction is often dependent upon the acquisition of lan(I rights and rights-of-way.
We believe very strongly that where a construction project had been planned in
reliance on the availability of the investment credit, and where materials and
equipment which are an integral part of, or are necessary to complete, a project,
had been acquired, or a commitment for their acquisition had been entered into,
or where a binding construction contract for the project had been entered into, the
entire cost of the project should qualify for the investment credit.

In these circumstances, It is not possible for the taxpayer to terminate work
on an approved construction project, or to postpone it until a later date.

In our industry, the typical major construction project does not fit within the
provisions of section 48(h) (4) of the House bill, because no building is involved.
Similarly, section 48(h) (5) could be interpreted as not applying, because such a
construction project is more -than -the assembly of machinery or equipment, and
the work is frequently done by contractors. Therefore, we request that H.R.
17607 be expanded to include a "construction project rule" to parallel the "nequip
ped building rule." Appropriate language would be as follows:

CONSTRUCTION PROJECT RULE.-If-
(A) Pursuant to a plan of the taxpayer in existence on September 8, 1966

(which plan was not substantially modified at any time after such date and
before the taxpayer placed the construction project in service), the taxpayer
has constructed, reconstructed, erected or acquired tangible property nec-
cessary to the planned use of -the project by the taxpayer, and

(B) A substantial portion of the aggregate adjusted basis of all the
property of a character subject to the allowance for depreciation making
up such construction project is attributable to property, the construction, re-
construction, or erection of which was begun ,by the taxpayer before Septem-
ber 9, 1966, or a substantial portion of the materials, machinery, and equip-
ment necessary for such construction project was acquired by the taxpayer
before such date,

then all section 38 property comprising such construction project (and any In-
cidental section 38 property which is necessary to the planned use of the project)
shall be treated as section 38 property which is not suspension period property.
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For purposes of subparagraph (B) of the preceding sentence, the rules of Para-
graphs (8) and (5) (A) shall be applied.

Under this provision, where a taxpayer has committed itself to a construc-
tion project before the beginning of the suspension period but does not actually
commence construction until later, the construction work, as well as all ma-
terials and equipment which are an, integral part of, or are necessary to the
completion of the project, will qualify for the investment credit, even though
such materials and equipment are not acquired or under contract to be acquired
on the day before the beginning of the suspension period. Furthermore, where
a binding construction contract has not been entered into prior to the beginning
of the suspension period, but a taxpayer places substantial orders for materials
and equipment for a specific construction project before such date, or has
acquired a substantial portion of the materials and equipment needed for the
construction project before suchdate, the entire construction project will qualify
for the investment credit, including the balance of the necessary materials and
equipment and all construction costs.

Respectfully submitted.
HENRY W. ZIETHEN,

(Jhairra", Subcommittee To Study Proposed Tax' Legislation.

STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF HooKER CHEMICAL COUP. BY EDWARD W. MATHIAS,
TRAsURP OuroEn 5, 1966, REATIVE TO H.R. 17607

In passing H.R. 17607 dealing with the suspension of the investment credit,
the House recognized that taxpayers who had projects underway or contracted
for prior to the effective date of the suspension period would be unduly penalized
by such suspension unless adequate relief provisions were provided in the
Bill. The House dealt with this problem by providing several relief provisions,
notably the Equipped Building Rule and the Machinery or Equipment Com-
pletion Rule (paragraphs 4 and 5 of subsection H of Section 48) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954.

The Equipped Building Rule provides substantial relief to industries which use
conventional type buildings. However, in the chemical industry, and in other
continuous process industries, the Equipped Building will not adequately cover
the type of facilities currently being constructed. We believe that the concept
of a process facility should be included in the Equipped Building relief pro-
vision. A Process Facility in the chemical industry is made up of inter-related
components of machinery and equipment erected, generally, without protective
enclosures, at a particular site and designed as a continuous operating unit
to manufacture a product.

We, therefore, urge that the provisions relating to the Equipped Building Rule
be expanded to cover a Process Facility as described above. In other words, if
a taxpayer is committed to a Process Facility through commencement of con-
struction of the facility or through the execution of binding contracts, the tax
basis of the entire Process Facility should be considered as a unit in determining
its qualification status for investment credit purposes. The proposed revisions
to the House Bill would ensure equal treatment with those industries which use
conventional buildings to house their operations.

In order to accomplish this objection, the provisions of paragraph (4) of the
Proposed Section 48(b) of the Internal Revenue Code should be amended to in-
clude the term "Process Facility" in addition to the term "building" wherever it
appeals. In addition, we respectfully request that the definition of Process
Facility be inserted in paragraph (4) and the interpretation of such term could
be further clarified by appropriate examples in the Senate Finance Committee
Report.

We also urge that the Committee consider a revised test for qualification of
a Process Facility. In our opinion, the placement of binding contracts involving
10% or more of the aggregate cost of depreciable property constituting a Process
Facility or the commencement of physical construction should qualify the entire
facility for the investment credit.

We believe that the 50% qualification test of paragraph 5 of subsection (b)
of Section 48 with respect to an individual piece of machinery or equipment
is equitable. However, a project frequently involves a number of units of
machinery and equipment which in effect constitute an inter-related operating
unit. The placement of orders and the physical erection of such machinery and
equipment constituting the operating unit usually occurs sequentially. This is
true because of variations in lead time required for the delivery and fabrication
of the equipment and the physical problems involved in the erection of individual
units in the overall process flow. We urgd that an alternate qualification test of
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25% of the aggregate adjusted basis of all the property constituting such
operating unit be established.

In order to assist the Committee in the evaluation of the proposed revisions,
we are submitting herewith photographs, marked Exhibits A and B, of typical
chemical process facilities. We particularly direct your attention to the absence
of conventional type buildings, and to the obvious inter-relationships of the com-
ponents which constitute the process flow.

U44>
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ORAVATH, SWAINE & MOORe,
New York, N.Y., Ootober3, 1966.

Re retroactive nature of H.R. 17607 In certain lease transactions.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: Even though the House of Representatives substantially
reduced the retroactive effect of the proposed legislation in general, there is still
one type of transaction upon which the proposed legislation may have a drastic
retroactive effect, which we would like to bring to the attention of your Com-
mittee.

Under this type of transaction, investors agreed with certain lessees to pur-
chase equipment and lease such equipment at a fixed rental to the lessees when
requested .to do so by the lessees. From a literal reading of paragraph (h) (7)
of 'the bill, it would appear that this type of transaction is already exempt from
the bill since the lessor would be purchasing the equipment pursuant to a binding
obligation upon him -to purchase equipment and lease such equipment to the lessee
when requested to do so by the lessee. However, on page 22 of the Report of
the Ways and Means Committee on this bill, there is an example which would
indicate that the lessor is to be denied tha Investment credit in this type of trans-
action. This example states:

"* * * Thus, for example, if a financier has agreed with an airline to buy
planes and lease them to the airline when requested (whether or not some maxi-
mum Is provided), there is no binding contract as to those planes which were not
requested before September 9."

To illustrate the retroactive nature of depriving investors of the investment
credit in this type of transaction, an actual transaction is described below. In
this transaction, the investors agreed with a trailer operating company to lease
to the railroads of this country 2,000 piggyback trailers as such company re-
ceived orders from the nation's railroads. The operating company agreed to use
its best efforts ,to obtain such orders. The investors, in turn, entered into a con-
'tract with a trailer manufacturer for the manufacture of such trailers and their
sale to the investors when the operating company transmitted orders which it
received from the railToads. Under this arrangement, the investors must pur-
chase the trailers and lease them to the nation's railroads when requested.

There is no question that at the time the investors entered into this trans-
action they expected to obtain the investment credit, and -this factor was, of
course, taken into account when the terms of 'th arrangement were negotiated.
The rental that was 'agreed upon will not be changed If the investors do not in
fact obtain the investment credit. To pass legislation at this time that would
'take away the Investment credit in such transactions in which the investors are
otherwise bound to proceed is not fair or equitable, since such investors would
be forced to carry out a transaction without obtaining the benefits for which
,they 'bargained.

Passage of retroactive tax legislation is always harsh, but if the purpose of
such legislation is to produce additional revenue, it can sometimes be justified.
However, when the purpose of legislation is not to produce revenue, but rather
to slow down an overheated economy, retroactive legislation cannot be Justified
where its passage could in no way deter the consummation of the transaction.
In transactions such as described above, the investor is under a contractual obli-
gation to proceed whether or not he obtains the investment credit. Further-
more, since the amount of rental payable by the prospective lessees is exactly
the same whether or not the lessor obtains the investment credit, passage of retro-
active legislation repealing the investment credit would not defer
the lessees from forcing the lessors to proceed. Indeed, in this type of transac-
tion, there is a stronger possibility that the lessees will force the lessor to pro-
ceed than if the proposed legislation were not enacted, since the rental payable
would normally be less than the lessees could obtain in other lease transactions
where they could not offer the investment credit to the lessor.

It is recommended, therefore, that the proptyed legislation be amended so as
not to deprive lessors of the investment credit in situations in which they have
agreed to purchase equipment and lease it to prospective lessees at a fixed rental,
even though the lessees are not bound to proceed with the transaction.

Very truly yours,
CRAVATH, SWAINE & MOORE.
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STATEMENT BY THOMAS T. SNEDDON, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL
LUMBER & BUILDING MATERIAL DEALERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
On behalf of the 13,000 Building Material Dealer Members of NLBMDA, I am

testifying generally in support of the basic objectives of the House approved
measure, H.R. 17607.

As this committee may know our sector of the construction industry dis-
tributes the material and much of the equipment which goes into housing; to a
somewhat lesser extent we supply material for commercial and industrial build-
ings. We are closely allied with the home building sector and are among the
first to feel the results of economic or market changes in home building.

Without question home is hard hit by tight money and high interest rates; this
we know from our order books as builders reduce or discontinue their operations.
The demand and supply of interim construction credit and long term mortgage
money must be brought into balance with other sectors of the economy. For
this reason we find intense interest in H.R. 17607.

In the program announced by the President in his September 8th message
to Congress on Fiscal Policy and Stable Economic Growth, we find much to com-
mend; we particularly applaud the reduction in government expenditures esti-
mated in the order of $3 billion and the decision to withhold the sale ot certain
government securities on the extremely tight private money market to avoid
further escalating interest rates.

Thus, the thrust, as we have said, of the program of which H.R. 17607 is a part
we support; however, we find the inequities in a portion of the bill sufficiently
significant to cause our recommendation for certain changes. We deem the re-
sults of the bill in this certain respect inconsistent with the President's an-
nounced purpose of assisting in providing shelter for our people; in fact it would
work the reverse of such an objective.

We refer, of course, to the suspension of certain accelerated depreciation
alternatives as they apply to apartment construction. We urge the structures
for residential use be exempted from the suspension.

Please consider the following facts:
1. The home building rate currently is down by almost one-third from last

year: 1,064,000 was July's annually adjusted starts rate as compared to 1,611,000
In January this year. This low level is expected to continue for some months.

2. According to HUD figures multi-family apartment construction starts have
steadily decliped from 51.8 thousand in April to 28.8 thousand in July, 1966.

3. When for-sale housing declines during a period of high economic activity,
the demand for rental accommodations is correspondingly accelerated. This is
now occurring and will become more pronounced in coming months.

4. In recent years new apartments have accounted for approximately 37%
of our new shelter imput.

5. Revision of the present depreciation formula will discourage investors
embarking upon any projects they are not now irrevocably committed to build.

We submit that the application of'the provisions of H.R. 17607 to apartments
would be inconsistent with the announced purpose of the President's program
and would serve to inflate the housing market by discouraging the construction
of rental dwellings; as shortages, become acute rents would rise and thus
aggrevate the very inflationary situation sought to be cured.

We were relieved to some degree by the action of the House of Representa-
tives in recognizing the need to retain the 150% declining balance formula;
however, we believe the suspension of the double declining balance and sum
of the digits depreciation concepts is unwise in view of the aforecited decline
in multi-family construction.

In summary, we do not object to the suspension of the 7% investment credit,
or to the suspension of accelerated depreciation on industrial buildings as we
recognize the diversion of investment funds that has occurred due to the rapid
expansion in both of these fields.

We do, however, urge the exception of apartment buildings from the sus-
pension depreciation allowances and we encourage the prompt consideration of
other legislative steps of a more effective nature i.e.

(1) An immediate and meaningful reduction Jn Federal government non-
military expenditures and (2) general application of more equitable taxation
principles to siphone off purchasing power and thus dampen inflationary demand.

OCTOBER 6, 1966.
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THE DETROIT EDISON CO.,
Detro4t, Mich., October 6, 1966.

Re H.R. 17607-A bill to suspend the investment credit and the allowance of
accelerated depreciation.

Hon. RussEuL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: As Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer
of The Detroit Edison Company, I most urgently call your attention to an
inequity in H.R. 17607 as now drafted which discriminates against my com-
pany and other companies similarly situated. This results from the fact that
occasional, major construction in the utility field and a few other industries
is necessarily different from that of industry in general in that it must be
planned moh farther in advance than the usual type of construction.

The Detroit Edison Company is a regulated public utility engaged in the
generation and sale of electric energy in Detroit and Southeastern Michigan.
As a regulated public service company, we are required to render reliable
service at all times and under all circumstances. This requires extensive ad-
vance planning. In accordance with President Johnson's request, we have
voluntarily deferred about ten percent of our current construction. This is the
most that can be prudently deferred.

Industry in general needs from 6 to 24 months lead time for construction
of equipment and facilities. Much of. our equipment and facilities can be con-
structed or acquired with the same lead time. With respect to this type of
construction we most certainly agree that uniform application of the present
provisions of H.R. 17607 should apply.

The inequity that we refer to results in the case of major power plant con-
struction where the necessary lead time is from 54 to 60 months. Typically,
the commitment with the manufacturer for a nuclear or fossil fueled power
plant needed to serve customers in 1971 must be placed with the vendor in
1966. The manufacturer does not begin construction until 1969 and the equip-
ment is delivered to the utility in 1971. The placing of the order has no effect
on a currently overheated economy because it is nothing more than paperwork
which assures the utility a place on the manufacturer's production schedule
of the future. The manufacturer does nothing during the suspension period or
in the year following the suspension period. If an order of this type had, in
fact, been held up and not placed during the suspension period, the manu-
facturer involved would not buy less materials, his employes would not put
in fewer hours of labor, and the company holding back the order would not
change its requirements for borrowed funds during the suspension period or
the following year. Yet, under the Bill as presently drafted, the investment
credit will be denied for these expenditures oceuring in 1969 and later because
they are "pursuant to an order placed" during the suspension period.

By 1971 we should have attained a substantial degree of price stability and
there will be no reason for disallowing investment credits on equipment built
in 1969 and 1970 and placed In service in 1971. It is this highly inequitable
and unjust situation which we we call to your attention and ask you to remedy.

One way to remedy the Inequity cited would be to amend the present Bill to
provide that, even though an order Is placed during -the suspension period, if
manufacture does not begin until after January 1, 1969, or acquisition does not
occur until after January 1, 1966, and the facility is not placed in service until
after January 1, 1970, the property shall not be treated as suspension period
property.

It Is our earnest belief that enactment of H.R. 17607 In its present form will
result In penalizing certain utility companies and others in a manner not in-
tended by the President or the Congress. While it is not our purpose to question
the basic ,eonomic soundness of the general objective of H.R. 17607, we respect-
fully urge you to make such amendments to the proposed legislation as are neces-
sary to correct this inequity.

Extra copies of this letter are enclosed for use of Committee members, staff,
and otber interested parties.

Respectfully,
WALxu L. CIsLR,

Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer.
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.CONSOLIDATED EDISON Co. OF NEW YORK, INC.,
New York, N.Y., Ootober 4, 1906.

Re I.R. 17607.
Hon. RussaL B. LoNG
chairman, Senate Finanoe(Jofmmittee,
Senate Office Building, Washfngton, D.O.

DEAu SENATOR LONG: There is presently under consideration by your Committee
a bill, H.R. 17607, which would suspend the Investment credit and, In the case of
certain real property, the allowance of liberalized depreciation. The bill provides
that It physical construction of Section 38 property is begun or -Section 38 prop-
erty is acquired or ordered during the suspension period the investment credit
will not be allowed In respect of such Section 38 property-

(1) Unless the property was constructed or acquired pursuant to a con-
tract which was at! all times on and after September 8, 1966, binding on the
taxpayer; or

(2) In the case of an equipped building, unless more than 50% of the total
cost of the depreciable basis thereof is represented by the completed cost of
construction begun, or equipment ordered under a binding contract entered
into, prior to September 9, 1966.

Where the second condition is met, it is provided that the building so equipped.
and any adjacent, incidental depreciable property necessary to its -planned use
will be eligible for the investment credit or for accelerated depreciation. Where
a taxpayer regularly manufactures or assembles equipment -for its own use, the
credit is available If on September 8, 1966 it had more than 50o of the parts of
components of the equipment on hand or on binding order.

It Is submitted that these limitations are unduly restrictive.
An integrated industrial complex may necessarily embrace more than a single

building. Thus, adoption of a "building" as the unit for determining qualifica-
tion unfairly penalizes those taxpayers whose integrated operations spread
over large areas and utilize separate and distinct housings. For example, in
the utility industry a single plant or facility may consist of more than one build-
Ing with equipment or in some cases substantial equipment not housed in a
building. In these circumstances we believe that the basic unit should be
expanded to encompass a "plant" or a "production unit" or a "facility".

Furthermore, the requirement that 50% of the final cost of the depreciable
property be owned, constructed and/or on binding order ignores the realities of
current business practices, at least in the utility industry. There are many
steps which precede commencement of physical construction or placing of binding
orders. There are very real costs involved in the acquisition and clearing of the
site, in the arrangements for financing, in architectural design and in engineering
studies, to list but a few. The substantial costs involved in these steps repre-
sent no less a firm commitment to a course of action than does the commence-
inent of physical construction or the entering Into of a binding contract. In
fact, the latter events are well along in the sequence of implementing a course of
action.

Many projects require a construction period extending over several years.
The commitment to the completion of the project may be definite and certain and
yet in normal business practice contracts will be entered into and orders will be
given for materials, components, etc. only as the time table of construction pro-
ceeds. Each facet of a project may have a different lead time. Once the com-
mitment is made to construct a facility, the step has been taken which should be
judged on the facts established by the commitment and not by a percentage of
firm contracts executed at any particular date or stage of completion of the
project. There is no economically practical way in which a project commenced
under a course of action firmly established as at September 8, 1966 can be termi-
nated or suspended.

This Company is presently engaged in work on a number of projects which are
at various stages of completion. "The ccnrse of action with respect to each was
entered upon in reliance on eligibility of the comi'leted facility for investment
credit and accelerated depreciation. The cash generated by the credit and the
accelerated depreciation is a necessary element in their financing and working
capital schedules.

There Is no question of the legal right of the Congress to suspend either the
Investment credit on equipment or accelerated depreciation on structures. How-
ever, it would be inequitable to do so where a taxpayer has proceeded well along
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in a course of action, especially when it is recalled that the Administration
continued almost to the last moment to deny that any suspension of the credit
was contemplated.

A rule permitting eligibility where there has been "commitment to a course
of action" should be substituted for the "Equipped Building Rule". It is, there-
fore, suggested that the language of proposed section 48(h) (4), as adopted by
the House of Representatives, be amended to read as follows:

"(4) COURSE OF ACTION RULE.-If, pursuant to a course of action to which the
taxpayer was committed on September 8, 1966 (wh'.ch course of action was not
substantially modified at any time after such date and before the taxpayer placed
the facility in service), the taxpayer has constructed, reconstructed, erected or
acquired a facility, then all section 38 property comprising such facility (and
any Incidental section 38 property which is necessary to its planned use) shall be
treated as section 38 property which is not suspension period property."

There is a further provision of the bill which also may give rise to inequities,
viz., the provision which requires the credit limitation to be reduced by the
full amount of the credit which would have been allowable on "suspension period
property" were it not for the loss of credit on such property. This provision
is reflected in the last sentence of new Section 46(a) (2) which is added by Sec-
tion 3 (a) of the House bill.

This provision may well have the effect of penalizing a taxpayer with respect
to property that qualifies for the credit despite the suspension rules, particu-
larly in the case where such taxpayer had other projects underway at September
8, 1966 which for various reasons do not qualify for the credit under the suspen-
sion rules.

In these circumstances it is respectfully submitted that the last sentence of
proposed Section 46(a) (2) be deleted so that a taxpayer would receive the full
benefit of credits on property that does qualify under the suspension rules.

Very truly yours,
JOHN V. CLEARY, Pre8ident.

STATEMENT OF MAURICE E. PELOUBET ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL SMALL BUSINESS
ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of the Committee:
My name is Maurice E. Peloubet. I am a certified public accountant and a

consultant to the National Small Bufiness Association, on whose behalf I am
now appearing. We 'are grateful for the opportunity to give you our view on the
President's proposal to suspend the investment credit, and to limit depreciation
on real estate, not qualified for the investment credit, to the straight line method.

It Is almost without precedent to find, in any one -piece of legislation, such good,
useful and praiseworthy purposes combined with such damaging, dangerous and
self-defeating means as are recommended for the good of the economy in H.R.
17607.

The purposes, control of inflation and Increased revenue, are generally agreed
to be necessary and laudable. The means proposed, suspension of the 7% Invest-
ment credit and the denial of the right to accelerated depreciation on certain new
buildings, seem to be not only ineffective for the stated purposes, but to have
side-effects on the economy that tend in exactly the opposite direction.

The assumptions on which this proposed legislation is based are:
1. That expenditures for depreciable property are necessarily inflationary;
2. That -these expenditures can be "slowed down" or cut off on short notice;
3. That unemployment will be neglible;
4. That the 7% investment tax credit can be restored at a fixed date, with-

out disruption of the economy or other Ill effects;
5. That the iOhysical rehabilitation of the productive facilities of the coun-

try, so badly needed after the Second World War, is now so nearly completed
that there is danger that excessive and redundant capacity will be created if
much additional capital expenditure is permitted or encouraged; and

6. That some means should be devised to increase the revenue of the Fed-
eral Government to cover the mounting Aefense costs.

All of these assumptions, except the last, are false.
As an alternative to repeal, suspension or reduction of the investment tax

credit, most businessmen would prefer an increase in, or supplement to, the cor-
porate and individual tax rates. Such alternative would be clear, simple, and
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positive and could be turned on or off, at short notice, with a minimum of damage
to the economy and without disturbing industry's plans and financing for a long
time ahead.
Are expenditures for productive equipmt inflationary?

A survey recently conducted by NSBA supports its position that the 7% Invest-
ment tax credit is not necessarily or predominantly inflationary. Representa-
tive corporations of America were -asked what percentage of investment in plant
and equipment made by their company during the current year, 'or scheduled for
the next two years, is anti-inflationary in nature.

An analysis of the returns shows that expenditures projected for the next two
years and the remainder of 1966 41ill produce these results:

Reduced prices for their products;
More successful competition with foreign manufacturers; and
A better use of our increasing limited resources.

A breakdown of these projected expenditures shows that-
Between 1/4 and % of .the expenditures will have little or no effect in curb-

ing inflation because of the nature of the expenditures (for example, neces-
sary replacements of worn-out equipment) ;

Between % and 34 of the expenditures are clearly and defenitely anti-
inflationary, in that these expenditures will make possible lower-cost, better
goods in greater quantity thus satisfying a great part of the demand that, in
-the absence of such goods, produces inflation.

The survey showed that the percentages of expenditures of individual corpora-
tions devoted to non-inflationary and price-reducing or maintaining purposes--
that is product improvement, cost reduction, offsetting rising cost elements and
the like as distinguished from mere increases in productivity or replacement of
worn-out equipment-varied from 13% to 100%. The average percentages ranged
as follows:

[Percent)

Range Average

1966 1967 1968 1966 1967 1968

General manufacturing and miscellaneous. 13-100 13-100 13-100 68.8 69.3 69.3
Iron and steel .-------------------------- 59-100 60-100 60-100 84.4 83.4 83.4
Petroleum ------------------------- 14-100 18-100 20-100 71.0 72.0 72.5
Nonferrous metals ----------------------- 60-100 60-100 60-100 76.0 76.0 76.0
Paper ------------------------------------ 60- 90 60- 90 60- 90 74.0 74.0 74.0
Chemicals ------------------------------- 50-100 60-100 50-100 75.0 75.0 74.0
Food and beverages ...----------------- 15-100 33-100 27-100 69.5 68.7 66.2
Automotive, including agricultural equip-

ment ---------------------------------- 30- 90 35- 90 35- 90 73.0 74.0 74.0
Textile ----------------------------------- 25-100 25-100 25-100 71.0 72.6 70.2
Transportation ---- ....------------------ 70- 83 70- 83 70- 83 73.3 73.3 73.3
Tobacco --------------------------------- 90-100 100 100 90.0 100.0 100.0

General average ------------------------------ ---------- 72.6 72.8 72.3

Economic growth and depreciation allowance8
From 1954 to the present time Congress and the administrations of the past

twelve years have encouraged the growth of the economy. The accelerated de-
preciation provided for in the 1954 act and the investment credit and the guide-
line depreciation procedures of 1962 provided a useful and effective, if not per-
fect, depreciation structure.

The economy responded with a healthy growth and businessmen began to think
there was some permanency and stability to the depreciation structure. They
were especially encouraged by the changes in the guidelines in 1965 which effec-
tively postponed the application of the complicated and burdensome reserve ratio
test for the right to use guideline depreciation.

The vulnerability of the guideline structure was well understood. It could be
rescinded and destroyed by the Treasury Department without notice, without
hearings, and without any possibility of appeal. Until the present time no at-
tempts were made to repeal depreciation provisions which appeared to be firmly
based on actual statutes. Such action was considered unthinkable. Now there
are widespread doubts.
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The guideline depreciation system is in somewhat the same position as a person
suffering from a type of cancer which is concealed and not painful for some time
but which gradually becomes more irritating until it is discovered that it has pro-
liferated to the extent that the patient is incurable.

The reserve ratio is this cancer. For three years its effects were completely
concealed. Then, as they began to appear, their malignancy was denied and cer-
tain palliatives were applied. Once more the malignancy was masked and busi-
nessmen were asked to act as if it did not exist.

If the application of the reserve ratio is persisted in, it will drive the economy
back into the position it was in from the end of the Second World War to the
early 1950's. Its lifeblood was drained away in those years by insufficient depre-
ciation allowances forcing the economy to operate with inefficient and obsolete
equipment and by the payment of what was a capital levy in the guise of a cor-
porate income tax.

Fortunately this condition was recognized in time and the economic anemia was
relieved by the injections of life-giving increases in cash-flow produced by the re-
forms in the depreciation structure.

If we must suspend (and based on experience most assuredly no one knows for
how long) the 7% investment tax credit and must witness the start of the ero-
sion of the accelerated depreciation methods, the businessman should at least be
relieved from the twin dangers of the abolition of the guideline depreciation
methods by unilateral decree of the Treasury Department and its subtler, but no
less certain, destruction by the future application of the reserve ratio.

Giving guideline depreciation a statutory basis and eliminating the reserve
ratio will do this. It will cause no present loss of revenue and, if the representa-
tions of the Treasury are to be taken at face value, it should cause no important
future revenue loss. It will give a measure of certainty and some assurance of
relief from future harassment by revenue agents, and permit a healthy economic
growth.

Delayed and partial effect of suspension of the investment credit
It has been brought out by many witnesses that any effect of the suspension of

the investment credit will be delayed and will apply to a part only of the capital
expenditures of the near future. It is difficult to estimate the magnitude of that
part and, therefore, the effect of the suspension.

However, the results of a recent survey by the National Industrial Conference
Board indicate that cutbacks in capital outlays would be reduced about 1.3% in
planned levels in the first half of next year and 2.8% in the second half if the
investment credit is suspended as proposed.

This was based on 522 answers to a questionnaire sent by the Conference Board
to 1,000 corporations. The difficulty of cutting back programs already under
way, although not necessarily falling within the ameliorating provisions of H.R.
17607 as submitted to the Senate, were emphasized.
Re abilitation of U.S. economy i8 not yet complete

As for the assumption that the physical rehabilitation of the economy has been
completed, Congress should look at the condition of the railroads and of housing
to see startling evidence that this is not so. Some improvement has taken place
but over-age machinery is still in use and our know-how and technical skills have
not yet entirely compensated for the advantages of lower labor cost in Europe
and Japan. Because we have partially re-equipped and rehabilitated the economy
is no reason for giving up the effort before the job is completed.

If the investment credit must be suspended, some reassurance on depreciation
is necessary -to Testore, in some degree, the shattered confidence of the business
community.
Amclioration8 of tlw uspension, of the fnve8tment tax credit

The Ways and Means Committee have ameliorated, to some extent, the harsh-
ness of H.R. 17607 as originally drafted. These changes are helpful but inade-
quate. The token credit, if this is to be allowed, should be $7,000 i4 place of
$1,050. This would permit $100,000 of property to be purchased which would be
of some real help to the smaller businessman %nd the farmer.

The provisions covering property on projects committed for, or authorized,
should be liberalized. Somewhat the same standards might be applied as in cases
where accumulation of earnings to avoid income tax (See. 531 U.S. Internal
Revenue Code) is alleged. Here the test is whether the taxpayer is practically
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and economically committed to expend funds alleged to be accumulated im-
properly. A firm purpose or intention, rather than a binding contract or some act
like breaking ground, is the criterion.

These ameliorations will not make a good or useful measure out of this bill
but they will, at least, reduce its Impact and may make resumption of the credit
possible with reduced economic disturbance and damage.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH T. KING, REPRESENTING ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT
DIsTRIBuToRs

This statement 'is submitted on behalf of the Associated Equipment Dis-
tributors, a national trade association composed of over 800 independent re-
tail distributors engaged In the sale, rental and servicing of multiple lines of
construction, mining, logging and road maintenance equipment.

The distributors in this industry are largely family or closely held com-
panies and by any standards are considered small business. Except for the
types of equipment sold and the class of customers served they are no different
than the farm equipment dealers who buy, stock, sell and service the products
of the manufacturer. they represent.

Except to a very minor extent members of our industry are not direct re-
cipients of the tax investment credit. Fixed assets-most of which is in
buildings-represents less than 8% of the average distributor's total assets.
Over 80% of the average distributor's assets are in receivables (27.38%) and in-
ventory (55.17%).

We opposed the enactment of the tax credit in its present form because it
discriminated against that segment-particularly the distribution industries-
of the 'business community with Minor investments in depreciable assets which
qualify for the tax credit.

We correctly predicted in 1961 that the enactment of the tax credit as pro-
posed-and enacted-would accelerate the trend toward manufacturer-owned
direct outlets and the elimination of independent retailers. The small closely
held retail corporation with relatively few fixed assets does not have access
to the capital markets and must rely almost solely on retained earnings for
additional capital to finance increased inventories and receivables to handle
expanding sales volume. The manufacturer with access to the capital markets
before the nactment of the tax credit had the advantage of securing capital
for these purposes. Congress by the enactment of the tax credit supplied the
manufacturers with additional retained earnings to add to their borrowing
capacity. If retailers cannot finance increased sales volume some manufacturers
have elected to open their own direct outlets.

The foregoing might lead one to believe that we now would like to see the
tax credit suspended. Strange as it may seem we now find ourselves in the
position of opposing the suspension of a law we opposed-not because our
original position was wrong but-because a suspension will be disruptive to
our industry during the suspension period.

With few exceptions construction equipment is a standard stock item car-
ried in inventory. The contractor or user purchases to meet specific needs after
he is awarded a construction contract. He does not purchase in anticipation
of being the successful bidder. The equipment must be available to meet his
spot demands.

The bill as passed by the House makes an exception for production machinery
and equipment-even though such equipment was not ordered prior to the start
of the suspension period-required to complete production facilities started
prior to the suspension period. It does not, however, except the purchases of
equipment required by a contractor ordered or purchased after the start of the
suspension period which he must acquire to fulfill his contract to build such
facilities.

To provide an exception from the suspension for the purchase of construction
equipment required to complete a facility started before September 9, 1966 would
not solve the problem confronting the construction industry. The seasonally
adjusted monthly rate of construction put in place well exceeds $6 billion.
Monthly contract lettings would-,be approximately the same amount. Approxi-
mately $2 million of construction equipment is sold monthly to support this
volume of construction.

;pV _j A - - -
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The time lag between the submission of bids, the lettings and the beginning of
construction vary from several weeks to several months depending on the nature
of the project and weather conditions. The result is that a large percentage of
the orders placed by the contractor for construction equipment to fulfill his
contract obligations are made either after the letting of the contract or after
construction has started.

The contractor in submitting his bid took into consideration the tax investment
credit on equipment purchased to fulfill his contract. After submitting his bid-
prior to September 8, 1966--and its acceptance-after September 8, 1966--he
finds that the investment credit is not available -because he did not order the
equipment at the time he submitted his bid. This contractor and thousands like
him did not anticipate that the Government would suspend whut was promised
to be a permanent part of the tax structure. The burden of this sulden shift in
our taxing policy will fall most heavily on those least able to bear it.

It is argued that the suspension of the tax credit will cool off the demand for
funds required to finance the current expansion in the capital goods industries.
Is this argument sound? Recent public surveys of the major industries clearly
indicate they plan to go ahead with planned expansions regardless of the out-
come of the proposed suspension of the tax credit. This, if true, merely confirms
our argument that the major manufacturing industries-with free access to the
capital markets--never needed the tax credit as an incentive to modernize their
productive facilities. We will admit that these major manufacturers were en-
couraged by the tax credit to step up their modernization programs. But that
should have come from their competitive genius and not from governmental
incentives.

The Government's incentives, if any, should not have been directed at the
major manufacturing industries but to those most in need so they might compete
with the dominant companies with ready access to the capital markets.

The proposed suspension of the tax credit is a broadside shot at a specific target
which hits innocent bystanders. The House Ways and Means Committee on
page 9 of its report cities th 3.1 percent rise in construction equipment prices
from July, 1965 to July, 1966 as evidence that demand exceeds supply. The
Committee failed to note, however, that construction equipment prices leveled off
in April of this year. Moreover the Bureau of Labor statistics make no allowance
for technological improvements that increase the productive capacity of construc-
tion equipment. You will note that in table 4 cited by the Committee on page 9
there was a 7.8% increase in prices from 1961 to July 1965 or approximately 2%
per year. This is about the normal average annual rate of increase resulting
from technological improvements and increased. productive capacity of such
equipment. These improvements are a major factor in stabilizing construction
costs in spite of mounting labor costs.

During the past 18 months the military and the Viet Nam joint venture enter-
prises have purchased large quantities of construction equipment. These re-
quirements have been met with relatively no impact on deliveries for- domestic
demand. In spite of domestic demands and requirements of the Viet Nam war
approximately one-third of the industry's production (exclusive of purchases by
the military and Viet Nam joint enterprises) is exported. If an industry can
make this kind of contribution to the solution of our balance of payment problem
it hardly adds up to a picture of "demand exceeding capacity." t

Whatever pressure there might have been on the industry's productive ca-
pacity in the past 18 months it is now slacking off. The large demand for equip-
muent to meet the crash construction program in Viet Nam has been satisfied.
Unless the war escalates beyond Viet Nam military requirements should be
limited to replacement units.

Total new private construction volume reached its peak in March of this year
with the seasonally adjusted annual rate of expenditures at $55.1 billion. It
has been receding ever since. In July total expenditures for new private con-
struction stood at $49.8 billion which is less than the 1965 annual level of $50
billion. Commercial and industrial construction in July 1966 stood at $13 bil-
lion as against the 1965 annual rate of $11.8 billion. It should be noted that
here also commercial and industrial construction has dropped from its peak of
$14.7 billion in March to $13 billion in July. This trend does not support the
advocates of the proposed suspension. It should be viewed with apprehension
if not alarm.

The suspension of the tax credit will have the effect of a delayed time bomb
the impact of which may come when it is least desired. The legislation as
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passed by the House will have no effect on construction started prior to the
suspension period. It will take from eight to twelve months for these con-
struction projects to phase out. In the meantime business (except the major
industries) will delay letting contracts until there is a certainty that the sus-
pension will not be extended. The largest drop in construction volume, caused
by the suspension, will occur between the phasing out of projects under way
and the start of new projects after the termination of the suspension. The drop
in construction volume will reach its low level about a year from now. It takes
some real crystal ball gazing to predict the state of the economy that far in ad-
vance. This is one segment of the economy that does not respond over night.
It takes months to slow it down and it takes months to get it back into high gear.
During these transition periods manufacturers, distributors and contractors are
expected to brace themselves against the delayed effect of this legislation.

In view of the current trends in construction volumes we strongly urge the
Conunittee to reject this proposal which will be most damaging to small concerns
that have enough trouble without having to adjust to sudden economic changes
resulting from legislation based on a premise not supported by current factors.

STATEMENT OF JOHN C. WILLIAMSON, DIREroR, DEPARTMENT OF GOVERNMENTAL
RELATIONS, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REAL ESTATE BOARDS, TO THE SENATE
FINANCE COMMITTEE IN OPPOSITION TO SECTION 2 OF H.R. 17607, RELATING TO
THE TERMINATION OF ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION FOR BUILDINGS

OCTOBER 6, 1966.
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am submitting this statement on behalf of the National Association of Real
Estate Boards, an organization of more than 84,000 Realtors who are members
of more than 1,500 local boards of Realtors in every state of the union. Realtors
are licensed brokers and specialists in the development and sale of improved and
unimproved real estate of all types-industrial, commercial, and residential-
who are members of this Association.

As responsible citizens and members of the business community, we are fully
prepared to share the burdens necessary to reverse the inflationary trends which
plague the country today.

I want to assure the Committee that our Association and its member Realtors
share with .the President and the Congress the grave concern over the state of
the economy which motivates consideration of this legislation.

The present state of the mortgage market has had a serious adverse effect on
all aspects of the real estate business. I can state without hesitation that since
the 1930's our sector of the economy has not suffered a crisis of the scope of the
one which we experience today.

We are concerned over Section 2 of H.R. 17607, which would penalize taxpayers
who own buildings used in their trade or business or used for the production
of income. This section would suspend until January 1, 1968, all forms of de-
preciation except straight line depreciation and the 150% declining balance
method. We commend to the sympathetic consideration of the Committee the
following reasons for permitting buildings to continue to use the depreciation
methods which have been permitted since 1954.

Only special purpose industrial buildings are entitled to the 7% invest-
ment credit. All other commercial, industrial and residential buildings are
not entitled to this credit. Furthermore, these -buildings receive no benefit from
the 1962 action of the Treasury Department revising its Depreciation Guide-
lines. 'he useful lives for buildings set forth in these Guidelines are as long
as, or longer than, the useful lives prescribed in the obsolete Bulletin F.

Buildings are entitled to the accelerated depreciation provisions enacted in
the 1954 Code. However, since the Treasury Department has never reformed
the useful lives which it will accept for 'buildings, this accelerated depreciation in
many cases merely produces an accurate reflection of the depreciation which
would be allowable, in the absence of the accelerated provisions, if realistic
useful lives were allowable.

Investors in the property now subject to the investment credit were granted
the incentives of (1) the investment credit, (2) shorter useful lives for deprecia-
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tion under the Treasury Guidelines, and (3) accelerated depreciation based on
these shorter useful lives. Of these benefits, section 1 of H.R. 17607 would re-
move only the first, the investment credit, and would leave the others undis-
turbed.

Section 2 is an entirely different matter. Section 2 would prevent the adoption
of accelerated depreciation (under the 1954 Code provisions) for buildings. This
is the only favorable tax change granted buildings in recent years.

American technology is developing at an increased pace each year. Because
of improvements in the design and operation of a building, the period of useful
life has become progressively shorter. The reserve ratio method for determin-
ing useful lives under the Treasury Guidelines is of no real benefit in the case

of buildings, since few taxpayers have the number of properties and the experi-
ence which would permit use of the reserve ratio method. The refusal of the
Treasury to reform its Guidelines in the useful lives of buildings has made ac-
celerated depreciation highly important in order to reflect correct depreciation
without expensive controversy with examining Revenue agents. The suspension
of accelerated depreciation would lead either to unrealistic low allowances
for depreciation or to expensive controversy with examining agents
or both. Such suspension can be justified only if it is accompanied by a simu-
taneous shortening of the useful lives which are acceptable for buildings.

It should be noted that the adverse effect of section 2 is not limited to the sus-
pension period. The restrictions imposed by section 2 would apply to the per-
son who constructs property during the so-called suspension period and would
apply to the property in his hands so long as he holds it, even after the suspension
period.

It is quite true, as the President stated, that private building has been caught
in the bind of tight money and high interest rates. For example, since April
of 1916. multi-family construction starts have declined each month, as follows:'

In thousand*
of units

April ---------------------------------------------------------- 51.8
May ----------------------------------------------------- 47.4
June ----------------------------------------------------- 43. 7
July ----------------------------------------------------- 32.3
August -------------------------------------------------------- 29.8

1 Preliminary.

These figures are particularly significant since there is a long lead time be-
tween a taxpayer's course of action which economically commits him to begin
onstruction and the actual start of such construction. Because of this, the

present -tagnatlon in the development of new buildings has not yet been re-
1l|(ted in the statistics. This decline iii the building industry is presently be-
ing felt not only by taxpayers who invest in buildings but by their suppliers and
workers

Since the building sector of the economy has already been hard hit by the re-
straints Imposed by tight money and high interest rates, the government should
not increase the severity of the recession in this industry by imposing tax
penalties.

The proposed suspension would impose a disproportionate burden of the anti-
inflation effort on a specialized sector of the economy already the object of
widening federal subsidies. I refer to urban renewal. On the one hand the
Congress is presently considering legislation-the demonstration cities bill-to
pour an additional $900 million into the cities in addition to the annual rate of
$750 million for urban renewal. Yet, under section 2. the Congress would im-
pose a penalty on sponsors of urban renewal projects. Without accelerated de-
preciation we anticipate a marked lessening of private sponsorship of urban re-
newal projects and a shift to non-profit organizations with a resulting increase
in the federal government's financial participation.

In our considered opinion, the enactment of section 2 would further depress
private investment in buildings. Section 2 singles out investors in real property
for a penalty which is unrelated to the in ationary problems at which the bill
is directed.

We urge the Committee to delete section 2 front the bill.

Housing Statistics-HUD. August 1906.
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STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF AMERICAN MACHINE TOOL DxsTIxunTOis' ASSOCIATION
IN OPPOSITION TO PROPOSED 'SUSPENSION OF THE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT (H.R.
17607)-OToBEB 0, 1966

(Presented by Mr. James C. Kelley, executive vice president, American Machine
Tool Distributors Association)

POSITION OF AMTDA

Other witnesses from Industry before this Committee and before the House
Ways and Means Committee have expressed and documented the reasons why
this legislation is not In the national Interest, why It will not accomplish its
avowed purpose, and why It will cause serious hardships to many individuals
and businesses. We do not need to repeat the case against this measure which
has been presented so effectively by the United States Chamber of Commerce
and many others. Our Association joined In testimony on behalf of the ma-
chine tool Industry presented by Mr. A. J. DeWolf to the House Ways and Means
Committee on September 16, and we continue to hold to those views.

We are filing this statement to draw the attention of this Committee to a very
narrow but very important point It is a feature in H. R. 17607 which, If not
corrected by this Committee, will result In a great hardship for customers of In-
dependent distributors and of others selling property qualifying for the invest-
ment credit but who do not themselves manufacture such property. This dif-
ficulty grows out of what we see as an unjustified and arbitrary limitation on
the "binding contract" provision now contained in H.R. 17607.

"BINDING CONTRACT" EXEMPTION PROBLEMS

The binding contract feature of H.R. 17607 (proposed Section 48(h) (3) of the
Internal Revenue Code) states clearly -that "to the extent any property is..
acquired pursuant to a contract which was, on September 8, 1966, and at all
times -thereafter, binding on the taxpayer (the purchaser), such property shall
not be deemed to be suspension period property." Suspension period property, of
course, does not qualify for the investment credit. The binding contract provi-
sion is acknowledgment, though far from a satisfactory one, that our tax laws
should not be changed retroactively and In a way which produces less favorable
tax consequences than persons and companies had a right to expect at the time
they made contractual commitments.

We have a great deal of difficulty with the "binding contract" language In the
bill. This is a term foreign to the businessman, particularly the small company.
A good shaTe of the business done in this country may not satisfy the niceties of
this legal language. The clouds of confusion and uncertainty which it will cast
over the business community must -be clarified. Availability of the investment
credit should not be denied to companies who, in good faith, have entered into
what are everywhere accepted as firm business commitments. We urge the Com-
mittee to consider the substitution of a "firm order" concept for the present
"binding contract" language. If such a change Is not made In the bill itself, It
becomes all the more necessary to clear up, In the Finance Committee Report, the
most serious defects and uncertainties whic.'x otherwise are inherent in the "bind-
ing contract" concept.

Our most serious concern with the "binding contract" provision in H.R. 17607
is not what the proposed law Itself states but what it said (and not said) in the
Report of the House Ways and Means Committee. According to the Report
(pp. 20-21) the binding contract exemption "does not apply to a contract with a
person other than the builder or supplier under which the taxpayer becomes
obligated to * * * acquire property * * *." And, at a later point (p. 31) the Re-
l)ort states again that a contract falls within the exception "only if it is with the
person who is -to construct, reconstruct, erect, or supply the property * * *."

The question which this language raises in our minds is whether a contract
between a distributor and his customer for the sale of a machine tool or a con-
tract between a machine tool builder and a distributor under which the distribu-
tor is committed to take a machine tool for resale to his customer can come
within the binding contract exemption. Certainly there Is no reason why such
contractual arrangements should not qualify. These commitments are entitled
to the same respect as those between a machine tool builder and a customer on
a direct sale. Certainly Congress does not Intend to discourage the conduct of
business through the independent distributor. "

We feel that It is essential to clear up this problem through clear and unequivo-
cal language In the Finance Committee Report that distributor-customer and
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builder-distributor contracts can qualify as "binding contracts." Our specific
suggestions to achieve this result appear in the Appendix to our statement.

There is no intention, of course, to qualify contracts between purchasers and
third parties not in the normal distribution chain--contracts with financial insti-
tutions or labor unions, for example, which may incidentally require the purchase
of property. It appears to us from the Ways and Means Committee Report
that these incidental contracts, not contracts with distributors, were the real ob-
ject of the restrictive language from the Committee Report quoted above.

TYPICAL MACHINE TOOL SELLING ARRANGEMENTS

To assist this Committee we would ike to give a few, short illustrations of
the typical firm commitments which exist in our industry. From the examples
themselves it will be apparent that in all cases the transaction is so complete
that, if the described events occurred prior to September 9, 1966, it would be
wholly inequitable to leave such a case outside the suspension period property
exemption.

Typically, the first binding commitment in the case of a machine tool sale or
lease takes place when the customer places his order with the distributor. Prior
to that time the customer's requirements and the builder's capabilities and
terms will have become known to all concerned through the distributor's knowl-
edge of and communications with both parties. The customer's order to the
distributor takes into account these preliminary negotiations and makes it clear
that a sale or lease will in fact take place. The distributor acknowledges this
promptly by placing the order on his books. In any realistic business sense a
binding contract should be said to exist at this point.

The machine tool builder, in these typical cases, may not be a party to the
arrangement in a formal legalistic sense. Usually the customer's order is
forwarded on to the builder for formal acknowlegment, although this is not
always the case. Some machine tool builders do not wish to place orders on their
books many months in advance of delivery. In these cases there may be a lapse
of time between the distributor's commitment to the customer when the order
is placed and formal acknowledgment by the builder. In any case, the deal is
made when the distributor receives the customer order and places it on his
books. The distributor and customer have committed themselves in this situa-
tion and, if they did so prior to the September 9, 1966, cut-off date, the Investment
credit should be available under the binding contract exemption.

In other situations the first commitment will be between the builder and the
distributor. So-called "general purpose" type machine tools which can be man-
ufactured according to standard designs without significant individual user
modifications are often covered by "stock orders" from the distributor to the
machine tool builder. The stock order enables the distributor tobe in a position
to promptly fill customer demand. In some cases the distributor will take physi-
cal possession of the machine tools and, in effect, hold them in inventory until
sold. In other cases delivery will be made directly to the customer from the
builder. In either case, when the distributor places the stock order with the
machine tool builder, the distributor is making a commitment for the machine
tools covered by the order.

We believe that it should be made quite clear that when the distributor makes
this commitment-and we are speaking here of an independent distributor and
not an agent or mere representative of the builder-a binding contract should
be considered to come into existence. It is true that the user is not yet a party
to the arrangement, but that really is not the question. A commitment between
independent parties in the distributor chain has been made and the inevitable
result is the prompt sale of the machine. Regardless of legal concepts, the
distributor must be considered to stand in the shoes of the customer in this case
so that the contract is "binding on the taxpayer." The investment credit must
be allowed in such cases, where the stock order was placed by the distributor
prior to September 9, for the distributor has committed himself with every
expectation that he could sell the machine with a credit. Any other result would
leave the distributor sitting high and dry and would be wholly unfair.

These two situations where the initial commitment does not involve both the
builder and the customer tend to be especially typical in the case of the smaller
machines and smaller purchasers. The larger, more complex, individually de-
signed machine tools are more commonly sold in a transaction in which the
builder and customer are parties. as well as the distributor. Such arrangements,
characteristic of purchases by the larger machine tool users accustomed to formal
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purchase documents, will in most cases satisfy the binding contract tests. It is
the small businessman who is most threatened by the inadequacies of the "binding
contract" test and who most needs protection.

FORMAL ACCEPTANCE PROBLEM

The Ways and Means Committee Report contains some necessary and helpful
language to the effect that a "binding contract" may be oral or written. This
is most important in the machine tool industry for, typically, the real commit-
ment occurs when the customer's order is received by the distributor following
the salesman's discussions with him. By this time the terms have been discussed
and the only question remaining is whether the customer does or does not want
the particular machine tool from the particular builder on the particular terms
available. The distributor will record the order promptly and notify the builder
(except in the situations described above) who will likewise promptly put the
order on his board.

Unfortunately, the Ways and Means Committee Report undercuts much of
the significance of the "oral contract" reference by requiring that the taxpayer
"must establish by appropriate evidence" that such a contract exists and by
referring to local contract law as the ultimate test of whether there has been
an "acceptance" on the part of the person who receives the order.

In the machine tool industry formal acknowledgment of the customer order
by the distributor and customer may take as long as two months. This is simply
a matter of paperwork. In every practical and reasonable sense a firm arrange-
ment exists and must be honored. It would be a very serious error to draw
nice legal distinctions in this area, to refuse to recognize the existence of a
"binding contract" until there has been a formal acceptance, or to leave this
question up to the vagaries of state law. The problems this would pose for tax
administration are almost beyond belief.

We urge this Committee, if the "binding contract" test is retained in the
statute, to make it absolutely clear in the Committee Report, by including lan-
guage such as that suggested in the Appendix to our statement, that a "binding
contract" does exist in the situations we have described. If the "binding con-
tract" language is not subject to this interpretation then it should be amended
by substituting a "firm order" or some other test more meaningful and under-
standable to the businessman. Only in this way can we have any assurance
that the independent machine tool distributor, his customers and the builders
whose accounts he services will be treated fairly and equitably.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion we wish to reiterate that, even with the limited improvements
we have suggested, this is not a desirable piece of legislation. It will be a set-
back in the drive which is just getting underway to modernize American industry
so as to produce more and better products at lower prices--the one real answer
to inflation. It threatens to produce yet another sharp swing in our historically
cyclical industry. No matter how much improved it will create numerous in-
equities and it is clearly a discriminatory piece of legislation aimed at cutting
back one segment of business which desperately needs to add capacity.

We do not understand the economics of this proposal and are forced to the
conclusion that it is really a political expedient aimed at holding off an an-
nouncement of a general tax increase until after election. We think it is most
unfortunate that politics should outweigh good judgment where such important
considerations are at stake.

APPENDIX TO STATEMENT ON IBEIIALF OF AMERICAN MIACIHINE TOOL DISTRIBUTORS'
ASSOCIATION IN OPPOSITION TO PROPOSED SUSPENSION OF TIlE INVESTMENT TAX
CREDIT (H.R. 17607)

SUGGESTED LANGUAGE FOR SENATE FINANCE CO.MMIrEE REPORT RELATING TO "BIND-
ING CONTRACTS" (SECTION 1 OF 11.R. 17607 AND PROPOSED SECTION 48(1) (3) OF
THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

1. Language making it clear that distributor-customer and distributor-builder
contracts can qualify under the binding contract exception:

"An enforceable agreement between a distributor and his customer for the
sale or lease of specific property, such as a particular machine tool, may qualify
as a binding contract without regard to whether the producer or builder of

69-765--66---27
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the product Is a party to the arrangement. An enforceable agreement between
a distributor and a producer or builder whereunder the producer or builder
agrees to set aside specific property which the distributor may later sell
or lease to a customer may also qualify as a binding contract, provided the
property is first put into service by the customer. In such a case the distributor
would be regarded as acting on behalf of his customer in entering into the agree-
ment even though the customer is not at that time a party to the agreement."

2. Language making clear that a binding contract can arise when an order
is received if the circumstances indicate a commitment at this time, regardless
of any subsequent formal acceptance:

"Whether or not an arrangement constitutes a binding contract is, except as
otherwise indicated in this Committee Report, to be determined under the appli-
cable local law. A binding contract may be oral or written. The existence of
an oral contract may be established by any appropriate evidence such as memo-
randa, the recording of the transaction on the books of the parties, or the con-
duct of the parties. The fact that an order has not been formally accepted or is
later formally accepted does not preclude the existence of ft binding contract
at the time the order was received if the conduct of the parties and the sur-
rounding circumstances establish that a commitment existed from that time."

STATEMENT OF DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, OCTOBER 6, 1966

The Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc. opposes the suspension of the invest-
ment credit because, in our opinion, the measure will not accomplish the de-
sired objective, i.e. immediate "dampening" of the economy. It will, however,
produce extreme hardship in certain industries that have taken, the Treasury at
its word and relied on the credit as a long range tax planning tool. Ours is such
an industry. We deal in inventory requiring from 1 to 3 years lead time so that
the impact of the investment credit is only now beginning to reap a significant
harvest from the seeds sown in 1962; 4 years is hardly a "long" time.

We fully appreciate the difficulties with which the Administration is con-
fronted in trying to maintain the country's economic equilibrium. We also under-
stand that the situation calls for immediate action-it is the form of that action
with which we take issue. Assuming fiscal restraint of the private sector is
called for (and many economists seem unprepared to make such an assumption)
we believe that the measure chosen-HR 17607-is calculated to distribute the
burden of fiscal restraint most unevenly among various industries. More funda-
mentally, as noted, it will ' ,t accomplish the goal of immediately dampening
the economy. The lead ttmri ! most industries-certainly our own-is such that
the impact of the suspension will be most profoundly felt in 1968 through 1970,
a time when our economy may call for drastically different action. From the
standpoint of our industry, snatching away the investment credit now will
inflict a damaging blow. If fiscal restraint is called for, a tax increase, in our
opinion, would not only be more calculated to accomplish the goal in a timely
manner, but will do so while more evenly distributing the economic burdens.

Lastly, the suspension undermines the future usefulness of the investment
credit. A significant factor in its enthusiastic use by industry is industry's
reliance on the credit's being a long range tax planning tool. Once the Adminis-
tration indicates that this is not the case-that, as so many have said, it is
merely a spigot to be turned on and off-it is doubtful that industry will place
the same degree of reliance on the credit in making its long range plans and
commitments. Most disquieting, in this regard, are indications that the termina.
tion date of the suspension period may be changed depending on the exigencies
of the conflict in V1ietnam.

If, however, this measure Is to be enacted into law, then we urge the Senate
to modify the proposals to assure that its harsh effect will be confined to the
period and purpose at which it was directed. Toward this end we have the
following recommendations:
Property delivered on or after January 1, 1V69

We believe that, as presently introduced, HR 17607 places a harsh and un-
necessary burden on industries which deal in long lead time items. Any measure
taken should accomplish, to the extent possible, the desired objective with mini-
mal inequity. Thus, if it is In the immediate future that the desired "dampen-
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ing" is to be brought about, not to make an exception for long lead time items is
to both unnecessarily inflict hardship upon industries which produce such items
and to possibly bring about a more severe economic imbalance several years
hence.

When viewed in this light, a cut-off date for long lead time items does not
express a preference for them; it merely recognizes that they contribute in-
consequentially, if at all, to the danger at which this legislation is ained. Ac-
cordingly, we recommend that property delivered on or after January 1, 1969
(a date one full year beyond the end of the suspension period) shall not con-
stitute "suspension period" property for purposes of this legislation.

Options
Options play an almost unique role in our industry. We doubt that they are so

regularly utilized in any other. We are quite certain that there is no other in-
dustry dealing with multi-million dollar units of inventory in which options are
so frequently used and play so fundamental a role in the economics of that in-
dustry.

Our Company has just undergone an expansion program of substantial mag-
nitude. It involved an expenditure of many millions of dollars and an employ-
ment increase which resulted In the Company's virtually doubling its size. A
fundamental consideration in our undertaking such a program was the business
which reliable standards of predictability indicated we would do over the next
3 to 5 years. An integral facet of these standards, and one on which we placed
great reliance, was the option contract which our experience indicated would be
exercised in practically all instances. There are suc-h options for 73 aircraft to
domestic airlines which come due during the suspension period; they involve
$400 to $500 million worth of aircraft. No industry could afford to overlook
these figures in shaping Its future development; we were not guilty of such an
oversight. We exl)ellded vast sums to meet the demands of the various agree-
mnents into which we had entered with our customers. We regarded these option
agreements as binding commitments in assessing our expansion needs; we are
certain that our customers too viewed these agreements In a similar manner in
assessing their long term position. Without these option arrangements, our ex-
pansion program would have been considerably smaller in dimension. If these
options are not considered to be binding contracts for purposes of this legislation,
we shall suffer a very damaging and inequitable blow.

The entire purpose of a cut-off date is to allow the benefits of prior law to those
people who havo committed themselves to a course of action before being placed
on notice of the new measure. This is the only reason why the date on which
the suspension period was to begin was changed from September 1, 1966 to
SepteImber 8, 1966. Equity demanded such action. We believe that option agree-
mnents which were entered into prior to the cut-off date should be viewed in a
similar manner. They are so viewed by the members of our industry.

Many of the liberalizing amendments made to HR 17607 in the House of Repre-
sentatives reflect a greater sensitivity to the day to day realities of the market
place. We ask only that in construing the binding contract provision, the laws
of our market place be given a hearing. Where, in the course of the day to day
operations of a given industry, the parties regularly employ options to transact
their business; rely on the fact that such options will be exercised in assessing
their long term capital requirements (and make expenditures based on such
assessments) ; then this is the type of commitment which the equity inherent in
a cut-off date is designed to protect. Moreover, where the purchase of airplanes
with a cost of many millions of dollars serves as the consideration for the
grant of an option to purchase others, this Is surely legal and the economic con-
sideration, the forfeiture of which will work a substantial hardship on the
affected party. We submit that this is clearly the case; that the cash forfeiture
position taken In the Ways and Means Committee Report is arbitrary, inequitable
and without basis in the law; that our customers have parted with substantial
consideration worked out in prolonged negotiations in the clearest sort of arms.
length setting and that to deprive them of the benefit of their bargain is to in-
equitably and unnecessarily penalize them.
In short, the customs and usages of our Industry indicate that an option is a

commitment; we believe equity can only be served if the proposed suspension
legislation takes cognizance of such customs and usages. We recommend that
for these purposes, options granted prior to September 8, 1966 constitute binding
contracts.
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Inventories
The omission of the words "by the taxpayer" after the word "erection" in pro.

posed section 48(h) (2) (A) of 'the version of HR 17607 reported by the House
Ways and Means Committee on September 26, 1966 changes the substance of the
original version of the bill substantially and unwisely. This means that as to
every item of section 38 property placed In service after December 31, 1967, which
was not ordered during the suspension period, the taxpayer will have to deter-
mine whether its physical construction commenced during the suspension period
In order to determine whether it Is eligible for the credit. This will create an
Impossible burden on taxpayers and the Internal Revenue Service. In many
cases, it will be literally Impossible for the taxpayer to determine when physical
construction of an item began. (In some cases, It will be virtually impossible
for the manufacturer Itself to make this determination under the vague tests
which, according to the Ways and Means Committee Report, are to apply under
the proposed law.) Moreover, to the extent this problem is resolved, there will
be two classes of most types section 38 property being included in dealers' stocks,
one class in effect acquirable at 93% of price of other. From the standpoint of
the purpose of the statute, there seems little to be lost by permitting manufac-
turers of section 38 type property to. manufacture items during the suspension
period (uncovered by orders) for sale after the suspension period with the invest.
meant credit to be available. It is unlikely that a capital goods boom would be
fuelled to any great extent by manufacturers' building excessive amounts of their
products for inventory.

Certainly, in an industry such as ours, where products are in a sense tailor-
made and cost substantial sums of money, we are not going to construct aircraft
on any but the smallest scale if we have no firm order for them. On the other
hand, unless we are allowed to build some aircraft for inventory, we shall be
forced to reduce our assembly lines and ultimately close them down, with a con-
sequent lay-off of employees and disruption of production, once present orders
are filled. We cannot Just keep people at the beginning of the assembly line
waiting around for post-suspension period orders. We do not have the financial
resources to meet such a payroll. To work such a hardship is not to dampen our
economy; it is to paralyze it. We urge that the words, "by the taxpayer" be
re-inserted at the appropriate place in the bill.

Since the legislation is capable of producing such severe consequences, meas-
ures should be taken to confine its effect to those consequences which are in-
tended, i.e., a dampening of the economy in the immediate future in a manner
that comports, where possible, with basic notions of fairness.

Accordingly, we do not ask for a preference for our industry. We merely ask
that the effect of the legislation be confined to the purpose and period for which
it was intended. The amendments we have recommended would serve to accoi-
plish this result.

STATEMENT OF OSCAR S. GRAY, VICE PRESIDENT AND TREASURER, NUCLEAR
MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT CORPORATION, APOLLO, PA., OCTOBER 6, 1966

Mr. C airman and. Merebers of the Coflimttce:
If the investment credit must be suspended now in order to reduce in-

flationary pressures, I am glad to note that H.R. 17607 would provide for an
extension of the carryover period for unused credits from 5 years to 7 years,
and a liberalization of the 25% limitation on the use of the credit.

These improvements alone will not, however, be meaningful for many smaller
capital-heavy companies, particularly in new industries, which have not shared
the general prosperity of recent years, and which are likely to have a particularly
difficult time in the foreseeable future.

While a 7-year carryover period will be sufficient to permit most larger
capital-heavy companies to use up most of their unused credits from past year,
it will be Insufficient to permit the less profitable companies to use much, if any,
of the credits which they have earned, before the credits expire.

The companies to which I refer. typicalkv in the infant industries, made heavy
capital investments when Congress sought to encourage such investments. The
public has benefited from these investments, and will continue to benefit from
them. (In our own case, for instances, we have helped bring about price reduc-
tions of 90% in the products which we produce-fuels for nuclear reactors-in
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less than ten years, and this has in turn led to developments which will bring
cheaper electricity to consumers and industries in most parts of the country.)

At the same time, profits have been so slim in some of these fields, such as ours,
that we have not yet developed sufficient tax liabilities against which to apply
these credits.

Yet this is the very type of company which will have especially severe difficulty
in coping with present economic conditions. Faced with the need to grow with
all expanding industry-or surrender their position to larger companies which
have no difficulty equipping for a developing market-but confronted with a
credit squeeze, high interest rates and labor shortages, these companies are not
likely to show earnings in proportion to their old unused tax credit'; even if
allowed a 7-year carryover of the credits.

Because of this unlikelihood, these companies would have difficulty in even
booking these credits on their financial reports, since they are more likely to
expire than be used.

A solution which would provide some measure of relief to such companies,
without being inflationary or affecting revenues significantly, would be to permit
an indefinite carryover of limited amounts of unused credits, much as Congress
recently provided for an indefinite carryover of individual capital losses.

An amendment along these lines is attached. It would provide for an inde-
finite carryover of not more than $100,000 of unused credits per year, and not
wore than $300,000 in the aggregate for all years. (These same limitations
would apply as an over-all ceiling to any group of companies under common
control.)

This would have no effect on revenues until 1970, if the 7-year carryover is
adopted generally, and the effect thereafter would probably be minimal. It
would also have no significant present inflationary effect. It would apply only
to past investments (or those arising afte-: .he suspension Is lifted). While it
may help some smaller companies compete more effectively for limited available
banking accommodations, this is not necessarily against public policy. A
stronger financial showing may also help such companies obtain equity financilng,
in which case funds may be encouraged into savings from consumption. Result-
ing increases in productivity would tend to constitute a counter-inflationary
benefit to the economy.

On behalf of the smaller capital-heavy companies which are in this position, I
respectfully urge that the Committee grant this limited relief in the form of
providing indefinite carryovers of up to $100,000 per year of unused investment
credits, restricted as outlined above.

Thank you kindly for your consideration.

PROPOSED INVESTED CREDIT AMENDMENT

Paragraph (1) of section 46(b) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relat-
ing to carryback and carryover of UI,.--ed investment credits) is amended to read
as follows:

"(1) ALLOWANCE OF CREDIT.-If the amount of the credit determined under
subsection (a) (1) for any taxable year exceeds the limitation provided by sub-
section (a) (2) for such taxable year (hereinafter in this subsection referred to
as "unused credit year"), such excess shall be-

(A) an investment credit carryback to each of the 3 taxable years preced-
ing the unused credit year, and

(B) an investment credit carryover to each of the [5] 7 taxable years fol-
lowing the unused credit year, provided, that up to $100,000 of a'ny such
excess for each unused credit year ending (ifter December 31, 1961, btt not to
exceed $300,000 in the aggregate for all suich unused credit years, may be
carried over to any taxable year following the wulfscd credit year, provide
futrther, that in the case of any con trolled group of corporations es defined in
section 1563(a) hereof the amounts which may be carried ovcr frout any
Unused credit year for more than 7 taxable years following the unusual
credit year shall not exceed $100,000 in. the aggregate, and the amiouit.,, so
carried forward from all such nuscd credit years shall tot exceed $.00.000
in the aggregate, among all the component members of the controlled group,

and shall be added to the amount allowable as a credit by section 38 for such
years, except that such excess may be a carryback only to a taxable year ending
after December 31, 1961. The entire amount of the unused credit for an unused
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credit year shall be carried to the earliest of the 181 taxable years to which (by
reason of subparagraphs (A) and (B)) such credit may be carried, and then -to
each of the other f7] taxable years to the extent that, because of ',the limitation
contained in paragraph (2), such unused credit may not be added for- a prior
taxable year to which such unused credit may be carried, provided, that credits

'which may be carried over to any taxable year pursuant to the provision in 8ub.
paragraph (B) (hereinafter in this Ab8eotion ref erred to as "indefinite carry.
overs") hall be carried to the earliest taxable years to whioh they may be carriea
after the application of all other investment credits whioh could be added it t0.e
ab8ence of any indefinite carryovers."

REPtUnLO STEEt, CORP.,
Cleveland, Ohio, Ootober 6, 1966.

Hon. RusSELL B. LONg,
(halhirnan, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAMMAN: I am writing on behalf of Republic Steel COrporation
to submit to you and the other members of the Senate Pinailce Committee various
comments with respect to H.R. 17607 as passed last week by'the House of Ropre.
sentatives to provide for a suspension of the inVestmentcredit and accelerated
depreciation.

Republic's position on this important subject is as follows ,
We applaud the motives of the Administration In recognizing the necessity

to do something about the inflationary pressures currently being generated
in our economy.

We believe the best solution to the problem is a substantial cut in Federal
non-defense spending.

To the - extent that such a reduction in Federal spending does not accom-
plish tho.desired objective we suggest a temporary, moderate income tax
.increase on both corporations and .individuals rather than a suspension of
the investment tax credit and accelerated depreciation.

If notwithstanding the foregoing considerations it is decided to suspend
the investment tax credit and accelerated depreciation, we suggest that the
suspension be effected on a basis which would be more equitable than that
to be provided under H.R. 17607,

In short, although we too are concerned about preserving the nation's economic
well-being, we do not believe that suspension of the investment credit and
accelerated depreciation 1 should be accepted as an appropriate- device~for assur-
ing this result. Wholly aside from the troublesome question of fairness to the
businesses affected by such a move (to be discussed below) the plain fact is that
suspension will not prove to be an effective treatment for the nation's economic
ills. Suspension would of course have no effect whatsoever in reducing the Gov-
ernment's non-defense spending, which is the fundamental Source of inflationary
pressures. But even when considered as a means for controlling private capital
expenditures suspension has substantial shortcomings.

If the investment credit and accelerated depreciation were suspended as now
proposed, the full effect would not be felt for some time-probably in the latter
part of 1967 or In 1968. Abandonment of a major capital project which is already
underway is so wasteful and dislocating that even such a bl6w. as loss of the
Investment credit should not be expected to have an appreciable effect on projects
already in that status. Accordingly these projects would continue to demand a
high level of activity from the suppliers of the new plant and equipment. Until
the supplier backlogs were substantially reduced (the backlogs of some steel
industry suppliers are extended well beyond a year), these projects would thus
continue to generate the inflationary pressures which suspension is supposed
to moderate. " I

, However,, in addition to questioning suspension because of its inadequacy as an
-effective economic control. device, we should also note that H.R. 17607 could itself
prove affirmatively injurious to the economy.

It is to be expected that suspension will result in deferring or abandoning vari-
ous projects which are in the planning Otage. However, there is a serious ques-

] Por convenience I will hereafter use the term "suspension" to refer to suspension of
the investment credit apd accelerated depreciation.
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tion as to Whether it isin the national interest to cause any delay in projects
involving new plant and equipment capable of producing better goods at lower
costs. This question is particularly troublesome in the case of the domestic teel
industry which needs a continuing flow of new equipment to carry on its massive
struggle with foreign steel companies for the domestic U.S. market. Suspension
of the investment credit and accelerated depreciation may mean that vitally
needed new facilities Will not be available in the steel industry several years
hence when they Will be essential to the nati6n's economy.

Although suspension undoubtedly will have a depressing economic effect, this
effect may come into operation at the wrong time in the economic cycle. As pre-
viously noted the significant impact of suspension will be delayed until the sup-
plier companies have depleted their present backlogs, at which time their activi-
ties would drop sharply. If as some business authorities expect the U.S. economy
will have turned downward by that time, suspension would thus operate to
augment the depressing factors alread nce. Moreover, It should be
recognized that suspension woul le -o defer an rgence in the capital
supply area until some time a liably after January 1, 1 This is so because
(a) HR. 17607 discourage e placing of any new orders un fter December
81, 1967 and (b) in the se of major capital projects there is a stantial lag
between the time whe project Is approved a d released for deta l engineer-
Ing work and the ti when the const auction s can n

Suspension may so directly co ue _to son e compani which
are committed to proceed with jor p ojets and h under the bil In its
current form wo d 'be dente o invest ent cr dit may, e forced to borr the
funds lost throilkh the susp usion, there y adding, ufjuther pr ure to infl ion
in the money nmhrket. ,- -/ *%h

In view of i1l the foregoing factors "ifq tion le whe er Il.R. 17607 lll
provide a satisfactory solution to the o n'sconom problems. \Moreover, e
respectfully abmit that there is ano rflmportant fa or hich should be tak
into account n deciding otherr a p o Ivsal~his nat r should bf adopted.

When the vestment redit"wT.s ei opigtaU co stlx.ed, objections we
raised on the ground that, if enacW inf~a4', e it wou1-b manipulat
for economic ontrol- purposes. ThJ allegatio wa nied at the time and t e
credit was a opted with the assu ce that u b a permanent part f
of the r t y. structure. As repctintly In ru tlt&.Xear the lecreta y
of the Trea , strucated at 'The in .s in emaed t Is a sthe eong-ra e
measure whic t provides expansion an odern action o our productve
capacity.,, n e to the. odern a of p

We would not eny to the -Yederal-Ooyernm nt the right to'change itshInd
for whatever rea ns it may d~emn to be acc table n tle" national h) erest.
We also believe, ho ver, that bastc-eonsideratiohs of f (& z6ss should co trol the
exercise of such right. 'Industry 'across ti4-country has made capital 13 estment
plans in reliance on ass nces as to the permanence of the investmen !redit. Ac-
cordingly it is to be hope hat in weighting the legislative propo)El in question
Congress 'will give special sideration to the manner in Ich suspension
would affect the industrial com Ity.

iYhe House of Representatives In s special c lon for
fair play by adopting several exception which wotild reduce in pa t nequi-
ties inherent in the original bill. It is evident that the Ways and 'f2Lits Com-
mittee conscientiously undertook the obligation of attempting to provide fdr
equitable treatment of companies which' had commenced capital projects in
reliance on the investment credit. The Committee made a diligent effort to find
a way in which a single piece of legislation could accomplish several different and
somewhat incompatible considerations-namely, (a) suspension of the invest-
ment credit on a basis which is (b) fair to the industrial community and (c)
feasible'from the standpoint of the administration of the tax laws.

The accommodation of these diverse interests is unquestionably a most difficult
undertaking. We submit that the existence of this important and troublesome
conflict 'should 'be carefully considered in determining whether on an overall
basis a legislative piopo.al containing the infirmities previously mentioned
should be adopted. However, if notwithstanding all its adverse aspects suspen-
sion is to be approved, we submit that further improvements can be effected in
the bill as passed by the House of Representatives.

The House of Representatives Implietty recognized that the "binding con-
tract" exception, the only exception to be found in the original bill, would not
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prevent business from being hurt by suspension and accordingly provided addi.
tional exceptions in the so-called "equipped building rule" and similar provisions
relating to equipment.

The very fact that these additional exceptions were deemed necessary has spe-
cial significance, for in so amending the original bill the House was recognizing
that the impact of suspension cannot be viewed solely in terms of the contractual
commitments to which a business was subject on the suspension date. The plain
fact-recognized by the I-louse amendments-is that a company may be more
solidly committed to a project by noncontraetual developments than by a "binding
contract". Both as a matter of fairness and of logic, the corollary should be
statutory recognition of the principle that a company which had In good faith
undertaken a project prior to the suspension date is excepted from the suspen-
slon in respect of the investment made In carrying the project to completion.
Such a principle is not a novel one. In Section 722(b) (4) of the World War II
excess profIts tax law Congress saw fit to accord special relief in the case of-

"Any change in the capacity for production or operation of the business con.
sunminlted during any taxable year ending after december 31, 1939 a8 a result
of a course of action to whio the taxpayer was committed prior to January 1,
1940 * * *". [Emphasis supplied.]

The Congressional committee reports elaborated on the above-mentioned
statutory provision with the following statement:

"A course of action to which the taxpayer was committed may be evidenced
by a contract, the expenditure of money in the commencement of the desired
changes, or other changes in position unequivocally establishing the Intent to
make the changes."

The foregoing princil)le was not reflected in 1-1.11. 17607, however, and in its
stead the House adopted rules and tests which are undeniably arbitrary and
which will in due course inevitably work inequities throughout the business
community. Under the bill In its present form major benefits for the taxpayer
(or the loss thereof) hang in the balance depending on whether-

The taxpayer had begun construction of a building before September 9,
1066, and/or

Ti'he taxpayer could comply with the 50% test iII time "equil)ped building
rule" and in the similar rule relating to equipment.

The iih-ent inequity In these tests (as iIm any arbitrary determinations) is
that they operate mnechalically on a Go and No Go, white and black basis.
Coini lg close, even very (lose, do.s(l't (ount.

Jit this connection let nm respectfully state that I cannot be influenced by the
contmtion that IT.R. 17607 is merely following a time-honored pattern in utilizing
pinpoint nmathentmtical rules in order to make the law easier to administer. I
would point out that the matter under review hore is not a new tax but rather
is the withdrawal of a tax benefit on which business lind every reasonable right to
rely. In short, I submit that there is a special 11nd higher obligation to avoid
arbitrary and unequal treatment of taxpayers in time case of the withdrawal of
existing "pernmmint." benaeit s thanm in the case of the imnpositionm of neIw tax
legisit lon.

Several specific comments will explain why the two tests referred to above are
Colpbl, of' creating Inequitalble results I

In many Instances the commencement of construction test would operate to
magnify a minor physical event and invest it with a high significance for tax
purposes which is altogether unwarranted by tile realities of time business world.
While it is not Republic's immediate l)roblem, take as an example a modern blast
furnace, which may cost in the neighborhood of $30 million and requires months
of expensive and detailed engineering work -before construction can be com-
menced. Assume that the boards of directors of two different steel companies
approved appropriations for new blast furnaces in October of 1965, that engineer-
Ing work was promptly commenced, that on September 8, 1966, one of the coni-
panies had started to sink a piling and that the other company was planning to
do so in about a month. Since by these fortuitous circumstances one company
would have coml)iied with the commencement of a construction test (involving
a few hundred dollars for routine work lacking in any critical significance) it
would be entitled to a major tax benefltt which would be denied to the other
company.

The arbitrary nature of the proposed legislation is no where more evident than
in the 50% rule. If the total of the specified items is more than 50%, the tax-
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payer gets the Investment credit or accelerated depreciation on the remainder-if
less, even though 49.99%, the taxpayer does not get these benefits. It is un-
realistic to determine the rationale for this rule on any basis other than the
pragmatic one of having to draw a line someplace. Taxpayers will be hurt or
aided depending upon which side they happen to fall. Moreover, in various
borderline cases there is bound to be uncertainty, perhaps until even after the
project is completed, as to whether the 50% test will in fact have been met.
There Is always the unwelcome risk that with a test of this nature a taxpayer
will be able to -adjust and manipulate its costs so as to bring itself within the
benefits of this rule.

There may be a number of taxpayers which could 'have complied with both the
commencement of construction and the 50% test in various instances if they had
not honored the President's request earlier this year for a reduction of capital
programs. It would be unfortunate and inequitable to further penalize such
cooperation, particularly If the competitor who disregarded the pleas has met the
tests.

In conclusion I again raise the question as to whether the dubious benefits of
suspension call Justify its adverse consequences. IHowever, if notwithstanding
these problems Congress still wants 'to take this step, I respectfully suggest that
II.R. 17607 could be improved by eliminating its arbitrary rules and tests and
by providing an exception in the case of a taxpayer which had in good faith comi-
mitted itself 'to a project prior to the suspension date. I believe that the protec-
tion of the public and private Interests could be adequately achieved by a statu-
tory requirement (a) that prior to the suspension date the board of directors or
other governing body had approved the expenditure of funds estimated as being
sufficient to complete the project and (b) that work had already commenced
under a plan which specifies the scope of the project and the schedule for Its
completion. We believe that It is proper to give statutory significance to the
approval of the necessary expenditure of funds, since this is a decisive act which
will distinguish a program in an active stage from one which was merely In a
tentative planning stage. In addition we believe that the bona fide nature of the
actual undertaking of the project can be as validly evidenced by tile commence-
nient of engineering and similar work as by the commencement of physical
construction.

If, notwithstanding the foregoing views, this committee decides to adopt
the general approach contained in the House bill, we respectfully subinit that
elemental fairness requires that this Committee avoid drawing lines which would
enable certain industries, or particular companies within a given industry, to
claim the credit for facilities commenced before but finished after the effective
date, but which would deny the credit to other industries or companies In the
same economic situation, merely because the definitions as set forth in this
statute, or as explained in the Congressional Committee Iteports, are narrowly
dravn in terms descriptive only of the physical characteristics of a parliular
in(lustry or company. Accordingly we urge that in it further (conshderathon of
this matter this Committee should at the mininmn adopt a rule which would
umake It clear that where 1)hysieal construction of an integrated facility, such as
Republic's hot and cold 11111i, has been commenced prior to September 9, 1900,
then the entire investment in the collpleted facility will be enltitled to the lilvest-
mnent credit.

I wolud also 111ce to take tils opportunity to express our conclusion that tile
eXcel)tions it I.1. 17007 in respect of water and air pollution control facilities
should help to achieve the Government's objectives in those areas. Facilities of
this nature are,,o expensive and so non-productive from a commercial standpoint
that even tile limited lightening of the financial burden provided l)y the Investment
credit would have speelal significance front an incentive standpohlt.

I wish to express my appreciation for this Ol)portunlity to record our views on
tilis Ilportant subject.

Respectfully submitted,
T. F. PATTON,

OThairman and Presidenft.

2 Republic's Integrated fitellily Consists of hot and cold mills located In adjacent MIlld-
Ings (separated only by a railroad marshaling vard needle, by both mills), and i)hysic'lly
connected by an underground conveyor tunnel through which coils of hot rolled steel will
move from the hot mill to the cold mill. It is expected that 75 to 80% of Republic's
product from the hot mill will so move to the cold mill.

I ku K W"0V - % 1
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GREYHOUND LEASING & FINANCIAL CORP.,
San Francisco, Galif., October 4, 1966.

Re II.R. 17607, proposed suspension of investment tax credit.
MEMBERS OF SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
U.S. Senate,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

GNNTLEMEN: Your Chief Counsel, Mr. Thomas Vail, has invited me to submit
a written statement relating to H.R. 17607 which has been recommended to your
Committee by the House Ways and Means Committee.

My name Is D. P. Boothe, Jr. I am President of Greyhound Leasing & Financial
Corporation which is a subsidiary of The Greyhound Corporation. Greyhound
Leasing & Financial Corporation and its subsidiaries are engageed primarily in
the business of leasing of equipment to industrial and commercial users located
throughout the United States, Puerto Rico and Canada.

Our company has purclsed or Is committed to purchase approximately
$325,000,000 of equipment for lease to others under transactions which pass on to
the lessee, in the form of reduced rentals, benefits of the Investment Tax Credit.
Any proposed modification of existing Tax Credit laws is of vital concern to us.
It is not my intent, however, to attack the purpose of the proposed suspension of
the Tax Credit but to explain some of the major problems of leasing companies
which can be resolved without diminishing the effectiveness of H.R. 17007 that
has been recommended to thfs Committee by the House Ways and Means
Committee.

1. CERTAIN FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS

Among all categories of equipment leased by manufacturers and leasing com-
panles in the United States the most important, measured by dollar volume, is
probably data processing equipment--the computer and its peripheral equipment.
The large expenditure required in order to purchase such equipment, the risk of
obsolescence, and the desire of a user to maintain maximum flexibility to return
one machine and obtain another (without having to find a buyer of the first
machine) all combine to render the computer an ideal machine for lease rather
than purchase.

The dominant factor in computer leasing Is of course IBM, and its leasing
policies dictate to an extraordinary degree the leasing policies of other manu-
facturers of data processing equipment and independent leasing companies.

In recent years a number of leasing companies have started purchasing
IBM equipment for lease to others. These companies are willing to accept a
smaller return on their investment than is IBM. Their policy Is simply to
purchase IBM equipment and to lease at lower rental rates than those charged
by IBM. In general they offer all the services offered by IBM (including main-
tenance and service contracts with IBM itself) at a substantial saving to the
lessee.

Our company has found that the most enthusiastic response to this offer of
lower rents comes from companies primarily engaged in the aerospace and defense
industries. These companies comprise our largest single group of customers.
The more favorable lease provisions enable these government contractors to pass
on substantial savings to the Federal Government. It seems clear that the
government should not take any action which would place the computer leasing
companies at a serious disadvantage.

In placing an order with IBM the user is not required to stipulate whether
he will purchase or lease the equipment from IBM until the equipment is de-
livered. Lease arrangements between the leasing companies and a computer
user are always consummated after the order has been delivered. Although the
order will have been placed by the user long before September 9, 1966 a computer
leasing company may not have entered into a binding contract either to purchase
from IBM or to lease to the user prior to such effective date.

In order therefore to retain the Investment Tax Credit the leasing company
must, under the provisions of H.R. 17607, enter into a "long-term" lease. Because
IBM offers short-term leases, however, the leasing companies are usually forced
to follow the same practice. Under paragraph (6) of section 48 (h) of H.R. 17607,
although the lessee has ordered section 88 property prior to September 9, 1966,
his lessor cannot retain the Investment Tax Credit unless the two parties enter
into a "long-term" lease. The Report of the Ways and Means Committee states
that such a lease "must be for a term which Is long in relation to the useful life
of the property which is the subject of the lease".
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Paragraph (6) of subsection (h) in its present form has the effect of depriving
the leasing companies of the Investment Tax Credit although IBM, having en-
tered into a binding contract prior to September 9, 19060, would be entitled to
retain the Credit or to pass it through to the lessee. I am certain this favoritism
to a company which already occupies a position of near-monopoly was not
intended, especially since the equipment was ordered prior to September 9, 1066
and the principal purpose of H.R. 17607, to deter investment, cannot possibly
be effectuated.

Another major category of short-term leases is jet aircraft. Our company
alone has leased or is committed to lease approximately $150,000,000 of jet planes
under lease terms of 4 years or less. Such leases have played a principal role
in rendering possible the conversion to jets by local service and supplemental
carriers. The lower rents to these regulated airlines resulting from the reten-
tion of the Investment Tax Credit by the lessor and the operating economies
provided by jet aircraft will be passed on to the Federal Government in the form
of reduced subsidies or to the flying public in the form of reduce fares.

As in the case of computers it is often the practice of the air carrier to order
a plane and then to seek leasing or financing arrangements. , No useful purpose
would be served by depriving a lessor of the Investment Tax Credit if the equip-
ment was ordered prior to September 9, 1900.

There are other types of section 88 property which are often leased for reason-
ably short terms, but the two illustrations set forth above should suffice to
demonstrate the deficiency in H.R. 17607. The problem of curative drafting
is not difficult.

I respectfully suggest that paragraph (0) of section 48(h) be revised to read
as follows:

"(0) CERTAIN [FINANOIN] lea8e THANSACTIONS.-Where[, pursuant to
a financing transaction,3 a person who is a party to a binding contract de-
scribed in paragraph (8) transfers rights in such contract (or in the property
to which such contract relates) to another person but a party to such con-
tract retains the right to use the property under a [long term lease with such
other person lea8e for a sub8tantial period, then to the extent of the trans.
ferred rights such other person shall, for purposes of paragraph (3), succeed
to the position of the transferor with respect to such binding contract and
such property."

In addition I suggest that the Report of the Committee explain the meaning
of "substantial period" by citing the following example:

"On August 1, 1966, A enters into a contract with a computer manufacturer
pursuant to which the manufacturer will deliver a computer to A. At the time of
delivery A will have the right to elect either to purchase the computer or to
lease It from the manufacturer under the manufacturer's standard lease pro-
grain. On December 1, 1966, A assigns to B (a leasing company) his right in
the contract with the manufacturer pursuant to an arrangement under which B
will purchase the computer and lease it to A for an Initial term of 1 year with
options by A to renew the lease on a month to month basis at rentals substan-
tially equivalent to the rentals payable during the initial term. In reporting
taxable income, B depreciates the computer over a period of ten years. B suc-
ceeds to the position of A with respect to the computer purchased under tile con-
tract between A and the manufacturer."

Ir. DESTRUCTION OF SECTION 88 PROPERTY

It seems clear that property purchased during the suspension period 'for the
purpose of replacing destroyed section 38 property which was not suspension
period property should occupy the same status as the property so replaced. Our
tax counsel feel that this principle should be clarified in H.R. 17607.

I respectfully suggest that such an explanation be set forth in the Report of
the Committee or that paragraph (1) of section 48(h) be amended as follows:

" (1) GENERAL RULE.-Section 38 property which Is suspension period property
shall not be treated as new or used section 88 propertyCj, except for the purpose
of applying 8cotion 416(o) (4) and 47 (a) (41) relating to replacement property.

I am grateful for the opportunity to submit this statement and I sincerely hope
you will find merit in these suggestions.

Respectfully yours,
D. P. BOOTn1E, Jr., Prc8ldent.
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SIIIPBUILDRS COUNCIL oF AMERICA,
Wahington, D.C., October 6, 1966.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LoNG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate,
Wa.whngton, D.C.

-)LAR lil. CHAIRMAN: The Shipbuilders Council of America, on behalf of its
member companies comprising nearly all of the nation's private shipbuilding and
ship repair Industry, strongly urges that pending Bill, HR-17608, be amended
to exempt U.S. Flag vessels from the suspension of the investment credit.

From a iPosition of lJre-eilnience at the close of World War II. this Country's
merchant marine has gradually dellined to a point where today It Is inferior both
in number of ships and it the modernity of the tonnage available. Since 1952 the
*total nmiiber of general cargo and dry bulk carriers in the active oceangoing
U.S. Flag ilet has declined from about 800 to below (150. l)uring this same
period, the average ago of these ships Increased from 0.8 years to 18.6 years.
Unhss fast. and effective action Is taken the total nuniber of our general cargo
and dry bulk carriers will fall below 275 vessels within 5 years. This is in coii-
trast to a l)lpart iienlt of l)ete',so e.-tlmate of 504) vessels of these types as the
uoillte ini||hmum which inmst be available at all times for niilitary l)Urlposes titld

to met tile urgent requltreniemmts of this country's civilian economy under elner-
gen(y conditions. Yet lit the face of this truly desperate projeetion, the outlook
for e',ngressiutnal alproprihltlons for merchant shlpbtmilding in this fiscal year is
for funls adev(liti t to build only a s,all fra(tlon of that needed.

In furt her c(tIi.irast, the Soviet l'Iloi has forged steadily ahead and it Jan-
uary t)f this year tihe nuniber of ships on order for their fleet reached the hu::'
totlil of 500 vessels displacing 4.0 million deadweight ton,% while mir ordhrs
tot:I led onlly ,15 ships (tisplaeing a mere tenth of that, tollage. It is now becon-
Ing phi|in til even If tie Rus.sians (1o not "bury" us in the Indefilite future, they
will iissurc(ly "sink" us at sea within the next few years.

In the context, of these ficts any suspension of the Investment tax credit With
respect to the building of U.S. Flag shipping eems well-nigh Inconceivable.
The credit is one of tie few Incentives available to prompt investment in nw
ships and thus to supply privately what Congress and the Adminhlstr,|tton mu.st
otherwise supply from public funds. Today, U.S. private shilpyards are operating
a little nore than 50% capacity and practically no Inflationary consequences
should therefore flow from tlis stimulation. Investment encouragement minust lie
provided If this nation's inaritine "head" is to be kept "above water" in tle
years to colie.

'I'he U.S. lll,'lag shipping Induitry should be exenpted from the propos.c,!
8ispc lsion of the Inrestmcnt credit !

We request that this letter be incorporated in and naide a part of the record
of proceedings in the hearing on this bill.

Cordially,
EDWIN M. 11001). Pr4'ricnf.

KILORE AND KILGiORE.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

Dallas, ''cx., October 6. 196'.
Re 11.R. 17607, subsection (h) (3).
llon. Rt'ssr:t.i. B. Loxo.
Chairman, Senate Finance Conmnittee,
U.S. Senate, W1ashington, D.C.

I )'.\I StNA'rolt LoNol: I wvish to urge that a teclmii(al allenltlteit be made
to the above referenced provision of the pending bill iii order to avoid a serious,
and Inadvertent. Inequity. Many large corporations operating through a illl.-
corporate structure concentrate purelsing activities lit a single member of the
grotlp which perforns the purchasing funetlomns for the other members of the
group. Frequently the purchasing companies Issues Its purchase orders oi the
basis of infornal communications front its aifillates as to the requirements.
While a formal contractual relationship exists between the purchasing coin-
palty and tie Independent supplier It would be diffictilt or impossible to estaldish
that a blinding contract existed between the purchasing company and the
affiliated company for whose use the goods were Intended.

Since Seetion 48(h) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code as amllem(lod by 11.11.
17607 would require that there have been a contract "binding olt the taxpayer"
on September 8, 1966, a member of an affiliated group whose purchasing needs are
fulfilled by another member of the group would be denied the investment credit
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notwithstanding the fact that the purchasing member was. on Septemier 8,
bound by purchase contract entered into to fulfill the affiliated taxpayer's
needs.

Thus, for example, Company A has five wholly owned subsidiaries-B, 0,
D, 11, and F. Company B entered into a contract, binding it on September 8, 1966,
in anticipation of the known equipment needs of Company C. Company C did
not enter into any contract with Company B but merely communicated its needs
informally or its needs were known to Company B on the basis of periodic In-
ternal reports. C could not establish that there was any contract binding
upon it. Even though It might be argued that B was acting as C's agent it
would be very difficult to establish that C is bound by contract either to B or
to the individual supplier and the determination may depend upon (illicult ques-
tion.4 of agency law of the particular state, which, in turn, might raise dilffi(ult
questions of conflict of laws.

Since the purpose of Paragraph (3) of Subsection (i) was to prevent the
inequity which would have resulted from suspension of tile investment credit
it respect of purclase commitments entered into in anticilpation of the credit,
tile iere technieality above referred to should not result in forfeiture of the
credit. It is clear that had B and C been unrelated parties a binding contract
would have been entered Into between them and C would have been entitled
to tie credit. To grant C the credit under the circumstances, notwithstanding
the fact that It was not a party to the bin(ing ('ontra('t heween B fill(1 he
Individual supplier, would be wholly consistent with t1e lI)roSS of t he hill.

Even though, under the circumstances above described, It might le possible
to establish either a contract or an agency as the result of the parties prior
course of action, the taxpayer's position is uncertain. The question may be re-
solved in its favor only through litigation and the outcome of the litiluation
may depend entirely upon fortuitous factual situations and the peculiarities of
applicable local contract and agency law which are wholly Irrelevant to the
policy of the pending bill. In order to protect taxpyer's position it infay be
necessary for Company B to lease the particular equipment to Company C in
a transaction which is not in the course of its normal business dealings anti
whiel may raise a host of other legal or tax problems. Furthermore, the ulti-
mate; tax result nmy depend upon whether or not the group files a consolidated
return which is, again, irrelevant to the principle of the bill.

i suggest that it would be equitable and feasible to eliminate this problem by
anlehnling the bill by adding to Section 48(h) (3) the following sentence:

"For the pi~rposes of this paragraph a contract which was, on September 8,
1960. and at all times thereafter, binding on a member of an affiliated group
(within the meaning of S. 1504(a)) of which the taxpayer was a member on
that (late shall be deemed to be a contract which was binding on the taxpayer."

As an alternative, the proposed result could be accomplished by adding to
the transfers described in Paragraph (8) (A) the following:

"ii) a transaction in which the transferor and transferee were each, on
September 8, 1960, and on the date of the transaction, members of the same
affiliated group (within the meaning of 81504 (a))."

I will appreciate your urgent consideration of this matter.
Reslctfully yours,

WALTER W. Ba1UDNO.

IlItooos:i) AMENDMENT TO SEcTIoN 48 (i) (8) (A), AS ADDED BY Housr. BILL, To
ELIMINATE INEQUITY

It Is proposed to *dd a new subsection to Section 48(h) (8) (A) as follows:
"(ill) a transaction il which tile transferor and transferee were each, on

September 8, 1960, and on1 the date of the transaction, members of the same
affiliated group withinn the meaning of §1501(a))."

Under the Hiouse bill a company which hmmts entered Into a binding purchase
contract before September 8. 1)66 for equipment intended to be used by nil
affiliated company would be denied time investment credit if the equipment were
actually acquired by the affiliated company and the affiliated company may also
not qualify for the cre(lit. Many large multiple corporate operations utilize
a subsidiary to perform purchasing functions for other affiliated subsidiaries.
Wlwre the lurehasin- subsidiary has placed orders on the basis of known needs
of its operating affiliates, tile operating affiliates would be denied the credit
merely because they were not themselves parties to a binding purchase contract.
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Where the infernal corporate procedures require that the operating affiliate give
a purchase order tp the purchasing affiliate, the operating affiliate would qualify
for the credit. Quti.ljflcation should not depend upon the nature of internal corpo-
rate procedures.

Under the proposed amendment, if the purchasing affiliate entered into a bind-
ing contract before September 8 and thereafter acquires the equipment con-
traeted for and transfers it to the operating affiliate, the latter company would
qualify for the investment credit. This is consistent with the purposes of the
bill which is designed to suspend the credit only in respect of orders placed after
the suspension was announced. It would have the effect of providing an equality
of treatment between a corporation which operates through a number of
branches and a corporation which operates through a number of 80%-controlled
subsidiaries. It would also provide an equality of treatment between multi-
corporate groups which use purchasing affiliates under formal documented proce.
dures and those which handle intra-company equipment acquisitions on a more
informal basis.

BIALA-CYNWYD, PA., October 5, 1966.
('7HAIIMAN. SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE.
U.R. senate ,11',a.th ilton, D.C.
(A:t tention Toni Vail, Chief Counsel).

Mr. C1IA1M .N: I deeply appreciate your invitation to submit to the commit-
tee my opinion of the effect of II.R. 17607. 1 refer you to my testimony before
tite lloii-e Ways and Meatns Committee on September 15. 1906.

1 requested that tle Ways and Means Committee exempt small businessmen
from this proposed suspension In nn amount approximatilng $20,000. This would
be of substantial help to the small grocer and other small busine..smen and
would tend to keep grocery prices from rising even more.

The committee evidently agreed in principle, however, there was an error or
onlksion in the actual bill.

On page 10 of the bill, lines 9 and 10 indicate that the bu lne.ssman may ele.t
to exempt $15.0M in the case of property acquired by puwlhse.

I request that this be amended to read. 'I purchase e or lease" and that the leasee
N% allowed to dire 't whether the credit, may be taken by the lease or the
lea r.

The reason for this is that the small businessman in todays market can lease
at 0 lpercent simple Interest if the lessor may take the investment credit. but
that the small businessman must pay tip to 40 percent interest if he buys the
sale equipment on an extended payment plan. Such a cost is clearly detri-
mental to the small business who is the hardest presstl in competition for loan
dollarN, it my case. my equipment cost per month in a small grocery store is
$000 per month on an extended payment purchase plan and S300 per mouth
on a leased plan with a leasor taking the investment credit.

If this bill is passed in its prevwnt form it would cost me .300 per month
cash flow and I. in turn, must pa.s this on to the consumer. I suggest that the
flet effect to the hou-,ewife would be an increase of at least a half billion dollars
annually from the small grtx-ers alone. I urgently request that you give greater
conideration to the small businessman in this matter.

Sincerely,
DEAN Wm. RoAcn.
Prcidcit. Dcnro Corp.

AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES AssOCIATION or AmERicA. I.c..
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT.

laon. iLNt on, D.C., Septcm ber 29, 1966.
lion. RUSSE$$LL Iil. LONG,

CAo ir so. SCeol c Finatnce CommU; il c.
1'.S. Remate. IWashinglon. D.C.

Dr., MR. CnA.Rxmuk: As you know. the House Ways and Means Committlee
conducted hearings on and favorably reported H.R. 17607. a bill to suspend the
investment tax credit and accelerated depreciation on certain real property for
a pert t of sixteen month. On behalf of .be Aerospace Industries Association of
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America, Inc., I submitted a statement for the record which expresses our views
on this legislation.

Although the statement was in support of the objectives of the proposed
legislation, I suggested certain modifications which, I believe, will not destroy
the integrity of the bill. The suggestions involve three factors: (1) Changes in
the language to more effectively implement the purpose of the bill; (2) a pro-
vision for the production of long lead time products; and (3) a provision to
exclude property specially designated for the national security and welfare.

We elaborated our position before the House Ways and Means Committee
as follows:

As stated in the President's message, the purpose of the proposed legislation
is to prevent the overheating of the economy through new investment. Clearly
it is not the intent of the proponents of the bill to penalize those who made or
were committed to make investments prior to its announcement on Sept ember
8. 1966. In order effectively and equitably to implement this intent, it will be
necessary to modify the language of the proposed bill in two respects:

(1) The language of the bill must be clarified to remove any doubt that the
term "pursuant to a contract" provides exemption to a vendor insofar as he Is
obligated under an exempt contract to construct, reconstruct, erect or acquire
property in order to fulfill his contract;

(2) The language of the bill should be clarified to remove any doubt that a
valid binding option entered into prior to the effective date of the bill is a "con-
tract" within tile purview of the bill.

Paragraph (1) of the attachment hereto provides recommended language to
accomplish these clarifications.

Our second recommendation deals with mitigating the adverse effects, which
we believe are unintended, In the case of very long lead time products. We
believe these effects to be unintended insofar as they can only cause a depression
of investment and production beyond and sometimes far beyond the period at
which the prolw,,;' d legislation is directed.

While there are undoubtedly other examples, the manufacture of commercial
transport aircraft is a good case in point. Such aircraft involve lead times of at
least 14 months from date of order to (late of delivery. When such an aircraft
Is ordered it takes Its place, on such a lead time basis. in a delicate and complex
production schedule involving the participation in very large degree of many
subcontractors and vendors. Thus, taking for example the minimum l.-month
lead time and a production rate of 10 aircraft per month, if orders were cut off
at any given point there would be 140 of sueh aircraft in various stages of coin-
pletion, with all of the subcontractor's and vendor's lead times and delivery
-*hlult.s .arefully integrated into a d elieate over-all production schedule. With
no new orders, at the end of the first month there would be 130. at the end of
9 months--50 and at the end (of 14 months--O planes under construct in. Sub-
c-ntraettnz. lrchasing of materials and compoonents, tallorirg of work forces,
and all other elements of production planning would have to reflect this phase
out from the very ctart of the order stoppage.

Except to the extent that aircraft pjurchases; were made during the suspension
lprii nrotwith,.tanding the lo s of Investment crqlit, therefore, there wotild be a
.toniy straight-line drop in production at all tiers.

Taking the reasonable assumption that there would be some ptrchazes inmale
early In the suspension period by tho.v customers who felt that competitive con-
ditions required such purchases sometime during the 1erliod notwithstandhig the
loss of investment credit. the time of impact falls into elearer foc.u.s. F,,r It is
obvious that the pressures to buy would be most compelling at the beginning and
least compelling toward the end of the suspension porild.

Thus the impact in absolute terms, that is in actual production cutbarck. would
be Increasingly severe during the latter part of the su,pens-ion period. i.e., the
second half and last quarter of 1f*)7. Thi woull carry (ver substantially into
the first half of 196 no matter what orders were submitted the day after the
suspension period ended, because of all the ltad time and scheduling eomplexitifs
of reestablishing the production cycle. Thus the period of Impact would stretch
over 28 months with a straight-line decline until January 1. 1968, and a straight-
line return to full production after that date except as affected by orders placed
within the suspension period.

For three reasons the manufacturers would not be able to ".Pope this effect.
First, aircraft are only produced against orders, because esential to their financ-
ing are the contributions of the customers in the form of down-payments. Sec-
ond. aircraft are produced only against orders, bec-ause each customers has sig-
nificantly different desires and needs as to important elements of his particular
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purchase. Third, aircraft are produced only against orders, because in such a
dynamic and rapidly evolving business involving such high cost units, the manu.
facturer cannot afford the very real risk that a customer's desire for one product
today will not have changed to another product within a very short period of
time.

Needless to say, for longer lead time aircraft, the impact would occur at an
even later point of time. One manufacturer, for example, is presently selling
1970 and 1971 delivery positions for the next generation of huge transport
aircraft.

We believe that the proposed legislation can be amended to mitigate these
effects without defeating Its purpose by establishing that deliveries or installa-
tions made after July 1, 1968, whenever committed for, would be exempt from
the suspension.

Appropriate recommendedI language in this regard is contained in paragraph
(1) of the attachment.

The third recommendation relates to equipment essential to the nation's de-
fense needs.

Thei0 highly complex and specialized nature of products needed to meet national
security demands calls for the continuous modernization of our plants as well
as the constant design, fabrication an(l Installation of new tools and equipment.
Neither the nation nor our industry can be deterred from acquiring such plants
and equipment where such national needs are involved. The effcct of the pro.
posed legislationl it this area, therefore, would he not to deter new investment
but merely to increase the cost of procurement of such equipment.

We recommend, therefore, that a provision be included in the proposed bill
establishing a procedure for exxempting specially designated property where the
national security or welfare are involved. Tie recommended language Is con-
talned in paragraph (2) of the attachment.

Finally, and of paramount Importance, we feel that If industry is not to be
paralyzed by uncertainty it Is essential that definitive action one way or another
be taken shortly. Unless there is firm and unequivocal resolution of the present
situation there will be no adequate basis for planning by any segment of the
industry.

We trust the foregoing will be helpful to the Committee.
Yours very truly,

KARL G. HARR, Jr.
ATTACHMENT

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO HI.R. 17007

On page 5, delete lines 15 through 17, and one line 18, delete "payer" and
substitute the following: "(A) any property was constructed, reconstructed,
erected, or acquired as a prerequisite for the performance of a contract with a
vendor, customer, or lessee which was, at all times on and after September 8,
1960, binding on the taxpayer, or (B) such property is placed in service more
than six months after expiration of the suspension period."

On page 5, line 19, after "property," insert the following: "For all purposes
of the preceding sentence, any contract resulting from the exercise of an option
which was binding on September 8, 1066, shall be treated as a contract which was,
at all times on and after September 8, 1966, binding on the taxpayer."

On page 10, following line 6, add a new paragraph as follows:
"(9) NATIONAL SECURITY OR WELFARE.-TO the extent that any property Is

designated under the authority of time President of the United States as essen-
tial to national security or welfare, such property shall not be deemed to be
suspension period property."

One page 12, in line 6, strike "and (8)" and substitute the following: "(8)
and (0)."

AEROSPACE INDUSTRIEs ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, INC.,
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,

Was hIngton, D.C., October 6, 1966.
lion. ItUSSELi, B. Loyo,
ChaIrman, Senate Comnittce on Finance,#
Senate Oeffe Building,
Washfgpton, D.C.

DEAR M. CHAIRIMANS We regret that the Finance Committee schedule made
it Impossible to allow the Aerospace Industries Association to appear before your
Committee to testify on H.R. 17607.
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As requested we submit this statement of our position and ask that it be made
part of the record.

The bill suspending the investment tax credit and accelerated depreciation on
certain real property for a period of 16 months, 11.11. 17607, has as its purpose
the prevention of the over-heating of the economy through new investments. We
do not understand that it is the intent of the proponents of the bill to penalize
those who made, or were committed to make investments prior to the bill's an-
nouncement on September 8, 1966. Further, it is not the purpose of the 1)il to
discourage productive economic activity which would occur after the expiration
of the 16-month suspension period fixed by the legislation.

In order to eliminate these unintended consequences of II.R. 17607, which would
be particularly damaging to aircraft manufacturing activity, there is submitted
herewith a proposed amendment to 11.11. 17607, together with a general explana-
tion and a technical explanation of its Iul)ose and effect.

We also believe that the bill as passed by the House falls to give due recogni-
tion to the fact that manufacturers in our industry, as in others, incurred ob-
ligations to supply equipment under contracts that were binding on September
8 and which committed them to large expenditures for time acquisitiou of pro-
duetive machinery and equipment. A proposed alnendment to 11.R. 17607 to
correct this situation is submitted herewith.

Also submitted herewith for your consideration Is a proposed amendment to
the bill which would permit contracts resulting front the exercise of ptlr(hase
options granted under contracts that were binding on September 8, :19,36 to be
treated as binding contracts for purposes of the bill.

We also ask that there be included as part of this statement n( lrinted as
part of our presentation the enclosed copy of a letter which was sent to the
members of the Finance Committee on September 29, 1960.

Yours very truly,
KA~r, G. IAm, Jr.

AMENDMENT TO H.R. 17607

TO PREVENT PLACEMENT OF ORDER DURING SUSPENSION PERIOD FROM RESULTINO IN
DENIAL OF INVESTMENT CREDIT FOR PROPERTY CONSTRUCTED AFTER CLOSE OF SUS-
PENSION PERIOD

Amend II.R. 17607 as passed by the Iouse by hIserting after paragraph (10) of
section 48 (h) the following new paragraph :

"(11) PROPERTY NOT CONSTRUCTED UNTIL AFTER CL)SE OF SUS1PENSION PERIOD.-
Property which would not be stispension period property but for the fact that an
order for its acquisition, construction, reconstruction, or erection was placed
during such period shall not be treated as suspension property if-

"(A) physical construction, reconstruction, or erection of such property
does not begin until after the close of the suspension period, and

"(B) deliveries from subcontractors of not more than 10% of the cost
of the component parts of such property are received during the suspension
period.

For purposes of subparagraph (A), processes l)relinhinary to the actual physical
construction, reconstruction or erection of the property, including research, de-
sign, planning, engineering and model testing, shall not be treated as constituting
such physical construction, reconstruction or erection."

General explanattdn

This amendment will prevent denial of the investment tax credit in cases
where the productive economic activity of the kind which it is the purpose of
the bill to discourage occurs after the close of the limited period for which the
credit is intended to be suspended. The amendment, by insuring availability of
the credit where actual physical construction of tie property does not begin
until after the end of the suspension period, will further tile Administration's
objectives in the bJli by suiipplying an incentive to defer uitill after tile close of
the suspension pC-trid til- capital goods construction active ties intended to be
moderated during the period. If not amended in this fashion, the bill as passed
by ti ?Iouse would inmlpose on certain industries some unusually harsh and
unintenelced economic consequences.

The manufacture of commercial transport aircraft is a good case il point. Tile
manufacture of such aircraft Involves long lead times from the date of order

09-735=0---28
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to date of delivery, varying from 14 months to several years. This means that
the aircraft being manufactured during the suspension period were ordered
under contracts entered into before September 9 and that suspension of the
credit will not reduce capital expenditure made during that period by the air-
frame industry in the manufacture of such aircraft. The aircraft manufacturing
activity that would be slowed down by the bill as passed by the House wouhl
necessarily be that occurring well after-in some cases several years after-the
end of the period. This would result from the fact that the bill would deny the
credit for aircraft ordered during but manufactured after the period and hence
discourage even the placing of orders during the period. This would nece.ssarily
have a severe depressant effect on aircraft manufacturing activities after the
period.

In addition, by discouraging even the placing of orders during the period, the
IIoume passed bill would prevent airframe manufacturers from undertaking the
planning, research, design, and other preliminary activities that must be engaged
in over an extended period of time before orders to subcontractors and physical
construction of the aircraft can begin. The point is that placement of an order
for an aircraft does not result thereupon in a burst of manufacturing activity
or expenditures by either the airframe manufacturer or its subcontractors. Tile
very large bulk of such activity by the prime contractor does not occur until the
last 6I to 9 months before delivery of the aircraft ; and the same is true of subcon-
tractors, since they generally lead prime contractors only by very short periods of
thie.
The amendment would prevent such adverse and unintended consequences to

the airframe Industry, yet would so In a way that Is consistent with the funda-
mental purposes of the bill.
'l'chnlCal cxpla nation

The aniendment adds a new paragraph (11.) to section 48(h), the section de-
lining susl)endson l)erlod property. Under the new paragraph, property whihli
would not be suspension period property but for the fact that an order for Its
acqusition, construction, reconstruction or erection was placed during the sus-
pension period is not to be treated as suspension period property if two conditions
are met. First, actual physical construction, reconstruction, or erection of the
property must not begin until after the close of the suspension period. Second,
deliveries from subcontractors of no more than 10% of the cost of the component
parts of the property may be received during the suspension period.

For purposes of ascertaining whether the first condition Is satisfied, pro-
cesses that are merely preliminary to actual physical construction, reconstruc-
tion, erection of the end product constituting "the property" are not to be
treated as the beginning of actual physical construction, reconstruction, or erec-
tion. Thus, work such as research, design, planning, engineering, and model test-
Ing are not to be treated as the beginning of actual physical construction. Simil-
larly, actual physical construction of the property Is not to be considered as
beginning with commencement of work on what is only a part or component of
the property; actual physical construction is to be considered as commencing
only when assembly of the component parts into the final end product constituting
"the property" Is begun.
The operation of the new paragraph (11) may be Illustrated by an example

in which It Is assumed that an airline'paces an order during the suspension
period for the purchase of an aircraft that would not be suspension period
property within the meaning of the other provisions of section 48(h) but for
the fact that such order was placed. The provisions of paragraph (11) will
prevent the airline which placed the purchase order for the aircraft from being
denied any Investment credit to which It otherwise would be entitled If (1)
the airframe manufacturer with which the order is placed does not begin
actual physical construction of the aircraft (that is, does not begin assembly
of the component parts of the aircraft) until after the close of the suspension
period, and if (2) the airframe manufacturer, during the suspension period,
does not receive deliveries from its subcontractors of more than 10% of the
cost of all the component parts of the aircraft. The airframe manufacturer
would be able, under the new paragraph (11), to engage in research, design,
planning, engineering, model testing and other work preliminary to actual
physical construction of the aircraft without denying the airline any investment
credit to which It otherwise would be entitled.
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AMENDMENT TO I.R. 17607

TO PREVENT DENIAL OF INVESTMENT CREDIT FOR MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT OR OTHER
PROPERTY USED TO PRODUCE PROPERTY WHICH TAXPAYER IS LEGALLY OBLIGATED
TO SUPPLY UNDER CONTRACT THAT WAS BINDING ON SEPTEMBER 8, 1986

Amend H.R. 17607 as passed by lie House by inserting the following paragraph
at the end of section 48(h) :

"(12) PRODUCTION MACIIINERY, EQUIPMENT AND OTHER PROPERTY USED TO PERFORM
BINDING CONTRAT.-Property used by tile taxpayer in performance of his obli-
gations to produce or supply property under a binding contract described in
paragraph (3) shall not be deemed to be suspension period property."

Emplanation
The unfairness that would result from denying the investment tax credit to

taxpayers who relied on it in undertaking investments to which they comimnitted
themselves before tile September 9 announcement of its proposed suspelision is
recognized in a number of tile provisions of the bill as passed by the Iouse.
The "binding contracts rule", for example, prevents a taxpayer from being denied
the credit for propertyy acquired or constructed during the suspension period
pursuant to a contract that was binding oil September 8. Another provisiol
prevents denial of the credit for certain property covered by leases that were
binding on September 8. The "equipped building rule" and the "machinery
completion rules", moreover, prevent loss of the credit in certain cases where
the taxpayer's commitment on September 8 took the form not of a legally bind-
Ing contract but of economic commitment to a project that had been prosecuted
beyond a point of no return.

Tile bill, however, as now drawn, falls to prevent loss of the credit for the
machinery, equipment and other property that a selling taxpayer must employ
in the construction of property 11e is legally obligated to supply under a contract
that was binding on September 8. The amendment Is designed to correct tlhls
situation.

AMENDMENT TO H.R. 17007

TO TREAT AS BINDING CONTRACTS RESULTING FROM EXERCISE OF CERTAIN OPTIONS

Amend H.R. 17007 as passed by the House by inserting at the end of paragraph
(3) of section 48(h) the following new sentence:

"For all' purposes of the preceding sentence, any contract resulting from tie
taxpayer's exercise of an option which was binding on September 8, 1906 shall
be treated as a contract which was, at all times on and after September 8, 19600,
binding on the taxpayer.

STATEMENT OF THE AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION SUJIMITTEI) BY .. G. TIPTON

This statement is prevented by the Air Transport Association of America on
behalf of the scheduled airlines of the United States, commenting on H.R. 17607,
a bill to suspend the investment tax credit.

Tile airline investment program in new equipment serves essential national
defense and anti-inflation goals. For these reasons, aircraft purchased by com-
panies holding certificates of public convenience and necessity from the Civil
Aeronautics Board should be excluded from the Suspension.

In addition, two specific amendments are suggested for consideration:
1. The tax credit should apply for equipment ordered during the first

three months of tle suspension period where delivery is to take place after
January 1, 19069;

2. The effective date of the suspension period should be changed to the
date of enactment.

This memorandum first outlines tie special nature, scope and progress of tile
airlines' equipment procurement program in response to the service obligations
imposed by their certificates of public convenience and necessity (page 1 through
12). It then discusses the case for exemption of aircraft purchased by airlines
holding certificates of public convenience and necessity from the Civil Aero-
nautics Board. Finally, it outlines several specific suggestions and comments
on the bill, H.R. 17607 (pages 15 through 23).

The proposed legislation to suspend for a short period of 10 months the 7 per
cent investment tax credit is conceived as a means of reducing inflationary
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pressures in the capital goods segment of the economy, thus easing demand on
credit and pressures on interest rates. To be effective, it must have short-range
effects. It is not designed, and should not be permitted, adversely to affect
long-range programs designed to improve public facilities and reduce prices. The
airline Industry today is at the high point of a unique 20-year program to realize,
for the benefit of the nation, the ex-traordinary economic potential of the jet
airplane. No purpose is served in discouraging the planning and execution of
such long-range work programs. The inve Aitient tax credit proposal should
therefore be adjusted so that the orderly development of equipment procurement
over the next 10 years can be preserved. This can be done consistently with the
President's anti-inflation objectives.
T e airlines' modernization program

There have been few technological breakthroughs in the history of the in-
dustrial revolution remotely similar in impact to the efficiencies resulting from
the application of Jet transport technology. Earlier this year the President sent
to the Congress a transportation message in which he stated national objectives
for the development of transportation as follows:

"Enlightened government has served as a full partner with private enterprise
in meeting America's urgent need for mobility.

"That partnership must now be strengthened with all the means that creative
federalism can provide. The costs of a transportation paralysis in the years
ahead are too severe. The rewards of an efficient system are too great. We
cannot afford the luxury of drift-or proceed with 'business as usual'.

"We must secure for all our travelers and shippers the full advantages of
modern science and technology.

"We must acquire the reliable Information we need for intelligent decisions.
"We must clear away the institutional and political barriers which Impede

adaptation and change.
"We must promote the efforts of private Industry to give the American con-

sumer more and better service for his transportation dollar."
The airlines' Investment program is designed to achieve the objectives which

the President set forth so effectively In his message. Obsolete airplanes now
in the fleet will be replaced. Service will be greatly Improved, and capacity
greatly Increased. These improvements will apply both to the heavily traveled
domestic and international routes and to the smaller cities of the country. The
program will virtually transform the air transport system into one which is as
modern and efficient as the state of the art permits.

The program thus far has increased the public usefulness of air transport to
such a degree that the growth rate for the airlines is almost overwhelming-
more rapid by far than that of any other major segment of the economy.

Propelled by Insistent public demand, the airline industry in 1966 will double its
performance of only 5 years agf. Today, airlines account for 60 per cent of
Inter-city common carrier travel compared with 14 per cent In 1950. If current
growth rates of over 20 per cent a year continue, the industry will double again
In the next five years.
Adequate capacity margin thin

The margin between adequate capacity and. Inadequate capacity has been
thin for some years. Only last year the Chairman of the Senate Aviation Sub-
committee severely criticized the Industry for neglecting service to small and
medium-sized cities and favoring the larger metropolitan centers. The industry
ordered over $2 billion north of short- and medium-range jets to fill the gaps in
service described by the Senate Aviation Subcommittee.

Continuing the long-range investment program of the airlines is essential If
future gaps in service are to be avoided. The airlines believe that orderly de-
velopment over the next decade can be achieved without interfering with the
short-range plan to curb inflation.

The airline 20-year development program involves construction of a family
of jets for a variety of public purposes.

First orders were placed in 1955 for long-range aircraft-then the ultimate in
the manufacturers' art. A three-year leadtime of planning and development
preceded the first order. Deliveries began In 1958, for a total lead time from
original design to delivery of 6 years. More economical and higher performance
Jets designed foi the shorter ranges were than demanded. Deliveries of these
airplanes began in 1964, 6 years after the first delivery of the long-range jets.
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In the meantime, for the last two years, development has been pressed on a
500-passenger jet with remarkable characteristics of improved' economical per-
formance. Deliveries are progranuned for late 1969-five years after design be-
gan. Supersonic jets with higher speed and greater productivity are now pro-
grammed for the 1970's. The lead time is projected at 8 years. Orders for both
the more economical 500-passenger airplanes and the SST may be expected in the
next 16 months, although production and delivery will not take place for 3 to 8
years.
Pitblic benefits of jet technology

Application of Jet technology to transportation has so far produced major
national benefits:

1. Anti-inflationary effect of reducing airline fares.-The cost of living today
is approximately one-third higher than in 1950 and steadily rising; the price
of air travel today is below what it was in 195U), and has been moving down
uninterruptedly for several years. The average fare per passenger mile has
declined 3 percent during the past year, and about 10 per cent during the
past 4 yers-a sharp contrast with the performance of most other segments
of the industry. Reductions in average fare per passenger mile have been ac-
complished in the face of increasing manpower and material costs; and they
have been accomipallied not by any (leterioratiml but by an upgrading in the
speed and general quality of air service made available to the traveling and
shipping public. As the program proceeds service will continue to be improved,
and tile increased efficiency of the system will l)ermit the airlines to combat more
effectively the upward pressure of operating costs.

2. Favorable cffcct on, balanie of payinients of biiie improvement proglra.-
An avowed aim of proponents of the tax credit suspension measure is to reduce
dollar outflow attributable to increased imports of machinery and equipment.
Two asl.ects of this problem are particularly noteworthy with respect to airline
industry investment-one relating to aircraft purchases and the other to inter-
national airline operations.

(1) Virtually all of the equipment acquired by the industry is supplied by
American aircraft manufacturers. Less than 2 per cent of the value of aircraft
scheduled for delivery over the entire 1966-70 period will originate from abroad.

(2) The international air travel market is expanding rapidly. A majority
of the traffic moving between the United States and foreign points consists of
Anmerlans. Fifteen years ago U.S. flag airlines carried three-fourths of all
traffic between the United States mid other countries. In recent years this
pro portion has beeni reduced to, and bas remained stable at. roughly 50 per cent.
U.S. flag carriers have maintained their present share of the market against
aggressive, efficient and, as a rule government-financed foreign competitors.
There must be no interruption in the programs of our international carriers to
acquire the equipment necessary to maintain and improve their competitive

3. Airline standby capacity relieves defense budget of nced for large duplicate
invest0net.-In 1965 the airlines moved about 75 per cent of the passenger re-
quirements of the Military Airlift Command. The airlines have a standby ca-
pacity in the Civil Reserve Air Fleet, in the event of an emergency, of 288 long-
range m6dern Jets valued at $1.9 billion. The capacity represented by these
airplanes is available on call. The Defense Department has not had to duplicate
this investment to create this standby capacity. Every new airplane acquired
by the industry is a national security asset.

4. A li transport has become ant idispen.Rable pitblile scrvice.-Air transporta-
tion is an indispensable public service. It has become the dominant form of
common carrier travel between cities. Only 10 years ago air transport accounted
for 30 per cent of the total volume of such travel. Five years ago the proportion
was 45 per cent. Today, the airlines represent more than 50 percent of the
total intercity passenger travel in the United States by common carrier, and an
even higher percentage of trips involving relatively long distance..

The heavy and increasing reliance of the public upon air transportation is
evident from its rate of growth, which dwarfs that of any other major segment
of the economy. Air traffic has grown seven times since 1050; total industrial
production has approximately doubled in that period.

In the first half of 1966 demand for air transportation service was expanding
at a rate of about 25 per cent annually, following increases of 17 per cent and
14 per cent in the two preceding years.
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Aside from meeting sharply expanded national requirements for. inter-city
transportation, the planned investment of the airlines Is aimed specifically at
providing short-range and intermediate-range jet aircraft wlich are .designed
to meet the pressing needs of the smaller communities of the nation for modern
and efficient service.
Jet revolution brought special airline investment problem's deserving recognition

The present airline investment is approximately $5.6 billion. Equipment on
order for delivery between now and the end of 1970 is $5.2 billion. The mere
statement of this Investment requirement is sufficient to prove its difficulty. The
obvious problem can" be further illustrated by the comparisons that follow.

The investment required to provide a unit of air transportation has gone up
dramatically with the jet age and is considerably higher than is generally realized.
Last year, for example, it required more than twice as much gross investment
in equipment and facilities to generate a dollar of operating revenue in the air-
line Industry as In manufacturing industry generally

High investment requirements plus the insistent demands of an increasingly
mobile civil economy for enlarged, Improved, and more efficient air service, to-
gether with large expansion of military demands, have necessitated expansion
of capital outlays in the airline Industry at a rate which far over-shadows the
rate of expansion in any other major Industry. Earnings alone are Insufficient
by far to provide the capital funds needed by the airline industry, and reduction
of these earnings, through suspension of the Investment tax credit, would serve
to aggravate the situation.

As shown in the table below, the position of air carriers in this regard is
considerably less favorable than the general run of Industry.

In 1965 net income after taxes provided less than one-half of the total funds
required for airline capital outlays In that year. For manufacturing Industry
generally, net income after taxes exceeded the volume of capital outlays by
one-fourth.

Last year 86 percent of airline profits after taxes were retained for rein-
vestment, whereas for all manufacturing Industry reinvested earnings repre-
sented only 56 per cent of after-tax profits.

Net earnings remaining after payment of dividends and taxes provided only
37 per cent of the capital outlays of airlines, but 69 per cent of those of manu-
facturing enterprises.

Additional funds available from depreciation and similar charges represented
48 per cent of airline capital outlays, but they financed 70 per cent of manu-
facturing capital outlays.

In 1965 internally generated funds represented less than 85 per cent of the
resources needed for airline capital outlays, but for manufacturing as a whole
such funds were about 40 per cent more than were needed for capital outlays.

Internal financing of capital outlaysV-Air transportation compared with total
manufacturing, 1965

[Dollar amounts in millions]

Item Airtransport Menufactur.
industry Ing industry

Capital outlays...............................................$840 $22,450
Net income after taxes--------------------------------------------$367 $27, 521
Cash dividends ---------------------------------------------------------- $51 $11,979
Reinvested net income ----------------------------------------------------- $316 $15,542
Depreciation and amortization --------------------------------------------- $114 $15,722
Reiested cash income ---------------------------------------------------- $730 $31,264

Ratio Ratio
Net income after taxes as percent of capital outlays ---------- percent 43 122
Cash dividends as percent of capital outlays ------------------ do. 6 53
Reinvested net income as percent of capital outlays ---------------- do ---- 37 69
Depreciation and amortization as percent of capital outlays --------- do ... 49 70
Reinvested cash income as percent of capital outlays --------------- do ---- 86 139

Thus, almost all of the available funds of the airline industry are already
going to finance capital investment in equipment and other facilities needed
for expansion and improvement of air service, and even that is not sufficient to
support the heavy requirements of the carriers. Consequently, recourse to long-
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term financing, chiefly in the form of additional debt, has been necessary. With
still heavier capital outlays in prospect-a total of $5.8 billion in the 5 year
period 1966-70 against $3.2 billion in the 1961-64 period-the outlook is for a con-
tinuation, and perhaps an accentuation, of the past financing pattern.

It Is clear that an added finnacial burden in the form of a 7 per cent increase
in the cost of equipment could not readily be borne by airline earnings. If,
therefore, carriers found it necessary to acquire equipment despite loss of the
investment tax credit, It is reasonable to expect that increased long-term capital
would have to be obtained, with corresponding presure upon the available supply
and the Interest cost of such capital.

Exemption of aircraft from "suspension period property"
The preceding material demonstrates that the airlines are in the midst of an

improvement program of great public value, and one that is terribly diflcult for
a relatively small industry to carry into execution.

Unquestionably, the impact of the suspension wil be more severe on the airlines
than on virtually any other industry because of the magnitude of their expendi-
tures in relation to their investment base. The suspension of the investment tax
credit can, if not carefully examined with the airline program in mind, make its
execution far more difficult, create disruptions in the air transport system which
are quite unnecessary, and possibly defeat at least a part of the airlines' efforts
to provide a better public service at reduced cost.

One way to resolve the problem outlined above would be to exclude from the
definition of "suspension period property," aircraft purchased by an airline
holding a certificate of convenience and necessity from the Civil Aeronautics
Board.

The air service deficiencies complained of in the Senate Aviation Subcommittee
earlier this year cannot be met without additional airplanes. The additional
and pressing requirements of the military for more commercial airlift cannot be
met without more aircraft. The adverse trend in balance of payments cannot be
reversed if additional percentages of international passengers shift to foreign
airlines when U.S.-flag airlines are discouraged by Government action from
acquiring aircraft necesary to meet foreign competition for the traffic.

Airlines, like other regulated transportation companies, are bound by law to
provide adequate public service. They are bound by law to charge no more than
reasonable rates. Regulatory agencies are empowered to enforce these legal
requirements by compulsory orders. In considering transportation rates, the
rgulatory agencies have in the past considered, and will again consider, the
efficiency, oir lack of efficiency, manifested by the transportation company con-
cerned. Thus, there is imposed upon the airlines and the entire transportation
industry special legal obligations constantly to modernize and improve their
equipment.

Transportation lies at the heart of the entire economy. If transportation is
inadequate or inefficient and if its equipment is obsolete and inefficient, this
obsolescence and inefficiency will have an adverse effect upon the economy as a
whole. Inefficient transportation can cancel out the efforts of those who are
responsible for the nations productive capacity, and can impair their ability to
produce and to reduce costs in the public interest.

Consequently, Congress could recognize that even during a period when efforts
are being made to discourage equipment purchases that philosophy ought not
apply to an industry having such governmentally-imposed obligations.

Clearly, the exemption from the suspension of equipment required by the air-
lines would appropriately meet their continuing public service problem. Their
special characteristics and requirements justify special treatment without
inviting justified claims for a broader exemption.

Moreover, one cannot fail to recognize the inequity of exempting any one
portion of the transportation equipment spectrum without including aircraft
required to meet public certificate obligations. Year after year, airlines have
reinvested between 80% and 90% of their profits in new equipment. They should
not be penalized vis-a-vis other industries which have not done as much to keep
modern.

For these reasons, the aircraft exemption is justified.
Further comments and suggested amendments

As we have indicated, an exemption for aircraft and related equipment would
resolve problems caused by the suspension. If the Committee rejects such an
approach, the amendments suggested at the opening of this statement are urged
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for consideration. They are needed to meet the problem of equity for those air-
lines which had options which they fully intended to exercise during the period
of the suspension in order to meet their public service obligations, to continue the
orderly production of aircraft beyond the period of the suspension, to meet the
problems of foregin competition, and to avoid competitive imbalance in the air-
line industry which the earlier date of suspension of the credit would create.

These amendments are discussed below. Following them are comments on
H.R. 17607 as adopted by the House.
Ctt-off date for long future deliveries

The tax credit should apply for equipment ordered during the sispenslon
period for delivery after January 1. 1969.

The aircraft manufacturing Industry Is essentially a long-lead time Industry.
The lead time between orders and delivery which generally varies from 15 to
18 months for current models of aircraft becomes longer as newer families of air-
craft. particularly larger ones, come on stream. The jumbo jets which are
coming between current models and the SST have lead times of 36 to 48 months.
When Improved aircraft are made as a result of developments In technology,
airlines buy them. This has been the history of the continuing modernization
of U.S. air transport aircraft and of the U.S. airline Industry.

Under ordinary circumstances no one would consider action designed to Impair
this valuable program, which has as Its objective more efficient air transporta-
tion at reduced prices. However, the present circumstances are not ordinary.
Our government is seeking to daml)en inflation-an important national objective.
Cotsequently, the tiqtue which Is placed before the Committee is whether these
two essential programs can be reconciled. It seems clear that they can. The
objective of the governmet's program 1.4 to dampen economic activity during tle
coming 10 months. It does not, and should not, attempt to produce economic
effects year, in the future. An order during the suspension period for delivery
of equipment after January 1, 1969, would not produce economic activity during
the period with which the government is concerned. Thus, It Is not necessary to
create the di.ruption which would inevitably follow from penalizing orders
during the su.pensil period for this newly developing aircraft.

Finless provision is itiade for a cut-off of the suspension period for long-lead time
aircraft, the diselocations in the aircraft manufacturing and air transport
industries wil be great. A limited number of orders have been placed. A large
number of additional orders must be secured In the near future In order to
give the manufacturer confidence that his product is erononically .utainable.
The penalty upon a U.S.-flag air carrier for placing such an order is very
substantial. A fleet of 6 of these aircraft would probably cost $120 million,
creating an investment tax credit of almost $8.4 million. Any airline which
has not yet ordered would be under strong compulsion to avoid doing so. thus
denying to the manufacturer the support needed to go forward with the project.

Another serious dislocation is the alteration of the competitive position between
U.S. air carriers. Some carriers have ordered the aircraft, and thus will receive
the investment tax credit. Other carriers operating in competition with them
have not, and without paying a heavy penalty cannot. Thus. there has been
created inequality of competitive opportunity, which should be avoided unless
strong reasons exist for creating it.

Perhaps even more serious dislocation arises from the fact that foreign-flag
carriers can, during the suspension period, order these aircraft and secure de!iv-
cry positions for them. while U.S.-flag carriers are asked to refrain from such
orders on pain of a severe penalty. The maintenance by U..,-flag carriers of their
competitive position In international air transportation is difficult enough at best.
It also is of critical importance in maintaining our balance of payments position.
Particular attention should be given to any pos.sibility that their competitive
postion will be Impaired.

If these dislocations and dIfficulties were necessary to achieve important
national objectives, then the airlines would have to meet them and deal with them
as best they could. However, it must be remembered that the purpose of the
legislation is to discourage economic activity during the suspension period. It
Is not a revenue measure. This being tile case the great public value of this
aircraft development program can be achieved, and the dislocations in the air
transport industry can be avoided, ,by permitting orders during the suspension
period for deliveries a sufficient time in advance to make certain that inflation
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will not result. January 1, 1969--over 2 years from now and a year after the
suspension period is over-w9uld seem to meet these requirements.

In any event, and as an alternative, the tax credit should apply to equipment
ordered during the first 3 months of the suspension period if the lead time on
production is so long that delivery on such property is not to occur until after
January 1, 1969. Since the purpose of the suspension is to dampen the economy
in the near term, and since the economy may well need the stimulation of produc-
tion in later years, the current suspension will work in opposition to national
objectives for the future unless such exceedingly long lead time programs are
removed from the "suspension property" category.

Such a provision would help to level out the peaks and valleys of employment
in aircraft production which the law might otherwise induce.
The definition of "suspension period property"

The heart of the bill is the inclusion or exclusion of property from the definition
of "suspension period property." The problem of combining equity with effective-
ne.s in such a definition is difficult. Nevertheless that presumably is tile objec-
tive. In this connection, one problem which arises in connection with tile tech-
nical explanation of the definition in the House Report (on page 30) is illustrated
by the dilemma of airlines which find themselves compelled to order long lead
time aircraft of a jumbo of supersonic nature.

For example, the United States supersonic transport aircraft program, a pro-
gram wholly under Government promotion and control, is expected to result in
SST aircraft being ready and qualified for commercial service by the mid-1970's.
The airlines have made deposits (originally $100,000-now $200,000) with tile
Government "to assist the Government in defraying development costs." Under
one possible Interpretation of the report, it might be contended that the airlines
which had not made such deposits before the effective date cannot now place
orders or support the developmental program without risking the loss of the in-
vestment tax credit even though delivery would be 9 or 10 years hence. Such a
result would be anomalous indeed. The bill or the report should make clear
allowance for this type of long-lead program whether Government or privately
sponsored.
The effective date of the suspension period should be changed to a more equitable

date-the date of enactment i8 8tlgge8ted
Normal orderly processes of airline procurement frequently involve use of

options. Many contracts for the procurement of airline aircraft are based on
firm orders plus options. The purpose of the options ordinarily is to insure a
delivery position in tile manufacturers' production line, and to arrange subse-
quent financing. It is not ordinarily a contingent decision which tile buyer does.
not intend to exercise.

Five airlines which provide 60% of domestic air service were shut down com-
pletely by a strike from July 8, 1966 to August 19, 1960. Their normal planning
and procurement procedures were disrupted during this period and for a time
thereafter. Procurement negotiations had to be suspended. Further, some pur-
chasers had completed negotiations at the time of the announcement, but had not
fully formalized their contract. It seems inequitable to deny these people a
reasonable time to complete contracts where the negotiations are still under way.
No doubt there may be some who did not have advanced negotiations on contracts
but who might place orders even during tile period of uncertain possibility of a
somewhat later effective date than the House bill. However, this should not
mitigate against the equity of a more realistic effective date for those contracts
which were in advanced stages of negotiation or consummation i6 reliance on
continuation of the credit. We therefore urge the Committee to change the effec-
tive date of the suspension period to the enactment date of the bill.

As outlined above, the suspension of tile investment tax credit will cause dis-
ruptions in airline programs for meeting the service obligations of their certifi-
cates of public convenience and necessity. Nevertheless, consistent with tle
over-all objectives of the President's program for cooling off the economy through
suspension of the investment tax credit, the House bill contains provisions which
take some of the inequities out of the bill as originally proposed or will other-
wise enhance the primary function of the Investment tax credit program when
the suspension ends. These features should be preserved in the 1)1il.

They are summarized briefly below:
(1) The lease alternative for financing pre-existing contracts is recognized

and protected. The lease-back is a normal method of financing and is frequently
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used in the airline business, especially by smaller carriers. The House bill
recognizes the equity and necessity of this practice.

(2) The machinery or equipment completion rule recognizes the problems of
parts and equipment required to complete as a functioning unit, property which
is not suspension period property. This important provision should be retained.

(3) The improvement of the credit limit and carry-over provisions of the in-
vestment tax credit which is to take effect at the end of the suspension period
recognizes the problem of underutilization of the credit which some companies
and industries have faced. For the airline industry, perhaps more than any
other, the high level of investment coupled with the relatively low level of earn.
wings, has, in many instances, precluded full utilization of the tax credit. Within
the framework of the 7% credit provision, the extension of the carryover and
increase in the limitation may help to correct the inequity which has disadvan-
taged such companies and industries under the present law.

(4) The problem of pre-existing options is difficult, but the reports of the
Ways & Means Committee approaches the problem of balancing the interest
equitably by protecting options where the payments made therefore are not
"nominal." However, the report seems to unduly restrict the definition of
"nominal" by tying the definition solely to the relationship of the option pay-
ment to the purchase price. This ignores other pertinent factors such as the
taxpayer's assets or income affecting his relative ability to absorb the forfeiture.
The purpose of the legislation Is to discourage additional expansion and not
penalize the taxpayer who is already committed to additional equipment.

One way of solving this problem is to indicate in the report of the Finance
Committee that the term "nominal" may be determined either in relation to the
price of the object purchased, or to, the size of the taxpayer making the payment,
or to his relative ability to absorb the forfeiture. Thus, for example, where
deposit represents a significant or material payment in relation to the tax-
payer's after tax net income, it should be considered "nominal."

CONCLUSION

The Committee is urged to exclude aircraft, as well as the equipment of other
regulated transportation companies from the suspension. If this is not done,
the Committee is urged to recognize the special problems of the airline industry
with suspension of the investment tax credit by providing an effective date
which would permit a reasonable time for normal deliberation in the exercise of
pre-existing options or consummation of negotiated contracts and should provide
continuation of the credit where long lead time orders are required to be placed
during the suspension period.

STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL MACHINE TOOL BUILDERS' ASSOCIATION PRE-
SENTED BY MR. A. J. DEWOLF, FIRST VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL MACHINE TOOL
BUILDERS' ASSOCIATION AND PRESIDENT, DREIS & KRUMP MANUFACTURING CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

The National Machine Tool Builders' Association is strongly opposed to the
proposed suspension of the investment tax credit contained in H.R. 17607 as
recently passed by the House of Representatives. This suspension is a hastily-
conceived, politically motivated, economically unsound and discriminatory tax
measure which will not accomplish its intended short-run anti-inflationary ob-
jectives. Both the short-run and long-run effects of the credit suspension would
be seriously detrimental to our tax structure, to our nation's industrial pro-
ductivity, and to the machine tool industry in particular.

MORE, NOT LESS, MACHINE TOOL PRODUCTION IS THE REAL ANSWER TO MOUNTING
DEFENSE NEEDS AND RESULTING INFLATIONARY PRESSURES

President Johnson, Secretary Fowler and Secretary Connor have singled out
the machine tool industry for particular attention in connection with the pro-
posed investment credit suspension. They have accurately pointed to the high
level of machine tool orders, extended# backlogs and critical labor shortage
in the industry.

Machine tool production has increased dramatically since the lean years of
the late 1950's and early 1960's. There was a 55% increase in shipments from
1968 to 1965 and a further increase of 13% is predicted for the current year.
Of course, this has strained our production capabilities. We have been compelled
to resort to overtime and the use of relatively high-cost facilities in some cases.
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These conditions contribute to upward pressu!ea on both wages and prices in
our industry.

We would like to remind the Administration that it was the machine tool in-
dustry which as long ago as last March called these circumstances, particularly
the critical labor shortage, to the Government's attention. We pointed out, with
extensive documentation, that the reason for this shortage was the increasing
requirements of the Viet Nam conflict coupled with continued high demand In the
civilian sector. We sought, in vain, to have the machine tool industry classi-
fied as "essential" so that we could stem the flow of desperately needed skilled
manpower into the military services and defense industries already having an
essential industry classification. We said at that time and we repeat today
that given such a classification we can meet the heavy demand for our industry's
products, particularly the growing demands in the defense sector.

Suspension of the investment credit simply would not be effective in any way
to solve the backlog problem of the machine tool or other capital goods indus-
tries. It would not be effective because it would strike at the wrong end of the
demand/supply equation. It would slow down the modernization of industry so
essential if we are to lower our manufacturing costs and still pay high wage
rates, and if we are to increase our productivity per worker, and if we are to
compete successfully in world markets. We cannot overlook the fact that in
the nation's metalworking industry, which this year will produce more than
$200 billion of goods, two out of every three machine tools are obsolete by
modern standards and we have a long way to go to use extensively and efficiently
today's advanced-type machine tools.

We need to increase machine tool output, not cut it back, in the face of
mounting defense and other needs.

Suspension of the credit would be inflationary from another standpoint.
Many companies, particularly smaller businesses, are now relying upon the
credit as a form of down payment on badly needed new machinery, much of it
for defense and defense-supporting industries. Others are relying upon it to
help finance job training programs to add to the skilled labor force. If the
credit is taken away these companies will have to look elsewhere for funds-
to the credit markets. This will further increase the pressure on interest rates,
already far too high.

INVESTMENT CREDIT SUSPENSION THREATENS TO DISTORT BALANCE IN THE ECONOMY
AND STIMULATE CYCLICAL PATTERN IN CAPITAL GOODS INDUSTRIES

The selective operation of the credit suspension on the machine tool and other
capital goods industries threatens to create a serious imbalance in our economy.
This could very easily trigger an artificial downward spiral--even a recession.
This was the result when President Roosevelt took a similar action in 1934.

The suspension would have its effect at the wrong time. It could not change
the order backlog of almost one year-orders placed in good faith while the
tax credit was an inducement. In fact, it would have the effect of freezing the
backlog, eliminating the possibilities of any dilution by cancellation. Not until
this backlog is exhausted, when conditions may be very different, would the
suspension be fully effective.

Many knowledgeable economists now recognize that the future of the capital
goods industry beyond the next few months is uncertain. Indeed there are
already some disturbing signs. August machine tool orders fell 11% from the
July rate even before the annouenement of the credit suspension. Backlogs have
crept up but there has been a definite falling off in the rate of backlog growth.
For example, 1966 August orders were up only 1% over the 1965 level compared
to a January-August differential of 36% between the years. Machine tool ship-
ments, by contrast, were more than 80% ahead of the 1905 level in August of this
year and the August differential exceeded the differential for the January-
August period. This demonstrates that the industry Is moving up effectively to
meet the increased demand.

By the time the credit suspension has its real effect-in the last 6 months of
1967-who knows what will have happened to machine tool demand, especially
if the Viet Nam war has been resolved. We do know from bitter experience
in the machine tool industry that the machine tool industry has always had its
ups and downs. And if the next downturn should come while the tax credit is
suspended, our difficulties will be compounded.

We believe that the- only real solution to the current economic problem lies
in the effective controls upon overall demand, not selective and self-defeating
controls on the capital goods industry. The Congress and the President have
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made a start in this direction through the tax measures adopted earlier this
year and the Administration's pledge to curtail Government expeiditures. If
more is needed to meet Viet Nam's rising expenditures and to balance the budget,
the answer is to be found in tax increases which will take away purchasing
power in non-essential areas. In the interest of a sound national economy as
well as fairness the entire burden should not fall on the capital goods industry.
Of course, general tax increases are not. populAr and a real statesman is required
to propose them in an election year. We submit, however, that the national
interest should be put ahead of political considerations.

SPECIFIC TECHNICAL DEFECTS IN U.H. 17807

The investment credit suspension bill should stand as a lesson to everyone of
the futility and danger of using the tax structure as a device to control short
swings in the economy, particularly where restraining measures are called for.
It Just is not possible to take away credits, reduce deductions or redefine net
income instantaneously without creating innumerable disparities and inequities.
Where, as here, the legislation is pushed through Congress in record time in
the midst of a crowded session-end calendar, the result is almost certain to be
a measure which is far from satisfactory entirely apart from the basic defects
to which we have already referred.

The House Ways and Means Committee, in the limited time available to it,
has sought to come to grips with some of the most objectionable aspects of
the bill as first introduced by carving out a number of exceptions, particularly
for those committed in one way or another to purchases or construction prior
to the introduction of the suspension legislation. Unfortunately these exemp-
tions do -not go far enough in important respects. If Congress is determined
to go ahead with this legislation, these shortcomings must be cured.

Attached to our statement is an Appendix in which we have outlined these
specific technical defects and proposed statutory language or Committee Report
language to aid in an equitable solution. We request that this Appendix be
made a part of the record with this statement. In the Appendix we point out
the need for the following important modifications of H.R. 17607:

(1) A more precise definition of when construction begins so as to make it
clear that machine tools started in production prior to September 9, 1966, are
not "suspension period property" disqualified from the investment credit. This
new definition would make it clear that the processing or acquisition of parts
or components designated for a particular machine tool, as distinct from gen-
eral inventory, is the start of construction. Our new definition would also make
it clear that a builder may begin construction of a machine tool during the
suspension period for sale later with an imjvestuient credit provided the customer
has not placed an order before the end of the sUsp'mSion period.

(2) A clarification of the "binding contract" suspension period property
exemption to make it Clear, among other things, that certain contractual con-
ditions, including price escalation clauses, do not defeat the exemption; and
that formal acceptance by the builder prior to September 9, 1966, is not a pre-
requisite if the circumstances demonstrate that a firm commitment was made
prior to that date.

(3) A clarification of the machinery and equipment 50% completion suspen-
sion period property exemption to clear up certain *ambiguities in that provision
as now worded and to eliminate the requirement that the taxpayer be a "regu-
lar" assembler or producer of machinery for his own use to qualify under the
special exemption for self-assembly and production.

(4) The addition to H.R. 17007 of a new suspension period property exemption
for machine tools started after the end of the suspension period and not built
primarily out of parts and components built or acquired in the suspension period.

(5) A modification of the so-called "phantom credit" tax credit limitation
to confine the application of this provision to investment credit carryovers.

(6) A modification of the qualified suspension period investment exception
to increase the ceiling from $15,000 to $50,000.

Correction of these technical defects is a most important matter but we stress
again that this bill is a serious mistake and should not be passed. These pro-
posed changes will merely prevent a bad measure from being even worse.

ADVERSE LONG-RTN EFFECTS OF CREDIT SUSPENSION

Four years ago when the investment credit was before this Committee, Hay-
ward Gay of our Association testified in support of this measure. Mr. Gay
stressed that the credit was needed to overcome the effects of an outmoded tax
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depreciation structure based on historical lives and overlooking the all-important
obsolescence factor. The testimony of Mr. Gay, the Treasury Department and
many others demonstrated how these policies had hampered the modernization
of our industrial plant and led to balance of payments difficulties. Business
and Government representatives recognized at the time that depreciation reform
at the administrative level would not be adequate to deal with this problem. The
investment credit was the necessary complement in a realistic capital recovery
program.

Despite the upswing in capital outlays which has occurred since 1962, aided by
the investment credit, we are still below the levels of many of our competitors in
the free world. As of 1963, the latest year for which comparative country figures
are available, fixed capital formation in ,the United States was approximately
16% of gross national product compared to 22% in Canada, 20% In France, 25%
in West Germany and 29% In Russia. Only the United Kingdom of the major
industrial .nations was at a level as low as 16%.' Since 1963 the level of in-
vestment in the United States has risen approximately 1.5 percentage points."
This is progress but it hardly demonstrates an excessive level of investment
or even a level adequate to provide long-term economic growth.

We are told that the credit suspension is only "temporary" and that it will be
restored as soon as conditions permit. Unfortunately there have already been
suggestions that the suspension period might be extended and certainly there
have been no assurances that the credit will be laid for only 16 months. And our
experience with "temporary" tax measures over the years has been thnt they
have a tendency to become permanent.
Even if time suspension is ended its effects will not be over. Major investment

decisions require months or years of advance planning on the part of both
businessmen and their advisors in the financial community. Once the credit has
been suspended business can no longer rely upon it as a part of the permanent
capital recovery structure. It will become, instead, a subsidy effective in only
a limited way to encourage short-range outlays. There is a very real danger
that we will slide back into some of the old ways of thinking that slowed our
economic growth for so many years.

OONOLUSION

We repent what we said before the House Ways and Means Committee. The
proposed investment credit suspension is a short-sighted and ineffective solution
to a problem we all recognize must be dealt with promptly and effectively. It is
perhaps an easy solution from a political standpoint but one which we believe
will be regretted a few months from today. We urge this Committee not to be
hurried into the erroneous decision that inflation can be controlled by producing
less.

APPENDIX TO STATEMENT OF NATIONAL MACHINE TOOL BUILDERS' ASSOCIATION

PROPOSALS FOR CORRECTING STRUCTURAL AND TECHNICAL DEFECTS IN H.R. 17007
AS PASSED ON SEPTEMBER 80, 1900, BY TIlE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Definition of suspensionn period property"

A. PROBLEM

Section I of H.R. 17607 as reported by the House Ways and Means Committee
defines suspension period property as property (1) the physical construction,
reconstruction, or erection of which begins either during the suspension period
or pursuant to an order placed during the suspension period, or (2) which is
acquired by the taxpayer either during the suspension period or pursuant to an
order placed during such period. A number of questions are raised by this

1 Sources : Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1905, Table No. 1276; figure for
U.S.S.R. from "New Directions in the Soviet Economy," Joint Economic Committee
Report, 89th Cong., 2d Sess., July 1966.

f Sources: Economic Report of the President, 1900; Survey of Current Business, Officeof Business Economics, Department of Commerce, August 1960. The figures appearing in
these publications are not precisely comparable to the 1963 comparative country figures
previously cited due primarily to the absence of Government investment in the former.
However, the differences are not of sufficient magnitude to affect the comparison with more
recent years.
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definition insofar as the critical starting date for machinery and equipment
is concerned. These questions are not answered adequately either in the statute
itself or in the Ways and Means Committee Report. These include the
following:

(1) What is the critical starting date in the case of machinery and equipment
which is partly acquired and partly constructed by the taxpayer? The statute
seems to assume that "property" is either bought or built, but, if each "property"
is a unit which contains all the parts and components which would normally
comprise a single item account for depreciation purposes (and this seems to be the
only reasonable view under both the present law and under the Committee
Report), it is obvious that a single "property" can be both acquired and con-
structed. The Ways and Means Committee Report, however, Indicates (p. 20)
that "construction does not begin when parts or components of the machine or
equipment are purchased." The illogic of this result is apparent if one con-
siders that in some cases the purchased components might constitute as much as
90% or more of the finished product.

(ii) What is the critical starting date in the case of machinery and equipment
constructed from parts and components? Aside from the acquisition/construc-
tion problem discussed in (i) above, the Ways and Means Committee Report
language (p. 20) dealing with the construction starting date for machinery and
equipment is wholly inadequate. The Report simply states that construction
does not start when parts or components are purchased or when processing or
assembly of a part or component begins. Since virtually all machinery and
equipment are composed 100% of parts and components, the effect of this lan-
guage Is to make it impossible to begin construction under the statute. The whole
is the sum of its parts. There is no reliability or logical way to distinguish in
most cases between the machine itself and its components. The distinction which
might be drawn is between processing or purchasing parts or components desig-
nated for a particular machine or piece of equipment, on the one hand, and parts
or components designated for general inventory on the other.

(11) What is the critical starting date in the case of machinery and equilmnent
constructed for inventory and resale by the taxpayer? The statute appears to
state that commencement of construction alone is sufficient, regardless of the
existence of any order from a customer. However, the Ways and Means Com-
mittee Report, in a discussion (p. 19) of the construction starting date problem,
contains the following sentence: "This, of course, in the case of machinery and
equipment, is not intended to apply in cases where the items inventoried for
resale are not subject to orders." Remarks by Ways and Means Committee
Chairman Mills to the House of Representatives at the time H.R. 17607 was
brought to the floor support this view. The general structure of the suspension
provisions also suggests that construction for inventory and resale should not be
regarded as significant. The statutory language, however, appears to be incon-
sistent with this view and should be corrected.

(iv) What is the critical starting date in the case of special purpose structures,
equipment or machinery for which a substantial foundation is required? The
Committee Report (p. 20) specifically points out that in the cae of a building
construction commences with the digging of the footings or the driving of a
foundation piles, but nothing comparable Is said about section 38 special purpose
structures, machinery or equipment, which, in many cases, may require the
extensive foundation work. There is no basis for an arbitrary distinction
between these two categories of poverty.

(v) Ilow is the critical starting date to be determined on the records of the
taxpayer and established on examination of tax returns? The determination of
a critical starting date, except In those cases where the date of placing of the
order Is determinative, is much more difficult, as a practical matter, than the
determination of the date on which property is put into service, the critical date
under present law. Most firms do not keep the kind of records from which
construction starting dates for machinery abd equipment can be readily deter-
mined. The problem is aggravated here by the fact that one critical date--the
commencement of the suspension period-has already passed and taxpayers had
no opportunity to set up records in advance so that the necessary Information
could be recorded. This is certain to lefd to administrative difficulties. In
fairness to taxpayers caught by surprise, the Committee Report should make it
clear that taxpayers can establish starting dates by any reasonable evidence.
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B. SOLUTION

The construction for inventory problem described in (iii) above calls for a
change iII the language of proposed new Section 48(h) (2) of the Code. It would
appear desirable, at the same time, to add a sentence to this provision making it
clear that a uniform test of construction beginning is to be applied to buildings
and other property. This can be amplified by explanation in the Committee
Report. The Committee Report should make it clear that in cases where the
construction date is significant, the critical time (to be determined by any
reasonable evidence) is the earliest to occur of any of the following: when
foundation work begins; when parts or components are placed under binding
contract or acquired, if they are not inventory items; or when assembly or
processing of parts or components for incorporation into the final product begins.
This distinction between inventory and non-inventory items is a meaningful
one in terms of the practical commitment of the machinery builder. Once a
part or component has passed beyond the general inventory category it is not
realistic to turn back. The allowance or disallowance of the credit will not be
a material factor influencing the decision to complete the machine for the time
within which that decision could be made has passed.

It should be pointed out that this proposed revised test for the machinery and
equipment starting date does not eliminate the need for the machinery and
equipment completion rule (proposed Section 48(h) (5) of the Code). There
will be many instances in which machinery and equipment is assembled or con-
.-tructed out of inventory items but where no designation or processing of these
inventory parts and components has taken place prior to the September 9, 1066,
cut-off date. The completion rule is necessary to provide for these situations
where the bulk of the parts or components were on hand or under order prior to
the cut-off date.

"(2) SUSPENSION PERIOD PROPERTY DEFIXED.-Except as otherwise provided In
this subsection and subsection (i), the term 'suspension period property' means
section 38 property---

"(A) the physical construction, reconstruction, or erection of which by the
taxpayer begins during such period,

"(B) the physical construction, reconstruction, or erection of which by a
person other than the taxpayer takes place pursuant to an order placed by
the taxpayer during such period, or

"(C) the acquisition of which by the taxpayer takes place during such
period or. pursuant to an order placed during such period.

Physical construction, reconstruction or erection is considered to begin on the
date when actual physical work is started on the property (including any part or
component thereof), or on any earlier date when any part or component desig-
nated for incorporation into the property is acquired or ordered under a binding
contract."

A. PROBLEM
The binding contract exemption

Proposed Section 1 of H.R. 17607 as reported by the House Ways and Means
Committee excepts from the definition of "suspension period property" (prop-
erty not qualified for the Investment credit) property "constructed, reconstructed,
erected, or acquired pursuant to a contract which was, on September 8, 1966,
and at all times thereafter, binding on the taxpayer." The term "binding con-
tract" is not defined in the statute, but the meaning of this phrase is discussed
to some extent in the Committee Report. The Report indicates that state law
tests axe to be applied but indicates that the presence of certain conditions will
no be inconsistent with binding contract status.

The "binding contract" test falls short by a substantial margin of doing equity
to taxpayers who, in good faith reliance upon the availability of the investment
credit, had economically committed themselves, prior to September 9, 1966, to
expenditures which would have qualified for the credit but for the suspension.
The legal concept of "binding contract" is a far cry from the practical business
concept of a firm commitment. Various other exceptions to the suspension con-
tained in the Ways and Means Committee version of H.R. 17607 are a recognition
of the inadequacy of the narrow "binding contract" test.

In addition to this basic objection, the Ways and Means Committee Report
appears to reach unsatisfactory resolutions or is not clear with respect to the
application of the "binding contract" rule in many important situations includ-
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ing: price escalation clauses which give the purchase the right to cancel in the
event of escalation; conditions which permit cancellation by the seller but not
by the purchaser; orders placed with distributors rather than with suppliers;
oral contracts for which formal acceptance is delayed; and cancellation rights
which arise subsequent to the start of the suspension period but which are not
exercised.

The bill will not achieve a real measure of fairness and equity among tax-
payers unless an economic commitment or firm order test is substituted for the
binding contract language of H.R. 17607. There is a precedent for such a standard
in the Excess Profits Tax law. Failing this, the binding contract )rovision in
the statute should be amplified or explained more effectively in the Senate
Finance Committee Report to clear up the troublesome problems which are
raised about the binding contract language by the Ways and Means Committee
Report.

B. SOLUTION

Attached is a proposed summary explanation of the binding contract provision
contained in proposed new Section 48(h) (3) of the Code. This explanation
could be placed in the Committee Report but inclusion in the statute itself
would appear preferable to preclude misunderstandings arising from two differ-
ent Committee Report interpretations of the same statutory language.

The attached revision makes It clear that a binding contract is one which is
binding on the taxpayer regardless of the obligation upon the other party or
parties to the contract. To qualify under the binding contract exemption the
contract must be one of which the subject matter is the sale or lease of the
property to the taxpayer. This would exclude from the binding contract defini.
tion contracts with financial institutions, labor unions and the like to which
reference is made in the Ways and Means Committee Report. The contract may
be one between the taxl)ayer and a supplier, an agent of the supplier or an inde-
pendent wholesaler or distributor. Likewise, a contract between a manufacturer
and an independent distributor should qualify even though the customer is not
yet a party, since such a commitment must necessarily lead to the sale of the
product. In such cases the distributor can be said to be serving as the repre-
sentative of the customer who will place the property in service and obtain the
tax credit. We endorse and commend to the Committee's attention specific Com-
mittee Report language to clarify these points suggested in the Statement sub-
nitted by the American Machine Tool Distributors' Association.

With regard to oral contracts and acceptances, there should be language in the
Finance Committee Report which makes it clear that if an order has been placed
by a customer which, because of prior negotiations and other information known
to the parties, is known by them to be acceptable to the manufacturer and if the
manufacturer takes steps, by recording the order on his books or otherwise, to
demonstrate his acceptance, a binding contract can arise even though formal
acceptance inmay not take place until some later time. Here again we direct the
attention of the Committee to specific Committee Report language suggested by
the American Machine Tool Distributors' Association.

The attached proposed revision of Section 48(h) (3) would make it clear that
the presence in the contract of any condition subsequent would not be regarded
as inconsistent with the existence of a binding contract so long as, prior to
September 9, 1066. the occurrence or non-occurrence of this condition has not
actually taken place, become certain to take place, or become subject to the
exclusive control of the taxpayer. This is intended to incorporate in the statute
the view expressed in the Report of the House Ways and Means Committee that
a condition would not be regarded as within the exclusive control of the taxpayer
if he is under an express or implied legal obligation to use his best efforts to bring
about or prevent the occurrence of the condition so as to preserve the effective-
ness of the contract.

By examining the binding nature of all contracts on one date, September 0,
1966, the proposed new binding contract test eliminates disparities and In-
equities which might otherwise arise and simplifies tax administration and
compliance. For example, a post-September 9 price adjustment giving the
taxpayer a right to cancel would not deprive the contract of its binding nature
so long as there is in fact no cancellation. This is a recognition of the fact
that price escalations seldom In fact cause cancellations, and that the inter-
ests of the Government do not lie in the direction of penalizing those who fail
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to abrogate contracts entered, into in gooidfaith, witl oevery ;expectaton"ot
fulfillment -4  . . ' !A ' ", ,".
. At" the same time the newt.language would -uot...create a binding contract in

the ,instance where;,on, September 9,. 1966,. the taxpayer has an. unrestricted
right to'icancel the order Without damages withinn .a specified period otf:time
extending. beyond September 9,: In such'a, case the. condition &subsequent'would
be within -the -taxpayer's: exclusive control on'. the critical vlate4i: The same
situation would exist in the case of a price escalation,-.caneellationiright, which
arose prior: to.4September 9 as a consequence of :an earlier price -increase.

* ." (8) 'IDINDING "coNTBATS.--)4T&% the extent. that any property ts :constructed,
reconstructed; erected, :or! acquired pursuantto, a contract' for. the sale or "lease
of such property to the taxpayer Which was,.,on September 8, -1966, binding on
the tatpayser;fand which -was- in effect at all. times. subsequent to such date,
such propertyn shall. Dot be. deemed. to', bb .suspelmion period, property., The
presence: in, any ,contract: of any condition ;subseqUent, shall be disregarded in
determining whether the contract is binding, -upon,., the, taxpayer unless such
condition had occurred, become certain t. ocur, r become subject, to ,the tax,.
payer's uncontrolled discretion prior'to'gebtfiber'9, 1066."
The machinery or equipment completion rule.

Section 1 of H.R. 1-7607 -as' rejiorted. by thel House Ways and Means Commit.
tee contains an exception from;.the definition; of ,"suspension period property'l
for "machinery or equipmentt t more'than'5) percent of the 'adjusted basis' of
which is attributable to parts :nd components on hand or subject to a binding
contract on September 8, 1966; or, in the case of a taxpayer who regularly .a "
sembles: or otherwise produeed. such: machinery or equipment out of parts and
componeiits; if 50 percent ,(determined on the. basis of cost) of such parts' and.
components wereon hazid:or.subject to a binding contract on Sejptember.8, 1968
•.The provisionn, in. contradt.:to, the "equipped building rule,". appears to be

designed to take care of individual units of investment credit property which
are substantiallycommitted: priot to the suspension date. The principal dif-
ficulty: with the provision, .in 'its present' form, is that it uses terms which ard
foreign to the nvestment credit' provisions now in the law and which may lead
to confusion r misundertanding on' the part of both taxpayers and tax authorP
ties.. The references in the provision to "machinery or equipment," "piece, A
"parts and' components" and "regularly" hre particularly difficult to define
with any precision.'

B. SOLUTION

In order to overcome the foregoing objections, proposed Section 48(h)(5),
should be revised. Attached is a proposed revision which redescribes this sec-
tion as the "Section 38 Property Unit Completion Rules" and refers throughout
to a unit of section 88 property rather than to a "piece of machinery or equip.
ment." ;The -term "parts and components" is retained but this term is made
more meaningful by relating it to a unit of section 38 property which has been
completed and placed in service. The term "regularly" is deleted in 5(B) since
no need or justification for such a requirement exists.

More extensive revision of this exception to the suspension period property
provision would be required in the absence of clarification 'of proposed Section
48(h) (2) which defines suspension period property. It should be clear in
Section 48(h) (2) that construction commences when a component for a unit
of Section 38 property is ordered, acquired, or begun to be processed if it is
designated at that time for inclusion in' the final product. Where construc-
tion has commenced in this .way prior to September 9, 1966, the property in;
which the part: or component is to' be incorporated should not be classified as
suspension period property under Section 48(h) (2) without regard to Section
48(h) (5); There is. no neCessity or justification for the 50% test of Section
48(h) (5) in these cases where work on the specific property itself has begnni,
At this stage, as a practical matter, there 'is no turning back. On the other
hand, Section 48(h) (5) is 'necessary to achieve a measure of equity where no:
construction has started but more than 50% of the eventual product is built out!
of parts and components contracted for or bOn hand in. inventory on the Septem.:
ber 9, 1966, cut-off date..

69-735--60---20
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"(1) SsOT ON 88 PROPRBry UiNIT OMPLETION lULF;---"- ' I-',: I 'K'

"(A) IN GENEAL-In the case of any unit of Section 88 property more
than . 50 percent of, the adjusted, basis of which-is. attributable ,to parts and
components which were on h~d on September 'S, 196, or-we-e, acquired'pur.
suant, to a binding contract whichwas In' effect on such date#, the parts
-and components .niecessary to enable such sectioh 88 property. to be, com.
plated and placed in service shall, be treated, as property which is' not
suspension period. property.,.
I "(B) OBTAIN TAXPAYERS WH0ASSBMBL1S OR PRODUCE THEI, OWN SECTION;
as PROPRTr.-In the case of a taxpayer who afsembles or otherwise produces
section 38 property for his -own- use' any unit of sexton 38 property which
he, assembles or otherWise produces for his own use out of parts and compo-
nents more than 50 percent of which' (determined on the basis ,f cost)
he. had on hand on September 8, 1968, or acquired pursuant to a binding
contract which was in effect On such date shall be treated as property which
is not, suspension period propertY."

Property coti8trubted (ftdr, a8pftio ver~d

A. 'PROBLEM

The definition of suspension period property in H.R. 17607 is not confined to
property acquired or constructed during the suspension period. It extends to
property placed under order during, the period. Nor does H.R. 17W.7 require
that this order be a binding contract , or even .a written document. According
to the, Ways and Means Committee Report, (p. 80) : .,Any directive, written or
oral, to another person reasonably designed to effect the acquisition of property
at a later date, constitutes an order."

The stated objective of this broad application of the credit suspension to mere
orders is to maximize the anti-inflationary effect. According to the Ways and
Means Committee Report this provision "is designed to remove an incentive
for increases In Inventories of parts or components for future assembly and
delivery of orders placed * * * during the suspension period."

The Inclusion of mere "orders" in the definition of suspension period property
threatens to create very substantial problems for machinery and equipment
manufacturers as the end of the suspension period, approaches.:, .Producers are-
threatened with a situation of "zero backlog" on January 1,' 1968,- followed
by an Inundation of orders immediately thereafter. -Gross inequities are certain
to occur. : Here are but a few Illustrations:.

(i) Company A places an order for a machine tool within the suspension
period. The machine tool builder already has a backlog for that item ex-
tending beyond the termination for the period'and does not commence work on
the order until after, the period has ended,, Nevertheless, under the tests of
H.R. 17007, the investment credit Is denied to Company A.'.
: (ii) Company B is a large company and long-time customer of the same
machine tool builder as that With which Company A placed its order. Company
B knows that It 'can 'get expedited delivery from the builder. It waits until.
after the end of the suspension period to place its order and receives the full
benefit, of the Investment credit; -
. (iii) Company C, a builder of large and costly machine tools, some requir-

ing a leadtime as longas 18 months, receives a priority order from 'a defense
contractor during the suspension period, for delivery nine months -after the
period ends. No substantial outlays are made by Company C prior to the end
of Athe suspension period.' Yet, because the order was placed within" the period,
no investment credit is allowed.
.I (iv) Company D, a machine tool builder, wants to give its customers the

maximum benefit of the investment credit. In the final months before the
end -of the Investment credit-suspension It Is completely unable to plan Its pro-
duction schedule due, to the absence of any orders. Yet it knows Its customers
will be knocking oil its door with . requests for Immediate deliveries after
January 1, 1968.

• When the Investment Credit was first proposed, ttwas argued that it should
be confined to orders, placed after a spedfifed cut-off date. This arrangement
was found to be impracticable and Intequltable and It was dropped in- the final,
version ,of the Investment credit. "The -same considerations militate; against'
the use of an order-disqualification or even a construction-commenced dis-.

A. .: ' . .
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qualflation in, any credit suspension. legislation, .The. only equitable suspend
idoni disqualification test would be the normal one of: .tie. Investment credit)
itsblf-the.pdtting - Intoservice. of the property during the suspension period6

If any. order-qualification,.proposal Is retained in, the legiolatiou-which wt
believe - would, be. a segloUs mistake-either it should be operative ,for a period
considerably shorter than the proposed, 16-month suspension or there should,
be a date soon after the end of the suspension beyond which the order dis-
qualification would cease to operate This-would permit Orders to be placed,
in :thq finalmonths of the suspension period and so avoid the "zero backlog'"
problem and. proVide a. more gradual o. transition to the credit restoration.:
- Absent such a cut-off before or afterthe end of the suspension period there
should be an exception to the defintion of suspension period, property to take
care of instances in which construction does not start until after. the period
and a majority of parts and components also are not built, acquired or-ordered
Umtil the suspension period has expired, Attached is a proposed addition to
Section 48(h) of the Code which-would achieve this limited objective.

(11) PROPERTY NOT (7ONSTRUOTFrD UNTIL ATEA LOSE OF SUSPENSION PERIOD.-
Pxoperty which would not be suspension period property but for the fact that
an order for its acquisition, construction, reconstruction, or erection was placed
during the suspension period shall not be treated as suspension period propertyif- .

"(A) physical construction, reconstruction, or erection of such property,
does not begin until after the close of the suspension period, and

"(B) no more than 50% of the adjusted basis of the property consists of
parts and components begun. to be constructed, reconitructed, erected,
acquired, or ordered at the time or times specified in paragraph (2) In the
case of suspension period property."

A. PROBLEM
The "phantom credit"

Section 3(a) of H.R. 17607 as reported by the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee contains a new proposed Section 46(a) (2) of the Code relating to the
limitation on the Investment credit which may be utilized In any year. This
neW provision contains the following sentence: "The amount otherwise deter-
'mined under this paragraph shall be reduced ('but not below zero)-by the ct'edlt
which Would bave been allowable under paragraph (1) for such taxable year
with resjct to suspension period property but for the application of Section,
48(h) (1)."

'The' Report of the House Ways and Means Committee is virtually silent on:
this'portion of the bill. It Is understood that the rationale of the "phantom
credit" is ' that the suspension wo6ld otherwise have the effect Of permitting
credit carryovers from prior years and credits not subjt to the sitspension to*
be being u tilized morerApidly than If there hal notbeen a suspension.

There is an undeniaible loglW to this 'ro Ision bo far as Its application to credit'
carryovers is concerned. The structure of the Investment credit tax provisions
is such that carryovers of unused credits from Orior years are not to be utilized
until the credits from the current year have been exhausted. By eliminating
these current credits the suspension would but for the substitute "phantom
credit" hgve the effect of accelerating utilization of the credit carryover.
Against this logic one has to weigh the complications which the phantom credit
adds to the tax structure and the difficulty In explaining it effectively to
thousands of firms and individuals who are not experts in tax matters..

.The logical basis for the phantom credit Is not so apparent'when Its applica-,
tion Is extended-as now clearly proposed in .R. 17607-to affect annual In'
vestment qualifying for the credit, as distinct from carryovers. This may be
Illustrated by two examples:

During the first half of 1966 A Corporation put into service machinery and
equipment costing $400,000 qualifying for the Investment credit. A Corporation
had every reason to anticipate availability of an investment credit for 1966 witb
respect to this property. Subsequent to September 9, 1966, A Corporation ac-.
quired additional machine tools costing $200,000 which were part of the same.
modernization program to which A was economically committee prior to Sep-.
tember 9, but which could not qualify for the credit under the limited exceptions:
t6 the suspension period property provisions. A. Corporation's 1966 limitation,
based on the amount of tax without regard to the phantom credit was *28000.
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Butfor the credit suspension A wouldhave been ,entitled .to aa Investmenttreft
of $28,000 for 1966 and would have, carried over 'to' 1967 the unusedc.eredit .o
$14'000 in respect of the last $200,000 of investment the credit for which exceeded
the limitation. 'Logically,. H.R# 17607 should:not affect the $28,000 credit.1n re-
spect of:A'spre.Auspenslon investment 9nd should only deny Corporation,A+,this
lukit $14,000 carryover. However, the phantom credit,: .as. now contained .inithe
bill, works differently... It .permits -A. Corporation .to take 'only a $14,00&.credit
In 1966 and forces it: to carry over: the* remaining ,$14,000. This. Is.so because
tinder the' present wording of the. phantom credit. proVqslon, suspension period
Investment. is considered first in computing ithe credit limitation,, regardlem.ol
the equities of protecting ,pre-suspenson. ek'edits and-regardless of the order. in
which the property is put into service. .' :' ...... . . . .. ': (. ,
b.Durlng the first.balf of 1968 B Corporation. puts into service maehinory and

equipment. costing $400,000 and qualifying for' th;i#nvdstment credit,.: Later
in the same :year Bi Corporation' .puts into servIee:additioial.mehiiiory Ia'nd
equipment costing; $200,000. Which, is considered. suspension peilod prqporty' be.
cause it was placed under order prior to January 1, 1968. B -Corporatron's .1968
credit. limitation, without regard) to the phantom crdtt' pr-ovision of H.R., 1.70m7)
would have been $28,000. The phantom credit would have the 'effect of forcing:
a. :postponement, of $14,000 of the 'otherwise available, $28,000 of credits earned,
by non-suspension property in 1908. This postponement of otherwise availablb
credits after 1967 has the effect of prolonging the consequences of. the suspension
well beyond the 18-month period specified in H.R. 17007. '

Y,"' . ' B. SOLUTION

These examples indicate that the phantom credit, in.It4 lprsept form, 18 less
than perfect. The provision will further complicate an already complex piece
of legislation. Despite its inherent logic It will not be understood by most tax-
payers and will generally be regarded as inequitable, at least.unless a gredt deal
of valuable time is spent explaining the feature.to businessmen.' Finally, because
thI4 future in the bill will be llttlei 9nde stood or'hppr 'atedby mosttaxtYers,
it h ail accomplish very little in'tert 'of"achievinA the "e pres objectives of.'te'.
President's anti-inflationary proposals. Under all 'the' circumstances 't. would d
appear th be prudent to delete this provision. '

-If' however, a decision is made to retain the phantom, credit, In the l ercst
ot fairness and equity Its applicatiln"should be limited to the carryover situa-
tlon:' This could be accomplished by deleting the last' sentence of proposed Seo-.
tion 46(a) (2) contained in H.R. 17607 and by amending present Section 46(b) (2)
Viy striking the word "and" at the end of subparagraph '(A), by substituting a
e0nnam for the period at the end of subparagraph (B), and by inserting after'
subparagraph (B) the word "and" and thi following:"(o) an amount equal to the credit which would have been allowable under
subsection (a) (1) for such taxable year with respect to suspension period'
property but for the application of section 48(h) (1)."
Exemption from suspension of :15,000 of investment

A. PROBLEM

'Proposed Section 48(1) of the Code contained In H.. 17607 would, exempt
from "suspension period property" not qualified for the Investment credit an
aggregate of $15,000 of investment for any taxpayer. The stated purpose.
of .this provision is to help small businesses which, the Ways and Means Com-
mittee Report states, are not the source of present inflationary pressures.

There are two difflculties with this excmptlon as presently drafted. First, It,
does-not contain a high enough dollar ceiling to really. assist small businesses.
particularly machinery purchasers and users. Very few' machine too6lsfr

"Already there has been a wide mlsunderstandlngsof the.phantom credit among.mP-!
posedly well-inform ed :ersons. The press release of the House Ways. and Means Com=ntteq io' September 23, 1W described the phantom credit as a reduction of credit. carry'oyers
and qualified investment to the extent of suspedion period*Investment. a far more drastle
consequence than a reduction in the limitations -baed -on tax.: The Wall Street Journal,
aid other newspapers pIked up this musungerstanding. Commerce Clearing House, in Ita,
Tax Re port No. 46 of September 28 196. with 'which H.R. 17607 and the Ways' And.
Maes Combmittee Report were distrl6uted "o, ubscribets. likewise described the phantom'
cxdit a8e a reduction in tte, credit earryover rather than. a J it on. the credit u tllizition

Itmtatton.
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exIampie, can be piUrchased for $15, 06 or less. To make this provision mean-
ingful a sbs tantlally higher dollar celingl required..

The second problem w'ihthe 6eemtion relate to Its limitati to, "pur-
had"propert. Thiswould appear t dqualif machinery or equipment

which a taxpayer a!)sembles or'constructs for is own use. The statutory lan-
guage is in ,clear coiihict oi 6his point withi the Ways'"id Means Committee
Report which states (p. 16): "The exemption aples to the property ordered,
acquired, or constructed during the entire Suspension period, but only with
respect to property, which, is to be used in the taxpayer's own business." The bill
should be amended to correspond with this view.

B. SOLUTION

Proposed Section 48(1) of thi Code should be amended to increase the dollar
ceiling from $16,00 to $50,000 and to substitute for the phrase "property acquired
by the taxpayer by purchase" the phrase "property constructed, reconstructed,
erected or acqnred by the taxpayer.".

NATIONAL AssoCIATION OF MOTOR Bus OWNERS,
Washington, D.C., October 6, 1966.

Hon. RxYssELL B. LONG,
Ohcarntan, (omtnittee 69 Finance,
U.S. Senate, Waghington, DO.

D~a CAiiANMA* LONG: The National Association of Motor Bu Owners re-
spectfully submits Its views on the bill, H.R. 17607, which would suspend for 16
months the current provisions for investment credit and accelerated deprecia-
tion. The Association, generally known as NAMBO, is the national trade as-
sociation for the Intercity motor bus industry. It serves as spokesman in this
matter for nearly 1,000 carriers which provide substantially more than 90 per-
cent of the int~rclty motor bus trangportation in the United States. These in-
clude Greyhound Lines, the National Trailways Bus System, and numerous
carriers not affiliate with either system. In addition to furnishing the only
means of transpor.ati6n, other than by automobile, in thousands of communities,
the Industry provides extensive and expeditious package express and mail service
closely coordinated with its regular passenger operations.

INVESTMENT CREDIT

During the period in which the investment credit has been available, the in-
terelty bus industry has modernized, its fleet very substantially. Purchases of
new buses by Class I intercity motor carriers of passengers reporting to the
Interstate Commerce Commission (about 165 in number in 1965) ranged be-
tween 700 and 1,200 vehicles each year during the period, 1962-1965. The pro-
gram is still in progress. Approximately 1,200 busses are expected to be de-
livered to Class I carriers during the 16-month period covered by the proposed
suspension. The carriers have commitments to take delivery of buses during
each of these months, at prices ranging generally between $45,000 and $50,000
per bus. Some, but by no means all, of these commitments are in the form of
binding orders. Data from preliminary tabulations and estimates show that
Class I intercity carriers received investment credits under the Internal Revenue
Act of 1962, in the amounts shown In the table below for 19621965.

Year Tax credit Percent of Income ta
Income tax

1962 --------------------------------------------------------- $3,430,000 10.6 $32,271,000
1963 ........................................... .....--- - - 1,521,000 4.4 34,224,000
194 ------------------------------------------------ 2,975,000 9.1 32,736,000
195 -----------....... --------------------------------------- 1,804,000 4.9 37, 88, 00

For the 16-month period, September 1, 1966, through December 31, 1967,
estimates based on partial reports of planned equipment purchases and industry
experience indicate that investment credits under present law will amount to

69-735---66 -30
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about $3,600,000 on expected purchases consisting principally of the
1,200 new buses mentioiied above. Suspenslon of the investment credit, If appli.
cable to these established, fleet repiacmeiat and augmentation programs, will
Increase the cost of such programs materially. These credits are, for the reasons
described below, of' Ital importance t6 the bus industry, bfit they represent an
almost negligible portionL of the total of niore than $2 billion reportedly esti-
mated for all Industries during the 16-on~th period.

Subject to both Federal and'Stite regulAtion, th6'bus industry has "a public
service responsibility to provide passenger transportation over specific routes,
utider all conditions, and at all times. Such routes include essential service to
thousands of communities in all parts oflthe cotintrV whichlotherwise have no
passenger transportation except by automobile. A recent study in Virginia
showed 313 identifiable communities with an aggregate population of 276,437 that
have no public passenger service other than bus. Approximately, a fourth of
these, communities have popuIationt ner 50. Similar- studies of 6ther $tates
are not available but undoubfedlywouldbecompairable. ' 1Buses serve the younger
and older segments of our population who frequently aye more imite than others
in what they can pay for transportation. The Carriers must provide adequate
equipment and facilities for these services. Buses expected to be purchased
during the proposed suspension period will be needed to meet the current and In-
creasing public demand for service.

At the same time, the margin between revenue and expense is typically thin,
particularly for scheduled service on the shorter routes which often provides the
only public transportation to local communities, Despite insufficient volume
of travel to adequately sustain essential service on many of these routes, cost
of operation tends to be very high as a result of such factors as heavy traffic
congestion and frequent scheduled stops. In addition, substantial variations in
service requirements resulting from heavy travel on holidays, weekends, and
during vacation seasons means that large numbers of buses must be held In
reserve, Idle much of the year. In many cases, schedules on essential routes have
been continued only because the carriers have been able to subsidize service out
of revenue from the transportation of package express, charter parties, and other
diversified operations which have been developed actively in recent years.

Experience of the bus Industry during the years since World War II has shown
that use of bus service by the public generally Increases as equipment is modern-
ized. In view of rapidly increasing congestion on many of our highways, the high
passenger carrying capacity of buses should be fully utilized, and efforts of the
carriers to make the service attractive should not be hampered by government
action such as the proposed suspension.

Contractual arrangements for buses now on order vary from company to com-
pany, and it is not known to what extent expected purchases during the proposed
period of suspension fall within the exemption provided in HR. 17607 for binding
orders in effect prior to September 8, 1966. However, in view of the factors out-
lined above, the carriers are not, in general, In a position to reduce orders sub-
stantially, regardless of their binding nature, without risking: (1) Inadequate
equipment for essential service, and (2). Disruption of production schedules of
bus manufacturers. This problem is a serious one due to the limited and spqecal-
ized nature of the market, particularly for intercity type buses, and it could
result in reduced availability of equipment after the suspension period.

ACOE1ZTED DEPRECIATION

Suspension of the provisions for accelerated' depreciation would pose problems
for the Intercity bus industry generally parallel to those relating to suspension of
Investment credits. Extensive building programs for new and modernized bus
terminals are in progress, some in the construction stage and others being
planned. It Is generally recognized that adequate terminals are equally as Im-
portant as satisfactory bus equipment in the development of service meeting the
needs of the public.

SUMMARY

M.f. 17607 would be detrimental to the Intercity motor bus industry, if en-
acted without an exemption for this essential segment of our national transpor-
tation system. Added burdens on the traveling public and disruption of care-
fully devised and much needed fleet and terminal modernization programs re-
sulting from suspension of the Investment credit and accelerated depreciation
allowances would far outweigh possible benefits to the national economy.' There-
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fore, we recommend and urge that any suspension of these allowances not be
made applicable to bus operations.

it is requested that this letter be made a part of the record of the hearings
on the bill, H.R. 17607.

Sincerely,
EVEET HUTOHInSON, President.

STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF AMERICAN DENTAL TRADE AssooAToN IN SUPPORT OF
EXEMPTION FOR $15,000 OF INVESTMENT FROM PROPOSED SUSPENSION OF, THE
INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT, SUBMiTTED BY EDMUND WELLINOT Nt, Jt, EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY, OCTOBER 0, 1966

The American Dental TradeAssociation is a nationwide association of manu-
facturers of and dealers in dental equipment and supplieO. These products are
sold to the dental profession and dental laboratories, which fabricate oral pros-
thetic devices (full and partial dentures, bridges, etc.) to the prescription of the
dentist.

In a statement submitted to the House Ways and Means Committee, this As-
sociation set forth the compelling need for an exemption for dental equipment
from any suspension of the investment credit. This po4tioii was supported by
the American Dental Association in a letter filed with that Committee. Briefly
stated, this need for an exemption arises from the following factors:

1. The population has grown ht a significantly faster rate than the num-
ber of dentists;

2. A larger portion of the population is seeking dental services;
3. The limited number of dentists can meet this growing demand by the

purchase of new equipment which increases dramatically the number of
patients which each dentist can treat;

4. The investment credit provides an especially effective incentive to pur-
chase new equipment for the individual dentist" for whom the cost of an
initial or additional operatory (patient treatment room) is quite large in
relation to income and for whom the present credit squeeze causes a most
serious financing problem; and

5. Denying the investment credit for dental equipment would frustrate the
purpose of Medicare to provide health care to the aged at reasonable costs.

The statement also demonstrated that an exemption for dental equipment
would not be inflationary in the long run because new equipment increases the
supply of dental services to meet the increasing demand, or, in the short run
because deptal equipment is not in short supply. In addition, total sales of
dental equipment are minuscule In terms of the overall economy.

In initially reporting the bill to the House, the Ways and Means Committee
rejected all requests for exemptions for specific types of equipment. But that
Committee did recognize the importance of the credit to the individual and
the small company, which have suffered the most from escalating interest rates
and the unavailability of credit; the bill, recommended by Uhat Committee and
passed by the House, provides that up to $15,000 of equipment purchased during
the suspension period for use in a business will qualify for the investment
credit

The Report of the House Ways and Means Committee on page 16 points up the
Importance of this exemption and its negligible Impact on the inflationary forces
which Congres seeks to control: "The pressure for loans to finance significant
increases in plant and equipment spending stems largely from the Nation's larger
business organizations. The $15,000 exemption will be a negligible factor in the
investment decisions of such organizations. It will not be negligible, however, to
small bi~siness enterprises, many of which presently have difficulty raising funds
because of existing monetary restrictions."

This Association supports the $15,000 exemption because it effectively retains
the investment credit for most dental equipment purchases during the 16-month
suspension period. Because of the health problem involved, the investment
credit is more essential for the dentist than it is for most small bUsinesses.

If the $15,000 exemption is for any reason deleted from the proposed bill,
this Association renews its request for a specific exemption for dental equipment
from any suspension of the investment credit.

Seventy-three percent of the dentists practice alone.
*The Committee did subsequently accept an exemption for water and air pollution

control facilities.
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NATIONAL LiESTOC, FEEDRS,,ASSOQIATION,
omaha, .Nebr. october, 1966.Re H.R. 17607, suspension of investment tax credit.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: We have sought an opportunity to testify before theSenate Committee on Finance relative to HR. 17007, but We have been informedthat the hearing time is completely committed. Therefore, we are contactingyou by letter to briefly 4tate our views with respect to the proposed suspension
of the 7% investment tax credit.
oWe respectfully request that this letter be inserted in the, record of the Corn.mittee proceedings on the matter. A copy is being sent to each of the committee

members.
The Association sincerely hopes the Committee will look with favor on exclud-ing farmers and livestock producers entirely from the suspension provisions,

and urges that suqh action be taken,
Our basis for this request items from the general concern over future food pro-duction needs, both for domestic consumption and for shipments abroad. It ispossible that the withdrawal of the tax credit, even temporarily, may discourage

the prd(luctibn needed
Production flexibility, especially in the case of such items as animal products,is subject to bi6logica1 limitations, making the time element criti('al and advanced

planning a necessity. Any development which tends to raise doubt in the mindsof producers as to fqtture costs or changes In the operational climate is apt tobring about an Attitude of 'wait and see'.
In addition to the production consideration, there is also wide spread concernin and out of Agriculture over the relatively unfavorable income position offarmers in general. Suspension of the investment tax credit has the same effectas increasing costs, thereby placing agricultural producers in an even more

unfavorable position.
We do recognize that undir the House version of the pending bill the suspen-sion would notq apply to the first $15,000 of equipment purchases; and, further-more, that there is further iiberalizatibn of, the amount of credit allow .d begin-ning after January 1,' 198. As any agrictltural producer can testify, however,$15, 000 does not buy very mnih equipment at today's prices. For example, a newtractor plus a corn picker-sheller would cost close to that amount.It goes without saying, of course, that if the Committee cannot exclude agri-cultural producers completely from tle proposed suspension, we would then urgethat at least the lirnitd 4ieniption tontaqinqd in the Mtihe measure be retained.We are always s"erely appreciative of the. careful consideration given bythe Committ y"' I'Fnancl df the views df thio Asgociation and we feel surethose expressed heqrein merit the same degree of attention.Sincerely yonrs,

DoN F. MAGDANZ,Bweoutve Se&'etarj-Treasurer.

MiofiGAi STATP" OHAnMrEt or CoSI(ERrE,
Lansing, Mich., October 8, 1966.

Senator RUssmLL B.lLO,
chairman, Oomitee O, Finance,

.S. Senate, Ws1di~gtoti, D.T.:
Qabehiiaf . Of the business interests of the State' of Michigan, we respectfullysubmit this statement for your c nsideration. We believe that H.R. 17607 shouldnot. be passed by the Senate and that the 7% investment tax credit should becontinued. We,, believe that temporary suspension of the 7% Investment taxcredit will have little, if any, effect on the inflationary trend. This apparentlyis confirmed by Treasury Secretary Henry Fowler, who earlier in the year statedthat repeal of the investment tax credit is not suitable as a short term restraining

factor.
lI 1 ip fortant to recall that the 7% iyetIment tax credit was passed toencourage expansion of industry to permit greater employment. It has workedto the distinct advantage of the economy, with millions of dollars being spent foi
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plant expansion and purchase of new machinery and equipment. I question
whether Congr~ss waits to discourage further expansion of the economy. It
seems to defy the basio economic laws ani to be inconsistent with previous
actions of Congress' in providingcertain tax credits to encourage economic ex-
pansion. It would seem much more appropriate to curb unnecessary govern-
mental expenditures as an anti-inflation measure. I believe that you yourself
have stated that temporary suspension would not have any impact for one to two
years and that this may come at a time when we will. not need; such measures.

We strongly urge that this bill be tabled for further conside!ption or be re-
Jected outright, since we feel that serious damage will be' inflicted on the
economy.SincerelF,iHARRY R. HALL,, President.

BIRDSEY FLOUR & FEED MILLS,

Macon, Ga., October 4, 1966.
Re suspension of 7 percent investment credit, and accelerated depreciation

methods.
lIon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
U.S. SENATE,
Senate Offlie Building, Washington, D.C.

GE NTLEStEN: Our Company strongly Opposes both of these proposals by the
President which are intended to help control ItifitiOn,

Why? . :'
(1) Adversc effect on, our own business and on plan ,ohich, have been, carefully

laid over a period of 'man i month.
We are a small flour and feed mill with old equipment and machinery. Due

to difficult times in our industry, we had not been able to justify economically
or to finance greatly needed capital Improvements until the 7% investment
credit became available.

Our plans of necessity had to be spread over several years because of limited
financial means. (This was not the case with larger and stronger companies;
they were able to move immediately, to modernize old plants and construct new
ones).

*We feel that suspension of the investment credit will work a greater hardship
on smaller companies, like ourselves, than on large companies.

(2) The 7ropo8als vill ,not serve the purpose for whiheh they are intended.
What is an inflation? Simply stated, a progressively more competitive bidding

up of prices to get a limited supply of goods and services.
The way to deal with inflation is to produce more goods and services: pro-

ductivitV.
How can removing the Incentive-for increasing productivity possibly alleviate

an inflationary situation? We need to produce more goods and services.
(3) To suspend the credit would be to renege on a promise made at the time

the legislation vas passed: that this would be a permanent mea8ure, not a con-
trol device by which to manipulate the economy.

How can intelligent plans be made by business when legislation of such eco-
nomic importance Is turned on and of like a water faucet?

(4) Balance of payments deflit.
U.S. industry must compete effectively in World markets if we are to overcome

the payment deficit. To compete effectively with European and Japanese in-
dustry, U.S. industry must have at least equal tax treatment. Even with the
7% investment credit, V.S. 'tax allowances are smaller than those allowed by
foreign governments.

If the credit is suspended, will not investment of U.S. capital abroad become
more attractive than domestic investment?

We trongly urge that inflation be fought with weapons which are appropriate
to correct the problem. These are: limitation of Federal spending and increased
Income taxation on individual and corporate incomes.

Yours very truly, .
I., T. DIRDISEY, .Pre8ident.

r
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. . . . D I V , .. .N B R G M A O T Ei , C O R P . , ,
Pi O RORL;E PUTXS INP.,A vlSxON ow HounAu !lousTRuEsX .

foSoutfleti, M c&., Septemboi' 27, 1966.
8ubJect: 7 percent investment tax credit..
Hon. RUSSELL B LONG,
CaTirman, committee on Finane, . -
Senate Office Bttlding, Washinton, D'" .

DEAn COz0k oSMA1q Loire: 'As the Midwest Sales Manager for the Burg.
master Corp6k*tion, a major 'jkoducer of machine tools, I am distressed to
hear about the recent discussion In Congress relative to the repeal of the 7%
Investment Tax Credit for capital expenditures. It Is my opinion and the
opinion of the majority of business people that this act would be a breach of
faith by the administration and wori a hardship on the national economy.

It would be recommended that you visit various industries around the United
States and look at the condition of the machine tools currently being used. In
a recent survey' of a typical plant, It was found that the majority of the tools
were over 20 years old ahid some even as old as 40 years. In fact,'this is a
common situation in many of the industries I have visited. It has been only
within the last two or -three years that industry has been able -to up-date thb
facilities and the investment tax credit has been a substantial contributor to
the impetus of this program. Therefore, I believe the continuance of the 7%
tax credit is essential to give American industries the incentives In tax benefits
that other industrial nations give their industries. -you must realize that we
are no longer an entity unto ourselveq and that we must compete effectively in
the world markets. This can only be done with modern industrial equipment.
Many nations are assisting industry more extensively than' we In the United
States have done. % . I I ....

Another area to be considered in the overall picture of the machine tool In-
dustry is the requirement by American Industry and Defense Organizations that
have demanded more efficient, more accurate machinery. To be able to produce
efficiently, industry must have this new equipment. Any suspension of the 7%
Tax Credit Allowance will slow down the acquisition of it..

Other major reasons for this would be -the following:
1. Modern facilities increase productivity and help hold the line, on wages

and prices.
2. Any serious proposal'by Congress to suspend the 7%, credit would give

rise to a flood .of orders from.businessmen ,attempting to beat the suspension
date. This in itself would be self-defeaiting in fighting inflation.

3. Assistant ' Secretary to the'Treas'ury Sufrey. recently" 'aknowledged In
a speech to the American Bar Association that-' tampering With -redit may
cause unintended dislocations in the Economy., f ,
• 4. It is a short, range view. Long range investment credit is sorely

needed to stimulate continuing modernization In the United States facility.
A number of leading economists are predicting a downturn In the economy
and in the spending for capital goods in 196. TThe suspension or repeal of
the credit might well come at an unfortunate time and trigger a downwardspiral . .. . .

The enactment of tfie 7% Investment Tait Credit provision in 1.962 stimulated
the purchase of new equipment for modernization and expansion of nianufactur-
ing facilities. The significance of this provision" f*the tax lawtthe machine
tool industry as both buyers and'sellers Of capital equipment cannot be over
emphasized. Your fullest cooperation is needed so that our country will not
suffer by repeal of an important piece of legislation. I cannot stress too strongly
our feelings in this matter.

Very, truly $ours, W, ROnERT.W. RtEiMUARDT

- .lfdwest'Sales Atanaqer.

STATEMENT OF TONY T. DECHANT, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL FARMERS UNION-

OO'ronME 6, 1966

Mr. Chairman and Member* of the Committee:
During the last year there has been an important change in the agricultural

policy of the Executive Department and the Congress. The decision has been
made to turn away from a policy of restriction to one of full production and
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abundance. For many years farmers have reluctantly agreed to restrict their
production in order that they might obtain fair prices for their product
and an adequate income e., Policy inakers of the Oongres and farmers who voted
on referendums, had'no choice but, torstict acreage. The alternatvd was bank-
rupt prices aud gluts bf agricultural products in the market place.

Even with restrictive policies that have been in effect to a greater or lesser
extent over a period" of 30 years, the 'farmer receiVedlincome which was much
lower than those liin& in cities and twns. Actually', the farmer' has only re-
ceived an adequate income in' time'of wa, or national emergency. During WW-
'Ir prices rose and the parity, Index stood'above 100'per cent. After'the war pent-
up demand caused the p'r'atyztlo to rise' even farther. In 147 the parity rato
was 115 and net farm income stood at $17.1 iiii'lioI. Although retail food prides
have increased 33 per Cent In 18 years, thi farm income has consistently been
considerably below the 1947 figure. Actually, net 'income of farmers declined
from 1947 to 1905 to an' estimated $14,109,000,000, a decrease of 18 per cent. In
1965 colisumers paid $72 7 billloii'for'farm-prodiuced food. This was an increase
from the $40.8 billion which consumerS paid during the 1047-1949 period. Of
this $30.9 billion increase in the cost 'of food $25.7 billion or 80.6 per cent was
absorbed, by the niiddlemgn. 0tiQy $0.2' billion or 19.4 per cent trickled back to
the farmers. . . 1 .

The change of agricultural policy w As initiated by the House Committee on
Agriculture when by a vote of 30 to 3 it approved legislation for a world-wide
war on' hunger. The Uited States pow has assumed Increased responsibility
for feeding and clothing needy people in the free World. To implement this
policy we are going beyond the use of surpluses accumulated in farm adjustment
programs. The Secretary of Agriculture has ttvk1e announced a 30 per cent
increase in the nat.lo0al acreage allotment for wheat for the 1967 crop. This
was the greatest peacetime expansion of a major cropsince 1933.

The question before this Committee and before the Congress and the President
is whether or not farmers e~n meet the new challenge of feeding hungry people in
other lands in addition to supplying food for. our own needs. The farmer has
suffered greatly from 16w income and high costs as well as the related problems
of greatly increased debt, high taxes and skyrocketing interest rates. Attention
is called to a compilation made by the Minnes6th Farmers Union which was
Made on the basis of Shedule F, FedeLl income Tax Return made available

'to'that organization byindivlkhal farmers. This' compilation shows that farm-
ers, even with aft Ihvestment from $50 to $100,000, received exceedingly low
incones. Machinery and equipment constitutes an ever' increasing proportion
of capital investment -on the farm. According' to Farm Costs and Returns,
August 1960, a USDA, publication, da iry farms in Eastern Wisconsin increased
their investment in machinery and equipment fom $9,500 in 1957-1959 to $12,330
in 1963, and'to $13,530 in 1965.

Interest rates also,, it Is indicated, are an. important item in farm-operating
expenses. Interest 'charges on farm mortgage debt, it is estimated for the Nation
as a whole, were more than four times greater'than intereht paid in 19,50. Inter-
est 'payments on all' farm d6bts in 1965 were substantially higher than a year
ago, Thle Minnesota comptiaion and figures obtained this Veek from the Depart-
ment of AgriCulture indicate that the farmer is staggering under a motintain of
debt. Farm debt in '1965 reached a total of $40.2 billion. This compares with
a debt of $28 billion in 1960.

Interest charges for 1956 are! not'available but it is 'common knowledge that
interest rates have skyrocketed on all types of loans since the Federal Reserve
Board acted to increase the discount rate and the permissible interest rate paid
on Certificates of Deposit from four to five and one-half per cent. This action
we believe triggered the, rate war between savings and loan associations and
commercial banks. It also affected all types of loans including those of the
Federal Housing and Farm Home Administrations. 'The present FHA rate
is 5% per cent pluS' % per cent FHA insurance fee or 6O4 per cent to the borrower.
It also appeared, because of the tight money situation, lenders are asking ap-
proximately 8 points from the seller to bring the effective interest rate up to the
going rate. This means that on a $20,000 loan, the seller would have to pay a
$1600 fee. This is In addition to thbe bne per cent fee of $200 paid for processing.

The Committee JIs well aware of the crisis in the bank mortgage loan market.
I Will give only one example: In AlbAny, Oregon, the value ,of new building
permits issued dropped from $487,479 in July of 1905 '.6 $71,40i in July of this
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-year. Twenty-one permits were issued in July 1965; only two were issued in
July 1966.
"tt is well known that farmers and others are unable to6 get credit' at reasonable

prices today. Many 'are unable to get credit at any price. We think that thequotation from the' Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee is pertinent to
this situation, andI quote:

"Mr. President, let me add one additional reason why these giant corporations
get the money When farmers or people who want to build homes or start a smallbusiness cannot get th6 money. When General Electric or A.T. & T. or IT. & T.or RCA stand in line at Chase:Mannattan or at one of the other major New Yorkbanks to get their money, they often have a man on that board to see that theyget, their money. But the little fellow who wants to build a home, build somerental' housing, or star a' small business does not have a man on the board, and
he often is not able to get the money."

This Committee, the President and the Congress, are rightly concerned withthe inflationary situation' which exists in certain areas. It is apparent' that weare experiencing a recession in one segment of our economy and an inflationarysituation in other parts of it. The question arises as to why such a situationexists. According to the August 'Economic Indicators, prepared for the JointEconomic Committee by the Council of Economic Advisors; expenditures fornew plants have been increasing at about double the usual rate. In 1958 $30.53billion was spent for new plants and equipment. By 1964 this had increased to$51.96 billion. The increases during this period amounted to from one to fourbillion dollars anually but'from 19.65 to 1966 It is estimated that the increase innew pfn ts and equipment will amount to almost $9 billion. Actually, the rateof Increase it is estimated during the fourth quarter of 1066 will amount to anannual Increase in investment of new' plants and equipment of almost $12 billion.The total for 1960,'it is estimated, 'will amount to $60.78 billion.
According to the publication Just refqired to, profits of corporations arecomparable to the increases in plant inVestment. The Council of IEconomic Ad-visorts t that °the rate of corporate profits during the second. 'uarter of1966 amounted to $80' bittion. This compares with $50.3 billion for 1961 and$74.2 billion for 1965. These statistics may be a clue to the cause of the iffia-tionary situation. During the first six months of 1966 total corporate profitsafter taxes amounted', to $48.7'billion, dividend paviments to $21 billion andundistribited profits to $27.7 billion. They were encouraged' to build plantselffier by spending. their own money or by borrowing by the 7 percent tax credit

and the accelerated depreciation formula.
Profits of certain corporation' indicate why industry bad almost unlimited

amounts of money for investment in plants ,ad other facilities, General Motorsmade net profits of $2,125,60.06 for the Year 1965. It increased its profitsby 221A. per cent over 1964. General Electrlc increfised its net profits by 49.6
per cent.

Although profits increased during this period, prices did not fall. No doubtIt will contend that failure to reduce prices resulted from an increase in labor
cost. T~e President of AFL-CIO contends'that 'during the period 100 'through

prices of industrial products increased 2.8 per cent or 28 ties as much.
We believe that industry generally can affordl to do without 'the 7 'per centstax credit awd accelerated deprdeecritsn rate without expriencing teat hard.shIps. No doubt there greexceptions and in all prob;bili-t1 the Committee ll

lwill

hear from those industries whp' cain' t Prosper if the tax c it is lthdrawn.Crpotons, It is etinited by the setembei l 3, hi965 Bus aesd Week magazine,
are reducing their federal tax bill by some $2 billion a year thou t og he taxcredit .nd byaiothe-t $11/2 b:llitn because of accelerated deprecaatton. No doubt

the Committee will take this fact into consideration when it considers the
legislation.

Although there hao been some improvement in farm Incone it still lags behindthe income of those living in towns ant cities. Agriculture is still a, depressedindustry especially because of the astronomical rise in interest rates and the
tightne.s of credit which has been experienced this year. Farmers will in allprobability be unable to meet the goals set for' them by the new change of policy.
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Agricultural expansion is called for. Farmers must purchase new machinery and
equipment if they are to increase production goals for wheat and other erops
called for by the Secretary of Agriculture. A 30 per cent increase in wheat
production for example cannot be met unless farmers receive some relief from
the 7 per cent tax credit, inflated iflterest rates and the tightness of credit.

We recommend that purchases for machinery and equipment up to the amount
of $15,000 be exempted from the withdrawal of the 7 per cent investment tax
credit. We are in accord with the action taken by the House of Representatives
in approving the version of HR. 17,607 recommended by the Ways and Means
Committee.

We call attention to certain recent policy recommendations of a statewide
policy group of the South Dakota Farmers Union which are as follows:

"1. Farmers ftre better in a 'full employment economy.
"2. The present favorable state of the economy has increased the demand

for farm commodities, helping farmers toward the goal of parity.
"3. Raising interest rates aS a so-called brake on economic growth has in-

creased farm costs and unless corrected Will bring about inflation and recession;
whatever the Justification such action benefits big bankers at the expense of
farmers and consumers.

"4. Other measures should be taken when inflation threatens, as follows:
"(a) Eliminate the investment tax credit of 7 percent on investments in

excess of $100,000.00;
"(b) Enact legislation to limit the power of Federal Reserve Board to

arbitrarily raise interest rates;
"(o) Renew restrictions on. installment buying; and
"(d) Increase the federal income tax, if necessary."

Although offlciils and members of our organization have not had an oppor-
tunity to fully discuss all these measures suggested by our people in South
Dakota, we see no reason at this time t6 disagree with their recommendations.

We urge the Committee to take into account the special circumstances which
exist in agriculture which includes the low income Situation, the greatly in-
creased operating costs, the high interest and tight m6ney situation ag well as
the new responsibilities of the farmer to meet the challenge of bringing food
to hungry bellies throughout the world for humanitarian reasons and to check
the tide of communism in Asia, Africa, and Latin America.

STATEMENT OF NATIONAL RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION SUBMITTED
BY CLYDE T. ELLIS, GENERAL MANAGER

The National Rural. Electric Cooperative Association is the national service
organization of REA-financed, consumer-owned electric systems which furnish
central station electricity to some twenty million people in- forty-six states.
NRECA is owned and controlled by the systems themselves. More than 95 per-
cent of all such REA-financed systems hold voluntary membership in NRECA.

Our interest in'H.R. 17607, to suspend the inv&;tment credit and the allowance
of accelerated depreciation in the case of certain real property, relates. to
the ,three percent investment tax cr&6dlit for iivestor-owned electric utilities.
NRECA went on record against the granting of anitnvestm .nt-tax credit to
investor-owned electric utility companies in the resolution adopted at Our annual
meeting held in Atlantic City, New Jersey, in' March 1962. We stated at that
time that the granting of an investment tax credit would result in a windfall
profit to the power companies. We have consistently opposed this unwarranted
and unnecessary tax benefit. NRCA members have supported this position in
resolutions adopted at annual meetings in 1963, 1004, and 196.. .

The immediate interest of the rural elect tic sy atems in this matter arises from
the fact that rural electrics annually purchase large quantities of wholesale
electric power from the investor-owned electric utility systems. Tme price
that they pay for this power includes an amount to cover the entire income tax
liability of the investor-owned power companies. As a result, under the operation
of the investment tax credit provisions, a portion of the money collected from
rural electric system customers for tax purposes is being retained by the electric
utilities for their own use.. This constitutes ean involunory contribution, of
capital by the utility customers, an action Wh4ch is contrary to,accepted basic
concepts aid principles relating to an operation of regulated utility systems.
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In this connection the rural electric systems, in fiscal year ended-June-30,, 1963,
paid over 110 million dollars to the' investor-owned utility systems forelectric
power; in fiscal year 1964 .they paid over 115 milliiio dollars; and in fiscal year
1905 fhey paid over 121.2 million dollars.

For this same period (1902--65) it is reported. that the accumulated Invest-
men t tax credit for investor-owned electric utility system totals, over 344 million
dollars. A significant portion of this total has been contributed by the rural
electric systems,

In 1901 when' the recommendation was made by the Administration to amend
the Internal Revenue Act to provide for the investment tax credit as a means of
stimulating and speeding up modernization of the Nation's industrial plant,
itwas not contemplated'that this tax credit would be extended to public utili-
ties. The Treasury Departmet submitted to this commIt a comprehensive
report on the investment credit tax which included a section entitled "Detailed
Argument for the Exclusion of Public Utilities from the Investment Credit and
Supporting Data'. In this section.it was pointed out that there was no need
for an investment tax credit benefit insofar as regulated utilities are concerned.

The study indicated that public utilities, being regulated monopolies with
legal obligation to serve public needs, constructed their facilities on a demand
basis to meet public requirements. In return for their authorization and the
privilege to operate as regulated public service corporations, they are assured
adequate consumer rate charges which will cover their costs of operation,
Including Federal income taxes, plus a Just and reasonable rate of return on
investment. The corporate income tax Is treated as a cost of operation, and
therefore the utilities and their investors do not bear the burden of the tax.

The rate of return for an investor-owned utility is set so as to attract the
capital it needs to build the plant necessary to meet its obligations to serve the
public convenience and necessity.

In its report the Treasury Department also pointed out that previous ex-
perience with q similar type of tax benefit, the accelerated amortization program,
was unsatisfactory in that it did not result llA the stimulation of public utility
investment. In 1957 the Congress restricted the further issuance of such amorti-
zation certificates for public utilities and Senator Byrd of Virginia, then Chair-
man of the Senate Finance Committee, stated that. he regarded the rapid tax
write-offs for utilities as without any Justification whatever because utilities are
guaranteed profits.

The Treasury Department study also quotes from the report of the Senate
Judiciary Subcommittee on Anti-trust and Monopoly as to the misuse and abuse
by investor-owned electric utilities of their tax benefits arising from the ac-
celerated amortization provisions. The Subcommittee report notes "... it was
established that to an unsuspected extent, tax free dividends were being paid."

Because of these various tax benefits. investor-owned electric utilities in 1965
paid their shareholders over 119 million dollars of tax-free dividends. The
amount of such tax-free dividends paid by electric power companies for the
period 1954 to 1965 Is over 978 million dollars.

During the Senate consideration of the Revenue Act of'1902 Senator Prox-
mire, Wisconsin, offered an amendment to delete the 'provision of the invest-
ment tax credit applicable to puibli utility systems, but it was defeated. At
that time it was estimated by the 'TreasuryDepartment that inclusion bf this
provision would annually cost the Treasury 225 million dollars in revenue. ' In
the light of the statistic quoted above, it would appear that this estimate was
quite conservative..

Again in 1964 this provision became a point of 'controversy during th6 con-
sideration of the Revenhe'Aet of 1964. At that time )anguage was written Into
the bill restricting the authority of Federal regulatory agencies, the Federal
Power Commission In particular, from requiring utility companies to pass on
to their consumers the benefits from' tax savings., Amendments were offered by
Senathr Proxmire to strike' this language and were defeated,

This committee now has the opportunity to eliminate an unwarranted and
unnecessary tax whidfall presently enjoyed by the investor-own'ed electric
utilities. A further benefit of such action would be an assured rise in the tax
receipts of the Treasury 'and a: signiflacnt assist in the present battle against
Inflation.

The following is the text of the resolution adopted by NREOA members attend-
ing regional meetings at Ocean City, Maryland-September 14-1Q, 1966; Lan-
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sing, Michigan-September 18-20, 1960; Springfield, Illinois--September 21-23,1966.
SUSPENSIONSN OF INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

"Whereas the President has recommended suspension, until January 1968, of
investment tay credit and accelerated depreciation provisions of the Internal
Revenue Code in order to slow down present 'inflationary trends. Under the
investment tax credit, investor-owned utilities systems are allowed a 3% credit
on new investments in computing their federal taxes; and

"Whereas, since taxes are included in establishing rates charged. by investor-
owned utilities, all taxes are paid entirely by their customers. According to
FPO, the investor-owned electric Utilities have accumulated $237 million in
interest free capital from, this source alone. A significant portion of these
funds have been collected from the rural electric systems Whose purchases,
during 1965, totaled $121 millioti; and

"sWhereas, by utilizing accelerated amortization and liberal depreciation
allowances, the electric utilities have secured interest free capital amounting
to over $2 billion: Now, therefore, be it

"Resolved, That we urge Congress to permanently suspend the 3% invest-
ment tax credit for investor-owned utilities,"

CICAGO ASsoOiATION' OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY,
lBhicago, Idi., October 4, 1966.Hon. RUSSELL B. LoNo,

Chairman, Senate Finance (Jommittee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry is
opposed t6 the Jnvestment Credit and Accelerated Depreciation Suspension Bill,
H.R. 17607.

The Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry is the largest regional
Chamber of Commerce in the United States. Its members represent a cross
section of United States industry and commerce ranging from very large cor-
porate taxpayers to very small taxpayers. It represents in excess of 5,800
business organizations.

The Association believes that the bill will not accomplish its intended result
and will have a short- and long-range adverse effect on the economy because:

(1) The investment tax credit and accelerated depreciation methods encour-
age the expansion and modernization of production facilities. In so doing these
result in an .increase in the productivity of labor which lowers the cost of goods
per unit of output. This in turn makes possible not only a wider domestic
market but enables American industry to compete more effectively in foreign
markets. The latter is essential to our balance of payments position.

(2) At a time when money is tight, the investment tax credit and accelerated
depreciation generate cash internally which can then be used to increase invest-
ment. This increased cash is particularly important to new and small companies
which do not have ready access to the capital markets. Elimination of the
investment tax credit and accelerated depreciation today would add an addi-
tional burden to small businessmen in particular with the result that competition
with large firms would be more difficult. In addition, their elimination would
tend to increase interest rates as the loss of internally generated cash would
increase competition for existing capital funds.

(3) In American industry, the investment tax credit and accelerated depre-
ciation are important incentives which are essential to insure adequate replace-
ment and expansion of equipment that is especially necessary today in view of
the increased demands for defense. With Interest rates at an historic high, it
Is becoming increasingly difficult to obtain funds in the open market for replace-
ment and expansion of equipment that is needed to support the high general
level of business and the increasing demands that are being placed upon indus-
try by the defense effort.

(4) The suspension will not accomplish its intended result because of the time
lag before capital expenditures are reduced. At that time, it may be that In-
ceptiv-es to invest would be more desirable.

(5) The investment credit will lose its incentive value because investors will
not have"confidence that ' it will not be suspended again or eliminate.d.

The Association originally was opposed to enactment of the investment credit.
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14veirtheleSs, it belies' that the Credit has had g f dvrable effect 61 the balance

of payments, and the modernization of American industry.
Accelerated depreciation methods allowable for' buildings have been part of

the Internal Revenue Pode since 1954. Accelerated depreciation methods for
buildings as well as machinery end equipment were POd a permanent part of
the Internal Revenue .Code because COngress recognized that actual depreciatib
in most situationsgexceeled tie then authorized straight-line or 1 Q% declining.
balance depreciation methods. Sound, tax policy should not be Jeopardized by
short-sighted tampering with realistic depreciation methods.

The Assoctation ha long supported accelerated methods of depreciation and
feels that such vietlwds are both realistIc and euonomically sound in permitting
recovery of necessary, investmentt in mQ'dern facilities..

The legislation to suspend the investment credit and accelerated, depreciation
on buildings for a 16-month period has been represe ted as an anti-inflationary
measure. The contrary .in fact ,is true because the investment credit and accel-
erted depreciation, by encouraging expansion, and modernization of production
facilities of American industry, can only have the effect of increasing produc-
t~vity and, hence,, reducing,costs aml stimulating competition. All of the argu-
ments advanced at the time the investment tax. credit was enacted are even
more applicable today. Certainly, foreign competitors will not "suspend" Invest-
ment in modern facill!fs during the 16-month period for steel mills, factory
building, and industrial machinery.

The only effective mean of stabilizing our country's economy is the reduction
of non-defense government spending.

Respectfully submitted. E R
EDW HARNEY,

Chairman;, Fedetai Revenue dtnl EBapentttre8 Con*imtttee.

INSTITUTE 01 SCRAP & STEEL, INC.,
Wa4hington, D.C., October 4, 1966.Senator RUSSELL LON0,

Chairman, Senate C7ommittee on Finance,
W'sltngton, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LoNo: The Institute of Scrap Irn & Steel, representing 1,800
processors and brokers of ferrous scrap in tils country, Is hi favor' of the meas-
Ure approved by the House Ways and Means Committee Which calls for a sus-
pension of investment credits on Federal taxes with certain allowances and
exemptions.

We feel that small businesses must be given some incentive to continue their
investment programs. Without the addition of new buildings and equipment,
they would be seriously handicapped in their competition With larger, firms.
The allowances granted in the House measure, H.R. 17607, to attain this objective
are necessary.

That bill also grants exemptions for investments to control air arid water
pollution. We approve of thee exemptions, but point out that solid waste,
Which Is the third pollution, should also be covered. We request that the Senate
Finance Committee onstder this aspet.

As you know, Senator Muskle's subcommittee on air nnd water pollution also
includes solid waste disposal. Congress kecogntized the importance of solid
waste with the passage of the Solid Waste Dispiosal Act of 1965.

Hence, we would urge you to look favorably on the addition of this third
pollutant to the first two-air and water-which the House of Representatives
approved last week.

We submit that while it is desirable to slow' capital investment spending,
there continues a need to make progress in the control o the spread of solid
waste. The enclosed brochure (made a part of the official file) 'describes the
extent of the problem-one which concerns public officials as mich as air and
water pollution.

We urge that private industry receive the encouragement necessary to combat
solid waste pollution on its own by granting to it the exemption from the sus-
pension of investment credits now included in H.R. 17607 for expenditures on
air and water pollution control devices.
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Such a.n exemption would be consistent with the will of Congress as already

expressed in the'Sold Waste Disppsal Act and with the demojj.ntrated need for
continued efforts In pollution control.

Sincerely yours, .'WiSXS. STORY,
0Ee#tW6 Vice Pre8ident.

.... 'PAomIO PowE & LIGHT Co.,
Portlatn, O*'eg., October 8,1960.

Re H.R. 17607, a bill to suspend the investment credit aid the allowance of
accelerafi depreciation. edit .. . al ne

Hon. RusSELL X3.LONG,
Chairman, C7mmtttee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: On behalf of Pacific Power & Light Company, I am
submitting. this statement with respect to H.R. 17607 in order; to point out what
I believe will be an unfair and unfortunate result if the bill is passed in its
present form.

Pacific Power & Light Company is a regulated electric utility operating in
the States of Oregon, Washington, Wyoming, California, Idaho and Montana.
It, like many other companies, must plan its major capital additions several
years in advance of the time when such additions will be needed. The extremely
long period that often elapses between the time a decision to add a capital im-
provement is made and the time the improvement is actually placed in service,
in a great, many instances, results from long "lead times" or manufacturing
8ehedules of the companies producing the goods rather than from the nature of
the manufacturing processes. For example, last month the Company's board
of directors authorized an immediate order for a major addition to its steam
electric generating facility in order to insure delivery and installation of this
addition by 1971 when it is required. Action at this time was necessary in
order to obtain a place on the manufacturer's schedule, although no work will
be done by the manufacturer on this order until well after the proposed termina-
tion of the investment credit suspension period at-the end of 1967.

Under the bill as passed by the House, this will be denied the investment
credit, even though the placing of the order will have no effect whatsoever upon
industrial activity or plant expansion during the proposed period of suspension.
Many other capital goods which will be manufactured and placed in service at
the same time as this unit may be eligible for the investment credit solely for the
reason that orders therefor can be made after the expiration of the suspension
period because of different manufacturing schedules. Consequently, the impact
of the suspension of the investment credit falls with different degrees of severity
upon capital-goods consumers solely because of manufacturing schedules or "lead
times" over which these consumers have no control.

The situation described above is not uncommon for many companies, not only
in the utility industry but in others where, because of the "lead-time" require-
ments of manufacturers, capital goods must be ordered far ahead of the time
that they are needed.

We submit that this inequity in the present form of the bill should be
rectified, and we urge that the bill be amended to provide that the credit will
not be withheld from property ordered during the suspension period if the manu-
facture of the property is commenced after the end of the suspension period and
the property is not placed in service until after, for instance, January 1, 1970.

Respectfully,
_epetfllDoN C. FRISBEE, President.

CATERPILLAR TRAOTOR Co.,
Peoria, Ill., October 5, 1966.

Hon. RussEnLi B. LONG,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: We are strongly opposed to the temporary suspension of
the investment credit and allowance for accelerated depreciation as proposed in
H.R. 17607. For the following reasons, we therefore urge you to oppose passage
of this bill:
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(1) 1ni tiaUytq, investment credit was prioosed ap d enaeted as a :permanentfeature bf the ta ±'system. Since its stated PQS Was to raise the average level
of investment over the long pull, it clearly was riot intended for use as a
contracyclical device. There is a clear legislative record to this effect. If,
contrary t. all prior assurances, the credit is now to be used as a contracyclical
device, it Would seem thtt the businessman can- no longer rely on governmental
assurances in his long-range planning. . Certainly the investment credit will
lose its usefulness In achieving the long-range goals it was designed to accomplish
If it is to be manipulated With current changes in economic conditions.

(2) Temporary suspension of the investment credit will have. no significant
effect on investment ' expenditures currentty'planned for two, reasons: (a) cur-
rent lead time (from order-to-completion) for credit-eligible 'equipment Is from
9 to 18 months; (b) once a building program is started, the machinery to equip
the facility must also be acquired. Therefore, it is unlikely that the suspension
will have any significant effect on capital expenditures before the end of 1967.

The House Ways and Means Committee considered the latter point above, and
introduced the "equipped building rule", to allow the credit where under certain
circumstances there was in economic, though not contractual, commitment by
the taxpayer to install machinery and equipment in a building already started
or contracted for on September 9. The Committee quite properly recognized
that to deny the credit for the equipment necessary to complete a building under
construction would have no effect on the 'decision to purchase the equipment.
: H.R. 17607, however, does not give adequate recognition to the fact that a tax-

payer engaged in a building project is just a's economically committed to the
installation of machinery and equipment in a building started before September
9 when the building cost does not exceed 50% of the total cost of the project
(building plus machinery and equipment) as when it does. Under the House
bill, for example, an entire building could be constructed under a binding con-
tract entered into before September 9; yet the equipment necessary to complete
the facility would not qualify for the credit if the cost of the building was lesq
than the cost of the equipment and not enough of the equipment was on order to
bring the total' commitment to 5)% of the final cost of the completed facility.
We believe that denial of the credit in this case is not only unfair, but would not
have any bearing on the taxpayer's decision to proceed with equipping the
building.,

If, contrary to our recommendation, H.R. 17T07 is to be enacted in some form,
we urge you to liberalize the "equipped building rule" so that the relative costs
of the building and the machinery and equipment to be installed therein are
immaterial. We urge that the rule be changed to state that if the building has
been started, oris at least partially under binding contract by September 9, the
entire amount of machinery and equipment planned to be ins talled in the building
will qualify for the credit, whether or not any of it Is on order by September 9.

Accelerated methods of depreciation (sum-of-the-years-digits and 200% de-
clining balance) were provided for by the Revenue Act of 19-54 on the theory
that they represented a more realistic measurement of the actual pattern of
depreciation on assets used in business. If these accelerated methods provide
for "realistic" depreciation, we believe it is unfair to prohibit their use for a
period of time with respect to real property.

We urge that. as a minimum, this proposal not be made applicAble to buildings
and structures used for Industrial as opposed to commercial purposes. This is
particularly important since denial of the accelerated depreciation privilege
seems to apply to the entire life of the affected asset, not just to the period of the
suspension.

Your careful consideration of these suggestions will be greatly appreciated.
Very truly yours,

W. H. FRANKLIN, Presidett.

BUsINEss EQUIPMENT MAANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION,
New York N.Y., October 5, 1966.

Re H.R. 17607.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Ohairman- Senate committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

DEAR SEN.o LoNG: On behalf of the Business Equipment Manufacturers
Association. an organization representing some 41 companies engaged in the man-
ufacture of business equipment including data processing equipment, office
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machines and' office furntitre, we- respectfully request that your Committee take
action to correct serious inequities to the customers of this Industry arising from
the "binding contract" provisions in new Code Section 48(h) (3) contained in
H.R. 17607 as passed by the House of Representatives and presently before the
Senate Finance Committee.

In the business equipment industry, as in many others, the application of a
"binding contract" test will turn on technicalities of sales documents rather than
the actual intention and understanding between the parties. For example, it
is normally of no significance as between the buyer and the seller that the con-
tract form, amongst a myriad of other provisions, may reserve a right in the
buyer to cancel the order during an initial period, or upon the occurrence of a
specified event. Yet, if any such right exists on September 8, 1966 or thereafter,
the investment credit will be lost under the House bill, whether or not the right
is ever actually exercised.

It is unfair in the, extreme to users of business equipment to accord such
crucial significance to matters which have little or no importance as between
the parties, and particularly to do so with retroactive effect. Furthermore, the
House bill cannot help but create discriminatory tax treatment between such
users--who may well be in direct competition with each other-for technical
reasons substantially unrelated to their actual commitment to purchase. Had
advance notice been available that such routine precautionary provisions were
to be accorded determinative tax significance, the contracts in question could
have easily been amended so as to obviate the problem entirely or at the least to
treat all customers on an equal footing.

Accordingly, we recommend that the exemption under Section 48(h) (3)
extend to property delivered pursuant to "a firm order placed on or before Sep-
tember 8, 1966 and oontinuously in effect thereafter until delivery." This langu-
age would bring the provision in to accord with business reality, and at the
same time preserve the intent of both the President's proposal and the House
bill to withhold the credit where investment decisions are made subsequent to
September 8, 1966.

In the event that the binding contract test is to be retained it should, at the
least, be revised to read "a contract which was binding on the taxpayer on
september 8, 1696, and oontinuously in effect at all times thereafter until deli-
very." This will permit an immediate identification of suspension period prop-
erty, but eliminate the unwarranted effect of unexercised contract terms that
fortuitously have been stated as conditions. We believe that it should be the
policy of the U.S. Government to encourage businessmen to respect commitments
that both parties had expected in good faith tO honor.

One further question may be specially applicable to the business equipment
industry. Frequently a customer with a contract to lease is permitted to change
to a purchase at any time up to delivery. Similarly, one who has a contract
to purchase will be permitted to convert to a lease. Normally the lessee or
purchaser gets the investment credit in either case because the lessor elects to
pass the credit on. We assume that the existence or exercise of this type of
option after September 8, 1966 would not cause a loss of the investment credit
since it does not reflect any change in the original decision to acquire the
equipment. See H. Rep. No. 2087, 89th Cong., 2d Sess., pp. 21 and 22. However,
it is urged that the report of your Committee make this interpretation clear.

If additional information would be helpful, our counsel, John S. Voorhees, of
Howrey. Simon, Baker and Murchison, 1707 H Street, Northwest, Washington,
D.C. will be glad to discuss the questions presented herein with the.Committee
or members of your staff.

Very truly yours, HAiRY C. ANDERSON, President.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, October 1, 1966.
Senator RuSSELL LoNG,
Chairman, Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Equipped building rule in H.R.-17607 represents a concept of plant construc-
tion which is outmoded to a great extent many modern plants layouts omit
buildings except for limited purposes equitable treatment of taxpayers indicates
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that projects already being constructed should qualify for full relief without
requiring the necessary mactiinery and equipment to be Inclosed In a building.

UTAH LtISLATiVE CONFERENCE OF BUSINESS,
Gus P. BAOKMAN, Secretary.

SOUTHERN FARM EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURES, INC.
Powder Springs, Ga., September 29,1966.

Senator RUSSELL LONG,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.DEAR* SENATOR LONGO: At the sixteenth Annual Meeting of the Southern Farm
Equipment Manufactures, Inc. on September 22-24, 1966, at Point Clear, Ala-
bama, which was attended by representatives from 67 farm equipment or related
Industries, the attached Resolution was passed by the assembly with the direction
that a copy of the Resolution be sent to members of Congress.

We would like to urge you to take our views into consideration when this
proposal comes before Congress.

Sincerely yours,
EARL GOoDwiN, President.

RESOOTION
Resolved, That we, the Southern Farm Equipment Manufacturers, Inc., firmly

oppose the legislative proposal, H.R. 17607, which would suspend the 7% tax
credit on purchases of new capital equipment. We particularly oppose its appli-
cation to the American farmer who carries the burden for producing food to meet
the growing needs of a hungry world.

We feel that this legislation Is unsound and should not be passed. But, if it
should be passed, farmers certainly should be exempted.

GRAIN & FEED DEALERS NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
Washington, D.C., October 5, 1966.

Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
U.S. ienate, Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR Loxo: The Grain and Feed Dealers National Association is
an organization of grain and feed firms ranging in size from the smallest country
elevators to the largest grain and feed complexes. The membership includes
approximately 1,700 direct memberships held by individual firms plus 53 state
and regional associations representing an additional 17,000 grain and feed firms.

The Grain and Feed Dealers National Association Is opposed to the suspension
of the Investment tax credit because It Is a breach of faith; It will be inflationary
In the grain and feed industry, and It particularly hurts the small businessman
and the farmer.

It is a breach of faith because the Secretary of the Treasury, in January,
stated that the Investment tax credit should become part of the permanent tax
structure. President Johnson asked businessmen to slow down their capital
investment. Those who heeded these words and planned accordingly are now
put at a disadvantage with regard to their competitors who did not slow down
their Investments.

It is inflationary because it discourages our Industry from making capital
improvements which would reduce costs and improve production. Many in our
Industry come under the Fair Labor Standards Act on February 1, 1967, with
regard to minimum wage and overtime. This will Increase costs without provid-
ing an offsetting increase in productivity.

It will hurt the small businessman and the farmer by increasing his costs of
capital investment by 7%. It will mean that he will have to increase the amount
he borrows in an already tight money market when his source of funds is already
extremely limited.

It will also have an adverse affect on tle supply of boxcars for the shipment
of grain and grain products.
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We were happy to note that an exception to the suspension was included in
HR 17607 with respect to air and water pollution control equipment. This is
a vital area to our industry, and we would hope that it is retained in H.R. 17607.

We were also happy to note that the credit Is available for investments up to
$15,000. Although this is only 4o of the original Investment tax credit avail-
able, It will be of some assistanceto the small businessman.

We hope that your committee would give consideration to our opposition to
HR 17607.

Sincerely,
ALVIN E. OLIVER,

Executive Vice President.

STATEMENT OF THE TRANSPORTATION ASSOCIATION OF AiERICA, SUBMITTED BY

HAROLD F. HAMMOND, PRESIDENT

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In the event Congress decides to enact H.R. 17607, which includes a proposed
16-month suspension of the Investment tax credit, the Transportation Association
of America respectfully urges that sufficient justification exists to exempt there-
from those modes of transportation the rates of which are regulated by govern-
mental authorities. This position would apply to the for-hire air transport,
freight forwarder, highway, oil pipeline, railroad, and water carriers engaging
in the interstate, foreign, and Intrastate commerce of the United States.

A. Vital importance of transportation to the Nation
Transportation Is the common denominator of America's Ingenious industry

and commerce-the one indispensable factor present In all economic activities.
It is also a basic foundation of our national defense. The United States is the
only major nation In the world which not only relies primarly upon privately
owned and operated transport but also benefits from the highly competitive incen-
tives for good service. To assure a balancing of modal systems serving the
public, governmental regulation Is imposed widely on for-hire carriers.

President Kennedy, In his 1962 transportation message to Congress, asserted
that "An efficient and dynamic transportation system Is vital to our domestic
economic growth, productivity, and progress. Affecting the cost of every com-
modity we consume or export, It Is equally vital to our ability to compete abroad."

President Johnson some six months ago expressed similar concern about the
nation's transport, In urging Congress to approve a Cabinet-level Department of
Transportation. He said: "In a nation that spans a continent, transportation is
the web of union . . Vital as It Is, mammoth and complex as It has become,
the American transportation system is not good enough . . . We have too much
at stake in the quality and economy of our transportation system. If the growth
of our transport industries merely keeps pace with our current national economic
growth, the demand for transportation will more than double In the next 20
years."
B. Transportation Association of America policy position

TAA should be well known to Congress as a non-profit research and educational
organization devoting its entire time and effort to the development and imi-
plementation of sound national policies to assure the strongest possible transpor-
tation system under private ownership and operation. Its membership Includes
representatives of transport users and investors, and air transport, freight
forwarder, highway, oil pipeline, railroad, and water carriers.

TAA successfully encouraged the enactment In 1964 of legislation prohibiting
regulatory agencies from depriving transportation and other regulated industries
of the intended benefits derived from the Investment tax credit.

By action taken by the TAA Board of Directors on October 4, 1966, TAA
contends that those modes of transportation whose rates are regulated by gov-
ernmental authorities should be exempted from the proposal now pending before
the Senate Finance Committee (H.R. 17607), to suspend the operation of the
investment tax credit from September 9, 1966 through December 31, 1967. Such
exemption should embrace the for-hire air transport, freight forwarder, high-
way, oil pipeline, railroad, and water carriers subject to such regulation, now
engaging in the interstate, foreign, and intrastate commerce of the United States.

09-735--66----31
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0. Basis for special transportation industry e'nempton
A series of important reasons can be cited in support of this special exemption,

in the event Congress decides to enact legislation essentially similar to H.R.
17607, as follows:

1. Special consequences flow from the fact that transportation is a "public
interest service industry" subject to extensive government regulation. These
consequences, summarized below, warrant special recognition by Congress:

a. These carriers are obligated by law to provide a safe, adequate, and
efficient service to serve the rapidly increasing shipping and traveling needs
of the American people. Adverse effects from the investment credit sus-
pension can result in a deterioration of such service.

b. Government must share by enlightened regulation in the expansion of
present transport facilities, now heavily strained by our growing population
and international commitments.

c. These carriers must continually strive to maintain a strong competitive
position vis a via foreign carriers in serving the commerce of the United
States, the Postal Service, and the national defense. The only effective
way to meet foreign competition, particularly by government-owned carriers,
is by stimulating technological advances. Government-stated objectives now
recognize that we cannot afford to impede proposed equipment and facilities
modernization programs for these carriers.

2. The proposed tax credit suspension is intended as short-term in effect, yet
would be harmful to transport carriers and their users over the long-term span
of time. For example, whether we consider the current critical shortage of
railroad boxcars and highway rolling stock needing a relatively short lead-time,
or the aerial blueprint of jet aircraft service requiring a longer lead-time, the
suspension period impact will be felt long after it terminates.

•3. The common carriers must continue their plans for expansion and techno-
logical development, and It the tax credit Is suspended, will be forced to borrow
additional investment capital to replace this lost credit. Such inevitable steps
will contribute to a tighter money market and higher Interest rates, just the op-
posite of the claimed objectives of H.R. 17607.

4. Replacing the investment credit benefit with borrowed funds will, In turn.
necessitate higher charges to the public, thereby ncreasing the cost of basic
transport services.

Suggested legislative language to carry out the TAA recommendation Is set
forth below:

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO H.R. 17607 TO EXEMPT REGULATED TRANSPORTATION FROM
THE SUSPENSION OF THE INTTMEXNT TAX CREDIT

On page 5 of the bill, line 13, substitute a comma for the period and add the
following language: •

"provided, however, that the term suspensions period property shall not apply
to transportation corporations whose rates for furnishing transportation are sub-
ject to the Jurisdiction of any agency or instrumentality of the United States,
of any State or political subdivision thereof, or of the District of Columbia."

UPPER MISSISSIPPI TowrNo CORP.,
Minneapolis, Minn., October 7,1966.

lon. RUSSELL B. LoNG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate,
Wash ington D.C.

DFAR MR. CHAInRMAN: We are writing this letter in regard to H.R. 17607 which
is now before your Committee.

Our company is engaged in the business of transporting bulk commodities by
barge on the inland waterways.

Spokesmen for the railroad industry haile made pleas to both the Ways and
Means Committee in the House, and to your Committee that the investment tax
credit be retained with respect to railroad facilities. In particular, the railroad
spokteinnen have emphasized the boxcar shortage, and have a-,gued that the effect
of H.R. 17607 will be to act as a damper on the acquisition of cars.

We do not desire to comment on the merit of the railroads' request for an
exemption. This is for the Congre." to decide. If, however, an exemption is
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granted to railroads, equity demands that it apply to the water carrier industry
as well.

The arguments for an exemption as made by the railroads apply with equal
force to water carriers. Barges are being fully utilized, and there is a backlog
of orders for more of them to meet the steady rise in shipments on our inland
waterway system.

We, therefore, respectfully request that if the Committee in its wisdom grants
an exemption to the railroads, a similar exemption be written into the bill for the
water carrier industry.Sincerely,

WALTER G. BAsK9aVInuz, Sr.,
President.

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY,
Brone, N.Y., September 28, 1966.

Hon. RusswLL B. LoNG,
Potorno Plaza Apartments,
Washington, D.O.

Sm: Because of the current legislation under discussion on the 7% Investment
Tax Credit, I am taking the liberty of sending you a preprint of an article on the
subject by Frank Koelble and myself.

I have been very much interested in the tax credit and the entire question of
depreciation for a number of years. In this connection I made several appear-
ances before the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives
and the Senate Finance Committee prior to the passage of the Revenue Act of
1962, which embodied the tax credit. On September 15 I had the privilege of
appearing before the Ways and Means Committee to testify again on the subject.

I trust you will find the enclosed article of interest.
Sincerely yours,

WILLIAM T. HOGAN.

THE INVESTMENT TAx CaEDrr CoNTROVERSY

(In this paper the author's basic position is that the investment credit should not
be turned off and on for purposes of economic control. They argue that invest.
ment credit should remain an integral part of the U.S. tax law.)
In the Revenue Act of 1962 the Congress provided the investment tax credit

as an incentive to capital spending for new productive facilities. Since that time
a higher rate of business investment has been achieved and divergent views have
been expressed concerning the relationship between this advance in Investment
and the tax credit, the nature of the investment projects which are credit-in-
duced, and the role of the credit considering the current needs of the econonry.
In other terms, there Is disagreement over just how much capital spending Is
accounted for by the tax credit, the extent to which the funds made available by
the credit are used for capital replacement vs. the expansion ot capacity, and
whether or not the credit should be maintained as a permanent part of the tax
law or be used as a tool of countercyclical economic policy.
The investment credit

The Investment credit program was initiated with the overall objectives of
capital modernization and growth. It enables business firms to deduct from
their tax liabilities 7 percent of the cost of Investments in depreciable machinery
and equipment used in the United States. The allowable credit for certain pub-
lic utilities is 3 percent, and investments In new buildings are excluded from the
program. The amount of the credit that can be taken In a given year may offset
the firm's tax liability dollar for dollar up to $25,000 and 25 percent of Its tax
liability above $25,000. A 3-year carryback and a 5-year carryforward are pro-
vided for any dollar amount of the credit which Is not usable. The total cost of
eligible assets with a useful life of 8 years or more qualifies for the total credit:
if the useful lfe of an asset is 6 to 8 years, two-thirds of its cost qualifies; If the
asset's useful life is 4 to 6 years, one-third of its cost can be used n the credit
computation. Property with a useful life of less than 4 years does not qualify.

The original version of the tax credit required that the depreciable basis of
the property be reduced by the amount of the credit allowed. If the full 7
percent credit was taken on an eligible asset, lts:depreciable basis was reduced
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to 93 percent of Its Investment cost. The Revenue Act of 1964 repealed this
requirement.'
Introduction of the investment credit,,,

The current controversy surrounding the tax credit can be traced to the de-
velopmehts which preceded Its passage in August 1962. It is significant to note
that many of the same opinions which were expressed at tht time have carried
over Into' the current discussion of the' credit'S role In business investment de-
cislins and'its Influence on economic activity. The principal positions that were
taken at the time the Investment credit was proposed are as follows: 1) The
tax credit was opposed outright by some on the grounds that It constituted a
handout to business which would be misdirected and fall to achieve a significant
Increase In private Investment, while at the same time imposing a heavy burden
on the consuming public; 2) Although it Was maintained that some tax reform
was in order to encourage plant and equipment Investment, the credit approach
was opposed on the gromds That It was an unreliable subsidy which would be
treated as a substitute for much needed depreciation reform and could be modi-
fied or withdrawn to manipulate the economy; 3) The tax credit was also sup-
ported without qualification as an integral part of depreciation reform which
would provide a means bf assistance in obtaining the necessary funds to alleviate
the critical need for plant and equipment modernization.
Position 1-Outright opposition

The above three positions on the tax credit were set forth in hearings before
the Senate Finance Committee held In April 1902. Those who opposed the tax
credit outright maintained that the credit "would neither guarantee a significant
net addition to private Investment nor would It selectively stimulate these forms
of capital outlay that most serve the nation's needs. Furthermore, over the years
It would Impose a burden of billions upon the public for sudsidies totally un-
related to the financial needs of the business beneficiaries." The tax credit was
not the most appropriate tool to stimulate capital Investment since "the major
prerequisite for increased and sustained business Investment is high-level use
of existing plant and equipment and the expectation that sales will continue to
rise." For this reason It was recommended that the highest priority be given
to the policies "which broadly stimulate consumer demand," and in this respect
a cut in personal taxes was preferred to the tax credit which would benefit
business to the exclusion of "the average taxpaying family.""
Position 2-Qualifed opposition

The second position supported tax reform to encourage investment but op-
posed the tax credit approach. This was the sentiment of a number Qf business
groups who maintained before the Senate Finance Committee that the overall
objective of the tax bill MR. 10650 was "to establish a precedent for the manipu-
lation and direction of our economic and social institutions." The tax credit
provision of the bill, it was stated, Sought "to introduce the subsidy principle
into the tax law," whereby those subsidized would "become more dependent on
and subject to the control of government."' 2 In opposing the credit approach
this segment of the business community made It clear that it preferred the alter-
native of additional tax relief via depreciation reform which it regarded as hav-
ing no connection to the tax credit:

It (the ta: credit) is not in form or substance a part of, or in substitution
for, or in addition to, or a companion of, depreciation reform. It would simply
provide reduction in the effective tax rates for taxpayers who use their income,
or other funds, as the Government thinks it best for the economy at a particular
time

It Is significant that when the tax credit program was first presented in the
Presidential tax message of April 1961, It met with widespread unfavorable re-
action from businessmen who considered It a, substitute for depreciation reform,
particularly that which would provide for a revaluation of assets to account for
Inflation. This Initial opposition tended to dissipate upon continued assurances
from the administration that enactment of the credit would not preclude reform

'Revenue Act of 1962, Hearing* before the Committee on, PiMasee, United States Senate,
87th Congk 2nd Session. April 3, 4 and 5. 1962, Washington: U.S. Government PrintingOffice. I pp. 634-635. (Hereafter referred to as Senate FPhae Committee Hearings).

*Senate Finance Committee HeariTs, p. 524.
$ Senate Finance Committee Hearinge, p. 525.
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of the depreciation tax laws, and gradually the tax credit approach gained
support. Nevertheless, significant business opposition to the credit continued
since it was feared that it might be subject to adjustment or withdrawal, and
since the opinion persisted that its passage would reduce the possibility of
thorough depreciation reform including asset revaluation.' Witness the follow-
ing statement before the Senate Finance Committee:

If the proposed incentive credit becomes law, there is a distinct possibility that
it will be regarded as providing taa depreciation reform, and true reform will be
long deferred!

Positon 3--Unqualifed support
The third major position taken on the tax credit at the time of its proposal,

that of unqualified support, considered It to be an important aspect of deprecia-
tion reform. The following statement of a corporate executive Is characteristic
of this position:

The tax incentive credit s a necessary and primary step in the overall revision
of depreciation rates, which revision is vital to the maintenance of our competi-
tive position with our overseas counterparts operating in highly modern and
effOient plants and in countries whose depreciation policies are far more favor-
able than ours.

Secretary of the Treasury Dillon related depreciation and the tax credit In his
statement before the Finance Committee:

Realistic depreciation cannot be expected to produce depreciation chargeoffs
equal to tlhe special incentive provisions in general use abroad. Nor can it pro-
tide the additional incentive which the experience of other industrialized coun-
tries has demonstrated is needed to broaden and deepen the flow of investment
into new, more epleat equipment. The combination of both the forthcoming
modernization of depreciation guidelines and a special incentive such as the in,
vestment credit contained in the bill before you is required if U.S. business firms
are to be placed on substantially equal footing witg their foreign competitors In
this respect.'

This relationship between the tax credit and depreciation reform was one of
the principal reasons why the Secretary maintained that the credit "must be a
permanent part of our tax code" and not merely "a temporary remedy for
recession." s It was viewed primarily as a means of encoIraging the moderniza-
tion of Industrial equipment, and it was noted that the resultant increase In
investment would contribute to a higher level of aggregate demand and ul-
timately tp an increase in consumer demand. In such a manner the credit would
contribute to the objective of a higher level of employment. Further, the credit
was necessary In order to assure that the necessary tools of production be forth-
coming to accommodate the anticipated increase in the labor force.

Capital investment and the taw credit
Invariably the position which suggests that the Investment tax credit should

now be suspended or repealed emphasizes its role as an incentive for capital
expansion and makes reference to the steady trend of Increased investment which
has taken place since 1962 when the credit was introduced. During 1962 busi-
ness outlays for new capital equipment Increased to a record $37.3 billion, sur-
passing the previous record level of $37.0 billion established In 1957. The growth
pattern continued during 1963 and outlays for the year totaled $39.2 billion, 5.1
percent above the level of 1962.

During the period 1962-1963 Inclusive, investment programs emphasized
replacement and modernization rather than capacity expansion, 'since excess
capacity persisted In a number of Industries. The new depreciation guidelines
which were designed to assist the replacement of obsolete facilities had been
issued in mid-1962 and the Investment tax credit had been approved later the
same year. Both of these measures were retroactive to total 1.962 operations,
but 1963 was the first year in which they were fully operative. In 1964, Invest-

4 See the statement of the Controllers Institute of America in Senate Finance Committee
Hearings. p. 727.

3 Senate Finance Vommittee Hearings, p. 897.
T Senate Finance Committee Hearings, p. 1058.
7 Renate Pinanee Committee Hearings., p. 83.
, Senate Finance Committee Hearings. p. S5.
* Senate Finance Committee Hearings, pp. 54-:-5.
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Business Expendifuret for New Plant and Equiprnent,
1953 - 1965"
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ment In new plant and equipment increased by 14.5 percent to $44.9 billion. This
growth in capital spending was partly in response to the, useful lives revision and
the investment tax credit, however a number of non-tax stimulants to investment
were also operative during the period, particularly after the fourth quarter of
1963. By the start of 1964 the growth in demand led to gains in output and
pushed the average utilization rate on capacity from 86 to 88 percent. Profit
margins improved and boosted cash flows which were also augmented by increased
depreciation write-offs, the tax credit, and reduced tax rates. t This Increased the
availability of investment capital from Internal sources, while at the same time,
funds for borrowing were readily available at stable rates of interest.

In 1965 business investment in new plant and equipment increased substantially
and totaled $52.0 billion, up 15.8 percent from 1964. After a moderate gain in
1964, outlays for structures trended sharply upward In 1965, signaling an Increase
in emphasis on capacity expansion in contracts to replacement or modernization.
This development was related to a rise in the utilization rate on capacity to 91
percent, contrasted with an average of 85 percent over the preceding ten years.

There is general agreement that the investment credit was one of the factors
contributing to the Increase in business capital spending during 1962-1965.
However attempts to evaluate its role in investment decisions have yielded
varied results. The funds made available to corporations by the tax credit dur-
ing 1962 totaled $834 million plus $304 million of unused credit subject to the
five-year carry-forward. By 1903, with earnings and capital spending at higher
levels, the credit produced tax benefits of about $1.4 billion for all business, of
which about $1.1 billion went to corporations. It has been estimated that In
1966 the total credit will be over $2 billion and that approximately $1.75 billion
of this total will be corporate."0

The extent to whfch this tax benefit has Influenced business investment deci-
sions has been a subject of some disagreement. In proposing the investment
credit the Treasury indicated that it would influence investment decisions In a
number of ways: 1) It would reduce the net cost of acquiring the asset and
Increase its rate of profitability; 2) It would increase the availability of invest-
ment funds. (This was considered important for new and smaller firms without

10 These figures were given by Richard E. Slitor. A.qqiqtant Director. Office of Tax
Analysis, U.S. Treasury, but should not be considered official Treasury Department statis-
tics ; see Challenge, Vol. 14. No. 4. p. 28.
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ready access to the capital market). 3) It would reduce the payoff period for
investment in a particular asset, and thus reduce the risk associated with the
expenditure. These three factors were considered to "shift the margin at which
positive decisions to invest are made.""

The Machinery and Allied Products Institute is of the same opinion as the
Treasury in its assessment of the effect of the tax credit on investment decisions.
In a study on the subject, it maintained that the increase in cash flow provided
by the credit, while it is not large in relative 'terms, could not fail to have "a
stimulative effect on investment" when added to the available capital funds of
industry. Thlis addition was considered to affect "not only the 8Upply of funds,
but the incentive to put them touse. 12

In contrast to the Treasury Department and MAPI conclusions were the find-
ings of a study published in September 1965. The study sought to measure the
effect of the investment tax credit on the decisions to invest during '1902 and 1963
based on a survey responded to by 36 business firms. Of these only four firms
indicated that the credit had a "slight" influence on their investment decisions
and only one firm considered it to have a "moderate" influence. All of the other
firms stated that the tax credit had no influence on their investment decisions.' s

It was recognized that this. response could be attributed to a number of
factors. Not the least of these was the fact that 1963 was really the first full
year of the credit's operation, although it was retroactive to investments made
after December 81, 1961. Since many of the firms indicated that capital spend-
ing Is scheduled several years in advance, the credit was not in force long enough
to have a significant impact on 1962-63 investments. In addition, the incentive
effect of the credit was dampened during the period by the requirement that
the depreciable base be reduced by the amount of the credit taken. Further,
the firms may not have been fully aware of the credit's influence particularly in
the case of marginal capital investments. By increasing the return on such
investments the credit makes them profitable, but this increased profitability
may have been attributed to some factor other than the credit, such as increased
output or labor efficiency.

In addition to these factors, some of the firms may have tended to disregard
the incentive effect of the credit because of the traditional reluctance on the
part of businessmen to credit government with a role in business decision mak-
ing. This tendency was apparent in the opposition of a number of business
groups to the tax credit program prior to its passage; and It is not unrealistic
to assume that some of the sentiment associated with this opposition carried
over into an evaluation of the effectiveness of the credit once it was in operation.

In an effort to ascertain the current influence of the tax credit on investment
decisions, 25 business firms were contacted in March of 1966. In contrast to
the responses concerning the credit's influence on 1962-1963 investments, all
but one of the firms contacted indicated that the credit now constitutes an im-
portant consideration in investment plans.

Among the observations made regarding the credit were the following: 1)
The tax credit now constitutes a part of the whole atmosphere in which invest-
ment decisions are made. 2) It is clear and simple and is easily adapted to the
decision-making process. 3) The availability of funds for Investment via the
tax credit has a far greater influence on modernization expenditures than on
capital spending for expansion. Additions to capacity are governed by com-
petitive market conditions and the volume of product demand. On the other
hand, in the absence of the tax credit many investments that were directed at
doing things better would not have been made. 4) The relationship between
the credit' and capital modernization makes the credit very significant in terms
of foreign competition. Without new production equipment there would be no
possibility of gaining an advantage over foreign producers operating modern
plant and equipment. 5) The significance of the credit can be judged in terms
of the serious need for modernization, particularly in heavy industry, for
although the condition of the nation's plant and equipment has improved since
1952 when 24 percent of our facilities were 16 or more years old, modernization
is a continuing requirement and much remains to be done.

2 R'enate Finance Committee Hearings, p. 83.
22George Terborgh, Newv Investment Incentineg, Macbnery and Allied Products Insti-tute. October 1962. p. 1. This' position on the Incentive value of the 1fx credit was ampli-fled in a later MAP! Study: see George Terborgh. Incentive Value of the Inxestment Credit.The (Guideline Depreciation System and the -Corporate Rate Deduction, ]aehinery and

Allied Prodnets Inptitute. Aurll 1964. pn. 9-1R.18P. 0. Woodard and Vincent M. Paniehl. "1InvestmPnt Influences of the Tnx Credit
Program," National Tam Journal, Vol. XVIII. No. 3. September 1965, pp. 272-27f1.
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The view most often expressed by the firms contacted was that the Incentive
influence of the tax credit relates principally to decisions on capital moderniza.
tion and replacement. This position is in contrast to that held by a number
of business groups prior to the credit's passage wherein the credit was regarded
as "a subsidy to expand." 1 ' Further it has a direct bearing on the current
controversy as to whether or not the credit should be suspended to dampen
capital spending; if the credit Is largely a stimulant to projects directed at
expansion it would constitute a significant factor in a trend of excessive capital
growth ; on the other hand, If the credit is largely a stimulant to capital modern.
Isation Its relationship to a trend of excessive capital growth would be minimaL
The current consensus among businessmen as determined by the March 1966
survey is that on balance the tax credit has stimulated investment directed
at replacement to a much greater extent than investment made to expand
capacity. During 1965 a number of Industries found It necessary to press
marginal or stand-by equipment into service in order to meet product commit.
ments and preserve customer relationships. This need was most acute for
companies whose customers could turn to foreign sources of supply. In such
instances the demand factor constituted the basic consideration motivating
investment decisions which were directed at capacity expansion.

The difficulty with trying to determine just what type of investment Is In-
duced by the tax credit stems ftobm the fact that investment for replacement and
that for expansion are in most cases intertwined. In many capital expansion
programs existing facilities must be modified or revitalized In order to be in-
tegrated with the new plant and machinery. If a facility Is to be dismantled
and replaced, its counterpart which incorporates the technological developments
made during the period of its use, will almost always be more productive and
will actually add to or expand capacity even though it constitutes an investment
undertaken for replacement purposes,

Slnce It Is difficult to categorize capital investments exactly in terms of replace-
tuent or expansion. it is also difficult to determine with accuracy the amount of
credit induced investment which has added to industrial capacity or which might
be related to any trend of exessive capacity expansion. A more Immediate
means of evalnating the Investment credit in the current situation is to deter-
tine whether or not such a trend actually exists.
The earrml It-r! of bu #iixe ctpital spending

The level of business expenditures for new plant and equipment during 19W5
was 40.5 percent above the level for 195r when capital investment spurted to
record levels and excess capacity developed. However. this does not constitute
adtequate support for the eonelusion that the current level of business capital
spending is excessive. particularly if one considers the expected growth of per-
sonal consumption expenditures and the labor force during 1967-1970. An
anal..is of these two variables tends to indicate that the gros st ck of business
fixed investment must be increased sutstantiallr in order to provide the produc-
tive capacity to meet consumer demand within the framework of non-inflationary
g-rowth and to equip those entering the labor force with their complement of
modern tools of production so that they can be employed efficiently.
('oI4*Wvtir 41et-114J

Dturixt the 1965-970 perk, the averm.ze annual ineremse in personal consump-
tion expenditures is expe-ted to be lg1 tine greater than in 1957-I9t the
period of com4parable lei zth following the capital goods oom of the middle
19-'s (e Table 1). In T95T personal eonks-umption expenditures totaled $21A
bNlion and reaebed $MU billion in 19k). yielding an average annual Increase of
$14.7 billion. Rx. 1W5 cc unters had inreIfed their expenditures 523 percent
.tNwe the lerel of 1W% to a ttal of ":%-k" billion. and it is expected that thrlg h
19n) they will bo-t their ntein by an average of - billion annually.

in r 1,W--197 to the ave m.-e annwtl m-rwoh of the 173. lior for-e will be
1Mt -r~es --reater thin in the peio S-~ 5ee Tamle 21. Ant average, --

I. 42%'k") ne-W wXorkkerS Will N' errn the Uitbr nLArket each yea-r thoh1W.&P
e'n1Ar d wilht an annual aver-e of 742$Yb flr tbe earler perio& Ie prir xte
lANr fore will be exMT1niRV it the rtP of 1JOILIN re. - ye r whc s 2.I
times the annl averta of 4TAv .- for e 19T-19 period.

t* S~hr rkitff.ee C Pswnilfee Reft"fir!rf pp.
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Economic Advisers. Projection for 1966-1970 based on Economic
Report of the President- January 1966; Increase- for 1966 baied
on the expectation tl-..5 consumer expenditures will account for
G-5. percent of a 546.4 *C'ion increase in GNP. pp. 54 2nd V.V;
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percent, pp. 40 and 65
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So~reTotal labor' force statistia foe' 1950 and 1957-19655 from
United State,% Department oa Labir, Batcau of Labow Sctit~a
rr rerted En f.-on6-,ric Rep*of of the Prr'niPnt, JarivxitY 196~A,
p. 232 15V-1970 assmes a LS percent per year 2tM=21 ifftrEz5e
from. the 19635 actuzal of 784 nxi1t.*n Frivate labor forces repte-
iorl'tf the toca !abio ffrce leis !he armed fr-eq IC3s ocher COT-
Ci-nret CM'P~ot0?C: 2rured 10oce SU6titli 1954 and 1967-196;5
fromr Ec oiws P'ep-5.1 of the Presidwn., Jaxpsary IVA, P.. =1;
zosernment c mp'rv~mctt ittiXCIY 2r~)ad 1337-19 from
Urrited Sua1n-v Department of Laher, Baru'e of Laybor Suearic.
Emrzpi nc ad E4rninrg, Febcrar'i 19#5A, p. 4;-, eIV.05100 kefe
of 2-1t mi::ion 2iwmed for the armed forces; 1966-Wo7 toserz-
moont enap't)inenc prr'~erred cm the bnsZ-t cC the 3..3. percent ar-
2Zge anual iircrcase flot he per.-od 1561h-1965.

*Srarti.i; in ISO0 includes A!aska and Ka-m-9i.

Personot Coosqmption Espendlhreq, Actual 1957 - 1965,
and Projected 1966-1970

46.9
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The additional investment in plant and equipment needed to employ these
workers will be substantial. A recent tabulation based on 1962 data placed the
average capital investment cost per employee in manufacturing at about $16,500
and for production workers at about $21,500.'$ This was the average cost which
bad been Incurred to provide the necessary tools and equipment for an existing
job in manufacturing in 1902. The figure is stated at book value and reflects
the original cost of the assets and not their cost in the then current 1962 prices.
The cost of providing tools for new jobs in 1962 was undoubtedly higher due to
price level increases and to the additional investment requirements for the
purchase of new equipment With new technology. Since 1962, additional tech-
nological improvements and price ,level increases have taken place so that the
amount of capital required for a new job has undoubtedly increased still further.

An additional factor to take into account in considering the capital require-
ments for employment in the years ahead is the rate of productivity gain. By
increasing the average capital input per worker a more efficient utilization of
labor resources is achieved and productivity measured in terms of output per
unit of labor input is increased. Through 1970, therefore, the level of capital
investment must be sufficient to provide the tools and equipment for twice as
many new workers, must also provide for an increase In the complement of
capital facilities per worker if the rate of productivity increase is to be main-
tained and must provide these facilities at higher investment costs than in the
past. This is a most pressing requirement, particularly since the rise in output
per man hour during 1965 was down to 2.8 percent compared with an average
rate of 3.0 percent per annum since 1960. "

The inve.stment credit and countercyclical policy
Irrespective of the current level of business capital spending, suspension of

the investment credit entails a number of serious shortcomings as a counter-
cyclical policy measure. It does not lend itself to short-term policy objectives
nnd does not embody the required characteristics of simplicity, fairness and im-
mediate effectiveness. It would unquestionably disrupt business confidence and
would Impair the credits future usefulness for encouraging economic growth.

Suspension could unfairly penalize all those who have gone ahead and made
commitments on investment plans. The credit is available only when the invest-
ment is substantially completed and in operation. For many projects, this is one
to three years after the start of the project. Equity would require allowance
for completion, in which case the impact on the economy would not be felt for
one to two years in the future. Thus If there is need for anti-inflationary action,
it must be by some other means which would be immediately effective.

Suspension and subsequent reinstatement of the investment credit would place
further capital expenditure programs in a chaotic state. Because of the long
time required to engineer, secure equipment and construct plant, no one would
know whether a particular investment would receive the credit and the planning
of capital expenditures would be subject to a serious element of uncertainty.

The tax credit cannot be turned on and off. to stimulate or curb investment
for it has become an integral part of investment activity and long range capital
spending plans are to a great extent dependent on it, These plans often cover
a period of two years and once they are underway cannot be turned off or seri-
ously modified without detriment to the company involved.

Further, if the tax credit was suddenly withdrawn, most: of the capital
expenditures currently underway would be carried out even if it required that
the company go to the money market to borrow additional funds. This would
force many firms to borrow at high interest rates and further increase the cost
of investment.
The tax. credit and the balance of payments

Another significant factor relating to the current role of the investment tax
credit is the balance of payments situation. In this regard, the ability of Amer-
ican goods to compete in world markets is the most evident consideration, and
the relationship between the credit and capital modernization has made the credit
very significant in terms of foreign conetition. However, it should also be
noted that the reduction in the balance of'payments deficit for 1965 to $1.3 billion

Is Nn tonal Industrial Conference Boord, "Capftal Invested per Employee in Manufac-
turlin." Road ,aps of lndiustry No. 1.6.

IS@ Fconopnfe Report of the President. January 1006. p. 79.
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was ascribed1'ki great measure to the sUccess of the. program of voluntary re-
straint In capital ivestment abroad. It must'be remembered that virtually every
IndtistrialUted country abroad provides an incentive which can be likened to the
tax credit, wheth it be called an "initial allowance," an "incentive allowance,"
or a "credit." A I tact, the tax treatment Accorded investment in foreign coun-
tries is a primary lure to American capital, and this gives rise to the possibility
that in the absence of the tax credit in this country, which would have placed the
tax treatment of domestic capital investment at a distinct disadvantage, the pro-
gram of oluntarY restraint on overseas investments would not have been quc-
cessful as it was. In other terms, it is probable that removal of the credit would
immediately act to restore investment abroad to its former attractiveness and
would tend to worsen the balance of payments situation.
Significance of the tax oredit

The relationship between the tax credit and business confidence was em-
phasized by Secretary of the Treasury Fowler when he said that "tinkering with
the credit.. ." would create uncertainties. Suspension would impairits future
usefulness for encouraging economic growth. The Secretary also said "Congress
would face a question of good faith" because the change would catch companies
in the middle of planned investments. In faet, business received a promise from
the Treasury (Fowler in 1962) that the credit would not be taken away or manip-
ulated or short-term objectives.

The tax credit is an Important part of the depreciation structure, a vital tool in
investment activity and has contributed much to the modernization of plant and
equipment. Only through modern' equipment can we increase productivity, lower
costs and compete With foreign producers. It Is needed particularly in the
years ahead to further encourage the modernization of our industrial facilities
and thus should remain a permanent part of the tax law.

NEw onw CHAMMM oF CoMMAICI
Now York, N.Y., October 7, 1966.

Hon. Russr, B. LoNG, Chairman,
Senate Finance Conmittee,,
Senate Otfoe Buitding,
Washington, D.0.

DEAR SENATOR LoNqo: As Chairman of the Taxation Committee of the New
York Chamber of Commerce, I have been authorized to present the views of the
Chamber Tax Committee on H.R. 17607. 1 respectfully request that this letter
be incorporated In the official records of the Senate Finance Committee hearings
on H.R. 17607.

H.R. 17607 was introduced in Congress as an instrument to curb inflationary
pressures on the Nation's economy. Businessmen are deeply concerned with the
problem of inflation and are ready to support an appropriate program to effective-
ly counteract the current inflationary pressures. It 1s now clear that we can no
longer relay solely on monetary policy to curb inflation. Other measures are
necessary. H.R. 17607 is intended to represent the initiation of additional pro-
grams in the anti-inflation battle. Unfortunately, however, In our judgment It
will be ineffective as an anti-inflationary measure, and it may very well have the
opposite result from that for which the bill is Intended.

In the public sector, the continuous increase in governmental expenditures
has put a serious burden on the demand side of our economy. Much of this
expenditure increase is the result of increased Defense expenditures. Business
recognizes that these increased expenditures may be necessary in view of the
current situation In Viet Nam. However, as these growing Defense expenditures
are met, there should be a corresponding reduction in the outlays for domestic
programs. Such reductions have not been made. The resulting inflation from
supporting expanding Defense, expenditures and expanding domestic program
Is placing great strains on the entire economy. A-successful fight against infla-
tion demands a firm and immediate program drastically to contain expenditures
for non-Defense purposes, at least until such time as it is safe to cut back on
Defense expenditures.

A reduction in Federal expenditures on domestic programs would substantial-
ly moderate the current inflationary pressures.

1*This is pointed out in a recent study made by the National Bureau of Economic Re-
search titled Foreign Taz Policy for Economic Growth.
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On the other hand, my Committee can "e no suc results from a temporary
suspension of - thio' nve nen t tazte "ird 'hug a ce|jrhitd depreciationon
iiess' plans wellin iddanieo"On libw hii te to In olatite Uiq' ent. '11'.
17607 Wi not affect'chrfjit xpas16n 6 ,i' w re y. A ny
eilanbiO ok' M drni~ation , 'benln Id o~fJrb ly3 'not be uniper
way before aniia 196 8: 'onli 'efrt'tI.R. 17607 ou'htd have ofi cuikent
expansion plans Would eb to 'Add the ernefti of dncehtinty is to whether' the"ten~porary"suspetision Would ifnt 0'comie pe6mia nent |n 6ate 1 gilatidii. 'There-
foe, 'th real 'efft .A. 1O0t would have'on'busnes" ! hltdr.s' for'pla'nt
and eqiipmientw6ould be to itrdile' tie element or n6eraifty'into business
long-rang'1planning. Sich a'"tep a4 hardly'beregaY ded'as flontriution'to
the natlnal economic tefare,"i c' ' rd yi re: e" ' ' c

While H.R. 17607 might possibly reduce the pressure for bank credit in late
1967 or early 1968 as current programming for expansion In 1968 is shelved be-
cause of the element of uncertainty inherent in a "Lempofary" Suspepslon of in-
vestL'n "tax credit, it wili hhve no inimedfate effect on , the preseiit demand
for cpital. Business wigl Iq kinu6 to need'flnapcIig for'capital expansion be-
gun before September p, i

There is aso A" stron g possiblIt$' that passage of H.R. 17607 would produce
the opposite' eftect from that for whib it is intended, i.e., it could increase in-
flatiopary pressures. The largest price increases have occurred in the service
industries which have a h 'ih labor input. Actually' the products which have
declined in price are in the durable goods sector where investment in new plants
and* technology have resI ted in a reductlo ,in unit Cqsts and prices. Many
otfthese'neWer prodUctiOn faIities were'creaited 1"aus eb the investment stimu-
lis regujing from the enactment of the investment taj creditt and accelerated
depreciiitI on. United tStates busInesq competes ai.tionally and internationally,and td remain ciipttive, must have tlihe fOt a 'dvapqed prqductlye facilities.
The suspension on the investment tax credit and ii&elerated depreciation would
seriously jeopardize our competitive position.

Suspension 'of the Investmlnt ta' credit and accelerated depreciation can
not helpi bfit elmiinate jobs. At will directly affect construction, and the equip-
inent producing industries. Indirectly it will Affect all the inumerous supply and
service industries that contribute to the erection of lew fapilltes F Ipally, the
lack of employment opportunities will bear adversely on our j;paidjng labor
force. We will lose the additional Jobs that would have beeni created by the
future completion of new production facilltles.

There are numerous cases wher6'large expenditures have been Made based on
oral agreementA or othei* iiforinal types bf coutradts. 'It Is etretiely doilbtful
whether such agreements could b6 deeied a "blndiig'contrdict" ivithin the mean-
ing of the bill.

* For these reasons.'the Taxation Committee of the New York Chamber of
Commerce is opposed to the enactment of H.R. 17607. It appreciates the oppor-
tunity to have its views' incorporated In tlie hearings of the Senate Finance
Committee. '
* Sincerely yours,

SAMbEL H. HELLENBRAND.
Chairman, Conin ittt.b on Taxation.

THE ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF AMERICA,
Vashington, D.C., October 10, 1966.

Re H.R. 17607.
Hon. RUSSELL LoNo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
.U.S. Senate, Wash ington, D.C.

DEAR SENAToR LoNo: The Associated General Contractors of America appreci-
ates this opportunity to express to the Senate Finance Committee the views of it
representative cross-section of It smemnbers upon the pending H.R. 17607. This
bill would suspend the 7 percent investment credit and the allowance of acceler-
ated depreciation in the case of certain buildligs or other structures.

While fle opinions we have received from our members have not been uinan-
imous, the consensus has been that the proposed legislation would be harmful
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to the c6kitructi1i iiduslry aid to the national interest, and, thus, should not
be enacted.

The mi;0jr po'iris of 6bjedtion to the proposed legislation as made by general
contractors are td following.

1. The ' oit effective curb on inflation Is increased production., Yet. H.R.
17607 seeks to cut down oi the construction of industrial buildings needed to
make industry niore productivee and efficient. An induced slow-down in the
expansion and modernization of Am erica's productive facilities will lead in the
lngb'run to higher costs and prices and will damage our ability to compete
successfully In world markets.

2. Relying on the federal government's repeated assurances that the 7 percent
investment credit and accelerated depreciation would continue as a part of the
taX structure, general contractors have planned their business operations on
the basis thereof. The proposed termination would shake their confidence in
th&' government's announced tax policies and would result in hardship to gen-
eral .contractors through enforced additional borrowing o-' funds at the present
prolilbltive interest rates.

3. H.R, 17607 would have little or no immediate effect in curbing inflation.
The planning of future construction projects would be delayed or postponed,
raising serious trobabilities of a recession in the construction Industry a year
or two henco.

4. Withdraw'il of accelerated depreciation from building construction is dis-
criminatory legislation and would place too heavy a burden upon the construction
Industry alone. A more equitable and effective attack on Inflation should be
directed a both Pr(lucers and consumers and borne by all alike.

The relatively few responses we have received that have favored enactment
of H.R. 17607 have expressed the belief that such legislation may tend to curb
material shortages and labor demands for excessive Wages. Rapidly increasing
labor coSts In the construction industry is the primary problem confronted by
general contractors at this time. The vast majority of our members feel that
this pfhblenm insit be, met under government policies Which deal directly with
excessive uniohlden6itids instead of attempting to reach the unions by limiting
the market of thd employer.

We believe that the liberalizing amendments to H.R. 17607 as passed by the
House of Representatlve$ ate constructive, but in our opinion they do not meet
the basic objections to tW nro0Posed legislation as outlined above.

in conclusion, rfefidtiig the consensus of our members' response to H.R. 17607,
the Associated General Contractors of America submits that this proposed legis-
lation is not in th* public interest and should not be favorably reported by the
Senate Finance conimittee.

Respectfully,
WILLIAM E. DUNr,

Executive Director.

F'I19ANCIAL ExEcUTIVES INSTITUTE,
°* New York, N.Y., October 6, 1966.

Hon. RussLL B. LoNG,
Chairman, Oommittee on Finanoe, U.S. Senate, Vashington, D.O.

Sni: We appreciate the opportunity provided by the Committee on Finance to
ofter comments on H.R. 17607, A B1I1 to suspend the investment credit and the
allowance of accelerated depreciation in the case of certain real property, which
we submit herewith.

Financial Executives Institute (FEI) is a, membership organization of over
5,500 senior financial officers, representing more than 3,500 business organiza-
tions. The corporations represented range in size from medium to the very
largest. The Committee on Taxation of FBI is composed of members knowledge-
able in the tax area and supported by sufficient staff and legal counsel to, study
and reach meaningful conclusions as to the results of proposed tax action on
the business community.

We are concerned over the state of our national economy and the measures
which are currently being proposed to bring corrective action in this area. We
know that your Committee seeks the proper solutions to these problems and we
therefore submit our views for your consideration.

Our Committee is opposed to any change that would withdraw, or suspend
even for a relatively brief period, the investment credit and accelerated deprecia-
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tion provisions now contained In the Internal Revenue Code. When adopted,
these provisions were represented as necessary and permanent additions to the
Federal tax structure. There was no indication, on the separate occasions when
these measures were enacted, that either was to be considered as temporary,
to be granted or withdrawn for the purpose of influencing cyclical fluctuations
in the economy. The business community has therefore relied on the perma-
nence of these provisions, and many state legislatures have modified their own
tax law to accommodate or conform to the Federal pattern. A temporary Sus-
pension of these measures such as is now proposed would be severely disruptie,
it would create very substantial administrative problems both for business and
a number of the states and it could have unfortunate psychological overtones.
We believe sincerely that the implications in this situation are serious.

We are in full accord with the end purpose intended to be served by the pro.
posed suspension. We are firmly of the opinion, however, that the action being
taken in the tax area will not contribute to this purpose, certainly not in any
material degree. The kinds of expenditures which have been induced by the
availability of the provisions here in question cannot be turned on and off by
the flick of a switch; they respond more nearly to the pattern of the operation
of a rheostat. Momentum alone-through the length of the rheostat cycle-
will carry us well into the suspension period, and perhaps through it, before
there is any perceptible slackening in the demand for 'capital funds or in ex-
penditures for capital goods attributable to this factor. The majority opinion
within our committee certainly indicates that thi3 is likely to be the case. We
are also informed that a limited survey just completed of top corporations
by the National Industrial Conference Board supports this position.

If despite the many arguments which will have been presented to your Com-
mittee against the proposed suspension it is decided that, for policy or other
reasons, this legislation must be adopted, the record should show clearly that it
is a temporary measure which is definitely not intended to extend beyond the
date presently specified. The law should also be framed in as simple and
straightforward a manner as circumstances will permit, in order to minimize
both the administrative and compliance burdens on business and the problem
of implementation by the Revenue Service. This should not be too' difficult to
accomplish, particularly if, as has been asserted, revenue considerations are not
a primary factor in the decision to adopt this course of action.

In' this latter connection, the following (to apply equally, as matters of gen-
eral principle, in the investment credit and accelerated depreciation sections)
are submitted for your consideration.

1. The date for the beginning of construction, reconstruction, or erection
of property should be deemed to be when the taxpayer incurs the first cost
required to be capitalized and recognized as being includible in his basis of
the property.

2. In brder to avoid having the effect of the suspension continue beyond
the stated sixteen-month period, the rule recommended in 1 above should
apply both going into and coming out of the suspension period.

3. Determination of the existence of a binding contract at the critical
dates specified in the Bill should be based on the facts and circumstances
and the controlling state laws in each instance and not by any overlay of
Federal tax regulations for this purpose..

To summarize we strongly urge that H.R. 17607 be rejected. Close fiscal
control at the Federal level can be infinitely more effective, much more promptly,
than could any number of adjustments which might be made to the piece-parts
of our basic revenue structure. However, it the proposed suspension is enacted,
all possible precautions should be taken to insure that It is of temporary dura-
tion and as devoid as possible of unnecessary complexities.Thank you again for this opportunity to presen t 'our views on this matter.
These views have also been forwarded to the Honorable John .. Williams; as
ranking minority member of the Committee on Finance of the Senate, and a
copy of this letter is being furnished today' to the Honorable Wilbur D. Mills,
Chairman of the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives.

Very truly yours,
WA ree L. TTTD,

Chairman, Committee o& Tacation.


